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Preface 

My aim in writing this book has been to provide a thorough in troduction to gen
erative phonology. By reading the text and working through the exercises, the 
student will develop a basic understanding of the fundamental concepts of pho
nology and the abili ty to apply them to the analysis of novel da ta. It is my hope 
tha t the reader will acquire the background and tools not only to read the current 
literature with critical understanding but a lso to become an active part icipant in 
phonological research. 

I see the book as being usefu! to three sorts of readers. Firs t. it can serve as 
the core text for a one- or two-semester course in phonology a t the advanced 
undergraduate or beginning graduate level. Second. it can be used to provide an 
overview or to fill in the gaps for instructors who wish to de velop a different 
approach to the subject or to treat a particular topic in depth . Finally. it is suitable 
for self-study , giving a sense of the kinds of questions phonologists ask and how 
they go about answering them. 

The first three chapters introduce the basic descriptive concepts and analytic 
techniques of "classical" generative phonology, covering some of the same 
ground as Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979. In conjunction with chapter 4, they 
are suitable for an undergraduate phonology course. Remaining chapters survey 
the major lines of generative research that have opened up in the ensuing period. 
Each motivates the questions being explored. presents the basic results, and then 
surveys the contemporary scene. These chapters can be read more or less in
dependently. All chapters in the book are accompanied by a list of suggested 
readings and a set of exercises ranging in difficulty and type. There a re more 
exercises than could reasonably be worked through in a single course. Instructors 
are urged to pick and choose the ones that work best. 
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Introduction 

Generative grammar is an approach to linguistics developed at MIT (Massachu
sells Institute of Technology) by Noam Chomsky a nd Morris Halle in the 1950s. 
It has since become the received theory of phonology and syntax in the United 
Sta tes. Many generative linguists a re also active in Canada. Western Europe. 
Japan. Korea, Australia, and e lsewhere. The major goal of generative linguistics 
has been to solve what Chomsky ( 1986) has termed Plato's problem: any spe:=tker 
knows many surprising things about the structure of his or her language. things 
whose internalization is difficult to understand if based sole ly on evidence from 
the linguistic environment. Chomsky illustrates this point with the paradigm in 
(I). 

(I) a. I wonder who [the men expected to see them] 
b. [the men expected to see them] 
c. John ate an apple 
d. John ate 
e. John is too stubborn to talk to Bill 
f. John is too stubborn to talk to 

In (l a) the pronoun them may take the men as antecedent ; but this anaphoric 
re lation is impossible in (lb), even though exactly the same sequence of words 
is involved. In (lb) the men and them must be understood to refer to different 
individuals. These judgments are quite sharp and immediate and will be readily 
assented to by any speaker of the language. How are they possible? No one has 
ever taught them to us; in fact, they were only recently discovered. Nevertheless , 
every mature speaker comes to share these intuitions. A traditional explanation 
of language learning is that it proceeds by analogy from the most frequent or 
salient patterns and structures. It is easy to show that analogy is incapable of 
explaining many such facts. For example, comparing ( le) and ( Id), one might 
infer that if the object of the verb is dropped, the verb is inte rpreted as laking an 
arbitrary, unspecified object (John ate something). But this explanation imme
diate ly runs afoul of examples such as (le) and (10, where the object of the verb 
talk to is also missing. Here object deletion does not result in an unspecified no un 
phrjse interpretation; the missing object in (10 must refer to Jolin. 

Chomsky's point is that these judgments arc immediate, intuitive. and natu ral. 
A child learning English would never generalize from (l c ,d) to (lc.f). But " mis
takes" of this kind are just what we should expect to find if language acqui~ition 
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pro.:eeds by analogy, stimul us generali zation, and the other learning mechanisms 
proposed in classical empiricism. 

OYer 30 years' study of Plato· , problem suggests a different pic ture. Rather 
than emphasizing how different from one another languages are , linguists are much 
more impressed with their basic similarity. For many deep-seated properties such 
as those illustrated in (I }, languages seem to be identical or exhibit only a small 
range of variation. The knowledge of language revealed in speakers' judgments 
of ;.,reference in (I ) and ·in man:, other syntactic structures is quite rich and 
specific in characte r. Since this knowledge is so different and remote from overt 
spee.:h behavior, the most promising and natural explanation for its existence and 
origin is that humans share a common core of Universal Grammar (UG) as part 
of ~heir genetic endowment. It i~ in te rms of this common core that language 
deYelops in the individual in response to the language of the environment , evolving 
into Korean, French, English. and so o n, as depicted in (2). Languages a re so 
similar or even identical in their underlying structure because they develop from 
this common core. What systematic differences do exist involve choosing among 
a constrained set of options (parameter fixing). 

L GKorcan 

(2) UG ~ G Frcnch 

GEng1;, h 

Phonology is the component of our linguistic knowledge that is concerned with 
the physical realization of language. Possession of this knowledge permits us to 
realize words and the sentences they compose as speech (or as gestures in the 
language of the deaf) and to recover them from the acoustic signal (or visual sign 
display). Phonology differs from syntax in that knowledge of the pronunciation 
of lexical items must be stored in memory; since the relation between sound and 
meaning is arbitrary, there is no way to predict that 'man's best friend' is dog in 
English, Hund in German, chien in French, and so on. This basic fact allows for 
more unpredictable differences among languages that must be learned in the de
velopment of an individual grammar from UG. Nevertheless, for a significant 
range of phenomena, the same general picture depicted in (2) appears accura te. 
There are many recurrent aspects of phonological structure of a highly specific 
and rich character whose acquisition cannot be explained on the basis of analogy 
or stimulus generalization in any useful sense of these terms. These properties 
are also most naturally explained as reflections of UG. 

ln this Introduction we discuss a few examples to motivate this general point 
of view. We then summarize the kinds of questions generative phonologists have 
been asking and preview the book's survey of the answers that have been offered. 
In his celebrated (1933) paper "The Psychological Reality of Phonemes," the 
American linguist Edward Sapir (1884-1939) pointed to the existence of several 
puzzles posed by the sound structure of language that are as striking as the syn
tactic ones illustrated in ( I). In the course of his fieldwork on American Indian 
languages, Sapir was st ruck by the fact that his language consultants would hear 
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sounds that were not objectively present in their speech. Let us co nsider one of 
Sapir' s examples in some detail. While studying the Canad ian Athabaskan lan
guage Sarcee, he was puzzled by his informant John Whitney's insistence that 
there was a difference between din[ 'this one' and di11i •it makes a o und· even 
though the two were phonetically homophonous to Sapir·s trained ears . 

When I asked him what the difference was, he fou nd it difficult to say, and 
the more often he pronounced the words over to himself the mo re confused 
he became as to their phonetic difference. Yet a ll the t ime he seemed perfectly 
sure that there was a diffe rence. At various moments I thought I could catch 
a slight phonetic difference, for instance, ( I ) that the -ni of " this one· · was 
on a slightly lower tone than the -ni of "it makes a sound"; (2) tha t there 
was a slight stress on the di- of " this one" .. . and a similarl y slight stress 
on the -ni of " it makes a sound"; (3) tha t the -11[ of " this one" ended in a 
pure vowel with little or no breath release, while the -ni of "it makes a sound" 
had a more audible breath release, [and] was properly -11[' . These suggestions 
were considered and halfheartedly accepted at various t imes by John, but it 
was easy to see that he was not intuitively convinced. T he one tangib le sug
gestion that he himself made was obviously incorrect , namely , that the -ni 
of "it makes a sound" ended in a "t". John claimed tha t he "felt a 1" in the 
syllable, yet when he tested it over and over to himself , he had to admit tha t 
he could neither hear a "t" nor feel his tongue articulating one. We had to 
give up the problem, and I silently concluded that there simply was no pho
netic difference between the words ... (p. 26; all page references are to 
Makkai 1972) 

Sapir's discussion concerns what he calls a phonetic illusion . Two objectively 
identical stimuli din[ are perceived as different when they are associated with 
different meanings. Furthermore, the difference is of a precise form; Whitney felt 
that the -n f of 'it makes a sound' ended in a [t] while dini 'this one' did not. What 
could be the basis of this strange illusion? Clearly, unlike other well-known il
lusions in which identical stimuli are interpreted differently depending on context 
(e.g., the Miiller-Lyer illusion in which a line looks longer between outward
pointing than between inward-pointing arrowheads: - vs.>-<), the din[ case 
depends on having very specialized knowledge - being a speaker of Sarcee. 

Sapir goes on to say that as his understanding of the structure of Sarcee in
creased, the source of the "mysterious t" that his informant intuited became 
clear. The final syllables of dini 'this one' and din( 'it makes a sound ' behave 
differently when suffixes such as the inferential -la and the relative -i are added, 
as shown in (3). -la is unchanged after 'this one' but devoices its initial lateral 
consonant to [t] after 'it makes a sound'. Before the relative suffix, a [t] appears 
in 'it makes a sound' while i + i contract to a long [a] in ' this one'. 

(3) 

dinf 'this one' 
dlnf ' it makes·a sound' 

inferentia l 
-la 
dinfla 
dlnlta 

_relative 
-i 
dina:" 
dinft' f 
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Sapir explains. 

There are phonologi~ally distinct types of final vowels in Sarcee: smooth or 
simple VO\\cds; and '-Owels with a consonantal latency. i.e. , vowels originally 
followed b~ a con~o:iant which disappears in the absolute form of the word 
but which reappear, when the word has a suffix beginning with a vowel or 
which makes its former presence felt in other sandhi phenomena. (p. 26) 

In other words. the po~tulated latent consonant intuited by John Whitney for dini 
'it makes a sound' actually emerges before the relative -i in din it '-i. Its presence 
is also detectable in the devoicing of the inferential -la suffix: dini-ta. 

In order to explain his informant's intuition, Sapir postulates that the final 
\·owels of words like di!1! ' it makes a sound ' have a " latent" consonant. What 
this means is that there is another. psychologically more accurate representation 
of the word that records the presence of this intuited sound: [dinit]. Following 
Sapir, let us refer to this representation as the phonological representation. Sapir 
concludes, 

It is clear that, while John was phonetically amateurish , he was phonologically 
subtle and accurate. His response amounted to an index of the feeling that 
dini ··this one" = dini. that din[ "it makes a sound" = dini', and that this 
-ni' = -nit·. (p. 27 j 

Lest we conclude that such phonological illusions are only to be found in "ex-
otic" languages, Sapir discusses an analogous case from English. He states that 

(his informant] John's certainty of difference in the face of objective identity 
is quite parallel to the feeling that the average Englishman would have that 
such words as sawed and soared are not phonetically identical. It is true that 
both sawed and soared can be phonetically represented as s:>·d, but the -ing 
forms of the two verbs (sawing, soaring). phonetically s:>·-ia and S:J·r-ia, and 
such sentence sandhi forms as "Saw on, my boy!" and "Soar into the sky!" 
combine to produce the feeling that the s:>·d of sawed = s:>·-d but that the 
s:,·d of soared = s:>·r-d. In the one case zero= zero, in the other case zero = r. 
(p. 27) 

Thus, in this particular r-less dialect of English, saw and soar are homophonous 
as (s:>:]([:i:] indicates a long back vowel). But the native speaker nevertheless 
distinguishes them as [s:i] vs. [s:ir], the [r] in soar being supplied in the same way 
as the [t] that John Whitney heard in Sarcee din£ 'this one'. 

Sapir concludes his discussion of the intuitions of native speakers with respect 
to the pronunciation of their language with the remark that 

Among educated but linguistically untrained people who discuss such matters 
differences of orthography are always held responsible for these differences 
of feeling. This is undoubtedly a fallacy, a t least for the great mass of people, 
and puts the cart befo,e the horse. Were English not a written language, the 
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configuratively determined phonologic difference between such doublets as 
sa,,.ed and soared would still be "heard ... as a col lect ive illusion. as a true 
phonetic difference. (p. 27) 

In other words. phonetic illusions are found in languages that lack an orthography . 
Indeed. the phenomenon arose for Sapir in the context of the li nguistic desc ription 
practiced at that time in which large bodies of text (myths. riddles. stories . etc.) 
were gathered to serve as a data base for linguistic analysis. An efficient way to 
collect the data was to train the native informants to transcribe them; designing 
an orthography was thus a prerequisite to linguistic analysis . The phonetic illu
sions were manifested in the informants· tendency to spell sounds that were ob
jectively absent in their pronunciation. Since the phenomenon happens in un
written languages, the orthography cannot be responsible. Rather , the re\ erse is 
true: it is precisely because of the existence of such illusions that native speakers 
feel compelled to represent such latent sounds. 

Granted the existence of the phenomenon. the important question then becomes 
how to explain it. Why are Sarcee speakers compelled to represent dinf ' this one' 
as [dinftj and ,-less English speakers [s:i:] ·soar' as [s:ir)'> How does a child growing 
up in the Sarcee/English language enviror.ments where the relevant sounds are 
always absent in the pronunciation of these words d iscover them in the course 
of acquiring the language? A reasonable first guess is that the phantom [t] in Sarcee 
and the [r] in English derive from the fact that these sounds actually appear in 
the related suffixed words dinit'-i and [s:iril)] soaring. But what precisely do we 
mean by a related word? How is it possible for the pronunciation of one word to 
influence another? Why doesn' t the influence run in the opposite direction: that 
is, why doesn' t the absence of a final consonant in the isolat ion form induce 
deletion in the suffixed forms? Providing a serious scientific answer to these kinds 
of questions forms an essential part of the research program of generative pho
nology. 

Let us consider some additional examples of phonetic illusions. E nglish speak
ers tend to perceive the intersyllabic consonantal material in camper and anchor 
as analogous to clamber and anger. This is an illusion, however. In most dialects 
(Malecot 1960) the nasal consonant is phonetica ll y absent before such sounds as 
[p,t,k,s], so that camper and anchor have the same gross phonetic shape (C)VCVC 
(Va nasal vowel) as (C)VCVC wrapper and acre . While VCVC anchor belongs 
with VCVC acre phonetically, English speakers have the strong intuition that 
psychologically it belongs with VCCVC anger. Somehow the nasality of the vowel 
in anchor signals the presence of a following latent nasal consonant. But why do 
we hear the nasal consonant after the vowel instead of before? Why is the sequence 
VCVC interpreted as VNCVC and not as NVCVC? Notice that in this case. unlike 
the examples from Sarcee and r-less English, there is no suffixed form of the word 
in which the latent nasal emerges. For these dialects, under normal circumstances 
anchor is always pronounced without a nasal consonant. Nevertheless. the c hild 
acquiring these English dialects comes to interpret [a:k;ir] as having the VNCVC 
shape of anger (rel)g:ir) and not the VCVC shape of acre lckor]. On wha t basis 
is this perception acquired? 

Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (199 1) report experimental evidence tha t nirrobo-
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ra tes the contention tha t English speakers interpret nasality in the vowel as re
flecting a following nasal consonant. In a word completion task in which subjects 
hear stimuli of the form CV and are asked to supply a continuation as rapidly as 
possible, English-speaking subjects tend to complete CY with CYN (N = 
[m,n,I))); their performance differs significantly from that of Bengali subjects, who 
tend to complete the CV stimuli with an oral consonant: fo r instance, [p ,t ,k]. This 
consistent difference between the Bengali- and English-speaking subjects reflects 
the different phonological sfatus oi vowel nasality in the two languages: V implies 
a following nasal in English but not in Bengali, where nasal vowels comprise an 
important subset of the vocalic inventory. Jnterestingly, the difference is also 
reflected in the orthography of the two languages . Bengali has a diacritic mark 
for nasal vowels while English does not and , if our analysis is correct, could not 
have an analogous device such as the nasal tilde . Another important diffe rence 
between the two la nguages is that in English a nasal vowel is a lways fo llowed by 
a nasal consonant unless a consonant from the voiceless [p,t ,k,s] series follows. 
In other words, while English has lexical items such as camp with the shape CYX 
(X = [p,t,k,s]J, it lacks items with the shapes CY or CYX (X = [b,l,r ,v], etc.). 
In Bengali no such restriction holds. We will see la te r why fac tors of this kind 
could be relevant to the differing interpretations of the same phonetic stimuli in 
the two phonological systems. 

Phonetic illusions do not just involve the addition of " phantom" sounds . We 
often misperceive sounds that are objectively present in the speech signal. Con
sider the well-known pairs write vs. ride and writer vs. rider in (4) , taken from 
many American English dialects. 

(4) 
phonological representation 
phonetic representation 

write 
ra,it 
raj_t 

ride 
rajd 
ra:id 

writer 
rait-er 
raiD-ar 

rider 
rajd-er 
ra:iD-ar 

Most speakers of this dialect hear a clear difference between writer and rider and 
localize it in the medial dental consonant: writer has a medial [t] while rider has 
a medial [d]. The pronunciations of writer and rider are indeed different. But 
phonetic study reveals that the medial dental consonants are in fact pronounced 
identically - as a rhotic, r-like consonant called a flap (found in Spanish pero 
'but') and symbolized here as [DJ. The difference instead resides in the vowel -
it-is longer in rider than in writer. Unless one has had phonetic training, however, 
this vowel length difference is ignored because it is below the threshold of con
sciousness. 

The writer-rider pair thus presents us with another phonetic illusion. Our ears 
must detect the vowel length difference: we do hear these words as different , and 
this is where the objective difference lies . But somehow our consciousness in
terprets the contrast as loca ted in the following consonant. Furthermore, it does 
so in a very precise way - the medial flap of writer is perceived as [t] while that 
of rider is perceived as [d]. Once again, how is this possible? 

It appears that we must recognize at least two different conceptualizations or 
representations for phonological information: a phonetfr· one indicating how the 
lexical item is to he realized in speech and an additional pho110/ogical one that 
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helps to explicate the "i llusions" we have been discuss ing. These contrasting 
representations play a significant role in the development of an orthography. Pho
netic differences that are overlooked (such as the vowel length in [ra:id]) will 
typically fail to recei\·e an orthographic regist ration. Phonetically accurate (but 
psychologically misleading) orthographies have frequent ly had to be abandoned 
as impracticable - pre.: isely because they al!empt to record distinc tions that are 
below the level of cons.:iousness of ordinary speakers. Clearly it would be absurd 
to require English spelling to indicate the vowel length di ffe rence in writer-rider. 
But just as c learl y. rational orthographies will often require spelling diffe rently 
what is phonetically the same sound. For example , orthographic reformers would 
correctly point to the irrational spelling distinction between the ··wr·· in writer 
and the "r' ' in rider for what is c learly the same sound. But no one would ever 
propose spelling the medial dental consonants the same in writer and rider -
precisely because they are perceived as different by English speakers. 

There is an interesting regularity that supports thi s interpretation. As just noted , 
the vowel of rider is longer than that of writer. This vowel length difference runs 
throughout English and is strictly correlated wi th the type of consonant that fo l
lows the vowel. Examination of the da ta in (5) s hows tha t short vowels are as
sociated with such consonants as [p.t.k,s] while long ones are assoc iated with 
[b,d,g,z]. 

(5) tiip ta:b 
bet be:d 
buck bu:g 
dose do:ze 

The former (voiceless) consonants are a rticulated with a stiff glottis position while 
the latter (voiced) consonants have the glottis in a slack (vibra ting) position . If 
writer [rajDar] is represented as [raj_te r] and rider [ra:iDar] is represented as 
[raj_der], then the same regularity observed in (5) explains the vowel length dif
ference in writer-rider as well: [t] belongs to the voiceless set and hence calls for 
a preceding short vowel while [d] belongs to the voiced set and hence calls for a 
long vowel. 

These considerations suggest that E nglish speakers conceptualize the phono
logical information comprising the lexical units of their language in two different 
ways. A phonetic representation such as that in (4) indicates how the word is 
actualized in speech - the instructions sent to the vocal apparatus to articulate 
the sounds and acoustic properties that are isolated in order to decode the speech 
signal. The phonological representation is more abstract. It is called into play 
when speakers have occasion to represent the word in spelling; it may be revealed 
in language games (e.g., "Say writer or anchor backward") and judgments of 
poetic rhyme. The phonological representation also allows us to explain regular
ities in the phonetic signal (e.g., the vowel length in rider-writer). Phonologists 
believe that it is essentially the form in which the lexical item is stored in memo ry. 
The two representations are systematically rela ted by phonological rules that de
lete, insert , or change sounds in precise contexts. In the rider-writer case, the 
two rules arc first a rule that introduces a vowel length dis tinction a~ a function 
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of the nature of the following consonant ([p,t,k,s, ... ] vs. [b,d,g,z, ... ]. fo llowed 
by a process that transforms [t] and [d] to the flap LDJ in an intervocalic context 
(V_V). 

It is clear that these rules and representations are under the active control of 
the , peakers and not simply a legacy of the historical development of General 
American English. This point is seen in the ability of many persons to shift from 
one dialect or accent to arJother in response to a change in geographic locale or 
social setting. For example, in his study of English accents , Wells (1982:31 - 2) 
say, of one of his best Cockney informants, 

For telling a joke involving an upper class figure , he can put on quite a flawless 
U-RP accent. But his everyday speech is rather broad Cockney. Clearly he 
has within his competence not only the local working class accent but also 
the local upper class accent. ... It seems likely that most speakers, perhaps 
all except younger children, have the ability to " raise" or "lower·· the ap
parent social class characteristics of their speech in this way. 

To develop this point further, consider a person who moves from a nonflapping 
diaiect area to a flapping one . Although the process is acquired more or less 
effort lessly and unconsciously, flapping represents a computational feat of con
siderable complexity. One must be able to isolate the consonant [t] and then 
substitute for (better, modify) this speech segment another of a very precise char
acter - the flap [DJ - a sound that speakers of the flapping dialect find virtually 
impossible to pronounce in other contexts such as the beginning of a word. One 
is not taught to do this - and could not be if it is correct that speakers of the 
flapping dialect are not even conscious that they make this sound. Furthermore, 
the [t] is changed only in a particular context whose exact character involves not 
only the features of the surrounding sounds but also the stress contour: for in
stance, atom has a [DJ but in atomic the flap is impossible. Finally, the change 
is extended quite naturally to [dJ (as in rider) but not to [p] or [k]. For example, 
in learning the flapping accent, no one would generalize the rule so that wiper is 
changed to w1lD]er. Similarly, no child learning this dialect as his or her first 
language will ever make this false analogy. But why not? 

The general answer that has emerged from over 30 years' study of the problem 
is that speech sounds are represented in memory as distinctive features - linguistic 
categorizations with precise phonetic correlates. Sound changes are defined over 
these feature structures. The [l] and [d] (as well as flap [DJ) of writer and rider 
share the feature of being articulated with the tongue tip and thus form a natural 
class; the [pJ of wiper is articulated with the lips. The change of [t] and [d] to the 
flap [DJ proceeds along the same phonological dimension; [p]-> [DJ cuts across 
this dimension and thus is an unnatural change. In other words, what is a possible 
sound change is constrained by the feature structure inherent in the sound's lin
guistic representation. Because speech sounds are encoded in memory as feature 
bundles, the range of modification a sound may undergo in phonetic realization 
is considerably narrowed - so much so that l.pJ -> [Dl will not even be considered 
a:.; a possible phonological rule. 
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The conceptualization of speech sounds as bundles of features is not something 
that children are taught. We do not show children where to put the tongue to 
articulate a [t] the way we must teach them how to hold a spoon or tie a shoe. 
Rather, the features are known in advance as part of UG . It is in \·irtue of this 
knowledge that the continuous speech signal can be segmented. the resultant 
pieces stored in memory as dog, Hund. chien. write, ride. and so on, and the 
proper adjustments made in response to diffe ring morphological and syntact ic 
contexts. 

Let us consider a final example of phonological knowledge of a somewhat dif
ferent character - the formation of hypocoristics (nicknames). 

(6) a. Jennifer Jennie 
Abigail Abbie 
Madeline Maddie 
Penelope Pennie 
Rebecca Beckie 

b. Margaret Margie 
Amanda Mandie 
Patricia Pattie, Tricia 
Victoria Vickie 
Jacqueline Jackie 

From the examples in (6a) - the majority - one might infer the rule that extracts 
a vowel plus a consonant on each side from a prominent position of the base (the 
stressed or initial vowel) and adds the diminutive suffix -ie. (The doubled con
sonant in Pennie, etc., is an orthographic device to indicate the quality of the 
preceding vowel; it does not denote two consonants.) But in other cases more 
than a single consonant is extracted: Patricia may shorten to Tricia, taking in the 
entire preceding cluster, and Margaret and Amanda may shorten to Margie and 
Mandie, taking two consonants after the vowel. But Alberta shortens to Bertie, 
not *lbertie, and two postvocalic consonants are impossible in cases such as 
Patricia-> Pattie and Victoria -> Vickie: Patrie and Victie (and Jacquie) are 
distinctly odd. These judgments are quite sharp. They carry ove r more or less 
productively to non-English names as well: Helmut -> Helmie, but Zygmunt-> 
Zyggie, not *Zygmie. Once again, the question is why not? Why does Helmie 
sound perfectly natural and *Zygmie so awful? If learning is simply a matter of 
habit formation and generalization of the strongest, most frequent pattern , such 
errors are expected. But this is just what we do not seem to find . Rather , children 
and adults home in on the correct solution very quickly. Why is this so? 

In this case the answer runs roughly as follows . Hypocoristic formation is a 
prosodic operation defined over syllables. Specifically, a prominent vowel (in itial 
or stressed) is located and as many surrounding consonants are packed into the 
nickname as can be accommodated by the language's syllable template. The result 
is suffixed by the diminutive -ie: [Jennifer]-> [Jenn] -> !Jenn + icl. 

Like the notion of distinctive feature. syllable is a UG primitive thal cannol be 
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defined in r:, :;ical terms: rather. it is an abstract linguistic category that the child 
brings to tb: language development process. Organization into syllables is fun
damental: , >: rest of the language's prosodic structure and much of its segmental 
phonology :..;_,es its syllable structure into account. The syllable template is subject 
to limited p;_-.,.met ric variation. All languages start with a CV core and most allow 
it to expanc :,, include CVC sequences as well . Some, such as English (but not 
Japanese. h :rc:an. or mal}y languages of Africa) , extend the syllable template to 
CCVCC: t:, :.:·. :here are severe limitations onjust which particular consonants may 
combine. F :, example. while [tr) may cluster together in the prevocalic onset , 
the inverse :;'Jster [rt] is impossible in this position ( trip, true. train are common 
English wo:-::i . but rrip. rwe are unpronounceable); also in atrocity the syllable 
boundary fa:.:., between the [a) and the [tr) cluster (a.tro.ci.ty) while in articulate 
it splits the :;u:;ter (ar. ti.cu.late). Conversely, while [rt) is a possible postvocalic 
coda (man , tr] is not (metre is pronounced as two syllables). Thus, the reason 
.\1argaret cl:..: truncate to Margie but Patricia can shorten only to Pattie and not 
to * Patrie i; that while [marg] is a possible UG syllable, [patr) is not. Finally, 
both principJ!:i ..:ombine to determine Bertrand Russell's nickname of Bertie (* Ber
trie, *Betri! •Berie, *Berie are ungrammatical). In sum, we see that it is a deep
seated prop---'1:~ of UG that underlies the judgments concerning the paradigm in 
(6) _ one tiar resembles the syntactic judgments from ( !) that started the dis-
cussion of P.ato's problem. . 

If we acc~t this general point of view, then the major research questions that 
arise are th=· following. For any given language, what are the phonological rep
resentatioru- :1.0d rules that have developed from UG in individual speakers as a 
result of eXJUsure to the language of their environment? How do these rules apply 
to compute clle phonetic representation? At a more theoretical level, what is a 
possible ruk and representation? What elements are representations composed 
of? What principles govern their combination? Precisely how does UG develop 
into GKo=-~•nch , and so on, in response to the language of the environment? 

This bodt explores the answers that generative linguists have given to these 
questions. ~ter I surveys the UG phonetic alphabet to give a sense of the 
range of sp=h sounds and the features that underlie them. Chapter 2 considers 
how lexical irems are stored in memory and how phonological rules compute the 
correspondilg phonetic representation. Chapter 3 studies more complex systems 
with several interacting rules. Chapter 4 returns to the features, examining their 
phonetic fomdations in order to arrive at a more accurate and adequate repre
sentation. Ompter 5 considers the effect of morphological context on phonological 
rules. Chapl?r 6 develops a formal representation of the syllable. The next three 
chapters COIL--em the ways in which features depart from a simple one-to-one 
relation wifb positions in the linear sequence of phonological segments. Chapter 
7 focuses OD tooe, chapter 8 looks at the interface between speech sounds and 
syllables, -aiJ chapter 9 surveys the remaining features from a nonlinear per
spective. Tie final two chapters return to prosodic structure. Chapter 10 pursues 
the idea trun nress reflects a <;bunking of speech sounds into metrical constituents. 
Chapter J J !Dmines processes such as reduplication and hypocoristic formation 
t~at manipuare prosodic structure. 
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1 The Sounds of Speech 

This chapter has several goals. First, it surveys the sounds of speech from a 
trdditional phonetic point of ,·iew. introducing the customary categorizations for 
the most common sounds in the world 's languages. Second. it illustrates the basic 
notion of phonological natural classes and motivates the distinctive feature no
tation to expre~s such clas~es. It then systematically surveys the universal pho
netic alphabet. introducing a set of features to serve as the notational foundation 
for the analytic concepts and techniques of chapters 2 and 3. Finally. it famil iarizes 
the reader with the most common systems of phonetic transcription. 

In its desire to give a recSonably complete first-pass survey of the phonetic 
alphabet, thi s chapter is necessarily lengthy. Readers wishing to get to the pho
nological action sooner may content themselves with reading the firs t five or six 
sections. Those desiring more background s hould consult a phonetics text such 
as Ladefoged 1993. 

1. 1 The Saussurean Sign 

Acco~ding to Miller and Gildea (1987), in the normal course of development a 
child learns a vocabulary of some 80,000 lexical items. Many adults have lexicQns 
of much greater size. Lexical acquisition is the one most obvious aspect of lan
guage development that requires a large contribution of memorization and learn
ing. At the level of discussion re levant here, we conceive of the lexical item as 
a Saussurean sign. Our discussion focuses on the signifiant (phonological form 
in generative parlance). To build a large vocabulary, the learning system must 
have the capacity to readily perceive the information constituting the signifiant 
in the linguistic environment, to store and recall it at will , and to articulate it 
through a channel that offers easy transmission. The natural mode of articulation 
for human language is speech (though when the auditory system is impaired, 
language is readily expressible in the visual modality of sign language). To un
derstand some of its most basic properties, we can ask what design features it 
would be desirable to build into a language articulation system so tha t it may 
subserve vocabulary acquisition. Surely one requirement is that the system be 
able to assign different lexical items distinct articulations that a re detectable by 
the human ear. Second, the faster the item can be articulated and the more quickly 
the information contained in the acoustic signal can be recovered . the be tte r. 
Third, the system itself must be easy to learn and to operate. 
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While a groan a nd a giggle a re readi ly distinguished from one another. no lan
guage encodes its vocabulary in such gross vocal wholes. Think of the co2nit ive 
hardware that would be required to perceive, learn, and put into operation 80.000 
diffe rent gestures. A much more efficien t system would stipulate a small number 
of basic atoms and some simple method for combining them to produce structu red 
wholes. For example , two iterations of a concatenation operation on an in,·entory 
of 10 elements (say, the digits 0, 1,2,3.4.5,6,7,8.9) will distinguish 103 items (e.g. , 
000. 001. 002 . . .. , 999). As a fi rst a pproximation, it can be said that every 
language organizes its lexicon in this basic fashion. A certain set of speech sounds 
is stipulated as raw material. Distinct lexical items are constructed by chaining 
these elements together like beads on a string. Two lexical items are disrinct if 
they differ in length (e.g .. us, bus, bust. burst, bursts) or have diffe rent elements 
at any given position in the string (e.g .. bus, sub. rub. urb). The fac t that a ll 
languages studied so far submit to an a lphabetic representation a nd tha t such 
writing systems are learned with relative ease reflects this basic mode of linguistic 
organization. However, languages typically utilize more than ten bas ic ele ments. 
Also, while the digits {0.1,2, . .. , 9} can be combined in any order to produce a 
code, human languages impose severe constraints on possible sound sequencing. 
Phonology can be defined as the attempt to reach a deeper understanding of the 
nature of these constraints. 

Some constraints clearly reflec t exigencies of the articulatory hardware. For 
example, longish sequences of consonants are not preferred . Too many unreleased 
consonants shut off airflow and transmission ceases. As frequently observed , the 
human vocal apparatus did not evolve specifically in order to articulate language. 
The lungs, tongue, and lips were present in the species well before the advent of 
language, which has had to make do with these anatomical givens (though see 
Lieberman 1984 for arguments that certain evolutionary developments such as 
the lowering of the larynx have accommodated the language faculty). But while 
some features of phonological structure are explicable in mechanical terms, many 
others are not. There appear to be principles, laws, tendencies, and modes of 
organization that are more cognitively based. Their discovery, study , and for
mulation is what animates much of the interest in the subject. 

1.2 Speech Sounds: An Internal Dimension 

Lexical items (dog, cat, man) resolve themselves into strings of speech sounds 
([d:,g], [ka:t], [ma:n]). In addition to this " horizontal" dimension, the individual 
speech sounds themselves submit to further analysis. They are not the atoms of 
linguistic organization but constellations of still more fundamental categories. 
Study of the sound systems of the many different languages described over the 
past two centuries strongly suggests that the sounds of speech are drawn fro m a 
tightly constrained, universal phonetic alphabet with a surprisingly rich internal 
structure. This struc ture in large part reflects categorizations imposed_ by the vocal 
apparatus. 
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J .2 .1 The Vocal Apparatus and the Articulation of Consonants 

we can get a sense of this inner dimension of linguistic organization by a brief 
review of the gross structure of the vocal apparatus (see chapter 4 and figures 
4.1 and 4.5 for more extensive discussion). Human speech has often been de
scribed as "movements made audible by the vocal apparatus." Between the time 
that air is first expelled from the lungs and the time it finally exits the oral and 
nasal cavities, it is excited_ and modified by the organs of speech in specific ways 
to which the auditory system is sensitive. Recent research suggests that after air 
has been expelled from the lungs into the trachea or windpipe, six separate ar
ticulators may modify it in linguistically significant ways. These articulators a re 
the larynx, the tongue root, the velum, the tongue body, the tongue blade, and 
the lips. 

The larynx houses the vocal cords (folds) - two elastic lips that form a valve 
sitting across the glottis. The vocal folds can assume a number of configurations 
that are linguistically significant. Here we distinguish two. First, the folds may 
be brought together (add11cted) along their entire length in such a way as to be 
set in vibration when air passes between them. Sounds produced with this laryn
geal configuration are called voiced . They are opposed to voiceless sounds, which 
lack vibration due to an instruction to either separate the-folds or increase their 
tension. For example, the initial [s) and [zj sounds of sip and zip are opposed as 
voiceless to voiced. . 

After the airstream leaves the larynx, it passes through as many as three cavities 
whose specific properties excite it in particular ways. These are the pharyngeal, 
nasal, and oral cavities. In the pharynx, the root of the tongue may be projected 
forward to create a greater pharyngeal opening or it may fail to be so advanced. 
This advancement of the tongue root is the basis of the distinction between the 
relatively tense-feeling, crisper vowels of beat and bait and the more lax vowels 
of bit and bet. Prolongation of the vowel in beat produces the sensation of a 
noticeable tensing of the tongue muscles; the tension reflects the advancement 
gesture. As we will see, advancement of the tongue root (A TR) is significant not 
only in English but also in many African languages, which have a principle of 
vowel harmony that prohibits the mixture of advanced and nonadvanced vowels 
within a word. 

After the airstream reaches the upper portion of the pharyngeal cavity, it may 
be expelled entirely into the oral cavity or part of it may enter the nasal cavity 
by lowering of the velum (the back portion of the roof of the mouth, sometimes 
also called the soft palate), which acts as a valve shutting off the nasal passage. 
Sounds produced with a lowered velum are called nasal; those produced with the 
velum in a raised position are called oral. The distinction between the raised and 
lowered velum position is what distinguishes the English words bat, dip from mat, 
nip . Virtually all languages distinguish at least one nasal consonant from a cor
responding oral one. Vowel sounds may also be either oral or nasal. In the speech 
of most English speakers, the vowel of can't is noticeably nasalized as compared 
to the vowel of cat. In some American dialects the [n) is deleted, so that the 
nasalization in the vowel is the only feature distinguishing can't from cat. 

The three remaining articulators are housed in the oral cavity. From front to 
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back, they are the lips, the front portion (blade) of the tongue. and the tongue 
body. The term labial designates sounds articulated by the lips. Sounds articulated 
with the muscles controlling the front portion of the tongue are known as coronals. 
and those articulated by the tongue body are te rmed dorsal or velar. Labial sounds 
include the initial consonants in pit, bi;. and mill ; the final consonants in fat. fad, 
and /an are coronals; and tack, tag, and tang end in velar consonants. 

So far , each of the phonetic dimensions we have looked at is localized in a 
particular articulator. For example, the voicing dimension is a function of the 
larynx, and nasality is a function of the velum. Degree of stricture is a phonetic 
category that cuts across several different articulators. Occ/11sive or stop con
sonants are formed by having the articulator produce a closure that temporarily 
interrupts the flow of air. They are opposed to fricatives. in which the articu lator 
forms a stricture that is narrow enough to create air turbulence but not so narrow 
as to interrupt the airflow. For example. the stop [p] of pile is produced by making 
a closure at the lips; in the fricative [f] of file, the lower lip touches the upper 
teeth but the contact is not sufficient to block airflow past the teeth. Similarly, 
in the stop [t) of tin, the front of the tongue makes a closure sufficient to interrupt 
airflow, while in the [s) of sin, the tongue is positioned with respect to the teeth 
and gum ridge so as to create turbulence but not to interrupt airflow. The initial 
labials in bile and vile and the coronals in dip and zip exemplify the same stop 
versus fricative opposition - but combined with a voicing of the vocal folds. While 
not bound to a particular articulator and thus somewhat more abstract , the stop
fricative distinction is nevertheless an important one in many languages. For ex
ample, Hebrew has a rule that relates stops and fricatives in particular phono
logical contexts: compare the perfect and imperfect forms of the verbs [p]aga.i', 
yi-[f]go.i' 'meet'; [b)a~ar, yi-[v]~ar 'choose' ; and [k)atab , yi-[x)tob 'write' . It is 
interesting that such stop-fricative pairs as p-f, b-v , k-x are spelled by the same 
letter in the Hebrew alphabet. Whether the letter stands for a stop or a fricative 
is indicated by context as well as by the presence versus absence of a diacritic 
(a dot known as the daghesh). Recourse to this diacritic reveals an intuitive faci lity 
for resolving speech sounds into their constituent features. 

The consonants made available by the various articulatory categories surveyed 
above are tabulated in (1). They are designated by the customary phonetic sym
bols. The only ones not found in English are the velar fricatives [x) and [-y]. The 
former occurs as the final consonant in German Bach and the latter is the phonetic 
realization of the second consonant in Spanish Iago ' lake'. 

(1) labial coronal velar 
voiceless stops p t k 
voiced stops b d g 

voiceless fricatives f s X 

voiced fricatives V z 'I 
nasals m n I) 

Seve.ral points are worth noting. The first is a combinatoric one. In terms of its 
articulation, every speech sound in (I) is the product of a specific choice for each 
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of the phonetic gestures introduced above: Are the vocal folds brought together 
or separated? Is the velum raised or not? Does the stricture interrupt the airflow? 
Thus. [p) shares the stop property with [bl and [k). It shares the labial property 
with [f) and [v) and the voiceless property with [x) and [s). From this perspective, 
we see that the phonetic gestures (the distinctive features) are the ultimate units 
of ,peech. Any particular so1,1nd is a macrolevel constellation of such properties -
a bundle of distinctive features. 

One might wonder , however. whether this phonetic reductionism has any lin
guistic relevance. After all , tables and chairs are composed of atoms and mole
cules; but we experience these objects as tables and chairs - not as atoms. Note 
first of all that cross-classification of the set of speech sounds into such a densely 
packed network is an efficient way to catalogue a large inventory of items (such 
as the vocabulary of a language). Just as the appropriate shoes in a shoestore can 
be quickly located because they are shelved in terms of a relatively small number 
of categories (adult vs. child , sex, length, width, color, style, etc.), so a large 
vocabulary can be deployed in speech if individual lexical items can be located 
quickly. From the table in (I), we have seen how just four parameters (place of 
articulation, voicing, nasality, and continuancy) yield fifteen distinct sounds. Fur
thermore, it is obviously significant that while the various phonetic gestures com
posing a sound can be produced simultaneously, the auditory system is still able 
to resolve the resultant complex sound into its constituent parts. The payoff is 
the increased efficiency with which messages can be transmitted (coded and de
coded). Thus, while with just four phonetic parameters 15 distinct messages can 
be transmitted in one unit of time, 15 * 15 distinct messages are possible in two 
units of time. This mode of articulation makes it possible to transmit a greater 
number of messages per unit of time. Finally. since the phonetic dimensions com
prising the universal phonetic alphabet are the same for all languages, the basic 
system is already "wired in" an_d need not be learned. What must be learned are 
which particular dimensions and combinations are employed in the language of 
the environment. 

A few important qualifications to the combinatorics are necessary here. First, 
certain features are more compatible than others. Note from (I) that while voicing 
and continuancy (the stop vs. fricative dimension) combine freely at all three 
points of articulation, nasality is more restricted, There is a marked preference 
for voiced nasals. Although voiceless nasals can be found (e.g., in Burmese), they 
are decidedly rare. Also, nasality combines with oral closure in [ml, [n), and [JJ) . 
Nasal fricatives do not make for a happy combination of features - perhaps be
cause so much airflow is diverted to the nasal cavity that not enough remains to 
generate the turbulence required of a fricative. Which feature combinations are 
optimal and why is still a poorly understood problem. The table in (I) represents 
most of the frequently occurring consonants. Later we will see how the system 
can be augmented to describe the fuller range of consonants found in the world's 
languages, 

In generative grammar the major source of evidence for the features has been 
their utility in providing the natural cuts of phonetic space needed to understand 
phonological patterning. For example, recall from our discussion of writer-rider 
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in the Introduction that vowels in English are shorter before [p,t ,k,s) than before 
[b.d,g,zj. We now see that the basis of this difference is not haphazard or arbitrary; 
it can be expressed as a function of the voicing of the following consonant: vowels 
are short before the voiceless consonants [p.t.k .s) and long before the voiced 
[b,d,g.z]. Similarly, the English dialect in which limp , lint, and link are realized 
as [Hp]. [lit], and [Hk) has a rule that deletes nasal consonants before voiceless 
stops. Before developing a more precise notation to express such natural classes, 
we will briefly survey the articulation of vowels. 

1.2.2 Vowels 

Vowels are distinguished from consonants primari ly by a less radical degree of 
constriction imposed by the lips and tongue on the flow of air through the mouth. 
Distinctions within the class of vowels are created by the specific shape of the 
lips and the precise positioning of the tongue body. It is traditional to describe 
these tongue positions by reference to a neutral point such as that corresponding 
roughly to the location the tongue body occupies in pronouncing the vowel in the 
English word bed. (Just before the onset of speech, the vocal apparatus shifts to 
a "get-ready" configuration in which the vocal folds are in the voiced position, 
the velum is raised , and the tongue is positioned in the mid front region where 
the vowel of bed is articulated.) The vowel of bit is articu lated by raising the 
tongue body above the neutral position of bet. A similar raising distinguishes the 
ATR vowel of beat from that in bait. The vowel in bat is produced by lowering 
the tongue below the neutral position. Finally, comparison of the tongue positions 
for the vowels in pairs such as bet vs. pought or bait vs. boat reveals a retraction 
from the neutral position. Vowels produced with a raising, lowering, and retraction 
of the tongue body are called high, low, and back vowels, respectively. While 
the tongue cannot be simultaneously raised and lowered, the re traction gesture 
combines freely with the instructions to raise, lower, or retain the tongue in the 
neutral position. Various English words whose vowels differ in relative tongue 
positioning in just these ways are displayed in (2). (The [ + ATR) vowels of beat, 
bait, f ood, and boat are also longer than their [ - ATR] counterparts .) T he cor
responding symbols that customarily designate these vowel qualities are indicated 
in (3). The high lax [ - ATR) vowels are represented here by small capitals [1) and 
[u]; the International Phonetic Association (IPA) utilizes the special symbols [L) 
and [G>) instead. 

(2) front back 
[ +ATR) [-ATR) [-ATR) I +ATRJ 

high beat bit foot food 
mid bait bet bought boat 
low bat Bach 

(3) u u 
e C :i 0 

re 0 
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1.3 Natural Classes 

After this brief phonetic review, we begin looking at some of the phonological 
properties of speech sounds. One of the basic insights of 20th-century linguistics 
is that an individual sound tends to pattern with certain other sounds in the overall 
fabric of any given languag~. Such sound groupings are termed natural classes. 
Our firs t illustration comes from Chamorro, an Austronesian language of Guam 
(Topping 1968). Chamorro distributes its vowels in front-back pairs over the three 
tongue heights (4) . (In unstressed syllables the distinctions between [i] and [e]. 
[u] ;,nd (o]~ [rel and [a] are lost, a detail that we overlook here.) In Chamorro. 
the first vowel of certain words shows a systematic change when preceded by 
certain particles whose precise characterization is not important at this point (5). 

(4) front back 
high u 
mid e 0 

low ce a 

(5) gum:i ' house i gim:i ' the house' 
tomu ' knee' i temu 'the knee' 
lah1 'male' i la:h1 ' the male' 
gwih:in 'fish' i gwih:in ' the fish' 
pecu 'chest ' i pecu 'the chest' 

In (5) we see that a noun such as gum;, 'house' whose first syllable contains [u] 
replaces that vowel with [i] when preceded by the definite particle i. In a similar 
way, (o] alternates with [e] in tomu 'knee' and [a] with [a:] in lah1 'male'. The 
vowels (i,e,a:] fail to change in this environment; only [u,o,a] alternate. Given 
the six-element inventory of (4), twenty possible three-member subsets can be 
formed. But only a very small percentage ever figure in the grammar of a language 
in the systematic way in which [u,o,a] function in Chamorro. Other logically 
possible drawings such as [i,o,a:] or [u,e,a] seldom appear in any rule in any 
language. This is a remarkable and significant fact that any theory of phonology 
must explain. 

To continue our discussion of natural classes, the definite particle i is not the 
only one that activates the Chamorro vowel alternation. The examples in (6) show 
that en, sren, mi, and gi do as well. 

(6) tunu? 'to know' en tinu? 'you know' 
hulu? ' up' sa:n hilu? ' upward' 
otdut 'ant' mi etdut 'lots of ants' 
oksu? ' hill' gi eksu? 'at the hill ' 
lagu ' north ' sa:nla:gu 'toward north' 

The vowels in these particles are restricted to li ,e.a: I. This set (the complement 
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of[u,o,a]) is the only other three-member subset drawn from (4) that appears with 
any frequency in the world's languages. It too constitutes a natural class. 

We have noted two ways in which natural classes figure in phonological alter
nations: in defining the set of segments participating in the alternat ion. and in 
defining a conditioning environment. The individual pairings that comprise an 
alternation constitute a third way in which sounds organize themselves into natural 
groupings. For example, given the six-vowel inventory [i ,e,re,u,o,a], there are 
many logically possible mappings of [u,o ,a] onto some other subset that could in 
principle define an alternation. However, only a very small number are attested 
empirically. Pretheoretically, some notion of "phonological distance" const rains 
the possible pairings. Segments are not equidistant in "phonological space." For 
example, [o]= [u] is a frequent alternation ; but the chances of encountering [a]=[s] 
are virtually nil. Each pairing displayed in the Chamorro alternation ([u]= [i], 
[o]= [e). and [a]= [a:]l is widely attested. 

Finally, there is characteristically an internal coherence to the various pairings 
that comprise a phonological alternation. While [o]=[u] is as natural a pairing as 
(o]= [e] is, it is very unlikely that [o] will alternate with [u] in the same circum
stances in which [a] alternates with [a:] and [u] with [i]. In a crucial sense, the 
pairing of [o] with [e] is of the same kind as the [u]=[i] and [a]= [a:] pairings. 

To sum up, only certain restricted combinations of sounds are likely to con
stitute the various components of a phonological alternation: the focus or input 
(e.g., [u,o,a] in Chamorro), the image or output (Chamorro [i,e,a:]), and the con
ditioning context (Chamorro [i ,e,a:] in a particle). " Natural phonological class" --.. 
is not a recent discovery. Designations such as "voiceless stops" and " front 
vowels" appear in many of the sound laws discovered in the 19th century. The 
important question is, Why is human language organized in this fashion? Although 
"back vowel" is defined with respect to the neutral tongue position, the latter, 
so far as is known, has no independent motivation outside of language. The tongue 
does not naturally gravitate toward [c], except in the articulation of human lan
guage. Consequently. the natural phonological classes must arise from and be 
explained by the particular way in which UG organizes the information that de
termines how human language is articulated and perceived. The real question then 
is the nature of this organization. 

1.4 Distinctive Features 

The Russian-born linguist Roman Jakobson (1896-1982) proposed an answer to 
this question that is generally regarded as one of the most important discoveries 
in the history of the discipline. Jakobson 's proposal (based on collaboration with 
his compatriot Nikolai Trubetzkoy (1890- 1938)) is that phonological segments 
can be analyzed into complexes of distinctivefeatures that cross-classify the entire 
inventory of possihle speech sounds into a densely packed network. In general, 
each feature comprehends two possible values,, represented as plus or minus. 
Also, each feature has its own characteristic articulatory and acoustic corre late. 
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F le the vowels of(2) receive the distinctive feature analysis in (7). (When 
orexamp , . [ ) ·11 b 

the distinction between back [o) and central [a) 1s not relevant , o WI e tran-

scribed as [a).) 

{7) I e C re a 0 ::, u u 

high + + + + 

low + + 
back + + + + + 

ATR + + + + 

We may interpret [ + high) as the instruction the b_rain sends to the ~ocal appar~tus 
to raise the tongue body above the neutral pomt. Segments with the \ - high) 
designation do not raise the tongue body. Sounds that are l + back) are articulated 
bv retracting the tongue body from the reference point. [ - back) d~fine~ a sound 
~ hose articulation lacks this tongue retraction. As a fi:st a?prox1mat1on, ~ach 
feature implies an independent phonetic dimension: Spec~ficatlon as plus or mmus 
picks out a particular end point on th~ relevant d1mens1on ._ The c?mplete stock 
of features thus constitutes a hypothesis about the phonolog1cally significant pho
netic dimensions along which possible speech sounds can va~. An_adequat~ sys
tem should be able to resolve any sound from any lang~age mto its co~7tituent 
features. Jakobson's proposal thus encourages us to thmk of phono(o~1ca_l seg
ments such as [i) and [u] as the feature matrices in (8). Each such matnx 1~d1cates 
the linguistically significant configurations the vocal apparatus assumes m order 
to articulate the corresponding sound. 

(8) [i] = [ +high] 
- low 
- back 
+ATR 

[u] = [ + high] - low 
+ back 
+ATR 

The proposal to represent phonological_ segments as feature ma~ces. has a 

ber of positive consequences for the issue of natural classes. First, 1t now 
num . al d. . f 
becomes possible to formalize the notion of phonolog1_c 1stan~e m terms o 
shared feature specifications. Given the feature system m (7~, [a] ts closer to_ [re] 
than [o] is, because [a] and [re] differ by just one feature while[~] and [re~ differ 
in three features. Second, we can begin to understand why certam collections of 
segments are more natural than others. For example, the set ~u,o,a] ca~ be ~x
tracted from the Chamorro inventory [u,i,o,e,a,re] by th_e simple de~1gnatton 
[ +back]. Similarly, the vocalic segments ~i,e,re] that constttute the envtronment 
for the Chamorro alternation can be specified as all and only the vowels of the 
language with the feature [ - back]. 

We also note that there is no way in which such unnatural sets as [u,e,a] _or 
li,o,re] can be uniquely identified as a conjunction offe~t~res. _In order to specify_ 
exactly the set [u,e,a] and leave out [i,o,re], several d1sJunct1ve sta~ements are 
required. For example, while [u,a] are back vowels, J + back] also _mcludes [o] 
and excludes [e). To let in [el but leave out [o] necess1tat~s a eomphcated_ state
ment such as " [ - back] only if [ - high, - low] and otherwise l + back, + high] or 
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l + back, + low]." But this is precisely the result we seek. If na1ural classes have 
simple analyses and unnatural ones do not. then the theory i, drawing the em
pirically correct distinctions and offers a formal basis for explaining. a: opposed 
to simply describing. why things are as we appear to find the m. 

Finally. we can reconstruct the notion of the internal coherence of an alte rnation 
by noting the extent to which the feature differences be tween the two terms 
[a] ==lb) in one alternating pair are matched by corresponding differences in the 
other alternating pairs [c]==[d], and so on. Given the feature system in 17). we see 
that the Chamorro pairings lu] ==[i) , [o]"=[e]. and [a] ==[a:] renect the same feature 
change of [ + back] to [ - back] . 

The payoff is that we can formalize the Chamorro sound change by the rule in 
(9). (We assume a feature I ± consonantal] to distinguish [+consonantal] conso
nants from l - consonantal] vowels; see section 1.8.) 

(9) 
[

- cons]-> [ -back] 1 [ - cons ] C __ 
+ back - back 0 

The rule in (9) is interpreted as follows. The focus [ -consonantal. + back] to the 
left of the arrow defines the input to the alternation as the back vowels. The 
matrix [ - back] to the right of the arrow indicates the feature change introduced 
by the rule - the structural change (SC). The slant / is read "in the context. " 
The accompanying environment dash __ locates the focus relative to the con
ditioning context. Finally, Co denotes a string of zero or more consonants. The 
statement in (9) thus says that back vowels are changed to the corresponding front 
vowels when preceded by a front vowel with an intervening string of zero or more 
consonants. The expression formed by combining the mle's focus and condition
ing context (if any) is known as the structural description (SD) of the rule. Thus, 
A--> B / __ C has the SD AC; the SD of A--> B I C __ is CA; and the context
free rule A--> B has A as its SD. 

The vowel fronting in (9) illustrates the most common type of sound change: 
a sound assimilates a feature of the local environment. Our feature system can 
characterize assimilation by the extent to which the feature specifications in the 
structural change match the specifications in the conditioning context. Chamorro 
exhibits assimilation for backness. Since assimilation is the most common type 
of sound change, we can begin to understand how the class of possible phono
logical changes [x]--> [y] might be constrained. As a first approximation, we expect 
(x] to become [y] in those contexts [z] where [z] has one or more of the features 
mentioned in [y]. 

Finally, with features we can begin to give a plausible answer to the question 
posed in the Introduction about sound change. Recall that the problem is to explain 
how it is possible to systematically modify our speech in a very precise but largely 
unconscious way as we move from one dialect (regionally or socially defined) to 
another. We may now say that the information the brain sends to the vocal ap
paratus in order to articulate a given lexical item is repn:sented in memory in the 
form of a string of speech sounds, where each sound is a distinctive feature matrix. 
For example, in many Southern dialects of American English. the vowel li:I is 
raised to [1] before a nasal consonant so that pen becomes homophunous with pin 

l 
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and hem with him. At the level of detail we are considering here , the word pen 

will have the representation in (10). 

(10) 
[ +cons ] [-mos J [ +cons ] 

- continuant - high + nasal 
+ labial -low +coronal 
- voiced - back 

-ATR 

[p] [c] [n] 

As a first approximation, we may say that this dialect has the rule stated in (1 1). 

- low -+ [ + high] / _ _ [ + nasal] 
(1 1) [ - cons ] 

- back 
- ATR 

Application of this rule thus alters the realization of every [cl be~ore a_ nasal -: 
regardless of the lexical item in which it occurs. Speakers applying this rule m 
their speech thus compute a different pronunciation for hem and pen, one that 
matches him and pin . 

Assuming that speech sounds are bundles of distinctive features, we conceive 
of sound change as an alteration of the plus/minus specifications of the entries in 
the feature matrix. Let us examine some additional vocalic alternations to begin 
learning the kinds of changes these segments are subject_ to . The Bizcay~n dial~ct 
of Basque (de Rijk 1970) has the five-vowel system [1,e,a,o ,u] . The mdefimte 
morpheme bat 'one' and the definite suffix show an alternation between [a] a nd 
[e]. 

(12) noun indefinite definite 
sagar sagar bat sagar-a 'apple' 
gison gisom bat gison-a 'man' 

buzten buztem bat buzten-a ' tail' 
belaun belaum bet belaun-e 'knee' 
cakur cakur bet cakur-e 'dog' 
agin agim bet agin-e ' tooth' 
mutil mutil bet mutil-e ' boy' 

Examination of the data reveals that these morphemes are pronounced with an 
[el when a high vowel [i ,u] occurs in the immediately preceding syllable and with 
an [a] when the mid [e,o] or the low [a] precedes. Since the indefinite morpheme 
has the shape bat in isolation, the bet alternant appears to be the derivative one. 
We can characterize the relationship between the alternants by the rule in ( 13). 
It says that a low vowel changes its values for [low] and [back] to minus when 
preceded by a high vowel. (This rule may he interpreted as a restricted assimilation 
of [ - low] from a subset of the nonlow vowels - those that arc I + high]. The 
change to [ - back] is best seen as a subsidiary adjustment. ) 

( 13) 
[
-cons j

7 
-+ 

+ low 
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The rule thus explains why the definite a nd indefinite suffixes change their pro
nunciation after cakur 'dog· . belat111 ' knee', agi11 'tooth'. and m11til 'bo,·· but not 
after the other nouns in ( 12). We see that the high vowels [i] and [u] for~ a natural 
class in triggering this rule. Given our feature system. the simple designation 
[ + high] can isolate this class of vowels. [+low] picks out the jaj vowel as the 
rule 's focus - the only segment that alternates in this context in Basque. It shows 
that a single segment may constitute a natural class. 

The high vowels figure in another rule of this Basque dia lect tha t operates in 
the definite forms of the nouns in (1 4). These stems end in a high vowel. As 
predicted by rule (13), the low vowel of the suffixes has changed to [e] . 

(14) noun indefinite definite 
erri erri bet erriye 'village· 
an ari bet ariye ' thread' 
buru buru bet buruwe 'head' 
iku iku bet ikuwe ' fig' 

The semivowels or glides [y] and [w] are close kin to the corresponding high vowels 
[i] and [u]. If one articulates an [i] and then slowly constricts the tongue body, 
the pronunciation shades into thejod [y]. [u] shades into [w] under s imilar con
striction. Intuitively, [y] and [w] are consonantal variants of the vowels [i] and 
[u]. The emergence of the semivowels in the definite forms of ( 14) can be explained 
in the following way. Vowel sequences (V + V) are phonologically unstable; af
fixation of the definite suffix [-a] creates such a hiatus. One response is to separate 
the vowels by a " dummy" or "generic" consonant: V + V-> VCV. Basque re
alizes this dummy as the consonantal variant of the preceding high vowel. In an 
intuitive sense (which will be made more precise in chapter 4) , the features of 
the preceding high vowel seep into this position, giving rise to [y] and [w]. T his 
idea is sketched in (15). 

(15) V C V 
L,,,,-

[ 
+ high] 
± back 

1.5 Round and Central Vowels 

We have characterized vowel quality in terms of tongue body position. T he con
figuration of the lips may also play a distinctive role. Vowels with essentially the 
same tongue positioning may nevertheless contrast in quality. r-or example. the 
vowels in German Tier 'animal' and Tiir 'door' arc both a rticulated with the tongue 
in a relatively high front posit ion. The diffe rence lies in the fact lhal for the vowel 
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of Tiir the lips are rounded and/or protruded while the vowel of Tier is articulated 
with the lips in a neutral or spread position. To account for this additional phonetic 
dimension, we augment the feature system with [ :!: round). In German each of 
the nonround front vowels [i,e,c) has a distinctive rounded counterpart. We fo llow 
German orthography and t ranscribe the front rou nded vowels with the umlaut as 
[ii.6 .:i). Other languages with one or more front rounded vowel include F rench, 
Swedish, and Finnish. In similar fashio n, many languages (e.g., Russian, Man
darin. Korean) have one o r more back unrounded vowel. As with the front rounded 
vowels, the symbolization of the back unrounded vowels is varied . (16) displays 
the two most common systems of vocalic transcription: the system of the Inter
national Phonetic Association (IPAJ and a system more co mmonly e mployed in 
America. The IPA te nds to utilize special symbols while the American system 
relies more on diacritics. In generative phonology, the Ame rican syste m has been 
more commonly employed. One reason is that it more closely reflects the idea 
that sounds are composed of features; it also has the advantage of having fewer 
basic symbols to learn a nd is easier to deploy typographically (at least until the 
advent of word-processing software, which brings the special IPA fonts within 
easy reach). In general, the American syste m will be employed he re, except that 
IPA [w) and [Y) will be used instead of [i] a nd [e). 

(16) 

[ +ATR) 
[+ high) 
[ - high) 

[-ATR] 
[ + high] 
[ - high) 

[ - back) 
[ - round) [ + round] 

e 

C 

y 

~ 

y 

a: 

[ +back] 
[ - round) [+round] 

w 
1( 

/1. 

u 
0 

(i) 

::, 

IPA transcription of front a nd back round and nonround vowels 

[ - back) 
[ - round) [ + round] 

[ + ATR] 
[ + high] (i 

[ -high] e 0 

[ - ATR] 
[ + high] I 0 
[ - high] C 5 

[ +bac k) 
[ - round] [ + round] 

i 
e 

/1. 

u 
0 

u 
::, 

Alternative "American" transcription of front a nd back round 
and nonround vowe ls 

Complicating the matter of transcription fu r ther is the fact that many philolog
ical and linguistic traditions specializing in particular language families have de
veloped their own transcription syste ms (some of whic h take into account the 
graphic traditions of the individual languages). Thus, in Slavic linguistics the high 
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?ack u~rounded vowel is trad_itionally transcribed as [y ) and the fro nt pala ta l g lide 
Jod as (j). In general. generat ive phonologists prefer to retain the transcription of 
the ir sources; and so the confusing plethora of symbols is a fact of life that readers 
of the literature must make the best of. To minimize confusion . IPA o r " Amer
ican" equivalents are normally indicated. Pullum and Lad usaw 1986 is a very 
useful guide to phonetic symbolization. 

To show the independence of lip rounding and tongue position, some m inimal 
pairs are cited from German ( 17a) and Korean (17b). 

( 17) a. Tier [i) 'animal' Tur [OJ ·door' 
Sehne [el 'tendon' Sohne (6) ·sons' 

b. kul (u] 'cave ' kwl [w] ·script' 
sol [o] 'brush ' SYI [Y] •frost ' 

Turkish has the vowel system shown in (18a), with matched sets of round and 
nonround vowels in the high front a nd back regions. For many Turkish suffixes , 
the feature values for [back] and [round] are determined by the corresponding 
values of the root vowels and thus do no t form lexical contrasts. The da ta in (18b) 
illustrate this vowel harmony. The plural suffix takes the back vowel alternant 
-Jar when the root contains one of the back vowels [u,w,o,a) and the front vowel 
alternant -/er when the root contains one of the front vowels [i,0 ,e,o]. Similarly, 
the [ :!: back] value of the accusative suffix is determined by the root; it is [ +back) 
when the root conta ins a back vowel and [ - back] when the root conta ins a front 
vowel. 

(18) a . i ii W U e ii 6 w u 0 a 
eo a o high + + + + 

back + + + + 
round + + + + 

b. noun .e!.: acc. 
~ dal-lar dal-w 'branch' 
kol kol-lar kol-u 'arm' 
kwz kwz-la r kwz-w 'daughter ' 
kul kul-lar kul-u ' slave ' 
yet yel-le r yel-i 'wind' 
got gol-ler gol-ii 'sea' 
dis dis-ler dis-i 'tooth' 
got giil-ler giil-ii 'rose' 

If we let the variable a ra nge over plus and minus, then the back ness harmony 
rule can be expressed as (19a). This rule says that for a ny given vowel V ( = 
[ - consonantal]), its value for [back) is the same as the [back) value of the pre
ceding vowel; Co s tands fo r -zero o r more consonants and is a no tatio nal device 
allowing the rule to apply regardless of the number of consonants intervening 
between the vowels. 
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(19) 
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a . V -> [aback] / V Co --

b. V 
[ + high] 

[aback) 

-> [around) / V Co __ 
[around) 

Suffixal high vowels, such as the accusative, also harmonize in rounding with the 
root vowel in Turkish. Thus, after the ( + round) root vowels [u) and [o) we find 
suffixal [u) if the root vowei is also [ + back] and suffixal [ii) if the root vowel is 
( _ back) [ii) or (6]. We express the rounding h~rmony with t~e help of rule (19b). 

Within the class of low vowels, different dialects of English (as well as other 
languages) make various distinctions. Most dialects distinguish the [ - back] (re) 
of cat from the [ + back] [a) of father. A number of dialects have another vowel 
[a] intermediate in quality: for example , the Eastern Mas~a:husetts [a] of car, 
park, yard, and so on, and the Chicago vowel of pop [al d1stmct from the [o] of 
balm and the [re) of cat. Other dialects distinguish the vowel of bomb from the 
[ _ round] [a] of balm and the [ - low] [:,] of bought. This vowel is transcribed as 
[o] and has the featural representation [ + low, + back, + round]. . . 

Traditional phonetics recognizes a distinct class of central vowels m the mid 
and high range as well. Both round and nonround variants ~re allowed. In the 
high range they are transcribed as barred [i] and [a]. In the mid ra~ge the central 
vowels include schwa[~] and the retroflexed (r-colored) vowel of bird [3] (formed 
by curling the tip of the tongue back). Most _gene".1~ive phonologists h'ave es
chewed introducing a distinct central category m addition to front and back; they 
have attempted to accommodate these vowels in other ways. In many languages 
the central vowels arise as reduced variants of front and back vowels in unstressed 
position and so do not contrast with full vowels: in English, for ~xample, _compare 
the high reduced vowel (i] in the initial syllable of demonic with the nud schwa 
[a] of atomic. In other cases the feature [round] may be invoked. For example, 
the Togolese language Lama (Ourso 1989) exhibits a three-way contrast among 
the high vowels: [ - back, - round] [i] (e.~., Lita •t~ase'_), [ +b_ack, + round] [u] 
(e.g., /uta ' stir up'), and a distinct vowel mtermed1ate m q?ahty between the~e 
two (which Ourso transcribes as schwa but shows to be [ + high] on both acoustic 
phonetic and phonological grounds): lat a 'skin an animal'. Since this _v~wel lacks 
lip rounding, it could be described as [+back, - round] [w]. But 1t 1s unclear 
whether there is any motivation for grouping it with the [ + back] [u] other than 
the desire to avoid central vowels. Finally, there are cases in which this maneuver 
is precluded: Clements (1991a) mentions a dialect of Swedish spoken in Finland 
that distinguishes among three high vowels all of which are [+round]: the front 
[OJ of dyr 'expensive' , the central [a] of bur 'ca~e', and the back [u) ?f bar 'lives'.
This is a case where a third category must be introduced (see section 9.3). This 
discussion can be summarized with the table in (20), where the central vowels 
are distinguished by the lack of a specification for [back]. 

(20) re a a 0 :) i a 
high + + 
low + + + + 
back + + 
round + + 
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1.6 Features for Consonants 

Table ( I ) of the most frequent consonants is repeated in (:! I ). 

(2 1) labial coronal velar 
voiceless stops p t k 
voiced stops b d g 
voiceless fricat ives f s X 

voiced fricatives V z ':{ 

nasals m 11 I) 

Corresponding to the phonetic dimensions discussed earlier. we introduce the 
features l :!: continuant], l :!: voiced], and [:!:nasal] . The stops (produced with a 
constriction blocking airflow) are [ - continuant]. while the fricatives (which per
mit turbulent ai11low) are [ +continuant]. Nasals (produced with lowered velum) 
are [ + nasal], while o ral segments are [ - nasal] . [+voiced] J e notes sounds pro
duced with a vibration of the vocal fold s; [ - voiced] sounds lack this vibration. 
The table in (22) illustrates how these features differentiate the coronal consonants 
of (21). The labials and velars receive a corresponding analysis . 

(22) 
continuant 
voiced 
nasal 

d s z n 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ 

The [continuant] value of the nasal consonants is not completely clear. Since 
airflow is not interrupted, nasals can be prolonged like fricatives (humming) and 
consequently might be considered [+continuant). On the other ha nd, they are 
produced with an oral closure and hence might better be treated as [ - continuant) . 
The latter decision is supported by the frequent shift of fricat ives to stops after 
a nasal, a change that can be viewed as the assimilation of [ - continuant) from 
the nasal (compare Spanish la [y)ata 'the cat' fem. but 11(1)] [g]ato 'a cat' masc.). 

1.6_.1 Place of Articulation: The Articulator Theory 

Traditional phonetics recognizes some eleven distinct points of articulation dis
persed along the vocal tract, as depicted in figure 1.1. Bilabials are produced by 
a constriction at the lips, while for labiodentals the constriction is formed by the 
lower lip and the upper teeth. The (inter)dentals, dental-alveolars, and alveo
palatals constrict the tongue blade respectively at the back of the upper teeth. 
the alveolar ridge, and the roof of the mouth at the point where it slants upward 
toward the soft palate. Velars and postvelars (uvulars) form const ri ctions with 
the tongue dorsum. In pharyngeals the tongue root approximates the back wall 
of the pharynx, while the laryngeals ut ilize the vocal folds as articulators . 

Recent research amalgamates some of the traditional placc-ot~art iculation cat
egories according to the act ive articulator that forms the consonantal constrict ion: 
the lower lip !labial], the tongue blade !coronal!. the tongue blidy !dorsa l! . th,· 
tongue root !radical] , and the vocal fo lds I laryngeal I. Thi.: oral art iculators I labial I. 
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Figure 1.1 Places of articulation: I bilabial; 2 labiodental; 3 dental: 4 alveolar; 5 retroflex; 
6 alveopalatal; 7 palatal; 8 velar; 9 uvular; 10 pharyngeal; 11 laryngeal. (Adapted from 
Ladefoged 1975:6.) 

[coronal], and [dorsal] function as a group for one of the most widespread pho
nological processes: nasal assimilation to the place of articula tion of a following 
consonant. This process is reflected in the varying realizations of the prefix in 
co[m]-pact, co[n)-tact, co[g)-gress. It suggests that there is a phonological di
mension "place" that has more than two values, including at least labial, coronal, 
and dorsal. In chapter 4 we will undertake a more precise characterization of the 
place features. For now, we content ourselves with [±labial], [ ±coronal], and 
[±dorsal]. . 

This interpretation of place of articulation departs from earlier treatments in 
generative grammar where labial, dental-alveolar, palatal, and velar were differ
entiated °by two binary cuts. The precise subgroupings varied somewhat from one 
researcher to another. As with so many other aspects of generative theory, the 
interpretation put forth in Chomsky and Halie's (1968) landmark study The Sound 
Pattern of English (henceforth SPE) served as the unofficial standard. In SPE the 
features [anterior] and [coronal] partitioned the oral place of articulation as in 
(23). 

(23) 
labial 
dental-a lveolar 
a lveopalatal 
velar 

anterior 
+ 
+ 

coronal 

+ 
+ 
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The feat~re _[coronal] was defined essentially a, here. while [ante rior! spli t the 
oral -cavity into two broad regions at the poin t where the a lveolar ridge rises 
upward (roughly where the first consonant in ship is a rticu la ted). Howe\·~r . sub
sequent research has shown that [coronal] and [anterio r! do not have the same 
status. While there a re many soun_d changes that J is tingu ish dentals and palatals 
from labials _and velars, few convmcmg cases part ition the four major places of 
the_ oral _cav ity as {labial. dental} vs . {palatal. \·elar} . as predicted by the l ± a n
terior] d1stmct1on proposed m (23). Furthermore. while changes can be found 1ha1 
relate velars and labia ls on the one hand and dentals and palatals on the other. 
these changes never occur i_n the same context - a surpris ing empirical gap if 
[±anterior] 1s defined as claimed in (23). 

1.6.2 Subsidiary Place Distinctions 

Each of the a rticulators imposes further refinements that have trad it ionally been 
subsumed under the label " place of articulation ... In this sect ion we will briefly 
survey these subcategorizations . 

Labial 

Labial consonants can be distinguished as bilabials and labiodentals. In the for
mer, the consonantal constriction is made by the two lips; the Jailer are articulated 
by an approximation of the lower lip and the upper teeth. The customary symbols 
are shown in (24). 

(24) 

stop 
fricative 
nasal 

bilabial 
pb 
<I> J3 
m 

labiodental 

fv 
rg 

:he frica~i~es _in [9ile and [v]i/e are labiodental; the fricative of Spanish la [J3]arca 
t~e bo~t ts btl~btal . The nasal [rg] appears in some pronunciations of emphasis. 

It mva~1ably anses from a rule of place assimilation and is not an independently 
occumng segment. A few languages contrast the bilabial and labiodental frica
tives. Ladefoged (1975) cites such minimal pairs as i:/31: ' Ewe' vs. i:ve 'two' and 
t<Pa 'he polished' vs. efti 'he was cold' from the West African language Ewe. For 
the fricatives, languages more commonly select the labiodentals (f, v J than the 
bilabials [<l>,J3]. This asymmetry is customarily explained on acoustic grounds. 
The labiodentals have a higher degree of turbulence and hence arc more salient 
than the mellow-sounding bilabials. Some researchers have distinguished the two 
subclasses by invoking a feature [strident]: the harsher labiodentals a re [ + stri
dent] in opposition to the [ -strident] bilabials. But since stridency is a property 
of fricatives and not nasals, this feature cannot be the one that is assimilated in 
emphasis. If this type of assimilat io n is phonological and not merely phonetic 
coarticulation (overlap of art iculatory gestures). then an additional feature mus t 
be introduced to group [rg] with [f] and [v]. We leave this question open. pending 
further evidence. 
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Coronal 
The coronal articulator exhibits the largest number of refinements. Dental-alveo
lar ,·ersus a/l'eopalatal is the most basic distinction. In the former class the front 
portion of the tongue creates a constriction either at the back of the upper teeth 
(pure dentals) or on the hard gum ridge immediately behind (alveolars) . The al
veopalatals (a term often abbreviated to palatals) are produced with a constriction 
farther back. at the point where the roof of the mouth begins to s lant upward 
to,, ard the soft palate. Man~· languages draw coronals from these two regions. 
Minimal pairs from English are cited in (25). They are distinguished with the help 
of the SP£ feature [anterior) but its use is explicitly restricted to the coronals . 

(2:i I l + anterior) l - anterior] 
s s (IPA J) sun vs. shun 

z z (IPA 3) miser measure 

t c (IPA tJ) tin chin 

d j dump jump 

n ii money onion 

The palatal nasal is found in some pronunciations of onion (i.e .. o[ii]on ) and occurs 
in Spanish. 

The dental-alveolars are more common than the alveopalatals . Virtually every 
language selects at least one (and usually several) consonants from the [ + anterior] 
column while many shun [ - anterior] altogether. This asymmetry is also reflected 
in languages like Spanish where the [ - anterior] [ii] and [,{] are replaced by the 
corresponding [+anterior] [n] and [I] in the coda of a syllable: compare Do[ii ]a 
' lady' but Do(n] and Donce[.-{Ja ' lass' but Donce[IJ 'lad'. A neutralization of the 
opposition from [ +anterior] to [ - anterior] is much less common in this position. 

The coronals are partitioned in two other ways as well . The traditional phonetic 
category of interdentals is comprised of the voiceless and voiced fricatives rep
resented by the initial consonants of English thin [Om] and then [Oen]. They are 
produced by placing the tongue blade parallel to the roof of the mouth in such a 
way that the tip touches or projects slightly beyond the upper teeth. Air is expelled 
over the tongue, between the teeth. In English these fricatives are opposed to the 
[s] of sin and the [z] of Zen in which the tip of the tongue makes a constriction 
at the alveolar ridge. Many languages of Australia distinguish between dental and 
alveolar stops. Also , in the Irish English brogue the interdentals are replaced by 
dental stops, creating a dental-alveolar contrast (marked by the presence versus 
absence of the underbridge) between thin [1]/though [g] and tin [tJ/dough [d] (Wells 
1982:428). Most researchers have sought to distinguish the interdental , dental , 
and alveolar categories by differences in tongue shape rather than as differences 
in point of articulation, adding precision to the traditional phonetic distinction of 
apical (tongue-tip) versus lamina/ (tongue-blade) articulation. In SPE the apical
laminal distinction is implemented by a feature [distributed] : [+distributed] are 
sounds produced with a constriction that extends a considerable distance parallel 
to the direction of airflow; [ - distributed) sounds are produced with a constriction 
that extends for just a short distance along the direction of airflow. On these 
grounds. the interdentals are I + distributed]. The I :!: distributed] feature can also 
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be used to distinguish the retroflex consonants found in many languages of Ind ia; 
these consonants are produced by curling the tongue back to make a constriction 
with the tip or the underside of the tongue in the alveopalatal region. The [t ] in 
[!)rip is retroflexed for many English speakers. Retroflexion is commonly denoted 
by underdotting. The IPA uses an undertail. The table in (26) summarizes the 
partitioning of the coronal articulator induced by the features I anterior] and [dis
tributed]. 

(26) [anterior] [distributed] 
interdental 9 + + 
dental-alveolar s + 
alveopalatal s + 
retroflex ~. ~ 

Traditional phonetics distinguishes another point of art iculation at the flat upper 
surface of the hard palate between alveopalatals and velars . It is usually referred 
to as (pure) palatal: it is articulated with the tongue blade and hence a species of 
coronal . Sounds in this category include the voiceless and voiced palatal stops 
of Hungarian kutya 'dog' and Magyar 'Hungarian' (transcribed [c] and [1] by the 
IPA) and, according to Ladefoged (1975), the German ich-laut (a voiceless fri
cative) in words such as ich T and nicht ' nothing', transcribed with the[<;]. Rather 
than adding another point-of-articulation distinction within the coronals. most 
phonologists have tried to accommodate these segments through appeal to the 
stricture features of (continuant] and [strident] (see section I. 7). 

Affricates 
Languages frequently distinguish one o r more affricates among their coronal 

consonants. For example, Russian opposes its dental stop [t] and fricat ive (s) to 
the affricate [t' ]: [t']elo 'body' , [s']elo 'village' , [t' Je loe 'entire ' neut. sg. (the 
apostrophe in Russian [t'] and [s'] denotes palatalization; see section 1.10). In 
German the stop [t] of Teller ' plate' is opposed to the affricate [t'] that begins 
Zelle 'cell'. The affricate is produced with an initial closure; but unlike the closure 
of a stop, the closure of an affricate is released gradually, sounding very much 
like a fricative. The affricates cannot be treated as a stop-fricative sequence since 
they freely occur in so-called CV languages that otherwise do not allow consonant 
clusters. Also, some languages such as Polish distinguish affricates from the cor
responding consonantal sequence; compare the cluster of trzy [tsi] ' three· with 
the affricate in czy [tsi] 'whether'. The interpretation of affricates is controversial. 
While most other sounds combine their features simultaneously, the affricate 

, seems to require an internal sequencing of the feature [continuant]. 

(27) [ + coron] [ + coron] 
I I 

[ + anter] 

~ 
[ - anter] 

~ 
I - contin][ + contin) [ - continl[ + contin] 

[t•J [t ~] 
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This representation is supported by phonological rules that treat the left face as 
a stop and the right as a fricative. In the alveopalatal-palatal region, the affricates 
[t\ d1 ] are preferred over the stops [c,J] . Thus, when [t] and [s) assimilate the 
palatality of a front glide [y], the stop [t] typically changes to the affricate (t' ] 
while [s] remains a fricative and appears as [ +continuant] [s]: met you -> 
me[t' ]you but miss you-> mi[s]ou. The affricates are tabulated in (28) in voiceless
voiced pairs, along with the. most common transcriptiona l a lternatives. 

(28) 
stop 
fricative 

affricate 

[+anterior) 
t, d 
s, z 

t•, d' 
i 

Dorsal Consonants 

[ - ante rior] 
C, J 
s, z 
f, 3 
c, J 
t'' di 
tf, 3 

The tongue body is capable of producing constrictions over a broad spectrum of 
the vocal tract, as shown by points 8 and 9 in figure 1. 1. Prevelars and velars 
require essentially the same tongue body positioning as the front and back vowels, 
respectively, and so can be distinguished by the feature [ :!:: back). We can see this 
in the varying realizations of (k] in response to the front versus back vocalic 
environment: compare the rela tively front prevelar of the initial stop in keep with 
the relatively back velar of coop. 

In uvulars, the tongue dorsum makes a constriction at the uvula. Arabic opposes 
voiceless stops at the velar and uvular points of articulation: velar kalb 'dog' , 
uvular qa/b ' heart'. The Parisian [11'] of rouge 'red' is a voiced uvular approximant. 
Aside from k (velar) and q (uvular), the transcription of the prevelar, velar, and 
uvular varieties of dorsal consonants is not standardized. Here a prime will be 
used for prevelars and underdotting for uvulars. IPA altemants for the uvulars 
are also shown. 

(29) prevelar velar uvular 
voiceless stop k' k q 
voiced stop g' g ~ [G] 
voiceless fricative x' X :\I- Cxl 
voiced fricative y' y ¥ M 
nasal I) ' I) 9 [N] 

Gutturals 
Traditional grammar groups laryngeal, pharyngeal, and sometimes some uvular 
consonants under the category of gutturals. Contrasts among these thre_e points 
of articulation are found in Classical Arabic. Pharyngeals are formed by a con
striction at the back wall of the pharynx with the root of the tongue; [h, \') and 
(1_1,9) are transcriptional alternatives. Laryngeals have the vocal folds as articu
lators: the glottal stop (?] constricts the folds to briefly shut off airtlow while the 
[h) permits air to pass through the glottis. Some minimal pairs are cited in (30b). 
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(30) a. uvular pharyngeal 
\"oiceless ~ h 
voiced ¥ ) 

laryngeal 
h 
? 

b. ~aali ·my materna l uncle' 
yaali ·expensive 
6aali ·my condition' 
'i'aali 'high' 
haal "mirage' 
?aal 'family, kin' 

McCarthy (1991) documents the phonological relevance of the guttural$. Let us 
look briefly at two types of sound change that single out these consonants . The 
gutturals frequently condition lowering in an adjacent vowel. For example , the 
root vowel in Classical Arabic verbs undergoes ablaut (phonetically uncondi
tioned change of a root vowel) in forming the perfect (CaCYC) versus imperfect 
(CCYC) distinction. The high vowels [i] and [u) ablaut with [a): karab - krub 
'write', ~iama/ - ~mil 'carry'. However, roots whose second or th ird consonant 
is a guttural show the low vowel in both the perfect and imperfect: sa'?a/ - s'?a/ 
'ask' , oahab - ohab 'go' ,fata~z - f 1a~1 'open' , bafat - bfat 'send' . Many Bedouin 
Arabic dialects shun preconsonanta l gutturals, metathesizing the preceding vowel 
(YGC-> GYC) to avoid closing the syllable with a guttural. This process distorts 
the underlying morphological templates in the following pa radigms from the Hi
jaazi dialec t of Saudi Arabia. 

(31) template 
CaCC+a 

ma +CCuuC 

plain root 
sawda 'black' 

maktuub 'written' 

guttura l root 
bya8a 'grey' 
dhama 'dark red ' 

mfazuum ' invited ' 
ml_iazuum 'tied' 
mJJ:a~uur ' neglected' 

Having surveyed the various points of articulation, we might ask what evidence 
justifies grouping the consonants in terms of the three major art iculators: labia l, 
coronal, dorsal? After all , in our survey we have examined some ten different 
categories dispersed along the vocal tract. Traditional phonetics sees these as ten 
separate points along the dimension of consonanta l place. Hybrid labels like la
biodental might suggest placing [fl b_etween the bilabial and dental categories, 
sha ring the lower lip of(p] and the upper teeth of [t] and [8). Yet we have ass igned 
[fl and [v] the labial articulator, implying that they have mo re in common with 
[p] than with [t] . Several pieces of evidence support this interpre tation . Many 
phonological systems select a stop and corresponding frica ti ve from each of the 
oral place regions. For example . typicall y [kl is paired with lxl. !ti with Isl. and 
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[p] with [f]. A system where [t] pairs with ltl 11r,,:::1d of [s] or [_8]J and [p] w::.-: 
[<I>] is unheard of. The claim that [f] and [v] ar, "-.,_ ;cally labial 1s al,0 _reflectc--: 
in sound change. For example. many language, , - :-:1nt1ze stops to fncauves (it:-.

ition), so that the velar [k] is replaced with [:>- . :: these languages we find < 
changing to [fl - not to [0] or [s] . This proce,, !, rten inverted ffon1tion) ; on: : 
aoain, [f] typically alternates with [p]. not 11 ith 1: -:'his point is also explainec ::' 
it"is the feature [continuant] that changes 11·hii, ::e [labial] anicula10r rema::-_; 
constant. 

I. 7 Stricture 

Traditional phonetics recognizes three ca tef 0:-:: Jf consonantal c0nstrict ic :-.: 
stops (also called occlusives) interrupt airflo11 . r0

• aii·es constrict a.i11low i_n su:~. 
a way as to generate turbulence , and approx. •r___ ·is have non turbulent a1rf10·,, . 
Common representatives of each category are u:c:icted m (321. 

(32) occlusives p c k 
fricatives f S S X 

approximants w l,r y 

Occlusives are distinguished from fricatives t,~ r:e feature [continuant]. [ - c .. ,n
tinuant] sounds are produced with an oral m i:nre that interrupts airflow. On 
these grounds, [p,t,c,k] are [ -continuant] ~•hilt f.s,s,x]_a_re [ -continuant]. :Sa
sals [m,n,ii,IJ] fail to participate in a stop-fncam~ oppos1lion the way [p] and (fl 
do, but they induce occlusion on following cononants and_ fo~ this reason are 
usually classed as [ - continuant]. Approximants nclude the liquids [I] and [r] and 
the glides [w] and [y]. These sounds form a nanral class in virtue of their dis
tribution in syllable structure rather than becauS::of any property they impart to 
neighboring sounds via assimilation. For exarnp~ in English syllable onsets may 
include a stop plus liquid or glide (clean [kl]. C"T'.am [krl , queen [kw), cue [ky]) 
but not a stop plus nasal such as [kn] (in knee ~ k is silent). While the approx
imants could be defined indirectly as nonnasal smorants, some researchers have 
preferred the feature [ ± approximant] so thal tre- :hared distribution of the liquids 
and glides can be expressed directly. 

Having surveyed the major stricture categore:;. we now consider each of them 
in tum. Most phonological systems select an ac:usive for each oral articulator, 
the coronal often taking two - typically a [ + anemr] such as [t] and a I -anterior] 
such as [c]. Affricates are more common than .rops at the alveopalatal point of 
articulation; they can also be found at the lips = dorsum (e.g., standard German 
[pf] and dialectal [kxl). Because of the difficult\ 1f interrupting airflow at ce~n 
points of articulation (e.g., interdc ntal and phz:,ngeal), there _are m~re contm
uants than stops. In some systems, the interci..-;;mls [O,cl) are d1stmgu1shed from 
the harsher [s,s], the latter termed sibilants. Ser.re phonologists ru,\"e proposed a 
feature (+strident] (greater turbulence) t0 cimnguish the sibilants from the 
I - strident] interdentals . Among the approx1= s . the liquids [l.r] "-nd the glides 
[w,y] form easily distinguished subsets. In '>hraieson's ( l98-4J ;urvey of more 
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than three hundr_ed phonological inventories, 01·er 95 percent of languages chose 
at least one liquid and most (77 percent) more than o ne w,-th th I· t - I b · _ . _ _ . . . . e a e, a emg 
slightly m?re popular. L1qu1ds are pr?ne_ to_ d,_ss ,milate: 1n Latin Ill turned to Ir] 
when the ~tern contained a lateral. This d1ss1milation is evident in the d istribu tio n 
of the -al and -ar alternants of the adjectival s uffix in pap-a/, tot-al, coron-a/, 
gullur-a/ but vel-ar, pol-or, a11g11l-ar. A lateral is produced bv mak · . · . . . . mg a constnc-
l!on with the central portion of the tongue bu t lowering one or both · . _ marems so 
that air _flows out the side of the mouth. Laterals may be aspira ted or voiceless 
(tr~nscnbed as a barred [!]}: they can be affricated: and while typically coronal 
(with the dental-a lveolar [ + anterior] [I] favored over the al\'eopalatal I - ant..:r ior] 
[,{]) , they can ~e articulated with the tongue body. Whether coronal versus velar 
lateral IS a _poss~ble phonemic contrast is unclear. Rlw tics come in several va rieties 
~s well. T,1e t rilled versus flap opposition of Spanish perro 'dog' vs. p ero 'but' 
1~ weB known. In a _trill, the articulator is held loosely so that it can be set in 
v1brat1on _by the pas~mg air. According to Ladefoged ( 1982: J 53), "ajlap is caused 
by a smg1e _contraction of the muscles so tha t one articulator is thrown against 
another. It ,soften Just a very rapid articulation of a stop closure " as d d 
b E - , pro uce 

Y n~li~h speakers ~ ho flap the medial consonants in latter . ladder, tanner. 
Ph~net1cians_ have devised a panoply of special symbols to distinguish among the 
van_ous :holies. For ~x~mpl_e, the French uvular rhotic is indicated by a ;mall 
capital, mv~r_t,ed t_o d1stmgu1sh the Parisian fricative/approximant [K]ouge ·red ' 
from the M1d1 s trilled [R]ouge . The rhotic of English red is a weak approximant 
(IPA [1)) wit~ no con~act ~etween the tip of the tongue and the roof of the mouth. 
!t patt_erns with _the glides mallowing the flapping of a following dental stop, which 
itself ~s tr~n~cn~ed [r): wnt_er [ayr], outer [awr], Carter (air) bu t welder [£Id]. 
We will d~stmguish the rhot,~s and laterals with the help of a feature [ :!: late ral] 
whos_e art1cu~atory correlate 1s the presence or absence of lowering at the tongue 

,, margm(s). Fmall~, the ~haryngeals [l_i,'i'J and laryngeals (h ,?] are sometimes 
treated as approx1mants instead of fricatives. 

Sound changes from left to right on the stop-fricative-approximant dimension 
are known as weakenings ([enition) while changes from right to left a re 
strengthenings (fortition). Postvocalic context is the most typical environment 
for_ th_e change ~rom stop to fricat_ive _(a process a lso known as spirantization) . 
This 1s the env~ron_ment where T1benan Hebrew changes its stops [p,t ,k) and 
[b,d,g) to_ the ~ncalives [f,8 ,x) and [v,cl,y]. Many systems restrict weakening to 
cont~xts m which a vowel follows as well as precedes: for instance, intervocalic 
tla~pm? of dental s~ops in many_ E_ngl!sh dialects. It is unclear whether spiranti
zation 1s properly viewed as ass1m1lalion of the open position of the neighboring 
vowel ~nd ~ence whether vowels are properly viewed as [+continuant]. Fortitions 
from fncat1ve to _s~O_P tend to occur in the complementary set of contexts: post
conso~antal and m1t1al. I_n some _cases only certain consonants call fur a following 
a<:clu~1ve. For examp_le, m Spamsh the voiced stops [b,d,g) and the corresponding 
fricatives [f3,t"l,y] are m complementary distribution. The fricatives occur after [r) 
~cur[f3]a 'cur_ve', ver[cl)e •~reen', lar[yJo ' long') and stops after a (homorganic; 
'..e., sa~e point ofarllcu~at,on) nasal: hom[b]re 'man', don[dk 'where', an[g]osto 
narrow) as well as 1mt1ally ([b]ola 'ball' , [dJuro ' hard ', (g]ato 'cat'). Afte r the 

lateral. [d] appears in place of lclJ (ca/[d]o 'broth' ) while noncoronals arc· realized 
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.. · _ -;0ntinuc:.::.:J (e.g., cal[Pln ·bald", al[x-Jo ·someth ing· ). The fact that nasal · 
_ :, :. follov.·. ~g occlusi,·e justifies categorizing them as [ -continuant] even 
.:•>-~- ,hey tb::nselves typically do not spirantize. The inconsistent behavior of 
.:c .::.:eral lea·,=~ the [ :!:continuant I status of [l] unresol\"e d. Gemi11atio11 (dou
:•:-:.; :; a con:: ·(t that inhibits lenition and promotes fortition. Thus, in Tiberian 
::::~: A post, :,:alic stops systematically fail to spirantize when geminate. Sim
-~- _.. ;emina::d approximants often strengthen to homorganic obstruents: fo r 
·: · ·..::.:.:t. in F~oese (Anderson 1972) *yy > ggj [j] and *,rn· > gl'. 

l. ~ :\ lajor Class Features 

~:c :e~:ures [~:norant] and [consonantal] each partition the set of speech sounds 
:::.: : ,: .. :, broad :lasses, as depicted in (33). Like [continuant]. these features are 
:,:, ·:,:,Jnd to a ;:iarticular articulator ; instead, they specify phonologically critical 
~ ~; of con;~riction imposed by essentially any articulator. 

[sonorant] [ consonantal] 
·:owels + a,i,u,o,e, . . . 
glides + y,w 
Liquids + + l,r 
nasals + + m,n ,n,I) 
obstruen;.-; + t,d ,s 

: = 50n0rant] classifies sounds in terms of the effect their stric ture has on the flow 
:r' air across the glottis and hence the capacity to induce vibration of the vocal 
~lds. Vocal fold vibration is influenced by several factors; but the most important 
:s; :mfiow. The folds cannot vibrate if no air is passing through the glottis . In order 
m- air to flow, the supralaryngeal pressure mus t be less than the sublaryngeal. 
The degree of stricture made during the articulation of a sound may increase the 
sqiralaryngeal pressure and hence tend lo shut off voicing unless other adjust
rm:ms are made. Stops and fricatives have a stricture that inhibits spontaneous 
"lUCing. The stricture associated with [ + sonorant) segments does not disrupt 
.a"i:ilow enough to inhibit voicing. Thus, the natural state for sonorants is 
I-voiced] and for nonsonorants (termed obstruents) is [ - voiced). 

Of all speech sounds , vowels and glides are produced with the least constriction 
ard hence allow the freest flow of air. While nasals are articulated with an oral 
c'osure, the nasal cavity is open and hence airflow is not impeded. In the pro
!fuctioo of a lateral , a closure is made; but the lowering of the tongue margins 
ill'ows sufficient airflow to maintain voicing. Finally, the various rhotics (retro
:e-xed approximants, trills, flaps) either do not make a sufficiently narrow stric
:n-e, or if they do, it is not held long enough to inhibit spontaneous voicing. 

From these remarks, it is clear that [+voiced) is the natural laryngeal state for 
i: =rant. A special laryngeal adjustment is required to inhibit voicing. Thus, 
11hile voicele~s sonorants occur, they are distinctly dispreferred to voiced ones. 
~ ob<;truents the opposite state of affairs obtains. The optimal s top or fricative 
~ ,oiceless. A language typically augments its inventory with a voiced obstruent 
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only after the corresponding voice less one has been chosen. The special status 
of [ +voiced) in obstruents is shown by the fact that in many languages (e.g., 
Slavic) obstruents induce voicing assimilation in adjacent obstruen ts while so
norants are inert , neither causing nor undergoing such changes: compare Russian 
pro[s·]-it ·requests', pro[z' ]-ba ·a request· with 11e[s)-111 ·carries· 3pl., ne[s]-la past 
fem. Two additional properties distinguish sonorants. First. in many languages a 
syllable can only terminate in a sonorant: for example. Lama has words ending 
in liquids or nasals but none ending in obstruents. Second. in a number of lan
guages (e.g .. Lithuanian) a sonorant consonant in the coda of a syllable may count 
as a tone-bearing unit : obstruents typicall y shun tones . 

The feature [ +consonantal] denotes sounds with a radical cons tric tion in the 
supralaryngeal cavity . Vowels and the corresponding glides are [ - consonanta l I. 
Note that in the system being described here the high vowels [i] and [u] and the 
corresponding glides [y] and [w] have the same feature structure. They diffe r in 
terms of their location within the syllable. A vowel occupies the nuclear peak 
while a glide appears in the margins - the prevocalic onset or the postvocalic 
coda. The equivalence of [i) - [y) and [u) - [w] is seen in a number of processes. 
For example, many dialects of Arabic avoid words ending in consonant dusters . 
When the 2sg. suffix is removed from the stems in da/w-a/.: ·your pail ' and jady
ak 'your kid', the glides are turned to the corresponding vowels: da /u ' pail ', jadi 
'kid'. Another reflection of the close relation between [i) and [y] and between [u) 
and [w] is seen in Basque. As noted in section 1.4, when the definite suffix -a is 
added to a stem ending in a high vowel, a corresponding glide fill s the gap to 
provide the second syllable with an onset: ari ' thread ' and iku 'fig' , but [ari + a] 
and [iku +a) are realized as [ariya) and [ikuwa) or , depending on the dialect, as 
[ariye) and [ikuwe] by another rule. When glides occupy the syllable nucleus as 
part of a diphthong (a tautosyllabic sequence of [ -consonantal] segments) , they 
are sometimes called semivowels and transcribed with an inverted breve ([ail. 
[ay)). In the early stages of generative phonology, the syllabicity of a sound was 

- characterized by a feature [ ± syllabic). This feature stood out from the others, 
however, in its lack of any precise phonetic correlate. A major theoretical de
velopment of the 1970s and 1980s was the articulation of the more traditiona l 
conception of the syllable as a prosodic constituent. In current generative thinking, 
the syllabicity of a sound is a function of its location in this constituent - not a 
matter of its feature structure. Syllabic consonants are transcribed by an under
ring or understroke: for example , Czech vlk ·wolf is [vlk) o r [v!k). 

The table in (34) summarizes the manner-of-articulation features for a repre
sentative set of speech sounds. 

(34) t s 8 n r y 
consonantal 1-t + + + + + 
sonorant + + + + + 
approximant + + + + 
continuant + + + + + + 
lateral + 
nasal + 
strident + 
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1.9 Laryngeal Features 

The stops in s[p]in, s[t]1111, s[k]in exhibit the optimal laryngeal state for occlusive 
consonants: voiceless , unaspirated, unglottalized. However, many systems aug
ment their stock of phonemes through modifications of the sound wave introduced 
by the vocal folds in the larynx. French, Mandarin, and Nootka illustrate the most 
common options. ln Frenc~ voiceless stops are opposed to voiced, m Mandarin 
to aspirated, and in Nootka to glottalized (transcribed with a glottal superscript 
[p,] or apostrophe [p']). 

(35) French 
[p]as 'not' [t]u 'you' [k]uand 'when 

[b]as ' low' [d]u 'of' [g]ant 'glove' 

Mandarin 
pei 'back' tai ' to bring' kan 'to do' 

phei 'to match ' thai ' very' khan 'to see' 

Nootka 
'branch' pa:- 'go' ta:- ' long' kat-

p,a- 'give away' t,aq- 'just' k,o:- 'a little way' 

Many languages combine these options to make a three-way contrast among 
laryngeal features. For example, in Thai [tl is opposed to [d] as well as to [th]. 
while in Amharic (t] fr ()pposed to [d] and to [t,]. Finally, some systems such as 
Hindi make a four-way distinction among laryngeal features, combining both voic
ing and aspiration (examples from Ladefoged 1975). 

(36) Thai 
baa 'shoulder' 
paa 'forest' 
phaa 'to split' 

dam 'black' 
tam 'to pound' kat 'to bite' 

tham 'to do' khat 'to interrupt· 

Amharic 
dil 'victory' g;m 'innocent' 
ti! 'worm' kirr 'thread' 
eil 'quarrel' k,ir 'stay away' 

Hindi 
pal 
'take care of' 

tan 
'mode of. singin • 

tal ~ . f:, 
'postponr 

f 
f kan 

~ear' 

phal bal bhal 
'edge of knife' 'hair' 'forehead' 

than dan dhan 
'roll of cloth' 'charity' 'paddy' 

~i!!al-- · ·.-=-.-_ - =-dal---d~I.::.. --·--- --
~~~-~~~-:bYying ... '.!J_ranc~' 'shield' 

- 1~ 000' ·-- . 
?·khan gan ghan 

'mine' ' song' 'kind of bundle' 
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The interpretation of the laryngeal features adopted here is based in part on 
the model developed by Halle and Stevens (1971). Two phonetic dimensions are 
distinguished: the amount of space between the vocal folds (glottal width) and the 
amount of tension in the folds. Given that the voiceless unaspirated unglottalized 
series defines the optimal laryngeal state. we take it to be the neut ral configuration 
of the glottis. Aspirated sounds are produced by spreading the vocal folds while 
glottalized sounds constrict the folds. The former are accordingly I+ spread gl, 
-constr gl] while the latter are [ + constr gl, - spread gl]. The neutral [p,t.k] are 
[ - spread gl. - constr gl]. The absence of [ + constr gl. + spread gl] reflects the 
impossibility of realizing two opposing mechanical gestures simul taneously. The 
diagram in (37) depicts this tripartite division of glottal width . 

(37) open c losed 
- constricted - constricted + constricted 
+spread -spread - spread 

"aspirated" " plain" "glottalized" 

[ph] [p] [p,] 

With this background, let us briefly survey the three laryngeal categories. The 
aspiration of a stop as in English [ph]in has traditionally been described as a ''puff 
of air" occurring after the release of the stop closure or as a delay in the onset 
of vocal cord vibration in the production of the following vowel. The Halle-Stevens 
model sees both of these phenomena as consequences of the instruction to spread 
the vocal folds. Accordingly, aspirated stops are [+spread gl] and hence [ - cons tr 
gl]. The voiced aspirates of Hindi are an embarrassment to the traditional "lag 
in onset of vibration" theory since the folds must be vibrating in the execution 
of the stop as well as the following vowel. We will follow Halle and Stevens in 

., construing voicing as a function of glottal tension (noting, however, that this 
' interpretation of vocal fold vibration awaits experimental phonetic confirmation). 
-' Even though the folds are separated, they may still vibrate if they are held loosely. 

Thus, [ -voiced] will denote sounds produced with greater vocal fold tension, 
and [+voiced] will denote sounds in which the folds are held more loosely. (Halle 
and Stevens suggest the features [stifll and [slack]. but this terminology has not 
been widely accepted. We will retain the traditional label [ ± voiced] but will follow 

: Halle and Stevens in construing vocal fold vibration as a function of glottal 
tension.) The table in (38) shows how the stops of French, Thai, and Hindi are 

" characterized in the proposed system. 

(38) 
spread gl 
constr gl 
voiced + + 

Glottalized consonants are produced by constricting the vocal folds. For ex
ample, the medial stop in English button is glottalized for many speakers: s i
multaneous with the oral closure. the vocal folds are constricted to yield a lt?J. 
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In some casual pronunciations the oral closure may be suppressed, unveiling the 
laryngeal constriction in the form of a glottal stop: bu[?Jo11. In many languages 
the glottal constriction in stop consonants is enhanced by raising the larynx in 
the throat. This gesture compresses the air behind the ora l closure ; when it is 
released. a sharp, crackling sound is produced . So far as is known, these eject ives 
d;::, 001 cont ra.st with pla in glo ttalized consonants and so the laryngeal raising, 
while dramatic, might best be considered a matter of phonetic implementa tion 
rather than a distinct pho~ological category. Such ejectives are found in many 
.-\meri.:an Indian languages, where they are customarily transcribed with an apos
tro;:he [p".t".k"]. 

:\ ;1milar phenomenon occurs with the voiced glottalized segments, which are 
prc>du.:ed by constricting the glottis but slackening the glottal tension to permit 
, ibr.:.;ion. In many cases these consonants are enhanced by a noticeable lowering 
of :he larynx in the throat. This action may decrease the a ir pressure in the su
pra.laryngeal cavity, leading to an ingression of air when the oral closure is re
leased. Sounds supplemented with thi s laryngeal lowering a re known as imp/o-
5i,·e5. They are customarily symbolized as [6,<f,g] and are found in many African 
languages. 

Halle and Stevens (197 1) suggest dividing the dimension of glottal tension into 
three categories instead of just two. For the [ - spread gl, - constr gl] group, this 
move allows them to distinguish the voiced stops of Romance languages li ke 
French from the initial stops in English bun, done , gun. In the former, v·ocal fo ld 
vibration begins more or less simultaneously with the oral closure; in the latter, 
there is a considerable delay in the onset of voicing until well after the initial 
closure. Halle and Stevens see the English [b,d ,g] as having an intermediate degree 
of tension between the totally voiceless (stiff) [p,t ,k] of spin, s tun, and skin and 
the fully voiced (slack) [b,d ,g] of French. They also exploit the possibility of an 
intermediate degree of glottal tension to try to explain a puzzling contrast in 
Korean. As pointed out originally by Kim (1965), Korean stops display three 
contrasting laryngeal configurations, none of which involve vocal fold vibration: 
t"al ' mistake' . t*al 'daughter', ta/ ' moon' . Halle and Stevens suggest placing the 
[t*] in the aspirated [+spread gl] series but distinguish it from [th] as well as from 
the voiced [dh] of Hindi by assigning it an intermediate degree of glottal tension. 
Subsequent research has shown that the "tense" [t*) is actually produced with 
a constricted glottis but lacks the ejection of the glotta lized consonants of the 
American Indian languages. Iverson (1987) suggests the features [ +constr gl, 
+stiff vt]. 

The table in (39) summarizes the laryngeal features. If the distinction between 
the fully voiced [bl of French and the partially voiced [bl of English is simply a 
matter of different phonetic implementation, we may replace [stiff vf] and [slack 
vf] with [voiced]. (Voiceless sonorants are transcribed by an underring (e.g., 
[rp]) or by small capitals.) 

(39) spread gl constr gl 

+ 
+ 

stiff vf slack vf (voiced) 

+ 
+ + 
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spread gl cons tr gl st iff vf slack vf (voiced ) 
p + 
b (English) + 
b (French) + ... 
, 

p + 
p• (Korean) + + 
6 + + + 

1.10 Secondary Articulations and Complex Segments 

Many languages amplify their segmental inventories by superimposing the vowel 
quality features of lip rounding and tongue body palatality or velarity o n their 
consonants. Imposition of [ +round]. [ - back], and [ +back] produce the sec
ondary arti~ul~tions ?flabialization, palatalization, and velarization, respectively; 
pharyngealtzallon an ses from retractio n of the tongue body and/or tongue root 
toward the back wall of the pharynx. 

Labializa1ion is usually transcribed by a superscripted w ; a labialized consonant 
simultaneously combines lip rounding with the primary a rticulation. Examples of 
(near) minimal pairs from the West African language Margi (Hoffman 1963) appear 
in (40). 

(40) pa 'build' sa 'drink' ga 'and' 
pwa ' pour in' swa 'shut' gwa 'enter ' 

Even though rounding is produced by the lips, this gesture is s till compatible with 
a labial constriction; Margi has a full suite of labialized labials : b"'irl] 'hip' , 6"'/J 
•~o~k', f"'irlJ ' hollow' , m"'al 'friend', v'"[ 'gourd-plant'. As we might expect , la
b1ahzed consonants often arise through the assimilation of [+round) from adjacent 
rounded vowels. For example, in the ir description of Nootka, Sapir and Swadesh 
(1939) po~it a s~e~ [ki:t) 'making'. When this stem is preceded by the prefix :>a-, 
the velar 1s lab1ahzed: :>o-kwi:I ' making it'. 

In Russian essentially all consonants a re accompanied by a ra ising of the tongue 
?~dy as a secondary articulator. If it is [ - back], the consonant is palatalized; if 

.· !t 1s [+back], the consonant is velarized. This contrast is fundamental, appearing 
m prevocalic, preconsonantal, and word-final positions. (In Slavic linguistics 
~alatalization is usually ~enoted by the apostrophe; elsewhere, a superscripted ; 
1s more common. There 1s no standard notation for velarization; the plain letters 
are used here with the explicit understanding that the tongue is in a high back 
position.) The chain of minimal pairs in (41) illustrates this [ ±back) opposition 
on Russian consonants. 

(4 1) m'at' ' to rumple' 
mat ' 'mother ' 
mat 'checkmate' 
m'at 'rumpled' 
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Palatalization and velarization freely combine with labials and most dentals in 
Russian. But in the [ - anterior] alveopalatals they are distributed complemen
tarily: (cl is palatalized ([ - back)) wh ile, at least in the standard dialect, [s,z] are 
velarized ([+ back]). This difference shows up in the effects these consonants 
have on the following vowel: the phoneme /i/ is realized as [ - back] [i] after [cl 
but as [ +back] [w] after [s ,z]: 11c' -it 'teaches', d11.i'-[w]1 ·smothers', drui -[w]t 
'befriends·. Because we have viewed the feature [back] as a dependent of the 
dorsal art iculator, whe n velar [kl assimilates [ - back] it changes its point of ar
ticulation to prevelar [k']; but palatalization of [p] or [t] entails no necessary 
change in point of articulation. Compare the pala talizat ions induced by the dat.sg. 
suffix -e: ruk-a, ruk'-e ' hand" ; rabot-a, rabot'-e 'work', tolp-a, totp·-e 'crowd' . 
In many cases. however, dental, velar, and sometimes labial consonants change 
thei r primary place of articulation to alveopalatal when palatalized by a front 
vocalic segment, especially the high vowels [i ,u] and the corresponding glides 
[y,w] ([w] = IPA [q]). Precisely how to express this change is a subject of 
continued debate in feature theory; sec section 9.3 fo r discussion. 

The tongue root or body may be retracted during the production of an oral 
consonant - a secondary articulation known as pharyngealization. This gesture 
underlies the " emphatic" consonants in Arabic (usually transcribed by under
dotting or capitals}, where we find such minimal pairs as sayf 'sword' vs. :;ayf 
'summer' and tiin ' figs ' vs. /iin ' mud'. According to Ghazeli ( 1977), the emphatics 
[~,q:,I)] are produced with a tongue body constriction in the upper pharynx . 

The secondary articulations will be treated here as single segments rather than 
consonant-glide clusters. A number of considerations support this decision. First , 
many languages that otherwise lack consonant clusters freely permit c v and CY. 
Second, a secondarily articulated consonant may contrast with a consonant-glide 
cluster: compare Russian s' est' 'sit down' with syest' 'eat up' . Finally, when 
consonants with a secondary articulatio n simplify , the residue is typically a single 
segment. Two patterns of simplification will illustrate this. First, the primary 
articulation may be suppressed, leaving just the secondary articulation in the form 
of a glide. For example, in Polish the velarized [ + back] lateral (orthographic /) 
is now realized (in the standard dialect) as [w]: Lodz is [wu~]. Alternatively, the 
secondary place of articulation may be promoted to primary, displacing the orig
inal articulator. For example, the labialized velars kw and gw of Latin appear as 
bilabial stops in Romanian: Latin aqua 'water', lingua ' tongue' > Romanian apii, 
limbii. In this sound change, the [ - continuant] feature is executed by the lips 
instead of by the tongue dorslllil. 

The most salient phonological property of the secondary articulations is their 
propensity to stretch over successive consonants or even syllables, mimicking 
the behavior of the corresponding features in vowel harmony. For example, in 
many Arabic dialects the pharyngealization of the emphatic phonemes spreads to 
other consonants of the root and beyond. In an analysis of the Lebanese dialect, 
Haddad (1983) shows that when the root [rx~J 'become cheap' maps to the CiCiC 
template, pharyngealization spreads from the final consonant to the remaining . 
segments of the word, causing a nonfinal [i] to be realized as [u]: n1.r{!i 'became 
cheap' vs . rixis 'became tender' , built on the radical [rxs]. 

Consonants exist in which two articulators combine ·to form a single segment 
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where the constriction of each is greater than a simple vowel or glide. The clearest 
examples of such complex se!?111e111s are the labim·elar.,· lkpJ and Jeb] found in 
many West African languages such as Ewe (Ladefoged 1975). with -the minimal 
pairs shown in (42a). 

(42) a. ekpa 
eka 
ep:i 

b. epla 
ekb 
ekpla 

C. fo 
Cl 

fie 
kplo 

'he faded ' 
'he chipped· 
' he was wet · 

'he hurt' 
'he washed' 
'he girded' 

' to beat' 
' to grow' 
' to buy' 
' to lead' 

egba 
ega 
eba 

fofo 
cicii 
feflee 
kpokplo 

"he roofed· 
· he became rich· 
"he c heated· 

'beating· 
·grown up· 
'bought' 
' leading· 

These seg~ ents have the distribution of single consonants. The only clusters in 
~we cons1_st of a consonant plus [I); the labiovelar forms this cluster just like 
simple labial and velar stops (42b). Also, CV reduplicat ion takes the first con
sonant and vowel of th~ stem (42c); once again, the labiovelar patterns as a single 
segment. When the lab1ovelars condition nasal assimilation, the result. at least in 
some languages, is a doubly articulated nasal [m!J]. This suggests that the labial 
and velar components are unordered - at least phonologically. A controversial 
quest_ion in feature theory is whether one of the articulators must be singled out 
as ?nmary. In the abse~ce of such a distinction, we expect any rule mentioning 
labial or velar t_o be acllvated by the labiovelar complex. Not enough languages 
have been studied to know whether this expectation is justified. 
, Given that th~ labial and velar articulators may combine, it is natural to inquire 

' about the behavwr of the coronal. Sagey ( 1986) interprets the cl icks of the Khoisan 
·.lan~uag~s as d~rsal consonants wit~ coronal as a radically constricted secondary 
art1culatJon. Clicks are formed by simultaneous constrictions of the tongue blade 
and dorsum, creating a temporary air chamber between the two closures. This 
cham~r is rarified by sliding the tongue dorsum back along the soft palate, in
creasmg the volume and c:onsequently lowering the air pressure. When the coronal 
stricture is released , air flows into the mouth to create the distinctive click sound. 
These dramatic consonants are largely restricted to the languages of southern 
Africa, where they have been thoroughly integrated into the sound system. In 
Buru (Traill 1985) clicks combine with other manner-of-articu lation features to 
produce some twenty distinct consonantal segments. While clicks are phonetically 
dramatic, their phonological behavior remains to be assessed. 

Given that dorsal combines with both labial and coronal, we predict the exis
tence oflabiocoronals. Hoffman (1%3) reports such consonants for Margi, citing 
bda ' to sting (bee) , to kick (donkey)', bzJr 'child ', ptal 'chief, king', psar 'grass'. 
He argues that these are single segments rather than clusters on the grounds that 
pt;) 'to be insufficient' reduplicates as pt,>ptfJ just as .Hi ' to drink ' reduplicates as 
.iasa. As Maddieson ( 1987) points out. this argument is vi tiateJ by examples such 
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as raga/a, which reduplicates as 1'agalarizgizla, suggesting that the Margi re
duplication is at the level of the entire stem and not just the first CV. If so. then 
the labiocoronals could be treated as consonant clusters instead of single seg
ments. Sagey (1986) analyzes such clusters as tk"", reported for certain Shona 
dialects by Doke (1931) as triply articulated single consonants. This interpretation 
has, however, been called into question. 

1.11 Prosodic Features 

The properties of length , stress. and tone are traditionally isolated from the other 
features into a special category of prosodic or suprasegmental features. Their 
distribution and phonological behavior characteristically ignores the features de
fining a sound's inherent quality. The autonomy of the suprasegmentals (and in
deed the term itselO is reflected in the fact that orthographic systems register 
their presence (if at all) through diacritic marks or accents rather than with sep
arate letters. The prosodic features have received intensive scrutiny during the 
past two decades. The insights acquired in the study of these categories have 
profoundly influenced phonologists' conception of the segmental features. We 
will review this research in considerable detail in later chapters. At this point we 
will content ourselves with a brief overview of the prosodic terrain, 

Quantity 
Many languages oppose long vowels and consonants to short. Phonetically, the 
duration of the longer sound exceeds that of the shorter by a fac tor of one-half 
to one-and-a-half or more. In consonants, length is usually indicated by gemi
nation (doubling): Italian nano 'ninth' vs. nonno 'grandfather', Arabic darasa 
'studied' vs. darrasa ' taught' , Japanese saka 'slope' vs. sakka 'author'. Long 
vowels are variously transcribed as geminates (taa), by a colon (ta:), or by the 
macron (la). Short vowels are unmarked (ta) or indicated by the breve (ta): Latin 
malus ' apple tree' vs. ma/us 'evil', Arabic kataba 'wrote' vs. kaataba 'corre
sponded with', Japanese tori ' bird' vs. toori 'road'. Given the autonomy of su
prasegmentals, quantity oppositions are usually distributed freely across a lan
guage's vowel or consonant inventory. There are, however, occasional gaps: for 
example, in Tiberian Hebrew geminates are excluded from the class of gutturals; 
in the Roman dialect of Italian palatals such as [c,~,j,y].are phonologically gemi
nate.~ many systems length consists in the assignment of a phonological position 

I after the syllable's nuclear vowel. This " slot" is then filled by either the following 
consonant or the preceding vowel. Such a conception of length affords a straight
forward explanation for the behavior of the Hebrew definite prefix ha. When 
added to most stems, it geminates the following consonant: seefer 'book', has
se.efer_•~e bog~; melex 'king', hammelex.. 'the king:. But when the noun begins 
wjtli a gqtt~(wl!ich_resists gemination), the vowel of the prefix lengthens in
stWd:-;1!8 'in~ ;--.:.hiia~iI 'the man', foam 'people', haafaam ' the people'. ln
tuitivelff.the prefix has the phonological form haX, where X is an empty position 
that prefers to be occupied by the following consonant but when this is impossible 
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('then by the preceding vowel. We wi ll develop this concept ion of "phonological 
L position" in chapter 8. 

Long consonants typically span the syllable break and often shorten when such 
syllable sharing is not possible. In Tiberian Hebrew the geminate of the root 
[dall-) 'poor' is realized as such before a vowel-initial suffix such as the plural: 
dall-i:m (syllabified [dal.li:m]). In the masculine singular, where there is no suffix, 
the final consonant degeminates: dal. In \·owels length is often incompatible with 
a fo llowing tautosyllabic consonant. For example. a CVVC stem may realize its 
long vowel before a suffixal vowel but shorten when no suffix fo llows and the 
consonant closes the syllable. Length is also intimately connected with the pres
ence of stress in many systems. In Yupik Eskimo a stressed vowel is lengthened 
so long as the fo llowing consonant does not close the syllable (i.e .. . .. CYCV is 
realized as CV:CV). In Egyptian Arabic the long vowel of bnab 'door· shorte ns 
when the stress shifts to the dual suffix: bab-ee11 'two doors·. 

The increment of length that distinguishes long vowels from short (often called 
a mora) is sometimes required to be [+ high). The result is a diphthong consisting 
of two successive vowels agreeing in backness and rounding but changing in 
tongue apenure. The high vocalic element is known as a glide. If it precedes the 
vocalic core, we speak of an,onglide and a rising diphthong. If it follows, we 
speak of an offglide and a falling diphthong. (With respect to diphthongs, " rise" 
and " fall" refer not to the constriction of the tongue but rather to the degree of 
aperture.) Examples of rising and falling diphthongs are furnished by Slovak and 
certain Italian dialects , respectively. In Slovak the genitive plural of feminine 
nouns is formed by lengthening the final syllable of the stem. In this context the 
high vowels [i,u) and the low vowel [a] simply lengthen while the mid vowels 
diphthongize with onglides. 

(43) nom.sg. gen.pl. 
~ ~ ' linden tree' 
mucha mu:ch ' fly' 
lopata lopa:t ' shovel' 
kazeta kaziet ·box' 
sirota siruot 'orphan' 

In the southern Italian dialect of Altamura (prov. Bari, Loporcaro 1988), a word
final schwa deletes before pause. When the preceding syllable is stressed and not 
closed by a consonant , the vowel is diphthongized with an offglide. The stressed 
vowel is indicated with a vertical stroke: ['c). ['o], and so on. 

(44) phrase-medial phrase-final 
k'cn;i k'cin 'dog' 
v'cv;i v'cif 'to drink' 
k'os;i k'O\!S 'to cook' 
kr'Jfa kr'J\!S 'cross' 
s'Jrd;"J s'Jrt 'deaf 
p'ort;) p'ort 'door· 
purt'JnJ purt 'J\!n 'gate' 
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The term "diphthong" is often used more broadly to denote any sequence of 
tautosyllabic vowels. They need not necessarily share any phonological features 
and the entire sequence may count as a single timing unit (mora). In Spanish 
vowel clusters arising across word boundaries contract into a unit. Both phonetic 
measurements as well as poetic meter suggest that the resultant combination is 
equivalent to a single mora. For the Chicano dialect, Clements and Keyser ( 1983) 
report contractions such as. those in (45) (from Hutchinson 1974). 

(45) I #i -> 

#u iu 
i #e ie 
e#i 
e # e e 
e#o io 
e#a ia 

These data motivate a UG convention of automatic degemination when two iden
tical segments occupy the same phonological position. This convention explains 
such equations as i#i = i and e#e = e. When the vowels are not identical , the 
first turns to a [+ high] onglide (if possible). If the result is a sequence of identical 
segments, they degeminate as well. Thus, e#i = i#i = i. 

The distinction between tautosyllabic (diphthongal) and heterosyllabic vowel 
sequences helps us to understand the behavior of stress in Fijian (Dixon 1988). 
Stress normally appears on the second-last vowel of the word: for example, Uga 
'arm' . When a suffix is added to the stem, the stress shifts: liga-mu 'his arm' . 
Vowel sequences contrast in their effect on stress. If the stem contains a ( - high] 
l + high] sequence, then no stress shift occurs upon the addition of the suffix: tau 
'touch down', tau-ta (transitive). Other vowel sequences show the normal shift 
of stress: lua 'vomit', lua-ca (transitive). This difference is explained if the [ - high] 
[ + high] sequence forms a tautosyllabic diphthong while other sequences remain 
heterosyllabic. The penultimate stress rule (redefined to operate at the level of 
the syllable rr) then shifts the stress in one case (46b) but fails to do so in the 
other (46a). 

(46) a. tau tau-ca b. lu a lu a-ca w w \J ~ I ~ I ~ 
h 'rr rr 'rr rr rr 'rr rr 

Tone and Intonation 
Pitch (rate of vibration of the vocal folds) is used contrastively in the realization 
of an intonation contour as well as to encode lexical contrasts. For example, in 
English a yes-no question typically has a pitch rise on the final accented syllable; 
in a statement the pitch descends at this point. In other situations more elaborate 
intonation contours are imposed. For example, Liberman ( 1975) describes a voe-

I'rosodic f- ealill'<'S 4 / 

ative used to call someone out of sight in terms of a Low-High-Mid (L-H-M) 
sequence that is mapped to the segmental string in such a way that the High is 
attracted to the final accented syllable while the Low and Mid fill out the remaining 
portions of the string. When the accent shifts, the intonat ion contour is modified 
as we can see by comparing the vocati\·es in (47). ' 

(47) a. oh 'Isadore b. oh lsad'ora C. oh Mary'ann 

~ _/"-- _/'-
I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 5 I ~ 3 4 
I I V "'-V I I "---1/ I'----_ 
L H M L H M L H M 

Many languages of Africa, Asia, and the Americas use pitch changes compa
rable to those found on the final two syllables of (47b) or the final syllable of (47c) 
to distinguish lexical items. Most common is a two-way tonal distinction of high 
versus low (typically analyzed as [ + hi tone] vs. [ - hi tone]); three, four, and even 
five levels of pitch have been reported. In a two-tone system, the high tone is 
customarily transcribed with the acute (e.g., ta), while low tone is either unmarked 
(ta) or signaled by the grave (ta). In three-tone languages such as Yoruba, the 
mid is unmarked or transcribed with the macron (ta). For more complex systems 
the notation is not standardized. See chapter 7 for discussion of the tonal features 
underlying these more complex systems. 

(48) Margi (Hoffman 1963) 
shu 'tail' yimi 
shu 'to dry up' yina 

Yoruba (Pulleyblank (1986) 
high k(> 'build' 
mid kQ 'sing' 
low k◊ ' refuse' 

Grebo (Newman (1986b) 
high t6 'store' 

'to dye' 
'to rinse' 

higher-mid tu 'tree, stick' 
lower mid m5 'you' sg. 
low fa ' herring' 

ama 
ama 

'husband's mother' 
'but' 

Contour (rising and falling) tones accompany level tones in many systems. A 
rising tone is customarily marked by the wedge (ta) and the falling tone by a 
circumflex (ta). As this symbolization suggests, rising and falling tones often can 
be analyzed as low+ high and high+ low combinations o~ a single vowel or syl
lable. The circumstances under which this decomposition is appropriate continues 
to be a basic analytic and theoretical issue in tonology. The Thai examples in (49) 
illustrate the combination of plain and contour tones in the same system. 
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(49) Thai (Ladefoged I 975) 
high mi: 'aunt' 
mid na: 'field' 
low na: 
rising na: 

a nickname 
' thick' 

falling na: 'face' 

Stress 
Unlike length and tone, stress has no uniform phonetic correlates. The perception 
of stress may be elicited by increased duration, heightened pitch, or sometimes 
more subtle aspects of vowel or consonant quality. In a sense that will be made 
precise in chapter 10, stress is an abstract phonological category of prominence 
whose presence is signaled through other (usually prosodic) features. Stress is a 
property of vowels or more generally of syllables . In many systems a vowel bears 
a stress not in virtue of any inherent property but simply due to its location in 
the word. Initia l stress is found in Czech , Finnish, and Latvian, but final stress 
in French, Turkish, and Farsi. In many systems (e.g., Polish) the second-last , 
penultimate syllable is stressed. The distribution of stress often takes syllable 
weight into account. In Latin stress falls on the third-last, antepenultimate syllable 
so long as the penult is light (consists of a single short vowel and no closing 
consonant). Heavy penults (containing a long vowel and/or a closing consonant) 
prevent stress from receding to the antepenult: r'eficit, ref'ectus, ref'ecit. ·Many 
systems distinguish several degrees of prominence. For example, in Tennessee 
English speakers perceive the final syllable to be stronger than the firsf (thus 
contrasting with Hennessy). But in Tennessee State the prominence reverses: 
here the initial [Tenn] is stronger than the final [see] . Notationally, a stressed 
syllable is distinguished from an unstressed one by the acute accent or by a vertical 
stroke (usually before the vowel). Secondary stresses are indicated by a grave 
accent or by assigning a single stroke to the secondary and a double stroke to the 
primary: Tennessee or T'enness''ee. 

The location of stress is a crucial determinant for many sound changes. Vowel 
contrasts are often reduced in unstressed positions:·compare the alternations with 
schwa as the stress is moved in [t'd~gr're]ph, [t~l'cgra]phy. Unstressed syllables 
(especially in the middle of the word) often delete entirely (syncope): trisyllabic 
memory may reduce to disyllabic mem[ ]ry. The location of the stress also affects 
consonants. For example, in English [h] deletes in an unstressed noninitial syl
lable: compare the absence and presence of [h] in v'e[ ]icle, v'e[h]'Jcular as the 
stress slides from one syllable to the next. As we will see, in English a sequence 
of a stressed plus following unstressed syllable forms a metrical constituent called 
a foot. The [h]"".0" alternation can be defined in terms of a rule that deletes [h] 
when not initial in the metrical foot. 
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Exercises 

1.1 Features and Symbols 

These exercises test the reader's understanding of the features and phonetic sym
bols. 

A. Provide the phonetic symbols for the following sounds. 

( I) a. velar nasal 
b. low front vowel 
c. voiceless aspirated bilabial stop 
d. voiced velar fricative 
e. voiceless alveopalatal affricate 
f. glottal stop 
g. long high front tense vowel 

B. Characterize the following phonetic symbols in terms o f the traditional pho
netic categories of place and manner of articulation. 

a. [fl = voiceless labiodental fricative 
b. [x] 
C. [ii] 
d. [s] 
e. [a] 
f. [h] 
g. [<'5] 

C . Label the feature matrices with the correct syi:nbol. 

(3) a. b. C. d. 

- cons [+coos] +cons - cons 
+sonor +nasal +contin + sonor 
+ back + labial - strict - back 
+high +coron +high 
+round + anter - ATR 
+ATR + voiced - round 

e. 

+cons 
- sonor 
- contin 
+dorsa l 
- voiced 
+ round 
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D. Supply the featu re matrices for the following sounds. 

(4 ) a. [fl) 
b. [cl 
C. [8) 

d. [I) 
e. [w] 
f. [g) 

1.2 Transcriprion Exercises 

A. Phonetically tran5cribe the following English words; check your answers in 
a dic tionarv. 

( I J a. sun f. sheep 
b. moon g. wrong 
C. cough h. right 
d. shampoo I. Hughes 
e. garage .I. moth 

B. Give the orthographic representation of the following English phrase. 

C. The following phrases are from three English dialects: American, Southe rn 
British, and Scottish. Can you match each with the appropriate dialect? 
(Adapted from the IPA 1949.) 

(3) a. c)a n:,r8 wmd and c)a SAD war dLspjutLIJ hwLtf wn c)a str:>!Jgar 
b. ()a n:,J8 wmd i:i ()a san wJ rugjULIJ hwLtf waz str:>IJgJ 
c. c);:, n:,:8 wmd and c)a SAO wa dLspju:tLIJ WLtf wn c)a strn(Jga 

D. Find a fellow student or colleague who speaks a language you do not know. 
Elicit five words (e.g., dog, sun, eat, two, etc.). Transcribe them phoneti
cally, noting any sounds that do not occur in English. 

1.3 · Natural Classes 

A. Eliminate one segment to form a natural class; supply the features that define 
that class. 

(I) a. [p,t,s,k] 
b. [m,n ,l,r] 
c. [w,a,A,o] 
d . [p,c),z,y] 

B. Indicate which features must be changed in Qrder to implement the sound 
change. 
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(2) a. Ir ! -> [bl 
b. le) _. 11] 
c. 1,1 -- [sl 
d. lu] _. Ii.ii 
e. l k )-> [x) 

C. Tell the results of applying the rules under!~ ing the respective sound changes 
in (2) to the following sounds. 

(3) a. l:-.1 
b. lo) 
C. [t] 
d. [a] 
e. [p] 

D. In order to define some natural classes, we must indicate sounds that agree 
in their plus/minus specifications for two features. For example, with the 
understanding that alpha is uniformly replaced by either plus o r minus, the 
expression in (4a) includes [u,i] but excludes [i.i,w]. Which class of sounds 
is characterized by the expression in (4b)? Use the device of the Greek letter 
variables to form the classes in (4c) and (4d). 

(4) a. 
[-ooas] + high 

a back 
a round 

b. [ +ooas ] + labial 
asonor 
avoiced 

C. [t,d,s,z] but not [8,c)] 

d. [i:,u:,c,:,] but not [1:,u:,e,o] 

1.4 English Pre-rliotic Vowels 

The following table (based on Wells 1982:434) shows the phonetic realizat io n of 
vowels before [r] in two English dialects: Irish English and General American. 
Which dialect reflects an earlier stage of the language and why? What sound 
changes have occurred in the other? Try to subsume these changes under one 
rule. 
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(I) ! GA 
weary 1: 

spirit I 

fairy e: C 

ferry C C 

marry a: C 

war :>: :) 

story o: :) 

hurry A A 

jury u: u 

1.5 Arabic Sun and Moon Letters 

Traditional Arab grammarians divide the consonants of their language into two 
groups on the basis of their effect on the definite prefix -;al-: the "sun .. letters 
induce a complete assimilat ion of the lateral consonant in the prefix while the 
"moon" letters have no effect. Study the following examples to determine the 
basis for the distinction. 

(I ) ?aJ-qamr 'the moon' ?as-sams 'the sun' 
?al-faras ' the mare' ?ad-daar 'the house' 
?al-kitaab 'the book' ?az-zayt ' the oil' 
?al-Qarb 'the war' ?an-nahr 'the river' 
?a!-?ab · the father' ?a8-8awb ' the garment' 

Given your answer, predict the definite form of the following nouns. 

(2) raiul 'man' llalq 'tip of tongue' 
xaatam 'ring' walad 'boy' 
baab 'gate' tizaara 'commerce' 
sana 'year' laban 'milk' 
mawt 'death' yada 'lunch' 
harab 'escape' 

1.6 Tamil Vowel Sequences 

Tamil has the vocoid (glide and vowel) inventory shown in (I). According to 
Christdas (1988), certain glide+ vowel sequences are possible within roots while 
others are not. Relying on the Greek letter notatjon for variables, formalize a 
constraint that will distinguish the valid from the invalid combinations. (Hint: It 
is simpler to characterize the glide+ vowel sequences that are excluded.) 

(I) 
e 

a 

u 
0 

y w 

* . • y,, ye, ya, yo, yu 
. * • WI, we, wa, WO, WU 

1.7 English Diphthongs 

The following table (from Wells 1982, transcription altered) shows the diphthong 
evolution from three socially stratified accents of British English: Received Pro-
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nunciation (RP), PL (Popular London). C (Cockney). Describe the various sound 
changes in terms of features. 

(I) face goat price mouth 
RP Cl /\U a 1 OU 

PL :i1 ;;iu 01 reu 
C a 1 au 01 re: 

As shown by the diagram in (2) (from Wells 1982:3 10), the vowel nuclei in price 
and mouth appear to "cross over" as we move from RP to PL. If speech sounds 
are simply specifications for a particular acoustic-articulatory target, is this type 
of change expected (or even possible)? 

(2) RP 

PL 

1.8 Moore Vowels 

Moore is a Gur language of Burkina Faso with the seven-vowel system indicated 
below. Characterize the alternation in suffixal vowels in terms of natural pho
nological classes. The source of the data (Kenstowicz, Nikiema, and Ourso 1988) 
has been followed here in transcribing the high [ - ATR) vowels as [D and [1,1] . 

(I) u 1,1 e 0 a ~> r, / --C 
high + + + + 
back + + + + 

L,,. ,.._ I.A ., ;.- I... :., r. 

ATR + + + + a 
(2) kor-go 'sack' i:,,k , loll... kug-ri 'stone' ... I ,...._ I.A / 

lao-go 'hole' " ti,io-re ~ear' , 
bjd-go_ 'sorrel' 7 gQb-re ' left hand ' -f,.. -I \A,.._ 

zu-gu 'head' .j ½k. 1 ,,, • .._ la~re ' hatchet' 
pil-gu 'granary' ~I"". · '-' rakil-li 'fagot of wood' J / 

r1,1g-go 'pot' .\l,I_ l•t gel-le 'egg' t, • !. ? , 

sen-go 'rainy season· . t., ; -\... , 

1.9 Biblical Hebrew Imperfects 

In Biblical Hebrew roots of the shape CVCVC appear as CCVC after the imperfect 
prefix yi-. Characterize the alterna~ions in consonants in terms of distinctive fea
tures. 

(I) perfect imperfect 
biiQar yi-vQar 'choose' 
ganav yi-ynov 'steal' 
daras yi-l'lros 'inquire' 
piiyas yi-fgoS 'meet' 
ka8av yi-xtov 'write' 

'-I•-, I 

,._ 1,. 

+A:- ! 

0 ~ ': ~ 

(\_ _,1/// 

D • f I 
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J. JO Lithuanian Pre.fual Altemation 

In Lithuanian the prefi x cognate with E nglish/Latin co11- shows various shapes 
depending on the fo llowing consonant. Characterize_the ~istributi?n of the prefixal 
variants in term5 of distinctive features. Stems are cited in the native orthography; 
j = the palatal glidejod , y = [i:J, e = [e:] 

( I ) sam-buris 'assembly' burys 'crowd' 
sam-pilas 'stock ' pilnas ' full' 

san-dora 'covenant' dora 'virtue' 

san-taka •confluence· teketi ' to flow' 

sau-kaba •connection ' kabe ' hook' 

sa:-voka ' idea' vokti 'to understand' 

sa:-skambis 'harmony' skambeti ' to ring' 
sa:-slavos 'sweepings' sluoti ' to sweep' 
sa:-zine ·conscience· zinoti ' to know' 
sa:-rasas ' list, register' rasyti ' to write' 

I .II English [Ju/ 

One feature that distinguishes the American and British dialects of English is the 
distribution of the [yu] sequence. Examine the following data to determine the 
difference. 

(I) American British 
am[yu]se 
b[yu]ty 
c[yu]be 
d[yu]pe 
flyu]me 
l[yu]rid 
n[yu]ws 
p[yu]ny 
pre[zyu]me 
st[yu]pid 
s[yu]t 

am[yu]se 
b[yu]ty (beauty) 
c[yu]be 
d[u]pe 
flyu]me 
l[u]rid 
n[u]ws (news) 
p[yu]ny (puny) 
pre[zu]me (presume) 
st[u]pid 
s[u]t (suit) 

J .12 Sudanese Arabic Consonant Assimilalion 

In Sudanese Arabic (Hamid 1984) a stop assimilates to a following fricative. Ex
amine the following "Noun of Noun" paradigms to determine wlien this process 
applies. Briefly discuss the relevance of this phenomenon to the· notion "con
sonantal point of articulation." 

( I) kitaab 'book' bit 'daughter' samak 'fish' 

kitaa[f] FatQi bi[t] FatQi _sama[k) FatQi 
kitaa[p] Samiir bi[s] Samiir sama[k] Samfir 
kitaa[p] ~ariif bi[~] Sariif sama[k] Sariif 
kitaa[p] Xaalid bi[t] Xaalid sama[x] Xaalid 
kitaa[ pl I:Iasan bi[t] f:lasan sama[k] l;lasan 
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1.13 Lama Paragoge 

The list in (~I is a sample of completive !basic underi,·eu) verbs in Lama. a Gur 
language of Togo (Ou rso 1989). Assume that these verbs are pho noiogically mono
syllabic. When is the fina l schwa added'' How is the tone and ATR value of the 
schwa Jetermined 'l Lama is a two-tone language in ,, hich high-toned syllables 
are transcribed by the acute and low-toned syllables are unmarked . T he vo\\ els 
have the feature inte rpreta tion indicated in ( I). Folio" ing Ourso. the high back 
unround vo,, el is transcribed as schwa. 

(I) i e ~ ;) ? a I\ u 1,1 0 9 
high + + + + - - + T 

back + + + + + + + + 
round + + + + 
ATR + - + - + - - + + - + -

(2) se ·run' kar ' lock' r9n · repair ' 
kpa 'catch ' sal 'crunch' waal ' gathe r' 
rf ·put' saal 'wander' t9m ' mix 
lu ' forge' t~I 'open' maw 'beat' 
l1,1 'wrestle' cfn 'exhort' sen 'moan' 
le ·weave' l.1m 'dive' h~m 'change' 
ii9 'burn' kQr 'pick up' m,il ' twist' 

weet~ 'sell' 
hat~ 'pound' 
f~s~ 'deny' 
tak,i ' touch' 
h9p,1 ' squat' 
kut;) ' fold ' 
cuut;i 'shake' 
r~k~ 'visit' 
fit;) 'hurry' 
fet,i 'fall down' 
);)t;> 'skin an animal' 

1.14 Klamath Diminutives 

In this American Indian language of Oregon (Barker 1964), the addition of the 
diminutive suffix leads to a glottalization of the final consonant of the stem plus 
a reduplication of the initial syllable. The resultant structure is then subject to a 
general rule of syncope deleting a short medial vowel: [weloc] -
[we + weloc + ?ak] - [wewloc'ak] . Characterize the changes in laryngeal features 
that follow in the wake of the syncope rule. 

(I) weloc wewloc'iik 'pup' 
pheC phepc'ak 'foot' 
khow'e khokw'e?ak 'frog' 
dot dott 'iik 'tooth' 
bok bopk'ak 'book' 
n'ep n'enp·r,k ' hand' 
w'an w'awn'iik 'red fox' 
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I.~: : 0-i.=.r. 5.Yess 

R:".~~ ::,: : iscussion of Fij ian in section I. 11 , explain why the stress lodges 
,ir n:: :,·=~·: , . .:-: 16 + um 'become sla.ck ' and rti - isi 'be torn· . but remains on the 
, 1:::n :: : - ..... rn 'be broken·. 

2 Phonological Rules and Representations 

When generati,·e linguists study the phonology of a language. they try to discover 
three kinds of generalizations. They look for regularities tha t help to define the 
language's inventory of phonological elements: its vowels. consonants , syllables, 
tones . They determine patterns in the distribution of these elements in the la n
guage's representations: may they appear or are they banned from initial. medial, 
final positions in the word, from stressed/unstressed syllables'l: may an element 
of type a immediately precede/follow an element of type b? : and so on. Finall y, 
they investigate alternations in the shapes of morphemes composed of these e le• 
ments within the word and variant pronunciations of words within the sentence. 
The regularities that emerge from such study are assumed to be the joint product 
of the principles and parameters of Universal Grammar and the rules and rep• 
resentations that develop through the course of language acquisition. Although 
other more "experimental" approaches have been proposed from time to time 
(see Ohala 1986), the study of the "corpus-internal" generalizations just enu
merated continues to be the major avenue of research into the speaker's inter
nalized grammar. 

The goal of this chapter and the next is to examine some of the basic questions 
that arise in the study of such generalizations, and the answers that generative 
phonology has given to these questions. These chaplet's also introduce the most 
important analytic techniques used to discover these regularities as well as the 
concepts and notation required to express them in the grammar. 

2.1 Distinctive versus Redundant Features 

Let us consider regularities of distribution first, beginning with a simple example 
from English. Study of English quickly reveals that the articulator feature in stops 
is in general unpredictable. Labial, coronal, and velar stops occur freely in initial, 
medial, and final positions. There are numerous examples of morphemes whose 
pronunciation differs solely in virtue of the point of articulation of the stop: for 
example, pin, tin, kin, bun, dun, gun. Specifications for the features [labial), 
(coronal). and [dorsal] thus are irreducible, arbitrary features of these particular 
lexical items. If one knew the rest of English grammar and did not happen to 
know the pronunciation of a word such as ketch, there would be no way to predict 
that the initial consonant has the value [dorsal). It could have been [coronal) and 
pronounced retch . Information of this kind is used to encode the vocabulary of 
the language and must be memorized in the course of language de velopment. 
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Consequently, as in most other languages, the point-of-aniculation features are 
dis tinctive for the stop consonants of English. 

]';ow consider the laryngeal featu res that characterize the English stop system. 

( l l [ - voiced, - spread gl] p t k 
[ -voiced , + spread gl] ph th kh 
[+ voiced, - spread gl] b d g 

(2) initial 
[ph]in [b]in 
[th ]ot [d]ot 
[kh]ap [g]ap 

medial 
ra[p]id ra[b)id 
a[t)om A[d]am 
jac(k]et jag[g)ed 

final 
la[p) la[b) 
ma[t] ma(d) 
pic[k) pi[g] 

Examination of the data in (2) reveals an important difference in the status of the 
voicing and aspiration features. Ignoring for the moment contexts adjacent to a 
consonant, we see that the feature specifications for voicing (i.e. , [+voiced] and 
( - voiced)) have essentially free distribution: each appears initially, medially, and 
finally. There are many minimal pairs for this feature. The same is not true for 
aspiration ([ + spread gl)) , however. Careful study of English shows that the dis
tribution of this feature is severely limited. First, [ + spread gl] appears only on 
voiceless stops. All other consonants (as well as vowels) are [ -spread gl] . In 
addition, [ph ,th ,kh] occur only at the beginning of a syllable. At any other-position 
in the syllable voiceless stops are unaspirated. For example , the vo iceless stops 
in s(p)in, s[t]em, s(k]in as well as /a[p], ma[t], and pic[k) are not aspirated. Finally, 
another key distributional regularity is that unaspirated voiceless stops are not 
found in syllable-initial position (the case of ra[p)id is discussed below). The sound 
sets [ph,th,kh] and (p,t,k] thus have complementary distributions: they never ap
pear in exactly the same phonological context. 

These distributional regularities are summarized in (3). 

(3) a. AU segments except for voiceless stops are ( - spread gl] . 
b. (ph,th,kh] only appear syllable-initially. 
c. (p,t,k] do not appear syllable-initially, but freely occur in other positions 

in the syllable. 

These results suggest that, unlike the features for place of articulation and for 
voicing, aspiration is entirely redundant. For any given English sound, we may 
predict its [±spread gl] value by determining whether it is a voiceless stop (if 
not, then automatically [ - spread gl]); and if it is a voiceless stop, then its location 
in the syllable. Consequently, in learning English vocabulary, the developing 
grammar need not list the [ ±spread gl] value individually for each lexical item. 
lfthe generalizations in (3) are known, then in learning a new word such as ketch, 
the grammar can deduce that the initial consonant is aspirated, once having de-
termined that it is a voiceless stop. · 

It is quite clear that these distributional generalizations follow from the E nglish 
speaker's internalized grammar. For example, consider what typically happens 
when English speakers acquire a second language such as French, which lacks 
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aspirated stops. In general. they have little difficulty in pronouncing anJ distin
guishing such idiosyncratic features as [voiced! o r point or art iculali,,n: they can 
differentiate pas [pa] from bas [ba] and ms [ta] from pas [pa]. Howe, er. English 
speakers typically pronounce French p as and las as [pha] and [lhal in,tcaJ of [pal 
and [ta]. When this error is pointed out. they often have diflicull} hcaring 1hc 
difference between their [th]a and the French [l]as. This pronunciation error can
not be explained simply by saying that unaspirated [p] and [ti arc foreign sounds 
- English speakers have no trouble producing them in s[p ]i11 and s[1}e111. l t"s just 
that they have great difficulty pronouncing unaspirated [p] and [11 at 1he beginning 
of a French word. This difficulty can be explained by assuming that 1he gener
alization " syllable-initial voiceless stops are aspirated "' is part of the grammar of 
English and that this rule is superimposed on the English speaker"s pronunciat ion 
of French. In order to pronounce a foreign language accurate ly, one must often 
suppress the phonological rules of one·s own language. 

Slips of the tongue also argue that the principle governing the distribu tion of 
aspi ration is part of the speaker' s internalized grammar. When 1ail spin is trans
posed to pail slin , the aspiration on the voiceless stops is au tomatically adjusted 
to accommodate the new location of the shifted sounds so that [th]ai/ s[p]in ..... 
[ph]ai/ s[t]in. lfthe distribution of aspiration is controlled by the rule that voiceless 
stops are aspirated syllable-initially, then the otherwise mysterious transforma
tions of [p) to [ph] and of [th] to [t] are explained. 

Before asking how to express formally the rule governing the distribution of 
aspiration, let us consider another example of distinctive versus redundant fea
tures. At the level of detail we are considering here, the features defining the 
tongue body position for the vowel in tab [tha::b) are idiosyncratic ones that must 
be memorized. The fact that the vowel of tab is [ + low] is unpredictable. T he 
word could have been pronounced with a ( -low] vowel as [the :b] or with a [+ high] 
vowel as [thi:b]. No rule of English phonology predicts the ( + low] and [ - back) 
features in tab. On the other hand, the fact that the vowel of lab is pronounced 
long is principled. In stressed syllables, English vowels systematically lengthen 
before voiced obstruents and shorten before voiceless ones - as shown by minimal 
pairs such as tab [tha::b] vs. tap [threp), hid [h1:d] vs. hi! [hit), dug [d,., ;g] vs. duck 
[dXk) . If the English speaker knows the rule that vowels lengthen before voiced 
obstruents and shorten before voiceless ones, then the length of the vowels in 
these words need not be memorized because it is predictable information. 

2.2 Two Levels of Representation 

The upshot of the above discussion is that, for English, aspiration in consonants 
and length in vowels have a different status from such features as consonantal 

, point of articulation or vocalic tongue position. The latter are essentially unpre-
dictable while the former instantiate systematic regularities in the sound pattern 
of the language. Data from second language acquisition a nd from speech e rrors 
support the contention that speakers of E nglish tacitly know these rules. Grant ing 
this, the question now becomes, How is the distinction between !he prcdictahlc 
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(redundant, nondistinctive) and the unpredictable (contrastive , distinctive) fea
tures to be expressed? Generat ive grammar's answer to this question is based on 
the hypothesis that the human capacity for language is designed in such a way 
as to minimize the amount of information that must be stored in the speaker's 
mental lexicon. If storage space is at a premium, then the more information that 
can be predicted by simple and general rules, the more space will be available to 
store additional lexical items. In this way, the acquisition and seemingly effortless 
deployment of a large voca6ulary becomes comprehensible. 

If we accept this line of reasoning, then a particular approach toward drawing 
the distinction between the idiosyncratic and systematic features of pronunciation 
rather naturally emerges. Let us suppose that the grammar contains two levels 
of representation for phonological structure. An underlying or phonological rep
resentation will contain all and only the unpredictable (distinctive) information 
for each lexical item. Predictable features of pronunciation are added to the un
derlying phonological representation by grammatical rules and principles. These 
rules operate on the basis of the information in the lexical item's phonological 
representation a nd the context in which it is located. For each possible word 
constructed by the morphology and for each possible sentence constructed by 
the syntax, the phonological rules will thus "compute" or " derive" a (surface) 
phonetic representation. For example, the word tab will, at the level of discussion 
relevant here, have the underlying representation shown in (4). 

(4) 
consonantal 
sonorant 
continuant 
coronal 
labial 
voiced 
nasal 
spread gl 
low 
high 
back 
long 

+ 

+ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

re 

+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
+ 

0 

b 
+ 

+ 
+ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

The pluses and minuses represent unpredictable information that must be mem
orized when learning tab. It is in virtue of this information that one lexical item 
is distinguished from another. For example, the [ - voiced] of the initial consonant 
distinguishes tab from dab. Changing the final consonant from [ +voiced] to 
[ - voiced] gives the phonological representation of tap. And changing the vowel 
from [+low] to [ - low] gives teb - a possible but at present unoccupied slot in 
the English lexicon. The zeros re~esent information that is predictable and hence 
are not counted in calculati!)g) he gomplei_city of a representation. Instead of being 
filled with zeros, the predictal,le· vfilues are often left blank to express more graph
ically the idea that this information entails no storage cost. The zeros (or blanks) 
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will be filled in by rules and principles of the grammar. The discussion in section 
2. 1 mentioned two of these rules, which are stated in (5). 

(5) a. [ - co?tind] -> [ + spread gl] / syllable-initial 
- v01ce 

b. V -> I+ long] / _ _ [ : :~~ied] 

c. V -> I - long] I __ [ + co?s d] 
-voice 

(5a) anticipates later discussion by stating the context for aspirated consonants 
as the beginning of a syllable. Since the first sound in any word normally begins 
the first syllable of the word, the context in (5a) will correctly assign aspiration 
in [th]ab and will do much additional work later. This rule does not apply in s [t]ab 
since here the voiceless stop does not initiate the syllable. (5b) lengthens vowels 
before voiced consonants and thus applies in the derivation of tab , while (5c) 
assigns a shortened vowel in [ta:p). Application of the rules in (5) thus changes 
the [Ospread gl] feature of [t] to [ + spread gl] and the (Olong] of [re] to [ + long). 
(In actuality, length is not a feature but an extra position (see section 6.9); we 
will overlook this fact here, however, since it does not materially affect the point 
that length is predictable from the voicing of the following consonant.) 

Note that our discussion of tab is incomplete in several respects. We have not 
specified the final [b] with respect to aspiration. In addition, we have not specified 
the consonants (t] and [b] for the tongue body features [high), [low], and [back]; 
nor have we specified the vowel [re) for voicing and nasality as well as the features 
[coronal) and [labial). These features are predictable by a combination of VG and 
English rules. But unlike aspiration in voiceless stops and length in vowels, they 
are not assigned on the basis of the context in which the segment is located. 
Rather, they are implemented by a series of context-free rules assigning " default" 
values. 

2.3 Default Rules and Unmarked Feature Values 

Given that any phonological segment is defined by the VG set of features, we 
can view the construction of a phonological inventory as the grammar's utilizing 
a subset of these features to encode the language's lexical representations., Certain 
features are always selected (e.g., all grammars distinguish high from nonhigh 
vowels and coronal from noncoronal consonants) ; other features are language
particular choices that must be learned. For example, consider the laryngeal fea
tures of [voiced] and [spread gl). French encodes its lexicon with the help of the 
[voiced] feature and thus opposes [t] to [d], while Mandarin Chinese employs 
(spread gl] to oppose [t] to [th] . Thai utilizes both the lx..oiced] and the [spread gl] , 
dimensions to make a three-way distinction among [l] . [ti;J: and le!!-Hindi utilizes 
both dimensions full y in its four-way contrast of !pl , Jp"J. lb]. and [b11

] . Some 
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languages (e.g .. Finnish) choose neither of these features to encode their lexical 
representations. An important insight due to the Prague School linguists Tru
betzkoy and Jakobson is that the two poles of the [voiced). [spread gl). and [constr 
gl) features are not of equal status. In an important sense [ - voiced). [ - spr~ad 
gl). and ( - constr gl) are more bc1.~~ _yalues and denote more stable states . Lin
guists refer to the fundamental value of a feature as the unmarked value . For 
obstruents . the unmarked value for voicing is [ - voiced). For a spiration, it is 
( - spread gl) ; [ - voiced) ancl [ + spread gl) are the marked values. 

The marked-unmarked distinction for these features is reflected in a number of 
asvmmetries. First, the unmarked values appear in a ll grammars. According to 
M~ddieson (1984), a ll languages have at least some voiceless slops . While many 
languages supplement their stock of obstruents by-acid,ng further laryngeal dis
tinctions of aspiration and glottalization , many others do not. For the latter, the 
unmarked ( -voiced], [-constr gl]. and [ - spread gl) are the values chosen. Thus, 
Finnish stops are [p,t ,W not [b,d ,g]. Second, according to Jakobson (1941), the 
unmarked values are the first to emerge in language acquisition and the last to 

- disappear in language deficits. Finally, many languages neutrali?&, underlying con-
.\\ trasts among the laryngeal features in particular positions such as the coda of the 

svllable or the end of the word. In general , it is the unmarked value that emerges 
i~ these positions. For exainple, while Thai contrasts [p,p\b) in the syllable onset, 
only [p] appears in the syllable coda. 

Generative phonologists encode the marked-unmarked distinction by supposing 
that for each feature exhibiting such a distinction, there is a UG rule assigning 
the unmarked value. This implies the rules shown in (6). 

(6) a. [ - sonor) ---+ [ - voiced) 
b. [ -sonor) ---+ [ - spread g)] 
c. [ + sonor) ---+ [ + voiced) 
d. [ ] ---+ [ - constr gl) 

A number of consequences ensue from assuming the existence of such default 
rules. First, if a particular language does not utilize one of these features to encode 
its lexical representations , then the relevant default rule will automatically assign 
the unmarked value for that feature. (This conclusion is based on the assumption 
that the default rules are present in UG, and that every language develops from 
UG.) On the face of it, this is somewhat surprising. Since glottalization is essen
tially irrelevant in English, one might expect the articulators to randomly g)ottalize 
or not g)ottalize any given segment and that the system would simply overlook 
this feature. But this is not what is found. If a grammar fails to utilize a given 
phonological dimension to encode its lexical representations, the articulators still 
assume a definite state with respect to that dimension - in general, the unmarked 
one predicted by the rules in (6). In other words, in the absence of language
particular information, UG assigns a default value for each articulatory state . 
(Recent research suggests that this position may be too strong; see section 9.10 
for discussion.) 

To illustrate this point further, consider that the English plural suffix agrees in 
voicing with a preceding segment: lip[s). cat[s], duck(s], bur tub[z], becl[z). rng[zl -
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Unlike obstruents, sonorant consonants in English have no underlying voic ing 
opposition. Consequently, rule (6c) assigns these segments their [ + voiced] value 
by default. '.'lote that the plural suffix does not ,·acillate when added to g un or 
bell. It is uniformly pronounced with the same value that emerges after a voiced 
stop such as [bl or [g]: just as English speakers say lab[z) and bug[z). they say 
g1111[z) a nd /Jel/[z] - never gu11[s) o r bel/[s). Consequently , both underlyingly dis
tinctive as \\ ell as default values can define the context for phonological rules . 

Another consequence of assuming the rules in (6) is that if a particular feature 
encodes le:-.ical items, then the corresponding default rule must be suppressed. 
Given that bit is lexica lly distinguished from pit by designation of [+vo iced]. the 
default rule l6a) must be prevented from applying. This is ensured by stipulating 
that default rules are restricted to filling in information that is lacking (so-called 
feature filling); they cannot change a feature that has been specified as plus or 
minus. Finally, even though a given laryngeal feature is not contrastive , that 
feature may nevertheless be assigned by a language-particular rule in the course 
of the phonological derivation. In general. we expect such rules to assign the 
marked value, because the unmarked value will emerge in any case by the UG 
default rule. For example, aspiration is not contrastive in English. Neve rtheless, 
the grammar has a rule assigning [+spread gl] in syllable-initial positio n. The 
( - spread gl] feature is assigned in the complementary contexts by the default 
rule (6b). 

Most of the other zero specifications for tab in (4) are assigned plus and minus 
values by UG default rules that supply the unmarked value for the relevant feature. 
For example, English does not employ the secondary articulations of palatali
zation , labialization, or velarization to distinguish lexical items. Consequently, 
the unmarked , minus values for the tongue body features [high], [low], and [back] 
are assigned to consonants regardless of context. Similarly, [ - nasal) is the un
marked value for nasality in vowels and l + voiced) is the unmarked value for 
voicing in sonorants. UG default rules assigning these features determine the 
states of the glottis and the velum in the articulation of the vowel in tab. The 
result is the surface phonetic representation in (7) in which each of the three 
segments in the string is specified plus or minus for ~ach of the features defined 
by UG. 

(7) 
consonantal 
sonorant 
continuant 
coronal 
labial 
voiced 
nasal 
spread gl 
low 
high 
back 
long 

th 

+ 

+ 

+ 

re: 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

b 
+ 

+ 
+ 
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To briefly summarize the discussion to this poin~, we see_ that the surfac_e pho
netic representation is the product of three sorts of mformat1on: the un_Pred1ctable 
lexical specifications used to encode the vocabulary,_ language-particular rules 
supplying predictable feature specifications on th~ b_as1s_ of context, and UG de
fault rules assigning the unmarked value for nond1stmct1ve features. 

2.4 Excursus on Unmarked Values 

The unmarked values and attendant default rules for the major phonological fea
tures are listed in (8). Note first that not all features seem to display the unmarked
marked asymmetry. In general , the major class features [consonantal], [sonorant] 
show no preference for one value over the other. Every language contrasts vowels 
and consonants and within the latter, sonorants and obstruents. 

(8) a. stricture features 
I. ( - senor] - [ -contin] 

ii. [ + sonor] -> [ -contin] 
+ nasal 

iii. [+senor] - [ + con tin] 

iv. [ - sono_r ] _ [ + ~trid] 
+contm 

v. [ ] - [ - strid] 

b. la!}'.ngeal features . 
i. ( - sonor] - [ -voiced] 
ii. [ + sonor] -+ [+voiced] 
iii. [ ] - ( - spread gl] 
iv . [ ] - ( - constr gl] 

C. nasality 
i. [ J- [-nasal] 

d . consonantal elace features 
i. [ +cons] - [ + coron] 
ii. ( +coron] - [ +anter] 
iii. (+cons] - [ - high] 

- [ - low] 
- [ - back] 
- [-round] 

e. vowel quality 
i. [ -cons]- [ +high] 

[-,oas] 
II. - low - [around] 

a back 
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(8a) records the default rules for cont inuancy and stridency. At the poin ts of 
articulation where a stop-fricative contrast is phonetically possible, I -continuant] 
is unmarked: segmental inventories generally choose a stop before inc luding a 
fricative; some languages of Australia lack fricatives entirely: and when a [ =con
tinuant] contrast is neutralized nonassimilatoril y, it is typically in favor of I - con
tinuant] (e.g. , consonants closing the syllable in Korean must be [ -continuant! 
(Kim 1972)). Rule (8ai) encodes the unmarked status of stops over fricatives. If 
postvocalic spirantization of stops (e .g., Spanish Ma!o]ri[o ]) is an assimilat0ry 
phenomenon, then [ + continuant] is redundant in vowels and may be ass igned by 
(8aiii). The spirantization of [b,d ,g] in Spanish also argues that nasals are I - con
tinuant] while liquids are [ +continuant]: hom[b)re ' man' vs . ca/[P]o 'bald .. 1·er[o]e 
'green' . Since default rules are feature-filling operations. applying (8aii) before 
(Saiii) preempts application of the latter to a nasal. For stridency, (Saiv) records 
the observation that the optimal fricative is [ + strident]: languages prefer [s] to 
[8]. Besides enhancing fricatives, this feature seems to play no role; all o ther 
segments are thus [ - strident]. 

For the laryngeal features, we have observed that [ + voiced] is unmarked for 
sonorants while [ - voiced) is the optimal value for obstruents. Aspiration and 
glottalization are marked in both sonorants and obstruents. These observations 
imply the default rules in (Sb). (Sc) states that vowels and consonants are optimally 
oral; [+nasal] is always a marked feature. 

For consonantal place of articulation, there is debate as to whether a particular 
value should be singled out as unmarked, and if so which one (see the discussion 
in section 9.11). The most popular choice is [ +coronal] ; (Sdi) reflects this point. 
Within the class of coronals, the [+ anterior] dental-alveolar category is clearly 
unmarked in comparison to the [ -anterior] alveopalatals. Phonological inven
tories select [t,s ,n] before [c,s,ii]. The battery of rules in (Sdiii) indicate that sec
ondary articulations of labialization, palatalization, velarization, and so on. are 
marked. More generally, phonological segments with complex, multiple articu
lations are marked in comparison to singly articulated ones. 

For vocoicls (Se), mid [e] and [o] are marked in comparison to the high vowels 
[i] and [u]. Glides are typically [+high], and many languages either reject mid 
vowels entirely in favor of high or limit their appearance to "strong" positions 
such as stressed or initial syllables. It is difficult to determine an unmarked value 
for the [ :t back] feature. Finally, in-nonlow vowels, rounding enhances backness: 
for back vowels [ +round] [u,o] are chosen over [-round] [w,v], and [ -round] 
[i,e] are chosen over [ +round] [ii,o]. In section 4.4 we will see the phonetic 
rationale for this enhancement relation between [round] and [back]. 

2.5 The Phoneme 

One of the factors that initiated the development of phonology as a branch of 
linguistics distinct from phonetics wa·s the discovery that native speakers often 
judge sounds to be identical that are clearly distinct phoneticall y - sometimes 
quite radically so. For example, in many dialects of American E nglish the coronal 
stop [t] has as many as eight distinct pronunciations. 
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(9) [t] 
[th] 
[\] 
[D] 
[NJ 
[t?] 
[?] 

C l 
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" plain" 
aspirated 
retroflexed 
flapped 
nasal flap 
glottalized 
glottal stop 
zero 

stem 
ten 
strip 
atom 
panty 
hit 
bottle 
pants 

Such variants (allophones) of the same underlying sound (phoneme) are the prod
uct of systematic rules that modify the segment depending on the context in which 
it finds itself. (In structural and early generative phonology. phonemes were 
distinguished notationally from allophones by enclosing them in slanted brackets. 
One spoke of the phoneme /ti with its allophones [t], [th]. and so on. This notational 
distinction is no longer systematically enforced; it will be employed here on oc
casion, when the distinction between an underlying and a derived representation 
is crucial to the point under discussion.) We are in general unconscious of these 
rules. But if we come into contact with a speaker who fai ls to follow them, we 
may feel that he or she is not "one of us .. and speaks with an accent or somehow 
sounds "funny." In some cases these variant pronunciations are quite puzzling. 
For example, although we perceive tents as having five sounds, phoneti~ instru
mentation reveals that in fact no consonant appears between the [n] and the [s]. 
The same gap is found in tends, yet we feel that the two words are somehow 
still different. As we saw in the Introduction, Edward Sapir referred to these 
phenomena as "collective phonetic illusions" - we hear things that objectively 
are not there, we fail to notice elements that are present, and we judge sounds 
to be identical that are demonstrably quite different. Thus, in order to speak 
English, we must learn the rule that omits the [t] and [d] in tents and tends. 
Furthennore, it is by virtue of having internalized this rule that we can recognize 
the defective stimuli [thens] as the plural of tent and [thc:nz] as tends . The mys
terious thing is how we learn these rules. No one has taught them to us. We are 
unable to discover them through introspection. Yet we all tacitly know them if 
we are native speakers of English. As ~lated in the Introduction, generative pho
nologists have ~et themselves the task of giving a serious, scientific answer to 
this question. 

In this section we augment our sketch of English phonology by examining the 
rules that account for the varying realizations of the [t] phoneme. The retroflex 
stops - essentially equivalent to the U] and [(!) of Hindi - have a very limited 
distribution in English: they appear only before [r]. Compare the plain [t] a nd [d] 
of s[t]ay and [d]ip with the retroflex variants in s[\]ray and [<;!]rip. Since the rhotic 
[r] of rip is produced by curling back the tip of the tongue, it is natural to interpret 
this sound change as one in which the coronal stops assimilate the [ - anterior, 
- distributed] features of the following [r) (IP.A [1]). The rule in (10) expresses 
this assimilation. 

(10) [ - contin] _, [ - a?te~ ] '- [ ~:~~;;] 
+ coron - d1stnb _ dist rib 
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Another "exotic" segment hidden inside English phonetics is a voiceless lateral, 
similar to the one found in Welsh. Careful listening to the following paradigms 
reveals that the liquids are voiceless [fl and [!] afte r voiceless stops. 

(1 1) [r]im 
b[r]im 
p[r]im 
fl/Jorn 

[r]ip 
d[r]ip 
t[r]ip 
sh[r]imp 

[l]ean 
g[l]ean 
c[J]ean 
s[l]ip 

While we can easily write a rule to devoice liquids after voiceless stops , we may 
ask why the voiceless fricatives in fl r]om, sh[r]i111p, and s[l]ip fail to trigger the 
change. An attractive answer is suggested by the observation that the voiceless 
stops in p[f]im, l[f]ip, and c[J]ea11 are aspirated. This observation in turn suggests 
that the real process underlying the liquid devoici ng is one in which the liquids 
assimila te the [+spread gl] feature, which will naturally tend to suppress vocal 
fold vibration in a sonorant. We can test th is alternative hypothesis because we 
know a context in which the voiceless stops are unaspirated: when they are pre
ceded by [s]. The fact that st[r]ip rhymes with d[r] ip rather than with t[r]ip confirms 
this analysis. We express the rule generati ng the voiceless liquids a; (12). It will 
also aspirate the [w] in t[\y]elve and the [y] in c[y]ue (cue), whose glides are 
essentially equivalent to the aspirated ones in [wh]i~/z a nd [yh]uge (huge). 

(12) [ + sonor]-> [+spread gl] / [ +spread gl] __ 

Besides the aspirated and the retroflexed variants, the phoneme [t] has two 
additional realizations in many American dialects: a glottalized version (13a) and 
a flap (13c). 

(13) a. hi[t, J, ho[t' ], ou[C] 
b. bel[t], raf[t], ap[t] 
c. hitter (hi[D]er), hottest (ho[D]est), outing (ou[D]ing) 

The glottalized [t'J is articulated by making simultaneous closures at the glottis 
and at the alveolar ridge. The flap [DJ (IPA [r]) is a variety of [r] quite similar to 
the tap in Spanish pero. Comparison of the forms in (13a) and (13b) suggests that 
the glottalized allophone arises after a vocalic segment. When the items in (13a) 
are followed by a vowel , the [t] emerges as a flap (13c) in the dialect in question. 
Since the flap is a rhotic, and since in many languages [r) arises from an inter
vocalic dental obstruent (a form of lenition) , we will posit a similar analysis for 
English. Note that the voiced stop [d] of ride, mad, and bed also flaps in the same 
context. 

(14) ride, ri[D]er; IT)ad, ma[D]est.; bed, be[D)ing 

There is a curious restriction on this lenition process in English. Comparison 
of the forms atom [DJ vs. proton [th] and Adam [DJ vs. radar [d] shows that 
flapping cannot take place when the vowel following the coronal stop is stressed. 
We know that in atomic the [t] is aspirated; and so it might be argued that the 
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iration rule applies first to generate a [th]. Flapping could then be defined over 
::~ [ _spread gl) [t) in the intervocalic environment. However, th~ fact that th~ 
unaspirated [d) of radar is not flapped e1the: suggests that s tress 1s 1_nvo_lved d1-

tly in the flapping rule. As we will see m chapter 10, the combination of a 
rec · · E 1· h k stressed plus unstressed syllable forms a me~rical constituent in • n~ '.s now_n 
as a foot. A number of other rules of English phonology are sens1uve to this 
environment: c6ns11lth]1ite , b_ut co11sti[l:]uent. We therefore express t~e flappmg 
rule as (15), requiring the flanking vowels to belong to the same metncal foo t. 

,. 

(l5) [ - contin] --+ [ + sonor) / V 1 __ V 2 

+coron 

(where VI and V2 belong to the same foot) 

The rule will now apply to the intervocalic stops in atom and Adam but not in 
proton and radar because the flanking stressed vowels of the latter pair belong 

to separate metrical feet. . 
Let us now tum to a problem posed by ra[p)id, rac[k]et (and a[t]om m the 

dialects without flapping). The lack of aspiration in these cases has traditionally 
been explained by restricting the aspiration rule to the onset of stressed syllables. 
However, two facts noted by Kahn (1976) call this analysis into question: First, 
the initial consonants in Pacific, terrific, and collapse are generally p~rc_e1ved a_s 
aspirated even though the following vowel is unstressed. A rule assigning aspi
ration to the onset of stressed syllables would incorrectly overlook these cases. 
Second, the data in (16) suggest that liquids devoice ~fter a voiceless sto? even 
when they occupy the unstressed syllable of a metncal foot. If the earlier hy
pothesis that voiceless liquids reflect aspi~tion ~f the preced~ng stop is correct, 
then aspiration must be assigned to the media l v01celess stops m ( 16) even though 

they initiate a stressless syllable. 

(16) ap[r]on 
mat[r]on, mat[r]ess 
ac[rJld, acc[!]ilitate 

These arguments indicate that the original generalization - aspirate a syllable
initial voiceless stop - ·is correct. To explain the lack of aspiration in ra[p]id, 
a[t]om, and rac[k]et, we can suggest that they reflect another " branch" of the 
intervocalic lenition process that operates in the flapping dialects. Let us therefore 

posit the rule in (17). 

(17) [ - contin] --+ [ - spread gl] / V 1 _ V 2 

(whe~e VI and V 2 belong to the same metrical foot) 

~;: ~ .. _:,__ 1·--~ ·-- -lt- ~1>£~ ~ ·· c.~ ~~P\this a_nalys~s, 1!1en two rules are ~ompeting fo r the _same 
_,.::.~fl! -= ble•m1nal; the asp1rat1on-rule would ass1~n th~ [p) of rapid the 

! f~ ure [~ pread gl]. But since the [p) _of_rapi~ also finds itself m the context_ of 
(17) that assigns [ - spread gl], a contrad1ct1on arises. In the ~ase of such compeh_ng 
rules, a principle (due originally to the Sanskrit grammarians) generally obtams 
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according lo which the rule applying in the more specific context ·•wins out.·· In 
this case, the general aspirat ion rule is preempted by the more specific leni tion 
rule (17). 

To complete the discussion of [I] realizations. note that the glotta lization ob
served in (13a) is also found for many speakers on the [p] of captain and the [kl 
of buxom. We account for this fact by invoking the rule in ( 18). which assigns 
the feature of glottal closure to a voiceless stop when it belongs to the same sylla-ble 
as the preceding vowel. 

[
- contin ] . d --+ I + constr gl) / V -voice --

(where V is tautosyllabic) 

Our discussion of flapping abstracts away from certain complications. In many 
dialects the [ti of capacity is flapped (though less uniformly than the [t i of a tum). 
In this case each of the flanking vowels is unstressed. If rule ( 15) is correct. lhcn 
we might infer that the stressed antepenult heads a metrical foot tha t takes in both 
of the following unstressed syllables . Also , many speakers can extend the flapping 
process to intervocalic stops that arise in sentential contexts: for example . the 
final [t) of hit and merit can flap in hit Ann and merit action. In these cases the 
requirement that the flanking vowels belong to the same foot is dropped. But since 
the rule never extends to the [t] of my tie, we see that aspiration and flapping are 
still incompatible. For further discussion, see Kahn 1976, Selkirk 1982b. Harris 
1990, Harris and Kaye 1990. 

2.6 One or Two Levels of Representation? 

The rules of English phonology examined so far (aspiration, flapping, retroflexion, 
and glottalization) define generalizations that are true of the surface phonetic level . 
For example, when we examine intervocalic position in the flapping dialect . we 
consistently encounter a [D] in place of [t] or [d) . We have characterized this 
state of affairs in terms of abstract representations of [t] that are then assigned 
the features [ +spread gl), [ +sonorant], [-distributed], I + constr gl) in the ap
propriate contexts to produce the allophones [th], [DJ, [!), and [t?]. However. it 
is not obvious that another representation distinct from the phonetic level must 
be invoked to explain these genera lizations of English phonology. We could in
terpret a rule like (18) as simply an if-then declarative statement of the form .. If 
a voiceless dental stop immediately fo llows a tautosyllabic vowel, then it is glo t
talized." Under such an interpretation, no generalization is missed or fac t left 
out. To use a crude analogy, we may state the law that "All swans are white" 
without appealing to a colorless swan that is " assigned" the property white. As 
we have seen, generative phonologists have postulated abstract, redundancy-free 
representations on the assumption that the grammar is designed (through evo
lut ion) to minimize the amount of information that must be sto red, allowing !he 
development of a large lexicon (Bromberger and Halle 1989). However. with the 
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advent of neural science and mo re accurate estimates of the capacity of the human 
brain, this '"economy of storage" argument is not compelling in and of itse lf. 
Phonologists have proposed two additional types of argument in order to motivate 
the distinction between phonological and phonetic representations. 

First , expressing the difference between distinctive and redundant information 
as the presence versus absence of material in the phonological representation 
provides a natural formal basis for understanding why redundant features are often 
inert. To take a well-known example. in Russian consonants the voicing fea ture 
is contrastive among obstruents but redundant in sonorants. The [+voiced] fea
ture of liquids and nasals can thus be supplied by the UG default rule of (8bii). 
As the paradigms in ( 19) demonstrate. Russian consonants a re devoiced at the 
end of a word ( ;,ez-11 but ve[s]J. and in consonant clusters the voicing of the final 
member is assimilated by nonfinal members ( vez-11 but ve[s]-ti). Sonorant con
sonants neither trigger nor undergo the rule (nes-la, sn-a, son , rt-a). 

( 19) lsg. vez-u nes-u 
masc. past ve[s) nes 
infin. ve[s]-ti nes-ti 
fem. past vez-la nes-la 

' transport· ·carry' 

nom.sg. VOS rot son 
inflected (fls-i rt-a sn-a 

' louse' ·mouth' 'sleep' 

Furthermore, as shown by the preposition iz- ' from' in the phrases iz M oskvi 
' from Moscow' vs. i[s] Mcenska 'from Mcensk', sonorants fail to inte rrupt the 
assimilation of voicing. This set of facts is naturally explained if the final devoicing 
and voicing assimilation rules operate over representations in which sonorants 
lack any specification for the feature [voiced] . But if these rules must be defined 
over the phonetic representations that contain the redundant [+voiced] on the 
nasals in Mcensk, it is unclear why this [ + voiced] feature fails to interrupt the 
propagation of the voicing change through the cluster in i[s) M censka as well as 
why it neither initiates nor undergoes voicing assimilation itself. 

A second reason to posit more than a single level of representation is simply 
that there are many empirical generalizations that cannot be sta ted over just a 
single level. The length of vowels before voiced versus voiceless consonants in 
English provides a well-known example. Recall that rule (2b) accounts for the 
difference between cab [khre:b] and cap [khrep]. As shown in (20) , many additional 
pairs of words distinguished solely by the voicing of the final consonant exhibit 
this vowel length difference: r[1:)b vs. r[I]p; b[re:]g vs. b[re)ck; b[A:]zz vs. 
b[i.]s. The feature worthy of note is that most dialects preserve the length dis
tinction when the flapping rule merges the underlying contrast between [t) and 
[d]. This point is illustrated by the paradigms in (20). For speakers of this dialect, 
writer and rider are not homophonous. While the distinction is heard in the con
sonants, this is an illusion. since the words are pronounced the same in this po
sition. Instead, they difTcr phonetically in the length of the preceding vocalic 
nucleus. 
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(20) wet lwt tJ wetting (wtD11J] 
wed [wc:d ] wedding [wc:D11J) 
seat [sit] seated [s1D;:,d] 
seed (si:d) seeded [si: D;:,d] 
write [rait] writer [raiD;:,r) 
ride [ra:id] rider [ra:iD;:,r] 

If _phonologica! rules a~e restric!ed to stating generalizations defined 
011 

and 
holding over the mformat1on conta ined in the phonetic transcriptions alo h 
the vo_wel length in rider cannot be predicted. The phonetic representa tio~e~/ th~: 
word ts 1dent1cal to that of 1,.,-iter - save for the vowel length T · 

I · ·d b • • o assign a long 
vowe m n er ut not " ·raer. the rule must "know" that th fl [DJ · . 
d · f e ap m nder 

en ves rom a [d). In other words, the grammar must define anoth 
t t" · h. h h • e r represen-
a ion m w 1c t e neutraltzed [I] vs. (d] contrast is restored But th · h 
e t t" · · . · ts ot e r rep

r sen a ion 1s autom~ttc~lly supphed - if we agree to characterize the predictable 
fe~tures such as asp1rat1on and glottalization in terms of redundancy-free under-
lying representations (UR). All we need assume is that the rule · · 
1 h r . ass,gmng vowel 
engt app 1es before the sononzation rule neutra lizing the vo1·c1·ng d. 1· · u d h • . - ts mct1on. ? e: sue an analysis. the following derivations (ordered sequence of rule a _ 

phcattons) emerge for write-writer versus ride-rider. P 

(21) lrait I /rajt-:ir/ /rajd/ /raid-:ir/ UR 
rajt rai t;:,r ra:id ra:id;:,r length (5b,c) 

raiD;:,r ra:fO;:,r sonoriza tion (I 5) 

I~ the theory of gra~m~r does not ;Permit a second level of representa tion, then 
an 1mporta~t ge~erahzatao? of Enghsh phonology is missed . For the labial and 
ve~ar s~ops m r[1.]b-r[1:]bbmg vs. r[I]p-r[I]pping or b[re:]g-b(re:]gging vs. b[re]ck
b[re]ck'.11~, the presence v~rsus absence of vowel length uniformly correlates with 
the v01cmg o~ the followmg consonant. Furthermore, this correlation holds for 
the co:onals m w[c:]d vs. w[t ]r. The one situation in which it appears 10 break 
down •~ before the flap. But this i~ precisely the context in which another rule 
neutralizes the contrast between v01ced [d] and voiceless [t] The · 

I . . re ts, moreover 
a regu ar con_nec_t1on among the words in a paradigm built from the same stem' 
!-fa stem ending m [d] has a l?ng vowel (e.g., w[c:]d), then vowel length emerge~ 
m words ~orm~d by suffixation (e.g., w[e:D]ing, w[e:D]ed). This correlation is 
also explained 1f the vowel length generalization is stated befiore th · · 
1 t · 1- • e vo1cmg con-
ras ts neutra •~ed. But tf the phonological model is required to define its rules 

over the phonet1~ level alone, then the generalization will be lost. Vowel lenglh 
becomes unpred1cta~le - but only in preflap contexts. Furthermore, it turns out 
~o be_ a complete accident that the dialect has a rule neutraliz ing the [t]-[d] 1 . m this very context. con r<1st 

In the face of this argument, one might try to salvage the single-level model as 
fol!o_ws. We_ gra?t t~at the vowel !ength contrast in writer-rider depends on a prior 
vo,cmg d1stmc1ton m the fullowmg consonant and thus th·tt the g,·amni· ·t 
.. • .. . • c. llr mus 

compute representaltons with a It] for writer and a [di for ridC'r. But we ob~crvc 
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T!. .· d ride. Furthermore, wnler_and 
. . the related words wute an the bases write and nde. 

that the latter_ exit i;onstructed morpholog1cally l~ro: phonological rules to state 
rider are obvious y the single-level model to a _o that appear at each layer 
We might thus revamtphe phonological representations I length rule states a gen-r-ations over f ord The vowe · [ a.it] genera iz . I onstruction o a w . d . the base forms wnle r -
in the morpholog1ca ~ver the information containe ~noentive -;,r, setting up the 
eralizat1on that h~~s 1'!10rphology then suffixes th~h "' flap rule likewise states a 
and ride [ra:1d]. o~ization rule predicting a Ila?.. r]\nd [ra:iD;ir). Thus, while 
context for_ the son Ids of the surface forms _[ra1D;i v are r~ducts of the mor
generalizallon that ho have several representat10ns j th~.al re!esentation exists at 
a complex wordh ma~onology. Only a single phon~og1c Phonological rules state 
phology - not_ t e P the construction of the para ig~~ctures contained in these any given pomt m . ··th ·n the information s . I · ns holding v.i 1 

systematic re atio I length is assigned to the 
representations. b some merit in the view that vowe ny other phonological 

While there may eh ffixes a re added , there are ma le the words tent • (20) before t e su . h. way For examp , 
stems m t be explained m t IS • t this contrast is respon
alternations that c_an;hoe voicing of their final consfn-~~J~s t[t)nt. Consider now 
and tend contrast m ·t nt vowel length difference t c. , e~kers the dental stops 
sible for the conco_m1 '\ ral and 3sg. affixes. For many sp d [~hc·nz) for tends. 
the effect of suffixmg P u deleted: they say [thens] for ten_ts ;2n2) •. 
terminating the stem a~~ lternation by the rule shown m . We may account fort IS a 

[ 
+coron] (22) [ + coro? ] -> ff/ (+nasal] ~- + con tin 

-contm . 

. . the surface phonetic rep-erahzal!on over ·d the that this rule defines a gen . the case of writer vs. rr er, 
Let us ~ant a also assume that, as m h . . efore the suffix is added. 
resental!ons. We m i's defined in [thi:ns] vs. [t c:nz]hb "nflectional suffix itself. 
vowel length ~ontra~ llain the voicing differ~nce m t : I eneral rule that assim
The problem is to e /1 this difference is derived byd~ e g gment - the rule that 
In the dual-l~~el m~ aes~ffixal obstruent to the prece mi:e z] We need merely 
ilates the _vo1cmf ~ hut[s], duck[sJ vs. tu~[z), bud~z],n th![u~derlying reprcsen
o~erates I~ t::es;oicing assimilation rule isfi defin:h~re the opposition between stipulate t a ds _ not on the surface orm, 
talion of these wor neutralized. 
[t] and [d] has been 

bining stem and suffix that we bring the affixal consonan1 in10 phonological prox
imily 11 it h lhe preceding consonant. But it is precisely a t !his slrat um that !he 
de1erminan1 voicing difference in the denial slop is missing from !he surface rep
resenra1ions: (lhtn-s] , ·s. {thc:n-zJ. It thus looks as if !he single-level model mus1 
abandon all hope of ~rating the obviously systematic correlation tha t ex ists be
tween the voicing of the suffixal consonan1 and lhe voicing of the Siem-final consonant. 

Another example making the same point is to be found in Mohanan's f 1992b) 
discussion of some rules in the Singapore diale.c1 of English. Like man\· other 
varieties of English. !he Singapore dialect simplifies consonan1 clus1ers co~Posed 
ofa fricative plus stop at the end of the word lhrough deletion of the stop (pe.rhaps 
reflecting more rigid constraints on syllabification). As a result, words such as 
lift, as/.:, and list are pronounced /hf). [o:s]. [11s]. For many speakers, the under
lying stop appears before suffixes beginning with a vowel: lif[t]-i11g, as(k]-i11g, 
lis[t]-ing. and so on . As in other dialects, the plural suffix -es in Singapore takes 
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a reduced schwa-like vowel when the stem ends in a sibilant: raise-(;}]s. hiss-[;}]s. 
watch-[;i]s. After nonsibilants !he suffi.'< consisls of j ust !he consonan1, appearing 
as [-s] or [-z] as a function of the voicing of the final segmen1 of the stem: set-s, 
laugh-s with [-s] and bag-s, see-s with [-z]. The relevan t fac t here is that !he 
plurals of list [hs] and task [ta:s] are not liss-es and tass-es wilh a schwa parallel 
to hiss-es but rather simply list-s [hs] and task-s {ta:s]. This contrast follows 
straightforwardly if the rule determining whether or not the plural suffix takes a 
schwa is controlled by the underlying phonological representation of the stem: 
/hrs/ vs. /list/. The former forces the schwa-initial variant of the plural while the 
latter with its final [t] chooses 1-s]. The resultant (hst + s] then simplifies to (hsJ 
by the cluster reduction process mentioned above. Once again we cannot escape 
lhe force of this example by appeal to an earlier morphological cycle. The presence 
or absence of the schwa is a function of adding the plural suffix. But the proper 
choice crucially depends on a sound that is not pronounced in the plural. 

To summarize lhe results of this section: We have seen how a variety of different 
English sounds ([tJ, [th] , etc.) manifest the same phonological category: the pho-

1 neme ft]. The phonological rules that realize the (t] operate in a very general and 
largely unconscious manner. It takes phonetic training for English speakers to 

. realize that the [t]'s of take and stake are different sounds . They are typically 
· unaware of lhe flap in writer, and no orthographic reformer would propose in-
troducing a special Je tter to spell this consonant. Such a policy would be im
practicable - precisely because most speakers are not aware of this sound. The 
phonological rules define a given language's sound patlern. In general, speakers 
of a different language (i.e. , one with a different set of rules) will categorize the 
same sounds differenlly. For example, while English speakers interpret the in
tervocalic flap as a dental slop [tJ or {dJ, Spanish speakers assign !heir flap to a 
rholic phoneme. Given these differences among languages, the important ques1ion is, How are these assignments made? 

When !his question was first posed in the early pan of the 20th cen1ury (in 

I slructural Jinguislics), it was suggested that each phoneme was defined by an 
invariant set of phonetic features common to all its allophones. For example, the 
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[ph] of pin and the [p] of spin share the features l + labial. - ,·oiced, - continuant]. 
It was this common core of distinctive features that " as thought to define the 
phoneme [p] for English. But it soon became clear that this answer runs into 
serious problems. We have seen that the English [t) phoneme has the allophones 
[t], [th]_ [r] (!lap), [t' ]. [?] , and []. Clearl y, there is no invariant core here. Fur
thermore. this set of realizations overlaps the [d] phoneme. which also appears 
as [r] and [ ]. A proceuure that groups allophones on the basis of an invariant 
core wil.l never arrive at the psychologically correct categorizations. Various so
lutions to these problems were prcposed in the American structuralism of the 
1930s and 1940s, but each was found to be seriously defective. In the 1950s Noam 
Chomsky and Morris Halle concluded that these defects arose from the basic 
methodological premise of American structuralism that the phonemic structure 
could only be induced from information present in the (overt) speech act - a 
strong form of empiricism known as behaviorism. Chomsky and Halle rejected 
this point of view and advocated a mentalist approach to phonology similar to 
that envisioned by Edward Sapir, for whom a language·s phonemic inventory is 
a conceptual system of " ideal sounds" in terms of which the phonetic segments 
of speech are perceived and articulated. The phonological representations and 
rules are thus hypotheses about the information structures of the individual 
speaker - what he or she has stored in the mind/brain after learning to speak a 
given language. 

If we accept this general point of view, then a number of questions arise. These 
questions constitute the research program of generative phonology. Descrip
tively, we ask, For any given language X, what features has it selected from the 
UG phonetic alphabet to construct its lexicon? What are the phonological rep
resentations of language X and its corresponding rules? How do the rules apply 
to derive (compute) the phonetic representations? At the theoretical level, we 
ask, What is a possible representation and rule? Since the language facul ty has 
developed for millennia, the number and variety of phonological systems is large. 
But many aspects seem to be variations on a limited number of themes. The range 
of possible rules and representations seems to be sharply constrained. If these 
constraints are wired into the system (if the child "knows" them at birth as part 
of genetic endowment), they may circumscribe and direct the learning process 
and make more plausible how such an intricate system as language is acquired 
in the first place. 

2. 7 Dual-Level Model: Additional Evidence 

2.7.I Polish 

In this section we examine two additional cases in which the grammar must pos
tulate an abstract phonological representation in order to state the proper gen
eralizations. The first example comes from the West Slavic language Polish. In
spection of the singular and plural forms of the masculine nouns in (24) reveab 
two note-worthy alternations. 

(24) sg. 
klup 
lrup 
dom 
sum 
snap 
zwup 
trut 
dzvon 
kot 
fut 
grus 
nos 
VOS 

kos 
nus 
wuk 
wuk 
sok 

Dual-L e i·e/ M od I · .. 
e · Add111011a/ Ei·idence 

ruk 
bur 
for 
vuw 
ul 
sul 
buy 

EL 
klubi 
trupi 
domi 
fomi 
snopi 
zwobi 
trudi 
dzvoni 
koti 
lodi 
gruzi 
nosi 
vozi 
kose 
noze 
wug'i 
wuk'i 
sok 'i 
rog'i 
bori 
fori 
vowj 
ule 
sole 
boye 

·club· 
corpse 

'house· 
noise · 

'sheaf 
·crib' 
'labor · 
'bell' 
·ca1· 
ice 

' ru bble· 
nose · 

'can · 
'basket· 
'knife• 
'lye· 
' bow' 
'juice ' 
'horn ' 
'forest· 
'soup· 
'ox ' 
'beehive· 
' salt' 
'fight' 

In _some stems the frnal obstruen 
voiced before the luraJ t consonant alternates in v . . 
ample, there is a [ P = suffix a~d as voiceless in w - o1cmg,_ ~ppearing as 

. [sJ=[z) alternatio/i ~~b~::!'°atton in ' club', a [tJ= [dr!t~':n~tfis1~10?· Fo: ex
temation in 'lye' Th , a [sJ= [zJ alternation in .k 'ii , n m labor' an 
pending on wheth~r th:re ~re dtwo p~ssible descriptions ::; ~h '. a~d a [kJ_=[gJ al
voiced obstruents voice. or voiceless obstruent is . is temat1on, de
the word (25a) T:.re u~de_rlymg, a rule is needed to de po_sJted as underlying. If 
Catalan) H . is ru e is found in many Jangu voice them at the end of 

· owever perh ages (e g G 
obstruents intervo~~- all aps equally as widespread is th .. , erman, Russian, 
the word boundary ic / (25b). (As a notational convent process that voices 
logical word. We ca~~: ol # appears at the beginning an:nced w; assume that 
stands before #· th .. ~n refer to the final phoneme of th en o each phono-

' e mrtial phoneme immediately follow e word as the one that 
(25) a. _ s #.) 

[ sonorJ -> [ - voicedJ / 
b. I - sonorJ - r + voicedJ / V # 

-Y 
I Thus. on grounds f h 
1 first O P onofogicaf plausibif' t · • 

guess concerning the I h ' y • erther (25a) or (25b) . 
ru e t at underlies the . . 1s a reasonable 

vo1crng alternation H • owcver, 
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two additional facts mot ivate the devoicing analysis (25a). The first is that Polish 
has an equally large number of stems with a final , ·oiceless consonant that never 
changes to voiced before the plural suffix. The morphemes meaning ·corpse'. 
·cat". ·nose', and so on, belong to this class. In a grammar with rule (25b), the 
underlying representations of such lexical items could not be simply [trup] . [kot]. 
[nos]. Some additional information indicating that they exceptionally fail to 
undergo the voicing rule would have to be added. But if (25a) is selected, then 
the underlying representations do not require this additional information. A learn
ing procedure st riving for maximally simple grammars will thus choose (25a) over 
(25b). 

Another reason for selecting this analysis is that Polish has no stems with a 
final voiced obstruent that remains voiced at the end of the word. Although there 
are stems such as [lrup] with a constant voiceless final consonant , and there arc 
stems such as [klub) where the final obstruent a lternates, there are no stems in 
which the final obstrucnl is always voiced. The final devoicing rule of (25a) states 
a generalization of Polish phonetics that is without exception and thus may be 
said to explain this gap in the distribution of voiced obstruents. If (25b) were the 
rule, then it would turn out to be a complete accident that Polish has no word
final voiced obstruents. In other words, the grammar incorporating (25b) would 
fail to relate the distributional gap (no final voiced obstruents) with the alternation 
exhibited by 'club', 'crib', ' labor ', and so on. A separate rule wpuld be required 
to state the distributional gap. In the alternative analysis, one rule (25a) accounts 
for the alternation and simultaneously explains the distributional gap. Once again , 
it is a simpler grammar. 

The final devoicing rule (25a) is a neutralization rule. Polish utilizes [ ± voiced) 
to encode its lexicon. The voicing contrast surfaces before vocalic suffixes such 
as the p'lural. But when no suffix follows, the fina l devoicing rule neutralizes the 
underlying contrast by changing the specification of an obstruent from [+voiced] 
to ( - voiced]. By virtue of this rule, underlying [b,d,g,z,z] become identical with 
underlying [p,t,k,s,s]. Where the [± voiced] specification in the final consonant 
is the only difference between a pair of morphemes, the two pronunciations merge 
(e.g., in ' lye' and 'bow'). The following is a good descriptive heuristic. If a mor
pheme exhibits an alternation between [x] and [y] and one of the two terms of 
the alternation (say, [x]) is also found in a class of morphemes that fail to alternate 
in the same way, then try positing the other term of the alternation [yj as under
lying. 

Let us apply this heuristic to the analysis of the vocalic alternation in (24) 
between [o] and [u] found in such stems as 'crib' , 'ice', 'cart' , 'horn'. Since [o) 
and [u] differ just by the feature [high], the structural change of the rule will be 
easy to state. However, whether it is [o] or [u] that underlies the alternation is 
rather more difficult to determine. We may reason as follows. If [u] were under
lying, it is unclear why the vowel lowers in bur, bori 'forest' and sul, sole 'salt' 
but fails to do so in iur, i uri 'soup' and ul, 11/e ' beehive', where we find a stable. 
nonalternating vowel. [bl and ·[s] together, excluding [z], do not form a natura l 
class. If phonological rules are defined over natural classes. we must seek another 
ana.lysis for the alternation. Our descriptive heuristic suggests that [o l is basic to 
the alternation and thus that the underlying representations for the alternating 

D11al-Le,·e/ Model: Additio1111/ £1·ide11c<' 
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morphemes _arc !zwob/. /lod]. !voz / l . 
that appear m the plural To - : no_zJ. frog/ - essen11alh . the stem sh· 
t I ] . h . maintain this analvsi I . . ,lpes 
o u m t e singular. But we must form I h ~- a ru e is needed lo raise lo] 

the non_altem at_ing !o] in such s terns as lsun~te I : • ule so_ lha1 ii does not change 
genera!Jza11on is now obvious I J . . p). I o1J. !nos]. (kc1~J. and lsok j Th 
whe th . o ra ises before ·1 \·oic d . e 

n a l consonant is word-final sine ' e con onant - bu1 o nly 
~he rmore. nasal consonants syste~a1ica~1/~/hange oc~urs in the plural. Fur
mcorpora le these observations into lh I . ii to cond111on the ru le We may 
the c t · e ru e slated in, ,6J h · h · on exts m which lo] changes lo lu] . p 1· - . \1 · ic Cllrrect ly delimits 

- tn o 1sh. 

(26) r:~~~iJ .... l + high] / __ r :~~:scd] .,,_ 
- ~w r 

- nasa l 

Clearly this rule must apply before dcvoic· .· 
on the voicing contrast that the devoic· '°t since the [o] --. !u] change depends 
"raising precedes final devo1·c=ng·· g mg rue neutralizes. An ordering restrict1·on 
• • ' uarantees th · I cart thus receives the derivation in (27a If '.s resu I. _A \l'0rd such as l'IIS 

/voz/ would a~pcar as [vos). The raising r~ie w~~I~ devo1cmg had applied first. 
we would denve the incorrect *[vos] (27b). then be unable to apply and 

(27) a. /#voz#/ 
vuz 

UR 
raising 
devoicing 

b. /#voz#/ UR 
vus vos devoicing 

inappl. raising 

! he Polish raising rule has a status si ·1 
enmg rule operative in the writer r·d mi ar to that of the English vowel-length 
voic · d. · · - · 1 er contrast Both t • • mg 1stmc1Jon m the following · . ru es crucially refer to a 
rule. But in the case of Polish vus thcor"~ona~t that_ is neutralized by a subsequent 
on a earlier stratum in the morph le ~ggl enng voiced consonant does not appear 
rid p r h . 0 ogica structure of the d . 

~er, . o is vus is a root. lt is not derived fi . wor . Unlike English 
unhke m the case of English tents t - rom any simpler form . Furthermore 
length might be considered an enhan(/n(sj) vs . tends (tc:11[z]), where the vowei 
alternation cannot be construed . ement of_the obstruent voicing. the !o)=[u] 
following consonant. The Pol· h ads mcorporatJ~g a distinc tive feature from th 

I . is a ta thus furnish dd. . e 
no og1cal ve~sus phonetic representations. To a a '.t1ona l evidence for pho-
of lo] to [u) m norn. sg forms of 'cart ' 'k -~ 'c~ount for the systematic ra ising 
must co t · · • m,e horn· and · h n am representations with a final . ' . ' so on. I e grammar 
even though that voiced obstruent is u .Ii v~1ced obs truent (!voz]. !noz). lrogl) 
s~ct_"_ representations will be formed n~ orrn ~ pronounced voiceless. Such "ab
s1rnphc1ty of its rules and reprcsent·1t · ya gr,1mmar that seeks to maximize the 

T dd. . , ions. 
_wo a •ll?nal observations arc in order. Fir 

Pohsh rules m essentially phonol . I s_l. we defined the context for both 
matical context in which the stc o~1c; ~crm~ instead of referring to the gnm
of the stem in lhc nomin-1tivc s,·nni Im s itself (e.g .. devoice !he fina l conson'-in1 
t" d b ' · gu arJ For fin·1I dcv · · ' ivatc y the fact Iha! no word in th ·I· , •, oicmg. this Jccisio11 is mo-

e ,mguagc ends in a voiced ohs1rne11t. re-
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gardless of grammatical category. In addition, there are several other morpho
logical contexts that have no O\·ert suffix and thus place the stem in word-final 
position. In each case the final devoicing and raising rules apply - as predicted 
by the formulations in (25a) and !26). One of these is the genitive plural of feminine 
and neuter nouns; the other is the imperative singular of the verb. 

(28) nom.sg. gen.pl. · lsg. imper. 
swo\1-o swuf ·word· rob'e rup 'do' 
brod-a brut 'beard' vodze vuc 'lead' 
proz'b-a prus'p 'request' otfoze otfus ·open' 
drog-a druk 'road· zwov'e zwuf ·catch' 
bi.oz-a bzus 'birch· stoye stuy 'stand' 
komor-a komur 'close t· ogole ogul 'shave ' 
pol-e pul 'field ' 

In general, when rules are formulated in terms of phonological contexts, they 
make predictions that go beyond the data at hand. In our descriptive work , we 
may discover additional data that require modification of our initial formulations. 
Experienced phonologists have strong intuitions about what rules are likely to 
underlie a given alternation and readily use this "expert system" to ~evelop hy
potheses about the rules and representations that constitute the grammar. Our 
descriptive work constantly seeks to test these hunches and extend the empirical 
coverage of the proposed rules. Needless to say, one often guesses wrong and 
the system turns out to be quite different from what was initially expected. Some
times this is because a crucial piece of information is missing and, once discovered, 
radically alters the interpretation of the data. At other times the language may be 
truly odd and not behave the way the theory predicts. This should not be too 
surprising because any phonological system is also the product of historical 
evolution whose preceding sound changes may leave arbitrary gaps and create 
missing links. Finally, descriptive failure may indicate that the underlying theory 
is simply incorrect and must be revised. 

A second point worthy of note is that unlike most of our previous rules, the 
Polish raising rule cannot readily be assigned to a natural phonological category. 
It is not a rule of assimilation, weakening, strengthening, enhancement, and so 
on. Polish raising typifies what Jan Baudouin de Courtenay (1845-1929) called a 
sinnlos ("irrational") alternation. It is unlikely that any other language has a rule 
of exactly this form. While the environment for the rule forms a natural class and 
the structural change is very simple, there is no good reason why this particular 
vowel change ([o]--+ [u)) should take place in this particular context (before voiced 
oral consonants). (The answer to this puzzle lies in the history of the language. 
See Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:64 for discussion.) But even though the 
[o]= [u) alternation is phonologically arbitrary, it is clear that it is 'still a genuine 
rule of Polish phonology. For example, Bcthin (1978) notes that it regularly ex
tends to loanwords in the genitive plural (e.g., doz-a. dus 'dose'; pagod-a, pagut 
'pagoda'), but interestingly not in the nominative singular, where many exceptions 
have developed (:mop, snob-a ·snob'; epizot, epiwd-a ·episode'; 1101 'goal'). 

2.7.2 Icelandic 

Dual-Level Model· Add . · I 
· lflona E l' idence 
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In this section we will examine one more exam I . 
of phonological representation Our ct· , . p e to moti vate the d ual- level mode/ 
of Mod I I · · iscuss1on focu ses O th 

em ce and1c. Oresnik (1972) dis u . n e u-epenthesis rule 
?ence that converge on the conclusion tia:~~s several independent fines of evi
mserted by the rule shown in (29b) and thus e (uJ in dag-11r and hes r-11, (29a) is 
of the nom.sg. s uffix in this declension class itt~/he underlying representation 

(29) a. nom.sg. dag-ur hest-ur 
acc.sg. dag hest 

'day' 'horse' 
b. 'farmhouse' 

A ~I~ breaking up final Cr clusters is a natur 
traditional grammar. But deletion f al process termed epe111hesis in 
Thus, considerations of rule natu~i°ne v~wef after another is also very common. 
[-ur] alternation . We must consider t~essffi o not resolve _the analysis of the {-r]"" 
rules of the grammar. Oresnik's fi tee ects the msert1on analysis has o n other 
the [u]"".lf alternation, a rule is ne;~et!ui:l:i°t runs as follows. 1f [u] underlies 
as [ba:J. But Icelandic already has a rule oft ete it _after _v~weJ~final stems such 
for data not considered here Th. I runcat1on ehmmatmg a V-V c luster 
h · is ru e deletes th fi . 

o~eve~, not the second. Oresnik concludes e irst vowel m the cluster, 
~a~1on smce, if the language alread has a that ep~n~hes1s underlies the a lter
is it not utilized here? This argum:nt is b;eans to ehmmat_e vowel clusters, why 
V sequences should be eliminated ·nth sed on the premise that underlying V
vowels filling the first and second I ·1· e saWme _way . regardless of the particular 
t · •fi . pos1 IOns. h1fe true in I • • 

s rong JUSti 1cation for an underlyi g { ] h genera • this 1s not very 
rule · • . n -r rat er than [-ur] b c .. 1s requ1red m any case The 1 . e ause an additionaf • · ana ys1s of the [u]-.lf It . 
receive~ much stronger support from it . . - . a ernation as epenthesis 
alternations. s mteractJon with two other phonological 

The first of these is evident in the parad' 
[lyfj] lose their final [jJ (a front gJ'd ) b ti igms of (30a), where stems such as 
(underlying (w]! has a parallel dis;ri~uti:;_r~: :ons~nant or word boundary. [v] 
theory of syllabification this is a comm It _e will see when we develop the 
· d 'ffi • ' on a ernation A . 
is I icult to mcorporate into the sy!J bl d . consonant-glide sequence 
· · 1· · a e co a Many fa f, m s1mp ifymg such clusters through d I 1· f. nguages ollow Icelandic 
b . e e ion o the seco d b . e stated informally as in ()Ob). n mem er. This rule can 

(30) a. 

b. 

nom.sg. 
acc.sg. 
gen.sg. 
<lat.pl. 
gen.pl. 

lyf-ur 
lyf 
fyf-s 
lyfj-um 
fyfj-a 
·medicine' 

byl-ur 
by! 
byl-s 
bylj-um 
bylj-a 
'storm' 

beO-ur 
beO 
beO-s 
beOj-um 
beOj-a 
'bed' 

song-ur 
song 
song-s 
songv-um 
songv-a 
·song' 
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Returning to the [u)= .0 alternation. if the underl ying representation of the nom.sg. 
e nding is [-ur], then we expect the glides lo surface before the vowel - as they 
do in the dative and genitive plural: lyj]-11111, lyj]-(1. But this is not what we find . 
Instead, the glide deletion rule uniforml y applies: the nominative singular is /yf
ur. not lyf]-ur. As Oresnik observes. the loss of the glide is explained if zero 
underlies the [u]= .0 alternation. Then the nom.sg. suffix will have the same mono
consonantal shape as t~e gen.sg. [-5) a nd thus will acti vate rule (29b). Of course, 
the glide deletion rule must be ordered before epenthesis so that derivations such 

as those in (3 1) obtain. 

!31) /#bylj-um# / /#bylj-s# 
byl-s 

1#bylj#/ 
byl 

/# bylj-r# / 
byl-r 
byl-ur 

UR 
glide deletion (30b) 
epenthesis (29b) 

If the rules had applied in the opposite o rder, the n [bylj-r) would become [bylj
ur] by epenthesis and the stem-final glide could not delete by (30b). 

The general point to emerge from this discussion is that application of the glide 
deletion rule in the derivation of byl-ur crucially de pends on positing that the 
underlying representation of the nom.sg. suffix begins with a consonant [-r). Yet 
in every pronunciation of this word (and all s te ms ending in C-glide) , the suffix 
has the shape [-ur) . 

The 11-umlaut rule in Icelandic independe ntly supports this analy.sis . As illus
trated in (32a), many suffixes containing a [u) such as the dative plural, the di
minutive, and the first person plural of the verbal inflection mutate the [a] of a 
preceding syllable to [6]. This rule is stated informally in (32b). 

(32) a. barn nom.sg. baggi kalla l sg. 

born-um dat.pl. bogg-ull k61l-um lpl. 

'child' 'bundle', 'parcel' 'call' 

b. [a] - [6] / _ Co [u] 

There is one systematic exception to umlaut: the nom.sg. [-ur]. As the data in 
(33) demonstrate, [-ur] does not umla ut the preceding s tem. 

(33) nom.sg. hatt-ur dal-ur s taO-ur 

acc.sg. halt dal sta~ 

dat.pl. hott-um dol-um stM-um 
' hat' 'valley ' ' place' 

The lack of umlaut has nothing to do with the roots, since they regularly submit 
to the rule in the dative plural. The assumption that the underlying representation 
of the nom.sg. suffix is [-r] helps us to understand why this suffix fails to umlaut 
a preceding root. If the umlaut rule is defined to operate at a point that precedes 
the epenthesis rule, the suffix will lack a vowel to trigger the umla ut. Under this 
analysis, lzatt-ur and hot1-11m receive the following derivations. 

(34) /# hall + r# / 

hatt-ur 

Exercise., 

/#hatt + um#/ 
ho tt-um 

UR 
11-umlaut ( 32b) 
cp~nthesis (29b) 
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Th~s. two separate aspects of the -ur sumx·s behav· . . . . . . 
derlymg representation lacks a vowel If th h ior arc explained if its un-
i I f . e teon ofgrammarpo··t. . 
eve o phonological representation we would b . bl . s1 SJust a s ingle 

behavior of the suffix _ and the h~ d d _ f e una. e lo expl_am the systema tic 

h
. n re s o words 1n which it · h d 

t is way. To ensure that the umlaut a nd gl'd d l . is anac e - in 
b t 

I e e e t1on rules operate th ' 
a s ract representation we stipulate that h o n 1s more 

T 
' eac precedes a pplication of h · 

o summarize the results of this section h ., . . epent e s1s. 
dicating that the phonological s tructur f. ''~ a," e~ammed seve ral cases in-

1
. . e o a 21ven lex ical Jtem • 

app 1cat1on of rules that cruc ia ll y refer to . ,- . . may requ1re the 
·t , h . m,ormauon that 1s not pre t • h 
'. em s p onellc representation. But in each case th . . . . s~n m l e 
m _the underlying phonological representation - th:t~1ssmg mformallon is _present 
arises from consis tent elimination of d ' bl . s . in ~he representa tion that 
this information by general phonologi:;~ ~~::. e informatio n and assignment of 
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Exercises 

2.1 English Allophones 

Review the a na lysis of (American) English dcvclo cd in 
lophone it assigns to the boldf: d . P_ lhe text. Tell what a l-
. . ace segments m the fo llowing w <l. If h 
is different from your dialect tell •·vh· I II d·rr . or s. t e result , • ,I 1c 1 ,erence 1s. 
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(I) pin 
stupid 
martyr 
antler 

hug 
true 
mastodon 

laugh 
Santa Cruz 
actress 

rat 
atlas 
chowder 

2.2 English Minimal Pairs 
The system of stops and nasals to be found in English is tabulated in ( I). These 
segments are built from combining [ = voiced) and [ + nasal] with the three artic

ulators [labial], [coronal]. and !dorsal]. 

(I) 
voiceless stops 
voiced stops 
nasals 

labial 
p 
b 
m 

coronal 
l 

d 
n 

dorsal 
k 
g 

!I 

Listed in (2) are minimal triples constructed over the three classes of consonants 
in (I). In these examples the consonants appear in both initial and final position. 
(2a,b) indicate that the articulator features ilabial], [coronal], and [dorsal] are 
contrastive. (2c,d) suggest that the features [voiced) and [nasal] are also utilized 
to encode the lexicon. There is of course one major distributional gap: the velar 
nasal does not appear word-initially (see the discussion in section 3.4)_. 

(2) a. pin , tin, kin; bun, dun , gun; mutt, out 
b. lip, lit , lick; robe, road, rogue; dim, din, ding 
c. pat, bat, mat; tip, dip, nip ; cut , gut 
d. rope, robe, roam; mate, made, main; pick, pig, ping 

Try to construct minimal 11-tuples (pairs, triples, quadruples) over the set of 
English fricatives listed in (3) for both initial and final position. Which of these 
segments appear to have restricted distributions? 

(3) f 8 s s 
vO zz 

2 .3 English sC Clusters 
Although voiced and voiceless stops freely contrast initially , medially, and finally 
in English , there is one position where the opposition is suspended: after mor
pheme-initial [s) (e.g., s [p)in, s [t]em, s[k]i11). What significance is to be attached 
to the fact that neither voiced nor aspirated stops a re found he re instead? 

2.4 Korean 
The liquids [I) and [r] are in complementary di stribution in Korean (data from 
Demers and Farmer 1991). State the context whe re each is found. What difficulty 
is a name such as Lori Rola11cl likely to present to the Korean learner of English'! 
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(I ) mul ·water ' 
mulkama "place for wa ter· 

mal "horse · 

mure 'at the water" 
malkama · place fo r horse· 
mare ·at the horse · 

pal 'foot' s.iul 'Seoul ' 
pari ·of the foot" il kop ·se,·en · 

rupi ·ruby · 
rat io ·radio· 

2 .5 Singapore English 

In his discussion of Singapore Enolish M h 
[sp] m the coda of the syllable m~ ta th _o ~nan ( 1992b) notes a process whereby 
by the process mentioned in sec tion / J '.zes to lps]: [s t ] and [sk] cluste rs reduce 

( I ) lisp [lips] 
[krips] 
[gro:ps] 

list [I" J is risk [ris] crisp 
grasp 

mist [m· J is whisk [ · ] 
past [pa:s) w1s mask (ma:s] 

Before vocalic suffixes speakers break . into the two groups illustrated in (2) . 

(2) group I group 2 
lisping [Iisp-i!J] [lips-ii)) 
crispy [krisp-i) [krips-i] 
grasping [gro:sp-il)) [gro:ps-il)] 

Mohanan reports that both groups of speakers tre 
forms the same, as indicated in (3). at plurals and 3sg. present verb 

(3) sg. pl. 
hiss [his) hisses 
eclipse [eklips) 

[his;is) 

lapse [lreps) 
eclipses [eklips;is) 

lisp [lips] 
lapses [lreps;is) 

grasp [gro:ps] 
lisps [lips) 
grasps [gro:ps] 

Discuss the implications of these data for the is . 
of phonological representation. sue of single- vs. dual-level models 

2.6 ) Friulian 
y · 

( I) 

In the Friulian dialect of Ita lian (Vanelli 19 . 
between voiced and voiceless ob t 79, 1986), there is an alterna tion 
following voicing alternations . s ruents. Suggest a rule to account for the 

warp 'blind' kwarp 
warb-it 's ty ' 

'body' 
kwarp-ut dimin. 

picrd-i 'to lose ' dint 'tooth' 
pier( 3sg. dint-isin dimin. 
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B. Accented vowels seem to contrast in length: fo r example , la :/ 'went' vs. far 
' milk' , pa:s ·peace· vs. pas ·step'. But in many cases the length is predictable. 
Suggest a rule to account for the length in the following data. How must your 
rules be ordered? How does your analysis bear on the issue of one level of 

representation versus two? 

(2) la:t ·went' brut ' ugly' 

lad-e fem. brut-e fem. 

nerv6:s ' nervous r6s 'red' 

nerv6z-e fem. r6s-e fem. 

tr6p ' flock· 16:f 'wolf' 

trop-ut dimin. lov-ut dimin. \ 
sek 'dry' fi:k 'fig' 

sec-e fem. fig-6n 'big fig' 

vj6d-i ' to see 
vj6:t 3sg. 

C. Friulian has recently borrowed many words from Standard Italian. What 

bearing do these loanwords have on the analysis? 

(3) Friulian Ita lian 
impjeg@. ?-- · impieg~o 
impjegad~e impiegata 
istit~ istituto 
istitu'~ut 
steka~~-- steccato 
steka'.d,ut 
afit affitto 
afi]jt 
I 

'clerk' 
fem. 
'institute' 
dimin. 
'fenced' 
dimin. 
'rent' 
dimin. 

2.'[,' Northern Salentino 
As in Standard Italian, the Northern Salentino dialect distinguishes seven vowels 

in stressed position (Calabrese 1984). 

(I) 
high 
low 
back 
ATR 

0 U 

+ 

+ + 
+ + 

A. In the following paradigms, the root vowels change in response to the shift 
of accent - generally on the penultimate syllable. Postulate a rule to account 
for the alternations in vowel quality that result from the shift of stress. Whai 
is the underlying n,presentation? Justify your choice. State the rule, utilizing 

ct·. -- ~ 
istinctive features. Show h h . fo k • k ow t e anal\·s1s work b . 

Ererci.,, , { t'° f' . r 

r ·anos · 11 and kanu.frimu. · s Y giving the derivations 

(2) lsg. kreu 
,_,,. /; 

stntu 
3sg. kreti 

kan6sku tr5u 
striti 

lpl. l<rlti)imµ 
kan6ss1 tr5a 

sin ti/nu kaoussi,inu: 
' believe' 'feel': 

truamu)· ) . 4· 
· -- ·recognize· ·tfn'd,-. 

B. Some suffi~es cause a mutation of the root ' . -', :..-
Romance linguistics). Examine the foll , . VO\\ el (known as meraphom· in 
to accoun t fo r the metaphony. o ving paradigms and suggest a ~ule 

(3) masc.sg. 
,/; fem.sg. 

masc.pl. 

kanlsu nlssu frisku 
k 

friddu knltu , vivu 
·ar6sa !j_ssa freska fredda sanu 

kar
-u·. . - - _kr1J.._·1a,' __ ·.' v1_' ,lh sa' na 

SI· russi friski fr-•·d-di· - ·I!=-, · • krut1 vivi -' 
young 'red' 'cool' ·cold" . • ·, . . ~ ill.. .,, 

L\. • -- ~~-w- _ahve 'healthy' 
C. In ~ontrast to the suffixes in (3) other • o - Fe ~.... . ·o.J 

~ h1le they may be treated sim I • a su~xes do not cause metaphon 
, ~~s~:,~ssible. Suggest an an~:siss a~~~;Pt~~nrtta p~onological explanat i:~ 
'----:. / _r~ . Show how the analysis works b a _ er mes. MusH h6-rul~ 

Karusc. . , Y deriving the words k , · aros, and 

(4) a. fem.pl. 
masc.pl. 

b. sg. 
pl. 

lo C • . ;,, 
\f\' 

3sg. 
2sg. 
lsg. 

mesi ' 

l
-in1~ · · 
'month' 

pess1, 
pissi 
'fish ' 

freski ~ 
friski 
' slow· 

. n6ci-... 
\ nuci 

nut' 

(frirh k~t 
viti I k · · , 

'cross' 

(.)/\ 
,veiu -: ~· ,/JI' ~a - ' v"" 
'see' :-'--:1 an~ ~ - -

' _ b_e 1~ve1 ' !recog ize' '"~,_, vis. ~-
2.8 Yakut ,- · re!.f\o r"' . (:{~\ l or p 0 , .,;.,• • 0 

Yakut is an Altaic langua c s ok . , --:" . t'I c- ,1, 

exercise, shown in ( I) , co~sistor~:~n ~•bena_ (Kruger 1962). The data for this 
have been constructed from attested ;s ~n tanous case forms. Asterisked items 

o e s to fill out the paradigms 

(I) e absolute I J • 
'falhcr' 

3
-

3
--~ dalive accusative · Y a J ...c...c=:= part1livc ~ 

'child" ya ar ayaya ayanw o yo 
O 

I ayata 
'lake' ku··o-1 yo or oyoyo ovonu 

kiioller kiiolgc ku.'.o-1u·· o yolo 
'horse' al akka kiliillc 
·duck' k attar atlU• alla "" 
'bull" ·us kuslar kuska ' kuhu· 

o yus oyuslar oyuska• O\'uhu' 
kusla' 
oyu:-ita 

/' ,, 

ayabwt 
oyobul 
kuolbul 
appwl 
kuspu1 
oyusp111 

your N 
ayayw1 
oyoyu1 
kiiolgiu♦ 

akkwt 
kuskut 
oyuskul 
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~ absolute plural dati\·e accusative partilivc our N your N 

' tool" sep sept er sepke sebi septe scppit sepkit 
·meat' et euer ekke eti ctte eppit ckkit 
'arrow OX OXlOr oxxo 0 ¥U O.XLO oxput oxxut 
'knee tobuk tobuktar tobukka tobugu tobukta tobukput tobukkut 
'e lder brother ubay ubaydar ubayga"' ubayw· ubayda ubaybwt ubaygwt 
' stallion· a twwr atwwrdar atwwrga* atwwrw• atwturda atwwrbwt atw w rgw t 
'squirrel' tiig tiil)ner tiir.rne• tiigi ti il)ne tiitJmit tiiggit 
'door aan aannar aagga aanw aanna aammwt aa ggwt 
'ford· olom olomnor olomgo olomu olomno olommut olomgut 

Segment the words into root plus suffix . Note the many alternations. Tabulate 
the sounds that comprise the phonetic inventory. Only a subset of these appear 
in underlying representations. Following Kruger. you may postulate the following 
phonemic inventory. 

(2) high vowels ii w u 
nonhigh vowels e a 0 

voiceless stops p k 
voiceless frica tives s X 

nasals m n I) 

approximants I r 
y 

The point of this exercise is to discover the rules realizing this system of phonemes 
in the various nominal paradigms. You may orient your analysis around the fol
lowing questions. 

A. Yakut contrasts seven root vowels, distinguished by appropriate choices 
among [ ± high], [± back], [ ± round]. Only one of these three features is con
trastive in suffixes. Which one? How are the other features determined? 

B. [±voiced] is not underlyingly contrastive. Assuming the appropriate default 
rules of section 2.4, account for the appearance of [±voiced] in the phonetic 
representations. You may assume a special rule that deletes the initial -n of 
the accusative suffix after a stem ending in a consonant. 

C. Postulate additional rules to account for the remaining alternations. Must 
they apply in a particular order? 

2.9 Kire Nasalization and Orthography 

Pryor and Clifton (1987) explain how difficulties with the orthographic registration 
of vowel nasality in the Papua New Guinean language Kire encouraged a rein
terpretation of the phonological structure of the language , which in turn led to a 
more efficient orthography. Primarily on the basis of such contrasts as pi ' to eat· 
vs. pi: 'breadfruit tree', Pryor's original analysis of Kirc concluded that vowel 
nasality was phonemic in the language. Accordingly, he proposed the use of the 
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dieresis fo: lhe native orthography. The above words were thus originally spelled 
as pi and r :'i (geminaiion used to indicate long vowels) . The authors state Ip. 34). 

Thoupi this symbolisation was accepted by the Kire people , problems a rose 
in dec!J ing which vowels should be marked with the die resis. Lite ra te Kires 
began putting the dieresis on vowels that had pre\·iouslv been declared oral 
and 0:nitting them on obviously nasal vowels following o r preceding nasal 
conso:iants. In addition analysis of the morphophonemics of Kire indicated 
thal ;;: least some nasalisation was predictable . 

The authc' rs c ite the data in (la) to illustrate the point that vowel nasal ity is 
predictabk from a tautosyllabic nasal consonant. This inte rpre tation is aiso sup
ported by :he alternations in vowel nasality in (lb) , which respond to changes in 
syllabifica:ion due to the addition of affixes. 

(I ) a. vap 'fire · 
p0 ikta 'shoulder' 
t--em ' tree species' 
domdori ' roll over ' 
rn6miik ' tree species ' 
m6niim ' fish species' 
farame 'thumb' 

b. ~ dual E!.: 
guma gumanr giimgi 'man' 
kin kinani kinr 'banana' 

Finally, Pryor and Clifton note that while Kire contrasts [ml, [n], and [IJ] in the 
onset of the syllable, [IJ] is phonetically absent at the end of a syllable . They 
propose to analyze such words as those in (2a) with the underlying phonological 1 

representations in (2b) and posit the rule (2c) that dele tes the velar nasal from 
the syllable coda. 

(2) a. pi: b. /pi:IJ/ 'breadfruit tree' 
bi /biIJ/ 'bird species' 
tha: /tha:IJ/ ' bamboo' 

c. [IJ]-+ ff at the end of the syllable 

The authors state (p. 41) , 

Long before the reanalysis outlined in [(2)] was completed, it had become 
clear that at least the majority of nasalised vowels were predictable. At the 
same time the dieresis was proving increasingly problematic. The major prob
lem was the difficulty writers had in using it consistently ... . Because of 
these difliculties, the possibility of eliminating the dieresis from the orthog
raphy was di scussed with those Kires who had be~n trying to use the ciieresis . 
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During these discussions they indicated their feelings that nasalised vowels 
were generally condi tioned by neighboring nasal consonants, and not "basic .. 
as the use of the dieresis would indicate. After explaining the possibility of 
using "silent" IJ as a spelling device to signal nasalised vowels not flanked 
by a nasal consonant, they were enthusiastic about eliminating the dieresis. 

Discuss the relevance of these comments from Pryor and Clifton to the issues 
of phonetic versus phonological accuracy in orthography. Why did the Ki res have 
so much trout-le with the dieresis? Why was the use of the 1J more readily ac
cepted·? 

3 Phonological Alternations and Derivations 

The discussion in this chapter proceeds on both the descripti ve and theoretical 
levels. Given that phonological rules state general izations about the sound struc
ture ofa language, the immediate descripti ve question confronling any generati ve 
phonologist is, What are the phonological rules and underly ing representations 
of the language under analysis? This quest ion is usually answered through the 
study of alternations in a paradigm. We construct paradigms of words to look for 
regular alternations in the phonetic shape of the stem as different a ffixes are added, 
as well as for systematic diffe rences in the realization of the affix as a function 
of the stem. We may also study variations in the pronunciation of a word as the 
phrasal context changes. If the alternations are regula r. we ass ume that the mor
pheme has a unique underlying representation, such that the various phonetic 
shapes arise from sound changes introduced by context-sensitive phonological 
rules. This chapter illustrates this descriptive methodology. Although the ex
amples are carefully chosen pedagogically, and hence are not representative of 
real-life phonological description, they do illustrate the kinds of questions asked 
in order to discover the rules of a given language as well as a standard format in 
which to present the results. 

Through analysis of the paradigms, we will isolate altemations in which sound 
(or sound sequence) [x) alterna tes with [y) in a given context ([x) or [y] may be 
zero). There are always at least two possible analyses for the [xJ,.,[y] alternation 
that must be considered. Either [x) is underlying, and a given rule applies to change 
[x) to [y) in some context Z; or [y) is underlying, and some rule changes [y] to 
[x) in the complementary set of contexts Z'. We will identify the kinds of criteria 
phonologists appeal to in order to resolve this analytic choice. 

On the theoretical front, we will return to the dual representation model de
veloped in chapter 2. We will raise the question whether the two representations 
are on a par or whether the phonetic representation is derivative and computed 
from the underlying representation. We will look at arguments in favor of the 
latter view and discuss how the rules apply to derive the phonetic representation 
from the underlying one. We will then look at more complex cases of multiple 
alternation in which a given lexical item participates in several alternat ions si
multaneously. Multiple alternation increases the number of possible underl ying 
representations.: We will ask whether the choice of the underlying representation 
can be constrained, given the set of surface alternants. Finally, we will sec that 
the methods devised for the analysis of alte rnations can be used to reconst ruct 
earlier stages in a language's historica l development. 
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3.1 Ordered Rules 

Our first example of the analysis of a lternations comes from the South Slavic 
language Serbo-Croatian. Consider the phonological aiternations that occur in the 
adjectival paradigms of (I). 

(I) masc. fem . neut. .e!.: 
ml.id mlada mlad6 mladf 'young' 
pust pusta pust6 pustf ·empty' 
zelen zelena z.elen6 zelenf 'green' 
test cesta cest6 cestf 'frequent· 
bogat bogata bogato bogati 'rich' 
suncan suncana suncano suncani 'sunny' 
rapav rapava rapavo rapavi 'rough ' 

It is apparent that these words consist of a root to which are suffixed the mor
phemes [-a], [-o], and [-i] to represent gender and number. As in many other 
languages, the masculine is not marked by an affix. Words transcribed with an 
accent such as [mlad] and [pust] are representative of a class of Serbo-Croatian 
stems (traditionally called "oxytones") for which the location of accent is pre
dictable: the accent falls on the suffix, and in the absence of a suffix, on the 
preceding stem vowel. (In the standard dialect another rule retracts the accent 
one syllable to the left, where it is heard as a rising tone. Our discussion abstracts 
away from this retraction.) For these words, the accent may be assigned by the 
rule in (2). 

(2) V-> V / _ Co # 

(2) accents a vowel that is separated from the right edge of the word by zero or 
more consonants and thus isolates the last vocalic segment in the word. Stems 
such as [bogat] and [suntan] belong to a different class in which the location of 
accent is unpredictable. Since their accent is no·t relevant to the following dis
cussion, it will not be transcribed. 

The stems in (3) show an alternation between the liquid [I] and the back vowel 
[o]. 

(3) masc. fem. neut. .e!.: 
debeo debela debel6 debeli 'fat' 
posustao posustala posustalo posustali ' tired' 
beo bela bel6 beli 'white' 
mio_. mila mil6 milf ' dear ' 

cel6 celi 'whole' 
-·-- .. 

- =""-p,gfi~~~tion; Either [o] is underlying 
:.;e.!1-.. _ ·- • ~gps:Je9mre(lfof[f] 1s underlying and is changed to 
:JID·• , - nt~ Sl!)Ce-tl}uo] IS foono Wot<l-finally and the [I] between vowels, 

we might postulate (4a) if the [o] underlies the alternation or (4b) if I II is unde rl ying. 

(4) a. [o] -> [I) / V _ V 
b. [I]-+ [o) / _ # 
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There are two reasons to believe that (4bl i, the correct analysis . First. the change 
of[I] to a back vocalic segment such as [o] in word-final (or syllable-coda) positio n 
is a natural process found in many languages. For example. English vi;:larizes [I ] 
i_n syllable codas. Many speakers of the Cockney dialect delateralize such seg
ments as well. so that field is pronounced [!}_051]. Also . children frequently sub
stitute glides for liquids . The conversion of [II to [o) thus constitutes one additional 
step (to [ - high]) beyond this very common feature change. By contrast, the 
transformation of a vowel into an [I) is a nearly unprecedented phonological 
change. Considerations of phonological plausibility thus strongly favor the anal
ysis that posits rule (4b). 

Considerations internal to the grammar of Serbo-Croatian a lso motivate this 
analysis. As the forms beo and mio indicate. the [o] that alternates with (I] is 
systematically skipped by the accent rule (2). In this respect. it differs from the 
[o] of the neuter suffix, which readily accepts the accent when preceded by a 
stem belonging to the predictable accent c lass: bel-6, m/ad-6, and so on. If bi!o 
is derived from [bet]. and if the accent is assigned in terms of the underlying 
representation, then we can explain why [o]'s that alternate with [I] are skipped 
by the accent rule: at the point where accent is assigned, these s egments a re 
consonants. Like a ll other Serbo-Croatian consonants, they are not stress-bearing 
segments. We may ensure that the accent rule skips the vocalized [I] by ordering 
this rule prior to eQ_calization. The derivation in (5) illustrates the suggested 
analysis. 

(5) /#bel#/ UR 
bet accent (2) 
beo I-vocalization (4b) 

Next consider the alternation displayed in (6). 

(6) masc. fem. neut. .e!.: 
ledan ledna ledno ledni 'frozen ' 
d6bar dobra dobr6 dobri 'good' 
jasan jasna jasn6 jasni 'clear' 
sftan sitna sitn6 sitni 'tiny' 
6star ostra ostr6 ostrf 'sharp' 
m6kar mokra mokr6 mokrf 'wet' 

These stems have an [a] in the masculine that is missing in the suffixed forms: 
d6bar, dobr-a , dobr-6, and so on. Deletion of vowels (especially when unac
cented) in a context such as VC __ CV is quite common (cf. English general and 
gen'ra/) and so the hypothesis that Serbo-Croatian syncopates [a] in thi s position 
cannot be faulted on grounds of phonological plausibility. However, there arc 
reasons to doubt the validity of this deletion analysis for the lal= .0 alternation. 
First. the language has numerous stems of the shape CVCaC whose la] docs not 
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alternate with fJ. Morphemes fro m (I J such as [bogat] and [rapav] would be bi,,,1 
exceptions to the proposed analysis. By the heuristic mentioned in the discu, " "" 
of Polish in section 2.7, we must enterta in the hypothesis that fJ underlie, tlir 
alternation and thus that the underl ying forms for ' good' and 'clear' an: ldt1hr 
and [jasn]. To generate the CVCaC alternants from these representations. a nrlr 
is needed to insert [a]. In many languages word-final consonant clusters trnri, 
nating in a sonorant are pispreferred and subject to epenthesis - the inseni1111 01 

a vowel. For example, Engl ish cycle rhymes with angel ([sayk;il], [eynjJll i. 1i11, 

these items contrast before -ic, a suffix that uniformly accents the pr,:..:cd11rc
vowel: angel-ic vs. cycl-ic . The latter observation suggests that cycle is ti;i dn 

lyingly monosyllabic and hence that its schwa is epenthetic. This reasoning imrlrv, 
the formul ation in (7) for the Serbo-Croatian [a]= fJ alte rnation. 

(7) fJ-> [a] / C _ C # 
[ +sonor] 

Rule (7) breaks up the cluste rs in [ledn] and [dobr] but correctly allows : he 
fricative-stop cluster of ptist to emerge unchanged since the final [t] is [ -- , 011<• 

rant]. 
Independent confirmation of this analysis is furnished by the forms d(}/Jar and 

jdsan. They illustrate the important point that the [a] that alternates with H i, 
systematically ignored by the accent rule. (The discussion here abstrac ts aw:11 
from other [a]=.0' alternations in Serbo-Croatian in which [a) is underlying. h >r 
these, the [a] is counted by the accent rule.) If .0' underlies the [a]= .0' alternation. 
then this generalization is explained. As in the case of /-vocalization , all we ncnl 
to say is that accent is assigned in terms of the information present in the un
derlying representations [dobr] and [jasn]. Since the epenthetic [a] is not prcscnl. 
the accent is assigned to the initial (and only) syllable of these words. Subsequent 
epenthesis yields [d6bar) and [jasan). The stipulation that rule (2) precedes cpcn· 
thesis produces the proper interplay between the rules. The derivation in (8) il
lustrates the proposed analysis. 

(8) /#dobr#/ 
d6br 
d6bar 

UR 
accent (2) 
epenthesis (7) 

We have not yet determined any ordering between the vocalization rule and 

epenthesis; yet potentially they interact. Since epenthesis breaks up final con· 
sonant clusters, and since vocalization changes the consonantal [I) to a vocalK 
segment (o), an early or late vocalization of [l) can materially affect the insertion_ 
of [a]. Words such as oknigao in (9) furnish evidence bearing on the ordering l>I 

/-vocalization .and epenthesis. 

(9) masc. fem. neut. e!: 
okrugao okrugla okrugl6 okruglf 'round' 
6bao obla obl6 oblf 'plump' 
n:igao nagla nagl6 naglf 'abrupt ' 
p6dao podla podl6 podlf 'base· 
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These stems ma_nife s_t both the [l]=[o] and the [a] ==.0' a lte rnations. If our analysis 
of these alternat10ns 1s correct, we are committed to the underlying representation 
(okrugl] . We may obtain the correc t phonetic representation with the rules a t o ur 
disposal by simply ordering epenthesis before /-vocalization. The derivation in 
(IO) then ensues. 

(10) /#okrugl#/ 
oknlgl 
okrugal 
oknlgao 

UR 
accent (2) 
epenthesis (7) 
/-vocalization (4b) 

The form _okru?ao is significant in several respects besides fixing the order of 
the rules. ~irst, 1t confirms the implicit prediction that is made when rules are 
formulated m_ terms of natural classes. Recall from our discussion of the data in 
(6) t~at the simplest way to include [r] and [n) together to the exclusion of [t) 
re_qmres referenc~ to the class of consonantal sonorants . T he fact that [I) also 
tnggers epenth~s1s corroborates t~is decision. Second. the insertion of [a) takes 
place ~ta certain l~vel of abstrac twn. In order to know that (a) is to be inserted 

· ~~krugao but not m (for exampl_e)_mlad-6, we must know tha t the [o) in okrtigao 
de~ves from a consonant. But this 1s only possible if the insertion of [a) is defined 
!ii terms of the mo,?\ ab;,tract un~erlyi~g representation. In other words, j ust as 
Ullhe case of the~ -t._ [~rule m Polish, the Serbo-Croatian a-epenthesis rule 

:'.cloes not s~ate a generalization that can be defined over the surface phonetic 
~sentations. This point is even more forcefu!Jy made by the accent in okrtigao . 

F.or mos! wor~s of the predictable accent class, the accent falls on the final vowel. 
1-ut 1o~g~~ _IS doubly exceptional. The accent has been assignecn-o thet!ilr.ct
last,_vor e~. If the grammar provides an underly~g representation along the lines 

• l~~~d.m the above discussi?n, then this-.ame~_1;dtimate accent - bizarre as 
'/ ~ee~ on the surface - ~s_exactly what we expect. Given that the [o) of 
a{> denves fro~ Wand the;Jaj ~rom 1!_, and given that the accent rule applies 

re th~ ~p~s1s a~d vocahzatton rules, thi!!f..:last accent is precisely what 
descnptton implies. 
la,b) summarize the results of the analysis. 

rules 
~V/ _ _ C

0
# 

if-" [a) / C _ c # 
[ + sonor) 

[I)-" [o) /_ # 

b. ordering restrictions 
, l ·•Accent precedes epenthesis. 

Accent precedes /-vocalization: 

accent (2) 
epenthesis (7) 

/-vocalization (4b) 

Epenthesis precedes /-vocalization. 
, . 

In the d' · ti 1scuss1on of the Serb9-Croatian data, we have brought three consid-
ons to bear on the choice of the underlying representation of a phonological 
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alternation: the avoidance of lexical exceptions in rules of neutralization. th,· 
naturalness and plausibility of the rules, and the implications that the analy,i, "' 
one alternation has on the analysis of other alternations. The last point ligu,r.i 
in our treatment of both the [l]=(o] and the [a]= .0 a lternations, when we arl!unl 
for a particular solution on the basis of its effect on the accent rule .. 

Both a theoretical and an analytic remark are m order here. Theoreticall y. c:,, 1, 
of these three factors is a variation on one general theme: the overall si11111lirn , 
of the rules and representations of the grammar. Lexical exceptions ob\'il""" 
complicate the grammar. because one must re~ord not only the_ distincti, c '"~ 
ments that make up the underlying representat10n but also the tnformat,,,,1 th.,1 
the item fails to undergo a rule for which its phonological representation 4ualili,· , 
it. With respect to natural rules , generative phonologists_ have assumed 1h;11 :rn 
adequate feature system should provide simple charactenzat1ons of natural ph11 
nological classes and recurrent phonological processes. If we have adop:cd 1hr 
correct feature system, then choosing the simpler rule should also chousc 1hr 
more natural rule . Finally, if, in our analysis of alternation A , we refer to alk: 
nation B we are concerned with the simplifying effects of B on A (e.g., by po, 11111~ 
that [I] u~derlies the Serbo-Croatian [I]= (~] alt~i:nat!on, we ~~n maintain a _simrk 
statement of the accent rule). Given that s1mphc1ty 1s the dnvmg force behind 1hr 
analysis of alternations, one can begin to understand how_ the rules and rcprr 
sentations that underlie the generative approach to alternat10ns could develop 111 

the course of language acquisition - by a learning procedure that is prcpro· 
grammed to entertain simple ~ars before complex ones. . . 

The descriptive point is that with three separate factors that can potenuaHy h, 
brought to bear on the analysis of a given alt~rnation, we have th~ poss1b1hty ,_,f 
independent confirmation. This is fortunate smce our confidence m the analvs,, 
is increased to the extent tha t it successfully passes the test posed by t~e other 
factors. If our general descriptive and theoretical framework achieves this result 
in a significant number of cases, then we may legitimately place some confidence 
in the analyses that ensue when only one such factor can be applied. 

3.2 Feeding and Bleeding 

In generative phonology it has become customary to_ ~escribe the ?rdering relat~on 
between rules in tenns of the potential effect (pos1t1ve or negative) that the P
plication of one rule has on the application_ of another. ~o describe this effect. 
Kiparsky (1968a) introduced the tennsfeedmg and bleedmg. 

(12) a. Two rules A and B stand in a potentially feeding relation if the ajipplij 
cation of A creates new input to B. If B applies, then A is said to _et'< 

B; if B does not apply, then A and B stand in a counterfeedin,: relatton. 
· ·r he ar· b Two-rules A and B stand in a potentially bleeding rela11on I t. . . . J 

. . B If B d I then A is ~.u plication of A removes mputs to . oes not app Y. r , 
to bleed B; if B does apply , then A and B stand in a co1111terh!L'ec c/1.~ 

re lation. 
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Feeding relations can be illustrated with an example from Tangale. a Chadic 
language of Nigeria (Kidda 1985). In the following nominal paradigms. suffixes 
mark the definite and pronominal possession. 

(13) 'N' loo bugat tugat aduk kuluk 
'the N' loo-[ bugat-f tugad-f aduk-f kulug-f 
'myN' loo-n6 bugad-n6 tugad-n6 adug-n6 kulug-n6 
' your N' loo-g6 bugat-k6 tugad-g6 aduk-k6 kulug-g6 
' her N' loo-d6 bugat-t6 tugad-d6 aduk-t6 kulug-d6 

'meat 'window' 'berry ' load· ·harp' 

-(marks the defin ite and-116 the lsg. possessive. Thi! 2sg. and 3sg. fem. possessive 
suffixes show parallel voicing alternations: -k6=-g6 and -c6=-d6. The final ob
slruent of the noun stem aiso alternates: b11gat=bugad, c11gac= 111gad. and so on. 
Careful examination of the data reveals no contrast between voiced and voiceless 
obstruents in the prepausal form , yet the stems do display a voicing contrast before 
the definite suffix -f. The noun stems also contrast before the obstruent-initial 
1sg. and 3sg. fem. pronominal suffixes: bugat-k6 vs. tugad-g6. Since bugar-i and 
tugad-i are virtual minimal pairs, we must posit an underlying voicing contrast 
in the final obstruent. The contrast is neutralized to voiceless before pause (the 
Isolation form) and to voiced before the lsg. suffix -116. While final devoicing is 
ubiquitous, many languages (e.g., Catalan. Cracow Polish) also voice obstruents 
before sonorant consonants. We might therefore expect the voicing before -116 in 
Tangaje to be an example of this more general phenomenon. This suspicion is 
confirmed by the fact that the !pl. pronominal suffix -m1i and the 3pl. -w1i also 
oice a preceding obstruent: bugat-i, bugad-mu, b11gad-w1i. However, Tangale 

llasalarge number of words such as pit/a 'ant', basre 'work' in which a voiceless 
lisonant precedes a sonorant. The voicing rule must be prevented from affecting 

e, forms. An obvious difference between the two cases is that in the former 
obstruent and the triggering sonorant belong to different morphemes while in 
latter the two consonants are tautomorphemic. We appeal to this difference 

m the statement of the rule , requiring the focus and the triggering sonorant to 
a ,morpheme boundary (indicated by the bracket "]"). 

[ ..'.. sonor]--+ [ +voiced] I __ ] [ +cons ] 
+sonor 

rufe will thus apply to the representation [[bugat] n6] but fail to apply to pit/a, 
e n~ bracket separates the [t] and [I]. Similar juncture conditions hold in 

~an and Cracow Polish. 
the ,~s !um to the alternation in the suffixal obstruents. It is easy to see that 

• ~anation between -k6 and -g6 and between -t6 and -do is de termined by the 
Jftlcmg of_the stem-final segment: voiceless after a voiceless obstruent and voiced 

er a voiced segment (consonant or vowel). This alte rnation differs in one re
spect: While stem-final consonants underlyingly contrast in voicing. suflixal ob
struents never do. Such a stern vcrsu, aOixal asymmetry in the contrastive use 
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of a d istinctive feature is actually quite common (recall Turkish vowel harrnon . 
from section 1.5). The sutTixal alternations are accounted for with the rule in 11 <. 

( 15) [ - sono r] -" [avoi.::ed] · [a voiced) __ (feature filling) 

With the voicing alte rnations as background. let us consider the noun paradigm, 
in (16). 

(16) wud6 lutu taga duka 
wud-i lut-i rag-i duk-i 
wud-n6 lut-no tag-n6 duk-n6 
wud-g6 lut-k.6 tag-go duk-k6 
wud-d6 lu t-t6 tag-d6 duk-t6 
'tooth' 'bag ·shoe' 'salt' 

tuuze kaga yaa ra IJUli 
tuuz-i kag-i yaar-f IJUl-f 
tuuz-n6 kag-n6 yaar-n6 1JUl-n6 
tuuz-g6 kag-g6 yaar-g6 1Jul-g6 
tuuz-d6 kag-d6 yaar-d6 1JLil-d6 
'horse' 'spoon' ·arm' ' truth' 

These nouns are composed of two syllables in the isolation form.but lack their 
final vowel in the presuffixal contexts. The vowel"".0 alternation must be char· 
acterized as deletion instead of insertion. While there are languages (e.g., the 
Dravidian languages of India) that insert vowels at the e nd of words that would 
otherwise end in a consonant, such an analysis is not viable for Tangale . where 
many words end in a consonant. Furthermore, it is not possible to predict the 
quality of the vowel that alternates with .0 in (16); this is memorized information 
that must be included in the lexica l representation of the noun stem. Thus, a rule 
is needed to elide the stem-final vowel when some phonological material follows. 
This rule is expressed in (17). 

(17) V -" .0 / - ] X 

Elision is another rule that applies at a boundary; vowels that are not the final 
segment of a stem are stable in Tangale. 

Vowel elision pervades Tangale phonological structure and activates a number 
of other alternations. Comparison of forms such as wud-g6 and ltit-ko shows that 
the rule of progressive voice assimilation (15) will account for the suffixal alt_er· 
nations displayed by the data in (16). However, we must ensure that t~e v?icini 
assimilation rule applies to the representation that results from apphcatton ° 
elis ion. It is only by deletion of the stem-final vowels of wudo a nd lti111 that t~e 
suffixal consonants come to stand immediately after the root consonants. In th11 . 
case elision creates a n input to the progressive assimilation rule . The two ru_Icr, 
thus stand in a feeding relation . But as shown by hit-n6 from [lutu-n6]. ehs10°. 
s tands in the inverse, counterfeeding relation wi th respect to regressive assirn1

• 

lat ion ( 14) . Here application of elis ion c reates a potential input to sonorant ,·oicing. 
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bul the latter rule systematically fails to apply in these cases. In o ther word s, 
••counterfeed" means "fails to feed ." The derivations in ( 18) illus trate the proper 
sequencing of the rules; G denotes a consonant that is [O voiced] . 

(18) [wud6]G6 [lutu]G6 [lutu]n6 UR 
regressive voicing (1 4) 

wud G6 lut G6 lut n6 elision ( 17) 
wud g6 Jut k6 progressive voicing (15) 

The bleeding relation between a pair of rules is well illustrated using data from 
Bright's (1957) description of the American Indian language Karok. The a lter
nation between [s] and [s] evident in (19a) may be accounted for by the rule (19b) . 

(19) a. imperative ~ ~ 
pasip ni-pasip ?u-pasip 'shoot' 
kifnuk ni-kifnuk 'u-kifnuk 'stoop ' 
si:tva ni-si:tva ?u-si:tva "steal' 
suprih ni-suprih 'u-suprih 'measure' 
?aktuv ni-?aktuv ' U-'aktuv ' pluck at ' 

b. [s] -" [sl / [il _ 

c. ?axyar ni-xyar ?u-xyar 'fill' 
?iskak ni-skak ' U-skak 'jump' 

. ?uksup ni-ksup 'u-ksup 'point' 
~ ~if_ ?iksah ni-ksah ?u-ksah 'laugh ' 

·11M ~~ i~ (19c) show two additional rules: one truncates the second of two 
ess1v~ yowels, while the other helps to maintain the Karok requirement that 

,_rd-begin with a consonant by supplying vowel-initial s tems with a glottal 
ally, forins such as ni-ksup and ni-ksah show that palatalization may 

' •co~~on_ant. The required rules are stated in (20). 
,. .,l t 

) · ~- 11V ~ .0 / V _ 
ti. :ff, -" ? / # _ _ V 

· c. [sJ -" [sJ / [il (C) _ 

,,.,, ... , f 

ilenv" tion_in (21) of ?u-skak reveals a bleeding relation between truncation 
itali~F.on. The initial representation satisfies the palatalization rule s ince 

co~tams ~n [is] substring. Application of truncation removes the [i] and thus 
!1 e~ the palatalization rule of a potential input. Truncation thus bleeds pal

tion .. 

/#ni-uksup#/ 
ni-ksup 
ni-ksup 

UR 
truncation (2Oa) 
pala talization (2Ob) 

'hit in the deri~ation ~f ni-kfop (21) truncation feeds palatalization. T he underlying 
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entation does not satisfy the palatalization rule. because the vowel prr 
repres . · h ['] · 
ceding the [s] is [u], not [i] . By truncatin~ the [u]. we br'.ng ~ e I into the I'.''·' 
environment of the [s] and thus create an input to palat~hzat1on. The denn111,11 
in (21) reveal the important point that feeding and bleeding are den vatrvc nn1,.,11 
that depend on the ordering relation bel\~een the rules. Given one reprcsent:11,.,11 
ordering A before B may result in feeding; but given another, the s1<le dk:1 , 

bleeding. . . 
Finally, to illustrate·counterbleeding, let us return to the Icelandic rules ol ~1,,1 

deletion and epenthesis discussed in section 2.7. 

(22) a. nom.sg. Jyf-ur 
acc.sg. lyf 
gen.sg. lyf-s 
<lat.pl. lyfj-um 
gen.pl. lyfj-a 

' medicine ' 

b. /# lyfj-r#/ UR 
lyf-r glide deletion 
lyf-ur epenthesis 

Recall from the paradigm in (22a) that a Cj cluster loses its glide before a ~onson:1111 

or word boundary but preserves it before a vowel. The only except10n 1~ th, 
nom.sg. suffix -ur. But we argued that this suffix is underlying!y [-r] and thai_.11; 
vowel arises from epenthesis in the derivation (22b). By supplying the suffix '1111_ 

a vowel we potentially remove an input to the glide deletion process. Icelao<li, 
' . · · d b d · enthc, 1, does not in fact exercise this option, a pomt we explame Y or enng e? · 

after glide deletion. In this case th~ rules of epe?thesis and glide deletion stanJ 
in a counterbleeding relation; that 1~, one rul_e fat!s to bleed the o~her. (! %~at 

The concepts of feeding and bleedmg were mtroduced by Paul K1p~rsky . . . 1 
l
·n his early work on language change. Kiparsky had corroborated with addiuon,, 

· I t o stage, examples the important discovery of Halle (1962) that two dta eels or w . 're 
in the historical development of a language could have the same underlying f f 
resentations and the same rules, but differ simply in virtue of the ordering O 1 

'1. · f h II number <1 

rules _ a new category of linguistic change. On t~e basis o t_ e sma . enicJ 
cases known at the time, the diachronic ~hange 1_n the ordenng rela~wn t~e coun· 
to proceed from a counterfeeding to feeding relation or from a bleeding b th 

· d · 1· where o terbleeding one. Since feeding and counterbleedmg are enva 10ns 1., 
· 1 ·1· · f the ru' rules A and B apply Kiparsky conjectured that maxima ult 1zatton ° . 

' · · h. · 1 evoluuon. 
was a natural state toward which grammars would gravitate m tstonca . . . 

. . I d h II the increas1n~ Subsequent discovery of add1tt0nal rue or er c anges as we as. . ( t9?ll 
number 0 t;;phonologies described in terms of ordered rules led K1parskY_ . nJ 
to,modifYi!_he definition of the unmarked ordering relation to incl~de feed•~!! '

1
rc· 

_...._ _. ·b .- 0
~·-- - -· terbleedinn-;-I-n:ct-he--feedin"-"n<hblced1ng ordenng Id ,..,.,.., 5-='---- __ c:,-- ht hu ' 

-1?.. -·f-fith~ risesthat,-it-states a· gene~ lization t a ,k 
· - .,.~ -~- - ~ ·1 · · ·n the Kan 'tlllion.i.-= -POJO!,;:IJi .mo;;, e11s1 y seen 1 . h: 

~=-- -- - r ] f l'] d h ·e we 011c :ficlevcl--=we--never- lind t.S - a tcr I ; an w Cl . . : J 
. - - - !. . 1- I I' I instc,1 . ng to result from morpheme concatenation. we 1m s 
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By ordering palatalization after truncation (feeding). this transparent generali
zation (i.e., [s] after [i]) is maintained. An [il that comes to stand before [s] via 
tr11ncation results in palatalization: underlying [ni-uksup] emerges as ni-ksup. Had 
palatalization been or~ered before t:'-1ncation (i.e. , had it been defined _on the 
underiying representation). then an [1) that came to stand next to lsJ by virt ue of 
truncation would not induce palatalization. In this case the phonetic level would 
contain [i(C)s] substrings that would appear to violate the palatalization rule. 
Under such a counterfeeding relation, the palatalization rule would be opaque . 

Bleeding and counterbleeding induce the same trans parent versus opaque dis
tinction. The [i] that triggers Karok palatalization is always present in the phonetic 
representation. An [i] tha t is adjacent to ls) in the underlying representa tion but 
then deleted by the truncation rule does not induce palatalization. Underlying 
[?u•iskal<] is realized as '?11-skak I bleeding). not as '?11-fkak (counterbleeding). Had 
'>rl-Ikak been the correct surface form , the palatalization rule would be rendered 
opaque in the sense that the triggering [i] is not present in the surface phonet ic 
representation. 

This line of thought led to the thesis of rule tramparency: the ordering of rules 
\'Jill tend toward a relation that maximizes the transparency of the ru les involved. 
The transparency thesis had an obvious learnability implication. Transparent rules 
were considered easier to learn since all of the information needed for the for
mulation of the rule is present in the phonetic representation. Kisseberth ( 1973a) 
raised significant objections to the transparency thesis. If opaque rules are 
marked, why are they so often found in phonological struc ture? He argued that 
~ue relations can also play a functional role in helping to preserve underlying 
plionological contrasts. For example, in the case of the writer-rider contrast, the 
!lapping rule neutra lizes the underlying voicing contrast. Although opaque from 
1'e phonetic surface, application of lengthening in rider helps to signal that a 

stop follows in the underlying representation. Perhaps such clues aid in 
-overy of the underlying representation during language acquisition and 

_.: e1processing. 
"liie~upport for this point of view is provided by the rule of Canadian Raising. 

..,y Canadian English dialects, the low vowel nucleus in the [ay] and [aw] 
tliongs raises before voiceless consonants. Chambers (1 973) c ites the data in 
,!lfhis•rule is also responsible for such alternations as kn[Ay]f""kn[ay]ves and 
!f.r-,,h[aw]ses, where the root vowel alternates in response to the rule that 

'the final root consonant in the plural. 

tout 
south 
mouse 
couch 

Yofthese Canadian dialects al so have a rule neutralizing the intervocal ic lti
trtdcontrast (apparently in favor l,f Jel l instead of a nap). In these dialec ts metal 

medal are homophonous. In the 1940s Joos (194'.!) reported two dialect~ wilh 
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rev,,e:;t to the interaction between the raising and voicing neutralization proces~c, 
~,Je;:-_1 A distinguis hes writer and rider, while in dialect B they are homophonou, 
In di.elect B the rules apply in the transparent , bleeding order; in dialect A iht. 
ap~1:., in the oraque, counterbleeding fashion. 

/2/41 dialect :\ 
# rayt# /#rayd#/ /#rayt-ar#/ /#rayd-ar#/ UR 

rAyt rAytar Canadian Raising 
rAydar voicing neutralizat11•n 

dialect B 
# rayt# /#rayd#/ /#rayt-ar#/ /#rayd-ar#/ UR 

raydar voicing neutralizati1111 
rhy t Canadian Raising 

Ac.;cording to Chambers (1973), dialect B has disappeared from contempor,111 
speech, while .. dialect A is ubiquitous throughout heartland Canada ... In this''"'' 
the: rule interaction that gives rise to phonetic transparency has been eliminattJ 
in favor of op2city. The Canadian data thus suggest that there is nothing pan,.: 
ularl y unnaturd or unstable in the opaque rule interaction. (It should be nottJ 
that the very existence of dialect B has been called into question by Kaye (199lkl , 

3.3 Intermediate Representations 

The dialect difference detected by Joos suggests that grammars can differ solcl) 
in the ordering of their rules. This has naturally led to the view that the phonetic 
representation is computed from the phonological representation by an ordered 
sequence of rules with various intermediate stages. However, the examples that 
we have seen so far would be compatible with an alternative view that eliminates 
the notion of derivation by granting equal status to the phonological and the pho
netic representations. Given an ordering restriction "A precedes B," rule A could 
be interpreted as stating a generalization that holds over information in the un· 
derlying phonological representation and rule B could be viewed as stating 3 

generalization that holds over the phonetic representation. An unordered rule 
holds of both representations. These two views of rule ordering differ with res~• 
to whether or not intermediate stages need to be invoked in the phonological 
derivation. On the first view, we would not be surprised to discover situations 10 

which rule A precedes rule B while rule B must precede another rule C - inde~d. 
under this view-we would be surprised if these cases did not arise. The altemaU\'C 
claims that such cases are impossible. 

Canadian Raising furnishes crucial data bearing on this point. Like other_ va· 
rietics of English. the Canadian dialect has the rule that voices stem-final fricauv~s 
before the plural suffix in a lexically defined set of cases: wo/f-wofres. wreo~· 
wrca!O)es. Chambers (1973) reports that the root vowel in the forms in (25) · 
ternates in tandem with the voicing of the consonant. 

!11rem1ediare R epre.H'11ta1i,m.1· IOI 

(25) house [hAWS] mouth lm"w(:)J 
houses [hawzn] mouths !ma,1021 
wife [Whyf) knife !nAyf J 
wives [wayvz] knives I nay\'ZJ 

In these cases the rule voicing the stcm-iinal consonant must precede the rule 
raising the diphthongal nucleus. Thus. Canadian Ra ising cannot be formulated to 
apply solely to the underlying representations of the language. lest an unacceptable 
plural such as *w[Ay]ves be generated. But the 11Titl!r-rider di~tinction d iscussed 
earlier shows that the rule cannot be defined exclusively on the phone tic repre
sentation either. instead, it must operate at a point in the grammar that lies be
tween these two different voicing rules. 

Another example requi ring reference to intermediate stages of representa tion 
~omes from Kiamu (Marshad 1982). a Bantu language of Kenya. The verbal pa r
adigms in (26a) show that the high vowels of the infin itive prefi x ku-. the object 
prefix i-, and the agentive mu- devocalize by the process in /266). Additional ru les 
convert the agentive [mu-] to syllabic [rp-1 through syncope of [u] before a con
sopant and syllabification of the resultan t consonant clus ter: [mu + tunda] -. 
(m+tunda]-> [rp+tunda] . Fina lly. [wo] simplifies to [o] via absorption of the 
glide: [ku + oweka] -> [kw + oweka]-> [k + oweka]. 

(26) a. infinitive 
kutunda 
kubana 
kuzaiia 
kufunua 

infinitive-•it• 
kuitunda 
kuibana 
kuizaiia 
kuifunua 

kuvaa kuivaa 
' kwanqika kuyanqika 

. kweneza kuyeneza 
• · tl kuunda kuiunda 

1 kuiza· kuiiza 
koweka kuyoweka 

[i,u] -> [y,w] / _ V 
[ - high] 

agentive 
rptunda •pick' 
rpbana ·squeeze 
rpzaiia ·spell' 
rpfunua ·open' 
rrivaa ' wear' 
mwanQika ·write' 
mwcneza 'spread' 
muunda ' model' 
muiza 'refuse ' 
moweka ·soak' 

1th the devocalization rule as background , consider the nominal paradigms 

s 3 (sg.) 
mba 
0 

biringani 
wavuli 

class 4 (pl.) 
migomba 
miraso 
mibiringani 
iiavuli 
iiezi 
iiosi 
miuwa 
mi i 

'banana plant ' 
·small goat ' 
'eggplant' 
' umbrella' 
' month ' 
'smoke' 
'Oowering plant . 
'town· 
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class 7 (sg.) class 8 (pl.J 
kiti ziti 'chair' 
kibuzi zibuzi 'smaU goat' 
kisu zisu 'knife' 
cango zango ' cloth hanger' 
cembe zembe 'arrow' 
cowa zpwa 'ringworm 
kiuno ziuno 'waist' 
kiini ziini ' egg yolk' 

W that the prefixes [mi-] and [ki-] alternate with [ri-] and [~-], respec1i,·r J, . 
Th: se:latal alternants occur when the stem begins with a ?onh1gh vowel. S111cr 

h. _P · ely the context in which devocalization turns [1] to [y], and since I, ! t 1s 1s prec1s K" h h J, h 
· h · r palatalizer it is natural to postulate that 1amu as t e ru c:s s o,, ,, 15 

\ 2~!';:i~:red after de~ocalization. A final rule (28b) dele~ing p~stconsonanl;,I 
]:d completes the derivations of such forms as i':-ango and n-avult (28c). 

(28) a. [ml-> [ri] I - [y] 
[kl-> [cl I - [y] 

b. [y] -> £11 C -

c. /#ki-ango#/ 
ky-ango 
cy-ango 
c-ango 

/#mi-avuli#/ 
my-avuli 
riy-avuli 
ri-avuli 

UR 
devocalization (26b) 
palatalization (28a) 
jod deletion (28b) 

If palatalization is not activated by the output of devocalization and we aredin~teat.l 
re uired to define the environments for the rules_ i~ (28a,b) on th~ un er Y1

1
:! 

q 1 1· then we will have to recompute ms1de the palatal1zat10n ru · 
represen a 10n, . F h [ J- [fi] alter-
themselves precisely the contexts _in which [y] appears. or t e m -
nation' the rule in (29) will do the Job. 

(29) [ml -> [nl / - i V 
[ - high] 

• 9) · · d uate on H ·1 should be clear that a grammar incorporatmg (2 1s ma eq . 
owever, 1 . . 1 - - f h that rcpeab 

both descriptive and theoretical grounds. Descnpllve y' it ~s a pas IC e the in-
the environment of devocalization. When one phonolog1cal rut~ re_Peats plex _ 
formation contained in another rule - especially if _the _inf~rma~10n I~ co; Theo
one immediately suspects that a descriptive gene~ahzation 1s ~mg misse ~ ua~e 
retically, it is unlikely that a rule su9~ as_(29]_ ~di be found m ~nothe:i1:tatzi~g 
unless like Kiamu that language hasgm a~o~~~-~ul~--~en~rat~~~ a Pntly whik 
element (such as [y]) in the same co'htexf ;-·_\:°'~t~_!e_ t _e pomt I _er~ .'ural a 
palatalization before a high front vocalic ,element sue~ as [y~ or l•J_ 1f __ na, t s~c

·palatalization rule such as (29) that looks beyond the immediately ,1c~,1cen · 
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ment to the following vocalic context is not na tural. .-\ theory tha t st rives for 
natural rules would not consider (29) a potentia l member of the grammar. 

Thus, the palatalization rules must be defined on the oulput of de vocalization. 
But note that the triggering glide does not appear on the phonetic surface . It is 
deleted by a rule such as (28b) - a rule that clearly must follow palata li zation. 
Jointly, the ordering restrictions "palatalization precedes glide deletion" and 
"devocalization precedes palatalization" furnish the two premises of the syllo
gism tha t implies an intermediate level ofrepresentation. The Kiamu palatalizat ion 
rules cruciaUy refer to information (the [k + y] and (m + y] strings) tha1 appears 
neither in the underlying nor in the surface representation. An intermedia te stage 
must be computed. 

Before concluding this discussion, we should note that the arguments from 
Canadian Raising and Kiamu palatalization for intermediate representations a re 
not as strong as they might at first appear. For the latter. we might view Kiamu 
iiavu/i as arising from [my-avuli] through a merger of the palatal point of a rtic
ulation of the [y] with the preceding nasal. If so, then in a sense still to be made 
precise (see section 4.3), the palatal glide is still present in the surface represen
tation - it is inside the nasal (ri]. Thus, appeal to an intermediate stage may not 
be required in this case. As for the Canadian English example , the voicing rule 
operative in the plural w(Ay]ves differs in two important respects from the one 

t involved in writer. First, it applies to a lexically restricted class of stems; second, 
it is triggered by a limited set of suffixes (e.g. , roof. rooves, but roofing ). The 

_voicing of intervocalic [t) takes place regardless of the lexical and the grammatical 
,context. When we consider the theor y of Lexical Phonology in chapter 5, we will 
see that the sequencing of the plural voicing rule and Canadian Raising can be 
predicted from the architecture of the grammar as a whole and thus may not have 
to, be stipulated separately for this pair of rules. In general, more enriched rep
e'sentations and a more articulated conception of the grammar's inte rnal archi

ture have taken over much of the explanatory burden that was borne by the 
. sin earlier generative analyses. For example, Goldsmith (1990) sketches a 
!i.'onological model with just three levels of representation. corresponding very 
ilghly to the morphophonemic, phonemic, and phonetic levels of American 

Structuralism. It remains to be seen whether the more complex cases of ordered 
les can be naturally expressed in these more restrictive models without loss of 

~escriptive generalization. See Bromberger and Halle 1989 and Goldsmith 1993 
or•further discussion. 
JJ 

Multiple Alternation 

e preceding sections have illustrated the analysis of a lterna tions - a primary 
~ource of evidence for phonological rules. Given that [x] alternates with [y], the 
decision whether [x] or [y] underlies the alternation is in general resolved by appeal 
lo, the criteria of predictability and the naturalness of the corresponding rules -
eflections of a more general criterion of simplic ity. We have seen !hat it is not 

Uncommon for a given morpheme to participate in several alternalio ns simul-
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taneously. In most of the e xamples of such multiple alternation examined , 0 Li, 
the morpheme alternant containing the underlying segment for one altcrn;,ti1111 

has also contained the unde rl ying segment for the other a lternations . For examrlv 
the Polish s tem for ·cart' ms (sg. I. 1·0:i (pl.) manifests both the [o]= [u] altcrn;,1;,,11 
and the final devoicing alternation . Earl ie r discussion (section 2.7) ind icated tit,: 
[o] underlie s the first alternation and voiced [z] the second. The result or th,,,· 
two analytic steps is the ~nderlying representation [voz]. And in fact it is prc, i,d, 
this representation that surfaces in the plural. S imilarly. the Serbo-Croatian strn, 
o/.:ni[?ao participates in the [a]=.0 and the [l]=[o) alternations: we have seen th;i• 
the [a] is best treated as inserted and the [o] as derived from [I) . a nd thu, th.,: 
the underlying form is [okrugl]. But this representation is ide ntical to the forl\t " ' 
the ste m that surfaces in the feminine okmgl-a. These examples rathe r natur:i! I, 
lead to the following conjecture . 

130) The segments underlying a lexical item with multiple a lternants will emcr~r 
simul taneously in at least one of the item's phonetic realizations - the h,w, 
altemllnt. 

If true, this conjecture simplifies the task of arri ving at the underlying reprcsrn 
tation - an obviously welcome result. For example, given that o/.:rugao ex hihi1' 
two alternations, there are four poss ible choices among the (a)=.0 and [l]= lo l 
terms with respect to the appropriate underlying form. But the stem has only twt> 
paradigmatic alternants: [okrugao] and [okrugi). Given (30), only two analyti, 
options need to be considered. In more complex cases. the doctrine of the basi, 
alternant would do more work for us . 

However, if we accept the general approach to phonological structure devel
oped so far, we should be suspicious of a condition such as (30). On this approach. 
the underlying representation depends solely on the simplicity and the naturalncs, 
of the corresponding rules. It would be quite surprising if application of the pho
nological rules were suspended to respect such a condition. To see this point. 
consider the reduction of unstressed vowels in English_ Disyllabic stems such as 
atom ([re)l[a]m), atomic ([;i]t[6]mic) or metal (m[t:]t[:i]I), metallic (m[:i] t[re]lic ) 
show an unstressed vowel in each of their alte rnants and he nce a lways contain 
an ambiguous schwa _ In o rde r to respect the basic alternant thesis, vowel re
duction would have to be suspended in one of the alternants. No such suspensil1n 
is found in English - nor is it typically found in other la nguages that reduce vowels. 
It would complicate the simple, general rule "reduce unstressed vowels." But 
what about cases in which the multiple alternation is the product of two (or morel 
disti nct rules? In this case, might one rule be held off in order to satisfy (30)? In 
this section we will examine a few cases bearing on this question. 

3.4. l The Basic AllernaT1t: A CouT1terexample 

Our fi rst example comes from Chukchee, a language of Eastern Siberia (Krause 
1979, Kenstowicz 1979, 1986a). The data in (3 1) show nouns in the absolute sin
gu la r and plural as well as the ergative case. The noun s tems in LI I a) end in a 
coronal consonant: those in (3 1 b) end undc rl yingly in a vowel. 
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(31) abs. sg. abs.pl. erg. 
a . el)er el)er-t i e l)er-e s tar 

tintin tin tin-ti t int in-e ice 
uul uul-ti uul-e ·c hisel · 
ococ ococ- te ococ-a ' leader" 
q?awal q?a wal-te q?awal-a co1 ner 

b. Qileq oileqe-t oileqe-te ·match · 
milur milute-t milute-te 'rabbit' 
aj kol ajkola-t ajkola-ta 'bed· 
uqqem uqqeme-t uqqeme-te 'dish· 
uwequc uwequci-t uwequci-te 'husband· 

The contrast between consonant-final and vowel-fina l stems is crucial for the 
allomorphy exhibited by the ergative suffix. which loses its in itial consonant after 
aste~ending in a consonant. (All?morphy is a n alternation exhibited by a lexically 
rtstncted class of elements. While the class of items undergoing a rule of allo
morp~y is lexically restricted, the context can often be defined in general pho
nological terms. For example, the indefinite llll has the allomorph a before a 
consonant: an apple vs. a pear.) This rule is stated informally in (32). 

(32) [te] -• [e] /CJ _ 

~ fin~ vowel of the stem is systematicall y missing in the absolute singular, 
~estmg the apocope rule (33). (Apocope refers to the deletion of word-final 
vowels.) 

_apocope rule also appears to delete the vowel of the plural suffix in (3 1b); 
1t,~u~t be prevented from applying to plurals from (3 Ia) such as e1Jer-ti. Since 

.. C~ukchee word may e nd in a consonant cluster, we might propose that ap
hon of the rule is blocked if it would create an illicit word-final consonant 

l:llist~r. While attractive, this hypothesis runs afoul of the data in (34) , where the 
a.L. el' of the plural suffix does de le te. However, the language still satisfies the 
-'<>n final consonant clusters by inserting schwa. 

abs.pl. ~ 
r?ew-:it r?ew-e 'wha le' 

wejem wejem-:it wejem-e ' river ' 
watap watap-:it watap-a 'moss' 
tig tig-;it tig-e 'ski' 
rileq rileq-at rileq-e 'spine ' 

Noti~e that the s tems in (3 la) all e nd in a coronal consonant while those in (34) 
: 

10 noncoronals. We thus assume that the apocopc process is blocked when 
final vowel is preceded by a cluster of coronal consonants. Otherw ise. it 
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applies generally. (The vowel of the ergative suffix must be ~xempted from .,
11
., 

I fact all inflectional case suffixes systematicall y fail to apocopatc: ,cc-cope. n • . ,. d b h 
Krause 1979 for d iscussion.) The ban on final clusters 1s en,o rce y t e epcnth~, ,, 
rule stated in (35). 

(35) fJ ...... (;,] / C _ C# 

T he word 11·ejem-a1 'rivers' thus receives the de ri vation in (36). 

(36) /#wejem-ti# / 
wejem-t 
wejem-;it 

UR 
apocope (33) 
epenthesis ( 35) 

In sum. we assume the rules in /321. (33), and (35) with the restrictions that 1.n, 
does not affect case suffixes and tha t it fai ls to apply after a cluster of coron;tl 
consonants. . · 

With this analysis as background. conside r the nouns m (37). 

(37) abs.sg. abs.pl. 
im;it imti-t 
ebk ekke-t 
ce1J;il cenle-t 
IOl);J) lonla-t 

erg. 
imti-te 
ekke-te 
cenle-te 
Ionia-ta 

' load ' 
'son' 
'box' 
'walrus fat ' 

wil);ir winri-t winri-te 'hoe' 

These stems end in a n underlying VCCV sequence. Be i~g vowel-final: they va~~~'~\ 
the consona nt of the e rgative suffix [-te ] to escape deletion and pe rmit the _ the 
f the plural suffix [-ti] to apocopate without creating a cluste r. However. in 

~bsolute singular, deletion of the final vowel of the stem _do_es lead to_ a consona: ; 
I ste r which is broken by schwa . The point we are bmldmg up to 1s the prop 

~:derl;ing representation for the forms in (37) tha~ sho~ the [IJ]= _[n] al;erna~~~~h 
There are three reasons to suppose that [IJ] underlies this altema~10n. ':~~ vcn 
this underlying representation, the change to [n] can be ~haracte~zef a_s f th~ 
natural process of nasal assimilation of the coronal pomt of ~rt,cu ati~n ~ tion 
following consonant. Second, a rule assimila~ing [IJ] to the pomt of a~::a~ion, 
of a following consonant is needed anyway m Chukchee for ~ther t ~hukchcc. 
not discussed he re. Finally, on grounds internal to the _descnpt10_n o a ocopc 
if [n] were to underlie the alternation, then we would fail to explam why 

I 
P ter of 

applies to [cenle] , since the deleting vowel would be preceded by a c us 
Coronal consonants which otherwise inhibit the loss of final vowels. . ·ire 

' h d I · presentations ' There is thus good reason to believe tha t t e un er ymg r~ rfacc 
[ce1Jle], [wil)ri], a nd [lol)la]. But not ice that these representa tions ne::~a~u nasal 
directly in Chukc hee. If the final vowel fails to a po_copate, the n the oes delete. 
obligatorily assimilates to the following coronal. And tf the fi_na l vowe~~erlving (QI 
then an inorganic schwa breaks up the final c(uste ~, allowing the u · 
to surface. The derivations in (38) illustrate this pomt. 

(38) /#ce1Jle#/ 
inappl. 
CCI)! 

cel);il 
inappl. 
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/#cel) le-ti#/ 
inappl. 
celJle-t 
inappl. 
cenle-t 

/#cel)le-te#/ 
inappl. 
inappl. 
inappl. 
cenle-te 

UR 
allomorphy (32) 
apocope (33) 

epenthesis (35 ) 
!/·assimilation 
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A theory that analyzes a lternations in terms of phonological natural ness and plau
sibility thus treats [ IJ] as underlying and the schwa as inserted in the 
[cel);il]= [cenle] multiple a lternation. These analyses are reached independently 
of each other. The result is that sometimes an underlying re presentation takes 
shape that never surfaces directly. This leads to complexity and abst ractness a nd 
thus is undesirable if one believes that the phonological structure is induced from 
the phonetic surface by general analytic procedures. From such a viewpoint, a 
requirement that the underlying representation be identical wi th one of its a lte r
oants makes sense as a way of limiting the hypothesis space. But if unde rlying 
representations are selected in order to simplify the individual rules and re pre
sentations of the gramma r, then the fact that this representation never su rfaces 
directly should come as no particular surprise. 

3~4.2 Abstract Underlying Representations 

In this section we examine data from the Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts, an A mer
bn Indian language of California, that bear directly on the thesis of the basic 
il~ mant. These data have played a promine nt role in generative phonology, where 
lhey~were discussed firs t by Kuroda (1967), later by Kisseberth (1969) and Ken
stowicz and Kisseberth (1977, 1979), and then by Archa ngeli (1984, 1991). All 

e' writers have relied on the original description of the language by S ta nley ~man (1944). 

l'ihown in (39), five short vowels and three long vowels a re found in Yaw
) ' phonetic representations. (Our discussion abstracts away from a general 

th'at con~ts the diphthongs [iy] and [uw] to [i:] and [u:] in closed syllables; 
·Ke"listowicz and Kisseberth 1979 for details.) 
'j ., 

short vowels 
' f i u 
'i (e)· o 
11 a 

long vowels 

e: o: 
a : 

'hort nonhigh front vowel is shown in parentheses because it is a predic table 
· · t of the underlying long [e:] and arises from a vowe l-shorte ning process to 
discussed momentarily. n,, 
welmani: Some Basic Rules 

e Voealic alternations pervade Ya welmani phonological structure: vowel har-
• ny, vowel shortening, a nd epenthesis. We will look at each in turn. T he rar
llms in (40) illustrate the fac t tha t virtua ll y all suffixes exhibit two variants as 
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I Suffixes such as the nonfuture [h,n 
. r ·ti,in of the rounding of the ro~l vol:e . l and [mu) when the preceding root 
,, u11~ . . l ·1 have the alternants u~ . l 11 d [xa) have the 
aml gerund,, e mt . . ti participative suffixes a an 

. l ) hile the dub1tat1ve an 
con_tams u · w [xol when an {ol precedes. 
variants {oil and 

)(at-mi xat-al xat-xa 
(40) xat-hin I · xa 

bok-1]1i dub-a g,y-. 
bok-hin d b xa xii-mi xii-al u ·. 
xil-hin ,,0?.ol bok-xo 

b h dub-mu " h. 
du . un . . I . [dub) ' lead by hand' ' [giy) ·touc . 
[xat) ·eat', Lbok1 ·find', {>.111 tang e . 

[ko?) ·throw' d] 
. f vowel harmony that extends l + roun 

The most natural analysis posits a rte oh the two vowels have the same value 
f m one vowel to the next , but on y w en 

(o~ the feature [high). 

(41) V / 
V Co--

[ahigh] -+ l + round) r ahigh 1 
L + roood _ 

ffi (the indirect [sit) and nonfuture [h1nl) 
. (42 ) hows two su ,xes • 

The paradigm m a s wel in wl-s111-l111n 'burns for 
harmonizing to the root vo 

(42) a. max-sit-hin 
ko?-sit-hin 

b. bok-ko 
bok-sit-ka 

tul-sut-hun kl •fi d ' 
, • [ko?J "throw' • [tull 'burn.• [bo m 

[max) procure , fli 
. . fthis multiple harmony. Either each ~u ,x 

'There are two possible _mterpretatto:~;el or the harmony is broken dow~ mto a 
ftlfrmonizes directly with the roo~ h ges the suffix [sit} to (sut}, which then 
Hries of steps such that the ~oot irs~; ::xt suffix {hin}. The paradigm in (~2b) 
ft, turn passes on the rounding. to t H e the imperative suffix (ka} harmonizes 
•upports the second interpretation. erh oot {bok}. But when {sit} intervenes, 
(U [ko} when immediately preceded byt; {~~)- This point is explained i~ harmony 
(~~ imperative suffix may n~t change . vowel. Since [sit] has a high vowel , 
ff determined by the im~ed1ately precedm; is not satisfied in [bok-sit-ka]. B_ut 
l"IJ "same-height" r~quu~ment o~ :~:~;{,t vowel, then we incorrectly predict 
'(; ltll vowels harmonize directly wit. ·n vowels should not matter. 
t bok-sit-ko. since the nature o~ th~ mt:e~~e~ation in length exhibited by the 

A vowel-shortening rule un er ,es e 

ll@tns in (43a). 

(.tJJ a. ~ 
wo:n-en 
do:s-en 
la:n-en 
me:k-en 

dubitative 
wo:n-ol 
do:s-ol 
la:n-al 
me:k-al 

b. V: ->V /_ CC 

imperative 
won-k~ 
dos-l<o 
lan-ka 
mek-ka 

non future 
won-hin 
dos-hin 
lan-hin 
mek-hin 

'hide· 
' report' 
' hear' 
'swallow· 
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The root vowel i; long when the sufti\ begins with a vm,el. but is ,y,1ema1ically 
shortened when :he ,uffix begins "ith a con,onan1. The,c root, contrast with 
those in 140) , wh1~ h have a constant CVC shape. By the logic of avoiding lexical 
exceptions. we mu, t posit the CV:C shape a, basic for 14~1 and invoke a rule to 
shorten a long , ''" el when two con, unants fo llow. Choice of the ,hon-vowel 
alternant CVC as underlying would fai l to distinguish thb ch"~ or roots from the 
nonalternating r°''tS of (40) and thu, would require a di\·i\ion of the roob into 
two arbitrary lexi-:al classes. No such di, ision is necessar) if the CV:C a l1e rnan1 
is under!) ing. The required shorteni ng rule i, ~lated in (43b). Shortening vowels 
before two consor:ants is a very common process. Indeed . as \\'e \\ ill see later. 
it is what ullimatel) underlies the vowel quality a lte rna tion in English deep vs. 
dep-tli. 

Finally. epenthe;is underlies the li] ==.0' a lternation found in the verbs of (44). 

(44) future dubitative serundive nonfuture 
pa?t-en pa?t-al pa?it-mi pa?it-hin •fight' 
lihm-en lihm-al lihim-mi lihim-hin ·run 
logw-en log\\'·Ol logiw-mi logiw-hin 'pulverize· 
?ugn-on ?ugn-al ?ugun-mu ?ugun-hun ' drink ' 

These stems show the shape CVCC before vowel-initial suffixes but CVCiC before 
consonant-initial ones. While we could posit a rule of syncope tha t converts 
CVCVC-V to CVCC-V. we will treat the vowel as inserted instead. The reasoning 
behind this move is as follows. We have seen that suffixes contrast for vowel 
height. lfCVCVC were the underlying shape, we would. other things being equal, 
expect to find stems whose second vowel is nonhigh ([o] or [a] depending on the 
rounding of the first vowel). However. such disyllabic stems are systema tica lly 
missing. This gap is explained if we say that underlyingly Yawelmani stems are 
essentiall y monosyllabic and thus allow just one vowel phoneme. The CYCVC 
shape arises from a rule of epenthesis inserting an {ii in the context C __ CC 
in order to break up clusters of three consonants. In this respect, Yawelmani 
resembles many other languages that avoid clusters of three successive conso
nants. If we accept this interpretation of the [i) ==.0' alternation, then the epenthesis 
rule must be ordered before harmony, because the epenthetic vowel harmonizes 
when preceded by a [u]. ~ug1111-l11111 thus receives the derivation in (45a). 

(45) a. /#?ugn-hin#/ 
?ugin-hin 
?ugun-hun 

b . /#logw-xa#/ 
logiw-xa 

UR 
epenthesis 
harmony (41 ) 

By ordering epenthesis before harmony. we make an interesting prediction 
about the pronuncia tion of a CoCC stem plus a consonant-initial suffix containing 
a nonhigh vowel. If epenthesis precedes harmony, and if ha rmony is dependent 
on the immediately preceding vowel. then [Cal suffixes should fai l to harmonize 
when added lo {CoCCI roots. because the intervening epenthetic vowel will have 
the opposite value for the feature [high I. This prediction is confirmed by a form 
such as logiw-xa 'let'$ pulvcri:re·. It receives the derivation in (45h) in which 
epenthesis bleeds harmony. 
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We have not yet determined the ordering relation between epenthesis and vowel 
shortening. The da ta in (46) furnish the needed evidence. 

(46) dubitative 
sonl-ol 
?aml-al 
moyn-ol 
salk-al 

gerundive/ 
nonfuture 
so:nil-mi 
?a:mil-hin 
mci: yi n-mi 
sa:lik-hin 

'put on the back· 
' help· 
'get tired· 
·wake up· 

These stems partic ipate in each of the three Yawelmani a lternat ions we have 
discussed. When they contain a round vowel. they initiate harmony. They also 
show the alternation between long and short vowels: a long vowel appears when 
just a single consonant follows. while the corresponding short vowel occurs before 
two consonants . Finally, these stems participa te in the [i]::.0 a lternation: the 
CVCC shape appears when the suffix begins with a vowel, while the CY:CiC 
alternant arises when the suffix begins with a consonant. We argued earlier that 
the long vowel underlies the long-short a lternation, and that .0 must underl ie the 
[i)= .0 alternation. Consequently, the most natural underlying representations have 
the canonical shape [CV:CC]. We obtain the correct derivations with the rules 
already at our disposal by simply ordering epenthesis prior to shortening. (47) 
shows how sonl-ol and so:nil-hin are derived. 

(47) /#so:nl-al# / 

so:nl-ol 
sonl-ol 

/#so:nl-hin #/ 
so:nil-hin 

UR 
epenthesis 
harmony (41) 
shortening (43b) 

Epenthesis bleeds the shortening rule by breaking up the [V:CCC) string into 
[V:CiCCJ. 

This analysis is precluded by a theory requiring that the underlying represen
tation be identical with one of its surface altemants. The postulated [CV:CC) 
shape never emerges directly. When followed by a vowel-initial suffix, the long 
vowel shortens to yield CVCC. But when a consonant-initial suffix follows, the 
epenthetic vowel is inserted. In order to satisfy the thesis of the hasic altemant 
(30), either CVCC or CV:CiC would have to be postulated as underlying. But 
either of these representations is a serious compromise that leads to a loss of 
generalization. If we start with CVCC, then the rule generating the long vowel 
will have many lexical exceptions: all the stems like those in (40) with a constant 
short vowel. If CV:CiC is basic, then a rule of syncope is needed to delete [i) in 
the set of contexts that exactly complement the range of environments where 
another rule inserts [i]. A grammar that seeks simple rules and simple represen
tations must postulate [CV:CC) - in direct violation of the basic alternant re
quirement. 

The Yawelmani data and the parallel example from Chukchee suggest that the 
"basic altemant" conjecture is too strong. We must allow the underlying rep· 
resentation to be pieced together on the basis of an independent analysis of each 
of the alternations it partic ipates in . 
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Absolute Neutralization 

A weaker constra int - but one that is compat ible with all of the d· t· d ' 
so far - is stated in (48). It simply requires that each seement in t:e aun•;;~s~ed 
representation emerge in some phonetic alte rnant. - r ymg 

(48) Each segme~t in the underlying representation must appea . h 
net1c real1zat1on of the morpheme. r 1n some p o-

(48) is a_ corollary to the procedure tha t resolves any alternation [x] ==[y] .· h . 
underlying [x] or an u d I · [ ] 1 . . '' 11 an 
1 . Ji . . n er ymg Y • t proh1b1ts positing some [z] that is pho 
og1c~ y distinct from both [x] and [y) as underlying the a lte rnation Howev no

convmcmg case can _be made for prec isely this state of affai rs in. Yaw e_r, _a 
Reca! l that under our interpretation of the vowel harmony. the [o] ofa t elma~1. 
nonh1gh suffixal vowels but leaves high suffixal vowels unchanged ~h~~ ro,u n s 
numhber of roots b_ehave this way, an equally large number do noi. Ex:~p\:::rgoef 
eac type appear m (49). 

(49) do:s-ol sonl-ol co:m-al wo?y-al 
dos-hin so:nil-hin com-hun wo:?uy-hun 

[do:s] ' report'. [so:nl] 'pack on the back'' [co:m] "destro . l ·? ] 
asleep ' Y , wo. Y 'fall 

~~=;•!:~;~;;~•t~~
0

~ 1~
0~:l a~~~wo:?y] a~e not simply exceptions to harmony. 

vowel. A key to understandi!g thi;s:~~,~~fn~yb::aev~~~~i!~f x contains a h!gh 
that such irregular roots are drawn exclusively from the CV·C na~~e ;t~~~at1on 
shapes: They do not populate the CVC or CVCC classes R~call th . roo~ 
vowel m~entory'. ~hich is repeated in slightly altered for~ in (50) T~ Yawelntnt 
phonolog1cally d1stmct short vowels and four phonologica lly d ' r . t I ere are our 
[e:], [a:], and the two kinds of [o:]. is me ong vowels: 

(50) short vowels long vowels 
u 
o e: o:, o:* 
a a: 

Suppose that the irregular [o:*] derives from [u·] Two · d' F' · • 1mme 1ate consequences 
ensue. 1rst, _we are able to explain why this vowel harmonizes high suffixal 
~owels and fails to harmonize nonhigh ones. At the point where h · 
ti bears the feature [ + high]. Second, the inventory of vowels a~;c:n;ea;phes, 
sy~etric. It now contains long and short vowels for each of the three back v:::~ 
q[ ~all fi1hes. [I-~]fact, we _can ~ ake the system completely symmetric if we also derive 
e. rom 1. , as depicted m (51a). 

(51) a. u i: u: 

L ! 
o e: o:•. o: 
a a: 

b. V:- 1- highl 
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. ,-· ·s a rule that lowers the long high vowels. which is 
A .:orollary of this ana.l) , 1s I f b I t 1 •111ra/iza1ion. It merges the contrast 

b) Th. ·s a ru leo a soue i t b d . · · hed statcJ in (51 . . is i_ . in all environme nts and is thus to e istingu1s. 
t,l•twccn underlying [u.] a

nd 
[o.] 1 1. ,·-a,ion rules that merge phonolog1cal 

f T ·onter1•w neu ,a 1- · 11 th rr,,m the more a mi iar c. • • th Yawelmani cont rast m vowe eng 
. I environments (e.g., e 1· 1· e .-.,mr.1sts in part1cu ar 

1 
. ·) Rules of absolute neutra 1za 10n ar 

b r consonant c us te1 . d d I f is 11<·utralized e,ore a . • lly not postulated unless a goo ea 
0 

do,·ript ively controversial and are typ1ca t ed It turns out that in addition to 
hn,•u:ige-internal motivation can be _mus ler o.wel h·1rmony the postulated long 
' """ · - · d ble excepllons o v ' ' . · I 
nrb ining the pe_cuhar ou f ther peculiarities in Yawelmam phonolog1ca 
hi~h vowels elucidate a nu,~b:~ ~it~onal pieces of suppo rting evidence. 
stru.:ture. Let us look at t o I of underlying disyllabic roots of the shape 

First. the _language has a c a~~ur distinct vowel qualities , _we expect, other 
l ' \"CV:C. Given that there are Of course other things are not equal. 

I · t en possible patterns. • r • 
things being equa 'six e . , But even when the harmo ny ,actor IS 

sin.:~ the language has roun~1_n~ halrlmbolenyli) to combine with [a:] or initial [a) to 
·11 expec• imlla1-sy a l are r,·m,wed, we w1 · . (52) show onl y four root pat erns 

,·,,mhine with [i:]. ln fact. as thecdatad iCn Co·C· Fu~thermore, note that CuCo:C 
. . C-Ce ·C CoCo: 'an " . . 

:~~~1~~;~.f;~~~la:ly': with respect to vowel ha rmony. 

. yawa:1-al yawal-hin , <--:,) axa·t al paxat-hin .b h. 
, .• - P · · · hibe:y-al hi ey- m hiwe:t-al hiwet-hin h. 

. h. yolo:w-ol yolow- in 
?opo.t-ol ?opot- m . -al tunoy-hun 

d ·k-al sudok-hun tuno.y 

su o . . • lk' [?opo·t] 'arise from bed'' [sudo:k] ' re-
[paxa:t] 'mourn'' [h1we:t) w[h\ : J ' bring water', [yo lo:w) 'assemble', 
move', [yawa:I] ' follow ' I e.y 
[tuno:y J 'scorch ' 

' ... I " [ . ) derive from underlying high vowels, ':'1e see 
Gt~.n that [e:] and irregu ar o. II I CaCa ·C and CoCo:C in repeating the 
t~ Ci<:;e:C an~ C1!Co:C roots ie~a ~ewman ( 1944) calls these "echo" verbs.) 
~'\1\loe vowe l quality m bo

th 
syllab · \ t d C"Ci·C and CuCu:C roots into the 

V1:11wel lowering transforms thee pistu a \his' ru.le is essential to capture the 
~~.:e CiCe:C and CuCo: . s apes. 

'~ing" pattern !hat~~::~:! ~ee~er;~~:~· after vowel harmony' because '.he 
'tl\c vowel-lo':"enng __ k" d f [ ·]·sour primary reason for postulating 

. ~nic behavior of th~ two m s o o. I before shortening, however, because 
,.__ l~difference. The l~wenng rule must apiol:e a consonant cluster. Vowe l lowering 

\\~\he [ - high] quahty that sbehodw sfiup ~e an intermediate level of representatio n. 
~\~another rule that must e i_ne on . 
'\:~ derivations in (53) illustrate this analysis. 

/#hiwi:t-hin#/ 
inappl. 
hiwe:t-hin 
hiwet-hin 

/#sudu:k-hin#/ /#yowo:1-al#/ 
sudu:k-hun yowo:1-ol 
sudo:k-hun inappl. 
sudok-hun inappl. 

UR 
harmo ny (41) 
lowering (5 1b) 
shorten ing (43) 

\"" ,it her evidence t at suppo . h rts the long high vowels comes from variou~ ru les 
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of Yawe lmani morphology that assign different canonical shapes to the s tem. If 
a roo t with a basic long high vowel is assigned to a canon calling for a short vowel, 
then the postulated [+high) feature emerges. As a brief illustration of one such 
case, conside r the deverbal nouns in (54). 

(54) underlyinjl root verbal noun 
{bo:k) bo k 'find' 
[logw] logiw 'pul verize· 
[mo:yn) moyin ·get tired' 
[?i:dl) ?idil 'gets hungry [wu:?y] wu?uy 'falls as leep· 

Deverbal nouns a re formed by shortening the verb's root ,·owel (if lo ng). For 
example, [bo:k] 'find' has the nominal bok. Underlying [logw] 'pulverize' nom
inalizes as logiw by virtue of epenthesis breaking up a final consonant clus ter. 
The neutralizatio n of length is illustrated by the root [mo:yn] ·get tired'. Its nom
inal form is moyin . This morphological shortening applies before vowel lowering 
and thus allows the underlying [+ high) postulated for the roots in "?e:dil-hin 'gets 
hungry' and wo:"?uy-hun 'falls asleep' to emerge phone tically. The fact tha t the 
[o:] of wo:"?11y-h1111 •falls asleep' alternates with nominal (u] while the [o:] of 
mo:yin-hi11 'gets tired ' does not is automatically explained by deriving the former 
from an underlying [u:]. 

Given the vowel-lo wering rule , the distinctive features composing the [u:] never 
emerge as a phone tic ensemble. The lowering rule changes the [+high] specifi
cation to [ - high] in the contex t of length. As we have jus t seen, sometimes the 
morphology may s horten the vowel, allowing [ +high] to surface - but, crucia lly, 
only in the absence of [ + lo ng]. Thus, for at least some roots, we can see both 
facets of the postulated long high vowels. But because of the vowel-lowering rule, 
they can never be seen simultaneously. 

A s imilar state of affairs exis ts in o ther languages. For example, E nglish has 
many alternations between the diphthong [ay] and the hig h lax vowel [1]: for 
example,five, divine [ay] vs. fif-th , divin-ity [t). As we will see later (section 5.1), 
these vowels derive from an underlying lo ng [i:). Shortening rules, some com
pletely analogous to the Yawelma ni shortening before two consona nts, produce 
(1]. When [i:} is not shortened, it undergoes the so-called Vowe l Shift rule, which 
transforms it into the diphthong [ay]. Thus, just as in Yawelmani, the underlying 
vowel quality of [fi :v] ' five' is revealed in the short vowel alterna ntf11}jih, while 
the underlying quantity is realized (obliquely) in the diphtho ngflay]ve. But be
cause of the Vowel S hift rule, the length and quality features never surface to
gether. Since well-mo tivated examples of this kind are found in severa l lang uages, 
we must abandon conjecture (48) and allow ourselves the freedom to postula te 
that a distinct [z) unde rlies an [xl= (y] alternation when the evidence warran ts. 

In view of these examples we might weaken (48) to (55). 

(55) Each distinctive feature in the underlying representation must e merge in at 
least one phone tic realization of the morpheme. 
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While this constraint permits the long high vowels to be posited for the Yawelmani 
material considered so far, there a re other da ta for whic h it would deprive us of 
an internally well motiva ted explanation. For example . consider the alte rnation 
exhibited by the future suffix in (56). 

(56) bok-en ' fincf 
dub-on 'lead by ha nd ' 
xat-en 'eat' 
giy-en ' touch' 

This alternation follows automatically from the rules discussed so far, provided 
the suffix is assigned the underlying shape [i:n]. Given that the vowel is high, it 
will round to [u:n] after a root containing [u] such as [dub]. Subsequent lowering 
and shortening transform [i:n] and [u:n] to the [en] and [on] found in (56) . (In 
Yawelmani vowels systematically shorten before two consonants as well as before 
a single-word final consonant.) The problem here is that being an affix, the future 
suffix does not participate in the morphological processes that would shorten its 
vowel and thus allow the postulated [+high] to emerge. Furthermore, the mor
phology of the language is such that this suffix always appears at the end of a 
word. Its postulated length thus never emerges phonetically either. In this case 
a majority of the dis tinctive features composing this segment are never pro
nounced. Nonetheless, the harmonic behavior is precisely that of a high vowel. 
A theory that seeks the most economical grammar - one with the simplest rules 
and representations compatible with the data - would almost inevitably be led to 
postulate just such a vowel. 

There is only one situation that could be argued to be more abstract: one in 
which none of the distinctive features constituting a segment surface directly 
because the segment is always deleted. The phonological literature - both gen
erative and nongenerative - is replete with analyses that posit such "phantom" 
segments. Such analyses are generally viewed with some skepticism and are only 
postulated when strong internal evidence is available. One well-known example 
is found in English. Three nasal consonants contrast in final position: s11[m], su[n], 
and su[IJ] (sung). However, the velar nasal has a defective distribution. It does 
not appear morpheme-initially (map, nap but not *yap) or morpheme-internally 
before a vowel (smack, snack, *syack). Furthermore, [n] and IIJ] have largely 
complementary distributions. [1Jl occurs to the exclusion of [n] before the velars 
[k,g] (e.g., tha[IJ]k, a [IJ]gry), the latter part of a larger generalization in which 
nasals assimilate the point of articulation of a following consonant. Finally, while 
we find final homorganic nasal plus voiceless stop clusters (da[mp], wa[nt]. 
tha[l)k]), final [1Jg] clusters are systematically missing (as are fina l [mb] clusters). 
This gap can be accounted for by postulating a rule that deletes [g] in the context 
(+nasal] _ _ # . Putting all these facts together, we may postulate the underlying 
representation of [SIIJ] 'sing' as [smg] and derive it as shown in (57). 

(57) /# smg#/ 
Sll)g 
SIIJ 

UR 
nasal assimilation 
g-deletion 

Li1tguisiic R,•co11s1ruc1ion 
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The regularity of sound change makes it . 
of a language a nd lies at the basis of th ~oss1ble to reconstruct the earlier s t 
century linguistics. Phonol . j e omparative Method develo d . ages 

l
snysttematic sound correspon~!:~:e/~~~;: ~:~

0
iond s tafns from the ob!~v~~0

1;1~; 
wo or more 'a r s o the sa me · · 

~~~nt~:t ~~: ~ -·ftp-~t~! ~~gi:st;:~:h:a;e~~:e~e::r~:b~~s~: n~t ~i bu t~~r t ~ : ~~;o:,~~; i:~ 
1 erences anse from d rom a commo n anc 

::1~:de::; ~~
1
:~~~a~: the course of h~~t~~ic~t~;~:~o~~:~~e ~ ~i~•idua l langu:~~; 

t · ,,uages so re lated are kn . · r s so related are 
c~t?ne a;o~her and daughter languages of t~: : as su1er languages with respect 
d ion ~ t e Comparative Method involve d. ncestor or pare nt tongue. Appli-

ences etwee_n presumed cognate word s i~covenng. the sound corres on-
such that the individual daughter I sand trying to assign a unique protoi 
changes. The reconstructed form . anguages can be deri ved by plau~ible orm 

;~tually_a tte sted words, indicating,:t~a;:~1h:1.th ~; aste risk to d is tinguish i:;~o~ 
ch e e?t1re procedure is similar in certain wayt : ~s opposed to attes ted) nature 

romc u?~erlying representation on t . o ! e discovery of a word ' s s n~ 
not_ surpnsmg since, as argued in t he basis o~ its phonetic alternants Thi{. 
typically arise from the addition of ~e Into?uction, systema tic sound ~ha IS 
language or dialect. The un . P ono og,cal rules to the grammar ~ges 

thus ~ften_ reflect earlier suJ:;~~:!:~pr~sttations of the synchronic o:r: !::n 
oversn~phfication because the synchr nc~a ions. Ho_we ver, this is some7imes a; 
i~~eration of language learners on the ia:li~ ir~tem. IS dev_eloped anew by each 

. is c~n lea~ to a reinterpretation or restr ~ta in the linguistic environment 
ot affa1~s or_ mdeed to creation of unde I . ucturing of th~ earlier historical s tat~ 
no earhe~ historical source (e.g., in th: y1~g rep_resentat1ons tha t correspond to 
synchromc order of the rules often fl a aptation of loanwords). Finally th 
the so~nd changes. But again this i;\;~ts the actual diachronic sequenci~g o~ 
(a~ad1an Raising in section 3.3 made clea~w~r the case, as the discussion of 
~t1o~s _of the_ grammar are justified solel . cou~se, the rules a nd represen-

lmgu1s1Jc environment since ch ·td d y on the basis of data in the synch . 
In th. ' I ren o not have ace t romc 

is sect~on we will see how the C , e_ss _o comparative evidence. 
c~ses. ~e will begin by considerin omparati~e !'1ethod applies to two particular 
d1scuss1on o~ data such as those ihg ~nd amphfymg Jeffers and Lehiste 's (1979 
languages. Fmnish and Estonia d( 8) from three closely related Balto F" _) 
Ion I n wor s are cited i th . • inmc 

g vowe s are geminates· ii is th I 11 n e native orthography h 
lenis (unaspirated) stops i~ Esto:ia:~ ront vowel [re] ; d and g represent v~i:e1::: 

(58_) 'f~ 
Livonian Finn1·sh E stonian a. siiv 

b. tiimm 
c. Sapp 
d. liim 
e. sul 
f. ti:ib 

g. ii:rga 

savi 
tammi 
sappi 
lumi 
suli 
topi 
hiirkii 

savi 
tamm 
sapp 
lumi 
suli 
tobi 
hiirg 

'clay' 
'oak ' 
'bile · 
' snow' 
'womb' 
'sickness ' 
·ox· 
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.=. :~..:m,tion of :he data in (581 reveals that the consonants are uncha nged while 
::e : ,,els differ. lnit ial-sy llabk [iii and [ii ] in Livonia n correspond to back vowels 
·" :..::d [u] in F:~nish and Estonian (58a-e). Given Livonian ii:rga 'ox', whe re 
::.-_..,__ (li] corre,:onds to Finnish and Estonian Lal, it is reasonable to suppose 
: -.,: :...1vonian J/ and [ii i in (58a-e) deri ve from earlier back vowels via a process 
:,' : ~ ti front ir.2 111111/aur) caused by a no longer pronounced front vowel. The 
: ,,:· ·::at these n; uns end in [ii in Finnish suggests that the Livonian fo rms ended 
:: :c.-. ' ii tha t deleted at some earlier stage of the language. N ote that if it were 
: :' :·. r the clue orovided bv the Finnish cognates, the re wou ld be no part icular 
-::;.,-: :: to , uppc,~e that the· Li\'onia n [a j's of 'clay' and of ·ox· have diffe rent 
:,- _.:-_, . We thu, reconstruct •sm·i. *wmmi, *sappi, and */11111i fo r the ancestor 
~~--2.ge . The present-day Li,·onian forms descend from the sound c hanges 
~, =: :ned inform~ll y in (59). The~e rules must have applied in the order indicated 
.c:: ;.:me earlier ,tage of the language and perhaps renect a corresponding chro-

umlaut 
apocope 

V -> [ - back] / _Co [i] 
[i] -> .0 I __ # 

:::e Estonian forms in (58) show the loss of final Lil in ·oak ' and ' bile'. This 
::6!.:t5 a more general apocope process that has deleted final vowels in the forms 
rr :1'11. It is regularly suspended in words of the shape CYCY. In section 11.3 
""! ·•ill see that vowel dele tion is often blocked if it would bring a word below a 
=-..:in minimal size. Livonian apocope, while r~stricted to [i], is e vidently not 
5J.Ciect to this word-size limitation. 

,tit;\ Livonian Finnish Estonian 
a. ko:r kaari kaar 'rib' 
b. mo: maa maa 'land' 
C. o:da hauta haud 'grave' 
d. so:na sauna saun 'sauna' 
e . ja:lga jalka jalg 'foot' 
f. suorm:id sormet sormed ' finger' 
g. vierda verta verd 'blood' 
h. o:r'a harja hari 'sandbank' 

Ile forms (60a-d) reveal that Livonian [o:] corresponds to either [a :] or [au) 
iaFinnish and Estonian. The simplest hypothesis is that Livonian has two separate 
9Rl!lld changes: •a: > o: and *au > o:. Next we note that the (h] of Finnish and 
Eslooian 'ox', 'grave', and 'sandbank· corresponds to ff in Livonian. The most 
Jim51ole analysis postulates a rule deleting *h in Livonian. The alternative would 
k.a prothesis rule inserting [h] in the historical development of Finnis h and Es-

- · firsCanalysis would be supported by vowel-initial cognates in Finnish 
·. !lflfil(ii'::'wc;!l a - ca~.s..1!f_!.h-di letion wout=inedially in Livonian. The 
1ng-L=tvonfan forms (60e.:.hf reveal long vowels cognate to Finnish and 
iafi short vowels in syllables closed by a liquid. We therefore postula te the 

L-,1-,nian rule in (61). 
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(6 1) V -> V: / _ [liquid] 

Condition: V a nd liquid a re tautosyllabic . 

The fact that the vowe l of Livonia n siil ·womb' is short suggests that (6 1 J preceded 
the loss of final vowels: at the point where a pocope a pplies. the form i~ 'lii/i a nd 
hence lacks a closed syllable. We note tha t the long mid VO\\'e [s of 'hloud· a nd 
' finger' a re realized with the ongliding diphthongs [ie ] a nd [uo ]. T he Livonian 
diphthongization of mid \'Owels is reflected in such cognates as Livonian 5 110 

'marsh' , mie~ ·man' vs. Finnish soo. mee:s . F inally. the pa latalized con, onant of 
Livonia n o:r'a reflect s an original palata l g lide (prese rved in Finnish) that has 
me rged with the liquid. presumably af!er vowel lengthening. In Estonian the glide 
Lil has vocalized to [i] after apocope: *hwj a -> ha,j -+ hari. 

T his a nalysis is summarized in (62), whe re the reconstructions for the cogna tes 
are listed along with the postulated sound c ha nges. Note that most of the sound 
cha nges ha ve occurred in Livonian. It is interesting that several s imilar sound 
cha nges (apocope, d iphthongization) are found in the gene ticall y unrelated but 
geographically proximate Baltic language Latvian. Language contact anci the ac
companying bilingua li sm are frequent sources of sound cha nge. 

(62) a. 

b. 

*savi, *tammi, *sappi, *lumi, *siili , *topi . *ha rka , *ka:ri, *ma:. *hauta , 
*sauna, *jalka, *sormet. *verta, *harja 

Livonian 
V -> I - back) / _ Co [i] 
[i]-+ fj /_ # 

[h] -+ ff, [a:] -+ [o:], [au] -+ [o :] 

V -+ V : / _ _ [l,r] 
[o:] -+ [uo], [e:] -+ [ie) 

umlaut precedes apocope 
liquid lengthening precedes 
diphthongization and apocope 

diphthongization precedes [a:) -> [o:] 

Estonia n 
Y-> .0 /_ # 
Lil -> [i] I C _ # 

apocope precedes glide 
vocalization 

3.6 Algonquian 

The Comparative Method grew out of work in the 19th century on the Indo
European as well as Semitic and Finnie languages , where reconstructions could 
be checked against the testimony of written records of some a ntiquity . T he re
sultant reconstructions reached back several millennia and , as the appella tion 
"Proto-lndo-Europcan" (PIE) suggests, esta blished gene tic relations a mong 
widely dispersed languages. The discovery oft he attendant sound laws a nd precise 
cognates over suc h a large body of material was the crowning achievement of 
19th-century linguis tics and justly established the discipline as the " queen" of 
the social-cultural sciences. The 19th and early 20th centuries also saw cons id
erable de~criptivc work on the languages of the New World and Africa. ofte n 
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carried out under the aegis of the European colonial powers as well as mission
aries. As fa r as is known, these languages lack written records from all but the 
past few centuries. The question was raised whether linguistic reconstruction was 
possible under these circumstances. For example. in the 1924 edition of Les 
langues du mo11de. the eminent lndo-Europeanist Antoine Meille t (1 866- 1936) 
wondered " if the Amcrican languages ... will ever lend themselves to the es
tablishment of precise and complete comparative grammars" (Meillet 1926- 1936. 
2:6ll. Meillet' s challenge was taken up by Leonard Bloomfield (1887- 1949). Build
ing on the earlier studies of Michelson and othe rs plus his own fieldwork on 
Menomini, Bloomfield i 1925. 1928, 19-16) worked out the sound correspondences 
among four Central Algonquian languages in his influential reconstruction of 
Proto-Algonquian. His analysis is commonly regarded as a c lassic example of the 
application of the Comparative Method in the absence of written records (Hockett 
1948); it vindicated the Neogrammarian idea of regular sound change in a ll lan
guages; and it laid a firm foundation for fu rther reconstruction that has established 
genetic connections among languages of considerable geographic and historical 
separation that rivals the 19th-century work on the better-known European lan
guages. In the remainder of this chapter we will survey selected aspects of this 
Algonquian reconstruction. 

(63) lists cognates from the four Central Algonquian languages that form the 
original core of Bloomfield's work: Fox, Cree, Menomini. Ojibwa. (The data are 
taken from Cowan 1972; the transcriptions have been normalized, foflowing 
Cowan.) 

Fox !:ill Mcnomini Ojibwa 
(63) l. 'above a hpemeki ispimihk esptm- iSpimik 

2. 'big' keh¢i kis6 kt'¢ kicei 
3. 'belch' ~ekiwa sikiw sekew Siki 
4. 'he comes' ociwa oh¢iw ohtew on¢i 
s. ·crow· -aho- aha- a"a• a')a-
6. ' my eye' ndkgek- niskisik neskcbse- ni~kinSik 
7. ' he embarks' posiwa posiw posew posi 
8. ' he fear;' sekesiwa sCkisiw stkesew sekisi 
9. 'fire' aSkotcwi iskotcw eskottw iSkote 

10. 'grandfather' ome~Omesani omosOma omf hsomthsan omiSSomissan 
I l. 'grandmother' nohkomesa nohkom nohkomch nokkomis 
12. 'his head' ostikwan oStikwiin 
13. 'he hunts' m3fiwa mafiw m3fiw miiti 
14. ' he kicks' 1akeSkawcwa tahkiskawew tahktskawcw tankiSkawa-
15. 'knock down' kaweni kawin kawf n- kawin 
16. ' louse' ihkwa ihkwa ehkuah ikkwa 
17. ·make' iSihtikcwa isih¢ikew esehtekcw iSiceike 
18. 'make so' iSihtowa isihtaw cschtaw iSiltot 
19. ' mistakes' pchtena- pistinam pc,tcnarn pittina• 
20. 'he pursues' nospinalam nocpen- noppinata· 
21. 'palate ' nayakaSk ncn5.ka~k- ninakaSk 

'old' kehkyewa kc..!kiw 
22. •js red· me!kosiwa mihkosiw mehk- miskosi 

.\·wamp_\• Cree mihtkosiw 
23. 'he ruins kohpatihcw kohpatehtw koppatihf,-
24. 'he sees' osapamtwa osflpamcw ohsapamcw onsf1pam:'1-
25. '!<lister· ncmis- nimis ncmch~- nimiss-

26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
JO. 

'he si1s· 
'sleepy· 
'my son· 
'he takes' 
'up' 

JI, 'brings inside' 

& 
·niihapiwa 
kawekwasiwa 
nekwisa 

A lgonquian 

~ 
nahapiw ~ 
kawihkwasiw -nahapcw 
nikosis -kuhkwa'sew 

orenam- ohcinam nekts 
0!'·. ohp- ohttnam 
Pi:l1kewa . ohp 

I 19 

~ 
nahapi 

k~k"'·inkwaHi 
ntnkwiss
'lntina-s· . pi:htukew • 

1mp/1fying sligh t/ p1 htikew 
0 mP: 

the vow 1 . Y, we may set u h p1 ni1ke 
h e s in the inil!· I ll p t e following I bl 

!/~i/trears to hav: b?'ena~~-p~~oomfield (1925):e~~;kcs°;res~o~d_ences among 
gh vowel appears initially !~~Algonq~ian (PA) con1~:1 rn m1t1a / syllables 

(64) PA F the mid vowel after a st between •e and 
~ ; £ M Q consonan1. 

*a: 
*e 
*e: 
*o 
*o: .. 
I 

a: 
e 
e: 
0 

o: 

a 

a: 

e: 
0 

o: 

a 
a: 
e 
c: 

.0 

o: 

a 
a: 

14,15 
13 
3,6 

e: 8 
0 4 
o: 7 

e 
,: ,: ,·. . 16, 17,18 

. . ,: 31 
*i: 

f Ex_amination of such c 
[e,,,e,il and [i i e ·1 Wognates as 3, 6, 16 17 
JO F c· ' ' ,, · e see th t c ' reveaJs tw 

. ox: ,1 or [e]. By the . a ree and Ojibwa - o correspondence . 
na tions (section 2 7) logic of predictabil't [1] has two possibJ sets. 
tolanguage that h - b we are led to reconst ' Y employed in the anal ~ cognates 

[iJ s~::i in Menom:i t:;~u;~ul~~iz~d in Cre:U::~;~:: 
1
~ contrast Y:C:: t~ ~~: 

in (65) ~reasoning applies in !he f~ng of *i _to [el. rough raising of *e to 
· e momentariJ erpretation ofth 

certain complications. ih::~ 8:!:;u~:~initiaJ eJemen~ ~;~:i~:~~ c~rres~ondences 
(65) p ' the table in (65) since II presents 
~ F c may be set up. 
*p p .M 0 
*t t tp p P- I 7 , ,19,3 J 
*t t t t t 14,29 

: : k k i i 4,13 
s s s 2,3,15 *s , s 8 • s s ,24,25 *m 

*n 
*w 
*h 

m 
n 
w 
h 
h 

m m 5 3,9,17 
n n m 13,10,25 
w w n 6,25,15 
h h w 3,4,15 
h , h 26 

') 5 
Cree and Menomini s -
(s,s.s.s) vs. (s,s s ' I (F] cohrrespon_ds to either an ( I 

• ·• · urt erm s or a lsl · 
ore, the correspo d m Fox and O"b 

n ences are ex . !JI wa: 
act. where Cree 
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has [s] and Fox [s], the cognate Menomini and Ojibwa words match [sl with Is], 
respectively. Such syste matic sound correspondences replica te the kind ofresults 
established in Indo-European reconstruction; they constitute solid evidence for 
a genetic relation among the languages and more gene ra lly the assumption of 
regular sound c hange upon which the Comparative Method rests. We postulate 
that Cree and Menomini have merged the PA •s vs . "'s contrast by a regular sound 
change *s > s. A similar point can be made by the [h] and [?] correspondences 
in the last two lines of (65): Where we find (h] across the board. we reconstruct 
PA •Ji ; cases suc h as 5 in (63) suggest a merger of • :> > h in Fox and Cree. 

Turning to the vowels in noninitial position, we note three sound changes that 
account for many of the divergences. Firs t , Fox has preserved the PA word-final 
vowels that the other languages have dropped. Ojibwa takes the reduction a step 
further, deleting final glides as well : *po:siwa > po:siw > po :si. Menomini has 
undergone two special developments. Firs t, when the first syilable contains a 
short vowel, the vowel of the second syllable lengthens (1,3.9, etc .). Second, *i 
has lowered to a mid vowel (3,4,6,7) while original •e has lowered to open [c] 
(1,8). 

So far the sound correspondences and their interpretation have been fairly 
straightforwa rd. Let us now conside r some more complex cases. The forms in 
(66) illustrate the general problem of overlappin.g correspondences (data from 
Gleason 1961). 

(66) Fox Cree Menomini Ojibwa 
a. pema:tesiwa pima:tisiw pema:tesew pima:tisi ' he lives' 

b. oi:yawi ni:yaw oe:yaw ni :yaw 'my body' 
kenosiwa kinosiw keno:sew kinosi ' he is long' 

C. anemwa atim ancm an1m 'dog' 
ni:nemwa ni:tim ne:oem ni :nim ' my sister-in-

law' 

d. ineniwa iyiniw ene:niw inini 'man' 
ne:se:wa ye:hye:w nc:hnew ne:sse: ' he breathes' 

The forms in (66a) and (66b) illustrate across-the-board correspondences of [t] 
and [n]. But (66c) displays cases where Cree [t] corresponds to (n] in the remaining 
laoguages;.and in (66d) Cree [y] is matched by an [n) in the remaining languages. 
In vie','{ of the [t ,t,t,t] and (n,n,n,n) correspondences (66a,b), (66c) can be derived 
from neither PA *t nor PA *n. Furthermore, there are too many such corre
spondences to dismiss the problem as accidental. Rather, as in the case of the 
Yawelmani long [o:] (section 3.4), we must assume that Proto-Algonquian had an 
additional pair of phonemes - one of which merged with *tin Cree and *n in the 

• remaining languages (66c), the other of which appears as Cree y and merges with 
*n in Fox, Menomini, and Ojibwa (66d). Faced with such a situation, phonologists 
must fall back on their general conception of natural sound c hanges and plausible 
phonemic inventories in order to narrow down the choices. In both the [n,t ,n.n] 
and the [n,y,n ,n) cases, the reflexes are coronal; consequently, the PA sources 

Algonquian 
are likely t b 0 e coronals J '.I J 
corresponde nce as PA * as well. Bloomfield in fa -
Algonquian /an ua /. knowing that this soun Cl reconstruc ted the In 
Cree ivayake:sZ, J:s (e.~· •. compare Pe nobscot i~r:t~ea r~d a_s {/] in O!her E•f;r" ·nJ 

1
•~:~l~hke:8kwa ' b_ark' ~ym;~:~~~17;;::h, Ojibwa 11-a~aZ:\t:~~ Fox anake:hki~:~ 

e word ll/111ois deriv f 1)). Moreover Bio ti ons truc ted as PA 
compare (66d). es rom PA *ileniiva •m; n . fr om ie/d (/925) observes 

Bloomfield reconstruc t om Peona (via Frenc h . 
Goddard /1979) ii is unc,Cd !he [n,t,n,nj se1 with th ). 
tn . fac t knew lh.,11 the souen: whether this was jus1 a ~u~ '.1'.bo/ *0. According to 
A1 apaho-A1sina *o0e > appears as [0) in A , h k} guess o r whether h 
"'0 > " I Ill Arapaho ·0 T r<1pa o · PA * 0 e 

. · > 11 are not unu ' ,. e . he implied · a e1111•a 'do , > 
~ ~~~rica( ,linguis tics is s~:l~da~iit: > *I are lherefores~e~1ns!~::,: ges of */ > /and 

. ract segments to ace examples where rese · recons tructions 
~heir conjectures confirmed ~~nl : r overlapping corres;~~~e rs have postulated 

ocume nts. The PIE co . . su sequen1 discover _e~ces on/y lo ha ve 
co~slitute the most ce1ef!~:e~1: sonamiques (/aryng~a~~ :!~;i1~na/ languages or 
. et us now turn to lhe C xamp/e. u ated by Saussure 

v1ously been a a . en_traJ Algonquian co 
arise: what the ~o;::~t ;:utral1za1ion in preconso:::~: r cl~~ters. The re has ob
phonetically and phonolo r:responde nces are , and how t:0s1tion. Two questions 
field demonstrates that tfecty· As far as the first questioey_are to be interpreted 
op~ent. (67) reproduces th a n~uages are remarkably c n ,_s concerned, B /oom
tablished; numerals in the ~ ~ a;hor table of corresponde ons1stent in their deveJ-

n g t- and colum fi nces that B/oo fi J 
(67) n re er back to (63) m ,e d es-

nasa l clusters · 

.I½ E £ 
*mp P h 
*nt P 
*nc 
*nk 
*ns 
*ns 

h-clusters 
*hp 

t ht 
c he 
k hk 
s 
s 

s 
s 

*ht 
*he 
*hk 
*hs 
*hs 

ht 
he 
hk 

hp 
ht 
he 
hk 

'-clusters 

s 
s 

*?t ht 
*?c he 

s 
s 

s 
s 

SI 

SC 
s 
s 

M 
hp 
ht 
he 
hk 
hs 
hs 

hp 
ht 
he 
hk 
hs 
hs 

?t 
?c 
?s 
?s 

Q 
mp 30 
nt 29 
nc 4 
nk 14,27 
ns 2!t 
ns 6 

PP 23 
tt 18 
cc 17 
kk I I , 16 
ss 10,25 ss IO 

It 19 
cc 2 
ss 28 
ss 27 
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c-clusters 
*cp Sp cp pp 20 
*ck hk sk ck sk 21 

.i'-clusters 
*sp hp Sp sp sp I 
*st st st 12 
*sk sk sk sk sk 6,9, 14 

The interpretation of the nasal clusters is fairly straightforward. They are at
tested only in Ojibwa where there is neutralization of place and are lost entirely 
in Fox. Cree and Menomini have replaced the nasal by [h], with the complication 
that Cree deletes the [h] before the fricative reflexes of * s a nd * .i'. The laryngeal 
clusters are based on a comrast of *h vs. *:> that shows up in Menomini (and 
Cheyenne). These segments completely assimilate the following consonant in 
Ojibwa to create a geminate. The Cree [st] and [sc] reflexes of *:>1 and *?{: are 
anomalous: they suggest that the preconsonantal glottal stop reflects some un
derlying oral consonant - but which one is difficult to te ll in the absence of evi
dence from alternations. ! -clusters reflect the *.i' > s sound change in Cree and 
Menomini. The [sk] reflex in Fox is idiosyncratic; elsewhere, Fox has neutralized 
the initial consonant in a cluster to [h). 

ln sum, while certain developments are unclear, the overall pattern is remark
ably systematic, a fact that impressed linguists at the time and vindicated appli
cation of the Comparative Method in the Americas and, in Bloomfield's (1925: 
130) words, helped to " dispose of the notion that the usual processes of linguistic 
change are suspended on the American continent." 

In his original (1925) reconstruction, Bloomfield noted that the [sk,hk,hk,sk) 
correspondence for the cluster in the stem meaning ' is red ' did not match any of 
the others and so he was forced to postulate a unique source symbolized by [<;k]. 

(68) PA f ~ M Q 
*mec;kw- meSkusiwa mihkusiw mehk- miskusi '(he is) red' 

Sometime after the publication of this reconstruction, Bloomfield had the op
portunity to do fieldwork on the Swampy Cree dialect , where he discovered that 
the cluster in the stem 'red' appeared as [htk): mihtkusiw 'he is red' . In a (1928) 
note publishing this observation, he saw this as a vindication for the general 
assumption underlying phonological reconstruction: namely, that sound change 
is regular. Without this assumption, it would have been possible to simply dismiss 
the [sk,hk,hk,sk) correspondence in (68) as a case of " sporadic sound change." 
This point drew further commentary in the later literature. Bloomfield ( 1946) notes 
that " the fuss and trouble behind my note in Language .. . would have been 
avoided if I had listened to 0, which plainly distinguishes sk (< PA <;k) from sk 
(< PA sk): instead, I depended on printed records which failed to show the dis
tinction.·· Subsequent work on other Algonquian languages found additional re
flexes of the postula ted [«;k) cluster,justifying the original distinction (Geary 1941 ). 

A lgo11q11ian 

Of course, the true phone t"c 123 
Goddard 1979 for discussio~ nature of the postulated [<;) rema· 

Sapir (193 1) also called . . ins unclear: see 
to th · · a ttention to th · 

e pnnc1ple of regular sound e importance of Bloom/ie/ . :rom his own work on Athaba change, drawing certain method d _s adherence 
Its own right · 1·1 i·s b . fl skan reconstruction H· olog1ca/ parallels 

• ne y s · · 1s examol · · 
languages are dispersed umma'.1zed here. Like Al on, .. e is interesting in 
group in wes tern Canadaov:~ a w1~e geographic expa~se q~~:~~ t~e Athabaskan 
Southern group in A . ( mpnsing Sarcee and Ch" . ding a Nonhern 
- 0 nzona and N M . 1pewyan amo h 
m regon and northern C n . cw ex1co (Navaho) and ng ot ers) . a 
respondences among the i~ ~rnra (Hupa). Sapir recon~truct: ds~ all/acifi_c group 

s ruent consonants in the I e ollo wmg cor-
(69) Athabaskan Hupa Ch" se anguages. 

*s ~ ipewyan Navaho Sarcee 
*z 
*dz 
*ts 
*ts' 

*s 
*z 
*dz 
*c 
*c' 

*x' 
*y 
*g' 
*k ' 
*k" 

s e -
s cl s s 
dz z z 

dcl dz 
ts 
ts ' 

w 
w 
dz 
cw 
c· 
w 
y 
g ' 
k' 
k" 

10 
10 ' 

s 
z 
dz 
ts 
ts' 

s 
y 
dz 
c 
c' 

ls 
ts' 

s 
z 
di 
c 
c' 
s 
y 
dz 
ts 

dz 
ts 
ts · 

s 
z 
dz 
ts 
ts· 

s 
y 
dz 
c 

ts ' c· 
Looking first at Navaho and S 
respondences. Tak in th . arcee, we find a puzzling case 
matches its [ts ,c,ts] t; S e v~iceless affricate series as re of ove~lapping cor
series suggest Proto- arcee s [ts ,ts ,c). While the corres pr~sentati,v~, Navaho 
*ts for the second or ~:h~~~kan_ *rs, it is unclear wheti:ntng [tsJ s m the fi rst 
be required to dis . . If senes; and in any case o reconstruct *c or 
sound change on!i;;i:~ ~mong them, If one did no~ ~:~i~~r ~on;onant will still 
dence in thes~ co simply conclude that there is e m I e regularity of 
one that [cJ never ; : ~c:ants betwee_n Navaho and Sarce:o(~~~tematic correspon
the decision to isolate the:)S The Chipewyan [10,ts,cJ correspon;r than a negative 
and its point-b - oin arcee and Navaho matchin [ , ence_corroborates 
reconfirms ou/r!th / correlspondence with Sarcee in t~e t! ] s a~ a distinct series; 
leave the phonetic n~ regu ar sound change. However th:con_ and third series 
third series unresolved u;t ofhthe Proto-Atha_baskan so~rces ~hipe;yan data still 
the alveolar represent~tiv~: Iii e Hupa [ts,cw,~,J series that ans~:: e ~econd _and 
alveopalatal seconc:l . or lhe first series match N h s this question· 

. series matches Navaho (with f . . ava o and Sarcee· lh~ 
ncat1ve rounding as a ~ep~rate 
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J-Iupa development). Most impo rtant are the prevelar representa tives o r the third 
series, which provide a plausible story for the puzzling developments in the re
maining languages: the prevela.rs *k' have shifted to a lveopalatals {: in Sarcec and 
Chipewyan and to alveolars 1.1 in Navaho, where they merge with the o riginal 
alveolar series. Sarcee and Chipewyan have shifted the o riginal alveopalatal series 
*{: to alveolar, neutralizing it in Sarcee but keeping it d is tinct in C hi pewyan. where 
the original alveolars have turned to interdentals. 

These data provide an impressive demonstratio n o f the regularity of sound 
change and the resultant syste matic sound correspo ndences that permit the ances
tor Proto-Athabaskan to be reconstructed and the historical development of the 
various daughter languages to be precisely described. They a lso de monstrate that 
sound change operates over natural classes of sounds. as is e vident from the way 
in which Sapir has grouped the segments. Both properties follow from the basic 
premise of generative phonology that a language·s vocabulary is stored in the 
memory of individual speakers as phonological repre sentations composed of 
s trings offeature matrices that can be modified in very precise ways by the ordered 
application of context-sensitive phonological rules . 

Sapir gives a practical illustration of the predictive power of the assumption of 
regular sound change. His original reconstruction included the cognates for 'rain · 
from Chipewyan (t{I), Navaho (ts{l ), and Sarcee ( c{I). T he Hupa word for 'rain· 
was missing from the available descriptive mate rials, however. The C hipewyan
Navaho-Sarcee [c,ts,c) correspondence fixes the Proto-Athabaskan· consonant as 
[k'). Sapir states that he was later able to confirm this prediction, collecting the 
Hupa word k'aa-k'oh ' hailstorm' (lit. 'rain-big'). 

To close the discussion , let us consider a few examples from Goddard's (1974) 
reconstruction of Arapaho, an Algonquian language of the G reat Plains . Unlike 
the Central Algonquian languages, t he connection of Arapaho to the othe r lan
guages is considerably less obvious to the casual observer. Nevertheless, Goddard 
convincingly shows how many Arapaho words can be derived from the common 
PA sources by a regular (if lengthy) series of sound changes. Some of the major 
changes are listed in (7Oa), with a few illus trations in (7Ob). 

(70) a. V -+ fJ / _ # 
Gl-+fJ/C _ # 
[we] -+ [o] 
[o] -+ [i) 
[e]-+ [i] / # _ 
[m,n) -+ fJ / _ # 
V-+fJ /_# 
[ml -+ [bl 
[s] -+ [h] 
[h) -+ fJ /_ # 

b. *meto:ni 'mouth' 
meto:n 
meti:n 
meti: 
beti : 

*eleniwa 'man' 
eneniw 
eneni 
ineni 
men 

*a0emwa ·dog' 
a8emw 
a8em 
e8em 
eae 
e8 

*maxkesen i 'moccasin· 
maxkesen 
ma?kesen 
ma?esen 
mo?esen 
mo?oson 
mo?oho n 
wo?ohon 
wo?oho 

Exercises 

*mo:swa ·moose · 
mo:sw 
mo:s 
mi:s 
mi:h 
bii 
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wo?oh 
(cf. F mahkes-ehi, C maskisin M mahk . 
0 mahkisin) ' csm , 
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Exercises 

(3. J ; Serbo-Croatian 

~he v:rbs in (I) provide add itional data bcarin on th . . . . 
given m section 3. 1. Segment these w . I . . g h . e ,1nal_ys1s of Serbo-Croat ian 
I. h • 01, s into I c ir con st Hue I h 
1s t t e underly ing reprcscnt·uions f h · n morp emcs a nd 

. . ' . or cac root a nd each -•~ffix .. At least two ad-
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Pltono og,ca w must 
126 . . · feature format. Ho 

·red State them in d1stmct1vde developed? lllustrate your . • I rules are requi · those alrea Y . . 
d1t1ona d ed with respect to · a syllabic hqu1d. 
these rules be ?r. er veo and pave/a. [i;J denotes ~ 

alysis by denvmg po " L ~ 
an _ / ., -,- t neut. past 

i__- , . - • t fem. pas .:..;._--:-:_--
s masc. pas la crplo 

I I ) I sg. pre · c~ \· ci;p bfa grebl6 
c~· grebaa gre 

1
• tres16 

gr_ebem , tres a , 
u-esem tr~sao pasla paslol , 

, m pasao la muz o 
pase muzao muz vezl6 
muzem vezla 
vezem vezao pie la plel6 
pt~"cm pleo ubola ubol6 
Til5ctdem ub6o meta me16 
meti m meo po vela povel6 
Povedem . poveo - kla pekl6 
Pecem peka6 ~:ukl~ obukl6 

Obi'1kao · eg16 obucem zegla z 
i.efem zegao vodila vodilo 

' vodio\ t alo vodim tepala ep 
tepam tepao; 

~drain~· ...._i - -

'scratch' 
'shake' 
'graze' 
'milk' 
'convey' 
'plait' 
'prickle' 
'sweep' 
' lead' 
'bake' 
'dress' 
' bum' 
' lead' 
'babble' 

. , . the glide"-".0, (a]"-"[e], and 
3.2 Basque _- I 4 the rules accountm~ for d'alect of Basque. The 
A. Recall fro~his~ghctt::w~I alternation in the ~1sc~:a:r;ering relations among 

(I) 

mid vowel- d . ( I) Characterize e . ,, 
data are repeate 10 

• • .. & d. " and "bleedmg. relevant . f the notions 1ee mg 
these rules m terms o 

noun 
sagar 
gison 
buzten 
cakur 
mutil 
buru 
mendi 

definite 
sagar-a 
gison-a 
buzten-a 
cakur-e 
mutil-e 
buru-~ 
mendiJ e 

'apple' 
·man' 
'tail' 
'dog' 
'boy' 
'head: 
•~' 
'door' ati-t; , 

ate t 'donkey 
asto a_~ µ-~ d'alect (Hualde 1991) 

. from the Baztan 1 . ., 
. the bare and defimte forms . d'al ct differ from B1scayan. B. Nouns m . I what ways does this I e are listed m (2). n 

(2) noun definite 
1 man' gison gison-a 
'day' egun-e egun 

mendi-e ·mountain' mendi 
' head' buru buru-e 

eci-a ' house ece 
'donkey asto astu-a 

Exercises 

\:. The Baztan data in (3) require another rule. Give the derivations for •Jirnit '. 
Can you explain the contrasting behavior of ece and 11111/{e in the definite? 
How do these forms bear on the question of intermediate representa tions? 
(The form fabrik-e is inferred from the data source by analogy to mug-e.) 
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(3) noun definite 
alaba alab-a 'daughter· 
neska nesk-a 'girl ' 
muge mug-e ' limit' 
fabrike fabrik-e 'factory ' 

D . The paradigms in (4) come from the Arbizu dialect. In what ways does it 
differ from the Baztan and Biscayan dialects? 

(4) stem ergative 
gison gisonak 1man' 
cakur cakurek 'dog' 
asto astuek 'donkey' 
berde berdiek 'green ones 
esku eskubek 'hand' 
mendi mendiJek 'mountain' 
alaba alabalc 'daughter' 

3.3 Chukchee 

'.' Incorporate the following Chukchee data into the text analysis of section 3.4. 
\ 'State your rules. How must they be ordered with respect to each other and to 
lhose already postulated? What would be the consequences for your analysis if 
the requirement that the underlying representation be identical with one of its 
surface alternants were accepted? The paradigms in (I) include an additional case 
form, the comitative. A few examples discussed in the text are repeated here. 

(I) abs.s~. abs.pl. ~ ~ el)er el)erti el)ere al)arma 'star' \ ococ ococte ococa ococma 'leader' milut milutet milutete melotama 'rabbit' ajkol ajkolat ajkolata ajkolarna 'bed' rileq rileqat rileqe rela?ma 'spine watap watapat watapa watarnma 'moss' wil)ar winrit winrite wenrema 'hoe' 
qepol qepfat qeple qaplama 'ball' mimal mimlat mimle memlama 'water' lewat lewtat lewte lawtama 'head' tital titlat title tetlama 'door' ja:>jaq ja:>jaqat ja?jaqa ja?ja?ma 'seagull' meq~m me?mit me?mite ma:>mema 'arrow· aqon a?n;it a:>na a?noma 'fishing pole' weqan we?not we:>ne wa?noma 'fish spccil.s' 
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~ 
r;,mne 
r;mne 

comit. 
r;imn;ima 
r;inn;ima 

'flesh side of hide' 
'tooth. 

3.4 Yawelmani and English 
Review the Yawelmani analysis of section 3.4. Must any of the rules be defined 
on an intermediate level of representation distinct from the underlying and the 
phonetic? Review the analysis of the English velar nasa l in section 3.4. Discuss 
the relevance of the following observation for the analysis of [IJ]: while it is possible 
to find stem morphemes ending in a labial or dental nasal consonant preceded by 
the diphthong [ay] (e.g .. dime. dine. lime, line). cases of a velar nasal in the same 

position are impossible. 

3.5 Somali 
A. Parse the singular. singular definite, and plural nouns in (I) into root plus 

suffix and isolate the alternations. For each alternation, justify your choice 
of an underlying representation. Formulate rules to account for the alter
nations. Must the rules be ordered? Provide derivations for the forms of ·sea· . 
You may assume a phonetically arbitrary rule that replaces@ with [s]. 
Transcription notes: [l3.o,y] are voiced fricatives, [<;I] is a retroflex stop, and 

[r] is a retroflex fricative. 

(I) ~ sg. def. E!: 
daar daarta daaro ' house' 

gees geesta geeso 'side' 

lug lugta luyo ' leg' 

naag naagta naayo 'woman' 

tib tibta ti!So 'pestle' 

sab sabta sal30 'outcast' 

bid bacJa baoo ~sea' 

\"id fall fo'jo ' person' . ' 
fee<;! fee<;la feero 'rib' 

ul usa ulo' 'stick'-

bil bika bilo 'month' 

meel miesa meelo ' place' 

kaliil kaliita kaliilo ' summer'-

B. The data in (2) require an additional rule . State it in features. Justify your 
· choice of an underlying representation. 

(2) ~ sg. def. £!.:. ,-,· · r 
sun sunta su'l 'poison' 

laan laanta laa 'branch' 

sin 
.,· ... 

simo 'hip' smta 
dan dinta dan~ 'affair' 
daan daanta daino ' riverbank' 

saan saanta saano 'hide' 

C. The data in (3) show a vp.wekzero alternation. Justify your choice of an 
underlying representation and formulate the rule to account for the alte r-. 

Exercises 

nation. Must the rule be order·d . 129 
~ach ordering. Gi\·e derivation; fo~v:~he ~:~ othefr· rules:' If yes, tell why for 

ms o mule and 'hol . 

(3) *· sg. def. pl. e · 
nmg nirigta nirgo 
ga/3ac_J gal3ada gabc_lo 
gafan ga'i'a~ta 
hoyol ho¥osa 
bayal bayasa 
wa~ar wa~arta 
kefed kefeda 
'i'i lin 'i'ilinta 
bohol bohosa 

ga'i'mo 
hoglo 
baglo 
wa~aro 
kefcoo 
\'ilino 

bo~o!o 

' baby female camel" 
'girl' 
·arm' 
'downpour· 
·mule' 
' female kid' 
·pan· 
'female dwarf· 
'hole' 

D. The verbs in (4) pro\·ide additional exa 
countered. What underlying representat~ples of the alternations a lready en
ver_b r_oots and affixes? Illustrate how ons does y~ur analysis assign to the 
vat1ons for the forms of ·1alk '. your analysis works by giving deri-

(4) 3sg.masc. 
suyay 
ka/3ay 
sioay 
dilay 
ganay 
tumay 
argay 
gudbay 
qoslay 
hadlay 

3sg.fem 
sugtay 
kabtay 
siday 
disay 

~ 

ga11tay 
tun_tay_ 
aragtay 
guoubtay 
qososay 
haoasay 

sugnay 
kabnay 
sidnay 
dillay 

'wait' 
'fix' 
'carry' 
'kill ' 

gannay 'aim' 
tun~ay 'hammer· 
aragnay 'see, 
guoubnay 'cross river' 
qosollay 'laugh, 
haoallay ' talk , 

,,E. Does your analysis contain any rule . 
levels of representation? Illustrate an~ ~h_at must b_e defined on intermediate 

3.6 

A. 

(I) 

iscuss their theoretical sig 'fi 
Sudanese Arabic (Hamid 1984) ni icance. 

~he data in (I) illustrate the Sudane . 
nghtmost heavy syllable and otherw· se A~b_i~ stress rule that accents the 
~ long (geminate) vowel or a short vo•:e the m1t1a l. A heavy syllable contains 
isfranscribed on the first half of the e l fo_llowed ?Y two consonants. Stress 
a n cate. gemmate; Lil denotes an a lveopalatal 

bana 
?akal 
·~aguul 
?aakul 
baabeen 
?akalna 
k{1tab11 
katabat 

' he built' 
'he ate' 
' I say' 
• I cal' 
'two doors· 
·we ate' 
'they wrote· 
'she wrore· 

jamaleen 
masaakiin 
hammaliin 
maktab 
maktabeen 
tarjam 
l{1rjamu 
la1j:im11a 

'two camels' 
'poor' pl. 
'porters' 
'office' 
' library' 
'he translated· 
'they translated· 
' we translated' 
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B. 

(2) 

C. 

I ical Alternat1ons an . d Derirnrions 

Phono og . represen-
. · the underlying . . for the data in (2), indicating r rules and any o_r_denng 

Develop an analysis d affixes; state you b deriving 1wna/11. 
tat ions for all o~ the root~\-a;ow your analysis w~rks •u:ha. 
estrictions require? . Sh? . dawaak, dall'aaha , s11 . s1 . . 

r . .. I suyula. da1<a, . . danb 
Jama/a, Sll'/f 

11

' • suyul b•mtl d ' rbak 1 
sadur h'mlak a 

jama , drak suylak . ' darbu 
jamalak Sa suylu bimlu daribna 

'N' 
'your N' 
'his N' 
'our N' 
'your pl. N' 
'her N' 
'their N' 

' N ' 
'your N' 
' his N ' 
'ourN' 
'your pl. N' 
' her N' 
'their N' 

S
adru h. nna jamalu_ suvulna ,m, daribkum sadurna • h. · n

1
·um 

jamalna s·uvulkum _ ,m, " dariba sadurkum • · n 
jamalkum suyula l:um, a daribum sadiira h. num 
jamala suvulum ,m, •path' Sad

urum • :b den' jamalum 'work' ur 
'camel' 'chest' (cf. bumuula 

dawa 
dawaak 
dawaa 
dawaana 
dawaakum 
dawaaha 
dawaahum 
'medicine' 

dalu 
daliiuk 
daliiu 
daliiuna 
daliiukum 
daluuha 
dah1uhum 
'pail ' 

jadi 
jadiik 
jadii 
jadfina 
jadfikum 
jadfiha 
jadfihum 
'kid' 

' load") 

?um 
?ummak 
?ummu 
?ummana 
?ummakum 
?ummaha 
?ummahum 
'mother' 
(cf. ?umuuma 
'motherhood') 

sit 
sfttak 
sfttu 
sfttana 
sfttakum 
sfttaha 
sfttahum 
'l_ady' 

1 . hould generalize • your ana ysis s b. ts ltemations as nouns, ominal direct o ~ec 
Verbs exhibit t~e sam:a sonly m inimal changes. Pro\at mark pronominal 
to these data with per_ allpy the same series of suffixes t tations for the roots 

k d by e ssentla d lying represen 
are mar e Indicate your un er , hamaltii. 
possession o~ nouns .ct oive derivations for !Jama/a, . . , 
and suffixes m (3) an " hamal 'he cam~d , 

k
' . 'she earned 'he dran hamalat , carried' 

(3) §frib 
§!rbat 
§iribti 
§irlbta 
§!rbu 
§irlbtu 
Airlbna 

bllmal 
b6malak 
b6malu 
IJ1tmalna 
IJumala 
l)umalum 

k
' . . 'you ,em. 'she dran hamalti - d' 

k' · ' I came 'you fem. dran hamalta · d' 

'I drank' k' ~amalu :ty~?' ;i~;~ed' 
'they dran hamaltu · d' 
'you pl. drank' hamalna 'we came 

'we drank' · 'we carried' . 

hamalna 'we carried you masc. 
hamalnaak 'we carried him' 

'he carried' 
'he carried you' 
'he carried him' 
'he carried us' 
'he carried her' 
'he carried them' 

hamalnaa 'we carried her' , 
hamalnaaha 'we carried them ~amalnaahum 

. d ' 

Exercises 
D. 

(4) 

Hm, m;ght th, '<cb + obj,c, P,rnd;gm ;, (4) b, «pt,; acd ;, "ems of the analysis you have developed ? 
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t 
i 

E. 

(5) 

Qamafta 
Qamaftak 
Qamaltu 
Qamaltakum 
Qamaltaha 
Qamaltahum 

' I carried' 

• l carried you masc.' 
' l carried him' 
' l carried you pl.· 
' I carried her ' 
'I carried them' 

fo What way does th, p,rad;gm ;, (5) b<a, 0o th, aoat,s;, ;, '""';°" D. 
especially when the paradigm for sir in question B is recalled '.) Carefully 
formulate your rules to account for these data. 

Q,frat 
Qaratta 
Qarattu 
Qaral!aha 
Qarattahum 

'h e plowed ' 
' I plowed ' 

' I plowed ii masc.' 
' I plowed it fem.' 
'I plowed them ' 

F. Th, 2,g. fom. soffi, <>h;b;,s a, ;a;osyacrati, alt<mat;o, that"" be ob«~,d 
in the da ta in (6). State the principle underlying this idiosyncratic a lternation 
and discuss how it bears on the question of what the underly ing representation for the I sg. perfect (subject) suffix is. 

(6) QamaJ 'he earned' 
l_iamaiik 

'he Carried you fem.' 
l_iamalna ' we carried' 

l_iamalnaaki 
' we earned you fem.' 

jamal 'camel ' 
jamaJik 

'your fem. camel ' 
dawa 

'medicine' 
dawaaki 

'your fem. medicine ' 
?um 

'mother' 
?ummik 

'your fem. mother ' QamaJta ' I carried' 
l_iamaltik 

'3.7 
Trukese (Quackenbush 1970) 

'I earned .you fem.' 

. rukes, ;, a Mkmrn,sfao laoguag, spok<o on th, Cami;,, hlaod, ;, th, Somh 
•cifi,. Th, follow;,, data "" from fo"' of"" maoy ;, laod dfal«ts. Soc,son,1 ;, 

IJftmalu 
l)hmah1uk 
l)111nah1una 
l)11111aliiuha 
l)llmaliiuhum 

'they carried' , 
'they carried you masc. 
'they carried us' 
' they carried her' , 

hamalti 
hamaltfi 
hamaltfina 
hamallfiha 
~amaltfihum 

lh, W<st<mmost ;,laod. Sat,w,1, P"llap, aod M0e, are""°"' 800, 900, aod f ,000 
;1,s, resP<Ctivdy, to th,"'"· R«oostruc, th, vowel""""' for Prot~TMes,. 
hat '°""' ch,.,.« m"" b, '""m<d to have taU« , Pfare ;, th, ;od;,;do,1 di

ects? Quackenbush 's (1970) transcription is followed here: long vowels a re gemi-

'"• fr l ; s • deo ta/ trill, Ir l is retroOe,, I, l ;, an al'"''" •lfrkat,, Ii I , pal, tat 
ide, [g] a velar frica tive, [!] a velarized lateral, and [6] an inte rde n tal. 

'you fem. came . . 
· d him 'you fem. carne . .J) 

~ carried us 'you ,em. , .· , vowels 

'they carried them 
'you fem. carrie~ :;~,;

1 'you fem. carnet e 
ii a 

u 
0 

9 
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a ( I J 
(2) e y ::, a u 0 0 Hawaiia n Maori 

high + + I. ?eic kere 
Tongan Samoan 

tow + + + ~ ?uJa 
kele ~ 'black· 

kura ku la 
back + + + + + 3. hale 

?ufa ·red · 

round + + + 4. 
whare fale fale he?e wheke 

·house· 

5. kalo 
feke fe?e ·oc topus · 

ta ro talo 
6. kahu 

talo ·taro 
tahu tafu 

(3) Sonsoral Satawa! Pullap Moen 7. kai tai 
tafu ·cook· 

tahi 

I)ii I)ii I) ii I)ii ·tooth ' 8. ha?a haka 
tai ·sea · 

jee jee jee jee ·he · 9. li?i 
haka sa?a 'da nce· 

riki iiki 

ryy lyy nyy nyy ·coconut tree' IO. lu?u ruku 
Ji?i ·small' 

uku 

waa waa waa waa ·canoe' 11. lama rama 
•dive· 

12. 
ama lama 

SOO roo roo coo ·copra' puna PU I)a 
· torch' 

jit jit 13. piko 
PUl)a PUl)a 

jita j it ·name' pito pito 
·coral' 

tyty tyt tyt tyt ' breast' 14. nuk u pito ·navel' 
l)UtU l)Utu 

fasa far far fac ·pandanus' 15. nalu l)UtU 'beak ' 

16. 
l)aru l)alu l)alu 

WUl)a WUIJ WUIJ WUIJ ' pole' niho niho nifo 
' wave, 

101)0 rol) rol) rol) ·10 hear' 17. moko 
nifo ·tooth ' 

moto moto 

mawuri mawul mawun mawun ·war ' 18. moe moto ·strike with fi s t· moe mohe 

gasii gari jari jaci ' toddy' 19. moe 'sleep ' 
a lJa halJa 

meta met me t met ' what' 20. iho iho hifo 
al)a 'to face' 

tali sat hat sat ' the sea' 2 1. a?e ake 
ifo 'downwards' 

hake 

!iiri ran ran ran 'day' 22. honu honu 
a?e ' upwards' 

fonu 

gapi jap jap jep 'buttock' 23. ihi ihi hihi 
'turtle ' 

ppal ppal ppal ' light' 24. aka 
isi 'to strip, peel' 

ppare ata ata 

ja8o jqs j<_>h jqs ' roof' 25. awa 
ata 'dawn ' 

awa ava 

ral)O l<.>IJ l<.>IJ n<_>I) ' fly' 26. wahine wahine 
ava 'cha nnel' 

fefine 

nnaty nnat nnat nn::,t 'scaevola' 27. pee 
fafine 'woman ' 

pee pe?e 

faty fat fat fat 'eyebrow' 28. ao ao ?aho 
pee ' overripe ' 

mware mwal mwal mwan ' man' 29. ao 'day' au au ?ahu 

ma8e maa mail 'to die' 30. aloha 
au 'gall' 

maa aroha 'alo?ofa 

jawo j99 j99 j<_>Q ' fishline' 3 1. wai 
alofa ' love, pity' 

wai vai 

rago I<.><.> I<.><.> n<_><.> ' to go' 32. wa?a waka 
vai ' water ' 

I<.><.> 'wave' 33. 
vaka va?a 'canoe ' 

rawo n<.><.> llQQ wae wae va:>e 

tawy t::,::, t::,::, t::,::, 'to climb' 34. hau hau 
vae 'leg' 

' leaf' 35. hi?u 
hau sau 'dew' 

sawy roo r::,::, c::,::, hiku hiku 
36. 

si?u 'tail ' 1wa iwa hiva 
37. ihu 

1va nine' 
ihu ihu 

3.8 Polynesian Reconstruction 
38. noho noho 

ISU 'nose ' 

39. leo 
nofo nofo 'sit, d well' 

reo le'o 
A. (I) lists cognates from four Polynesian languages (Walsh and Biggs 1966). 40. lele 

leo voice' 

Determine the second correspondences among the consonants and recon-
rere lele lele 41. lemo remo lemo 

'fly, run' 

struct the consonant system o f the protolanguage, arranging the consonants 42. lehu 
lemo 'drown ' 

in a phoneme chart. Reconstruc t each cognate se t. Determine the soun~ 
rehu efu lefu 

43. mimi mimi mimi 
'ashes' 

changes that characterize the development of the individual daughter lari- 44. mana 
mimi ' urinate' 

guages. Can the relative chronology of ce rtain sound changes be determined'' 45. hala 
mal)a malJa mal)a 'bra nch' 
whara faa 

Do shared changes allow you to ma ke any suhgroupings among the l;in- 46. hana 
fala 'pandanus' 

guages? 47. ?apo 
whal)a fal)a fal)a 'bay· 
kapo :>apo ·g rasp · 
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B. Fijian is a more distantly related language. What is the significance of the 

forms in (2)? 

(2) kele "black' cf. I 

kula ' red ' 2 
vale ·house' 3 

dalo 'taro' 5 

lomo ·drown· 41 

ravu ·ashes 42 
vara ·pandanus· 45 

3.9 Algonquian 
Relying on the discussion in section 3.6, reconstruct the Proto-Algonquian forms 

of the following words. 

( 1) Fox Cree Menomini Ojibwa 

ana:kani uya:kan una:kan unakan 'dish' 

ana:kwa ata:hk ana:hku-k pl. ana:nk ·star' 

ihkwewa iskwew ikwe: ·woman' 

3.10 Muskogean Consonants 
A. (I} lists cognates from four major Muskogean languages (Haas 1941 , 1945, 

1947): Choctaw, Hitchiti, Koasati, and Creek. Set up the sound correspon
dences among the consonants and try to reconstruct the consonant system 
for Proto-Muskogean. What sound changes have occurred in the development 
of the individual daughter languages? In certain cases the transcription has 
been normalized. All Hitchiti nouns end in the suffix -i. 

(I) Choctaw Hitchiti Koasati Creek 

ahi a:h-i ~ aha 'potatoes' 

opa o:p-a:k-i opa opa ' hoot owl' 

koni ko:n-i kono kono ' skunk' 

tana ta8a ta8-ita 'to weave' 

nani 8a:8-i 8a8o 8a8o 'fish' 

hasi ha:s-i hasi hasi 'sun' 

sawi sa:w-i sawa ' raccoon' 

nusi nu:c-i nuci nuc-ita 'sleep' 

losa lo:c-i loca ' black' 

8a:f-i 8afi 8afo 'winter' 

lakna lakn-i la:na la:n-i 'yellow' 

sakli ca:lo ca: lo 'trout' 

okla okl-i o:la 'town, people' 

homma homma 'red' 

minko mik-i mi:kko mi:kko 'chief ' 

hayohk-i hayo:ki ' deep' 

ayokpa ayokpa ' happy 

B. 

(2) 

Exercises 
135 

The forms in (2) present a puzzling c 
what ways is this _correspondence pro~;;:s:i~n1ence between _lb] and [kl. In 
ne~e *X must be posited as the source~ h~ or your analys1~·.> A new pho
ert1es must *X ha\·e? Suggest so 1·k ,or t is ~orrespondence. What prop-

Choctaw Hitchiti 
bihi bih-hasi 
bayyi 

umbi 
biyal)kak 

bakc-i 

me I e Y candidates . 

Koasati 
bihi-cuba 
baya 
bakcu 

biyakka 

Creek 
ki : 
kala 
kacu: 

u8ku 
kiya:kka 

'mulbern·· 
'white o~k 
'brier. black
berry· 
' pawpaw· 
'chicken hawk· 



4 The Phonetic Foundations of Phonology 

We have a number of goals in this chapter. First, we wi ll retu rn to a more complete 
description of the vocal apparatus and its role in the production of speech. Second. 
we will sketch a particula r conception of the organization o f the fea tures based 
on the Articulator Model. We will then look at the acoustics of speec h in a non
technical way. Finally, we will survey some of the issues tha t arise in speech 
perception. concentrating on evidence that speech is perceived by a special mod
ule. 

4.1 Introduction 

A range of opinion has arisen on the role of phonological versus phonetic con
siderations in the development of a feature system to represent the articulation 
of the Saussurean sign ("phonological form" in generative parlance). One ex
treme, represented by Hjelmslev's glossematics (see Anderson 1985), claims that 
phonological behavior involves patterns and categories that are unconstrained by 
phonetics (the physical realization of language as speech). On the other side, much 
work in phonetics concerns itself with discovering and quantifying systematic 
articulatory and acoustic differences in the realization of members of the same 
pbonologicaJ category. Most generative theorists have taken the position that both 
pbonologicaJ and phonetic considerations are important. On the one hand, the 
gestures of speech reflect abstract linguistic categories and can be expected to 
differ from possibly identical physical movements that do not realize linguistic 
categories. On the other hand, the phonological categories we do find empirically 
attested are constrained by the vocal tract and the human auditory system -
anatomical apparatus not specifically evolved for the articulation and perception 
oflanguage. Phonological distinctions and categorizations display gaps that appear 
arbitrary from a purely abstract, classificatory point of view but seem to reflect 
contingencies of the articulatory and acoustic systems that rea lize language in 
speech. Finding the proper balance between these phonological and phonetic con
siderations in an explicit representational scheme for the sounds of la nguage con
tinues to be a central question of linguistic theory. 

We may distinguish two general approaches to phonological features: those that 
see features as realizing a certain action or movement and those that see features 
as static targets or regions of the vocal tract. The latter represents a more tra
ditional point of view that is embodied in the International Phonetic Alphahet 
(IPA). For example, on the basis of their own extensive J;mguage sample as well 

fnlroJuniu11 
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as a survey of the phonetics literature L - . 
some seventeen distinct consonanta l c.o adeloged a nd Madd1eson ( I 988) isolate 
•· I· f . . · nstnc11ons that would b . P ,ices o art1culat1on· · in traditional h . e categorized as 

, P one11c terms. 

(I J I. bilabial 
2. labiodental 
3. Iinguolabial 
4. interdental 
5. apical dental 
6. (lamina!) dentialveolar 
7. apical a lveolar 
8 . lamina! alveolar 
9. apical retroflex 

10. (lamina)) palatoalveolar 
11. subla minal (retroflex) 
I 2. palatal 
13. velar 
14. uvular 
15. pharyngeal 
16. epiglottal 
17. glottal 

Although minimal pairs are not available in all c 
ty~es_ (e .g., epiglottals). we assume that th ases beca_use of the ra rity of certain 
gu1shmg one sound from another on t es: categon es are capable of distin-
th t h · a sys ema tic basis But if w 

a P onet1es represe nts the physical al. . · e accept the thesis 
the important question is how thes re_ izallon of abstrac t linguistic categories 
A . e various sound types b h h ' 

s ~e will see, there is good reason to believe e a~e p onologicafly_ 
derhes the notion "place of articulation." B that a mu_ch simple~ system un
curacy. we are in danger of losing sight f \ concentra11~g on articulatory ac
phonetic trees. 0 t e phonological forest among the 

For example, we observed in section 1 6 th I h . 
properties with both the bilabial [13] d ·. a~ at ough the labiodenta l [v] shares 
stand between them (and is so liste:~n :~~er ental [OJ and. thus might be said to 
nologically with the bilabials rather than witr~). [v] cons_1stently patterns pho
constramts: for example, (p] ..... [f] [f] e dentals m sound changes and 
the various places of articulation ·. (; [p], not If] ..... (1]._ A rela ted point is that 
example. only a few languages c~~t /re not phonolog1cally equidistant. For 
categories (e.g., Ewe bilabia l [<f>] vs ~ -=nsonants from the firs t and second 
consonants from the second and third \ I e_ntal (f]). while ma ny more contrast 
~inally. complex segments simultaneoc:stg~nes ~e.g., En~hsh,_Arabic [f] vs. [8]). 
m one sound: for example the I b.. I y ombme certain points of artic ulation 

, a 1ove ar stop (kp] fo d · 
l~ng~ages is articulated with closure at the Ii d un m many West African 
bilabial and velar. But there a re no sou d th· P~ an dors~m and thus combines 
combin ing bilabial a nd labiodental (t~o~ /t ian be. described as simultaneously 
affricate lrfJ). This difference ma'·es sen g_f t chy m,1y be sequenced, as in the 
. ' " • sc I sue multiply ,1 t" I· 1 .trc gcm:ralcd according to the ·t" 1 . . • r icu ,ttec consonants 

a1 icu ator active m the prouuclion of the two 
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\ounds: the tongue dorsum for [kl and the lower lip for [p]. Since [_pl and _[fl have 
the same articulator (labial). they could not combine to form a multiply articulated 
segment. . 

The IPA system describes vowel s with a system of articulatory ta~gets that 
differs radically from the one emploved for consonants: the h1gh~s1 pomt of the 
tongue arch. There are major problems with this system; we will look at two. 
First , it is simply not accuraJe as a description of the actual locat10n of_the tongue. 
for example, in a critique of th is model. Wood ( 1982) finds that the highest pomt 
of the tongue arch for the lax high front vowel [1] is actually lo~er than for the 
mid vowel (e]. If we were solely interested in ach1evmg phonetic accuracy, we 
could simply rearrange the relative positions of the_se two v_owels. However, be
cause sounds represent phonological categories, this move 1s not open to u_s. We 
must be able to group [i] and [1l together as a natural class to the exclusion of 
le]. For example, Canadian French affricates [t] before [i] and ~1~ but not before 
[e]. The proper conclusion to draw is that the articulatory defi~1t1on of vowels m 
terms of the highest tongue arch is incorrect. Some other art1cul~to_ry c~rrelate 
must be found. Another major flaw of the traditional IPA system 1s its failure to 
provide a uniform set of categories to describe both consonants and vowels. After 
all, speakers do not have two mouths (one for consonants and th7 ot_her for 
vowels), and it is clear that many phonological processes (e.g., palatahzallon) cut 
across the consonant-vowel division. 

These problems prompted Halle (1983) to develop an alt~rnat(ve model 1~ which 
features are viewed as neural commands to activate certain articulators with spe
cific muscular gestures. 

The process of speech production consists in moving an artic~lator from ?ne 
position to another, where by an articulator is meant a recogmzed anatomical 
entity such as the lower lip, the body of the tongu_e, or the _vocal cords, but 
not an entity defined purely ad hoc such as the highest pomt of the tongue 
arch which varies constantly in the course of an utterance. (p. 97) 

For Halle, features are abstract neural categories with specific articulatory and 
acoustic correlates. To justify this more abstract conception of the features, he 
points to a number of cases showing the lack of a one-to-one relation betwee~ a 
given feature's acoustic and articulatory correlates. For example, place of arllc
ulation in a stop such as [k) is associated with two acoustic cues: the frequency 
pattern of the spectral burst produced by release of the stop clos_ure _an~ the 
formant transitions to and from the adjacent vowels. The latter cue 1s m1ssmg m 
interconsonantal contexts; only the former differentiates strings such as ~sks and 
asps. An inverse case in which a given acoustic state has different articulatory 
correlates is represented by voicelessness, which can be achieved either by stiff
ening the vocal folds or by spreading the vocal folds. The important point is th~t 
phonological rules never distinguish a sound depending on its associated phonetic 
correlate. They always equate the two and hence must operate at a more abstract 
level. The specific connections between the articulation and the acoustics are 
mediated by the features. These connections are not leamt:d. Rather, they ar_e 
"wired-in' · as part of the genetic endowment the child brings to language acqu1-
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sitio~, _allowing the system _to get off to a running start. Withou t these connections. 
acqu1s1t1on would ?e stymied by another lack of invariance in the spee..:h sie:na l. 
More generally, this state of affairs recalls the point made by Sapir ( 19')-) · - h. 

I b d ct· . . - tn IS 
ce e rate. 1scuss1on companng the sounds made in blowing out a candle with 
the [wh] tn words such as ,vhenand whether. From a purely physical point of 
view, t~e two sounds have essentially iden tical muscular movements and spectral 
properttes. But they have a totally different psychological or cognitive sta tus. The 
[whl of when 1s part of a syste_m ~f ph?nological categories tha t cross-classifies 
~II speech sounds_; candle blowing 1s a smgle isolated act that. so far as is known 
1s unconnected with Nhers like sighing, whistling, and clucking. The general poin; 
1s that th_e same physical h_ardware _can be operated by dist inct neural (software) 
systems m producmg and mterpretmg the sounds involved in sighing, whistli ne:. 
a~d s~ forth, ?n the one _hand , and the sounds of natural language on the othe;. 
Lmgu1sts are mterested m the neu_ral systems that activate the vocal apparatus 
to produce speech. _As Halle puts 1t, "On this view the distinct ive fea tures cor
respond to controls m the central nervous system which are connec ted in specific 
ways to the human motor and articulatory systems" (1983 :95). 

In Halle 1983 and much subsequent work, generative phonologists have de
veloped a _model for the representation of speech sounds tha t is premised on a 
close relation ~etween phonetics and phonology in which the a rticulators involved 
m the pro~uch~n of speec~ play a ~entral role. This Articulator Model postulates 
a set of six art_1culators w1_th special formal properties. Certain features reflect 
general properties_ of the stnctures made by the various articulators; other features 
a~e bound ~o particular articulators, implying a certain hierarchical organization. 
~mally, a given sound may be the product of several different articulators working 
m concert. In order to better appreciate the Articulator Model , let us first review 
the anatomy of the vocal apparatus, identifying the various pieces of articulatory 
hardware and the features they implement. 

4.2 The Articulators 

Whi_le it is possible to ~peak for a brief duration on inhalation, speech is normally 
realized under ex~alahon. The lungs are a pair of elastic cavities that expand and 
contract to take m and expel air during breathing. They are connected to the 
trachea through the ?ronchi (figure 4.1). Since breathing and feed ing share some 

• of the same anatomical passageways, evolution has designed several valves to 
ensure that food and other solid matter do not enter the lungs. One occurs at the 
top of the trachea; it is known as the larynx, a complex structure composed of 
several cartilages and ligaments (figure 4.2). At the top front of the larynx is a 
large fla?ge-shaped protective cartilage (the thyroid cartilage), which protrudes 
sha~ly m the throat of adult males - the so-called Adam's apple . Behind this 
cartilage at the top of the trachea lies the crycoid cartilage, which forms the base 
supporting the entire _laryngea l assembly. For our purposes. the most important 
part of the assembly 1s the arytenoid cartilages, which connect to the thyroid by 
two pairs of ligaments - the upper one known as the " fal se" vocal fo lds and the 
lower the "true" vocal folds. They seal off the trachea, prevent ing the intrusion 
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Diaphragm . 

.1 4 1 Lungs bronchial tubes and trachea: general arrangement. (From Clark and 
~~~:; 1990:23; ad; pted by Clark an'd Yallop from Minifie , Hixon, and Williams 1973:78.) 

:_--~ ,-,;;,-~~::::;4/~-- Hyoid --- --\1 
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--1----- Thyroid ---H ,-
cartilage 

Arytenoid--- +-11---r
cartilage 

· ., . 

--+----- Cricoid ---- -"t'--
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l<'lgure 4.2 The larynx: anterior and posterior views. (From Clark and Yallop 199(U0. ) 
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Figure 4.3 Vocal fold structure. (a) Anterior view. (b) Coronal section. (From Clark and 
Yallop 1990:32; adapted by Clark and Yallop from (a) Zemlin 1968 :131 and (b) Minifie, 
Hixon, and Williams 1973: 137.) 

of foreign matter that could cause suffocation. They also permit air to be trapped 
in the lungs to form a fulcrum for lifting with the arms. The a ry tenoid cartilages 
and vocal folds jointly fo rm the long slit-like valve known as the g /011is (figure 
4.3). For speech only the lower, '•true" vocal folds are relevant. They are c on
trolled by the arytenoid cartilage and some 23 accompanying muscles. One manner 
of control determines the amount of opening between the folds. This glottal open
ing ranges from a relatively wide position for normal breathing, to a narrowing 
of the folds found in the sound [h], to a tight closure for the glottal s top[?]. Opening 
the vocal folds is known as abduction, closing the folds as adduction. Halle and 
Stevens (1971) postulate that these muscles realize the features [ ±spread gl] a nd 
[ ± constr gl]. (Recall that [ +spread gl] characterizes aspirated consonants and 
[ + constr gl] ejective - "glotta lized" - consonants.) The arytenoids may a lso 
rock back and forth, thereby changing the tension of the folds. This ges ture re
alizes the features [ ±stiff vf] a nd [ ± slack vf] (figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.4 Posterior cricoarytenoid muscle: superior view showing action. (From Clark 
and Yallop 1990:33; adapled by Clark and Yallop from Schneiderman 1984:70. ) 
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( l 99 1) these features provide another example 
According to Hall~ and Stevens el~tion between the articulatory and acous-

of the absence of a simple o~e-tol~onhe ~ eriodic vibration in the acoustic signal -
ii.: correlates of a feature. e~a ft a t~ of ("1) a pressure drop across the glottis 

. f I I folds - 1s a unc wn . 
,. ibrat1on o t 1e voca t set the fo lds in vibration as well as . t the airtlow necessary o . d 
required to gene ra e I Halle and Stevens obsen·e that in soun s 
' ii I the stiffness o~ t~e folds t~e~s~ vee:i" constriction such as vowels, an increase 
with relatively minimal suprala Y g f -b at,·on and thus serves to implement ·rr · es the rate o v1 r 
in glottal sll . ness mcreas f B t . n sounds with greate r supralaryngeal con-
the phonolog1cal categ?ry o tone.-/ I shuts off vibration and thus implements 
, :ric~ion (obstruents), increasedt~~ s::: articulatory gesture [ + stiff vf] can lead 
a. vQlceless conson~n!. Hence, tic effects depending on the nature of the ~u
to fundamentall y d'.fterent acof~~t that the ~pper register tones of Tianjin (secll?n 
pralaryngeal c?nstnct1_on. T~e I s obstruents and the lower register tones with 
? .8) are associated with VOi Ce es I . te rpretation· the glottal stiffness of the 
,·oiced obstruents now finds a na~ra :°effect on th~ vocal fold stiffness of the 
preceding onset consonant has a irec 

accompanying vowel's t~ne j . involve three cavities: pharyngeal, oral , and 
The supralaryngeal arucu at1ons ·t t the lower margin of the first two and 

nasal (figure 4.5). The tongue cohnsti' u es rgin of the third It is these lower 
the palate (roof of the m~uth) t : r ~;:; a;: essentially fixed .. Halie's hypothesis 
elements that a~e mo~able, thehupp h the action of the lower articulators - the 
is that speech 1s articulated t roug 

Naso-pharynx 

Soft palalc (velum) 

Oro-pharynx 

Tongue rool 

Figure 4.5 Supralaryngeal cavities. (Adapted from Clark and Yallop 1990:43.) 
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" dramatis pe rsonae" of articulation . The Tongue Root is the principal actor in 
the lower pharynx. It may project forward . creating greate r pharyngeal volume. 
This gesture realizes the [ATR] feature ("advanced tongue root") tha t underlies 
the tense vowels of English and the ha rmony systems of many West African 
languages such as Lama. The tongue root may also be retracted toward the back 
wall of the pharyngeal cavity to produce the pharyngeal consonants [~, 'i'] fou nd 
in Arabic, perhaps reflecting a consonantal feature [RTR] (" retrac ted tongue 
root") comparable to the vocalic [ATR]. Lowering the velum to produce [ + nasal] 
sounds is the joint responsibility of the palatopharyngeal and pala toglossus mus
cles. The pa latal tensor muscle and the levator palatine muscle raise the velum 
and thus implement [ - nasal] (figure 4.6). Instead of the term "velum,'· Halle 
employs Soft Palate to designate the artic ulator tha t implements nasality. 

The tongue is a large and elongated mass of muscles capable of a variety of 
movements and is proprioceptively the most active element in speech. It is thus 
no accident tha t the morpheme for " language" derives etymologica lly from 
' tongue ' . At the opposite end from the root, the blade of the tongue articulates 
coronal sounds such as [&,s,s]. Coronals are produced by contracting the superior 
longitudinal muscles of the tongue and relaxing the infe rior longitudinal muscles 

Figure 4.6 Supraglollal vocal tract showing soft palate mu~culaturc: I palatal tensor mus
cle; 2 levator palatine muscle; 3 uvular muscle; 4 palatoglossus muscle; 5 palatopharyngcal 
sphincter; 6 palatopharyngeal muscle. (From Clark and Yallop 1990:45; adapted by Clark 
and Yallop from Zemlin 1968:299.) 
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Longi1udinal - --r -: 
musck 

Genioglossu, 
muscle 

Verlical muscle 

Tr.insver,e----ll 
mu~cle 

figure 4.7 Intrinsic muscles of the tongue. (from Clark and Yallop i990:50; adapted by 

Clark and Yallop from Sonesson 1968:68.) 

(figure 4. 7). The extrinsic muscles of the tongue control the movement of the 
tongue body; they connect the tongue to fixed bo~e masses in_ the skull (figure 
4.8). The genioglossus connects the tongue body with the lower Jaw and pulls the 
tongue forward to produce front vowels. The styloglossus connects th: ton~ue 
to two processes at the base of the skull ; it retracts th: tongue body and ts acttve 
in the production of back vowels. Raising and lowering the tong~e body 1s the 
responsibility of the palatoglossus and hyoglossus muscles. respe~t1vely. The for
mer implements high vowels and the latter low vowels. Halle cites EMG (~lec
tromyographic) recordings by Alfonso et al. (1982) to support these connections 

Genioglossus --t-'!',,,> 
mU!-iCle 

Lower juw 

Skull ba,e 

----J .f.--'.....,...,.,_. __ Pah1tog_h,,-,.,u, 
muscle 

'-J.'--- S!)luglossu, 
muscle 

--- -l-hl-- H~ul!lt"~"!-, 
mu,l'k 

figure 4.8 Extrinsic muscles of the tongue . (From Clark and Yallup 1990:49: adapted by 
Clark and Yallop from Sonesson 1968:67.) 
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between particular features and articulators. Finally . the lower lip is the active 
articulator in the production of labial consonants. It a lso helps 10 execute the 
feature [round]. 

The a11iculators and the featu res they execute are listed in (2J 

(2) [round] --- Labial 

[anterior]--
[distributed]__....... Coronal 

[back,1~ 
[high]_::::::::=-----~ Dorsal 
[low] 

[nasal] ---Soft Palate 

[ATRJ-_ . 
[RTR]--Radical 

[spread ~!) 
[constr gl] Glottal 
[voiced] 

Conceiving offeatures in this way begins to answer some of the criticisms raised 
earlier against the traditional point-of-articulation scheme. First , both consonants 
and vowels are described with the same set of articulators and so the model 
promises to capture consonant-vowel homologies (though exactl y how remains a 
hotly debated question; see sections 9.2, 9.3 for discussion). Second, both [p] and 
[fl are implemented with the Labial articulator, in contrast to [6] and [d], which 
share the Coronal articulator. This explains their affinities even though the precise 
point of stricture may vary. As we will see. it is at the level of the articulator that 
many phonological rules and constraints operate. 

To sum up, under the Articulator Model, the features a re cla imed to control 
specific muscular activations. This view contrasts with the more traditional one 
which sees place of articulation as a division of the vocal trac t into an ordered 
series of regions or zones without paying special attention to the articulators that 
are activated in each zone. While the Articulator Model claims that the six ar
ticulators are the basic actors in the production of speech, specific points along 
the vocal tract may establish proprioceptive feedback relations (Perkell 1980) that 
guide the act of articulation. An active role for feedback is supported by the 
observation of readjustments that the articulators make in producing speech after 
the loss of teeth or certain surgical interventions that radically alter the production 
mechanism. 

4.3 The Feature Tree 

Until this point in our exposition of the generative model. the features composing 
a sound have been represented as an unorganized bundle. This gives the mis
leading impression that the featu res may freely combine in the construction of a 
phonemic inventory as well as in defining natural classes of segments in pho
nological rules and constraints. But this is clearly false - for at least two reasons. 
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First, some features are best thought of as introducing a subdistinction within the 
category defined by another feature . For example, [distributed] and [anterior) 
only seem relevant for Coronal consonants. Although we may specify lg] or [h) 
as [ - distributed) by default, this move opens up the possibility that some language 
could contrast (±distributed) velars and laryngeals , parallel to (6) vs. [s). It also 
leads us to expect rules or constraints that depend on grouping [ - distributed] [t) 
with (h]. No evidence exists to support either of these predictions. To take another 
case, certain stric ture features are only appropriate for consonants. Thus, it makes 
no sense to mark a vowel such as [a] for the features [lateral) and [strident]. In 
sum, we need to encode these limitations on the ability of the features to combine 
and thereby create contrasting phonological categories. 

Second , as stressed by Clements (1985a), certain features fo rm recurrent group
ings in phonological rules and constraints . For example , one vowel may assimilate 
the place features (high], [low], and [back) from a n adjacent vowel but ignore the 
latter's specification for [hi tone] and [nasal). Assimilation of [hi tone], [nasal], 
and [back] (but not [high] and [low)) would be very unusual if not impossible. If 
we take seriously the idea that features are executed by articulators, then [high], 
(low], and (back) have a special affinity - they are all bound to the Dorsal artic
ulator. The fact that they function together in rules and constraints is no longer 

mysterious. 
In order to capture formally such natural feature groupings and restrictions on 

feature combination, generative phonologists have pursued the hypotnesis that 
the features are organized in a hierarchical tree structure. T here are various com
peting proposals about the nature of the organization and many details remain to 
be worked out. We will survey some of these issues in chapter 9. The model in 
(3), based on proposals by Halle (1992), serves as our point of departure. 

(3) [round] Labial [later] 
[strid) 

[anter)~ Coronal Oral ~ [distrib) 

[back)~ 
Dorsal [high] 

[low] [cons) 
[sonar] 

[nasal] Soft Palate Nasal 

[ATR) ==--=-=-- i<.adical 

[RTR) > Pharyngeal 

[spread gl] 
· [constr :~ Glottal 

[voiced] . 

terminal features articulator cavity stricture root 
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In this model, several hierarchical distinctions are introduced among the features. 
The terminal features ([round!, etc.) are related to the SP£ major class features 
[consonantal] and [sonorant], which form the root of the tree. through two in
termediate levels of struc ture: the six articulators and the three cavi ty nodes to 
which they are assigned. Off to the side a re a set of features characterizing the 
degree and type of stricture made by the articulator in its cavity. The feature tree 
can be thought of as a segment generator. The cla im is that any member of the 
UG phonetic alphabet can be generated by choosing the appropriate a rticula tor 
and dependent feature(s). the cavity in which the articulator forms a stric ture 
and general characteristics of the degree and type of stricture, which lead to th~ 
segment's identity as an obstruent. sonorant consonant. or vowel. 

Organizing the feature s in a hie rarc hical tree provides a natu ral formalism to 
express the fact that certain features refine distinctions in other features. For 
example, we observed earlier that l + distributed) only seems re levant for coronal 
consonants. The tree graph formally expresses this point by making [distributed] 
a daughter of Coronal. [distributed] can only be accessed through the Coronal 
articulator and is thus incompatible with any other articulator. The hierarchical 
tree also provides a natural formalism to express recurrent feature groupings. 
Mention of a particular node in the tree will be interpreted to imply all of the 
information dominated by tha t node. Two features can thus be expected to cooccur 
in rules or constraints only if they share a common node in the tree. For example, 
[high), [low], and [back) group together since they are daughters of the node 
Dorsal. Conversely, [high) and [nasal) should not join up since there is no single 
node that dominates just these features. We will return to this point in greater 
detail momentarily. 

Depending from the root in (3) are two types of features: those that can be 
localized to a particular articulator (articulator-bound features) and the stricture 
features [continuant), [strident] (and perhaps [lateral)), which combine more freely 
and are thus not bound to a particular articulator as the terminal features a re . 
Because the stricture features are much less well understood, our discussion here 
concentrates primarily on the remaining features; see section 9.5 for fu rther dis
cussion of stricture. 

Certain restrictions hold on the combination of the root features with each other 
and with the articulators. Vowels are [ - consonantal, + sonorant) , sonorant con
sonants are [ +consonantal , +sonorant], and obstruents are [ +consonantal, 
- sonorant]. The fourth combination, [ - consonantal, - sonorant] is precluded 
because a [ - consonantal] segment's lack of constriction in the oral cavity implies 
the spontaneous voicing indicative of a [ + sonorant] segment. Also, Halle (1992) 
proposes a constraint that requires [+consonantal) to dominate the Oral cavity 
and thus restricts its implementation to the Labial, Coronal, or Dorsal a rticula tor. 
This proposal implies that pharyngeals such as [~5] and laryngeals such as [h,?] 
will pattern as [ -consonantal] glides - a prediction that seems to be borne out 
in many cases where it can be tested. 

There are still certain gaps in our knowledge of how the stricture fea tures com
bine . [continuant] combines freely with the oral articulators: many languages have 
stop-fricative oppositions implemented by the Labial . Coronal. and Dorsal artic
ulators . Conclusive evidence for [continuant) in the Pharyngeal cavity is lacking. 
however. Consequently, thi s feature might be regarded as a dependent of the Oral 
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cavity instead of the root node; or_perhaps it joins l +consonantal] in be ing_ re
stricted to the oral articulators. [stride nt) most clearly c~aracten zes c_oronals. !Is 

ranee under Labial depends on whether the bilabial [13] vs. lab1odental [vi 
appea . 1· I .d 
distinction is best treated as one of stridency. There 1s 1tt e ev1 ence one way or 
the other on this question. Finally. [lateral) i~ almost always a coronal; ?ut rules 
assimilating the Corona l articulator often fatl to spread [lateral_] . This ts a ~ase 
where evidence from contrast and from assimilation (see section 4.3.1) fail to 

converge. . 
Feature trees generated from (3) for a few selected segments are shown in (4). 

(-1) root 

stricture 

cavity 

articulator 

terminal 

root 

stricture 

cavity 

articulator 

tenninal 

[ =~~~~r] 
I 

Oral 
I 
I 

Dorsa! 

[ = ~~~~r] 
I 

Pharyngeal 

I 
Glottal 

I 
[+ hig~ 

[ - lo~] ) 

[ - back] 

[i] 

[ +spread gl] 

[h] 

[ 
+ cons ] 

/ +sonor 

l + la te ra l] I 
Oral 

[ 
+cons ] 

/ -sonor 

[ - contin]~ 

Oral Pharyngeal 

I 
Coronal 

I 
[ + anterior] 

I I 
Labial Glottal 

[ +spre9 

I - voiced I 

[I ] 

In the representation of sounds in terms of the feature_ tree i~ (3). any given 
terminal feature implies the presence of the correspondmg articulator and all 
higher nodes. Thus, [round] implies Labial; [ +spread gl] implies Glottal; and so 
on. Furthermore each articulator can be reached from the root of the tree only 
through a cavit/ An interpretive convention is a lso required to indicate which 
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articulator exec_utes the root fea tures (as well as other st ricture features not ded
icated to a particular an i~ulator) . Sagey ( 1986) employs an arrow pointing from 
the ro~t to t_he relevant r:.n 1culator. To reduce notationa l clutter, the major art ic
ulator 1s indicated he re_\, ith_ an asterisk. Segments such as [m]. [ae), and [kw] thus 
receive th~ representa tions in (5). The asterisk ensures that in the implementa tion 
of the lab1ovela r . [k~] . '. he [+consonantal, - sonorant] root features and the 
[ - continuant! st ric ture teature are jointly executed by the Dorsal a rt iculator. 

(5) root 

stricture 

cavity 

a rticulator 

te rminal 

root 

stricture 

cavity 

a rticulator 

terminal 

[ + cons ] 
+ sonor ~ 

~contin] 

t\asal Oral Pharyngea l 

I I 
Soft Palate *Labial Glottal 

[
- cons ] 
+ sonor 

~ 
Oral Pharyngeal 

I I 
Glotta l *Dorsal 

I 
l + nasal] I + voiced] 

I 
I+ voiced] [ + lo~ 

[ - back] 

[ml [a:] 

[ ~~~~~r]~ 
~ 1-contin] 

Oral Pharyngea l 

------------ I *Dorsal Labial Glottal 

I I 
[ + round] [ - voiced] 

A~ essential prop~rty of the tree graph is the relation of dependency and/or 
domu'.ance. We can smgle o~t a group of features by mentioning the corresponding 
node to the graph that dominates all and only those features. Stated differently 
any nonterminal node in the graph forms the root of a subtree composed of ali 
the nodes that it dominates. Thus, Coronal groups [anterior] and (distributed]· 
Oral groups Labial, Coronal , and Dorsal and therefore also groups the Coronai 
dependents [ant_erior] _and [distributed]. As we will see, this dominance/depen
dency property ts c~uc1al to the formal expression of numerous phonological pro
cesses and constraints. On the other hand , no significance is to be attach1;d to 
the order of the branches (e .g .. to whether Oral precedes or follows Pharyngeal 
at the cavity level. or whether Labial precedes or follows Dorsal a t the articulator 
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level). In the diagrams shown here, the order of the branches depend ing from the 
same node will be shifted freely in order to overcome the limitations of the two
dimensional page. In sum, within the segment it is the presence or the absence 
of features and their hierarchical arrangement that is important. 

T he next three subsections illus trate the utility of the featu re tree in formulating 
three b road categories of sound change: assimilation. reduction, and dissimilation. 

4.3.1 Assimilation 

Conceiving the features as di5tributed in a tree pro\·ides a natural representation 
of assimilation as establishing a new connection or association between two nodes 
in the graph. Assimilation is represented by a dotted line connecting the features 
of the source to the target or focus of the rule. Three kinds of assimilation are 
dis tinguished: single-feature assimilation, corresponding to the extension o f a 
terminal feature or "leaf" in the tree; complete assimilation, whichjoins segments 
at the root; and partial assimilation, in which the information at some intermediate 
node in the graph spreads to an adjacent position. 

To take the s implest case, assimilation of an individual feature wi°li consist in 
associating a feature to the correspo nding mother node in an adjacent segment. 
If the assimilating segment is unspecified for the re levant feature, then it simply 
acquires the specification of the source segment (a so-called feature-filling o r 
structure-building operation). An example is provide d by the voicing assimilation 
of the regular verbal and nominal inflections in English, such as the plural cat+ [s) 
vs. dog+ [z) and the past tense reap+ [t] (reaped) vs. rub+ [d] (rubbed). These 
suffixes do not contrast underl yingly in voicing and assimilate the voicing of the 
final segment of the stem. The rule in (6a) says that the I ± voiced] specification 
"spreads" to the bare Glottal articulator o f the following consonant of the in
flectional suffix. The application of the rule is shown in (6b,c), where [SJ stands 
for a dental fricative unspecified for voicing. The result is that two successive 
segments terminate at the same leaf node: the [ ±voiced] specification that un
derlyingly characterizes the final segment of the s tem (6b,c). 

(6) a. Glottal; Glottal; (where Glottal; is unspecified) 
L---------

t = voicedJ 

b. 

root 

stricture 

C a t 

I 
[ 

+cons ] 
~ -sonor 

[ - contin] ~ 

Oral Pharyngeal 

+ s 
I 

[ 
+cons ] 
- sonor --------
~ [ + continl 

Pharyngeal Oral cavity 

articulator 
I I · I I 

•Coronal 
I . . 

Gl°t'_t~'.'. .. ----······Glottal *Coronal 
I 

terminal I +antcr) I -voiced( I +antcr( 
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C. 
s ti O ~ + 

root 

stril:turc 

cavity 

articulatar 

terminal 

[ + cons ] [ I ] 
------ - ,onor ~ ~~~~r -----

1 - contin I ~-------- ---/ --....___ ~ l+continl 

Oral Pharyngeal Pharyni:eal Or·,il 
I I - I - I 

*Dorsal Glottal .. -Glottal *Corona l 
L--·········· I 

I + voiced) I+ antcr) 

In the regressive assimilation of fi[v]e vs. fi[t] -th , the [ - voiced] of the suffix 
~-9) s~reads leftward to the consonant, displacing the unde rlying [ +voiced] spec-
1ficatton of the [v] (a structure-changing operation) The d 1· k. f h · · 
~ . . e m mg o t e ongmal 
eature '.s represented by _" z" in the rule (7a). The application of this rule to the 

~nderlymg [ v] + _[9) substnng of (fiv + 8) is depicted in (7b,c). Once again , it results 
m a representation where two successive consonants share the sa [ _ · d) 
feature specification. me vmce 

(7) a. Glottal Glottal 
r·------------J 

I:!: voiced I I - voiced) 

b. 

root 

stricture 

cavity 

articulator 

terminal 

C. 

root 

[ 
+cons ] 

------ - sonor 
l +contin) ~ 

Oral Pharyngeal 
I I 

*Labial Glottal 

I 
I + voiced) 

If] 

10] 

[ 
+cons ] 
-sonor 

~ 
Pharyngeal Oral 

I I 

I + contin] ::;, 
[-stridJ 

Glottal *Coronal 
I 

[ - voiced) 
I 

[ + anter) 

IO] 

stricture 
~ [ =~~~~r] [ ~~~~~r]~ 

l + contin) ~ ~ [ +conlinJ 
/ ~ 1-strid] 

articulator 

terminal 

cavity Oral Pharyngeal Pharyngeal Oral 
I I I I 

*l.ahial Glottal Glottal 

-----J 
I - voiced) 

*Coronal 
I 

I + antcrl 
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skeleton 

root 

stricture 

cavity 

articulator 

terminal 

[ph] 

X 

I 

~[ ~~:~~r] 
[-contin] ~ 

Oral Pharyngeal 

I I 
*Labial Glottal 

I +spr9 

l - voiceJ] 

lt l 

X 

I 

[ =~~~~r] 
~ 

Oral 
I 

*Dorsal 

[ - low] 

I - back] 

Pharyngeal 

I 
Radical 

I 
[ - ATRI 

la the general case, then, assimilation takes the form of associating a node in 
the graph with the appropriate mother node of the adjacent segme nt. If the segment 
undergoing assimilation bears a specification for the spreading feature, it is typi
cally delinked from the tree, giving the appearance of a change in feature ·values. 
However, it is crucial to realize that under this view of assimilation, the plus or 
minus feature values of one segment are not changed to agree with those of the 
adjacent segment. Rather, the feature specification of the conditioning context 
literally spreads to the focus of the rule, displacing any information that occupies 
that site in the graph. The result is a single feature specification that extends over 
two successive segments . In later chapters we will explore in detail the formal 
consequences of this conception of assimilation. 

Before we tum to complete assimilation , let us anticipate a result from chapter 
8 and assume a three-dimensional representation of phonological structure that 
distinguishes between a phoneme and the position that it occupies in the linear 
string of segments. Segments are ordered in virtue of a linear sequence of " skel
etal" positions or "timing slots," represented by Xs and reflecting the fact that 
speech is realized over time. The segments flesh out the empty timing slots forming 
the skeleton. The ordering of the timing slots in the skeleton of course depicts 
an abstract or virtual time; in physical articulation the various gestures overlap 
considerably. A word such as penny receives the schematic representation in (8) 
under the conception that features are organized in hierarchical trees. In inter
preting this diagram, in order to overcome the limitations imposed by the two
dimensional page, imagine that the root nodes are rotated 90°. If penny comprises 
a four-segment "pipe" [ph][cl[nl[i] that we rotate in order to look down the front 
end, then the root nodes for [c], [n], and [ii will be hidden behind that of [phi. 
We assume that each feature in the graph defines a special type of linear sequence 

• This diagram reads across pages 152 and 153. 

lnl 

X 

I 

~[ :~~~~r] 
[-contin~ 

Oral Nasal 

I 
*Coronal Soft Palate 

I I 
[ + anter] [+nasal] 
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lil 

X 

I 
[

- cons ] 
+ sonar 

~ 
Oral 

I 
*Dorsal 

[+ hi~ 

t-10I1) 
[ -back] 

Pharyngeal 
I 

Radical 
I 

[ + ATR] 
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skeleton 

root 

stricture 

cavit y 

articulator 

terminal 

known as a tier. Like the levels of seating in a stadium, we can talk about feature 
specifications across the string of segments as being located on the same tier 
relative to one another. Thus, at the root penny is comprised of the sequence 
[+cons] [ - cons] [ +cons] [ - cons] on the [consonantal] tier. For the feature 
[ATR], penny defines the tier [ - ATR] [ + ATR]. Note in particular that a con
sonant such as [n] is inherently unspecified for [ATR]; as a result, the surround ing 
vowels are adjacent on the ATR tier. This underspecification will be of consid
erable importance in maintaining the hypothesis that rules and constraints apply 
in local contexts - a desirable hypothesis because of the constraints it places on 
the grammar's learnability. In order to visualize the tiers more clearly, it helps 
to imagine that the feature trees are mobiles. When we rotate the root nodes, the 
[ATR] specifications of the [c) and [i) will align and not be interrupted by any 
terminal features of the intervening [n), which fails to receive a registration for 
[ATRJ. 

Biblical Hebrew provides examples of complete assimilation that receive a nat
ural interpretation under the tree graph notation for features. The dental nasal [n] 
assimilates completely to a following consonant, as we can see from the paradigms 
in (9), where the CVCVC root of the perfect shrinks to CCVC, bringing the first 
and second radical (root) consonants next to one another; initial [n) of 'fall ' , 'give', 
and 'approach' then completely assimilates to the second radical. 

(9) perfect 
imperfect 

katab 
yi-ktob 
·write' 

napal 
yi-ppol 
' fall' 

natan 
yi-tten 
'give ' 

nagas 
yi-ggas 
'approach ' 

In this case all the features characterizing [n) must assimilate: consonantality, 
voicing, articulator. nasality, and so on. This is easy to express if the fea tures 
form a tree structure. We simply say that given an [n)C stri.ng (where C is any 
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!phi 

X 

IEI 

X 

I 

~ [ ~~~~~r] [ :~:~:r] 
1- contin] -~ ~ 

Oral Pharyngeal Oral Pharyngea l 
I I 

*Labial Glo11al *Dorsal 

[ +spr9 [ - hi~ 

l - voiced] l - lo~v] ) 

! - back] 

I 
Radical 

I 
l - ATR] 

In the general case, then, assimilation takes the form of associating a node in 
the graph with the appropriate mother node of the adjacent segment. If the segment 
undergoing assimilation bears a specification for the spreading feature, it is typi
cally delinked from the tree, giving the appearance of a change in feature values. 
However, it is crucial to realize that under this view of assimilation, the plus or 
minus feature values of one segment are not changed to agree with those of the 
adjacent segment. Rather, the feature specification of the conditioning context 
literally spreads to the focus of the rule, displacing any information that occupies 
that site in the graph. The result is a single feature specification that extends over 
two successive segments. In later chapters we will explore in detail the formal 
consequences of this conception of assimilation. 

Before we tum to complete assimilation, let us anticipate a result from chapter 
8 and assume a three-dimensional representation of phonological structure that 
distinguishes between a phoneme and the position that it occupies in the linear 
string of segments. Segments are ordered in virtue of a linear sequence of "skel
etal" positions or "timing slots," represented by Xs and reflecting the fact that 
speech is realized over time. The segments flesh out the empty timing slots forming 
the skeleton. The ordering of the timing slots in the skeleton of course depicts 
an abstract or virtual time; in physical articulation the various gestures overlap 
considerably. A word such as penny receives the schematic representation in (8) 
under the conception that features are organized in hierarchical trees. In inter
preting this diagram, in order to overcome the limitations imposed by the two
dimensional page, imagine that the root nodes are rotated 90°. If penny comprises 
a four-segment "pipe" [ph][c][n][i] that we rotate in order to look down the front 
end , then the root nodes for [cl, [n] , and [i] will be hidden behind that of [ph]. 
We assume that each feature in the graph defines a special type of linear sequenc 

• ·1 his Jiagram reads across pages 152 and 153. 
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state of affairs is reflected in the fact that pre\·ious generative descriptions typi
cally invoked some ad hoc convention such as [n]-+ [aFs] / __ [aFs]. where 
[Fs] abbreviated all the features of a segment. But a variable such as [Fs] has no 
natural standing in the theory in comparison to the root node of the feature tree 
that serves as the anchoring point for the view of complete assimilation dn eloped 
here. 

To take another case from Biblical Hebrew, recall from section 1.11 that the 
definite prefix geminates a following consonant. unless it is a guttural, in which 
case the preceding vowel is lengthened (reflecting a restriction against long gut
turals): ham-melek 'the king· but lwa-'iiir ' the city'. Given the notions of the 
skeleton and features as rooted tree graphs, we may represent the prefix as com
posed of three positions, the third of which is not associated to a root node. This 
empty position then links to any following nonguttural consonant. producing gemi
nation. Otherwise. it is filled by the preceding vowel. 

(11) skeleton 

root 

XXX 
I I 
h a 

xxxxxxxx 
11""11111 
ha melek 

xxxxxxx 
I V I V I 
h a 'i' i r 

In this case complete assimilation at the root node has no preexisting features to 
displace; it is a structure-building rather than a structure-changing operation. 

Multiple feature assimilation has played a critical role in the development of 
feature theory. In a very influential study, Clements ( 1985a) observes that only 
a small number of the logically possible combinations of features spread together 
in rules of assimilation. For example, given the features {a,b,c,d,e}, we may find 

fthat {a,b} and {c,d} form recurrent groupings while {b,c} and {d,e} do not. As 
1lclements points out, organizing the features in a rooted tree graph provides a 

atural formalism to express this fact. Two or more features will figure in a rule 
or constraint only if they share a common dominating node in the tree. Stated 
ilifferently, if phonological rules are defined over nodes in the tree graph, then 
certain feature grouping are simple to express while others become more complex. 

x~· ----------:iTc. 1 In our abstract example, suppose that {a,b,c,d,e} are organized as in (12). Then ~/-:::l +cons l-e can isolate {a,b} by mentioning {f} and {c,d} by mentioning {g}. But we cannot 
bii. skeletal 

roOl 

stricture 

cavity 

articulator 

ntin\ oup {d,e} without also including {c}. Finally {b,c} should function together only 
\ - co Pharyngeal {a,d,e} are also included - that is, only in complete assimilation. 

Oral \ 
I Glom1I 

*Labial \ 
\ - voiced\ 

2) i 

/} 
f g(\ 

I\ I\ 
a b c d e 

e of th.: simplest and clearest cases of multiple feature assimi lation strongly 
port th.: articulator groupings depicted in the feature tree of (3). In the rcsl of 

1 subsect ion we will survey a few examples.· 
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b. trib-6 
tctrip-tai 

·rub ' graph-6 
gcgrap-tai 

'write ' PE:mp-6 
cpcmph-then 

·send' trib-6 
etrfph-r hen 

·rub · klcpt-6 
klcb-den 

·srea/' graph-6 
grab-den 

I ·write ' 

Gi,e, <he """" tree of 0) io which I >oicedJ aod lsocead gJ) are depeodeo o, of 
the Glottal •rtitlllato,, the regress;,, assimilatioo "'" io 0 5bJ may be '>P'<Ssed 
by the rule io (16) it simply e, "ods oh, Glottal node of lbe secood obstrneo, lo 
the P'<C<diog one, delinkiog the lattec·s OOdedyiog Glottal ' P«ificatioo. Tb, ,e. 

'"1< is a representa1ion io Wlokb a singJ, lacynge,J 'P<cifica1;0, cbacacoec;,e, the enrire consonant cluster. 

(16) root 

cavity 

articula tor 

I - sonorJ 

I I 
Pharyngeal Pharyngeal r---------. _____ J 

{ - sonar) 

l Glot1a/ GJouat 

f It is instrnco;., to compare th i, fo cmaJa,; on with the one in (17) imp! kat<d by 
, theory in Which the f<atoce, are not ocgan;,,d into, tree h"1 fonn an llno,dered 
bund/e. 

t 

17 f CXVoiced J I [cx voiced ] ( J hono,)- [~spn,ad gJ - ~spread gl 

'flti, OO/ation <mpJoy, th, Gtuk letoern o and~ as •aciabJe, "0,0ng o,e, p/a, 
;tnd mino, and i, designed to ,ay tba, th, featore io th, structoc,J citat,g, has th, 
am, "'"' as th, featare of the conditioning cont«t. It is sabject to, ""mbec 

of '<rioo, criticism,. Fin, t, it fails to e, plain why [, oiced) pafr, with fop, <ad gl) 
· the, than any othe, candomly citosen f<a1ore. Unde, the featare tree ana/r,is 
hi, is no accident - both feat"'" ;,, dependent, of the Glottal articu/ato, and 
ho, close kin. S<cond, the tbeo,y tba, ·• llow, I 17) fail, to «plaio why w, do not 
nd rule, in Which th, "'"' foe th, fea1ore in the strucooc,J chaog, is detennined 
y th, spe,ifica,ion of a diffecent fea1ore in the rule·, coooe,t, fo, «ample, 
•oic,dJ by [olateca1). ff th, ft,ttoce, are not •CJ«ni,ed into tiecs, then •ssimi
tio, as , spn,ading •P<cation ha, oo na1on,J o, pri •ileg<d """' · B"' if fe, t n re, 
fine tim in the f<atnre tcee, then rule, like IX)~ /n,oiced] / _ f•lateraJ) 
n be focma/Jy distingui,b<d from the mocc na,,,.1 one, that ' '""', ood, in 

, t,u. Th, latte, merely re'"'"°'' the geom«,y of oh, ccpre,entation by e,. 
ding tho domain of, featare o, foatnre gcnop. The fonne, chaoge fc,1o, , 

<fficieo,, witho"' any fonn,J connection between the faco, and the tciggc,;, , 
nte, t. Fioa11 y, fonn,1, ting rule, in t «m, of h ighc,. le 'cl nod es I <ads "' to e, Pee , 
t othe, dependent, of the sam, nod, will e>bibit simila, heba,io,. Focc,ampl, 

'e, P<ct ''"""'" With glott,,Ji ,Cd cnn.sonaoo, to spread I co o,o, gl I ,,,,.,, with 
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phonetic than on p t the Labial, Coronal. I asal [nl assimilates 
mho;~o~:gical processes sm~~a~i~ (Hamid 1984) thcbc~~:~~g ~he labial [ml before P 1 · Sudanese . onsonant , e 
For exam~-:~\:ulation of the fo!low;g ~elar [I)] before [k]. 
the point o I [n] before [z], and t e [b], the corona 

(18) perfect 
nabal) 
nafad 
nazal 
nasaf 
nasar 
najal) 
nakar 
naxar 
nagal 

imperfect 
ya-mbal) 
ya-rofid 
ya-nzil 
ya-nsif 
ya-iisur 
ya-1ijal) 
ya-okur 
ya-l)xar 
ya-l)gul 

·bark' 
·save· 
•descend' 
•demolish· 
·spread' 
·succeed' 
·deny' 
•puncture' 
•transfer' 

"slaughter' 
nahar ya-n~ar ·fall asleep' 

,... ya-n ,as b' 
,,;.,s h b 'ro W 

nahab ya-n a h d the laryngeal [h]. e 

d before the ph~r~~geal [. ~::ocal tract int~ oral and The [n] remains unch~ngeevidence for a d1v1s1on of t ressed as spreading of the 

take this as ph~~olo~~~ assimilation can thefin be ~~~ a preceding coronal nasal, haryngeal cav1ues. . g consonant le twar P . de of the followm 
Oral caVIty no . . I Oral cavity node. 
delinking 

th
e ongma [+cons] 

(19) root ~;~;--------------O~al 
cavity I Nasal I 

*Coronal 
articulator Soft Palate . ection 9.2. The Sudanese 

eal cavity is discussed ms the tree structure 1he 
Mo,mide= foci~ p:;:;:';,'se~•lion ofH,Ue (1 ~;;:~~ b"ndle by >ad '"'~ 
Arabic example rec s us to impose on t e in articula r, the org 

phonologic,I " " ' :;: !':::,.00 on phonelic ":'::i::;,."~'"" is pces"m'~: 
ma,che, .the stru:•,.,ocs ,ad mities. Th,s rem".lion between lhe phonolog\'.i,I 

nizatio~~n~~ :•~ther indicateds \~=~~h~o~~~~ds of languagde . re~:;~c:ds\vhcn 
no ,ea . <hec woe s, , m <he so"n s P '"" 
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(20) root 

The '""" "" or,.,, oliow, , focm,i;,. lion of >he lrndi,ion,I i"'"ilio" "'" so,nd 
ch,nge, falling ,Odee •he rub,ic of red,e,io" i" '·weak· · posilio" insol"< >he loss 
of iofo,m.,ion. To ••ke, simple «•mp/,. conside, >owe/ red,e,io" •o seh w, io 
,nsiressed positiooc fo, e.<,mpJ,, l~I - la) in n,om. ,,,,,,,, Gi,'" •he fea1,re 
''"• this process "" t,, described ,s simply delinkiog >h, DocsaJ anic,J,to, , 
/ea,ing • bare I -coo ""'·'"'I mo, nod, Withom '"Y >ennin,J •nieo/a,o, f"'"'" 

: - cons] 

articulator t 
Dorsal -+ 

[ - Jo~ 

[ -back) 

{ -cons] 

This is , """"' """"""•ion fo, >he colo,less sehw,. Pre,io,s fr,m,wo,k, 
req,fr,d finding some combioalion 0£re,1,ce " '"" •mong /high, low, back) •o 
dis/ing,ish sehw,. B,t >his is problem,iic in faog"'ges s,ch ,s English >hat have 
i"dependen1 front ,ad back ,oco,nded mid >oweJ, I<) ,od I,). fonhecmore, "'" 
if , , ac,o t fe,1,re combi "" ion can be fo, nd, it s/i/1 fails Io single om the sch w, 
from the othec >oweJs >he sam, w,y lhe red,eli,e aeeo,"t d~s. Fio,JJy, the 
claim >hat sehw, lacks an •nie,J,io, nod, '>plain, its pcopensity to •ssimiJ,,e 
vowel quality features from the local consonantal and vocalic environment. 

Following '" insight fim «Pressed by Lass 1/976), many rese,rehec, have 
si,wed soeh soond ch,nges "' lhe Spanish dialee>,J ",spiralion" of Is) lo lh) 
/e.g., me[h), me,-,[h J 'month· sg., pl.) ,nd British English "glotl,J/iog" of (I ') to 
PJ /e.g. , a[l')om - a[')om) "' • '"PPCCssion of the '"Prnglo11,i ,rtje,Ja,ion. Give" 
th,t II') is ( +eons,, g/J, ('J is • ·ha, rem,;., once the '"Prafacyoge,i f"'"'" h,,e been excised (21). 

(21) root 

stricture 
cavity 

articu/,1tor 

terminal 

( + cons/ 

( -co~~ 

Ora/ Pharyngeal 
I I 

G/ot1a/ 

I 

*Corona/ 

I 
( + constr g// 

o bring lhe ls) - lh) ch,ag, ""d" this rnbric, w, m,s, eslab/ish • liok bot<,ecn 
, I+ spread gJI fe,1,re macki"g I h I aod >he >oicoless fricative (s) !ha, is no, 

<omp/eie/y ""''"tood. Also. >h, " ""' of leoo/io"'"' J in !hos, change, is co"• 
1,,,,,,,,. I. Som, rese, re hoc, see I h I as Pcese "i ng the I + co" Jin "'nt I of Is J and 
Pl as Presec,i"g lhc / - c,mi""'"'I of" ·""P ,,,o, """'-'•rily glot1;,Ji,cdJ, ,e. 

I +antcr/ 
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counting for the generalization that fricatives debuccal ize as [h) and stops (both 
glottalized and plain) as [?]. However, the re is little independent evide nce that 
[?] and [h] are opposed as [:!:continuant) . In many languages these sounds pattern 
with the glides [y,w]. We will return to this issue in section 9.5. 

Another common form of reduction is the suppression of laryngeal distinctions 
in the coda of the syllable. For example, many languages oppose plain, aspirated, 
and voiced stops [p,b,ph] in syllable onsets but limit their coda to just [p]. Given 
the feature tree . this sound change can be described as the delinking of the Glottal 
articulator and replacement with a default [ - spread gl. - voiced] specification. 
Evidence that such neutralizations are to be described as delinking rather than 
as simply a plus-to-minus change in the la ryngeal features is the fact that the 
delinked mate rial can sometimes show up at another position in the string. As we 
will see in chapter 7, this is a general trait of tonal features. Other laryngeal 
features sometimes display similar behavior. A possible example is Bartholomae 's 
Law in the development of Sanskrit where an lndo-European [bh + t] cluster is 
realized as [b + dh], with the apparent transfer of voicing and aspiration from the 
coda [bh] to the following onset [t] (followed by the regular regressive voicing 
assimilation). Under the earlier theory in which features form an unorganized 
bundle, this sound change requires a simultaneous modification of the coefficients 
of both (spread gl] and (voiced] at two successive positions in the cluster (22a). 

(22) a. 
( 

+ sp~ead gl] ( - sp~ead gl] -+ ( - sp~ead gl] ( +spread gl] 
+ voiced - voiced + voiced + vmced 

[bh] [ti [bl [dh] 

b. l + cons] l + cons] 

I ~ 
Pharyngeal ,Pharyngeal Oral 

t ---------- I 
Glottal;'_,- *Coronal 

/--.. 
l + voiced] [ +spread gl] 

[bh] Lt] 

l + cons] 

I 
Pharyngeal 

I I 
Glottal; Glottal; 

--------------~ 
I + voiced I [ +spread gl] 

l +cons] 

~ 
Pharyngeal Oral 

I 
*Coronal 

[bl 

Tit£• Feature Tr,,,. 

But given the Articulator Mod l . 161 
sequent relinking of th e • it can be de,.:ribed a . 
Gl?t~al, a rticulator fro~ 1~~:rn~• articula tor. The [p] resi1t\~: 1elmking and sub
vo1c1ng assimilation s d. t en turns to (bl b\· the r I - rom dehnkmg the 
the spreading feature~;~: in; [voiced] from righ.t to lcf?~/r rule of regressive 
polated by convention T:. t _e proper sponsoring art icui"at e assume that when 
porting the [ +voiced) . is is the source of the -new GI o\ node, one is inter-

Complex seg spread from the Id") in '"bl Otta ; specification sup-
ments with a · ,__ . 

loss of one of the two a . pnma ry and secondarv articu . 
Romanian. In Ukr . . rt1culators. Two example~ ~ lauo~ often reduce by 

the wo~d (more g:~:~:~
1
;~~at~~ized labial consonant:r~e;:i:~a;~ Ukrainia n and 

companson with th R . e coda of the SYl!abl ) ze at the end of 
in (23b) as a delink: ~}s1an cognates in (23a). The d: a;at pro~ess_ evident by 

?f the asterisk designgatin tht~;ec~ndary pl~ce featu res ~indi~~~t1on is expressed 
is sketched in (2Jc) g primary articulato r) Th d d by the absence . . e epalatalization of (rn"] 

(23) a. 

b. 

Ukrainian 
holub 
cep 
sim 

Russian 
golup' 
cep· 
sern· 

I +cons] 

~ 
Oral Oral 
I 

*Labial 

"pigeon· 
"chain' 
'seven· 

c. root 
~ ! +cons] 

_[ -con~ stricture 

cavity 

articulator 

terminal 

Oral 0 I ral Nasal 

*Labial I I 
D/sal Soft Palate 

( + high\ 
I - back] 

e ev?lution of Romance *k"' t . 
omaman apii) b O Ip] m Romanian (cf L · 
tor. The secon~=ryn Le· eb~p,res~ed as the delinking of th.e at_m aqua 'water ' and 

a m a rt1cul t · pnmary Do I · 
+ consonantal] and I _ . a or 1s then promoted t . rsa art1cu-

cont1nuant] s tricture features. o primary. rea liz ing the 
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[+cons] 
~ [ - contin] 

Ural Oral 
I 

*Dorsal Labial 

4.3.3 Dissimilation 

[.cons]--

' l - cont in] 

Oral 
I 

*Labial 

[p] 

In many languages root morphemes exhibit gaps in the otherwise expected free 
distribution of features to encode the lexicon. These gaps often reflect dissimi
latory constraints: avoidance of successive elements drawn from the same cat
egory. What counts as the same category should receive a simple formal expres
sion. The study of such constraint~ is thus another source of evidence bearing on 
feature organization. We will review two cases here. 

In Japanese the combination of voiced obstruents within a root is avoided in 
the native Yamato vocabulary (Ito and Mester 1986). Thus, while voiceless ob
struents and voiced and voiceless obstruents combine freely (fut a ' lid', Juda 
'sign ', but a ' pig'), voiced ones do not (*buda). The constraint is actively enforced 
by blocking or undoing an otherwise general rule voicing the initial obstruent in 
the second member of a compound (Lyman's Law). Thus, while iro 'color' +kami 
'paper' give iro + gami 'colored paper' , [kami + kaze] 'divine wind' surfaces as 
kami + kaze, not *kami +gaze. Ito and Mester (1986) express the contrast between 
iro + gami and kami + kaze as a dissimilation process that deletes the voicing spec
ification inserted in compQunds when another one follows in the same morpheme. 
So long as this process is ordered before the default insertion of voicing on so
norants, it can be expressed as a rule that deletes one [ +voiced] specification 
when followed by another on the [voiced] tier (25a). The derivation of kami +kaze 
is shown in (25b). 

(25) a. [+voiced] -> ff / __ [+voiced] 

b. kami + k a z e -> kami + g a z e -> kami + k a z e 
I I I I 

[ +vd] [ +vd] [ +vd] [ + vd] 

It is worth observing that if the intervening vowels are not underspecified for 
voicing and the input lo dissimilation is thus (26a), the rule becomes much more 
complex. First, we must allow a potentially unbounded number of [ + voiced] 
specifications to intervene between the obstruents; second, the rule will have to 
look down to the root node where the [±sonorant] contrast is registered. (26b) 
states the rule under these assumptions. One job of underspecification is to place 
gaps in phonological representations so that rules can be expressed more simply 
and insightfully, as comparison of (25a) and (26b) shows. We will return to this 
issue in section 9. 11. 

(26) a. kami .,. k a 
I z e 

I · vdJ I I I I 
.,.. ... vd) I + vd) I + vd' 

b. l.,. i·d] ..... ff I , 
/ [+vdJo ( - vd) 

Glottal G I I 
I lotta/ Glottal 

Pharvngea/ Phar / / 
./ rgea/ Pharyngeal 

I - sonorJ l + sonor/ I / 
A -sonorJ 

nother frequent type of r . root 

The Fearure li-ee 

articulator 

cavity 

place of articulation Wh oo1 c~nstra1nt avoids seem 
more general than the en_ examined in detail •· ,; ~~ts c~osen from the same 
(I) and tends to s precise location of a co~s P ce typ1cal/v is found to b 
doc~mented casesuir~:i t;e Articulator Model. ~;ea:fi~ stri~ture· in the sense o; 
studied by McCarthy (/;9/~rm here, the root cooccurren::v1ew on_e of the best-

As we will see in sect" . constraints in Arabic 
of three (and somer" ion 8.1, Arabic root morph 
[~bl ' love', [ktb] 'wri'1:~s[ two or four) consonants· ~;es are composed typically 
an observation of Gre ';5m1 'draw', [sfrJ 'travel' .It r ~~ample. [md) 'stretch, 
nificant tendency to a/~d erg (1950), McCarthy d; mrgm translate'. Deve/opin~ 
~he consonants of Ara~~ adja~ent consonants produ~;t~ates a statistically sig

g•stribute themselves th~~;r~ listed in (27). (28) tabulates t the same articulator. 
trst half of Wehr's ( I 976) S g a sample of 2,703 triract· I ow these consonants 

~haryngea/ized consonants tndard Arabic dictionary ~:a ·t~ots taken from the 
_reaks down into several s b emphatics"). In the case.of th• s (T,D,S,Z) denote 

tmuant]. u parts depending on th fi e coronals, the patter 
e eatures [sonorantJ and [c ~ 

(27) a. on labials 
b. corona] sonorants 
c. coronal stops 
d. coronal fricatives 
e. dorsals 
f. gutturals 

[f,b,mJ 
[1,r,nJ 
[t ,d,T,DJ 
ce.ei,s,z,s.z,sJ 
[g,k,qJ 
[~ . y.~. f,h, ?J 

(28) ad"acent consonants (C C 
, , and C2 c ) · 

1 
.
1
. 

a b - m n Hera/ C C C 
a O c d ' i roors 

210 125 138 e f 
b 196 15 122 161 82 151 
c I 18 153 7 26 165 . 208 
d 196 211 58 5 29 105 
e 118 167 66 89 168 
f 211 252 148 105 I 79 

182 81 II 

lln !he matrix of (2/l) the vc . . . 
rt1c<1/ ax,~ represents th ,-

. C lrS{ f . I · 0 two .tdJaccnt root 
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consonants while the hori zontal axis represents the second . Thus, a t C ,-C2 [ktbJ 
'write' is one of the 66 roots in the su rvey that combine a dorsal with a following 
coronal stop; and at C2-C3 [ktb) is one of the 118 roots that combine a coronal 
s top with a following labia l. 

Examination of the table (28) reveals that the smallest numbers run along the 
diagonal , evidencing a strong disprefere nce for adjacent consona nts drawn from 
the groupings in (27). Putting the gutturals aside (see discussion in section 9.2). 
it is clear that the dissimilatory classes are de fined by the a rtic ula tors Labia l, 
Dorsal, Coronal (the latter refined into three disjo int subsets by the features [so
norant) and [continuant]). In no case does a dissimilatory class combine conso
nants produced by different articulato rs . Note also that the frica tives range across 
several of the traditional IPA points of articulation: la biode nta l [f], interdental [8). 
alveolar [s] , and alveopalatal [s]. Given that the constraint is defined in terms of 
the articulators, it is no accident that this set is pa rtitioned {f} vs. {8,s,s} rather 
than {f,8} vs. {s,s}. or {f,8,s} vs. {s}: [ f) is produced by the Labial articulator while 
[8 ,s,s) are produced by the Coronal artic ulato r. 

Again sidestepping the issue of the gutturals, we may express the Arabic root 
constraint as in (29). It marks as ill formed two successive entries on the artic ulator 
tier that choose identical values from a mong the options lis ted. 

(29) articulator *[x) [xi 

(where .r = Labial, Dorsal. Coronal. Coronal) 
I I ---- [cxcontin] 

[ + sono r] [ - sonor) 

4.3.4 Tiers and Adjacency 

Another perhaps more surprising result is that a similar (albeit somewhat weaker) 
avoidance constraint also holds between the first and third consonants of the 
Arabic triliteral roo t [C,C2C3]. As shown by the table in (30), except for the [b,b) 
cell, the small numbers once again run along the diagonal, indicating a tendency 
to disprefer consonants with the same articulator. Thus, [ktb) ' write' is one of74 
roots in the surve y that combine an initial dorsal and a final labial. 

(30) nonad,ecent consonants (C, C3) 

a b C d e f 
a 20 88 53 37 41 79 
b en 76 52 83 47 85 
C 36 53 9 29 28 45 
d 93 127 61 14 46 88 
e 74 72 44 53 3 54 
f 126 162 66 85 64 37 

As McCarthy (1991) points out, if we are to explain this phenomenon by positing 
that constraint (29) rules out adjacen! i~entical articulators, then we must conclude 
that Labial, Coronal , Dorsal each define their own separate tier. To sec this. 

The Feru11re he, 

consider a hypothetical ill-form 165 
radicals have a Labial . . ed root suc h as [rib] w . 
lb) must be able to "s ar'.1.culator. In order lo be ruled.ourh~rc !he lirs1 and third 
cupied the same tier (3el~) eahch olher through lhe ; I] If L· Yb_/219), !he lfJ and !he 
b th · d • t en the t · ' · a 1a a nd C Y e mtervening Co I wo instance, of La·o· 1 oronal oc-
o t ·d · ro na · he nce th ia would be 

u I entrcal artic ulators o~l , ey wou ld no1 fa ll under P9 s_eparated 
defines Hs own tier, the, th y whe~ they are adja.:ent. B ·r - ), Wh1~h rules 
th~ me_dial radical It] ha1s n e two_Labial specification, of ffrbt~/ ea_ch a rticulator 
tatron ts correc t it . J' o regrstratron on the Lah::il t' , e adJacent because 
mina l features s~ch •: p/!sb that t_he artic ula to rs h:l\ e a ~~;/-' I b). lf !his interpre
same tier. - ack) m whic h both value, of t erenr status from ter-

he feature occupy tl , 
(31) a. f t b le 

I I I b. f 
Lab Cor Lab I 

lab I 
b 

I 
Lab 

Cor 
The II-retroflexion rule of . 

provides another case . . Sansknt (Steriade 1986 Sch . 
the features [anterior/:n~ h;~~ t~e same conclusion has b;;~ :nd Steriade 1986) 
veolar, palatal, and retr fl istrrbu_tedJ define a three-wa rawn. In Sanskrit 

o ex, as indicated in (32) y contras t among al-
(32) a lveolar 

1 
· 

pa atal re troflex 

s 
n 

c 
s 
ii 

[ + anter J [ -ante ] [ r 
- distrib + dist:b - a?ter ] 

- d1strrb 
T~e rule of n-re troflexion s tate 

Wtlh [i:iJ when the s tem contai:st:a: e!~:::\:~tt a n In) take a retroflex alternant 
muant Is) o r Ir) 

<33) a . -na: present · · 

mrd-na: 'be gracious' 
b. -na passive partici~ 

bhug-na- 'bend' 

c. 

d. 

i~-i:ia: ·seek · 

pu:r-i:ia 'fill' 
vrk-i:ia- 'cut up. 

pur-a: i:ia 'fill ' 
k~ubh-a:i:ia 'quake' 

-a:n~ middle participle 
malJ-a:na- ' wipe' 
k~ved-a:na- 'hum' 
-ma:na middle participle 
krt-a-ma:na 'cut' 

krp-a-ma: i:ia ' la men t· 
~ s lhe exa mples in (33) make c l , 

ay but need not be ad ·· • . c,1r, the source and the focu . . . . 
the focus fn) is separarei~•ccn t. for example, in I ksubh-a ·na( ofdthr ,1ss1mrlation 

rom the source Isl or lrJ b · · · ' ,tn lkrp-a-ma:naJ 
. y one and even two interve,;in~ 
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labial consonants. Significantly, the rule is blocked by intervening coronals such 
as the [t] in krt-a-ma :11a (cf. krp-a-ma:~ra). The challenge is to make sense of this 

contrast. 
Schein and Steriade propose the rule shown in (34); it spreads the Coronal 

articulator dominating a [ - anterior. - distributed] continuant to a following cor
onal nasal. delinking the laiter·s original coronal specification. (Pl is equivalent 

to the Oral node.) 

(3.i) 

/
I + cons] I -cons\---

\ I l + nasall 

I +continl 
Pl Pl 
L--·· --------· ·· ..... --·i 

coronal coronal 

~ 
i -anterl [ - distrib) 

Implicit in the statement of the rule is the assumption that the source and the 
focus are adjacent on the Coronal tier. On this assurnpiion, the rule will apply in 
(35b) since nothing intervenes on the Coronal tier between the [r] of the root and 
the [n] of the suffix. And for exactly the same reason, the rule blocks in (35a) 
because the [t] intervenes. Furthermore, the [t] itself cannot undergo the rule 
since (34) is restricted to nasals. As in the Arabic case of (31), this explanation 
crucially depends on the premise that each articulator defines its own tier - a 
point expressed in (35b) by placing Labial , Coronal , Dorsal a t different levels in 
order to overcome the limitations of the two-dimensional page. 

(35) a. k r t -a- m a: n a b. k r p - a- rn a: n a 

I I I 

I 
I i L t r-----i Cor Cor Cor 

c;;- -------- Cor 

Dor Dor 
Lab Lab Lab 

Let us close the discussion with another long-distance assimilation that is similar 
to but not exactly the same as the one found in Sanskrit. In the California American 
Indian language Chumash (Poser 1982), the coronal fricatives and affricates con
trast for the feature [anterior]. 

(36) stop 
affricate 
fricative 

C 

s 
c 
s 

sonorant n,l 

[ + anter] [ - anter] 

There is a sibilant harmony process whereby a coronal affricate or fricative as· 
similatcs the antcriority of a following coronal alTricatc or fricati ve. The sourcc 
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of the spreading [ :t anterior] may be found in a . - . 
can be rn a root or a prefix. The proce I I ~utl1x or a root. and the recipient 

ss c ear ~ operates from right to left. 

(37) a. k-sunon-us 
k-sunon-s 
sax tun 
saxtun-ic 

'I obey him· ,k + sunon + us/ 
lk - sunon + sf 

/saxtun 

3sg. prefix s
s-ixut 
s-aqunimak 
s-ilaks 
s-am-moc 
s-kuti-was 

b. dual subject i.f-

' I am obedient' 
·10 pay' 
'to be paid ' 

'it burns' 
' he hides' 
' it is soft ' 
'they paint it" 
' he saw' 

/sax tun - ic/ 

Is -ixuL 
Is - aqunimak/ 
/s-'- ilaks1 
ls -am+ moci 
Is - kuti - was/ 

p-is-anan · 'd , . on t you two go' /p + is + aJ.,..nan '/ 
s-1s-tisi-yep-us ' th ey two show him, /s + is+ tisi +yep+ us/ 

1!fe observe that sibilants contrast for anterior·! 
m ~37a) (s] assimilates [ -anterior] from (s] an~ ~c~~~ that bo:h val~es assimilate: 
tenor] from [s]. Consequently the h ' rn (37b) [s] assimilates [+an
terior] and must delink both v;lues o~7!,ony r~le spreads both values of [:tan
the rule. It is thus a structure-chan in - ante_nor] from the underlying focus of 
in (38). g g operation. We may formulate the rule as 

(38) Coronal Coronal 
r------------ J 

[ ± anter] [ ;-anter] 

As_ the forms in (39) show (from Shaw 199 .. 
neither trigger (39a), nor undergo (39b) ~), the nons1bilant coronals [t, n,I] 
terior]. ' nor ock (39c) the assimilation of [an-

(39) a. s-api-co-it 'I have good luck' 
s-api-co-us ' he has good luck' 

b. k-fanon-s 'I am obedient' 
k-sunos-us 'I obey him' 

C. ha-s-xintila 'his Indian name' 
ha-s-xintila-was ' his former Indian name' 

To explain the first two properties we mi h . . 
the source and the focus of the h ' g t add a r~stncllon on rule (38) that 
indicating a sibilant. However th~;m:::idbea_r the stnctu~e feature I + strident], 
fail to block the propagation of harn1ony. sllllhnot exp_la~n why such segments 

h 
,icross t cm This 1 · rt· I I . 

w en we compare the S·rnskr1·t ,1 rct n . . s pa icu ar y puzzling ' · · ro exron rule R II h 
roflexion lo a following ln l was block db . . . eca I at the spread of ret-

e y an rnlervcnrng coronal [I] {35a). Thus. 
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in both Sanskrit and Chumash [t] fai ls to undergo or to trigger the relevant rule; 
but the languages sti ll behave diffe rently when a [t] intervenes between the source 
and the recipient of assimilation. Finding a formal explanation for this kind of 
contrast has emerged as a central question in feature theory. One approach to 
the problem is premised on the observation that Chumash [t] lacks a [ -ante rior] 
counterpart in the language's phonemic inventory and hence can be underspecified 
for [anterior] at the point where the harmony rule applies . On the other hand . 
Sanskrit opposes [ +anterior] [t] to [ - anterior] l!l in its phonemic inventory and 
hence must specify the Coronal articulator to support the underlying [t] vs. l!l 
opposition. We will return to a fuller discussion of this issue in section 9.9. 

To summarize this section , we see that imposing a hierarchical organization on 
the features promises to sharply constrain the range of natural phonological rules 
and constraints. The fact that the pre liminary phonological evidence implicates 
a feature organization that in large part mirrors the organization motivated on 
phonetic grounds is a significant convergence that strengthens the idea that con
ceiving of speech sounds as feature trees is a basic property of the human language 
faculty. 

4.4 Acoustic Phonetics 

When we speak, the air at our mouth and nostrils is alte rnate ly compressed and 
rarefied. Air is an e lastic medium and will transmit these patterns of compression 
and rarefaction to our listeners by setting their eardrums in motion. The resultant 
motion is converted into electrical impulses in the inner ear that are transmitted 
to the brain. This section int roduces some basic concepts of acoustic phonetics 
in order to provide a preliminary understanding of this aspect of speech. 

4.4.l Vibratory Motion 

The compression and rarefaction of the air can be understood as a type of vibratory 
phenomenon. To gain an understanding of how sound is transmitted through the 
air, it is useful to think of the air as being composed of little cubes. Since air is 
elastic, when one of the cubes is squeezed it will bounce back when the squeeze 
is released. If the elasticity is great, this bouncing back and forth will be repeated 
several times before the cube returns to its original state of rest. The alternating 
compression and rarefaction of the elastic cube illustrates a phenomenon that 
occurs widely in nature. More familiar examples include the swing of a pendulum 
and the behavior of a spring fixed at the top and supplied with a weight at the 
bottom (figure 4.9). Ifwe gently tug at the end of the spring, we set up a repetitive 
up-and-down motion. We see a record of this motion in the graph in figure 4.1 O. 
This curve, known technically as a sine wave, is defined by two properties: the 
period, T (the time required for the spring to execute a complete up-and-down 
movement), and the amplitude, A (the maximal -displacement of the free end of 
the spring from its rest position). It is a fact of elementary physics that the period 
and amplitude are independent of one another. More surprising perhaps is the 
fact that once a spring is set in motion , its period never changes: the period is 

Acoustic Phu,:, lies 

~ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

,.-,-<., \ ....... 
, ' 
I I ,_ ... ' 

'------=----
'"' Figure 4.9 Simple vibratin ' , h1 

Yallop 1990: 187.) g S} Siems. (a) Pendulum. b) 
' Spring-mass. (From Clark and 

determined by the material of w . . 
because the sprin bob h1ch the spring is made Th . . 
time; that is, the dfspJac: more slowly but because its ;m ~tv1brat1on ceases not 
until ultimately the b bb~ent from the rest position beco P ude decreases over 
of the reciprocal of l~e ID~ s~ops altogether. It is often ::~ s,mal/e~ and smaller 
speaking of the time t k perJQ , a quantity termed the /i u to th1Dk in terms 
( a en by one ·b . . requency (f)· h 
cycles) per unit of time v, ration' we speak of the . rat_ er ~han 

frequency is expressed byst~hndaf,rdly the_ second. The relation"i~ber of v1bra11ons 
e ormu/a ID (40). e ween penod and 

(40) frequency '= _!_ 
period 

If the period is 2 seconds 

b 

d 

fb = Amplitude (A) 
ace = Period (T) 
abcde = Cycle 

Figure 4.10 s· ' •mplc waveform. 

the frequency · i . 
is 1 vibration (bob) 

per second. It is 
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I I) d with the term hertz (abbreviated 
. sics to refer to cycles per s~con 

standard m phy example the frequency is ½ Hz. A useful analogy is to 
HzL Thus. m o~;k how sound propaga:es acros~ spa;e~ool of water. When the 

Let us now ens when a pebble is droppe _m ushed down. However, 
think of _what hap~ ce of the water, some water will be_ P bob it will eventually 
pebble hits the su a . dium and so. hke the spring . The water 
water (like air) is an elast1cr : :s the level of the undisturbed s_u~fc~. -and-down 

push upwa
rd 

an: d:v:~ :~~:ntially like the spri? in fig~;e
0

~· ~~~ t w:te~'s surface. 

~~~i~~~: ue~~nen\ i; ~rs:o:~~~:~:~ ~~d\~~~ c~~s~\~~-en~:~gt:~:t:~i\~~e u~~~~~ 
However. \\ater I • tone's impact to the surroun - in our hypo-

genderntedt~~t~:~~:~~ ~!~~~o~ is transmitted at ~ c;~tstf:~~i~:~~a~ after 1 second 
me JUm, . se 10 feet per secon . . b b· fter 2 seconds 
the ti cal exampl~, let us :tf6~eet from the source will begin to d ~o ';n Figure 4.1 1 
the water at a distance . b . to move up and down; an . 
the water 20 feet away will egm 

l+l 1+2 t+3 l+4 t+ 5 1+6 1 +7 l+8 

Figure 4.11 Propagatio n of waveform. 
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depicts the state of the water at various points from the source as a function of 
time. The important point is that at each 10-foot interval the water exhibits the 
same bobbing motion. Of course, a t any given point in time the water's displace
ment above or below the pool's original surface level at each 10-foot interval will 
vary as a function of the amoun t of time required for the original bobbing motion 
to be transmitted from the pebble's point of impact. In our example the period 
is 4 seconds - the time required for water at the point of impact to move up and 
return to the same position. 

Imagine now that we are able to take a photograph of the surface of the pool 
of water at t + 6 seconds . where t is the point in time when the pebble impacts 
the water's surface. This snapshot of the water's surface would show the sinu
soidal shape depicted in figure 4. 12. This wave has a length - the distance from 
one peak to the next - which in our case is 40 feet. The relation between the 
length (>..) of the wave and the frequency of the bobbing motion of the water at 
any point along the wave is determined by the formula in (4 la). It expresses the 
fact that the length of the wave is inversely proportional to the frequency ; and 
since the frequency = I/period, the length is directly proportional to the period. 
For our particular example , the wavelength is calculated in (4 1b). 

(41) a. I h speed of propagation wave engt = " 
,requency 

b. 40 ft = 10 ft per sec 
t cycle per sec 

Because the speed of propagation in water is constant, the length of the wave 
can be decreased by increasing the frequency. For example, if the surface of the 
water is struck by a pebble every 2 seconds instead of every 4, then the frequency 
would be ½ cycle per second; that is, one-half of the periodic motion would be 
completed in a second. When this shorter time span is translated into the related 

10 0 10 20 30 

nislancc from point or imp:1ct 

Figure 4.12 Waveform. 
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spatial dimension, the length of the co~responding wave will traverse half of the 
original distance - that is, 20 feel. S1m1larly, we can increase the wavelength by 
increasing the amount of time required to complete a cycle. 

Like water, air is an elast ic medium. When we strike a tuning fork, the prongs 
are set in vibration. They create a series of alternating compressions and rare
fac tions in the surrounding a ir that a re transmitted to the neighboring a ir molecules 
and expand outward in all directions, eventually reaching the eardrum where the 
movement is perceived as· sound by our brains. Of course. the air particles them
selves are not transferred from the vicinity of the tuning fork to our ears - rather, 
it is the alternating pattern of compression and rarefaction that is propagated 
through the air. As an analogy. think of a row of bowling balls touching one another 
on the return rack. When the ball at the near end of the row is struck by a returning 
ball , the ball at the far end flies away while the ones in the middle remain sta
tionary. The striking force is simply passed from o ne ball to the next. The obvious 
conclusion is that sound cannot be transmitted in the absence of a medium. This 
is dramatically illustrated by the experiment (going back to Robert Boyle in the 
17th century) in which a ringing bell is enclosed in a glass jar. When the air is 
pumped out of the jar, the sound of the ringing dies away even though we can 
see the bell clappers vibrating vigorously. 

There is one important diffe rence between the waves on the surface of the pool 
and sound waves (produced for example by a tuning fork). In the forme~ case the 
up-and-down vibratory movement c reated by the falling pebble takes place in a 
plane that is perpendicular to the direction of propagation; in the case of the tuning 
fork the alternating compressions and rarefactions of the air occur in the same 
plane as the propagation of the motion. The former waves are known as transverse 
waves and the latter as long itudinal waves. In the case of sound, then, the dis
turbance radiates outward in all three dimensions from the source of vibration. 
The intensity varies inversely with the square of the distance from the source. 
Thus, the sound will be four times weaker at a distance of 2 meters than at a 
distance of I meter and nine times weaker at a distance of 3 meters from the 
source. We can enhance a sound's intensity by enclosing the medium (air) in a 
tube or pipe. The ticking of an otherwise inaudible watch is heard quite distinctly 
across a room when listened to through a tube. Tyndall (1896:43) remarks that 
" The celebrated French philosopher, Biol, observed the transmission of sound 
through the empty water-pipes of Paris, and found that he could hold a conver
sation in a low voice through an iron tube 3,120 feet in length." This observation 
is important because speech can, to a first approximation, be thought of as the 
transmission of sound through a column of air enclosed by the vocal tract. 

4.4.2 Wave Analysis 

As figure 4.13 illustrates, the waves of speech sounds may be of great complexity. 
Significant insight into their nature is obtained from a notable mathematical theo· 
rem proven in 1822 by the French mathematician Fourier. The Fourier theorem 
states that a large class of curves may be analyzed as sums of a series of sinusoidal 
waves, differing _in frequency, amplitude, and phase; the frequency of each si
nusoid is an integral multiple (not a fraction) of the sinusoid of lowest frequency. 
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Figure 4.13 Complex wave with three sinusoidal components (100 Hz. 200 Hz, 300 Hz). 
(From Clark and Yallop 1990:193; adapted by Clark and Ynllop from Ladefoged 1962:35.) 

The sinusoidal components of a wave are traditionally called harmonics; the si
nusoid with the lowest frequency is known as the f 1111dam e11ta/ (f0 ). The term 
phase refers to the correspondence (or lack of correspondence) of different parts 
of the period in two (or more) waves. If two sinusoids reach their maximum al 
the same time, we say they are i11 phase; otherwise. they are 0111 of plwse. Al
though phase re lations play an important role in sound perception. they wi ll he 
disregarded here because, unlike amplitude and frequency. phase effects arc qu ite 
indirect in speech production. 
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Figure 4. 13 illustrates the Fourier analysis of the complex wave shown in (d) 
by means of adding the three simple sinusoids (a,b,cJ. In this example the sinuso'.ds 
are all in phase. Because our discussion disregards phase. the different ha_rmom~s 
of the wave can be represented simply by a specrrum. where the vertical axis 
represents the amplitude and the horizontal the frequency of the. different har
monics . The complex wave of figure 4.13 has the spectrum shown in figure 4. 14. 

A pure tone, such as th_e one emitted by a tuning fork. has only a single ha r
monic. (The tuning forks used in musical performances are tuned to 440 Hz, the 
middle A.) We know from experience that the amplitude of the vibrations emitted 
b,· a tuning fo rk decays very slowly; the tone the fork emits may last for many 
s~conds. Such a sound has very low damping. It contrasts with clicks or snaps 
that decay rapidly and are therefore said to be lrigl,/y damped. There is an inverse 
relationship between the damping of a sound and the number of ha rmonics: sounds 
with few or no harmonics have low damping; highly damped sounds are composed 
of a large number of harmonics. 

When we strike an object such as a glass or a box. the object gives off a char
acteristic sound. We call this sound the narural mode(s ) of1·ibrarion of the object 
or its resonances. The resonances of an object are determined primarily by the 
geometric shape of the object and of its apertures. Because in speaking we con
stantly change the geometry of the vocal tract and its apertures, we expec t that 
the acoustic speech signal that we produce in this manner will reflect variations 
in the resonances of the vocal tract. As we will see directly , this expectation is 
fully borne out. We must therefore look at the nature of resonance in greater 
detail. 

As noted, different cavities have different resonances. For tubes of uniform 
cross section, the height of the tube is the only determinant of resonance. Ex
perimentally minded readers might wish to perform the following simple exper-

u 
't:J _; 
ii 
E 
<: 

Frequency I 11,1 

figure 4.14 Linc spectrum for figure 4. 13. (From Clark and Yallop 1990:203.) 
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iment. Take_a glass cylinder at least 18 inches tall . a tuning fo rk tuned to 256 Hz, 
and a co~taine r filled "_·nh water (figure 4.15). When you strike the tuning fork 
and hold 1t ove r the cy linder, you will observe that hardly any sound is emitted. 
Ne~t , grad.~ally pou~_water into t_he cylinder. You will observe that the cylinde r 
beg1~s to resonat: . to the tuning fork as the water level ri ses; it reaches a 
max1m~m at _about ::- inches water (or 13 inches cylinder height), after which the 
sound m:ens1ty progressively lessens. If you substitute forks tuned to different 
frequenc1e_s, you will observe the same general behavior. but the maximum will 
occur at different water levels in the cvlinder 

The explanation for this phenomeno~ runs ~s follows. When the ai r is excited 
(made to _bob) at the top end of the column of air in the cyl inder . the excitation 
1s transmitted down to the other end of the column. When it reaches the bottom 
end_, the transmission of the excitation (bobbing) reverses direction and now trav
els in the opposite direction, back toward the top end of the column. As a result 
at some points in the air column an "up-bob" (compression) of the air travelin~ 
downward meets an " up-bob" traveling upward; the two reinforce one another 
resulting_in a more radical upward movement or compression of the air. At som~ 
ot_her_ pomt, how~ver._ an '. ' up-bob" will meet a " down-bob" (rarefaction) trav
eling in_the opposite d1rect1on, and the two will cancel each o ther out. In general, 
sue~ reinforc~ments and cancellations appear at different points along the column 
at different limes, and nothing special can be said about them. It is however 
possible t~ arr~nge matters so that the reinforcements and cancellati~ns appea; 
at fixed pomts m the column. In this case there will be certa in points in the column 
where the air is stationary and other points where the air movement is maximal. 

--c Tuning fork -----

Column of air 

Water 

figure 4.15 A typical laboratory arrangement for producing a vibraling column of air. 
(From Ladcfogcd 1962:69.) 
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The sound wave associa ted with such a state of affairs is known as a stationary 
or a standing wave. 

A more easily visualized example of a standing wave (adapted from Tyndall 
1896) can be produced by shaking a rope that is fastened at one end to a wall or 
a ceiling. If we give the rope a sudden j erk, we produce a " hump" that runs a long 
the rope to the fixed point and is then reflected back to our hand (figure 4.16a). 
Let the time required fo r the pulse to reach the fixed end be I second. Suppose 
now that a succession of je rks is given , sending a series of pulses along the rope. 
In ½ second the pulse will reach point b of figure 4.16bi , and in I second it will 
reach point c (figure 4. I 6bii). Now at the moment when reflection begins, we 
deliver another j erk that initiates a second pulse ; the configuration offigure 4. 16biii 
results. Point b is now subject to two competing motions. The reflected hump cb 
wants to travel down the rope and displace b to the left; but the new hump ab 
wants to travel up the rope and displace b to the right. The result is that b is 
impelled by two equal forces in opposite directions and so does not move at all. 
Under these circumstances the two halves of the rope ab, be will oscillate as if 
they were independent of each other (figure 4.16biv). Thus, by two accurately 
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Figure 4.16 Standing waves in rope. (Adapted from Tyndall 1896:121- 2.) 
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timed jerks of the rope. we produce two sta tionary pulses. The result is a standing 
wave. 

A similar standing " ave pattern can be generated in the a ir column in our 
cylinder. except that the air moves up and down the cyli nder , whereas in the rope 
the movements arc perpendicular to the rope . Reca ll that the rope produces a 
given standing wave pattern only when shaken at a panicular ra te; when it is 
shaken at a different rate. either a diffe rent standing wave pat te rn will be produced 
or no pattern whatever " ill emerge. We have seen in our --experiment " that the 
cylinder resonates at a given frequency. In fac t, the differe nt standi ng wa,·e pa t
terns in the rope and in the column of air are a function of the resonat ing properties 
respectively of the air column and of the rope. In the case of an a ir column c losed 
a t one end and open at the other, it turns out that there are an infinite number of 
standing wave patterns whose lengths are related to the height of the column L 
according to the series in (42) - that is, odd-numbered frac tions of four times the 
height of the column. 

(42) 4 x L, 1 X L , ! x L, ~ x L. . .. 

In other words, we find standing wave patte rns such as those illustrated in figure 
4.17. The longest is four times the length of the cylinder. the next is 3 the length 
of the cylinder, then !, and so on. 

We are especially interested in cylinders closed at one end because, as a fi rs t 
approximation, the vocal tract can be thought of as such a cylinder (figure 4. 18). 
It is closed at the glo ttis and open at the lips ; under very special circumstances 
(such as when we pronounce the vowel [re] or [Al) the cross-sectional area of the 
vocal tract approaches that of a tube of uniform c ross section. Of course, the 
cross section of the vocal tract is not uniform for the vast majority of speech 

1st resonance 

l3" 2nd resonance 

13" 

Figure 4.17 Standing wave pallern, in 13" tube or uniform cross s~ct ion . 

3rd resonance 
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Lips --------------

Figure 4 .18 Schema!l~ repres-:,,tatio, 

Glott is 

• .,ii tract. 

sounds; but the uniform. cross section provide, a u~•: . ,,rt ing point for dealing 
with the rest. 

With the help of formula (43), we .:an calcubte t11·. · -.. ui:ncies of the different 
standing waves in figure 4. 17. 

(43) 
speed of propagation 2k - I 

Fk = -'---~-~~- X ---
length of tube 4 

In the case of interest lo us, the speed of sound in a,· ,: a room temperature of 
60° Fis 340 m ( =34,000 cm) per sec. We ha,·e seer. ·.-,., ;:. cylinder of 13 in . will 
resonate at 256 Hz. Converting 13 in. to centimeter~ : > c m = I in.), we obtain 
33.02 cm. Substituting these values into the formula 1! ; ,,dds the standing wave 
frequencies shown in (44a). 

(44) a. F = 34 x IOOO x ! = 257 cps 
I 33.02 4 

b. 
· . .,, .-: 1000 I 

F , = - -
17
-- x 4 = 500cps 

F = 34 x IOOO x I = 771 cps 
2 33.02 4 

):,ll X l000 3 
F2 = - -

17
-- x 4 = 1500cp5 

F3
=34 X IOOO X~= 

33
_
02 4 

1285 cps 
):,ll X )000 5 

f 3 = - -
1
-
7

- x 4 = 2500cps 

In the case of speech sounds, the height of the cylindler is not 33.02 cm but 
about 17 cm. (According to Clark and Yallop (1990:219), >the average vocal tract 
length for an adult male is 17.6 cm from the glottis to the:: lips; for a woman it is 
about 80%-90% of a man's; and for a child, depending oo, .age, it may be around 
50% of a man's.) As a consequence, the resonances are:; .about double the fre
quencies of the cylinder in our earlier example - that is , 500, 1500, 2500 (44b). 
In speech science, the harmonics are known as forman/6"; for vowels, the first 
three formants are the basic determinants of the souod 'li quality. Figure 4. 19 
sketches the stationary waves associated with these fr~ ue ncies. These waves 
represent the velocity of air movement at different poin1s in the cylinder or tube. 
It is obvious that there is no movement at the closed 01id of the cylinder, but 
there will always be maximum movement at the open erw1 . The locations with no 
movement are called nodes and those with maximal mov,;!:'ment loops. 

The Japanese researche rs Chiba and Kajiyama ( 1941 ), d1~covered an important 
rule of thumb to estimate the resonant frequencies for ·mwcls articulated with 
vocal tract configurntions that de part from a tube with ;, ,111iform cross section. 
Their rule is stated in (43). 
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(43) When the cross-sectional area of the tube is reduced at or near a loop, the 
frequency of the corresponding resonance is lowered: when the cross
sectional area of the tube is reduced at or near a node, the frequency of the 
correspond ing resonance is raised. 

We can a ppreciate the utility of this rule by first considering a vowel articulated 
with lip rounding. such as [u]. It is of course produced by a constr iction al the 
lips. As we have just seen, for each of the first three resona nces in figure 4. 19, 
the lips at the open end of the tube correspond to a loop ; hence. Chiba a nd 
Kajiya ma's rule predicts that the corresponding resonances will be lower for the 
[u) in comparison with the values for the uniform tube. The representa tive vowel 
formants for adult male speakers of American English (from Peterson a nd Barney 
1952) confirm this prediction (44). Both formant values for [u] are lower than 
those for [A) or [re] - the vowels whose vocal tract configuration approximates 
the uniform tube in figure 4.18. Now consider the high front vowel [i] ; it is ar
ticulated with a fairly radical constriction in the vocal tract at a point that is roughly 
one-third in from the lips. This corresponds to a node for the second resonance 
in figure 4. 19; Chiba a nd Kajiyama's rule consequently predicts a higher value 
for this resonance when compared with the values of[re] and [A]. Once agai n, the 
data in (44) confirm this prediction. 

34cm 

Figure 4.19 
vocal tract. 

17 cm 

!st resonance 

22.6cm 17 cm I 1.3 cm 
2nd resonance 

t7cm 13.6 cm 6.8cm 
3rd resonance 

Standing wave patterns in 17-cm tube of uniform cross section approximating 
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(44) F1 270 
F2 2290 

[i] 

660 
1720 
(re] 

640 300 
1190 870 
[A] [U] 

The resonance properties of consonants are more complex. As a first approx
imation , they are produced with a constriction that divides the vocal tract into 
two cavities: one before and one after the stricture. The cavity between the glot tis 
and the stricture is more or less closed at both ends and hence requires that its 
resonances be calculated in a different way - by the rule in (45a). 

(45) a. frequency 
speed of propagation n - I 
--'----'--'----'"--- X --

length of tract 2 

b. F1 = 0 
F2 = 1000 
F3 = 2000 

[bl 

In this formula when n = I, a value of O is obtained. This means that the first 
resonance is O in consonants - a fact that is dramatically clear from spectrograms 
(visual displays of the formant and other structures; see below). When we consider 
a labial consonant, the cavity closed at both ends comprises essentially the entire 
vocal tract. Taking the 17 cm standard, we obtain the values in (45b).'If we track 
the formants of a vowel such as [re] , which approximate the 500, 1500, 2500 of a 
uniform tube, we see that all three go down adjacent to a [b]. This formant tran
sition is an essential acoustic cue for the bilabial point of articulation. (See figure 
4.21 and discussion in section 4.4.3.) 

When the consonantal constriction is made farther back in the vocal tract, the 
size of the back cavity is reduced and that of the front cavity is increased. Re
membering their respective formulas ((45a), (43)), we see that the resonances in 
the back cavity will increase in value while those in the front cavity will decrease. 
This point is shown by the graph in figure 4.20, which plots the resonances of the 
two cavities as a function of the length of the back cavity. (The lowest resonance 
of the combined cavities is at a very low frequency and is not shown here.) We 
also note that there are certain points where the lines cross, indicating places 
where the resonances of the two cavities reinforce one another, producing peaks 
in the spectra of the stop bursts and fricative turbulences corresponding to con
sonantal constrictions made at these points. It turns out that these tend to be just 
the points along the vocal tract where languages prefer to implement their con
sonantal constrictions. For example, the lowest resonances of the two cavities 
cross at 8-9 cm - a position corresponding to the velar point of articulation. The 
lowest resonance of the front cavity crosses the second resonance of the back 
cavity at about 10-11 cm, a region that corresponds roughly to where dental
alveolar and alveopalatal consonants are produced. · 

4.4.3 The Sound Spectrograph 

A graphic display of the sound wave's components is made by a sound spectro
graph, a mechanical device equipped with a series of filters that monitor the 
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Figure 4.20 Lowest resonances of front cavity (dashed lines) and back cavity (solid Jines). 
(Based on Stevens 1972:61.) 

frequency ~ange b_etween 0 and 8 kHz. Each filter is connected to an amplifier 
and a~eragmg device that convert energy picked up from the acoustic signal into 
~lectncal energy th~t controls the illumination ofa light bulb. A photographic film 
IS expos~d to the hght to produce a visual display of the energy present at the 
frequencies sampled by the filters. The example in figure 4.21 shows the spec-
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Figure 4.21 A spec trogram o f the words hab. clad. 1:a1: (British accent). (From Ladcfogcd 
1975: 177.) 
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trogram for bab, dad, gag. The horizontal _axis displays time (typically up to 2 
seconds) and the vertical axis the frequencies. The darker the bar. the stronger 
the energy at the corresponding frequency in the acoustic signal. The first three 
formants of this speaker 's [re] appear at roughly 500, 1400. and 2300 Hz. The 
formants adjacent to the consonants reflect the changing shapes of the vocal tract 
as the articulators implement their neural commands. Both the second and the 
third formants descend for the labial in bab; the second and the third formants 
converge in gag. The first formant descends in all three cases. reflecting the special 
property of a cavity closed at both ends (45a). 

The list in (46) (from Ladefoged 1975) describes some of the clues that pho
neticians use to interpret spectrograms. 

(46) Acoustic correlates of consonantal features 

Note: These descriptions should be regarded only as rough guides. The 
actual acoustic correlates depend to a great extent on the particular com
bination of articulatory features in a sound. 

Voiced Vertical striations corresponding to the vibrations of the 

Bilabial 
Alveolar 
Velar 

Retroflex 
Stop 

Fricative 

Nasal 

Lateral 

vocal cords. 
Locus of both second and third formants comparatively low. 
Locus of second formant about 1700- 1800 Hz. 
Usually high locus of the second formant. Common origin 

of second and third formant transitions. 
General lowering of the third and fourth formants. 
Gap in pattern, followed by burst of noise for voiceless stops 

or sharp beginning of formant structure for voiced stops. 
Random noise pattern, especially in higher-frequency re

gions, but dependent on the place of articulation. 
Formant structure similar to that of vowels but with nasal 

formants at about 250, 2500, and 3250 Hz. 
Formant structure similar to that of vowels but with for

mants in the neighborhood of 250, 1200, and 2400 Hz. The 
higher formants are considerably reduced in intensity. 

Approximant Formant structure similar to that in vowels, usually chang-
ing. 

It is important to realize that the interpretation of spectrograms is an art that 
requires experience and guesswork. In spite of considerable research on the prob
lem, speech scientists have not yet succeeded in devising a mechanical method 
to decode the acoustic signal. 

In section 4.5 we will consider why this has proved to be such a difficult prob
lem. First, however, let us return to the observation made in section 2.1 that there 
is a strong tendency for lip rounding to correlate with backness in nonlow vowels: 
languages prefer [u] to [w] and [i] to [ii]. Since the tongue body and the lips are 
independent articulators, this coupling of rounding with tongue body retraction 
is difficult to explain in articulatory terms. But it does have an acoustic expla
nation. As the table in (47) shows, there is an inverse relation between vowel 
height and the first formant: the lower the vowel , the higher the first formant. 
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The data also reveal that retracting the tongue tends 10 lower the second formant: 
compare the F2 values for such front-bac k pairs as [re] vs. (a], [cl vs. [::i], and [i ) 
vs. (u] . Retracting the tongue increases the length of the front cavity between the 
lips and the constriction; as suggested by figure 4.20. a lowering of F2 a nd F3 is 
the expected acoustic correlate. Lip rounding and protrusion also increase the 
length of this cavity and hence tend to lower F~ as well. Thus, lip rounding tends 
10 reinforce the acoustic difference between front and back vowels . Stevens and 
Keyser ( I 989) suggest that several other phonological features serve to enhance 
more basic acoustic parameters in this way. 

(47) formant frequencies for eight American En~lish vowels (from Ladefoged 
1982: 176) 
F3 2890 2560 2490 2490 
F2 2250 1920 1770 1660 
F1 280 400 550 690 

[ii [I) [cl [re] 

FJ 2540 2540 2380 2250 
F2 1100 880 !030 870 
F1 710 590 450 310 

[a] [:>) [o] [u] 

Finally, it should be observed that when linguists and phoneticians describe 
vocalic series such as [i,e,re] and [u,o,o] as front high, mid, low versus back high, 
mid, low, they are referring to relative auditory quality rather than to actually 
observed points of tongue body constriction. X-ray studies reveal that the posi
tioning of the tongue is considerably more complex, with no point-by-point cor
relation between the locus of constriction and formant structure or auditory 
impression. Ladefoged (1975) observes that in certain cases a fairly good match 
can be obtained between points in the traditional vowel chart and acoustic pa
rameters, however, showing that the vowels of American English align themselves 
as indicated in figure 4.22 if FI is plotted along the vertical axis and the difference 
between F1 and F2 is plotted along the horizontal axis. 

4.5 Speech Perception 

Speech scientists have developed devices that convert sound spectrograms into 
acoustic signals. Such synthetic speech has become a basic research tool that has 
been the object of intensive study at Haskins Laboratories (New Haven); it has 
led to several significant discoveries that indicate that human beings possess from 
birth special devices for the perception of speech that differ from the neural and 
cognitive equipment used to perceive other sounds. In this section we will review 
a few highlights of this "speech is special" theme. 

The original motivation for the Haskins Laboratories research was to develop 
a reading machine .for the blind that could convert letters to speech sounds (via 
a phonetic transcription) so that blind people could " read" printed texts. The 
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Figure 4.22 American English vowels. The frequency of the first formant is plotted on 
the ordinate (the vertical axis), and the difference between the frequencies of the second 
and first formant is plotted on the abscissa (the horizontal axis). (From Ladefoged 1975: 
190.) 

project was a failure but one that led to important discoveries about the nature 
of speech perception. According to Lieberman (1984), the naive starting as
sumption was that speech is structured as a string of sounds. Accordingly, one 
should be able to segment an utterance such as cat into its constituent allophones 
[kh], [re], and [t] and connect up the resultant segments as the acoustic output of 
a typing machine. With due allowance for the vagaries of English spelling, one 
should thus in theory be able to design a "talking machine." Two immediate 
problems arose. First, it proved impossible to segment normal speech into the 
constituent allophones. Because of coarticulation, the successive sounds radically 
overlap one another. We simply cannot splice out a [kh] from cal without including 
some of the adjacent vowel. Second, one might lry to get around this problem 
by synthesizing prototypes of the [kh] , [re], and [t] allophones. The problem with 
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this approach was that the transmission time was much 100 slow. In normal speech 
some 20-30 segments are articulated per second . Utterances composed of the 
synthesized [kh]. [.!!]. and [t] could only be processed at rates of 7-9 segments 
per second - too slow to be useful (Miller 1956). On the other hand. if one tried 
lo speed up the synthesized utterances. they turned into an acoustic blur. The 
result was to pose a significant puzzle. Linguistically (phonologically) , utterances 
are structured as a sequence of features/segments syllables. When speech is a r
ticulated. the gestures overlap one another considerably (coarticulat ion) . The pay
off is rapid transmission . But the apparent downside is an acoustic signal with no 
sharp boundaries . Somehow human beings are able to overcome this blur and 
restore the original structure. Charles Hockett (1955:~ 10) posed the problem with 
the following striking analogy. 

Imagine a row of Easter eggs carried along a moving belt; the eggs are of 
various sizes, and variously colored, but nol boiled. Al a cer1ain point , the 
belt ca1Ties the row of eggs between the two rollers of a wringer, which quite 
effectively smash them and rub them more or less into each other. The flow 
of eggs before the wringer represents the series of impulses from the phoneme 
source; the mess that emerges from the wringer represents the output of the 
speech transmitter. At a subsequent point , we have an inspector whose task 
ii is 10 examine the passing mess and decide, on the basis of the broken and 
unbroken yolks. the variously spread out a lbumen and the variously colored 
bits of shell , the nature of the flow of eggs which previously a1Tived at the 
wringer. 

An influential theory designed to explain the speed with which speech is pro
cessed has been the Motor Theory (Liberman e t al. 1967, Liberman and Mattingly 
1985). It claims that the interpretation of the acoustic signal is guided by artic
ulatory gestures that produce the overlap that is responsible for the segmentation 
problem. There are a variety of acoustic "cues" for a given feature. None is 
essential. What is essential is the articulatory gesture they point to. One early 
finding that supports this point of view comes from Delattre, Liberman, and 
Cooper (1955). These researchers synthesized stimuli composed of first and sec
ond vowel formants of a constant fundamental. By systematically varying the 
initial transitions, they were able to elicit from listeners the perception of a voiced 
stop [b,d,g]. As shown in figure 4.23, there is no consonant sound preceding the 
vowel formants - just silence. Rather , the differing stops are somehow supplied 
in virtue of the following onset formant - a kind of "illusion." Note a lso that the 
type of formant transition that give ri ses to the perception of a particular stop 
varies radically with the nature of the following vowel. For example, in [di) the 
F2 transition points down, while in [du] it points up. According to the Motor 
Theory, what a llows the listener to equate the diffe ring formant transitions as [d] 
is their rigid connection with a rticula tion: in elTecl. the system "knows" it coar
ticulates and so can use this fact to equate a ll the transitions in figure 4.23. 

In another set of experiments, Liberman ( 1970) showed that the perception of 
speech sounds is calegorial in nature. These studies tested the ability of listeners 
to discriminate and identify synthet icall y prepared stimuli . In one experiment . a 
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Figure 4.23 Synthetic spectrograms using only FI and F, information that produce the 
voiced stops before various vowels. (From Lieberman and Blumstein 1988: 144; adapted 
by Lieberman and Blumstein from Delattre, Liberman, and Cooper 1955.) 

range of equally spaced F2 transitions to a following [re] were prepared (figure 
4.24). Listeners' responses divide the scale into three ranges with very little over
lap as [bre], [dre], and [gre] . There is thus a sharp perceptual boundary at certain 
points along the scale. Furthermore, subjects are unable to distinguish elements 
within a given category: for example, stimuli -6 ... - 2 may all be perceived as 
[bre]. This shows that speech sounds are interpreted as exemplars of a given 
category much as the figures in (48) are seen as instances of the letters. It contrasts 
with responses to nonspeech sounds such as the notes on a piano; even the mu
sically untrained can normally discriminate one note from another, but assigning 
them to specific categories presents great difficulty (even for those with musical 
training). 

(48) J"' s 
Furthermore, when the transitions of figure 4.24 are presented in isolation from 
the following vowel, lis teners can easily discriminate among them. But under this 
condition they are no longer perceived as speech but as "chirps." This result 
suggests that the transition to the following vowel formant is automatically in
terpreted as a particular point of articulation. We cannot he lp hearing it in these 
linguistic terms. Such categorial perception has an obvious processing advantage. 
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Even though the [b]'s in [tab] and [taba] may differ acoustically, they are perceived 
as instances of the same phonetic category and so a llow a given lexical item to 
be equated across varying acoustic contexts. 

E imas et al. (I 97 1) showed that such categorial perce ption of speech is also 
present in infants. In these experiments infants are trained to suck on a pacifie r 
in response lo the presentation of visual and auditory stimuli. Repeated presen
tation of the same stimulus leads to a drop in sucking rate. indicating boredom . 
When a new stimulus is introduced. the sucking rate increases . This " high
amplitude sucking technique" allows investigators to get at what counts as the 
same versus different stimuli for infants (who obviously cannot be asked whether 
they can hear a difference). Only those stimuli that can be distinguished will lead 
to a change in the sucking response. The major finding is that I- to 4-month-old 
infants have a pa ttern of responses similar to that of adults: they can discriminate 
between phonetic categories but not within them. In a review of the literature, 
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Figure 4.24 Schematic representation-of two formant frequency patterns that will produce 
the sounds [ba:], [da:], and [ga:). The numbers - 6 through +9 reference the different 
signals. (_From Lieberman and Blumstein 1988:157; adapted by Lieberman and Blumstein 
from Liberman I 970.) 
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Werker (1989:45) states, ··Experiments in the 17 years since Ei_mas's original stu_dy 

h hown that infants can discriminate nearly every phonetic contrast on which 
ave s ·r ·h· · I they are tested but are generally unable to discriminate d1f erences w1I m a smg e 

phonemic category." . _ _ _ _ 
Werker has studied infants' sens1t1v1ty to phoneuc contrasts not present m the 

language of the environment. In her exper_imental setup. i_nfants are induced to 
turn their head in response to the presentation of a novel s~1mu~u~. W~rk_er found 
that English-speaking adults had considerable di fficul ty m d1stmgu1shmg such 
Hindi contrasts as [pa] vs. [pha] and [bal vs. [bha] as well as dental-alveolar [t] 
vs. retroflex [\]. However. young infants from monolingual English environments 
did not; they were able to discriminate these contrasts. In ~ther _experiments 
Werker asked how long this ability is maintained and found that 1t begins to decline 
between 6 and 12 months. Subsequent studies have shown infant sensitivity to 
other contrasts not found in English such as the velar-uvular [kl vs. [q] of many 
languages of the Pacific Northwest. These results indicate that the ability to dis· 
tinguish different members of the UG phonetic alphabet (and to ignore differences 
within these categories) is present at birth and is not learned. . 

Although systematic study of all phonetic contrasts has _n o_t yet been came_d 
out, the results to date suggest that young infants can d1scnmmate_ any phonet1~ 
contrast. Assuming that this reflects the ability to encode sounds m memory, II 
would imply that young children's inability to articulate certain contrasts (e._g .. 
[I) vs. [y]) is a production difficulty, perhaps requiring some maturatio_n or learnmg 
in articulation. This would be consistent with the repeated observation that ch1I• 
dren readily perceive phonetic contrasts that they are incapable of producing. 

Stevens (1972, 1989) has argued that of the many possible articulat?ry•acoustic 
couplings that can be produced in the vocal tract, UG se~ks out r~latto~s th~t are 
nonlinear in nature. The basic idea can be illustrated with the followmg simple 
experiment. Position the tongue tip at the upper teeth to form an (s]. Hold the 
shape of the tongue constant and slowly draw the c?nstriction backward to~ard 
the palate. One should observe a relatively long regio_n that pr~uces essen!1ally 
no change in quality followed by an abrupt change to [s). T~ere is_ thus a_nonh~ear 
(quanta/) relation between the articulatory and the acous11c/aud1tory d1i:nens1ons 
that can be depicted in the diagram in figure 4 .25. The plateau I d~s1gnates a 
region in which a change in the articulatory parameter correlat~s with a stable 
acoustic/auditory state; the steep rise ll defines a boundary region where sm3!I 
changes in articulation coincide with abrupt changes in the ac~ustic correlate; 11 
is followed by another plateau, Ill, producing a stable acousllc output acro~s a 
range of articulatory targets. The acoustic steady state generated by the art1cu· 
latory plateau identifies the corresponding feature 's ac?ustic correlate. _Stev~ns 
sees a major functional advantage for such quanta! relations between art1culatton 
and acoustics. The articulator does not have to hit a precise target but has a 
considerable margin of error in which to produce the desired acoustic effect . This 
presumably allows for faster articulation. In a number of cases the " lazy" ~ shape 
in figure 4 .25 is _created by two features acting in concert , one enhancmg t~e 
acoustic dimension created by the other; see Stevens and Keyser 1989 for dis· 

cussion. 
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Another basic claim of Liberman and Mattingly's (1985; Mattingly and Lib
erman 1990) Motor Theory is that speech perception is the product of a special 
module that operates independently from the analysis for pitch and timbre em
ployed in the perception of other nonspeech sounds. In one series of experiments 
they synthesized brief resonances with a changing center frequency (figure 4.26). 
When presented in isolation , these "glides" are heard as nonspeech "chirp" - like 
sounds and are readily distinguished from one another (figure 4.26a). But when 
they are combined as F1 transitions with a base as in figure 4.26b, listeners per• 
ceive a [da] or [ga]. Listeners are unable to perceive the chirp inside the Ca 
syllable. Furthermore, they perform at no better than chance levels when asked 
to match the rising or falling chirps of figure 4.26a with (da] or [ga] from figure 
4.26b. Liberman and Mattingly conclude that a special phonetic module auto
matically integrates the information in figure 4.26 into a single percept. This mod• 
ule has priority over the more general-purpose, nonspeech module; it uses up the 
" glide" and thus prevents the chirp from being isolated in the [da) or [ga]. 

A similar conclusion is drawn from phenomenon of duplex perception. In these 
experiments the stimuli are synthesized from the components shown in figure 
4.27. If (a) is presented in isolation. listeners report a buzz; if (b) is presented in 
isola tion, subjects hear a CV syllable that is ambiguous between [da] and [ga] 
since it lacks the distinguishing F3 transition. When the two stimuli are combined 
- either diotically (both parts to both ears) or dichotically (one part to one ear 
and one part to the other) - listeners naturally integrate them and hear [da) or 
[ga]. To produce the phenomenon of duplex perception, the two stimuli are mod
ified by assigning them different fundamental frequencies. In such cases another 
auditory module of ··scene analysis" might be expected to be called into play. 
Scene analysis segregates the acoustic signal into different streams on the basis 
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Figure 4.26 Patterns that illustrate the "domain specificity" of _speech per~eption. (a) 
Isolated resonances. (b) The same resonances producing (d] and [g] m a speechl1ke context. 
(From Mattingly and Liberman 1990:503.) 
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Figure 4.27 One way of partitioning the stimulus patt~rn so as to prod~ce duplex pe~
ception. (a) The third formant with its variable [d]-pr?ducmg and_ [g]-producm~ resonances. 
(b) The fixed remainder of the pattern. (From Mattingly and Liberman 1990.506.) 
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of differences in pitch, loudness, and timbre . It analyzes the sound impinging on 
the ears as originating from different sources in the environme nt - different voices, 
the vacuum cleaner versus the lawn mower. and so on. If scene analysis operates 
on the combination of figure 4.27a,b fi rst, we might expect two different percepts: 
the buzz and a syllable that would be ambiguous between [da) a nd [ga]. The 
surprising result is that listeners report two percepts: the buzz and an 1111ambiguous 
[da] or [gal, depending on the nature of the brief resonance onset. Evidently , F3 

is being used simultaneously to form two different percepts: the buzz and the [da] 
o r [ga]. Once again, Liberman and Mattingly conclude that the phonetic module 
takes priority , integrating the two stimuli despite their different fundamenta ls. 
Only after this module has operated does scene analysis s tep in to assign the 
stimuli to separate sources on the basis of the differing funda mentals. 

Finally, let us note two experiments that demonstrate a relation between the 
auditory a nd visual modalities that makes sense under the tight bond between 
pa rtic ular a rticulatory and acoustic states implied by a phonological feature. In 
the so-called McG11rk effect , subjects see a video display of a head saying [ba] 
repeatedly : [ba] , [ba]. [ba]. The video is synchronized with a recording of [gal, 
[ga], [ga]. If speech was perceived by a set of general cognitive categories un
connected to language , listeners should have no difficulty hearing [gal, [gal, [ga). 
But if speech is processed as a linguistic category that implies a particular artic
ulatory-acoustic connection, then the sound [ga] is directly tied to a velar artic
ulation and thus will be incompatible with the bilabial visual cue. In fac t , subjects 
hear neither [ga) , [ga] , [ga] nor [ba], [ba], [ba), but [da), [da], [da) - a n illusion 
whose effect is quite stunning. (See Summerfield 1991 for recent discussion.) Such 
bimodal visual-aural equivalences have also been detected in infants. In one ex
periment (Kuhl and Meltzoff 1982), 4-month-old infants were shown two faces 
side by side with a loudspeaker in between. One facial image articulated [a ) a nd 
the other [i]. When the loudspeaker presented matched [a) and [i] stimuli, infants 
chose to look at the face that matched the aural cue some 73% of the time. Once 
again, these results suggest a hard-wired connection between articulation and 
acoustics that is implied by the theory of distinctive features. 
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Exercises 

4.1 Articulators 

A. What are the primary effects of contracting the hyoglossus? 

B. What muscles control the positioning of the tongue body? 

Where is the styloglossus located? C. 

D. Ide ntify the muscles involved in the production of [i] and [m]. 

4.2 Feature Trees 

A. Label the following feature trees with the appropriate phonetic symbol. 

( I ) root [ - cons ] 
[ ~:~~~r] - sonor ,rn,,;d A stricture 

/~ I +stridl 

Oral Pharyngeal cavity Oral Pharyngeal 
I I I I 

•Coronal Glottal articulator *Dorsal Radical 

!+ hi~ 
I I I 

l + ATR] l +anterl [ -voiced I terminal 
[ -back] 

[ +cons ] [ + cons ] root [ - cons ] 
-·sonor ~ +sonor d +sonor 

stricture I I + late I I ~ [-continl 
[ +continl 

cavity Pharyngeal Oral Oral Pharyngeal 

I I I I 
*Coronal *Labial Glottal articulator *Glottal 

[+spread~ 
I I 

terminal I +spread gll [- anterl 
l + voiced I 

B. Draw feature trees for the following sounds. 

(2) [a:] [y] [?] (I)] (retroflex) [oJ 

4.3 Polynesian 

Express the sound changes postulated in exerc ise 3.8 (Polynesian) in terms of the 
feature tree developed in section 4.3. 

i 
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4.4 Arabic Sun and Moon Letters 

Review the discussion of complete assimilation in section 4.3. 1 and then return 
to exercise 1.5 to formalize the rule underlying the variation in the Arabic definite 
prefix. 

4.5 Irish-English 

Wells (1982:434) states tha t the substitution of bilabial fo r labiodental fricat ives 
is a feature characteristic of the Irish-English brogue. so that loaf and leave are 
pronounced (lo:<I>] and [le:!3]. He mentions that " A trace of this [sound c hange] 
re mains in the fact that the Irish surname 6 Faolo.in has two competing a nglic i
zations, Phelan and Whelan: in the fi rst Irish [<I>) becomes English /f/ , in the second 
English /hw/." E xpress the [<I>] > [f] and [<I>] > [hw] sound changes in terms of 
the feature tree . 

4.6 Bengali 

Organizing features in a hierarchical tree allows a dis tinction to be drawn between 
single-feature and multiple-feature assimilation and delinking. With this distinc
tion in mind , express the processes underlying the laryngeal neutralizations 
evident in the following Be ngali data. Like Hindi, Bengali makes an underlying 
four-way distinction among voicing and aspiration in its occlusives: for example, 
[p] vs. [ph] vs. lb] VS. [bh]_ 

(I) ereeausal 

dialect I dialect II 
~ gab ' unripe coconut' 
l~bh lab 'profit ' 
bap bap 'father' 
laph lap 'jump' 

kiidh kiid ' shoulder' 
p:,th p:,t ' street' 
m:,t m:,t 'opinion' 

bagh bag 'tiger ' 
bag bag personal name 
akh ak 'sugarcane' 
Qak C,ak 'call ' 

(2) ereconsonantal (no dialect difference) 

p:,th + drekha --+ p:,dda:kha 
'road' 'seeing' 

mach + dh:,ra --+ maJdh:,ra 
' fish ' 'catching' 

pac + gun --+ paJgun 
' five· "times· 
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labh + k:)ra -> lapk:Jra 

'profi t' 'making' 

+ bhai -> sadbhai 
sat 
·seven "brothers 

lobh + thaka -> lopthaka 

'greed' 'remaining 

m:id + kh~oa -> m:itkhaoa 

'alcohol' 'drinking 

4 7 Lyman's Law in Japanese . . 
. . . Law in Japanese compounds m section 4.3.3. 

Review the _an~ys,s of Lyman \ vin two compounds, explaining the difference 
Provide denv~uons _for the hfollo Ip t~at the notion of tier plays in accounting for 
in voicing. Bnefly discuss t e ro -
this difference. 

ko + tanuki -> kodanuki 
(I) 'baby raccoon' 

'child' ' raccoon 

(2) taikutsu + sinogi -> taikutsusinogi 

'boredom' ·avoiding ' time-killer' 

4.8 Acoustic Phonetics d 
Calculate the first three resonance frequencies of a tube closed at ~ne en 

A. that is 10 cm long. What is the wavelength of the lowest resonance. 

. . I 520 meters per second. Calculate the first 
B. ~::~;::u~~:~~n:t :h:;~e: ~:b; closed at one end whose length is 17 cm 

will resonate in water. 

U . the Chiba-Kajiyama rule , label the cells in the following table~ ~r~r 
C. stg •th respect to the values for the neutral vowel schwa. ~mt. e Y 

or ower_w1 . fi e 4 19 and assume that [u) is produced with a con
on _th~ d1agrams_m •~ur "th a constriction about 5 cm in from the lips, and 
stnctton at the h~s'. l•l wi . f the lips. Verify your results by 
[a) with a constnctlon about 11 cm m rom 
referring to figure (47). 

(I) F, 500 Hz 
F2 1500 Hz 

[:,) [u) [i] [a] 

5 Lexical Phonology 

In this chapter we will look at generat ive research into the relation between pho
nology and morphology. We will begin with evidence that phonological rules fall 
into two broad classes: one sensitive to the morphological and lexical environment 
and the other not. We will then note another criterion of lexical rules - sensitivity 
to derived contexts - and examine attempts to subsume this property under the 
notion of strict cyclicity. After a review of early work in generative morphology, 
we will see how phonology and morphology are integrated in Kiparsky's ( 1982a) 
Lexical Phonology model - the received generative interpretation of the re lation 
between phonology and morphology. We will examine the model's basic concepts 
and claims and in the final sections turn to current issues and problems that 
confront the model. 

5.1 Introduction 

Since the inception of the scientific study of phonology, linguists have noted that 
phonological alternations and the rules that underlie them tend to fall into two 
broad classes. These classes are distinguished by several properties, which are 
listed in (I). 

(I) a. relevance of lexical information 
b. distinctive nature of alternating sounds 
c. phonetic motivation for alternation 

As illustration, let us compare two rules of English phonology: the flapping rule 
that converts intervocalic dental stops to a sonorant [DJ (IPA [r]) and the so
called trisyllabic !axing rule (TSL) that shortens a vowel when followed by two 
syllables. These rules differ with respect to each of the features listed in (I). First, 
the context in which the flapping rule applies can be stated in purely phonological 
terms as y __ V. The rule converts an intervocalic dental stop to a sonorant 
essentially without exception. It applies both morpheme-internally (2a) and when 
the y __ y context is interrupted by a morpheme boundary (2b). Flapping also 
applies at the phrasal level, where the following vowel is contributed by another 
word (2c). 

(2) a. a[D)om 
b. mee[D]-ing 
c. wha[D] i~ wrong? 

cf. atom-ic 
cf. meet 
cf. what 
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The flapping rule exhibits the two other features of(I) that often accompany such 
purely phonologically conditioned rules . The [DJ that is the output of the rule is 
not a member of the underlying inventory of contrasting phonological segments 
in English. This sound arises only as a product of the flapping rule. For this reason 
English speakers are typically unaware of the sound substitution introduced by 
this rule. It takes phonetic training to realize that the [t)" s in atom and atomic are 
in fact different sounds . Fin~lly, the sonorization of an inte rvocal ic stop is a natural 
phonological process that is widely distributed through the languages of the world 
and can be viewed as an assimilation of the sonority of the adjacent vowels. 

The TSL rule differs in each of these respects. Before developing this point , 
we need to assemble some background on this rule , which has played a prominent 
role in generative phonology. TSL is responsible fo r many of the vocalic alter
nations running through the phonology of English. Its precise statement is still a 
matter of some controversy. For purposes of discussion here, we will accept the 
fonnulation given by Kiparsky (1982a), listed in (3a); see section 10.9 for further 
discussion. This rule shortens a long vowel when followed by two syllables, the 
first of which is unaccented. (The latter restriction prevents application of the 
rule in tflan-ic, Hebra-ic, Pliit6n-ic, etc.) After TSL has applied, another rule 
known as Vowel Shift transforms the vowels that have escaped shortening in the 
manner indicated in (3b). 

(3) a. V-> V/ _ C V I C Y2 
(where VI is not stressed) 

b. i-> aj 
e-> ij 
a:-> ej 

The rules in (3a,b) jointly account for the vowel alternations exemplified in (4a). 
(In dialects where long vowels are not diphthongized, the alte rnations take the 
form (e]-> [i] and [a:]-> [e]; also, short [i] and [el are realized as [ - ATR] lax 
vowels [1] and [c].) . 

(4) a . divine · [aj] divin-ity [i] 
~rene [ij] seren-ity [e] 
profa:ne [ej] profa:n-ity [re] 

b. div[i]ne div[i]n + ity UR 
inappl. [i] TSL 

[aj] inappl. Vowel Shift 

We will foll~w the analysis of these alternations developed in SP£, which assumes 
the ~ndedymg l~ng _vowels reflected in the orthography. The pair divine-divinity 
receives the denvatJons in (4b). 

Additional suffixes whose attachment to a stem invokes TSL are lis ted in (5). 
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(5) l-ifyJ vile vil-ify 
clear clar-ify 

[-ual] rile rit-ual 
grade grad-ual 

l-ize] tyrant tyrann-ize 
penal penal-ize 

[-ous] tyrant tyrann-ous 
fable fabul-ous 

With this background. let us now consider the ways in which the TS L ru le 
diffe rs from the flapping rule. First , specification of the context in pure ly pho
nological terms as __ CVCV is not sufficient to characterize the precise range 
of application of the rule. There are a signific_anl number of stems with a lo ng 
tense vowel followed by two syllables. These VCVCV strings show no tendency 
to shorten the initial vowel (6a). Consequently, the ru le is onl y condit ioned by 
the addition of a suffix . Second, not a ll suffixes activate the rule . While l-ity] and 
[-ify] regularly initiate shortening, the suffixes in (6b) systematica lly fai l to do so. 

(6) a . nightingale, stevedore, ivory 
b. brav-ery, might-ily, pi rat-ing 

Fina ll y, within the class of suffixes that trigger TSL, the re a re st ill idiosyncra tic 
lexical exceptions: obesity fai ls to undergo the rule and be pronounced as *obesity . 
Consequently, precise delimitation of the extension of TSL req':!ires information 
about the lexical and morphological environment in which the YCVCY string is 
loca led. By contrast, the domain of the flapping rule can be specified in purely 
phonological terms. 

In addition, TSL differs from flapping in that it relates segments tha t occur as 
independent phonemes in English. The [ij]= [c) alternation of seri:11e-sereni1y re
lates phonological segments that contrast in such minimal pa irs as beat vs. bel. 
English speakers have no difficulty in perceiving the sound substi tutions e ffected 
by TSL in such pairs as serene-serenity even if they are not reflected in the 
orthography. This [ij] vs. [cl difference is one to which proponents of orthographic 
reform are like ly to appeal in order to j ustify a change in English spe lling. It is 
noteworthy that the r's in atom-atomic differ by just as many fea tures as the e' s 
in serene-serenity. But few would argue that atom and atomic should be d istin
guished orthographically - precisely because this sound difference is below the 
threshold of consciousness for most speakers. Finally. given the formulation of 
TSL as in (3a), the environment of the rule is not a particula rl y na tural one fo r 
vowel shortening (closed syllable, unstressed syllable, etc.). 

The flapping and TSL rules thus contrast with respect lo each of the properli.es 
of (I). Othe r rules often fail to display a ll three features. But this does not m
validale the classification. Rather, the features of ( I) should be thought of as 
relations that constrain the range of properties any given phonological rule is like ly 
to di splay. If a rule introduces allophones, then it typically lacks lexica l rnn<li
tioning and tends to be phonetically motivated. If a rule substitutes sounds 111 a 
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analysis B 
a. domain of palatalization is restricted to hcteromorphemic contexts 
b. [c)e,l derives from underlying [c]e,i 
c. wtedy is not an idiosyncratic exception to the palataliza tion rule 

Engli sh TSL poses a similar analytic indeterminancy. If the rule is allowed to 
apply morpheme-internally , then words such as elephant and pyramid could be 
derived from underlying representations with a long vowel: [elephant], [pyramid]. 
Forms such as ivory and srhedore would have to be marked as lexical exceptions. 
But if TSL is restricted to heteromorphemic environments, then elephant must 
be derived from an underlying short vowel and 1vo1J1 is not a lexical exception. 
In general , any lexical phonological rule allows these alternative analyses. An 
adequate theory of phonology will resolve the indeterminacy by imposing a con
sistent choice between the alternatives. 

Rubach (1984) shows that the adaptation of loanwords in Polish strongly sup
ports the second analysis, which restricts the rule to heteromorphemic contexts. 
In etymologically foreign words , a stem-final dental consonant regularly pala tal
izes before a front vowel suffix. The data in (10) are representative. 

( 10) Fiat 
Ford 
ras-a 
dzentelmen 
serwis 
tez-a 

'Fiat' 
' Ford' 
'race' 
'gentleman' 
'auto service' 
' thesis' 

Fia[c]-ik 
For[j]-e 
ra[s]-ista 
dzentelme[n]-i 
serwi(s]-e 
te[i.]-e 

dimin. 
loc.sg. 
'racist' 
pl. 
loc.sg. 
loc.sg. 

us b . Derfi ·ed E111 ,·-
eg1n With 110,,,,,en, R 

before su(fj . an example fi /fies 
be 1.xal [,] (/ / rom Fin . 
. Prevented fr a). This ru/ nish. Which . 20 / 
dS those in I/ / ~m affecting the e accoums for th ~us a ru/e conv . 

c,. morpheme . c a/tern . eriing [If 
( I I) ·lntcrna/ (ti/ scri :ion in (I I b) b Co [s] 

a. /1] .... [s] I n,.s in such le . u1 muse 
b. ha/uc-a . - [iJ .x,ca/ items 
c . .. . lo Wam· 

· Il la r0 0 .,., , .. . . , ha/us.; -
"' , a11, · 11 anred· 

So fa r •h· mother · 
F ' • I S IS ex 

1/lnish exa acl/y lhe be . 
Sinn mp/e notew hav,or we 
T gs that, un/"k Orthy is th . e,xpecr of I . 

_hese [ti] str ' e those in (I I e ex,srencc of ex,ca/ rules \V 
Fmn1sh that in~s derive from c). do Under o a class of mor . hat_ makes th 
counrs for lh;a,ses Word-fina/ under/Ying [ref selhe ru/e - and ~heme-mterna/ [rt 
lha1 in lhe I alternations . [e]. This raisin quences lhrou ~ s1ema1ica1Jy J 

atter case b in (/2b). ( P . g ru/e, Which . g another so. 
(12) a Olh ru/es app/y_ - CJ Clles stems that is s1a_ted in (/2;u/e of 

· [e]...., [iJ I end in [te] ), ac. 
. - # · Observe 

b. Joki 
ai1i 

C. vesi 
kasi 

'river' 
'mother' joke-na 

aiU-na essive .\g_ 
'water' es · sive sg_ 
'hand' veie-na . 

Vesi mus1 lh kate-na ess_,ve sg_ 
I erefore bed . ess,ve sg 
~ ~~q~ . . 

a. [ve1eJ ... wn in UJaJ. 
veti b. [a11iJ 
Vesi inapp/. LJ~-

bJock ra,smg 
ut now lh . t ~ s 
p/ ere is a . 

Y lo the [Ii] serious Prob/ 

The important point is that the palatalization rule just as systematically fails to 
affect morpheme-internal dental + front vowel sequences. Note the unpalatalized 
dentals in di.entelmen, senvis, teza. This is a striking contrast. Why should the 
initial [s] in senvis fail to palatalize while the final one undergoes the rule? Th 
contrast is exactly what we expect under analysis B of (9) , which restricts pal 
atalization to heteromorphemic dental+front vowel strings. It remains unex 
plained under analysis A, in which the rule applies in unrestric ted , across-the 
board fashion. e morpheme . sequence in (12 )em - name/v h 

mar ·mterna/ [ - c but · · ow to 
The Polish data suggest that the class of lexical rules is systematically restricte ic differen - 111 Siring at the same · Permit the 

from applying to morpheme-internal strings . This is an additional criterion ~ and iitii are ;e 
10 th~ two c/a!s of 

th
e items in ( I ~'~e Prevent it f:o ~ s ru/e to 

distinguish lexical from postlexical rules: the latter apply without regard to I dses from the appr~~ent 111 the Und::i ~f lautomorphe~--There is of co~ affecting 
. . . . . er/Ying [ ·1 ication of h Ying rep ,c / ti] st . rse a sy morphemic constituency of the phonological stnng. In the next section we w n . 11 sequen _ t e raisin resentation . rings: the _s-

see that delimiting the domain of application of the lexical rules is actually a mo lin ea~/ier chapters ;e~ but app/ies to g/u!e Lo / vete]. Th While the one ; 
0
?s 1_n 

complex matter than the tautomorphemic/heteromorphemic distinction found rui:u,_sh between un: a~e seen that r ~n ved ones. e ' -> s ru/e blo:k Vet,] 
Polish. • s is re/evanr t . er/ymg and d . u e ordering m s on 

n~ fx] but fa ils o s11ua1ions in ~rived strings ay sometimes 
e simply order Al~ af,pp/y lo an ide:~!ch a given ruie ~ore specifically be Used lo 

De . '~ s ru/ e ore B B ica/ strin l applies 1 ' Ordering 5.2 raved Environment Rules som h e must app/y · ut in the pr g -~/ derived fi · 0 an under/y · 
e 01v th lo the e.~en1 ca rom an h ing 

. . . . ,strings b e grammar mu output of raisi • sc ru/e OrdcFi . ot er ru/e B 
K1 parsky (1973a) discovered a class of lexical phonolog1cal rules whose aP, ler th Ut blocks on u d st ~e construct ~g and thercr _ ng 1s of no ,iv- .1 · 
ca tion is sometimes extended to tautomorphemic strings and sometimes not. r cas e PUb/1cation of~ . er/ymg /Li/ stri Cd so chat this I ut: 15 ordered la/'. · 

~ 
cs of rules Wh 'Par.~ky 1973. ngs_ c ,1rpl1cs rod . e, . 

ose ap r . . .i, Pho I . erivcd 
P icat,on i . . . nu og1.~rs ll" . . 

s rcsrncti:t' 'Scuv<:re(! . 
· to suclJ .. 1 . _ •1 number 1. l l/ / Vclf . U 

<.:onti:xrs ·· 
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class f Strict C . 
. 0 gramma . Ycl,cit,· 

art1cu/aced rs is nor . . 
A · Increased 

r !he rime of . ar al/. In fa , 
many hn Kiparsk , "r. 11 bee 203 

The ruki rule of Sanskrit fu rnishes an additio nal example. T his rule turns ls] to 
the retroflex[~] after [r]. velars . and high vowels. Following Kiparsky ' s d iscussion 
of the phenomenon, we will assume that the feature [ + high] adequate ly char
acterizes the environme nt for thi s rule . The re troflexion rule applies qu ite regu
larly across morphe me boundaries . Suffixes beginning wit h [s] appear with an [~] 
in the [r,u ,k.i] environme nt. 

found gu1srs Were sk Y s discover omes inrerna 
nificani see discussion ine~ica/ a bour wte~~d form utarion of c 1/y more 
in number of • ensro wi e r such !he Prob/ 

(14) [-si] 2sg. [-sya] future 
da-da-si ' you give' kra m-sya-ti ' he will go ' 
bi-bhaqi ' you carry' vak-~ya-ti ' he will say' 

[-sl aorist [-su] loq~I. 
a-ya-s-arn ' I wanted ' sena-su 'armies· 
a-bhar-~-am ' I carried ' agni-~u ' fires' 

There a re a substa ntial number of lexical items with unre troflexed [s] appearing 
tautomorphe mically in the ruki environment: bisa ' lotus', busa 'mist ' , barsa 'tip'. 
H owever, the retro flexion rule cannot be restric ted to apply j ust across morpheme 
boundaries. When rules of ablaut modify the root vowel so as to create a ruki 
context morpheme-interna lly, the rule regularly applies. F or example, the root 
sas ' instruct' abla uts to [i] in the partic iple , triggering retroflexio n: si.r-(a ' ta ught' . 
Also , ghas 'eat' loses its vowel in the reduplicated [ga + ghas + anti], resulting in 
a [velar+ s] cluster that unde rgoes retroflexion: ja-kf!·ati 3pl. Thus, just as in 
Finnish , underlying [s] in a tautomorphemic ruki environment must be prevented 
from undergoing the rule , while der ived tauto morphemic strings do undergo it. 

Rules that block on underlying ta utomorphemic s trings but apply e ithe r (i) to 
strings that span a morpheme boundary or (ii) to tautomorphemic strings derived 
by a previous rule have become known as derived environment rules. T hey pose 
a serious theoretica l problem. Somehow, the underlying [ti] string in Finnish ti/a 
'room' and underlying [is] in Sanskrit bisa must be prevented from being inputs 
to the t - s and retroflexion rules. But at the same time , the [ti] string derived 
from Finnish raising and the [is] string derived from Sanskrit ablaut must be inputs 
to these same rules. 

nondenved conte~iiatons in Wh~: hani Kissebeni 1;;; ra/ condirio:m (/973) , 

(15) a I . our lypes are ~is~no/ogicaJ rules ). For there a~~U/d _be 
b a lophon,c ru/e ed in (15 I qu11e clearly do a s ,g. 

. cyclic srress es (e.g. , English . app/y 
c. context-free .~ .g. , English A ~s_P1ration [th) , 
d. conrenu I absolute" tner,ca) fain) 

. . a neutra/izati neutralization 
In view of the on (e.g. ' Chuk (e.g .. Yokurs I 
the Prob/e facr lhat lhe chee { 1J] ass; . owering) 
and the S· m reduces to th ru/e types in (/5 m1Iat1on) 
differenceanskn t retroflex; e follow;ng two ) fre~/y app/y in 

derived co! :ov1de a natur:7 : /es differ fro~~~st1ons. How :~terived contexts 
example)? xts, While th I Planation fo e ru/es in (/5) ? D e Finnish t ' 

An . e atter do r Why the f, . oes the -. s 
• An swering thes not (rather lh ormer ru/es bl Purported 

ear/y answer e_ two questions an the other Wa Ock in non. 
rules are , given by IC has turned Y around f, 

l many othe~eutra/ization ru/e iparsky (1973a our to be a ver . ' or 

1n_olher com ~~~t~xts in Finn!;h~Oth [t] and\s~O~ed thar lhe Fro:::CU/r Prob/em 
si/a. But s · s in Sanskrit A. ' a:'d both [s) ontrast befor . and Sansk . . 

duced and inzce the [ti) strin. . PPl1cation ofp·an? [~) contrast :,, [1] as Wei/ as :IC 
I . s, a w I g 1s m 1nn1sh cuter CJ in 
t~us1b/y argue 1i:1 dhnatura/fy teni;hbeme-interna/ ,-. s to [ti/a] Wo~J: s We// as 

ngs, so that t e ' -. s o e reanal ' no afternatio . Produce 
owever, WhiJ: gr~ater range of ru/e blocks on : zed as [siJa]. Th n W1// be Pro. 

onirasts. Why i th'.s may be trueUnder/ying lexica/ nder/Ying tautom us, one might 

skr_ noted lha:~ht their app/ica;i~hebrules in ( l5cc~)ntrasts surface ;;;hern_ic {ti] 
cept,ons A. e rules in ( n locked ' also neut . 0 ne11caJJy 
ceptions .· y,;:aremJy, the Finl~c,d) tend to b;orpheme-intern'::J'Ze Under/yin~ 

One possible solution to the problem is to allow the application of individua 
rules to be determined not only by the immediately preceding step in the deri 
vation, but also by information contained in the underlying representatio n. Fo 
example, the Finnish t - s rule migh t be formulated so as to apply to a repre 
sentationjust in case it contains a [ti] string that does not derive from an underlyin 
[ti] string. This global condition will block application to iii ti 'mothe r ' in ( 13b 
since its [ti] string is underlying. But the rule will apply in t he derivation of ve 
' water' in (13a), because the [ti] s tring that is input to the rule does not deri 
from an underlying [ti] string. While this proposal generates the correct o utput 

neu1ra1ization s, the existence o;1sh .' -. s and s : utorn_atic rules J;I as We//? Ki
rported diffe rules to be dist' Iex_1ca1 exceptio nsk_nt retroflex· h no lexical 
nderived con;ence explains Whingu1shed. H owe ns m~ght Permit t~on rules have 
reversed so ;;is ~hile autom Y _neutralization v~r, ll is hard to e two classes 

ntexts? A.' at IC is th atic rules do rues With e see how th . 
. s We Will see, an ea: sutomatic rules ~~at.t Why couJd:·~~Phtions block i: 

Wer lo th · are r e two 1 1s quesr • estricted 1 c asses 
ion on/y emerged o nonderived 

much farer. 
St· net CycJicity 

it is theoretically undesirable . If the theory grants a ny individual rule the pow next signifi 
to look back to the underly ing representation , then the class of possible gramm e _by Masca ~ant advance 

00 
th 

is incre.ised significantly. It would be preferable to impose a gene ral condili en ved conr: (1?76), Who dis e Prob/em of d . 
that p redicts when any given rule will block on ta utomorphcmic underlying st ri tion in WhichXts is a Property c~vered reasons ~ri ved _ cnvironme 
(i.e., in nonderived contexts). If such a conditio n can be formulated. then ~on o f r/ie 

5
.
1 

the derivation ° cycl,c rufes CO b?heve that th nt rules was 
• me set of Proceeds i · Yc l1c •ippf" . e restrict· 

ordered n 1 • n s tages th ' 1cauon rer. ion 
I cs to su : ·. rough the . ers to a 

ccess,vc /y / ·11· iepcillcd ·1pp/ · 
' "/:tCr r I~ 

more inc/u.~, vc 
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strings. The derivation of a big string YWXYZ thus works in successive cycles. 
from the inside out, rather than in on.: single run through the rules. Given a string 
VWXYZ, fi rst an inner substring X is submitted to the cyclic rules. They apply 
to derive VWX'YZ. The derivation then moves out to a more inc lusive substring 
WX'Y. This substring WX'Y is submitted to the same set of cyclic rules. Their 
appl ication yie lds a string X". The resultant YX"Z is then cycled through the rules 
again until the outennost cycle comprehending the entire siring has been pro
cessed. Of course, one assumes that the delimitation of the cyclic domains has 
some motivation independent of the phonology. A natural proposal is tha t the 
cyclic domains mirror the morphological structure of the word. such that each 
successive level of affixation defines a separate cycle. For example, fo r the word 
[origin+ al + ity], the stem [origin] would constitute the first cyclic domain , [lor
igin]al] the second, and the entire word [l[origin]al]ityJ the third. 

Before considering how cyclic application is connected to the derived envi
ronment problem, we might ask if it makes any material difference whether or 
not phonological rules are applied cyclically. Often the result is the same as under 
noncyclic application. But there are situations in which the cyclic mode has em
pirical consequences. Sometimes application of a rule on an earlier cycle supplies 
information that is crucial to the proper application of another rule on a later 
cycle. The SPE analysis of English provides a classic example. According to SP£, 
some English dialects assign different stress contours to the words compensa1io11 
and condensalion. The second syllable of comp[;l)nsalion bears no stress and so 
its vowel is reduced to schwa. But in these dialects , for some reason, vowel 
reduction blocks on the second syllable of cond[c]nsa1ion. The pronunciation 
*cond[;l]nsalion with a schwa is unacceptable. If the derivations start with [com
pensat + ion) and [condens+ation) , it will be impossible to explain the contrast 
in the second syllables, since the words are virtually equivalent. However, the 
contrast finds a natural explanation in the observation that cond[c]nsation deri ves 
from condense while comp[;l]nsalion derives from c6mpe11sa1e. If the stress rule 
is applied cyclically, as in (I 6), then condensation has a stress placed on its second 
syllable in an earlier cycle. This stress will then block vowel reduction. Since 
compensate assigns no stress to the medial syllable, vowel reduction may apply 
in this word. Later rules of stress neutralization may leave the medial vowel 
distinction as the only contrastive feature. 

(16) [ condens )ation [compensat]ion-

first cycle 
[condense) [compensate) 
condense c6mpensate stress 

I S1ricr C .. 1 . . n sum eye}' -1 c ,elf ,· 
Ol herw:. ic application · 

_ise equiva/enr . of stress Provid . ,o, 
Cyc/,c app/icatio co111pe11sariu11 and es a n,11ur11/ ba - · - -

of a given ru/.: A n also solves ceria . co11de1tsa1io11 , ,, fo r distinguishin 
Such a siruari mus, both prece in Ordering Para . . . g lhe 
and then ru/ on can arise When de <lnd fo//011· a do.\es in \\lhic h a . . 
amp/ e ...\ applies the ru/es ap I . PPl1car1on of . Ppl1car1on 

e, !he Paradigm for f;er again on a sub~ y 1n lhe ord.:r I-\ ; r Olher rule B 
(/ 7) . en} in (/7) i//us rrar~equenr cyc/e. To. r: k on one cycle. 

a. mo/ b s 11•:o rules of C· a ea simple ex-

b. 

I en 3 atalan Ph mo -s b sg. onology 
en-s , - · 

mol-k be -sg. 
mul-i;i b lJ . l sg. 
'g . d ;in-,;i 3 

rm . ·selr sg. past 

hinr-c 
bin 
bim pans 
big kaps 

first cycle bim -
bin -

/bin} [kaps) 

nasal assimilation 
cluster simprr, . 

' 1cation 

second cycle 
[ condens ]ation [c6mpensat]ion 

rt big kaps 

/Having seen that c . 

second cycle 
nasal assim ·1• . 

cond~nsation compensation stress 

later rules 
comp;lnsation vowel reduct ion 

condensation stress neutralizat ion 

1 <1l1o n 

J now return to the Ycl_ic application ca . . 
at certain rul derived envi ro n sometimes he • . . 
ined if it is a::u: Cat~lan are su;j::c"I p'.·oblem. Masc~~t;-;ca//y detected. let 

property of .1tric/,~}'.,>. I hat the rules a~pl ,'y"l. opacity constr~u~:61/h~Cfllonstrared 
· < 1c11y (Ch III a cy ·/ . ,11 c·1n b om.~ky 1971) l t ;1nu (ii ) I/ . • e ex. 

· · He th 1•11 they u· 
t ·11 ~howecl I/. isp/a_v 

i,,r !he derived 
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d under the in e . ortant result . 
~lit, . Id be subsume itu\ates his ,rn~ First. although 

restricllOO cou his section recap the discussion- which par· 
c:nvironrn~~ainl. The rest o~~o\ogY are re\evan~ t;e word in Catala:~r6 assumes 
cyde conru\es of Catalan p~ ·t three syllables ~ unpredictab~e- M~ s assumption. 

-rhree Is on one of the a;cent is. in genera ~sentation. Given_ t 'e uired, since 
s~re~:/:~\\able bears thd\; the underlying r~~:r stressed vowe~,: ~;. \n general. 
ncu tress is locate . vel before ano ed by a stresse I that removes 
h t the s · g a 'O' - · follow . \I A ru e · -\ a le destressin . ·hene,·er it is honet1ca y. al \irnita\l00-
1hen a ru loses its stress".· 11. accent surfaces punts for this acccntu . u e,o,i:::i,a1 
anY stern . st under\~ in_ stress acco ven vowels \_I, • hwa 

h nghtrno . another ts the se duce to sc 
only t e when follo~ed b~ d Catalan contra; syllables \_e,i:,a\ rle tion rule feeds 
a stress V. Secon · - unstresse he stress de e . 1 first 
·· V I - · · · H. wever. in . 9) show, t · I. ' bl +i:z.+:i 

~n -:tressed t':b~:\u\. 
0
p..s the fo;rn;,.'~e~resentation t~:e;s r:luces to \_nub\ + 

and \_o ,:i1 re uc rocess. An under : \~:ib\ +cz. +:i\, an 
h reduct1on p to becorn 

t e . . ·tia\ stress 
loses its ,01 
{:1.+:i1-

' noble· . . h vowels 
(\9) ~~~{:z..;i ' nobility . evoca\iz.es unst~es~e! ~;,llustrated 

e discussion ~ a) lts app\lca\lO d the ad· 
The final rule r_ele~~:~st~t!ed inf.orrnd~ll~h:i~~ec~ional suffix l-u1, an 

e\ This r . 0 \.I\ an , 
after a vo'\~re the conjun~llO ostvocalica\\Y. 
in l10b), w ffi l.-ik1 devocal1z.e p d yllab\e) 
jectival su ix lin unstresse s \t' 'bread and sa 

•God' l. u\ - ly ,w1 / V - , pa Y sa\ 
(10) a 1

• d bread · •salt an de-w , 'a\gebra1c 
b . sal i pa ' iron ;i\z.;ibra-Yk d es 
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rule. Vowel reduction is inapplicable , and rui116s is derived. If devocalization 
applied to the output of destressing, then [ruin]6s would incorrectly become di
syllabic *ruy116s. We prevent this derivation by ordering devocalization first. 

There are, however, some additional cases in Catalan where devocalization 
does apply to a vowel that has been destressed. The paradigms in (22a) illustrate 
this situation. 

(22) a. 6br-:i 'opens' 
fnst-:i ' instates' 

b. ubr-ir ' to open' 
inst-ar ' to instate' 

c. a wbrfr ' in order to open' 
no ynstar ' not to instate' 

The roots, shown in (22a), are [6br] and [fnst]. In (22b) the stressed infinitival 
suffixes trigger loss of stem stress and vowel reduction. In (22c) the infinitives 
are preceded by a 'in order to' and the negative no, which devocalize the following 
vowel. (fhe vowels in these particles apparently retain some degree of prominence 
and thus fail to reduce. This is informally recorded with a grave accent: a, no.) 
The derivations appear in (23). 

l (23) [[6br] ir] [[inst] ar] 
second cycle 

inappl. inappl. devocalization 
obr ir inst ar des tressing 
ubr ir inappl. reduction 

a [ubrirl no [instar] 
third cycle 

a· wbrir no ynstar devocalization 
inappl. inappl. destressing 

fcr-u us' • hi h vowel 0 

fcr-ik •ferro . ecause a paswoca\lc e e;_amp\es r.iim· 
recede destress1ng, b This is clear from th 

inappl. inappl. reduction 

Devocaliz.ation ~dus:~en it \oses its stress . 
to a gh e 

not turn . . . l1\a). 
{;t and ,11in-os ,n 

r;iirn a. 
ruin-:i 

•grape' 
'ruin' 

b . \_\_ruin\ 6s1 

r;iirn-tt 
ruin-6s 

dirnin. 
•ruinous' 

The important point that emerges from the discussion so far is that devocali
tion applies to the output of destressing in (23). But this rule interaction fails 
obtain in the derivation of ruinos in (21b). Here the [i] does not tum to [y] in 
ite of the fact that it has been destressed and is preceded by a vowel. Mascar6 
served that this mysterious contrast finds a natural explanation if the rules are 
plied cyclically. In no [ynstar], no devocalizes a vowel [i] that has been de

ssed on a previous cycle. The third cycle thus starts with an unstressed [i] . 
tin ruinos of(21b), the [i] is still stressed at the point when the devocalization 
e is reached on the next cycle. Consequently, devocalization cannot apply. 
n order to maintain this attractive explanation, however, we must ask what 
pens to ruinos when another affix is added, forcing the [ui] string to go through 
rules aga_in. Will devocalization apply to the unstressed [i] at the start of the 
t cycle? The answer is evident from the superlative form rui1111z-fzim ' very 
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ruinous'. Devocalization does not apply. The disyllabic [ui] string established on 
the earlier cycle by ordering devocalization before destressing is carried through 
the subsequent cycles. Thus, devocalization must somehow be prohibited from 
returning to affect the material of an earlier cycle. Note, however, that the su• 
perlative suffix does trigger destressing and vowel reduction on the preceding 
stem. The derivation consequently must be as shown in (24). 

(24) [ruin6s] isim 
block 
ruinosisim 
ruinusisim 
ruinuzizim 

devocalization 
des tressing 
reduction 
other rules 

The problem then is that we must block devocalization in (24) but still permit 

Strict C 1. 
representation Ye tcity 
enter this d ~f the roor mor 

It h oma1n direc{/ Pheme is an 209 
s ou/d now b Y. WJthou1 the . opaque doma . 

btw~en derived a~:PParent how the S~~1stance of an at~~~ .\ o cyc/ic rule m 
P 1cat1on ofth F nondenv d dniws ay 
the raisin e _innish ,-. s rue contexts that is prec1se/_1 the sam 
halus-i v! rule) is cyclic. then le. Ifwe suppose tharneeded ro block I~ distinc tion 

, s1, and ti/a Th . JU st the right r-. s I and lh Proper ap. 
· 1s point . Palterns f us bv 1m 1-(26) lh I is illustrated . o app/ica110 . P ication 

a urJ I I in (261 11 lake place fi 
vete] {tJ/aJ or --- first cycle 

raising 
, ..... s 

it to apply in derivation (23) of 110 ynsrar from no [instar]. Mascaro pinpointed -
the relevant difference between the two cases. In the former, the [ui] string is ha/us ; Yeti second cycle 
completely contained within the bounds of an earlier cycle. But in the latter, the By the Sec vesi :~ing 
[oil string straddles a cyclic boundary. The Catalan data indicate that information , no eyer J 

secon_ d cycle ra1·s1·n IC ru_ les rnay ap I 
drawn exclusively from an earlier cycle constitutes an opaque domain to which g a p y 0 h 

ary hes outs1·de th PPhes toi'vcte]s· n I e innermo,1 r rules applying on a later cycle are blind. This, in essence, is the strict cyclicity w e me , 001 I 
requirement that Chomsky (1973) argued to hold of the transformational cycle in f or?·leve/ cycle Tzot [# [vete] #] an;• we assume, the tri . eve/ cyc/e. On th 
syntax. The phonological version of the constraint can be formulated as shown 1z ~ hig?~ introduc~d b s application take l~us b~comes visiigenng Word bound~ 
in (25). (This formulation departs slightly from that of Mascaro 1976 and follows b a us-i is derived b y raismg Will tri s Pace III Virtue f e Only on the fi 
more closely the statement of the condition in Halle 1978.) 

0
~ndary between y condition (a) sin!ge'. application of,: co

nd
ition (a). T~a/ 

sa~sfies neither con~~;. stem and the su~~ c~mbines infonna/ by condition (b/ 

(25) Strict Cycle Condition (SCC) 1 The ~;~~m~ize, Masc:~~ ~;;:e Sec_ · ut 
th

e rule bJoc{~:~h;~J sf ans '.he 
A cyclic rule may apply to a string x just in case e ither of the following ! to a condit;o~ ~:retica/ econom/s ;i:mp~rtant contribution a • Which 

:~ld;he rule makes crucial reference to information in the representation Erip~:1 ~~:~? }i::£~i~~:~:~a~~~;~~%~~~~~:~::~:~~~:::e~~ ;::~~:: 
that spans the boundary between the current cycle and the preceding becom~: lex1caJ-post1exica;~.ro_ try_ to identify 

1
~:s: cy~/ic and nonci;: for cyc/ic 

one. 'c11o·mitation ~~~:~;s t;:fistto! the 1:! :~:~t~~~sdoefve/olped ;:r~:~~~n~nnctyh~/ic cla;~ifi~;li~ne 
b. The rule applies solely within the domain of the previous cycle but nsequenc net cyc/ic"t ru es Co . 1s way c . . 

crucially refers to information supplied by a rule operating on the cur· tlenUy dete es. We have seen th 
I 

Y also endows the hllSlru111~ the deriv;d Yclicity 
rent cycle. t ontexts thcta~/e. The imp/ic r at !he cycJicity of t eory_ With sharper co~~exr 

rule Will h en It should also ; .1011 is that if a ru/ a rule is sometime ~mpmca/ 
In essence, the SCC requires a cyclic rule to refer to a mixture of information - fthelex· a;e to apply in deri isp/ay cyclic chara~t~s~ be restricted : 

1
~de!'en. 

one portion drawn from the earlier cycle and the other contributed by the current ostiexic~~~ :P~st/~xica/ distin:i~d contexts. In addit~
0st

'~s; similarly, a~ en v~d 
cycle. onsequenu ist111ction traces a /" on, then a further pr ~?• '.f c~c/icity is a ri cy~Jic 

The SCC succeeds in explaining the intricate pattern of application and blocking Ved COnte i' any rule A orde 
111

; through a language, iction is made. The ~n~tion 
of the Catalan devocalization and stress reduction rules . Some important theo· t respect x s_ must also be c/;. before another ru~ s;et of Phonologic t xicaJ. 
retical consequences follow from the assumption that cyclic rules are subject to Tying the s;n~t cyc/icity will i ic. And any rule Orde that is restricte; rules. 
this condition. To begin with, the first rule to apply on any cycle must apply bY ake the Va/"d~nved context pro~~e 10 be a postcycr ered after a rule th /

0 
de. 

case (a), since a rule can apply by case (b) only if some preceding rule has applic ob/ems st"l/
1 

lty 0 ! the overall th em to stricr cyclic'~ ~le. _ a does 
on the current cycle. But if the first application on any cycle goes by case (a) t fa// into 

1 
1_rernam. Most strik " eo:Y easier to asse 

I 
y 

111 th1
S way should 
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c, Yer H . 979) _ h c oes 
.ipparcnt/y ·ip 1. s owed it 10 b · 

' P 1cs on the e a 
root cycle in 
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5.4 Morphological Preliminaries 

Besides work on the derived environment problem, the othe r important line of 
research of the 1970s leading to the de,·elopment of the Lexica l Phonology model 
took place in morphology. In thi s sec tion we will review some of the highlights 
of this research. In its initial s tages, gene rative grammar did not deve lop a di stinct 
theory of morphology and instead tended to adopt, essentially by default. the 
assumptions underlying the morphological theory and analysis of the ea rlie r s truc
turalis t period - in particular. the conception of the morpheme as a minimal 
meaningful element. 

Aronoff I 976 represents the first serious generative attempt to deal with mor
phology on its own terms. Two of Aronoff's most significant results relate to the 
nature of morphemes and to constraints on morpheme concatenation. First. he 
shows that while the morpheme is the minimal unit in word structure . it need not 
have any constant meaning or indeed any meaning at all. For example , morpho
logical analysis of paradigms such as [permit , remit, commit]. [perceive , receive . 
conceive) isolates the prefixes [per-. re-, con-) and the root s [mil) and [ceive ). 
Even though no constant semantic value can be assigned to these elements. the 
grammar nevertheless analyzes them as distinct units. This is evident from various 
allomorphy rules. For example , the morpheme [mit] has the alternant [mis) before 
the suffix [-ive]: permissive. remissive, and so on. This rule does not apply to just 
any [mit] string - in fact , it applies only to those that comprise the root [mit] (c f. 
vomit, *vomissive). Consequently, [mit] must be a linguistic unit even if it has no 
consistent semantic value independent of the particular word in which it occ urs. 

Aronoff also discusses the notion of morphological blocking. In general, lexical 
items can be located in an abstract morphological space or grid. The same sector 
is often occupied by items that are the product of distinct word formation rules 
(WFRs). The term "blocking" refers to the fact that the output of a more idio
syncratic, less productive WFR often preempts or blocks application of a more 
general and productive rule. For example, the regular. rule for forming the English 
past tense suffixes [-ed): compute, computed. The past tense is also formed by 
less productive rules ofablaut (sing, sang) or by suppletion (be, was). These less 
productive formations block the creation of *sing-ed and *be-ed. To cite one more 
example, the productive rule for constructing agentive nouns suffixes [-er): com
pute, computer. Less productive are the WFRs that add [-ant] (inhabit , inhabitant) 
or that form the agentive directly from the verb by so-called zero derivation (lo 
guide, a guide). The less productive rules occupy the lexical building site first, 
blocking the construction of *inhabiter, *a guider. (Guider is a possible word; 
but like cooker, it is restricted to inanimate denotees.) 

Another finding of the early generative morphologists was that the SPE dis
tinction between primary and secondary affixes crucial for the proper operation 
of several phonological rules in English is also crucial to the morphology. Engl is 
affixes fall into two classes with respect to their effect on stress placement an 
vowel length. The syllables comprising such primary affixes as [-al) and [-ous 
are counted in the computation of antepcnultimate position (27a) . But secondar 
affixes such as [-ship, -less) have no effect on the. location of the accent (27b) 
The same distinction also applies to the rule of trisy llabic !axing. Affixes uraw 

Ylorp~ , 
from h . io,ogfca/ P 1· 
th t e former cla re 1Jni11aries 

e latter cl ss ma v tri 
ass never do (27c ~1er a shortening of rh , 21 I 

(27) . ' . ~ roor vowe/ b 
a. PYramid · ut those fro 

h . [p . m 
omony m Yramid]al 

b. [homonymJous Partisan 

c. nation 
6men 

d. seaman 

IPiirtisan]sh· 
*[ Ip 
· Partfsan)ship 

/nation Jal 
/6min]ous 
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that there are two different kinds of phonological rules - a distinction that was 
essentially denied by the earlier generative models. Second, it makes this dis
tinction not by stipulation but rather by a specific proposal about the internal 
architecture of the grammar: furthermore, this proposal explains, at least in gross 
terms, why the two classes of rules display the specific properties they do . Third , 
the lexical-postlexical distinction helps to articulate and individuate the grammar; 
it thus accords with the modularity thesis that has become a methodological cor
nerstone of generative grammar. Finally, the Lexical Phonology model makes 
concrete predictions about how individual languages will have to look under this 
conception of the grammar. For these reasons, this model has become the focus 
for most generative research, both of a descriptive and of a theoretical nature, 
concerned with the relation of phonology to word structure. 

In the following sections we will examine the basic concepts and principles of 
Lexical Phonology. We will also try to distinguish areas where there is basic 
agreement from those that are more unsettled. 

5.5.1 The Model 

Lexical Phonology develops the distinction between primary and secondary af
fixes noted by the early generative morphologists into a level-ordered morphology. 
The basic proposal is that the word formation rules (WFRs) and the lexical pho
nological rules can be partitioned into a series of levels or strata·. Figure 5. 1 
illustrates Kiparsky's (1982a) conception of how the English lexicon is organized. 
Primary inflection includes the umlaut of tooth-teeth, the ablaut of sing-sang, and 
the past tense [-t] of sleep-[slep] t in addition to the primary derivational affixes 
in such items as [pyramid]a1, [6men]ous, [dep]th, im[potent]. Secondary deri
vation is illustrated by the affixes in un[happy], [loneli]ness, [labor]er. The re
maining inflection includes the regular plural in [cat]s and [brush]es and the past 
tense of [leap]ed and [pleat]ed. In this model, each level has the lexical phono
logical rules distinctive of that level. The morphological structure of a word is 
characterized by tracing its development through the paths indicated by the ar
rows. For example, the structure of codifiers is analyzed as follows. The word 
is composed of the base [code]. which has been submitted to the lexical phono
logical rules of level 1 (stress being the only relevant rule to apply). Then the 
verbalizing WFR affixing -ify applies to yield the representation [cod]ify. This 
representation is submitted to the phonological rules of level I, where TSL applies 
to derive [cod]ify. The latter representation then enters level 2. No phonological 
rules are applicable, and the agentive suffix is added to give [codifi]er. Finally, 
at level 3 the plural suffix is added to yield [codifier]s. It is apparent that this 
model defines a set of lexical items by a hierarchy of WFRs. 

Two additional points should be noted about figure 5.1. First, any derivation 
proceeds through all the levels even if no relevant morphology applies at that 
level. Thus, the word cat is derived by submitting it to the lexical phonological 
rules of each of the three levels. Second, the output of each level is a lexical item. 
This is a technical term for Kiparsky; and as we will see, it plays a central role 
in the theory. 

It should be clear that the model straightforwardly accounts for several gen
eralizations about English word structure noted earlier. For example . the contrast 
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through the level ol y featur~ of the model ~s u ':fl~dged lexical item_w1 be im-
cases this step w,·11 bPhonolog1caf rules bero that an underived b·tsc . 
h e va - 11 re any WFR ' is pas · d 

on a:h:t i~i~f~1 scoy:~ r~es si~i~: 1:i::~ li;~~~:;~ is blocked ~/~~/~~~\ In m u

5

~y 
. ince, in general h m~nt must be permit( d. ti! iecall 

' P onolog1ca/ rules . c lo operate 
. m.iy precede lhc ·1n . . 

• , , /)I 1-

215 
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216 into account information 
. . "ble for the latter to take . " . shed by de verbal f 

WFRs tt ts poss, "bl ample ,s ,urm I . 
cation o ' . 1 rule A poss, e ex hose final syllab e 1s 
supplied by_ a p~ono:o~~~s suffix attaches only to ba~es :nt that the final syl-
nominalizat1ons _m i° [rebut]a1, *(c.Jevelop]a1. !he re:ui'{~FR, thus blocking the 
accented: [acqu1t]a ' t d forms a clause m the [ a le is an important 
table of the base be_ accen es such as *develop-al. T~is ex~m~in this case stress 

wos<ructioo of'"""''~'.~, i< shows <ha< phooolog,caJS~c~'' ""' of affai" ·' ' 
one for several reasons. rior t~ a WFR (-al suffixatwn). . holo Y takes place m 
assignment~ can applii! enerative models wh~re all m~:~t. Se~ond, it is crucial 
impossible m the ea~ ot!gy in the postsyntact,c compo h the phonological rules 
the lexicon an_d all~ on uch as [acquit] be passed t~r~ug the stress required by 
that an undenved as~FR applies so that it may p1c ~~he stress rule must be 
of level I bef~re ani Finally, this example shows tha b blocked by the SCC. 
the -al affixatton rue. . "tial cycle and so must not e permitted to apply on the mt 

D. ·unctive Ordering 
5 5 2 Conjunctive versus ISJ . of why stress assignment 

. . . •eresting answer to the q~est1on_ !axing (TSL) are blocked 
Kiparsky has an m. cle while rules such as tns_yllab1c em we must consider an 
applies on the root cy ·ning his solution to this prob\973b) It is a proposal to 
by the SCC. Before ;xa;;1 where Condition (Kiparsky I s . To this point, we 
additional con~~pt: . ~ :i:tions between phonol?g1c~ ~ e if rule A applies to 
account for d1s1unc11~:;ological rules apply conJunc:iv~ :ust apply to [x] if [x] 
have assumed that ~ [ ] a subsequently ordered ru el tput is thus the con
derive a representatmn d:~cription of rule B. The_ ~na t~~ relation holds when 
satisfies the structu~ t" n of rules A and B. A d1s1un~ II arises when rule A 
junction of the ap~lic; t~ut not both, may apply. It tlptct: ihe remainder as the 
either rule A or ~ e ' of strings and rule B app tes ted from Kiparsky 
applies to a certa.m subset I ok at a simplified examp~e ada_p t of articulation of 
"elsewhere" cas~. Let ~~n~ [s] assimilates the precise po~~trotlex and palatal 
1973b. In Sansknt, wor - b coming retroflex before a 
a following coronal consona~, / it turns to [h] (32b). -
before a palatal (32a). Elsew er , 

(32) a. s#t -+ st 

(33) 

s#s-+ ~~ 
s#~-+ sc 

b. s#m-+ hm 
s#a-+ ha 
s#pause -+ h pause 

a. s-+ [aFs] I -- # [:;ton] 

I # { C, v, pause} b s-+h -- l 
· [ - coron 

C. s -+ h / -- # 

(33a) expresses the assimilation rule (where F is an ad hoc designation of the 

"''""' fo, <he ""Ofle, ,ad pala<al poio<s of anirnfaUoo). Ooe cooJd e,p,cs, 
the s~ h rule by enumerating the precise set of con1exrs that form the comp/emenr 
of the assimilation rule , as in (33b) . Howe\·er, this is a comp/ex and unnatura l 
rule. Ir should only be found in a language that also has a rule_ such as (33a) 
operating in !he complementary set of coniexrs. There is thus a descriptive gen
eralization about the relation between the rules !ha1 (33b) fa ils to express. The 
most na tural statement of the s ~ h rule appears int 33c). Intuitively, the relation 
between the assimilation and aspiration rules is that [s] assimilates to a coronal 
and elsewhere turns to lh]. This relation can be expressed if it is the natural rules 
of (33a) a nd (33c) that appear in the grammar of Sanskrit. There is one problem 
with this description , however. The aspiration rule must be prevented from af
fec<iog a s<dog <ha< has oode,goo, the assimila<ioo rule - fo, e>ample, <he"''"' 
s#r. In other words, the relation between assimilation and aspiration is disjunc
<i,e. Coaj"""'" •pPlica<loo m,s, be pre'<o<ed, sfoce o<he,wi,e ""de,lyiog fs#<J will be incorrectly converted to [h#t]. 

The theore tical problem the Sanskrit data raise is lo find a general way to predict 
when a disjunctive relation will be imposed between a pair of rules instead of the 
normal conjunc tive relation under which both rules may apply. Kiparsky 's ( /982a) 
proposal is stated as (34), the Elsewhere Condirion. 
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1
, {34) Rules A and B in the same component apply disjunctively to a form e if and only if 

a. The structural description of A (the special rule) properly includes the 
structural description of B (the general rule). 

b. The result of applying A to 8 is distinct from the result of applying B toe. 

In that case A is applied first , and if it takes effect, then B is not applied. 

A number of technicalities arise in applying this constraint to any given case. We 
will content ourselves here with understanding its basic intent. In essence, (34) 
cl~m, th,i apPJica<loo of ruJe B will be so,peoded wheo <he lruonna<ioo defioiog 
the inputs to rule A subsumes all of the information defining inputs to B. This 
condition holds in the Sanskrit case. The assimilation rule applies to the class of 
strings denoted by its structural description [s#corona/ consonant]. This expres
sion clearly subsumes the information content of [s#J - the set of strings forming 
the elsewhere case. In general, the structural description of the elsewhere rule 
can be derived by cancelling out material from the structural description of the 
special rule (in our case, [ +coronal, cxFsl). The requirement that the structural 
changes of the rules be distinct means that the disjunctive relation will only be 
imposed when the feature changes of the two rules are contradictory or othe rwise 
iocomp;,<lbie. Po, e>ample, we wm,Jd oo< wao< <o impose disjoac<,,e o,de,iog 
on rules palatalizing obstruents after (i] and spirantizing obstruents afler a ll vow
els. The incompatibility requirement is also satisfied in the Sanskrit case because 

jthe ,spir,<ioo n,J, dcfioes , "°'"' or anicofa<ioo 1h,,. i, " " '"" r rom , he "'" 
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~,:: ewhere Condition available. 
- . . . n rule. Thus, with the Els e natural rules (33a,c). 
assigned by the ass1m1\all~nal [sl can be ana\yz.e_d by thument for disjunctive_ or
the Sanskrit treatmen~ of data provide a compelling ar~ g lf assimilation an ses 

Note that the S~n\ 7-~n is treated as featur~ ch:;g)1~h~n an underlying [s#\) 
. only if ass1m1 a I ed in sect1on · , 

~:;;~he spread of a feat~~ee ':;;;g[~orona\) specification. 
string will come to share 

(35) 
# t s # t 

I I 1- tYonl · 
[coronl [coron . f ma\ property, applying 

h be made sensitive to t_h1s dor s Indeed the failure 
. le cant en It" \y hnke one · ' · t The aspirauon ru d passing over mu 1p fl la general cons tram 

to singly linked coronals an \t"p\y linked structures may rhe ec nothing to do with a 
. apply to mu 1 

8 4) nd thus ave 
of aspirat1on_to . ued in section • a . . 
on rule apphcau?n (as ar!en assimilation ~nd as~1rat10~- ring is furnished by the 
disjunctive relat~on betw pie motivating d1s3un~l\V~ o~ ~s argued in section 10-~-

Another poss1~\e ex~ seri!n-ity; crime , cnm-ina. d member of a disyllabic 
TSL rule of English: sereneie is restricted to the stresse 
we will assume that the ru 
(trochaic) foot (3Ga). 

- V-/ CoV 
(36) a. V-> - \ 

b. Jordan 
colony 
melody 

('~ a) 

Jordan-ian 
colon-ial 
melod-ious 

- y / CiV 
c. V-+ \ I 

~ ~ d ~ 
. e metrical context but un er m th-

gthen vowels m the sam alternations of(36b), Ieng . 
A number of rules lenonditions. One account~ for the . The rule governing this 
restricted segmental t hen followed by an (1 + Vl strm\tressed plus unstressed 
ening nonhigh vowe s w ulated as (36c) with the same ents the elsewhere case. 
alternation ca_n_ b~ for;e shortening rule of (36a) re~:::et of the cases that meet 
metrical cond1~o~g. ial rule applying to only_a st obviously be imposed 
while lengthemng is a s~fon A disjunctive relation mu hortening by (36a). 
the general m~tric~h~ole:~e~ed vowels in (36b);s~!~o~. let us now turn to it~ 
on the rules smce tivation for the Elsewhere o that the phenomen~~ o 

Having seen 1!1~;~onology model. KiparskY ;rguetthe Elsewhere Cond1t1on
role in the _Lexi~ ki g can be construed as a re k~x othe English plural. 
morpholog1cal b oc./ the two rules in (37) mar mg 
f or example, cons1 er . ) 

(37) a. p\ -+en / [X-l 
Pl -+ es/ [Xb. 

X Ox child . · · l (where = • ' 
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The structural description of (37a) clear! ~ ·ubsumes that of (37b). The former rule 
lists a particular set of lexical items. But in (37b) X is a variable standing for any 
noun and thus designates the elsewhere case. If the Elsewhere Condition appl ies 
in this case, then we explain why words ,, ith double mark ing oft he plural such 
as *childrens and *oxens are ill formed . :\pplication of the lexically restricted 
-en rule preempts the regular plural rule and thus blocks the construct ion of such 
doubly marked words. Kiparsky then obsef\ .:s that inherent plurals such as people 
and ca11/e work the same way as children and oxen do. These words arc peculiar 
in a couple of respects. First , they are grammaticall y plural since they impose 
plural verbal agreement: The peopleica11/e "is 'are coming. But they lack any overt 
morphology (i.e. , an affix or an ablaul) and hence are not de ri ved by any WFR 
from a singular base. They are thus underi,·ed lexical items that, unlike most 
nouns, happen to be plural instead of singular. Since these items are plural. it is 
now necessary to explain why the regular plural rule (37b) fails to apply and 
produce *peoples, *ca11/es. These items are ill formed and the grammar must 
prevent their generation. But now there is a problem. We cannot evidently invoke 
the Elsewhere Condition since people and ca/Ile are not the product of any WFR. 
Yet because they are inherent plurals , it seems entirely natural that the rule suf
fixing [-es] is suspended. 

Kiparsky proposes to solve this puz.z.le by construing each lexical representation 
• as an identity rule mapping lhe string into itself. To make this proposal more 
, intuitive, one might suppose that a derivation is launched by making a copy of 

the lexical representation. This cloning thus maps every lexical item into itself. 

(38) cattle pl - cattle pl 

The " rule" in (38) will now invoke the Elsewhere Condition with respect to the 
regular pluraJ rule in essentially the same way that the rule forming ox-en does. 
(In the context of this discussion, " rule" is understood as any licensed transition 
from one representation to the next in the derivation.) The information contained 
in cattle is clearly much richer and subsumes the information content of the plural 
rule (37b). 

5.5.3 Strict Cyclicity and the Elsewhere Condition 

Armed with the Elsewhere Condition and the construal of each lexical item as 
an identity rule, we can now return to the strict cyclicity problem. Kiparsky 
(1982a) notes that the two clauses defining a derived context (across cyclic bound
aries and information derived on the same cycle) do not form a natural class 
conceptually. Rather, they appear to designate the complement of a more basic 

otion: the material contained in the underlying representation at the start of each 
ycle. Somehow, this material prevents the application of rules that would have 
e effect of altering its information content. But, Kiparsky reasons, this is anal

gous to the relation between (38) and the plural rule (37b). If each lexical item 
mitiating a cycle is the product ofan identity rule such as (38), then the Elsewhere 
1
Condition will suspend application of any rule that would change the information 
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220 . e underlying representation itself pre-. I item In this way' th 
content of_the_ lex1c; les ~hat wi ll alter its contenL . h I--> s rule. The rules are 
vents apphcat1on o _ru k by returning to the Fmms 

Let us see how this wor s 
formulated in (39). 

(39) a. 

b. 

[
-cons] --> [ ~ high]/ ___ # 

- back [ - cons ] 

[ - con tin] _, [ + contin] I - - ~ :~gtk 
+coron 

c. [tila]--> [tila] . . c . The structural des~ription 
. . . t defines the identity rule m (39 ) ecification of the [11) stnng 

First cons1cter [tda~. ~cher and subsumes the partia l s~e (39b). Furthe rmore, and 
of this rule is muc tural description of the I --> s ru. consistent. The latte r as
that forms the struc I changes of the two rules are m t·nuant] Consequently, 

. h structura · ns [ - con 1 · 

9 

) 
crucially. t e_ t] and the identity rule ass1g. The more specific rule (3 c signs [ + contmuan h Elsewhere Cond1t1on. 

(39c) and (39b) fall/n1~~ to; the more general I--> s ;ul:n that [halut]i becomes 
thus preempts apph ic::o cases of derived conte~ts. h. e~ase because th·e relevant 

Now_ consider ~:ere Condition will not apply m th;s [ti] string in [halut)i. The 
[halus)1. The Else l --> [halut) does not subsume_ t f information taken from 
identity ':1'~ [halut ut In general, any combination o where Condition. because 
suffixal [1] isl_ leJt ;ai~s will suffice to tum off the t~~s:aterial introduced on the Separate eye IC o ·11 be unable to cover 'd t'ty rule w1 
the relevant I en 

I 

h me cycle. Recall 
I · d r ·ved on t e sa . current eye~- e of new information e I • # The first step m-

Next consider the cas #[veti]# and then #[ves1] .h d boundarv 
. [ 1 ]# becomes . · g that t e wor : 

that Finrush # ve e . g the cyclic brackets (assum1? II ·ust like [halut]i. This 
volves material spt:~:main) and so proceeds esr;t:~ t~i~ operation suffices to 
# marks a separa + hi h] to the final vowe . . tit rule. The [ - high] 
step assigns the f~atur:h~ co!rol of the [vete]--> [ vete l I~~: [!high] assigned by 
remove the stem om I of [vete] now fails to cove_r k d and the t--> s rule 

. featur~ .on the fi;~e v;,::where Condition is th~s not ~~i~~ :hange introduced by 
_the ratsmg rule._ 'de the root. In general,_ any mformt through which subsequent may now enter ms1. . drives a wedge mto the roo 

transboundary apphcallon ter I ·cal cycle is a lexical 
phonological rules may en k that the output of any phono otWFR Furthermore. 

Finally' recall the remarrve as the base for a sub_seque~ I 'or a .proper account 
h it may se . Th' s 1s crucm ,, . 

1 

· . item. As sue '. . es an identity rule. 1 , , Given that [rum "-' 
being a lexical •t~~• it defi:ian (ruin]6s, derived f~o~ [r_u1~]~:ced. This rule then 

of the s~rialct ~ycl1c~~/i~;::ity rule [ruin]6s--> \r]umi:~r:~~nin lruinus]fsi111 on the 
is a lex1c ~le~, of devocalization to the (m su 

blocks apphcat1on I C dition is J crivable 
next cycle.. . the discussion, we sec th~t the S~rict ;Jc~ : ,n;:ay to charactc.:ri cc To summarize . . nstramt that 1s ne 

h Elsewhere Condition - a co from t e 
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disj unctiYe rule application. Finally, Kiparsk1 argues that if st ric t cyclicity is 
viewed as a func tion of the Elsewhere Condit ion. then we can make sense of the 
fac t that stress rules may apply on the root ,) .:le in apparent disregard of the 
Strict Cycle Condition. The stress rule opera1i~g in America does not a lter the 
fea tu re content of the underlying representation bur rather supplements it by erect
ing a metrical structure. Stress is by and large predictable in English. Since s tress 
is not utilized to encode the English lexicon. ii will not trigger the Elsewhere 
Condition. This in turn permi1s the stress rule 10 apply on the initial cycle. But 
in a language such as Russian. where the accent unpredictably falls on any syllable 
of the morpheme, stress information must be present in the underlying represen
tat ion. This in turn activates the Elsewhere Condition and blocks s tress rules from 
applying on the initial cycle (Halle and Vergnaud 1987). 

5.6 Structure Preservation 

Another basic concept of Lexical Phonology is Structure Preservation. The idea 
runs as follows. Each grammar stipulates a set of underlying contrastive segments 
(the phonemic inventory). According to Structure Preservation, representations 
within the lexicon may only be composed of elements drawn from the phonemic 
inventory. The phonemic inventory thus constra ins the kinds of phonological rules 
that may apply in the lexicon. If a rule introduces or refers to a noncontras tive 
segment. then, by Structure Preservation, that rule can only apply postlexically. 
To take a simple example, we know from chapter 2 that the flap in E nglish is a 
predictable segment and thus not a phoneme. Structure Preserva tion requires the 

'" flapping rule to be postJexical. In a well-articulated model such as Lexical Pho
nology, this claim has consequences. For example, it allows us to explain why, 
although stress is assigned cyclically, we do not find [at6m]ic realized as a[D]6mic. 
The latter representa tion could arise if the flapping rule applied on the first cycle, 
giving a[D]om. The principle of Structure Preservation prohibits such a derivation 
because the flapping rule must be postlexicaJ and hence cannot apply at level I. 
Structure Preservation can also be argued to confer leamability advantages o n 
the theory of Lexical Phonology. If one assumes that the phonemic inventory can 
be determined independently of the phonological rules, then it automatically fol
lows that a rule will be postJexical if it either introduces or refers to a n element 
not belonging to the set of contrastive segments. More generally, the Lexica l 
Phonology model curtails (but does not completely elimina te) the need for ex
trinsic ordering statements; if the various criteria we have outlined distinguish a 
pair of rules as lexical versus postlexical, then their ordering need not be stipulated 
but rather follows from the overall a rchitecture of the grammar. 

Let us illustrate these points further by some material from Spanish (Harris 
1983 , Wong-opasi 1986). Within the vowel system of Spanish. there is a contrast 
betwce11 the mid vowels !e,oj and the diphthongs /ie,ueJ. There is also a well
known alternation between diphthongs in accented syllabics and corresponding 
mid vowels in unaccented syllables. We will follow Harris (1985b) in assuming 
that the diphthongs undc.-lic this alternat ion and th,H they simplify by the rule in 
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222 d . the diphthongs from 
de here we could also enve 

(40b). (For the point to be ma ' . 
stressed mid vowels.) 

con tar beber perder 
(40) a. inf. bebo pierd,o 

\sg. 
'drink' 'lose 

cuento 
'count' 

coser 
c6so 
'sew 

I . unaccented syllables 
b. lie ,ue) _. [e,o] . m • d rag6tas in (41) whose 

S 
·sh has compound nouns such asfhierbaobmtt~rp11ah!:it~;'11e::11ela in containing 

pam . same as that o mon 
stress contour ,s the h penultimate syllable. 
just a single word accent on t e . 

. contar ' to count' 

41) h·erba 'grass cue·nto 
( 1 'grass' adj. . 

'l count' 
' eyedropper' herb6so . , cuentagotas 

b · 'mmt 
hierba uena . . . er of the compounds can be ex-

. h h n s in the m1t1al memb d the compounds are 
Th~ una~cented d~ih~n;iz!tion (40b) applies at \e~el 1 _: na rule suppressing the 
plained ,f m~nop stratum of the lexicon, wher~ e~e ' postulate the derivation 
formed at a ~t~r. b f the compound. et us 
accent of the m1t1al ~em er o 
of (42) for hierbabuena. 

level I [hierb-a1 [buen-al 
(42) hierb-a buen-a 

penultimate a~ce~t 
monophthong1zat1on 

inappl. inappl. 

lh 
.. b 1 + [buena11 compoun_ding 

[ ,er a . deaccentmg 
hierba buena . 

. nding is a lexical pro-

level 3 

. • · he following. Smee comp~u d before the 
The point ~f thi~

1
~:~:s{i~~ ~t:rnation in hierba must f :~1

: : :~esponsible for 

~::;!:::;~n h~e~babuen~b~t !~~~::/:~~~J:~;;!s is_permi:~,! ?~e~~r:;~ 
the [e1= lie1 alt~mat1on ::es as evidenced by such numm~ ~ai:! n~~ry of Spanish. 
ture Preservauo,n,bo~~{e1 and {ie1 belong to the phon~m,c_~°spanish is furnished 

·ero •grandson • f S ture Preservauon ' d. ms 
m th xample of the role o true I ral [Pl (43a) contains para ,g . 

Ano er e . . he nasal {ii} and the ate . t of these bases ,s 
by a rule depalat~:e~~eii1 and {donce\YJ. The final ralcons~:~3b) of Spanish that 
built on the stems t • affixed by the gene ru . \-initial 
depalatalized when the stem is ~ (Harris 1983). Interestmgly, the vowe_ uf-
b l-1 and l}YJ from syllable c as al tals in contrast to stem-forming s 
Pfu~i°suffix [-es} fail~ t? "tt~~~ i~;Jtivaal l-~1, or the derivational l-osJ. 
fixes such as the femmme -a • ' I s' 

. . , donce\Y-a as , 

(43) a. 

b. 

desdeii-ar 
desdeii-os-0 
desden 
desden-es 

' to d1s~am, donce\Y-a-s ' lasses 
'disdamful d l ' lad' . . , un once 
'd1sdam

1 
no doncel-es ' lads' 

noun P • 

(ii,IYl-+ (n,11 / in coda 

Str11ct11re Prese1T111iv11 :m 

These data are explained if the plural suffix [-es! is added al a later lexical st ratum 
(level 2) and the depalatalization rule applies al this level. The [desdeii] paradigm 
then receives the derivatior. in (44). 

(44) [desdeiil [desdeii] (desden] level I 

des.deii des.den des .de ii syllabification 
[des.deii]ar WFR 
des.de. liar resyllabificalion 

[des.de.liar) [des.den] [des.de1i] level 2 
inappl. des.den des.den depalatalizalion 

[des.den]e~ WFR 
des.de.nes syllabification 

On the root cycle at level I , syllabification puts [ii] in the coda. But this segment 
will not change to [n] because the depalatalization rule only operates at level 2. 
Addition of a suffix such as [-ar] at level I prompts resyllabification of the [fi] to 
syllable onset in [des .de.fiar]. Both this representation and [des.den] then enter 
level 2, at which point the depalatalization rule becomes applicable. II applies to 
[des.deii] but fails to apply to [des.de.iiar] since the latter's nasal has been shifted 

• to onset position by resyllabification at level I. The representation [des.den] now 
serves as the base for the plural suffix , yielding [des.den.Jes. Resyllabification 
produces [des.de.nes]. No further lexical rules of relevance are applicable and 
the representations [des.de.iiar], [des.den]. and [des.de.nes] result. 

The upshot of the above analysis (due to Harris (1983)) is that the depalatali
zation rule must apply at level 2 and hence must be a lexical rule. Structure 
Preservation requires that both the inputs [ii,IY] and the outputs [n,I] of depala
talization belong to the phonemic inventory. This requirement is met, as suggested 
by such minimal pairs as cana 'grey hair' vs. cana ' cane' and polo ·pole vs. polio 
'chicken'. 

Let us now look at two cases where Structure Preservation blocks a rule from 
applying in the lexicon. Two of the best-known processes operating in Spanish 
dialects are an aspiration rule turning [s] to [h] and a velarization rule turning [n] 
to [g] (Harris 1983). Both operate in syllable codas. 

( 45) standard 
cantan 
desden 

dialectal 
ca[g]ta[g] 
de[h]den or de[h]de[g] 

' sing' 3pl. 
'disdain' 

The aspiration and velarization processes differ from monophthongization and 
depalatalization in that the [h 1 and [I)] segments introduced by these rules are not 
contrastive elements in most dialects. Rather, they arise only from these ru les. 
Consequently, the principle of Structure Preservation bars these segments from 
the lexicon and predicts that they will only develop postlexically. One immediate 
consequence is that lh] and (I)] will not be introduced before the plural suffix 
[-es]. This prediction is confirmed by the paradigms in (46). When I-cs] is suffixed 
at level 2, the final consonants of [mes! and [pan! rc~yllabify lo on~c t posit ion 
and thus escape postlexical aspiration and vclarization. 
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(46) standard dialectical 
me[hl ·month" 

mes ·months· 
mes-es mcs-e[h] 

pan pa[ij] ' bread" 

pan-es pan-e[h] 'breads" 

. .· I . al rocess. we predict that stem-final [s l and 
Since compounding is also a _ exl1c ~lab·1fication before a vowel-initial second 

-11 b ~served bv lex1ca resy, . . (4? ) h [n] w1 e pn: . . (1986) cites the paradigms m t at 
member of the compound. Wong-opas1 
confirm this prediction. 

(47) mu[h] 
mus-e[h1 
mus-araiia 

'mouse· 
' mice· 
'shrewmouse' 

pa[I)] 
panikeso 
pa[l))[i] queso 

' bread' 
' name of a dish· 
'bread and cheese' 

. emes are compounded lexically. Resyllabificat_ion 
ln pamkeso the three morph . . [ a n·i ke so] preempting postlex1cal 

. 1 h al in onset pos1t1on, P · · · ' . 
apphes to Pace t ~ na_s I to the phrasal combination [pal)] [1] [keso] 

~~'.r:i~~o;::e~e~~~a;:~:s~~so:~~s~llabification at the phrasal level. 

5.7 Multistratal Rules 
. . . . of the Lexical Phonology model (1982a) , it was 

ln Kiparsky's onginal expos'.tton t ti various lexical levels form disjoint bloc_ks. 
assumed that the rules applym~ a ie(I987) posited a number of distinct lexical 
In a study of Malayala~ , Mo a~~~ ical-rule appears to apply in more than one 
strata but found that a given pho f g d" . . t blocks then it would be an ac
lexical stratum. If the lexi~al ~l~s 

0
~:Ss :~;;~s in sev~ral different strata of the 

cident that the same phono ogica pro t d Mohanan to propose that the pho-
same _grammar. This rule ove;l;~n~;i~:~: single system, individual me_mbers of 
nolog1cal rules of the gramma . 

1 1 . 1 stratum or to the postlex1cal com-
h" h be assigned to a part1cu ar ex1ca 

w ic may . F the Lexical Phonology perspective, we may com
ponent of the grammar. ro_m . . f what a ear to be the same rule . 
pare the lexical a~d p_ostlex1cal apphc_at1ons o Structur~PPreservation while post-
Since lexi~ a~phcattons are constr: m~!n~iogical process may display different 
lexical apphcat1on~ are oot, thh~ ~am l I of the grammar (the lexicon or the syn
properties dependmg upon w ic mo u e 

tax) ~ e rule ~pplies in. atalan example drawn from Kiparsky"s ( 1985) 
As ,llustratton, let us look at a C . K" ky Catalan has nasal phonemes 

discussion of this ~o<lularity ·. Acco_rd1~1 to ~pais A ·num'b;r of addit ional nasals 
at four distinct pomts of a1:1culat10n. m,n,~·\ tes (n] to the precise point or 
are produced by a postl~x1cal rule that assmu a 
articulation of the followmg consonant. 

(48) unassimilateJ .::.!veolar 
bilabial 
labiodental 
dental 
al,·eolar 
r0stalveolar 
palatal 
, elar 

Multistrawl Rules 

so[nl amics 
solml pocs 
so[ll)] felicos 
sol r::il dos 
so[n] sincers 
so[i:i]rics 
so(ii] [IYJi ures 
SO(!Jl grans 

·they are friends· 
'they are few· 
·they are happy· 
·they are two· 
'they are sincere· 
"they are rich" 
'they are free · 
·they are big' 
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The feature [distribu:!d] that differentiates between the bilabia l and labiodental 
and between the dent.:.! and a l,·eolar points of articulation is predictable in Catalan 
and hence is barreJ f:-om the lexicon by Structure Preservation. The [ .,.. contin
uant] lat:-iodental [tl is '. +distributed]. while the [ -continuant] nasal [ml and stops 
[p.b] are bilabial [ -dimibuted]; similarly. the [ + coronal. + anterior] stops [t,d] 
a re I + distributed]. while the nasal [n) is alveolar I - distri buted]. The fact that 
the nasal assimilation in (-18) takes place between words means that the rule is 
applying postlexically. Hence. it may take the [distributed] feature into account. 
Catalan also has a le:,.ical rule simplifying clusters composed of a homorganic 
sonorant plus stop through the deletion of the stop. The rule applies when the 
cluster is in the syllal:-le coda. The stems [kamp] and [bint] illustrate this rule. 

(49) kamp-et dimin. bi[oll-e ' twentieth· 
kam-s pl. bi[nl 'twenty' 
kam 'field" bi[m] pans 'twenty breads' 
kam es •field is' bi[I)] kaps 'twenty heads' 

As in many other languages, in Catalan the point of articulation of a nasal in a 
tautomorphemic nasal-consonant sequence is (barring a few isolated exceptions 
such as prems[;i] ' press') predictable from the following consonant by nasal as
similation. Thus, in [kamp] the labial feature of the nasal arises from assimilation 
to the [p] and the dental in [bint] from assimilation to the [t). It is clear that this 
nasal assimilation must precede the cluster simplification rule; otherwise, the 
homorganic requirement of the latter process will not be satisfied. The paradigm 
for [binl) also shows that if an alveolar nasal comes to stand a t the end of a word 
through cluster simplification , it assimilates the point of articulation of the fol
lowing consonant. Thus, nasal assimilation must apply both before and after clus
ter simplification. From the standpoint of a theory in which the phonetic repre
sentation arises from one pass through the phonological rules, this is a paradoxical 
state of affairs. But since the Lexical Phonology model distinguishes the lexical 
and postlexical components , it is possible for the same rule to apply in ,both 
components. However. if this is so, then the rule should display different prop
erties, depending on whether the application takes place in the lexicon (where 
Structure Preservation holds) or in the postlexical component (where it does not). 
In this respect the difference between the ( + distributed] dental nasal in [bir::i!-e] 
and the ( - distributed) alveolar in (bin] is particularly significant. If it really. is 
the same rule of nasal assimilation applying in both cases. then why do the prod-
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ucts of the rule differ~ The Structure Preservatio n principle answers this question. 
Because it is not contrastive . the [+distributed] feature o f the dental stop [t] only 
enters the representation postlexically. Since this feature is barred from the lex
icon, the lexical application of nasal assimilation will not assign [ + distributed]. 
Conseque ntl y, when the [t] of [bint] is deleted le xically , the nasal will be unable 
to receive the [ + distributed] fea ture. It ins tead ta kes the default value [-dis
tributed] that is assigned-to unass imilated [+co ronal, + anterio r] nasals postlex
ically . But in [bi!H-e]. the [t] is a ssigned [+dis tributed] postlexically. Postlexica l 
nasal assimilation then transmits this property to the nasal consonant. The nasal 
in [bi Qt-el thus undergoes two rounds of nasal assimilation. Lexica lly , it is assigned 
the distinctive [ + coronal , + anterior] feature s of the [t]; postlexically, it assim
ilates the [+distributed] feature of the [t]. 

If more cases like t he Catalan one just reviewed are uncovered in which the 
different prope rties displayed by the lexical a nd postlexical applications of a pho
nological process are predictable on general grounds, then we are justified in 
claiming that indeed it is the same phonological rule applying at two separate 
points in the grammar. Suppose that this turns out to be true. Then Mohanan's 
conception of the phonological rules as forming a single system separate from the 
lexical and postlexical positions in the grammar at which they apply would be 
validated (50). The ques tion then arises whether any principles constrain the a s
signment of a given phonological rule to the various levels of the gra~mar. 

(50) level I 
level 2 

level 11 

postlexical 

rule I 
rule 2 

rule 11 

One principle we are familiar with is Structure Preservation, which bars rules 
assigning or referring to nondistinctive features from the lexicon. An additional 
principle suggested by Mohanan's study of Malayalam is that if a phonological 
rule is assigned to more than one level, then the levels must form a continuum. 
Kiparsky (1985) suggests a still stronger constraint (the Strong Domain Hypoth
esis), according to which all rules are free to apply at the earliest lexical level. 
(Structure Preservation will of course bar lexical application for many rules whose 
domain assignment is thereby restricted to the postlexical level.) For any given 
rule, one must simply stipulate when the rule ceases.to apply. Thus, for example, 
TSL in English would have to be marked as holding of just the initial level, while 
nasal assimilation in Catalan is unrestricted and free to apply at all levels. Much 
further study of individu·al grammars from the Lexical Phonology standpoint is 
needed before it can be determined which of these hypotheses is closest to the 
truth. 

Outstanding p ,.,,;,/ems 

5.8 Outstanding Problems 
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In this sectio n we will review some of the unre . 
Lexical Phonology model One bl . ,olved problems that confront the 
word bounda ry . The Dut~h rul/~o e_m is presented by rules trigeered bv the 
. 1 evoicmg S\ liable fina l b - - -

s1mp e example (Booij and Rubach 1987) I ·.. - . o struen ts fu rnishes a 
' he ro' · 1· · n ' irt ue of this ru le d 1 · . is rea ized as [hclt ). Addition of vow . . ·. . . un er ymg [held) 
ficat1on of the stem-final consonant too . t elh•1nJt1,:I suffixes prompts res\·llabi-
bl d · h d · · nse wn the tollow· I . · 
. ee s t e evo1cmg rule . Thus. the under! . . . rng vowe . Th is process 
m [hcLd-in] 'he roine·. Assuming that syiJ~~~fi,o~~i~d conson_ant of [held] emerges 
devo icing rule cannot itself be cycl·c ' t . n is assigned cyclica lh ·. the 
added that prompt resyllabificat io n ~nd ; h mu;/ wan until all suffixes have· been 
that syllable-final devoicing cannot be os~s .· eed the rule. Bu t there is evidence 
also resyllabifies a consonant across p d ;xical euher. Jn casual speech. Dutch 
bleed syllable-final devoicing Acco ; or oBund_an es. But this process does not 
op tt · · r mg to OOIJ a nd Ru bach ( 1987) ze en to put on a hat ' is realized [ h , een hoed 
voiced consonant of /hud/ 'ha t ' • d _;:m . u.t :ip. Sc.t;in ]. Here the underlying 

is cvo1ced even tho ugh it is in o nset position. 

S.8.1 The Word level 

The Dutch data suggest tha t there is a s ta e 
bu! before the word is inserted into the g h~ a fter all of the affixation takes p lace 
vorcmg process is defined to operate TP se - at which the syllable-fi nal de
Rubach (1987) , Kiparsky (1985) d . h o accommodate such cases, Booij a nd 
f 1· ' a n ot ers have pos tula ted . 

o postcyc ic lexical rules. This block of rul a specia l component 
venes between the cyclic lexical rule de\ (often ca lled the word level) inter
representation is passed through th shan It e pos tlexrcal , phrasal rules. Any 
one B · e P ono og1cal rules of th· 

_e. emg noncyclic, it is a natural location f; h is componen t j ust 
zation such as Yawelmani vowel !owe . ( . or t e rules of a bsolute neutrali
(section 5.1), which apply morph n?g sectron 3.4) or the English Vowel S hift 

though such rules are generally a::;::~:n~~~ and _thus violate the sec. Al
phrasal level - a fact that would foll ti , y typically do not apply a t the 

We can flesh out the role of th· ow r~m their bemg lexical. 
rs postcychc lexical co b 

son:ie of the rules of Polish phonology discussed b ~ponent Y recapitu lating 
Pohsh rule raising [oJ to [u] be'" d Y Boou and Ruba ch (1987) The 

rat ,ore a wor -final voiced 1 • 
natu candidate for the pos tcyclic l . I nonnasa consona nt is a 
that this rule (plus final devo. . ) ex1ca rule block. Recall from sectio n 7 7 
'd , icmg accounts for the rear 1· f - · 

o as rup in the imperative Sine . . . . iza ion o the root [robJ 
cannot be a cyclic rule. An~ suC:.x:~:~mg is tngg~red by _the word boundary, it. 
word boundary: for example , rob'-e ls n ;etomalically d1s~laces the triggering 
taken place in order to apply the rule. ~ut th mist wa it unlit all suffixation has 
(e.g., [skrobJ 'scratch' is realized as ·k / ~ct that the rule has exceptio ns 
lexical rule. J rop, c · s,crob' -e lsg .) suggests that it is a 

Another argument that raising is a ost . . 
that it is ordered after a rule th·u ' Pr· ~ychc lexical rule derives fro m the fac t 

t b ' app 1es m nondcnved cont t h 
mus e postcyclic by the rule-o rdering thesis L'k h ~x s; e nce, raising 

. . • c ot e r Slavic languages. Polish 
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has a pair of abstract vowels - kno" n as yers - that are phonologicall y dis tinct 
in that they delete in contexts where other vowels do not. For example . /e11· and 
sweter participate in the alternation while the nearl y identica l ~/e11· and krater do 
not (5 la). It is not possible to analyze all yers as epenthetic vowels. since there 
are consonant clusters tha t remain unseparated by a yer (5 1 b). 

(51) a . lew 'lion· zlew 'sink' 
lw-em instr.sg. zlew-em ins tr.sg. 

sweter 'sweater krater 'crater 
swetr-y pl. krater-y pl. 

b. mask-a ' mask' nom.sg. trosk-a 'concern· nL,m .sg. 
masek gen .pl. trosk gen.pl. 

dekl-a 'cap gen.sg. cykl-u 'cycle' gen. sg. 
dek'el nom.sg. cykl nom.sg. 

When a derivational suffix follows a yer , sometimes the root yer eme rges and 
sometimes it does not. It turns out t hat those suffixes that a llow a preceding yer 
to surface themselves contain a yer : fu rthermore, their yer emerges when they 
in turn are followed by another yer suffix. The yers thus " vocalize" whe n followed 
by a yer or by the "zero " nom.sg. and gen.pl. suffixes. Elsewhere they appear 
as ff. The vocalization rule can be simplified if we say that these "zero" suffixes 
are also yers. Since they are never themselves followed by a suffix, this point 
cannot be verified directly . But it is a natural a nalytic step, given the overall 
framework. The basic generalization thus is that the yers delete everywhere, 
except when the following syllable conta ins a yer. In the latter case they surface 
as [el - a process traditionally known as "vocalizatio n" of the yers . We can 
account for the Polish yer phenomenon by the rules in (52a,b) , which yield the 
derivations of (52c). ( Y is used here as a cover symbol for a yer.) 

(52) a. yer ➔ [el / __ Co yer 

b. yer➔ fJ 

C- [lYw-Y] [IYw-em] [zlew-Y] [zlew-em] 
lew-Y inappl. inappl. inappl. yer vocalizatio n 
lew lw-em zlew inappL yer deletion 

For our purposes, the most important point about the yers is that the rule 
deleting the yer applies in a nonderived context. Like Yawelmani vowel lowering 
a nd English Vowel Shift , it neutralizes a n underlying phonemic contrast in a 
context-free fashion a nd thus must be postcyclic. By the ordering thesis, any rule 
ordered after yer deletion must be postcyclic. In particular , the raising rul<.: must 
be post cyclic, for it is only in virtue of the loss of the final yer in underlying I voz
Y] that the triggering voiced consonant comes to s tand at the edge of the word. 
so that [voz] gives [vuz] (and eventually [vus)). 

The diagram in (53) depicts the Lexical Pho nology model of Po lish. By the ir 

l 
',; 
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ordering :,Vith respect to the yer deletion process, Booij and Rubach ( 1987) · • 
the location of several other rules o f Polish phonology. p inpoint 

(53) lexical rules 
cyclic 

palatalization 
yer vocalization 

postcyclic 
yer deletion 
raising 

postlexical rules 
final devoicing 

One ~f t_hese rul~s devoices the fricatives [v] and [z] after a voiceless conson 
The [z] itself derives from a palatalized (r'] by a special rule [r']-. [z] . T hu t ~~ ;~f contexts where other consonants simply palatalize (54a), [r] is replaced ' by 

(54) a. vu[s] 'cart ' vo[z'-e] loc.sg. [voz] root kar-a ' penalty' ka[z-e] dat.sg. [kar] b. Piotr 'Peter' Piot[s-e] voc.sg. [Piotr] 
C. kufer ' trunk' kuf[s-e] loc.sg. [kufYr] list[f-a] 'board ' lis le[ v ]-ek dimin.gen.pl. [listYv] 

In_ Pi<,?t[s-~] we ~ee voic!ng assimilation applying within a morphe me. This a _ 
phcallon 1s _consistent with th~ Lexical Phonology model if the rule belongs io 
the noncyclic component. Assignment to this component is confirmed by the fact 
that the _ rule ~ust be ordered after yer deletion _ a rule that we know to be 
postcychc on mdependent grounds_ This point is shown by the forms in c

54 
) . 

kuflse] has the derivation in (55). c • 

(55) [kufYr-e] cyclic 
kufYr'-e palatalization 

kufYz-e 
postcyclic 
r' -> z 

kufz-e yer deletion 
ku3-e progressive assimila tion 

T~ brie~y summarize the dis~ussion, we have located three rules in the post
cy~hc_ le~1cal component of Pohsh: yer deletion , raising, a nd progressive voicing 
ass11~11l~t1on. We h~ve strong grounds for the firs t assignment because yer deletion 
apphes m a nondenved context. The other two cannot be cyclic because they 
orde red after yer del_etion. But what_ ~bout the postlexical component? Can aa: ; 
of these i:ule~ be as~1gned there? Raismg cannot, since it has lexical exceptions 
Yer deletJon 1s not h~cly to _be_, b~cause it is a rule of absolute neutra lization , Bu; 
what about progressive ass1milat1on and final devoicing? 
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1 honology he lps us to answer some of these ques-
Evidence fr~m the _phra~a a~other voic ing assimilation rule, the more pervasive 

Lions . T_he key_1s ?ro_v1de~ ii remaining obstruent clusters . This process has both 
regressive ass1m1l~t'.on o a . f- rthermore it operates between words as 
voic ing and devoicing compone nts. u ' 
well as within the word (56). 

Warsza(v-a) ·Warsaw' Warsza[f]-ski adj . 
(56) a . 

· to request' pro[z')-ba ·a request' 
pros'-ic' 

·prohibitions· zaka[s) postoj-u ·no parking' 
b. zakaz-y k.ryzy[z] gospodarczy ·economic crisis· 

kryzys-y 'crises 

. . ressive assimilation , whic h may not apply be-
In this respect it ~1ffer~ fr? mili;~t~ated by the fact that but [V)ojtk-a •~ojtek's 
tween _words. This point is ·rka and not bu[t F]ojtka. This difference is auto
shoe' is pronounced bu[d V]oJ . ·milat·1on i·s a lexical rule while regressive 

• 1 · d if progressive ass1 
mat1cally ex~ a1ne . d thus may apply at the phrasal level. 
assimilation 1s P?~tlextc~l ~ . 1 establishes a difference between the raising 

Regressive vo1c1~g_ ass1m1 a~o:~:~ri gered by the word boundary. Regressive 
rule and final devmcmg - bo~ f fi ~ l devoicing. This is shown by the deri
assimilation may undo the e ects 

O 1
~ rd' and sad owocowy ' fruit tree orchard ' 

vations of sad wisniowy ' cherry tree ore a . 

in (57). 

(57) sad visnovi 
sat visnovi 
sad visnovi 

sad ovocovi 
sat ovocovi 
inappl. 

final devoicing 
regressive voicing 
assimilation 

. d e when the word is placed in the phrase. (voz] 
But the raising rule ts n~ver un ~n . vo1·ced consonant is devoiced by assim-

. · g even if the tnggenng . . • • 
undergoes TaJSID , h . , art' This difference is explamed 1f raismg 
. . ( K]atarzyny Kat enne s c · . 1 1 1latton: v us . 1 hi! final devoicing is a postlex1ca ru e. 
is assigned to the lextc'.11 pho_no ogy :av: looked at several pieces of evidence, 

T mmarize the d1scuss1on, we . . (S8) 
o su than others for the rule assignment depicted m . 

some stronger , 

(58) lexical rules 
cyclic 

palatalization 
yer vocalization 

postcyclic 
yer deletion 
raising 
progressive voicing assimilation 

postlexical rul~s. 
final devmcmg 
regressive voicing assimilation 

011tsw11di11g Prvblc111s ::!31 

For the Polish data. suffixation always suppresses the application of a rule 
triggered by the word boundary (e.g . . the raising rule). Suc h suppression does 
not always obta in under affixation. The rule of E~lish phonology that s implifies 
final [mn) clusters through deletion of the [n] furn ishes .! simple example. This 
rule, stated in (59a), accounts fo r the "silent"' [n] of dc,11111. h_rn111, and so on (59b). 
The data in (59c) show that the rule cannot be c yclic : otherwise. the [n] would 
never eme rge to the surface. 

(59) a. [n] -> fJ / [ + nasal]_ ] 
b. dam[ ); hym[ J 
c. damn-ation, damn-atory; hymn-al. hymn-ology 
d. da m( ]-ing , dam[ )-s. dam[ ]-ed ; hym[ ]-s. hym[ ]-less 

We thus assign the rule to the postcyclic lexical component. But unlike Poli h 
raising, the English c luster simplification rule is not suspended when leve l 2 suf
fixes are added (59d). We can account for these forms by assuming that the affixes 
of (59d) arc added in the postcyclic lexical component. T his e ffec tively identifie s 
level 2 with the word level. Since this component is not cyclic, onl y one run 
through the rules will take place. Hence, the triggering bracket will s till be present. 
However, the interna l brackets will crucially have been erased from the level 1. 
cyclic suffixes of (59c) by the bracket erasure convention. Under these assump
tions, the following deriva tions obta in for damn, damnatio11. and damning . 

(60) [damn) [damn] [da mn] cyclic 
[(damn]ation] affixation 

no phonological 
rules apply 

[da mnation) bracket erasure 

(damn] (damnation) [damn) postcyclic 
[(damn)ing) affixation 

[dam] inappl. [[dam]ing] cluster simplification (59a) 

Since [n) does not delete after a liquid in words such as kiln a nd com, it is 
natural to pursue a slightly different a nalysis that treats the deletion in [damn] a s 
the elimination of a syllabically "stray" consonant (see section 6.5): {dam}n -+ 

{dam}, where braces indicate the syllabification. The rules of English syllabifi
cation (section 6.3) will group a vowel-liquid-nasal sequence into a syllable but 
will fail to group a vowel plus two successive nasals, taking in just the vowe l plus 
the first nasal to give {dam}11. However, certain problems arise with this approach . 
The lexical items in (59b) are the morphological bases for the words in (59c). But 
the nasal may not delete before the level I affixes are added. The deletion of the 
unsyilabified nasal must wait so that the addition of the level I suffixes prompts 
syllabification of the nasal to onset position, sav ing it from deletion: [{da m}n]a1io11 
--+ {dam}{na}{tion}. If we assume that the dis tinction be tween syllabically incor
porated and syllabically s tray material introJuced by the syllabification rules docs 
not constitute a derived context , then the lack of deletion follows from the SCC. 
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Th identity rule damn -> damn subsumes and ~ence blocks the rule deleting the 
e al b the Elsewhere Condition. O n this account. the problem then be-

s tray nas Y . . . · . · · 
comes one of explaining how deletion 1s possible in the first place, since It 1s no t 

• d by a nother morpheme and hence may not go by case (a) o f the SCC. 
~ ~ !er~oblem arises more generally with any rule that is trigg_~red by the word 

b d
p (e g the Finnish ru le that raises word-final [e] to [1JJ- We know that 

oun ary • • • I d I · 1 t 
I · I rules are not subiect to the SCC. But the nasa e et1o n ru e canno 

post ex1ca , d . · · b 
I · I· the bracket erasure operation obliterates the 1stinct1on etween 

be post ex1ca . . I I 
the ste m + level I form da111n-atio11 , where no deletio n occurs, and the ste ~ + eve 

2 
form damn-ing. where deletio n does apply. Consequently·. damn-011011 and 

damn-ing would be equivalent at the postlexical level. Th~ deletio n process wo_uld 
be unable to distinguish the two cases. Thus , the deletion ~ule must ?e lexical 
even though it violates the SCC. These data appear to require relaxation of the 

sec in ce rtain cases. 
One solution suggested by Kiparsky (1985) simpl_y stipulates that the fina l s tra-

tum of the grammar _ the word level - is not subJect to the S_CC. We ca n the_n 
locate the deletion rule at this s tratum. The deriva tio ns in (61) illus trate how this 

solution is supposed to work . 

(61} [damn] [damn] [damn] level I 

{dam}n {dam}n {dam}n syllabification 

[{dam}n]ation 
WFR 

{da m}{na}{tion} 
syllabification 

[{dam}{na}{tion}] [{dam}n] [{dam}n] level 2 

inappl. {dam} {dam} stray nasal deletion 

{dam}ing WFR 
{da}{ming} (re)syllabification 

On the first cycle at level I, syllable structure is assig~ed a~d the (n] is defin~d 
as s tray The WFR affixing -ation applies and resyllab1ficat1on places ~h~ (n]_ m 

t · ·ll·on The den·vation then enters level 2 , where the rule ehmmatmg 
onse poSI . . h sec . 
syllabically stray nasals is house?· It will apply to [{dam}n] since t e is 

stipulated to be inapplicable at this level. . . . 
There are a couple of unsettling features of this analys is. Deletion of_the syl-

labically stray nasal must apply before the rule suffixing -ing. If the suffix 1s added 
first , then rules of syllabification would be expected to intervene and to_ parse the 
stray nasal as onset to the vowel of the suffix and thus to b lock ?elet10n of the 
nasal. While the derivation in (61) avoids this outcome by ord~rmg s tray nasal 
deletion before afftXalion, one should expect the i:iles of affi_xatlon to apply first 
before any phonological rules, given that level 2 1s noncychc an~ the r~prese_n
tation is passed through the rules just one time. Furthermore, th1s __ solut1on _f~ils 
to generalize to the Finnish raising rule . On the stre ngth of [vete -na], the ra1s'.ng 
rule cannot apply on the root cycle [vete] and in fac ~ will be ba_rred from appl~in~ 
there by the SCC. Just as in the case of the Enghsh . n-deletmn rule: we m1g~ 

sue a solution that suspends the SCC at the final lcx1cal level m orde r to permit 
;~; raising of the final (cl of [vete] to [veti]. But if we do so, we then lose the 
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explanation for why the I -> s rule a pplies on lveti] but bloc ks o n [a iti] . Conse
que ntly. the SCC must still hold fo r the t-> s rule even though the derived context 
is created by r, word-level rule. 

Evidently "e need to (reJintroduce the wo rd boundary symbol from the earlie r 
generative modd and stipu late that it may count as defining a derived environment 
fo r phonologic.!I rules. This is no t a ve ry a ttractive so lutio n. however. because 
the e limination of boundary symbols was one of the early s ig ns that the Lexical 
Pho nology mC'del was on the right trac k. Clearly. rules applying a t the word 
bo undary cons:itute a problem that requires further study . See sections 5.8.4 and 
11.4.4 for further discussion. 

Borowsky (1986, 1992) undertakes a more systematic study of level 2 in English. 
The next few paragraphs summa rize her results. In addition to the cluster s im
plificatio n found in dam [,<] =damnation, several o ther rules opera te at the word 
level. They share two pec uliarities. First , they introduce allophones a nd hence 
violate Structure Preservation (in contrast to the aspirat ion and velarization rules 
of Spanish discussed in section 5.6). 

(62) a. [b ,g] -+ i I [+nasal] _ ] 

lon[i] lon[i]-ing 
stronli] stron[t)-ly 
bom(lf] bom[J,]-ing 

b. [1,r] -+ [J,rl IC - l 

e long-ate 
strong-est 
bomb-ard 

c yc[!]e cyc[!)-ing cycl-ic 
cente[rl cente[r]-ing ce ntr-al 
mete[rl mete[ri-ing metr-ic 

c . [t,d,n] -> [ + dis tribl / __ (.i)r . .. ] 

dental 
spi[g]er 
pi[ll]ar 
ma[!!]er 

a lveolar 
wi[d]er 
fi[ll)er 
fa[tt]er 

One rule deletes noncoronal voiced stops after a ta utosyllabic nasal (62a) while 
another converts stray sonorant consonants to syllabic nuclei (62b). They cannot 
apply at level I because they must wa it until all level I affixes have been added , 
allowing the stem-final consonant to onset the following vowel and hence escape 
the rule. Both rules violate Structure Preservation: sonorant syllabification in
troduces syllabic liquids while deletion of the [g] in long generates a free-s ta nding 
velar nasal [b1J). Borowsky points to a numbe r o f dialectal processes applying a t 
level 2 that also introduce allo pho nes. For e xample, in Be lfas t English (H a rris 
1989) the alveolar noncontinuants [l,d ,n,I] are dentalized before tautosyllabic [r): 
[t ,d) are dental ([ + distributed]) in [Umin , [c;!]rnin, saniH]ary but remain a lveolar 
in bedroom and hard rain, where a s trong juncture separates the following rhotic. 
The rule cannot be postle xical because it fails to a pply be fore tbe level 2 com
pa rative and age ntive suffixes (62c). G ive n bracke t erasure. a postlcxical appli-
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cation would be unable to distinguish tht: de ntal [g] ?f spider from the alveolar 
[d] of 11-ider. This example illust rates a second pec uhar_,ty of level 2 in English: 
the rules applying at this level treat the stem and affix inde pe nde ntly from each 
o ther and never have to refer to both . That is to say , the re are no level 2 rules 
of assimilation or dissimilation that require s imultaneous refe re nce to both the 
stem and the affix. As a result , the stem is treated as if it e nded the word . In the 
Lexical Phonology model, boundaries art: not elements presen t in the string but 
simply reflect differe nt morpho logical domains. Cons~que ntly, Borowsky pro
poses to account for the isolation of the ste m and affix in Engh sh by a para mete r 
that allows the stem and the affixes to enter the level 2 rule block before they 
are concatena ted by the morphology. They are only joined together after the level 
2 phonological rules have applied. Given this architecture, ~he ste~ and suffi x 
are phonologically invisible to one another at level 2. Any interac tion between 
them (as in the flapping in ea/ vs . ea[D]ing) must take place postl~x,~ally ·. 

The representations that arise at the two diffe rent le vels have distinc t fo rmal 
pro perties as well. S ince S tructure Preservation holds at level I ,_ the output of a 
level I rule has the same phonotactic structure as words lackmg any inte rnal 
morphology. Representations arising from le vel 2 rules are ~uite different : they 
contain allophones as well as clus ters not found morphe me-internally (e.g., the 
[rid!] substring in world-ly). Borowsky proposes to explain this difference by re
stricting Kiparsky's notion of " lexical item" to the product of le vel I rules .. These 
items are independently lis ted in the lexicon ; the level I rule_s can be thought ~f 
as relating items in this lis t. Allophones (elements not belongmg to the phonemic 
inventory and hence not listed) thus cannot be introduced by the level I rules. 
Kaye and Vergnaud (1990) hypothesize that words co~s_tructed at (evel _2 are 
processed differently from level I items in speech recog~1!1on. Items hsted in the 
lexicon will be derived by simple lookup. Words conta ming level 2 morphology 
are not stored ; hence, in order for them to be recognized, the parser must recover 
the stem and affixal components. The introduction of allophones and complex 
consonant clusters in close proximity to the stem-affix juncture thus has a fun~
tional advantage in marking the position w here the parser must make a cut m 
order to recognize the string. Other things being equal, we expect ~ s_tem : le~el 
2 suffix to take tonger to recognize than a stem+ level 1 structure . This 1mphcat1on 
has yet to be tested experimentally. 

5.8.2 Affixal Ordering and Bracketing Paradoxes 

Another well-known problem is presented by cases in wh!ch a level I affi~ appears 
outside a level 2 affix. Aronoff (1976:85) noted the data in (63) as potential coun
terexamples to Siegel's affixal ordering generalization. 

(63) a . analyze 
standard 
g6vem 

b. analyzable 
standardize 
g6vernment 

c. analyzabflity 
standardization 
governm6ntal 

The problem is the following. The affixes [-able, -iz.e , -mentl do not trigg~r th.: 
reapplication of stress to a preceding heavy syllable. They thus contras t 111 he-

l 
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havior with _a~ a ffix like I-al]: pare111. pare111-al : but g,h·em-m eni , no t ~•o i·c'r• 
111e111 . This d1t1erence could be explained if these morphe mes \1 e re lreateu .

1
• 1, . 

2 affi~es like [-_less] (e .g .. pcire111-less ). B~l then the forms in t63c) becom~ >p~,:~ 
lemallc . The~ a r~ completed by the add1 t1on of a level I suffix that doe, c ou~ 
for stress, attracting the accent to the preccdine heavv s \·lla bles Co . , I ·r h · . . - . . . ns<.:quent , 
1 t ere 1s no prov1s1on to re_tum from level 2 back to Je,·el I. the n the Lexie:·. 
Phonology model _cannot den ve a word such as go1·em 111e11tal. The a lterna tive .' 
to treat l-me ntJ. [-1ze] . and [-able] as le ve l I affixes that exceptionall y fa il t,, ,m::· 
for stress . 

A si_milar __ proble m is presented by so-ca lled bracketi111,: paradoxes. T he,c ar,· 
cases m which the morphology de_mands a certain constituent s truc ture while th.
phonology appears to _ req uire a d11Terent one . A much-discussed example is th,
word 11ngra111111a11caltty . T he [un-] pre fix attaches to adj ec ti va l base · ( 
1111[lucky], 1111[American]), not to nominal bases (*1111[luck] . *un[Am:ri;~t 
Con_sequenll y. [un-) must _la ke as 1ls sis ter constituent the adjec tival base [cra m
m~t1c~I) and not the nominal [gram maticality]. S ince 1111[gra mmatical] is s~ill an 
adJect1ve , 11 may se rve as the base for the WFR that suffixes the nominaliz.in,: 
[-1ty]. Hence, the morphological structure o fungrammaticality must be tha t in (64a i. 

(64) a. [[un[grammatical]) ity] 
b. [un [[grammatical] ity )] 

However, a_s observed earlier, there are phonological reasons fo r di stinguishing 
[un-] from [m-) in te rms of levels. The latter pre fix may a t le ast some times count 
for stress. It also unde rgoes nasal assimilation while the fo rmer does not · - _ 

Th. . -~ 
potenl. 1s phonological contrast might be explained by assuming tha t [in-) at-
taches at level _I and [un-) at level 2. But if this is so , then 11ngramma1icality must 
have the constltue_nt s_tructure ~f_(64b) in which the level 2 [un-] a ppears outs ide 
~he base [g~mahcahty] contammg the level I suffix [-ity]. However , a s we have 
Just seen, this structure is inconsis tent with the constituent analysis required by 
the morphology: [un-] may not attach to a nomina l base . 

The lite_rature is re ple te with attempted solutions to these bracketing pa radoxes . 
Some maJor references are Selkirk 1982a, Mohanan 1982, Kiparsky 1983, Booij 

. and Rubac h 1984, Pesetsky 1985, Halle a nd Vergnaud 1987, lnke las 1989. Ha lle 
· an~ Ve_rgnaud (19~7) pro pose that individual affixe s must be lex ically marked for 

activ~tmg the cyclic phonological rules of a given lexical level. On this v iew, the 
constituent structure of ungram'.natic~1lity is that required by the morpho logy _ 
namely, (64a). _The [un-]. prefix 1s lexicall y marked as [ - cyclic) . Conseque ntl y, 
the ~orpholog1~al constituent 1111(grammatical] is simply not submitted to the 
cycl~c phonolog,cal rules . But [-ity] is [ +cyclic) and so s tress a nd TSL will be 
a~phcable to the representation [ungrammatical]ity that a rises from affixation of 
[-1ty]. The SCC prevents the cyclic rules from affecting the [un-J prefix on sub
~equent cycles .. If we have ~he option of marking any give n a fti x a s I :!: cyc lic I 
independe nt of lls o rd_enng wit h respect to o ther a ffixes , the n we can a lso account 
for government _and standardize•. The 1-menl I and 1-iz.cJ a ffixes will be 1- cydc I 
an~ thus stress 1s not reassigned upon allixa lion of these sufli xes to lhc hascs in 
lgovern[111e11t a nd lst,inda n! Jize . It should he noted that this ~o lution is not cq ,iiv-
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· ly marking these morphemes as exceptions to stress. They do count 
alent to s1mp . · I · ] I , upon subsequent affixation of the I + cyclic) [-al], as in government a • 
,or stress . 1· ) d' t th t A dditional strong claim is made . Since they are [ -eye 1c . we pre 1c a 
th:s: affixes will fail to trigger other cyc lic rules_ such as_ TSL. Forms such as 
[le al]ize. [blazon]menl. [iron]able corrobora_1e this analysis. . 

t alle and Veignaud (1987) adopt Mohanan s (1_982) idea t~at ~honol~g1cal ru le_s 
may occupy more than one- lexical stratum. This ass~mpt1on 1s cr~cial t_o_ their 
solution 10 another well-known bracketing paradox noticed for Russ1a_n onginally 
by Lightner (1972) and later by Pesetsky (1979). Like Polish, Russian has the 
yer=-JiJ alternation. Yers '"vocalize" when the following syllabi~ c~ntains a y_er 
and delete otherwise. These rules are_ repeate~ in (6_5a): Vocalizat1_on 1s cyclic; 
but yer deletion is necessarily postcyclic. since ll apphe_s m a nondenved context. 
The paradox concerns the behavior of prefixal yers (6)6). 

(65) a. ver --> V / __ Co yer 
yer--> JiJ 

b . verb 
pod-z.ok 
podo-zg-la 

UR 
[podY +iYg + Y] 
[podY + iYg + la] 

' he burned up' 
'she burned up' 

Vocalization of the prefixal yer in [podY) is contingent on whether or not the yer 
in the root [i Yg) is vocalized. But the latter is_ de'.ermined ~y whether or not the 
inflectional affix is ayer. Given that yer vocahzat1on 1~ cychc, 1t a~pears that th~ 
root must group with the inflectional suffix before 1t g~oups with the prefix. 
podY{[iYg)Y]. But this bracketing contradicts the one reqmred by the morphology 
and the semantics. The prefix is a derivational affix more closely bound to the 

root than the inflection is. . . 
Halle and Vergnaud's solution is based on t~o key _a~sumpt1ons. F irst, they 

mark the prefix [ - cyclic); consequently , it fails to 1mttate a pass throu_gh ~he 
cyclic rules. No rules apply to the [prefix[root]] asse_mbly and the denv_at10_n 
moves out to the inflectional affixes, which a re [ + cychc] . The repre_sen~atton 1s 
now submitted to the cyclic phonological rules. ln [podYi Yg] Y, vocahzat1on ~oes 
not apply to the substring comprising the first two yers because th~y are con tamed 
within the domain of a preceding cycle. But the rule may vocahze the root yer, 
because it is followed by the suffixal yer that spans a cyclic boundary. No rules 

apply in [podYzYg)la. 

(66) [podY[iYg]) [podY[iY g]) 
no rules apply no rules apply cycle 11 

[[podYiYg)YJ [[podYiYg)la) cycle lil 

podYiog Y inappl. yer vocalization 

[podYiogY) [podYiYgla] postcyclic 

inappl. podoiYgla yer vocalization 

podi.og podozgla yer deletion 
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These representations are now submitted to the postcyclic component. Suppose 
cruciall y that yer , ocalization is also assigned to this stratum. The Elsewhere 
Condition orders vocalization before dele tion. It now vocalizes the prefixa l yer 
in [podYzYgla], sin.:e the SCC is suspended in the postcyclic stratum . Subsequent 
yer deletion yields [podozgla]. For the masculine form [podYiogY]. o nly yer 
deletion is applicable. resulting in [podzog]. 

This intricate rule application follows from the network of assumptions under
lying the model. While the intermingling of cyclic and noncyclic affixes weakens 
the original Lexical Phonology model , this move appears to be required empiri
cally. Fabb (1988) shows that the original affixal ordering general ization was too 
hastily formulated and not based on a thorough survey of English word structure. 

5.8.3 Pl versus P2 Rules 

Analogous to the lexical versus word-level distinction in the lexical phonological 
rules, there is evidence that the postlexical , phrasal rules subdivide into two broad 
classes. termed posrlexical 1 (Pl) and pos1/exical 2 (P2) rules by Kaisse (1985). 
In the original Lexica l Phonology model, the paradigm postlexical rules are those 
like Polish regressive voicing assimilation which are totally automatic (no ex
ceptions), may introduce allophones, and hence are typically below the threshold 
of consciousness and consequently not renected orthographically. On the other 
hand, there are phrasal rules whose application requires relatively rich information 
on grammatical context (e.g. , to distinguish noun from verb, or head fro m com
plement), and which may apply cyclically instead of across-the-board , may be 
restricted to applying at the juncture between words and hence show strict cyclic 
effects, and may have lexical exceptions. Let us look a t a few examples of these 
Pl rules. 

Kaisse (1987) argues that the English "rhythm rule" that retracts the promi
nence from the end of the word to an earlier stressed syllable under stress clash 
with a following word is a Pl rule. This rule accounts for the stress shift in such 
cases as Mississippi, but Mississippi delta. lt displays a number of lexical-like 
features. First, its input and output are independently contrastive stress contours 
(alligator vs. macaroni) , and thus it is structure-preserving. Second, the rule has 
many lexical exceptions in disyllabic cases: while abstract and complex retract 
their stress, absurd does not (an abstract n61io11 vs. an absr1rd 116tio11). Also, as 
Kiparsky (1982a:144) observes, the stress-shifted output may be lexicalized: ab
stract art has the meaning 'art that is not representational' . Finally, cyclic ap
plication of the rhythm rule accounts for the contrasting stress contours in such 
four-word phrases as one-thirleen Jay Slreel vs. Bill's thirteen clothes pins. 

Another much-discussed phrasal rule with lexical characteristics is Kimatuumbi 
vowel shortening (Odden 1987). In this Bantu language, a long vowel located in 
a noun or verb shortens when followed by a phrasal complement. Following 
Odden, we will express the rule as (67a), deleting the second half of a tautosyllabic 
(essentially geminate) vowel when located in the head of a phrase X and fo lloweJ 
by some phonological material Y in the same phrase. The "same phrase" re
quirement distinguishes (676) from (67c,d). In the former. the two words share 
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the same maximal projection (NP): in the la tte r , kjk6/oombe occupies a diffe rent 
projection than the fo llowing word does. The lack of shortening on kjkeele in (67e) 
shows that the rule isolates the phrasal head. 

(67) a. a 

I\ 
V I V 2 - VI I l[ · _ _ Ix Y)x· 

b. kjk61oombe ' cleaning shell' 
kjk6lombe chaangu ' my cleaning she ll' 

c . kjk6loombe chaapuwaanjjke ' the she ll broke' 
d . naampej kik6loombe Mamb6ondo ' I gave Mamboondo the shell' 
e . kjk6lombe kjkeele chaangu ·my red shell ' 

The Kimatuumbi shortening interacts with long vowels that are the by-products 
of a glide formation process. The glide formation in tum is intricately tied to the 
constituent structure of the verbal and nominal word phrase. Odden distinguishes 
three levels: I root + derivation suffixes, 2 inflectional prefixes+ stem, and 3 
locative (prepositiona l) prefixes. Glide formation devocalizes a prevocalic high 
vowel, lengthening the conditioning vowel if short: i,11 + V - y VV, wVV. For 
example, the class 4 nominal prefix mj- (e.g. , mj-kaate 'loaves') illust~tes glide 
formation at level 2 when added to the root [ot6] that appears in ma-016 ' large 
fires' : my-0616 'fires' (from [mi +oto)). The locative prefix kt1- (e.g., kti-stit1le ' to 
school') devocalizes before the class 8 prefix in kw-jjsfwa ' to the islands', which 
in turn derives from j -sfwa ' the islands' . A form such as ktiyaaj ' to the cooking 
pots' from [ky[i(aaj)]] shows that glide formation applies cyclically: the class 8 
prefix in j[aaj] must devocalize before the locative prefix kt1- does. A similar 
inside-out application of glide formation is required by mt1y11ula 'in the frogs ' from 
[my[i-ula]]. 

Let us now consider the interaction between the two rules. A long vowel derived 
from glide formation at level 2 or 3 does not undergo phrasal shortening, while 
one derived on the stem at level I does. These points are revealed in the following 
paradigms. 

(68) a. ak-a 
ak-an-a 
ak-y-aan-a 

b. twaakyana jtumbili 
< [ty-ak-j-an-a] 

twaamamandwjle fil}l}mba 
< [ty-a-mamaandyjle] 

'to net-hunt' 
'to net-hunt each other' 
' to net-hunt for each other' [ak-j-an-a] 

'we net-hunt monkeys for each other' 

'we plastered a house' 

The last form in (68a) illustrates glide formation and lengthening at level I 

[stem + suffix]: uk-y-aan-a. When embedded in a phrase, this vowel shortens: note 
twuakyana in (68b). But a lengthened prefixal vowel does not: twaakya11a. 

To account for this difference, Odden (1990) assigns the shortening rule to level 
I of the lexical phonology. However, the rule is granted the ·power to look outside 
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the word into the phn;al context, in a derivation such . . 
not affect the lengthened prefix vowels because the\· a r as (~9/. Shortening ti,,,, 
shortening is assigned :o the level I. · e derived a1 le\·eI 2 \\ hil, 

(69) ak-j-an-a jtumI:-ili 
akyaana jtumbili 
akyana jtlimbi li 

t1,1-akyana itL 
twaakyana jt. 

This analysis ,. · 
syntax. Like 
Phonology's 
returns tot' 
phonology 
permits th, 
effectively dt.. 

u 

.::r the depth of the . ', ~ 
C"'{ '-' 

.,at ion 

c __ _ 

1ogy precede~ 1h,· 
rejects LexiL·,11 

,ical rules a11d 
;eparated rn,,11 

.,honology. 11 ah., 
_tic phrase and 11111 , 

_fer to the syntax :,11d 

Another possible . l::s. r<'i 
of the Lexical Phonolo,_ .n keeping with the tcnL·I, 
one whose application ignv. .iing is a P l phrasal rule, h111 
the stem is prosodically sepa. .!C·;;~~:n some Bantu language:' · 
the tonology). It is possible that . . prefixes (as revealed 111 
for the Kimatuumbi shortening rule h y ct~nstnue~cy defines_ the doma i11 

The juncture between a prefix and a f~llc, ,n~ t t:m irre:~ y g~.r;;,mat1cal domai11. 
from the stem + suffix juncture. This asymmetr ma refl as a I er~nt phonology 
'.or sign~ing the onset of the stem - the semaniica11{ hea~~t : pa~srng ad vantage 
~nformat10? in the decoding of the speech signal. See H:ese an most valuable 
interpretation of t,hese controversial Kimatuumbi data. y s I 990 for another 

5.8.4 P-Structure Rules 

~uilding on the work of Clements (1978) and Chen (1985 19 .. 
singles out for special treatment rules that dis la t . '. 87), S_elkrrk (1981)J 
those of Kaisse's Pl and P2 I U 1·k p P Y rans rnte rmedra te between 

. ru es. n I e I rules these " prosodic" I 
generally automatic (no lexical exceptions) and typi~ally fai l to dis tin '.uh es arc 
from ve~b, or head from complement ; rather, they treat a ll hra . gu1s ~oun 
complexr_ty _of _branching the same. But unlike the t ical P2 ~ < ses of a g'.vc11 
nasal ass1m1latron) the prosodic rules do t 1 :P ule (e.g., Cat<1l.,n 
words but instead ' are sensitive to the hno ~PP YH et ween any arbitrary pair of 

rf: P rasing. owever while based h 
su ace syntax, the phrasing does not coincide exac t! w· ' . o_n I c 
structure. Rather the prosodic grouping fl . Y 1th. syntactic const1t uc111 

. . · · re ects an 1mpovenshment of th . r 
syntax ansrng from the elimination of ·111 but ·1 d .· . e s ur aLc 
stitucnt boundaries. The boundaries th.'l . .' ~signate~ set ol syntactic co 11-

,1 survive 1mpoven shment ·irc ti . 
pretc~ as divisions within the siring of phonological segme~t . Pl • I ~en rnlc,-
applyrng at this point or later thus do not sec suri :,c~ synt ilo_no ol g1cal rule .., 

· · ' ,,x l II cct y 0111 onl:. 
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ohliquely through the bracketing that s~rv_ives impoverishment. _Su_ch rules_ are 
thus predicted to be sensitive to only a hm1ted amount of syntactic mformatwn. 

The syntactic constituent boundaries that are passed on to define the phono
logical phrasing are defined by two parameters in Selkirk·s model : (i) the level 
of syntactic projection: x1cx (where X = a Noun , Verb . . .\djective) or xmax (Noun 
Phrase. Verb Phrase, Adjective Phrase); and (ii) the left or right edge of the 
projected constituent. Si~ce_ only one edg_e (righ~ o: left) is pro~ected, t~e resultant 
phonological phrasing will not necessarily dehmn a syntactic conslltuent. In a 
number of well-documented cases, this failu re of the syntax and the prosodic 
grouping to coincide gives exactly the correct phonological de limitations._ To close 
this chapter, we will look at examples from two languages . For further d1scuss1on 
and exemplification, see Selkirk 1986, Nespor and Vogel 1986, Kaisse and Zwicky 
1987, and lnkelas and Zee 1990. 

One of Selkirk's best examples concerns the realization of vowel length in the 
Bantu language Chi Mwi:ni (based on data from Goodman 1967 and from Kis
seberth and Abasheikh 1974). In Chi Mwi:ni long vowels come from several 
sources: from underlying lexical contrasts (e.g. , x-so:ma 'to read' vs. x-tufa ' to 
spit'); from rules lengtheni ng vowels before certain suffixes such as the locative 
-ni (e.g., madrasa 'school' , madrasa:-ni 'at schooi') and in word-fina l phrase
medial position (e.g. , 11a ' by ', na: noka ' by a snake '; hujo 'one who eats' , hujo: 
mbele ' the one who eats first'). Vowel length is realized phonetically only within 
a maximal three-syllable window at the end of the phonological phrase: long vow
els falling outside this window are shortened: x-so:m-a 'to read ', x-so:m-esh-a ' to 
teach', butx-som-esh-aii-a ' to teach each other'. Furthermore, the window shrinks 
to two syllables when the penult of the phrase is heavy: rn:x11 'marke t' , sux11:-n i 
'at the market' ; xsoma: ch111vo 'to read a book' ; xfungula xalbi ' to open one's 
heart'. 

Building on an earlie r proposal of Hayes (1981), Selkirk develops a metrical 
interpretation of the Chi Mwi:ni window that is equivalent to the structure un
derlying the Latin st ress rule: it may reach to the antepenultimate syllable , but 
only when the penultimate syllable is light; if it is heavy, then the window stops 
at the penult. The derivations in (70) illustrate the intended analysis. 

(70) [xso:mesha] [su:xu-ni] [xso:ma chuwo] UR 
su:xu:-ni xso: ma: chuwo lengthening 

{xso:mesha} su:{xu:-ni} xso:{ma: chuwo} metrical window 
su{xu:-ni} xso{ma: chuwo} shortening 

We now tum to certain properties of the vowel-shortening phenomenon and 
its bearing on the phonological phrasing. First, certain pairs of words in Chi 
Mwi:ni join together to fo rm a phrase for the realization of the metrical window 
while others do not. 

(7 1) a. nthi: nkhavu ' dry land' 
b. nthi ni: nkhavu 'land is dry' 
c. mayi malada · fresh water 
d . ma:yi ni malada ' water is fresh' 
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For example, when nrhi ·land' and 11klwl'l1 ·dry· arc combi ned into a Noun Phrase 
(7 1a), they form_a single prosodic phrase. This phrasing is relevant for two rules: 
7edtl /~?~hcndmg and pre:antep~nult shortening. Since ,he final vowel of nthi 

an a s ms, e the metrical window. it emerges lengthened at the phonetic 
surface. But when 111/ri and · ' · · form a subject + predic c.te construction (71 b). 
they belong to_ separate r · 0 s. Consequently. no vowel length is as-
s:ncd_ to tkh/e final s, IJ · C . ~ 'z copu la Iii and the following 
a Jecllve 11 

• !avu for ·•se-medial and word-final. 
the vowe_I of the r · Iii, length may surface 
because II falls..., w . In (71c) the un-
derlying vowel len· ·•alada and hence 
lies outside the •· 
does not surf: 
struction (7 I, 
underlying le 
of the copul 
icate adjec· 

From the~, 
phrasing can bt. 
categories. 

(72) verb + object NP 
xfungula xalbi ·10 open one:. 

preposition + NP 
na: noka 'by a snake' (cf. na ' by') 

NP+ VP 

· vowel length 
.e copula r con

!l predicate. The 
, to the final vowel 

given that the pred-

evident that the proper 
,ges of maximal phrasal 

J :ngula ' to open ') 

mwa:rabu vete chile:mbe 'an Arab has put on a turban' (cf. ve:te ' has put 
on') 

In oth~r words, the phonological phrasing in Chi Mwi:ni is de termined by the 
following param_eter s~ttings for the impoverishment operation : xm••, right. The 
three-syllable wmdow 1s then measured right to left from the resultant boundaries. 
The ?eri_vations ~n (73) show how this analysis works. The syntactic brackets that 
survive 1mpovenshment and thus translate into prosodic boundaries are notated 
by parentheses. 

(73) [mwa:rabulNP 
mwa:rabu) 
inappl. 

{mwa:rnbu} 
inappl. 
mwa: rabu 

[ve:te [chile:mbelNP]vp 
ve:te chile:mbe) 
ve:te: chile:mbe) 
ve:te: chi{le:mbe} 
vete chi{le:mbe} 
vete chile:mbe 

UR 
impoverishment 
medial lengthening 
metrical window 
shortening 
surface 

~ince j u~t the right ~dge~ of phrasal constituents define prosodic phrasing in 
Chi Mw1:ni, the material lying between any two such boundaries need not form 
a syntactic constituent by itself. Two examples will illustrate this point. In (74) 
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the NP subject of the complement cla use projects its right edge and ~o groups 
with the preceding comple me ntizer and head noun 11111111/w into a prosodic phrase . 
But 11111111/w iva Ja:ma ' the man who Jama' clearly is no t a syntactic constituent. 

(74) NP 

s· 

s 

( t s· 
NP V f'vp 
I I / ·, 

munthu wa Ja:ma) hadilo kuwa ile) ' (the) man who Ja:ma said tha t came· 

In (75) the PP takes an NP complement that itself consists of an NP with a PP 
complement. Once again, the syntactic and phonological groupings do not co
incide. 

(75) pp 

/7':z 
P NP P NP 

I I I I 
kama: mphaka) na: mphana) ' like (a) cat and/with (a) rat' 

An example in which the left edge of a maximal phrase defines prosodic bound
aries is provided by the tonal phonology of the Anlo dialect of Ewe (Clements 
1978). Anlo Ewe distinguishes three tonal levels in isolation: high, mid , and low 
(marked by the acute, macron, and grave, respectively): et6 'mountain' , eto· 'mor
tar', and eto 'buffalo'. As shown by the alternation of akplo ' spear' but iikplo dyf 
'on a spear', certain low tones neutralize to mid when not phrase-final. The rule 
of interest here is one that raises a mid tone (basic or derived) to superhigh (marked 
by the double acute) between high tones. This rule is stated informally in (76). 

(76) v _,. v I v _ v 
It accounts for a number of the alternations observed in the phrases in (77) such 
as the superhigh on the postposilion megbe 'behind' in ekpe megbe 'be hind a 
stone' or the superhigh in atyike dyf 'on medicine', where the final low tone on 
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i11_vike has shifted to mid in phrase-medial position a nd the n rai sed to supe rh igh 
betwe_en the high tones of [tyf] and [dyf] . An unde rl ying high tone may opt io na lly 
ass1m1late to a follo\\mg superh1gh: [ekpe megbe]-> lekpc megb<'I -, [ekpc 
mcgbel . 

m) akplo 
iikpl6 6 
iikpl6 dyf 
akplo megbe 
m· a kplo dzr:i 
m· a kplo fl' 
·spear' 

Anlo Ewe h 
p!ement NP. 
phrases beca 
located bet we..,. 
for the difference , .. 
Ewe projec ts {xm•x. lei ,, 
though they evidently form 
marks the constitue nt boundary • 

(78) abla kple koff • Ab la and Kofi' 
kp5 iinyi 'saw (aJ bee' 
me na atyi koff ·1 gave (a) stick (to) Kofi ' 

- , N 
N pl. 
·on N ' 
·behind N' 
·1 ·11 se ll N ' 

ii buy N' 

_;recedes its com
diffe rent prosodic 

1en though they are 
. 78). We may account 

.e r by saying that A nlo 
, the preceding verb eve n 

Once again. a parenthesis 
e rishment. 

NP a nd (NP 
V(NP 

me xe fe ne k6dz6 'I pa id (a) debt to Kwadzo ' 
me yi de t:') t6 ' I went to the rive rside' 

V (NP (NP 
V (NP (PP 
V V (NP 
(NP N wo n5vi 'their brother' (cf. n5vi 'brother ') 

k6fi yi de keta ' Kofi we nt to Keta · 
mi a-dzo ·we will leave' 
w6 ma-a dz6 6 'they will not leave' 

Suggested Readings 

V (PP 
NP Infl (VP 
neg-tense (VP 
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Exercises 

5.1 Icelandic (Anderson 1974) 
A. Recall the u-umlaut rule ( la} from section 2.7 that accounts for alternations 

such as those in (lb). 

(I) a. [a]-> [6] / _ Co [u] 

b. barn 'child ' born-um dat.pl. 

svangt ' hungry' svong-u dat.sg. 

kall-a ' I call' koll-um 'we call ' 

Formulate a syncope rule that accounts for the V=fJ alternation in the data of 
(2a) and use the data in (2b) to order syncope and u-umlaut. (The nom.sg. suffix 
-, assimilates to a preceding sonoranl, and stress is on the initial syllable.) 

(2) a. hamar 'hammer' hamr-i dat.sg. 

fifil-1 'dandelion' fifl-i dat.sg. 

morgun-n ' morning' morgn-i dat.sg. 

b. ketil-1 'kettle' regin 'gods' 

katl-i dat.sg. ragn-a gen.pl. 

kotl-um dat.pl. rogn-um dat.pl. 

What problem do the data in (3) pose for the analysis? Suggest a solution. 

(3) bagg-i 'pack' jak-i ' piece of ice' 

bogg-ul-1 ' parcel' jok-ul-1 'glacie! 

bogg-1-i 'parcel' dat.sg. jok-1-i 'glacier dat. sg. 

pagg-a 'to silence' 
J>og-ul-1 'taciturn' 
pog-1-an ' taciturn' acc.sg.masc. 

B. Recall from section 2.7 the paradigms in (4a) that motivate [-r] as the un
derlying representation for the nom.sg. suffix in the , -stem nouns. Following 
Kiparsky (1984), the epenthesis rule may be expressed as (4b) to insert a [u] 
before an unsyllabifiable [r] (indicated by the tick), assuming that the syllable
building rules fail to syllabify an [r] in the context c_# (unless followed 
by a vowel). Treating epenthesis as supporting an unsyllabified consonant 
implies the derivation in (4c). 

(4) a. nom.sg. dag-ur hest-ur bre-r 

acc.sg. dag hest bre 
'day' ' horse' 'farmhouse' 

b. jJ -> u / __ r' 

c. [#dag+ r#) 
{dag} + r 
{dag} + ur 
{da}{g + ur} 

Exercises 

[# bre+r#] 
{bre + r} syllabification 

-•hesis 
' f'ication 
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Relying on the concept of st 
develop an analysis for th 
the syntax as a separate , 
lexical and the postlexical 

,,,---..._ ____ , 

(5) nom.sg. 
dat.sg. 
dat.pl. 
nom.sg.def. 

5.2 Polish 

This exercise (based on Ruba~. 
phonology. Building on the text ~ 
the grammatical component (cyclic , p,. 
What reasons can be given for each assig, .. 

'-• 

·,;here Condition, 
·litic, added in 

•o both the 

r#inn 
nmer' 

J nal rules of Polish 
.on 5.8. 1, determine 

,tlexical) of each rule. 

A. Formul~te a rule to account for the alternation:, .tween [t' d ' n ' ] d [t d ] 
Dete ·1 d · · ' • an , ,n rmme I s or enng with respect to other rules of Polish developed 1· th · 

(I) 

text. n e 

a. noun 
sekret 
brut 
s'an-o 

v'ilgot' 
celat' 
kon' 

b. v'in-a 
v'in'-en 
v'in-n-a 
v'in-n-i 

c. d 'en' 
dn '-a 
d'en-n-i 

adjectival 
sekret-n-i 
brud-n-i 
s'en-n-i 

v' ilgot-n-i 
cela'd-n-i 
kon-n-i 

'fault' 

'secret' 
'dirt' 
' hay' 

'humidity' 
'household' 
'horse ' 

'guilty ' masc.sg. 
fem. sg. 
attributive 

podob-n-i 
podob' -en-stf-o 

'day' 
gen.sg. 
'daily' 

star-i 
staz-ec 
star-c-a 

'old ' 
'old man' 
gen.sg. 

d . dobrot ' 
dobrot-liw-i 
dobrot' lucka 

'goodness' 
'good-hearted' 
' human 
goodness' 

jes'en' 
jes'en-n-i 
jes'en' nasego 

. ziyt'a 

'similar ' 
'similarity' 

'autumn' 
adj . 
'autumn of 
our life' 
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B. The front vowel [i] is assigned the feature [+back) after nonpalatalized 
[ + back] coronal consonants, where it is ~ealized as [i) (orth?graph!c y). ~his 
rule is responsible for the alternations displayed by the - 11 and -1st denva
tional suffixes . You may assume a rule [r') -> [z). 

(2) a. noun derived verb 
kapris kapri s'-it ' 'whim' 
vus voz':it' ·cart' 

brut brud' -it ' ' dirt' 
tentn-o tentn '-it' 'pulse ' 
tovaiis tovazis-i t' 'companion ' 
partac partac-it' 'bungle' 

kus kuz-it' 'dust ' 
xmur-a xmuz-it' ' cloud' 

b. zwot-o 'gold ' zwot' -ist-i 'golden ' 

srebr-o 'silver' srebz-ist-i 'silvery' 

c. Consider the realization of " i" in loanword adaptation. What bearing does 
it have on the nature of the backing rule? 

(3) a. kretin ' idiot' cretin French 

krip-a 'boat' Krippe German 

cipel ' cape' Zipfel German 

sifr 'code' chitfre French 

p' ilot 'pilot' pilote French 

v'itras 'stained-glass vitrage French 
window' 

k' itel 'frock' Kittel German 

b. U.S. Polish 
sink ' sink' 
strita 'street' 
grinhom 'greenhorn' 
ofis 'office' 
spikovat' ' to speak' 

5.3 Chumash 
Review the discussion of Chumash sibilant harmony in section 4.3.4. Recall that 
coronal affricates and fricatives assimilate the [±anterior] value of a following 
sibilant. As a result, the 3sg. subject prefix [s-] of ha-s-xintila 'his Indian name' 
appears as [ -anterior] [s] in ha-s-xintila-was 'his former Indian name', where the 
suffix [-was] has been added. The data in (lb) motivate another rule (la) that 
assigns ( - anterior] to [s] when it appears before the nonstrident coronals [t ,l,n) . 

(I) a. (s]-. [s] /--=·[Coronal, - strid] 

b. s-nan? 
s-tepu? 
s-loxit? 

'he goes' 
'he gambles' 
'he surpasses me' 

/s+nan?/ 
/s+tepu?/ 
Is + loxit?/ 
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The [s) that arises from ( la) has the following two spec1 c1I propert ies: (i) it fails 
to harmonize with a following sibilant. ~r " 1iil it starts a new harmonic domain 
causing all sibilants to its left to har• The fir< pro pert,. is evident i~ 
(2a). where the [s-J prefix derive<' L ~ to the [ - anterior] 
[s] of the suffix; and the seconcl ' "the dual prefix 
/-is/ starts a new harmonic dr • 

(2) a. s-ti-yep-us ·he te 
b. s-is-lu-sisin ·the· 

Poser (1982) accounts f 
process of (38) in sectior 
specification on the [ :!: 

second is a feature-filli• 
segments that lack ar. 

(3) [±anter]->fJ/ 

Coronal 
I+ st rid] I 

...________ [ +cons] 
I 

[+cons]-

_ _[ ± anter) 
----- ---- I 

Coronal Coronal 

<.. 

[ + strid) I I [+st rid) 
------I +cons] [ +cons)---

.nony 
,ntmost 

ent): the 
t- strident] 

.,or tier 

. t iculator 
stricture 
root 

anterior tier 

articulator 
stricture 
root 

The rule of (la) is ordered in between the delinking and spreading parts of the 
harmony. To see how this solution works, examine the deri vation in (4), where 
[SJ stands for a sibilant unspecified for [ ± anterior) . 

(4) ha+ s + xintila + was s+ is+ lu +sisin UR 
I I I I V 

[ +ant] [ - ant] [+ant][ -ant] I+ ant) 

ha+ S + xintila + was S + iS + lulu + sisin delinking 
I V 

[ -ant) [ +ant] 
inappl. S + is+ lu + sisin ( Ia) 

I V 
[ - ant] [ +ant] 

ha+ s + xintila + was s+ is+ lu +sisin spread ··--------... _____ J ----J V 
I - anti I - anti I + an ti 

(5a) lists tautomorphemic [sl + nonst ri<lent coronal clus t.:rs. How can they be 
excmptc<l from the rule in (la)? (5b) exemplifies the stem /1\'asti/ 'of a flow, liqui<l 
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in motion'. Assuming the ana lysis developed above, show the derivation of swas
tiloPinus (Sc) and compare it with the derivations in (4). What role does the SCC 
play in your analysis? 

(5) a. stumukun 'mis tlet0e' 
slow? ·eagle' 
wastu? 'pleat ' 

b. wasti-nan? 'to spill" /wasti + nan?/ 

c. s-wasti-lok?in-us 'the flow s tops o n him ' /s+wasti + lok?in+us/ 

5.4 Sundanese 

In Sundanese (Robins 1953, 1957) vowels assimilate the nasality of a preceding 
nasal consonant ( I). Nasality propagates through a string of vowels (2) and is 
interrupted by a supralaryngeal consonant (I) . There is one systematic exception 
to this statement: nasality crosses a liquid, but only when it comprises the infix
ar/a!- marking plurality in verbs (3). 

(I) make 'to use' 
giisap 'to stroke' 
miirios 'to examine' 
giiliat ' to stretch ' 

(2) miiik ' to stand aside' 
iiiiiir 'to say' 
iiiiiiin ' to wet' 
ni?ir 'to pierce' 
miihiil ' to be expensive' 

(3) ii-ar-iiho cf. iiiiho 'to know' 
n-iir-i?is ni?is 'to cool oneself' 
m-iir-iihiil ma.ha.I ' to be expensive' 
ii-iil-iiiir iiiiiir ' to say' 

Develop an analysis for these data that will account for the behavior of the infix 
and thus explain the contrast between miirios/yiiliat and miiriihiillyiiliiiir. Briefly 
discuss the relevance of these data to the issue of whether morphology precedes 
phonology or is interleaved with it. Are the data susceptible to an analysis along 
the lines suggested by Halle and Vergnaud (1987) for Russian (section 5.8.2) in 
which morphemes can be marked [ :!:cyclic)? (For the data in (3), Robins tran
scribes the vowel that immediately follows the liquid of the infix as oral. In her 
phonetic study, Cohn (1990) found such denasalization only in certain contexts 
and with certain speakers. The transcriptions given here abstract away from this 
complication.) 

5.5 Chi Mwi:ni 

The following sentences are taken from a Chi Mwi:ni folktale (Kisseberth 1986). 
Assuming Selkirk 's (1986) analysis discussed in section 5.8.4 in which the pho-
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nemic string is metrically parsed acr~- ... ., to h . 
are shortened in nonprominent PO" . '.o c Latin stress rule and vowels 
termine :"'ha_t their prosodic phr· ~e follow'.~~ sentences to de-
that su rvive impoverishment b· c__- '- ll uent bounda ries 
with the para meter setrings, ·~ a re consis tent 
comme nt on cases where t ·.,y) a re not; 
sodic constituency. (Hints:. , ' the pro-
not phrase-final: long vow, · l,at is 
clus ters count as syllablr ~ , s top 

(I) sku mo:yi jira :ni 
one day neighbr 

Hasi:bu kuwa: w 
Hasib tha t th1.. 

wataxpenda Hasi:bu ke1i~ 
they-wanted Hasib to-go 

(cf. nu:mba ' house', ma:ma ' mother , 

-of 

.d 

(2) ma:ma shxi:ra chiwa?ambila kuwa: ye ta. l • 

mother agreed [and) told-them that she . I b mphu.nda 
wou a - uy a-donkey 

(cf. x-wa:mbila ' to tell') 

(3) sku ya pi:li wachenda te:na wachiruda na sk - . . . 
da f h . um z1·1Jg1 
• y o p. t ey-went again [and] returned with firewood m~ch. 
The next day they went again and returned with much firewood. , 

(4) ichanza kuiia: nvula. 
it-began to-rain rain 
'It began to rain.' 

(5) Hasi:bu chimuza ma:maye zi-kopi· 2 -
H • · 1wo za wa:waye. 
• as1? asked . mother-his where-be books of father-his 
Has1b asked his mother where the books of his father w ' ere. 

(6) ma:ma chimji:ba ya kuwa ziwo za wa:waye zimo nthini a . . 
mother answered him that books of fath h ' Y mivu.ggu. 
'M th . er- 1s are under of bed 

o er answered him that the books of his father are under the bed.' 
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6 The Syllable and Syllabification 

The role of the syllable in phonological theory has been controversial. Like the 
notions " word" and "sentence," it is part of the conceptual baggage left from 
traditional grammar. At various points in the history of linguistics, the syllab!e 
has been jettisoned in favor of a sparser theoretical vocabulary. Generative gram
mar is no different in this respect. During the SP£ period, the notion had no 
official recognition. However, through subsequent research, generative phonol
ogists have come to appreciate that the syllable is an essential concept for un
derstanding phonological structure. One reason the syllable has proved so elusive 
is that it lacks any uniform or direct phonetic correlates: it is not a sound, but an 
abstrac t unit of prosodic organization through which a language expresses much 
of its phonology. Furthermore, the exact shape of the syllable varies from one 
language to anothe r. Finally, the organization of sounds into syllables can take 
place at a certain level of abstraction; more superficial features often obscure the 
underlying organization. Phonologists have only begun to grasp the factors de
termining syllabification. Much work still remains to be done. But there can be 
no doubt that the syllable is an essential unit of phonological organization and 
hence a principal research objective. 

In this chapter we will survey the major results of generative research on the 
syllable. We will look first at motivations for the syllable in phonological theory, 
and then at the concept of core syllable and the Sonority Sequencing Principle. 
In the ensuing sections we will survey some known determinants of syllabification 
and the kinds of questions that remain to be answered. 

6.1 Motivations for the Syllable 

Three kinds of justification have been offered for the syllable. First, the syllable 
is a natural domain for the statement of many phonotactic constraints. Second. 
phonological rules are often more simply and insightfully expressed if they ex
plicitly refer to the syllable. Finally, several phonological processes are best in
terpreted as methods to ensure that the string of phonological segments is parsable 
into syllables. Let us illustrate these points with a few examples from English 
(Kahn 1976). 

Phonotactic constraint refers to limitations on the distribution of sounds and 
sound sequences at various points (initial, medial, final) in the phonological word 
or phrase. Typically, these limitations are not the result of a phonological rule 
changing one sound into another. Yet it is quite clear that they must fo llow from 

Motiv{l{io. 

the speaker's interna lized I?" 
know that while lex ical itep 
such as #ti and #nt are . 
that every word must bt> ' 
onset while [ti] is not , _ ,. 
accounted for. One migh, ,, -
saying that no word may b, _ 
H " 

25 1 

·s tacitly 
•uences 

•e say 
·able 

1 is 
·n 

owever, reference to the S} -. 

word such as A [t .']lantic is glot, .:::: , 111 a 
every word must be parsed into ,ated. If 
possible syllable onset while [tr/ is. _ ,cf] is not a 
the [t i) cluster and atrocious will not: l- , ,e break with in 
syllable-initial [t) and glo tlalizing syllabk JJ. Rules aspirating 
allophones. But if the absence of initial [tli . o?uce the appropriate 
on word shapes, then it is mysterious wh "'e_d simply as ~ ~onstraint 
should have any bearing on the beh . y f. ~ possible word-1111t1af cluste r 

C · avror O 1' J -mediaf [ti] and [t J 
ertam aspects of English stress a lso make thi . . r sequences . 

that precedes the primary accent is assi ned a s p~111t. The stnng of syllables 
unstressed contour tha t s tarts with the fir!t s II bsu~s!d'a? a!te_rnati_ng stressed
the examples in (I) demonstrate when th .. y t le. Apalac!ucola, Alabama. As 
it is sometimes stressed and soU:etimes n; t~~~: :tlable abuts th~ primary stress, 
cluster that separates the first vowel ,, · h Y de te rminant 1s the consonant 

,rom I e second. 

(I) a. America 
Nebraska 
atrocious 
astronomy 

b. Montana 
arcade 
Atlantic 
arthritic 

The c~n_s? nant s trings [m,br,tr,str] that follow the initial . . 
word-1mttal sequences (e.g., [m]ilk, [br]ain [tr]i [ vowel m (la) a~e possible 
not: no English words begin with [nt rk ti rlJ p,. st~]~et). Bu~ those m (lb) are 
possible word-initial consonant sequ~nde ~h ). ~g~m It is puzzling why w hat is a 
buried inside the word . But if we accept th ou_ e relevant when t~e cluster is 
parsed into syllables then the fioflow· e,v•e~ th~t the phonolog1cal string is 

' 1118 exp anat1on rs pos ·bl A 
many consonants as possible syllabify with th f; 11 . s, e. ssume that as 
are then parsed with the preceding vowel The o owmg vo~e!; th?se that remain 
vowels in (la) and (lb) in the . · is procedure distmgmshes the initial 
possible syllable onsets, the re.i::'ct:~pr~ate way. Si?ce the ~lus ters in ( la) are 

open syllable): [A.merica] , rJe.braska1, [~::~~i~:J•~ate their own syllable (an 
sonant that escapes the following v 1 . ' a .Str6nomy]. But the con
[Mon.tana] , [ar.cade], [At !antic) [arot;;fti~~ (~b) cf~_ses !h~ preceding syllable: 
are more susceptible lo reduc tion': th~ fac t th.at ;i:~- ~n-~t st;~afly, ~pen syllables 
unaccented now has a natural explana1,·o (I mtia sy fables 111 (fa) appear 

I • n. n more casual speech th · - -vowe s m Atlantic, athletic and 50 0 . . 1. . • , e 1nrtral 
h-1 • - • n, m.iy <1 so reduce to schwa· h 

w I e rt 1s perfect ly natural to pronounce th _ ·d . ', nevert e fess, 
I . . . csc wo, s with a nonred d • . . 1 vowe ' ,1 is quite unnatural for the word . ( I · ) ) uce 11111,a 

T b ' n . . s m , I . 
o nc y summarize. we have seen three different rules (· . . .. . . 

· ,ispu ,Itron. glo ttah-



1 
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zation, destressing and reduction l that apply word-medially bu t are sensitive to 
what is a possible word-initial cluster. Cruc ially, each rule consistentl y distin
guishes the [ti) and [tr) clusters in Atlantic and atrocious . The grammar would 
be significantly more complex if the formal statement of each rule had to refer 
to what is a possible word-initi al c luster. An important genera lization would be 
lost. But if the segmental string is parsed into syllables, and we stipulate that [tr) 
is a possible onset while [ti) is not. then not only do we explain why [ti) and [tr) 
differ as possible word beginnings : we also simplify the statement of several rules 
with the help of such natural categories as "syllable -initial" and "syllable-final.·· 

Let us now discuss the third motivation for developing an explicit theory of 
the syllable. Consider the following phonotactic constraints from English pho
nology. While words may terminate in the sequences (rt]. [It], and [m0) (e.g .. cart, 
belt, warmth) , the inverse strings [tr], [ti]. [0ml are not possible fina l clusters. In 
fact , the unde rlying cluster in rhythm /n0m/ ends up sounding very much like the 
disyllabic word atom (cf. [a:D~m] vs. [n cS~m)) through epenthesis of a schwa. 
(The schwa must be inserted rather than underlying, given the contrast between 
trisyllabic atom-ic and disyllabic rhythm-ic. ) The alternation of [ncfam] and 
[nOm)ic can be explained as follows. In [n Om)ic, each segment can be assigned 
to a syllable: ria.mic. But since the string [Om) is not a possible coda, the [ml in 
underlying [nOm] will be left "stranded." There are two common strategies to 
deal with such stray consonants: one assigns them to a " dummy:• syllable (an
aptyxis), the other suppresses them. The former strategy is adopted in the case 
of disyllabic rhythm, while the latter is employed for dam(n) (cf. damn-atio11). 
Without the notion of the syllable, it is difficult to understand why languages 
should have rules to insert vowels out of nowhere into quite specific points in the 
phonological string. With the syllable, the mystery is explained: the vowels a re 
inserted to syllabify unparsed consonants. 

Finally, organization into syllables serves as the base over which the rules and 
principles of prosody are defined: for example , the alternating stress pattern of 
Apalachicola is assigned in terms of the number and character (light or heavy) 
of syllables. 

To summarize, we have ample justification to develop a theoretical account of 
the syllable. A number of questions now ensue. What is the structure of the 
syllable? Is this structure predictable? If so, how is syllabification assigned? 
Where is it assigned? Although detailed answers still remain to be found, we will 
look at a promising approach to these questions developed originally by Kiparsky 
(1981), Steriade (1982), and Levin (1985). 

6.2 Syllable Structure and Syllabification: Basic Concepts 

As far as its internal structure is concerned, the syllable has traditiona lly been 
seen as containing an obligatory nucleus preceded by an optional consonantal 
onset and followed by an optional consonantal coda. The nucleus plus coda form 
a tighter bond than the onset plus nucleus. Consequen tly, traditional grammar 
recognizes an additional subconstituent called the rhyme (or rime) tha t includes 

Syllable : ;/ \ 
\ .)-

the nuc leus and the 
C. 

1 

in (~a). 7- '\ L-\ \ 
'-

(2) a. s· ---onset rim._ 

I ~ nuc leus coda 
I I I p \ n p n 

There is reason to believe that the nucleus has a . 
at~r~ ~onstituent. For example, {CY• VC, V C~~}c1al s ta tus as the only oblig
pnm1t1ve syllable inventories A significa t ' represents one of the most 
their syllables from this limited stock ~ number of the world 's languages draw 
from augmenting this basic inventory .Th ore c,omplex systems invariably a rise 
I: • enuc ear vowelY 'sth 1 actor among these four primitive syllables Th . I e o n Y constant 
shows up in its role as the opt1·mal to . e special sta tus of the nucleus also 
h ne- or stress-bea · I . 

t e syllable's vocalic nucleus typically relocates the nng e ement. De le tion of 
consonantal onset or coda does not disturb th II bl tone or stress . But loss of a 
of accent or tone. e sy a e count, and thus the location 

. Th~ evidence thus suggests that the nucleus i h ' . 
idea is formally reflected in the theo s t. e syllable s e~sential core. This 
Levin (1985) in which the syllabi . ry o~ sy!lab1c representation developed by 
.. 1 ,, e is a pr0Ject1on of the singl · · · 

nuc eus, represented by N in (Zb) W h e pnm1t1ve category 
plement" (right sister) of the nucleu . de c~n t en define the coda as the "com-
onset may be defined as the ' 'specifie;:, o~~mat~ld by the fi~st projection N '. The 
by the second-level projection N" On th· e_sy a~le (left s1~terofN'), dominated 
!s then nothing but the first proje~tion N'.~ ;;~~ ,at e syllabic const itu_ent "rime .. 
m the absence of a complement 

O 
.fi s a noun may constitute an NP 

. r spec1 1er, so a nuclear I ti . 
a syllable m the absence of an onset or c d Th fi vowe may unction as 
N' and N" projection just like the second oH a . e irst syllab!e of atom has an 
these may be suppressed.) . owever, for notational convenience 

In most languages the syllabification assi ned t . 
dictable from other aspects of the g . ~ a stnng of phonemes is pre-

. representation m part·c I h h 
ment JS a consonant or a vowel s· th • ' u ar w et er the seg-
segment is generally assumed to be ~:ce . ; consonantal or voca lic status of a 
feature [ ::!: consonantal] (or its equi!a1:~/i" t~~e~d~nt of ~yllable structure by the 
mulate rules to syllabify the segmental stri is m ormallon can ?e. used to for
very similar from one language to anothe r a ; g, The~e s~llable -bu1Idmg rules are 
of UG. Since the nucleus is the basis of thn so can ~ v'.ewed as th~ c_ontribution 
syllable is constructed outward firom th· e sylllablc , It is not surpnsmg that the 

. JS core. n most language II b ' . are coextensive with the set of v- 1. s, sy a Jc nuclei 
. . oca 1c segments We thus h h 

which assigns a vowel to the nucleus. The second . a_ve t e rule (J a?, 
conson-lnt to onset position. rule, (Jb), assigns a prevocalic 
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(3) a. V -> V b. C V C. V C 
I I I 
N \ 

~ N 

I I l,,, 
N' ... ~· N ' 

I j 
N" N" 

All grammars possess these two rules. In a few languages (e.g .. Senufo, Hawaiian) 
these are the only rules of syllabification. As a result , their syllable inventory is 
limited to {V, CV}. However, most languages augment the ir stock of syllables to 
{V, CV , VC. CVC} with the help of (Jc), which adds a single unincorporated 
consonant into the coda. The rules of (3) apply in the order indicated. One con
sequence is that a VCV string syllabifies to [V .CV], with the single intervocalic 
consonant onsetting the second syllable rathe r than closing the first. [VC. VJ syl
labifications are unusual and arise from language-particular rules. This is one 
aspect of a general tendency to avoid onsetless syllables. We will return to this 
point later. 

A significant number of languages (e.g. , Somali (exercise 3.5), Tangale (section 
3.2), Yawelmani (section 3.4.2)) exploit just the rules in (3), so that the ir syllable 
inventories are restricted to {V, CV, VC, CVC}. Important consequences of this 
limitation are that no word can begin or end in a cluster of consonants and no 
word-medial consonant cluster can contain more than two elements. In these 
languages, #CC, CCC, and CC# strings typically evoke rules of epenthesis or 
cluster simplification. For example, recall from section 3.2 that Tangale (Kidda 
1985) elides the final vowel of a stem when an affix is added: duka 'salt', duk-116 
' my salt'. When a suffix is added to CV CCV stems, elision c reates a triconsonantal 
cluster that is broken by epenthesis of [u) between the first and second consonants 
unless they take the form of a homorganic nasal plus consonant, in which case 
the cluster is simplified by deletion of the medial stray consonant: /fpra 'needle', 
lfpur-no < /lfpr-n6/ 'my needle ' vs. landa 'dress', lan-116 < /land-n6/ ' my dress' 
(see Nikiema 1989 for a different interpretation). 

The more complex syllable inventories found in languages such as E nglish, 
Polish, and Sanskrit arise from selecting the option to incorporate additional con
sonantal material into the onset or coda. Typically, the creation of such complex 
onsets and codas is severely constrained. It has been known for over a century 
that the construction of complex onsets and codas is guided by a Sonority Se
quencing Principle(SSP) that requires onsets to rise in sonority toward the nucleus 
and codas to fall in sonority from the nucleus. Although a simple phonetic correlate 
to the phonological property of sonority has yet to be discovered, phonologists 
agree that the entire class of speech sounds can be scaled as in (4a), with the 
vowels as most sonorous and the obstruents as least. 

(4) a. vowels 
glides 
liquids 
nasals 
obstruents 

b. G 
+ 
+ + 
+ + 
3 2 0 

/) ifica,,;,,,, Ba,ic· C I ib. oncepts 

-Oid 
approximant 
sonorant 

We adopt Clements ·s ( 1990·293 
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~n. oral tract striccure o e . ) feature [approximant] (''an s 
II ,s voiceless'') to r p n enough so that airtl01,· throu ; . ~und produced with 

among nonnuclear s!g:u:nt~o~ethe; liquids and glides a/in i~; ~/u~~ulen_t only if 
(G "" glide, L "" liquid N - an t en be defined in terms of th . ~ hierarchy 

Given the syllable-b~-,d. - nasal, 0 "" obstruent) e rankmgs shown 
Sequ · . 1 mg rules of (3) • . . · 
. encm~ Principle claims that if a C C your InH1al statement of the S . 
mcorporatmg C into th w • C C, string ha b ononty 
the onset only ir"it . 1 e onset and Cy into the c ~ een syllabified by 
if it is less sonoro~~ ~is sonorous than C, and C, ma~ be; w may be added to 
(1982), (5a) will be refe~:dc(' These rules a re stated in (5) ~ 1:o t~e coda only 
tation. Syllables constructed o a.s :nset augmentG1io11 and (Sb) a ow; g Steriade 
syllables. w,t rules (Ja,b,c) and (S b) s co a augmen-

a, a re known as core 

(5) a. N" 

-----1 
Cw C. (where Cw is less 

sonorous than C.) 
C. 5 

4 
3 
2 
l 

'foundry ' 

b. N ' 

r-----
Cy C, (where C, is Jess 

sonorous than Cy) 

Given these rules th . 
descends toward th e s~nonty of the syllable thus in (Sc)). e margins (reflected in the sono ·t peaks at the nucleus and 

T . n y graph of the word fou d 
"".o qualifications to this statement . n ry ~~::~t t~~::at!:~ssr~I~~;ct~~c~ei ,

1 
ma;e s;s~:!:r :i::·s~~ri:~n:~i~~ vowels are 

need not always bear uc ear slot. When this ha some even 
ents 0990) cites Engfg~eater sonority than adjacent nonnu ~pens, such segments 
climbed on him' B :f ;arn [Yrn), German wollen [volnt ; ar ;egments. Clem
syllabicity of a c~ns~n:nr oola m~mrps 'children '. In m~~y ~~ ~; H v'}-tas 'you 
adjacent vowels often com~: predic table from its position in the ese cases the 

~~chtion I. l J tha t in Fijian (Di;~~~i~;~ a singh(e syllable. For examp~:r~~c!~cind, 
,g vowel to form a di h h a non rgh vowel combin . . ' rom 

sequences of high vowef : ong (a .tautosyllabic sequence of v es .w,1~ a fo!lowing 

by the fact that the rule ~t~:s~fnngh:~h vowel '.orm separate syll~~~;~s~st:e.~nverse 
e penultima1e syllable h ·r . ' v, enced 

s , ts the slress when 
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the transitive suffix is added lo Iii.a ·vomit' but no shift of stress occurs when 
tau ' touch down' is transitivized: tu.a-ca vs. ta11 .-ca. This has led most phonol
ogists to believe that glides IY ,i] and [ w .l)] and the cognate vowels Ii] and [u] have 
the same feature structure and differ simply in terms of their nuclear. nonnuclear 
position. However, the re are other cases in which high vowels and glides contrast. 
It is unclear whether the appropriate move in such cases is to postulate a lexical 
syllabification or to distinguish the glides in terms of their feature structure. 

6.3 The Syllables of English: A Sketch 

Let us examine the role of the SSP in the construction of English onsets. The 
table in (6a) lists all possible two-consonant C,C2 onsets, with C, depicted along 
the vertical axis and C2 along the horizontal; examples follow in (6b). 

(6) a. English onsets: two consonants 

b. 

wyr lmn p k 
p -+++---
t +++ - - -- 
k++ ++--
b- +++--- - 
d + ++----
g ++++- -- --
f -+++----
8 +++---- -
s --+-----
s++ - ++ +++ + 

p[y]uke priest 
twin t[y]une* trap 
quit c[y]ute crawl 

beauty [byu] brick 
dwell d[y]une• drip 
Gwen ambig[y]uity grip 

f[y]ume free 
thwart enth(y]use* three 

shrill 
sweet s[y]uit* 

plate 

clean 
black 

glad 
flow 

slip smell snow spa stem skip 

(*for dialects such as British Received Pronunciation (RP), see exercise 
I.II) 

If we set [s] aside for the moment, it is clear that all occurring onsets conform to 
the SSP. The pluses appear under columns headed by the more sonorous glides 
and liquids and in rows headed by the less sonorous obstruents. The two con
~onants occupying the onset tend to be chosen from opposite regions of the son
ority scale. English systematically excludes clusters of a stop plus a nasal. for 
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example._ even thoug_h th_ey would satisfy the SSP (cf. the "silen t .. Ip] and lg) in 
p11eum~11c an_d g 110s11c with ap. nea and ag.11os1ic, where these consonants emerge 
phonetically _in the coda o_f the prece~i~g syllable). We might capture this aspect 
of the syllab1fic_at1_on routine by requmng that adjacent consonants in the onset 
differ by a certain increment of sonority, with a prefe rence to maximize this value 
An obstrue_nt-~asal cluste r such as [pn] would consequently be dispreferred to a~ 
obst~ent-ltqu1d cluster like [pl]. explaining why the former is generall y chosen 
only if the latter has been too (e.g., in Ancient Greek). 

While the_ SSP does a ?ood_ ~eal of w~rk in explaining the permitted clusters, 
there are sttll clusters w:th nsing sonority that a re systematically excluded. A 
number of these can be construed as reflecting a tendency to avoid successive 
cons~nants drawn frnm the same point of a rticulation. For example, this tendency 
explains why the labials [p,b,f] do not combine with [w] and why the coronals 
[t,d ,8] do not clust<cr with [I] in the onset. However, coronal [r] viola tes this 
tendency by ~reely combini_ng with [t,d,0]. It is unclear whether or not the ten
dency to av_o1d concatenating consonants with the same point of aniculation 
should be raised to the level of a general principle. lf so, then [t.d,8] + [r] clusters 
must be generated by a language-specific stipulation; if not, then [t,d ,8] + (I] clus
ters must be excluded by a filter. For purposes of exposition, we will follow 
Clements and Keyser (1983) and stipulate the filters in (7). 

(7) *N" *N" *N" *N" 
~ ~ /"---. /'--... 

[+labial][ + labial] [ +co~on J + later] [-,ooo,] [ +coron] -stnd +co~tin - anter 
+ voiced 

*pw, *bw, . .. *ti, *di, *81, . . . *vr, *zw, ... •~r . *sf, ... 

We have now developed apparatus sufficient to explain the contrast between 
A[t']lantic and a[th]rocious noted at the outset of this chapter. Application of the 
nuclear placement and the onset rules yields the representations in (Sa). 

(8) a. A t I a n t i c a t r o s u s 

iii~~~ 
N" N" N" N" N" N" 

b. a t r o s u s 

7~~ 
N" N" N" 

c. A t I a n t c 

rvv 
N" N" N" 

For a.tro.cious, we must incorporate the [t] into the following onset. Like many 
lndo-European languages, E nglish maximizes its onsets: given a VC,C, V string, 
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if c. may form a legitimate onset with Cy, then the string will syllabify V .C,Cy V. 
To obtain this result (8b), we order the onset augmentation rule (3a) before the 
coda rule (3c). Onset augmentation will block on the fi rst [t)_ of [At.Ian.tic) given 
the second filter in (7). This segment is then assigned to the coda of the preceding 
syllable (8c) by the coda rule (3c) . We now have the appropriate representations 
to serve as input to the rules aspirating syllable-initial [t) and glonalizing syllable-
final [t]. . 

We now return to consider the special status of [s) in English. First , a minor 
point. The palatal consonail_ts [c,s.z) systematically fail to sha re the onset with 
any other consonant and must be excluded by the special stipulation in (7). The 
only exception to this generalization is the cluster [sr). But the unexpected ex
istence of [sr] is matched by the surprising absence of [sr]. The natural decision 
is to derive [sr] from [sr] by a special rule pala talizing [s) before [r] in the onset. 
As for the remaining [sC] clusters, the reduction of the first vowel in asparagus 
as well as the absence of aspiration on the [p] suggest that the [s] is in onset 
position. But the [s] of such [sC] clusters systematically violates each of the three 
principles we have claimed to govern the structure of English onsets. It violates 
the ban on shared point of articulation by combining with [I) (e.g., slow, in contrast 
to [8], for example). [s] also violates the sonority increment requirement by freely 
combining with a following nasal (e.g., smell, snow). Finally, [s) combines with 
a following voiceless stop to yield a sequence of two obstruents . We can account 
for the exceptional behavior of [s] if we postulate a special rule adding [s] to the 
onset. 

(9) N" 
----1 

[sf C 

Strong support for this rule derives from the fact that it automatically generates 
the attested three-member onsets depicted in (IOa) and exemplified in (!Ob). 

(10) a. En~ish onsets: three consonants 

w y r m n 
sp + + + 
st + + 
sk + + + + 

b. spume spray spleen 
st[y]upid strip 

squeeze skew scream sclerosis 

Eai:h of these s;lusters begins with [s]. Furthermore, each can be segmented into 
-[iffi,lus:~·- · .fue-two,.coiisonant onset: Given tile existence of rule (9) adding 
'l~o iti:i,• .. three-member cluster-S-in-(-10)-are automatically generated. 
W1,do~ -- ny additional machinery to account for them. However , we must 
assume Jat tli'e' ban against palatals in complex onsets constrains (9). Ruic (9) 
also generates [stw] clusters; their absence is predicted to be an acc idental gap. 
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To brieOy sum~arize. we h~ve seen that the syllabic onse ts in English a re 
defin~d b_y a combination of uni versal and language-particular information. The 
~ontr_rbut1on of t_he UG SSP plays the major role. The language-partic ula r ad
Junction rule !9> 1s a complicat ion that must be learned . The special sta tus of the 
[sC) clusters 1s evident in the ir unique metrical properties in the Jndo-European 
languages (Anderson 1969) and their tendency to emerge late r in language ac
quisition. 

Let us now bri~Oy conside r the structu re of the English coda . Ki parsky ( 198 I) 
observe~ that while both tense [ + A TR] (diphthongized) a nd lax voweb combine 
freely w11 h single consonants ( l la .b), and while a lax vowel may free ly combine 
w~th two consonants ( Ile ). a tense vowel may in general not do so ( I J d). A syllable 
ot the form [eylm] does not occur and is j udged odd by na tive speakers. 

( 11 ) [c] [el [cl *[el 
a. bell b. bale C. helm d. [eylm] 

hem aim elf [eylf] 
pep tape hemp [eymp] 

e. N ' f. N ' 

~ ~ 
e y m e y m 

We assume that dipht~ongs such as [ey] derive from underlying Jong ( + ATR] 
vowels such as [e:]. It 1s unclear whether the diphthongal offglide is best treated 
as part of a branching nucleus or as directly dominated by N ' in the coda so that 
aim thus has the alternative representations in ( I le) and (11 f). On the latter in
terpretation, (I Id) can be excluded by restricting N ' to a maximum of three 
branches: at most one for the nucleus and at most two for the coda. However 
in many languages (e.g., Yawelmani; section 3.4) long vowels are barred fro~ 
com?ining with a coda consonant; if the second half of a long vowel is immedia te ly 
dominated ~y the nucleus, then restrictions such as that observed in (I Id) cannot 
be stated directly at the level of N' but must take into account the number of 
terminal ~~sitions that the syllable rime N' may dominate independent ly of how 
these positions a re parceled out between the nucleus and the coda. The proper 
way to express this limitation is an unsolved problem. 

Just as in the syllable onset, the SSP is the major determinant of consonant 
clusteri~g i~ the coda. !he table in (12) shows that the string YCyC, may constitute 
a codaJ~st m case C, 1s less sonorous than C,. If the diphthongal offglides in JUe 
[ay], com [oy], louse [aw], and so on, occupy the coda, then they a lso conform 
to the SSP. (We assume that the [r] in curl, girl, and so on, is a syllabic vocoid 
rathe r than a liquid .) 

{12) helm 
elf 
help 

triumph 
hemp 



., 
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Thus, the liquid [I) freely combines with a fo llowing nasal (helm. kiln), fricati ve 
1elf, health), or stop (help, belt , belch, milk) . A nasal combines with a following 
fricative (triumph, tenth) or stop (hemp, hint, bench. rhank). But a nasal ma\ 
not be followed by a more sonorous liquid or an equivalently sonorous addition,;! 
nasal (e.g. , dam[ ], but dam[n]ario11) ; also, while pa[lm) is monosyllabic, Engli~h 
speakers find it difficult to articulate the inverse cluster in pa[ml] without vo
calizing the [I) . Fina lly, the principle that operates in the onset. favoring conso
nants chosen from opposite regions of the sonority scale . is not invoked in the 
English coda. 

To briefly summarize the discussion so fa r, the grammar of E nglish stipulate, 
an upper bound of three positions on its syllable rime. The SSP does the major 
share of the work in defining the well-formed sequences of phonological segments 
:hat occupy these three positions. 

There is, however, one glaring class of exceptions to the analysis: the coronal 
obstruents [t,d ,8,s,z]. They violate the SSP by combining with a preceding stop 
or fricative: depth, apse, adze, fifth, act, apt. They also viola te the length re
striction: wild [ayld], pain1 [eynt], fifths [1f8s], sixths [tks8s]. To accommodate 
these exceptions, we may postulate a special rule tha t adds an anterior coronal 
obstruent to a core syllable that is otherwise well formed with respect to the more 
universally based principles developed above. This rule is expressed in ( 13). 

(13) 

r.__ [-sonor] 
C x (where x = +coron ) 

+anter 

The presence of this rule might be attributed to the fact that the inflectional suffixes 
in English are composed of segments drawn from the set of coronal obstruents. 
In the absence of this rule, many English stems would have defective paradigms. 
On the other hand, dental-alveolar appears to be the unmarked point of articulation 
for consonants. One might thus reverse the argument: if the syllable canons are 
to be augmented, then it is reasonable that the least marked elements will be the 
first to emerge. 

The treatment of the final clusters in cases such as depth, wild, sixths remains 
an outstanding problem. The following major alternatives have been proposed. 
The rule in (13) simply adds the coronals to the coda at a later stage in the deri
vation (level 2 or postlexical)_ Once incorporated, the resultant syllable is no 
different from a syllable such as help (14a). Alternatively, the special status of 
the coronal cluste rs has been indicated structurally by housing them in an ap
pendi.x that is adjoined e ither to the preceding syllable ((14b); see Halle and Verg
naud 1980) or to a higher-order (prosodic) constituent such as the phonological 
word ((14c); see Booij and Rubach 1984). Still another approach does not rela~e 
the coronals to the preceding syllable in any special way. Two varieties of this_ 
approach can be distinguished. One simply licenses such segments at the edge o! 
the word (or other relevant domain) by a special ru le or stipulation (( 14d); sec lw 
1986). The other houses the coronals as onsets to syllables that contain an empty 
nucleus (Kaye 1990b) or null vowel {Burzio 1988). This opt ion produces the anal
ysis in {l4e). 

It 
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(14) a. b. N " c. PWd 

N" N ' ~-
A~ A\ !~\ d e P e d C p (l d e p a 

d. N" e. N" N" 

~. A\ A· If\ 
d e p 8 d e p 8 g 

Instead o~ Kiparsky' s (1981) three-slot rime, Bo rowsky (1986, 1989) interpre ts 
the shortening contrasts between dream , dream-r vs . dream-ed a nd ffve, fif-th 
vs. five-s as reflecting a level I restric tion of English tha t limits syllable rimes to 
two slots VX plus a final "extrasyllabic" consonant (see section 6.7). Dream thus 
has the analysis {dree}(m}, with angled brackets marking the extrasyllabic con
sonant. ~hen the level I suffix [-t] is added, the [ml is no longer a t the edge of 
the domain and hence loses its extrasyllabicity; it syllabifies and the root vowel 
then shortens to maintain the restriction on two-slot syllable rimes: {drem}(t}. 
Since Structure Preservation does not hold a t level 2 (recall section 5.8.1), addition 
of the regular past tense inflection occasions no shortening; rather , the syllable 
is allowed to expand to take in the (m], creating a three-position rime: {dreem}(d} 
(with the final (d] in the syllable appendix)_ Since the rime is limited to two slots 
at level I, it is predicted that nonfinal syllable rimes will be composed of just a 
long vowel or a short vowel plus a single consonant. In fact , both VVC and VCC 
~es o~cur, ?ut they a~e largely restricted to consonants that agree in point of 
art1culahon with a following consonant: chamber, council, maintain; antler, symp
tom, texture. Only a few exceptions to this generalization exist: for example, 
deictic, arctic, sculptor. If this analysis is correct, it suggests that restrictions on 
the size of syllabic constituents are not merely a function of the number of seg
mental slots but must take account of the segments filling the slots in such a way 
that sharing a place of articulation with a following consonant reduces the overa ll 
phonotactic burden of the cluster in ways that remain to be understood. 

6.4 Medial versus Marginal Clusters 

As we have just seen. strict restrictions on consonant cluste ring are often relaxed 
at the margins of the word _ This point is further illustrated by Rubach and Booij 's 
(1990) findings on Polish syllabification. Polish is notorious for its consonant clus
tering, making syllabification appear chaotic. For instance, pstry [pstri] 'mottled ' 
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s tarls with four consonants and prze.Hfpstw [pseste mpstf] ·crime' gen.p l. ends in 
ri ve consonants. Furthermore, many Polish clusters violate the SSP. Some ex
amrlcs are lis ted in (15), where N = nasal, L = liquid , V = vowel, S = sonorant. 
() -= obstruent , and the letter y stands for the vowel [i]. Cases such as rrr<'· 
·mercury' are monosyllabic rather than disyllabic w ith a syllabic liquid. Polish 
sreakcrs perceive just a single sono ri ty peak in such words; more importantly. 
lhe language 's penultimate stress rule fails to place a stress on the fr) . 

( l<iJ #NN,NN# 
# LNV 
VNL# 
#SOY 
VOS# 

mnoiyc ' multiply ', hymn ·anthem· 
lnu ' linen' gen. sg. 
Kreml 'Kremlin ' 
rt¢ 'mercury·. lwy [lvi] •!ions' 
mysl ' idea' , rytm ' rhythm·. teatr ·theater' 

A closer look , however, reveals that the SSP is involved in Polish too, just a, 
in English. First of all , the sonority violatio ns occur almost exclusively at the 
margins of the word; while the initial or final consonant may viola te the SSP. 
internal clusters are more severely constrained. Two sorts of evidence supporl 
this contention. First, while consonant triples freely combine obs truents, sono
r;1nts are out of sequence only at the edge of the word. For instance, in /fnii
'shine' the initial liquid is misaligned; but the [sn) substring conforms to the SSP. 
Rubach and Booij state that an initial liquid-nasal-obstruent s tring that reve rses 
the sonority curve in the second and third positions is imposs ible. Simila rly , while 
si<5str 'sister' gen.pl. tenninates in a postconsonantal liquid, a final C-liquid-C 
sequence is impossible. (A few initial triples with an internal liquid are found , 
however (e.g., krtan ' larynx'); see Gussmann 1992 for discussion and alternative 
analysis.) We may account for these phonotactics by having the SSP erect core 
syllables and then incorporate the violations at the word margins. 

This analysis is supported by the syllabification of word-internal clusters . Test
ing the intuitions of Polish university students, Rubach and Booij report variation 
in the parsing of obstruent +consonant strings , with a clear preference for maximal 
onsets. The favored syllabifications of dobry 'good' and pat[s]ec ' look' are thus 
do.bry and pa.t[s]ec, though dob.ry and pat.[s]ec are possible as well . These 
results contrast sharply with judgments concerning sonorant + obstruent clusters. 
For these the only syllabification possible is the one that_ splits the cluster: 
[kor.mo.ran), never [ko.nno.ran) 'cormorant'; [kon.takt] and [par.tia], never 
[ko.ntakt], [pa.rtia] - even though [rt] is a possible initial cluster (rt{;c 'mercury'). 
Jf the SSP controls word-internal syllabifications, then sonorant + obstruent 
strings will never be incorporated into the onset. They can only arise al the left 
edge of the word by a language-particular rule. We will see several other mani
festations of this medial-marginal asymmetry in this chapter. 

Clements (1990) conjectures that the stricter requirements on medial clusters 
reflect an avoidance of ambiguous parsing. If the SSP bars the medial C; of a 
VCC;CV string from-the preceaing c oda and the following onset, then la nguage
particular rules would be required to syllabify such a seg ment. If the language 
has heavy clustering at both the right and left word margins anyway. such that 
#C;C and CC;# are attested, then the assignment of the medial conso11.1nl in a 
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VCC;CV siring will be ambiguous. Both VCC,.CV and VC.C;CV d i\·is ions would 
?e consi,tenl with the syllabifica tions found at the word margins. Precisely this 
issue an;e; m Polish m medial clusters composed of a sonorant trapped between 
two obstruents, as in piosnka ' song'. Rubach and Bo c1ij report considerable varia
tio~ in the intuitions of Polish speaker_s concern ing the syllabification of the [snk) 
stnng - m ma rked contrast lo the virtual unanimity o f intuiti o ns in cases like 
[kon.takt]. 

Unlike in English , there are not ma ny phonological ru les in Po lish that directly 
refer lo sy llable structure and he nce can corroborate the above analvsis. In the 
absence of such information , o ne might then questicin the motivatio~ for int ro
ducing the syllable into the analysis. What good dc1es it do a nd what evidence 
could the language learne r rely on to construct the proper syll abificat ions? From 
the_ perspective of current generative grammar. this is a n e rroneous view of sy l
lab1fica11on. The core sy l!able~building rules and the SSP are assumed to be part 
of UG ,ana henc_e a1:e necessarily present in any particular language that deve lo ps 
from UG. On this view. organiz_mg the phonemic string into syllables is a n activ ity 
that comes naturally to the child and hence does nc1t have to be learned. W hat 
must be shaped by language development are certain options such as whether 
onsets may be augmented, whether the rime is restricted to three positions, and 
so on. 

It turns out that there is evidence crucially relying o n the syllable at a few small 
comers in the phonology of Polish. One suc h piece of evidence concerns the 
comparati~e suffix, whic~ is normally sz [s] but takes the a llo morph [ejs) when 
the precedmg s tem ends m a C-sonorant s tring. Several examples a re given in 
(16), where y = [i], I = [w], cz [cl, rz = i < [r·]. and j is the palatal glide. 

(16) grub-y grub-sz-y 'fat' 
mlod-y mlod-sz-y 'young' 
star-y star-sz-y 'old ' 
prost-y prost-sz-y 'simple' 
t~[m]p-y t~[m)p-sz-y 'blunt' 
podl-y podl-ejsz-y ' mean' 
szczodr-y szczodrz-ejsz-y 'generous' 
czarn-y czar[ri]-ejsz-y ' blac k' 
fajn-y faj[rij-ejsz-y ' nice' 

If the SSP guides the construction of core syllables , the n the comparatives of 
te[m]p-y and p~dl-y contrast in a natural way: the latter terminates in an unparsed 
consonant, while the former has syllabified all of its consonants (1 7a). 

(17) a. temp-s 

r 
podl-s 

V 
N' N ' 

b. lsl -. lejsJ / C' _ 

We can now express the allomorph y as ( 17b). a ru le that transform~ the com-
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parativ(! suffi x Isl to [ejs] afte r 1:.n e.,trasyllabic consonant (abbreviated as C' ). 
(Forms such as czaniejszy and fa_i,iejs:y suggest that Polish does not incorporate 
more than a single sonorant into its core coda - perhaps reflecti ng a sonority 
distance requirement.) If the dec1,ion to organize phonemes into syllables had to 
be motivated on language-particular grounds. then it is very unlikely that the 
concept could play a role in the phonology of Polish because the evidence forcing 
its postulation is so diffuse. Bu: if ~yllabification is a product of UG, then the 
organization is present in all languages and available to any particular rule. 

6.5 Core Syllables in Ancient Greek and Sanskrit 

In this section we will extend our theory of sy llabification with material from 
Greek and Sanskrit. Our discu" ion focuses on the major results of Steriade · s 
(1982) influential study of these languages. For Anc ient Greek. in addition to the 
rules and phonotactic const raint, of the grammar, certain metrical conventions 
provide evidence concerning the syllabification operative in the language. The 
opposition between light and heavy syllables lies at the base of the metrics. Nor
mally the first vowel in a VCCV sequence scans as heavy . But an optional metrical 
rule (correptio Attica) counts this vowel as light when the following consonant 
cluster is composed of a stop plus sonorant. Since these clusters . have rising 
sonority, it is natural to conclude that they syllabify as onsets (V .CCV) while all 
other clusters span the syllable break (VC.CV). In the latter case the consonantal 
coda counts as the increment of quantity making the syllable heavy. 

The contrast between these two types of clusters shows up elsewhere in Greek. 
One noteworthy place is in the perfect of the verb. Greek perfects are marked 
by a CV prefix whose vowel is [el and whose consonant position sometimes 
reduplicates the initial consonant of the following root. Examples are cited in (18). 
(The root vowel is often altered ("'ablauted") in the perfect.) 

(18) root perfect 
a. Ii} le-Iuka 'untie' 

s~man se-s~m~na ' signify' 

b. angel angelka ·announce' 
ophel {iphel~ka 'owe' 

C. kleph ke-klopha 'steal' 

tla te-tlamen ·endure' 

knai ke-kn~smai ·scrape' 

pneu pe-pneuka 'breathe' 
graph ge-grapha 'write' 

d. sper e-sparmai ·sow 

zdeug e-zdeugmai ·yoke· 

kten c-ktona 'kill' 
psau e-psauka ·touch· 
smukh c-smugmai ·smolder' 
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When the root begins with a single consonant. the re is redu plication 118a). When 
the root begins with a vowel. the re is no red uplication: the prefi x aml root vowels 
contract: le] + V -> V: ( 18b). \\.hen the root begins with a cluste r. sometimes 
the first consonant reuuplica tes I 18c) and other times it docs not ( 18d ). Careful 
examination of the reduplicat ing c luste rs re vea ls that they are composed of a sto p 
plus sonorant - exactly the cluster, that the metrical evidence suggests a re onsets 
word-medially. Most of the cluste rs in l 18d) violate the SSP. There are some (e.g . . 
[sm]) that have a rising sonority profi le yet still fai l to reduplicate . We put these 
aside for the moment. 

The important question is how to dist inguish between the reduplica ting and 
nonreduplicating clusters in a natural way. Steriade shows that if the SSP co ntrols 
the construction of core onsets . then exactly the correct distinc tions a re drawn . 
Since the clusters in ( I Sc) have rising sonority, they will parse as core onsets . 
But the initial consonants in ( I Sd) will fail to enter the onset ; we assume they are 
incorporated by a language-particular adjunction rule. If the rule spelling out the 
perfect prefix, stated informally in ( 19a), applies between the construct io n of the 
core syllable and the adjunction rule , then the contrast between ( ISc .d) is ac
counted for. Derivations for the pair ke-klop1'a 'steal" and e-ktona •kill' are shown 
in (19b); tautosyllabic segments are enclosed in curly brackets . 

(19) a. [el-+ [Ciel I -- seem[ Ci 
I 
N" 

b. klopha ktona klepha ktena UR 
{klo}{pha} k{to}{na} {kle}{pha} k{te}{na} SSP 
{e}{klo}{pha} {e}k{to}{na} prefixation 
inappl. {ek}{to}{na} inappl. inappl. coda rule 
{ke}{klo}{pha} inappl. inappl. inappl. reduplication 

In the first step, the SSP constructs core syllables. We assume that Ancient Greek 
maximizes onsets; the entire [kl] cluster in [klopha] thus enters the onset while 
only the second element of the [kt] cluster in [ktona] does. On the next cycle, the 
prefix is added and its vowel is assigned to a nucleus. The initial [kl in the root 
for 'kill' is free and thus may enter the coda with the preceding vowel. But the 
initial consonant of [klopha] may not, since it was parsed on the preceding cycle. 
Given the different syllabifications, we now have a natural representational dif
ference to which the reduplication rule may refer: whether or not the initial con
sonant of the stem belongs to a core onset (is immediately dominated by N"). The 
prefix thus reduplicates the initial consonant in [klopha] but not that in [ktona]. 

Turning now to the unprefixed roots, we have two options. The [kl in [ktena] 
'kills' might be adjoined to the initial_syllab!e by a spe<:_ial rule . Alternative ly , it 
might remain unsyllabified . As we will see momentarily, there arc reasons to 
maintain the former position. Antic ipa ting this result , we state the rule in (20) 
that adjoins a single stray consonant to the syllable in word-init ial position. 
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(20) [C C 

I --
N" 
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[~\ f 
\ N" 
\j 
N" 

Given this rule , the initial clusters in (18d) are now full y syllabified. Following 
the terminology introduced earlier. we will refer to the onsets in ( I Sc) as core 
onsets and those in (18d) as marginal onsets. 

Let us now tum to syllable codas in Anc ient Greek. (21) shows the kinds or 
medial clusters found on the surface (focusing on the most salient features of the 
Greek coda; see Steriade 1982 for d iscussion of additional complexities). They 
are parsed into C 1 + core onset strings. 

(21) a. 
b. 
C. 

d. 

V-sonorant: ar.nos ' lamb·. ar.thron 'joint', an. thri)pos 'man· 
V-s: hes.pe. ra 'evening', as.tron 'star' , as.thma 'panting' 
V-stop: ok.ti) 'eight ', sk~p . tron 'scepter', tit.ti.Os ' breast' 
V-sonora nt-stop: ark.tos ·tiear', thelk.tron 'charm', p"thenk.tos 'ut
tered', pemp.tos 'sent' 

As we see, the C, string may be represented by a single consonant selected from 
any position on the sonority scale (2 Ia,b,c) or by two consonants c hosen from 
opposite regions of the scale (21d) - in the order of falling sonority, of course. 
The syllabification of the [elktro] substring in a form such as t"elk.tron proceeds 
straightforwardly from the UG SSP. The universal onset rule assigns [r] to the 
onset which is then augmented with [t] [{e}lk{tro}n]. T he onset does not expand 
furth~r since [k] is not less sonorous than [t]. T he [lk] substring now remains to 
be picked up by the coda rules. After incorporation of the [l] [{el}k{tron}J, the less 
sonorous stop [kl may be added [{elk}{tron}l. . 

This analysis of Greek syllabification is independently supported by the exis
tence of underlying consonant clusters that do not reach the phonetic surface 
intact. They suppress one of their components. Our syllabification procedure 
precisely isolates the suppressed consonants. A survey of the releva nt types ap

pears in (22). 

(22) a. 
b. 
c. 

stop-s-stop: /ge-graph-sthai/ ' to have been writte n'-> ge-graph-[ Jt"ai 
stop-s-nasal: /ploksmos/ ' locks'-> plok[ ]mos 
nasal-s-stop: /pephan-sthe/ 'you have been revealed' -> pephan-1 Jt"e 

First consider (22a). The [s] cannot be assigned to a core onset ; it does not have 
a tower sonority value than the following stop. For the same reason , it ca~not be 
assigned to the pr~c_e_ding coda. It thus remains a "stray" consonant. Lett1~g th_e 
tick stand fo~ an @'JtabJtiect:--~eg_m-eQt, we~~cru:ncro·rl1ie·c:1uster s,mph
ficatioo by t!,>e s iril~~Btra~-er~ uce::irL.(2a)_o~s:rule deletes the unsyl
labified [s] in (22a)~J ge){graph}s{t6ai}-> {ge}{grap"}{t"ai}. 

l ti 

(23) C'-> g 
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In order to maintain (23), the init ial consonant of a form such as /.. tell-<1 from ( 18d) 
must be exempted . As in the case of the dentals in English si[k,tb]. th is can be 
done by invoking a later adjunction rule. The Greek metrics trerit , ·arious #CCV 
strings differently when embedded in the phrase. The initial , ·o,•.el L1f a V#CCV 
string scans as light when the consonant clu,ter forms a core on,et. but as heavy 
otherwise. Steriade ( 1982) shows that stray erasure in Greek oper.1tes in the lexical 
phonology. Consequently, the first consonant in ktell-a must be ,yllabified or 
otherwise licensed to escape deletion. But when the words are embedded in a 
phrase. the postlexical phonology must be able to discriminate bet,1 een the two 
types of #CCV clusters to expla in the metri,al contrast. Thi~ distin..:tion is drawn 
rather naturally if it is the adjunction rule in 120) (or one of the other alternatives 
mentioned in ( 14)) that saves the initial consona nt from stray erasure. S imple 
onset augmentation would merge the contrast between the two ty pes of c luster 
that is crucial for the subsequent phrasal phonology. 

Let us now consider the remaining cases of cluster simplificat ion in (22). The 
simplest hypothesis is that they also follow from stray erasure 1: 3). This hypoth
esis is supported by the fact that the types of cluster involved are exactly those 
that the reduplication evidence suggests are not core syllables. For example . just 
as the lack of reduplication in the perfect e-smugmai (root [smukh] ' smolder') 
suggests that [sm] is not a core onset, so dces the cluster simpl ification in (22b) 
plok[ ]mos. Since stop+ nasal clusters are core onsets, [s] + nasal must be treated 
differently. One way to de1ive this resu lt is to introduce finer distinctions in the 
sonority scale on a language-particular basis. Steriade ( 1982) pursues this hy
pothesis and partitions obstruents into stops and fricatives. assigning the latter a 
greater degree of sonority. Fricatives and nasals then occupy adjacent positions 
in the sonority scale. As with the English onset, we might now require a certain 
increment of sonority to separate elements of the core onset. The fricative [s] can 
then be prevented from combining with the following nasal. The same minimal 
sonority distance requirement seems to operate in the codas as well. Recall that 
the Ancient Greek codas that surface consist of a sonorant plus voiceless stop 
(21d). Evidently the elements comprising the [ns] s tring in (22c) are too close in 
sonority to form a legitimate coda. Given the sonority scale ··stop-fricative-nasal
liquid," the reduplication and cluste r simplification facts now follow if we requ ire 
an interval of two positions between members of core onsets a nd core codas. 
Also, if the e leme nts in the onset and coda must be separated by a two-step interval 
on the four-position sonority scale, it then follows that no core onset or coda can 
contain more than two members. This correctly predicts an upper bound of four 
for word-medial intervocalic clusters in Greek. It also leads to the conjecture (not 
so far well supported) that the number of positions available in a core onset or 
coda does not in general have to be stipula ted but instead follows from setting 
the sonority distance parameter prope rl y. 

For other data not considered here , Steriade shows that not only the s top versus 
fricative contrast but also the voicing and point of a rticulation of the consonants 

- must be taken into account in the precise definition of the core syllabi<' for Greek. 
She proposes to adjust the definition of sonority on a language-part icular basis 
in order to capture these finer dis tinctions. Most other researchers have preferred 
to retain the more traditional and general defin ition of the sonority ,,ale given i11 
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(-l): they try to explain the role of , oic ing and place of articulation (especiall , 
coronal versus noncoronal) in other terms (see sect ion 9. 11 for brief di~cuss iun: 
see also Goldsmith and Larson 19';11) for proposals to allow sonc,ri1y ,ettings tu 
, .iry from o ne la nguage to another as we ll as to take on noni n1egral , ·,tlues as a 

funct ion of the local context). 
The peii"ect reduplication and clu,;ter simpl ilication found in t he San~krit aorist 

d isplays variations on the same gene ral syllabificatio n themes ob;en·ed in Greek . 
On the surface, Sanskrit reduplicatic,n loo ks rathe r differe nt. 

( ~-1) a. C tuJ tu-l ud ·push· 
ruJ h ru-rudh ·obstru(t' 

b . stop + sonorant jna: ja-jna: ·know 
d ru du-druv ·run 

C. s + sonorant sm1 si-~mi ' smlle · 
Sr.1th sa-s rat" · slacken· 

d. stop+s k~a m ca-k~am 'endure 
psa: pa-psa: "devour 

e. s + stop 5tU tu-~tu ' praise 
SCUI cu-scut "drip' 

f. stop+ s + sonorant k~i:,u cu-k~i:,u ·whet' 

first of all , the phonology of the CV prefix is s lightl y different in that the vowel 
also reduplicates. Second, the prefixa l co nsonant reduplicates not only the initial 
member of clusters whose elements come from opposite poles o f the sonority 
spectrum (24b) but, unlike in Greek. also those occupying adjacent regions (24c). 
Furthermore, as evidenced by the furms in (24d), obstruent clusters whose second 
element is a coronal fricative also reduplicate the initial consonant: (lk] becomes 
[cl by anothe r rule). This follows if we accept the proposal to partition the ob
struents into stop versus fricative subclasses: the resultant stop-fricative sequence 
has rising sonority and thus qualifies as a core onset. Further support for th~s 
move appears in (24e), where the [s] of ans + stop cluster is not copied. If [s) 1s 
truly more sonorous, then onset augmentation fails to incorporate it next to a 
stop. Sanskrit's larger inventory of reduplicating clusters is matched by a cor
respondingly smaller number of clusters showing stray erasure. Unlike Greek, 
Sanskrit preserves an interconsonantal [s ) adjace nt to a nasal (25a}. 

(25) a. a-ta:r-~-ma 
yut-s-mahi 
a-tan-s-ta 
a-ka:r-~-tam 

b. /a-rudh·s-ta/ 

/sap-s-ta/ 
/a-prk-s-t"a:s/ 

·we passed' 
'we fought' 
'you stretched' 
'you did" 

- /a-rudh-1 ]-ta/ 
- surface a-rud-d1'a 

by Bartholomae·s I.aw 

- sap-I I-ta 
- a-prk-1 ]-t"a :s 

'you obstructed· 

· you cursed· 
·you mixed· 
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In fact. the only deletio ns occur when the [s] is trapped between s to ps (25b). But 
this is exactl y where the UG SSP does not incorpo rate the Is ] into a core syllable! 
Finally, no te that s ince Sanskrit builds onsets and codas from adjacent regions 
of the sonority spectrum. lo nge r onsets a nd codas are pos~ible. Thi s prediction 
finds some confirmatio n in the exis te nce o f a fe w core onsets containing three 
elements (24f) . 

The Sanskrit data thus motivate essentially the same syllable-building rout ine 
that we saw operating in Ancient Greek. A small dis tinction in just o ne paramete r 
(distance apa rt on the sonority scale) accounts for the observed differences in (i) 
reduplication. (ii) cluster simpl ificat io n, and (i ii) onset length. More generall y , the 
reduplication a nd cluster simplification patterns c ruciall y de pend on the d is tinc
tion between core and margina l syllables. It is hard to see how a distinctio n of 
this nature could be learned. But if a sonority-based syllabi fication of the pho
ne mic string is contributed by UG, the n the core-marginal di stinc tion will a uto
matically be imposed. elucidating not only the inner nature of the reduplication 
and cluster s implification alternations but more importantly how they might plau
sibly develop in the course of language acquisition. Steriade's ( 1982) study was 
a major advance; it demonstrated that the syllable is not just relevant for the 
assignment of a llophones but essential to unders tanding processes operating at 
deeper levels of the gra mmar. 

6.6 Continuous Syllabification and Syllable Templates 

In the earliest works introducing the syllable into generative pho nology , sylla
bification is performed by a battery of rules applied at a s ingle point in the deri
vation (Kahn 1976) or cyclically (Steriade 1982). An alternative view has emerged 
according to which at least a rudimentary organization into syllables holds at all 
levels of phonological representation (McCarthy 1979a). There is no point where 
syllabification originates or ceases. Proponents of this view point to allomorphy 
rules such as the Polish comparative (section 6.4) that apply a t the earliest stage 
of the derivation and still require a syllabification of the base. 

Another argument for continuous syllabification comes from successive steps 
in the derivation, each of which requires a reparsing of the phonemic s tring. The 
syllabically defined rules of syncope and epenthesis in many Modem Ara bic di
alects illustrate this point. For example, in the Bedouin dialect of the Bani-Hassan 
(lrshied 1984) word-final consonants syllabify as onset to a following vowel: uarab 
alwalad 'he hit the boy' is parsed [0a.ra.b al. wa.lad). When resyllabification opens 
a syllable whose nucleus is an unstressed high vowel, syncope occurs: sirib al
mayyah 'he drank the water' is realized as [sir.b almayyah). (That the [i) of sirib 
cannot be inserted is clear from such CVRC nominals as sirb ·a drink'.) The 
syncope can be expressed as deletion of a high vowel when it is the final phoneme 
in the syllable (N") and medial in the phrase. 

(25) V - f1 I -- lw W (where W is some phonolog ical material and V 
[ + high] is unstressed} 
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As in other Arabic dialects, clustering of consonants is avoided through epen
thesis. While many words begin with a cluster of two consonants in isolation (e.g .. 
ktaab, lsaan, wtaan), the first syllabifies as the coda of the preceding syllable as 
soon as these words are embedded in a phrase. The nucleus may be contributed 
by the final vowel of the preceding word: for example. istara kraab ' he bought a 
book' is parsed [is.ta.ra k.taab). lf the preceding word ends in a consonant. a 
in istarat ·she bought', epenthesis occurs: [istara.t ik.taab]. The epenthesis rule 
can be expressed as (i6) , where C' is an unsyllabified consonant. 

(26) fr -. [ii / - C' 

We can now ask what happens when ktaab is placed after a verb such as fihi111 
' he understood' , which contains an unstressed high vowel. The answer is that 
epenthesis feeds syncope: [ffh.m ik.taab] 'he understood a book' . In the derivation 
of this phrase, syllabification is re levant at each step. First, a stray consonant 
must be defined in order to initiate epenthesis: [k' .taab]-> [ik.taab]. The word
final consonant then resyllabifies to onset the anaptyctic syllable: [fi.hi.mik.taab]. 
This in tum opens the final syllable offihim, leading to its syncope: [ffh.mik.taab]. 
Consonant clusters that result from syncope are also reparsed into syllables. This 
point is made by a form such as yi~1rig ' he bums', which syncopates before a 
vowel, creating a triconsonantal cluster /yi):i .r.gal.wa.lad/ that is broken by epen
thesis: [yiJ:iirg al walad] ' he bums the boy'. Finally, in [yil)irg iktaab) 'he bums 
a book', we see two rounds of resyllabifica tion. First, syllabification of [yf):i .rig. 
k.taab] defines the stray consonant [k'], triggering epenthesis and resyllabification 
[yil).ri.g ik.taab]. The resultant open syllable then syncopates, creating a new 
stray consonant, [yil).r.g ik.taab], which is housed in an anaptyctic syllable via 
epenthesis: (yi.):iir.gik.taab]. In this case the requirement that the phonemic string 
parse into syllables guides each step of the derivation. 

Ito (1986, 1989) has used epenthesis sites like those found in Bani-Hassan 10 
argue for templatic syllabification. On this view, the grammar defines a template 
that characterizes the gross prosodic shape of the maximal core syllable (e.g. , for 
Arabic CV(V)C). Syllabification consists in a directional mapping of the phonemic 
string to appropriate positions in the template, matching vowels with V-positions 
and consonants with C-positions. Ito shows that templatic syllabification allows 
a simpler analysis of epenthesis than the syllabification-by-rule model. As we 
have just seen, on the latter view anaptyxis consists in first defining a stray con
sonant C', then inserting an epenthetic vowel before or after the C', and finally 
submitting the result to the syllable-building rules, with possible resyllabification. 
But if syllabification consists in mapping to a preexisting template, then the lo
cation of the epenthetic vowel relative to the stray consonant is fixed by the 
template. What must be specified is its phonetic value. The templatic model re
stricts the range of epenthesis options in ways that the alternative relying on rules 
such as (26) does not. The following paragraphs will examine two of these re
strictions. 

First, if the language has several epenthesis rules, syllabification-by-rule gives 
us no r;:ason to expect any correlation in the location of the epenthelic vowel 
relative to the stray consonant because this must be stipulated in each epenthcsi, 

C. 11lli1111,>m Syllabijiclltio11 lll/J Syllable Te111pl,u e.1 

rule. But if epenthesis consists in matching 10 the syllable template . then the le f1-
10-right/righ1-10-lef1 direction of template mapping should be fi .,ed for a given 
language and mirror it s direction of syllabification. In support of this idea . Ito 
points to Spanish. where Harri s ( 1983) postulates three separate epenthesis rules 
inserting [el in the conte xts # __ s'C. ( __ s·#. and c __ ,.'( tt hc tick marks 
the stray consonant): the first accounts for the alterna tio n in Y11i:o-sll11·0 ·Yuuo
slav· but esllln• ·Slavic·: the second for the -<'S plural of 111,:s ·month·, mes--:_es 
·months'; and the third for the alternat ion in abr-ir ·to open· but aber-tura ·open
ing·. In each ca,e the inserted [el lies before the strav consonan t: .1{la}{vo}. {mcs}s. 
{ab}r{tu}{ra}. This consi,tcnt location follows necessaril y if Spanish maps its pho
nemic string to a CCYC syllable template in a right-to-left direction : a single stray 
consonant will enter the syllable coda. because the right edge of the template is 
the first available consonantal position under right-to-left mapping. Since no vowel 
is present in the segmental string before the stray [s) in a # __ sC sequence, the 
nuclear V-slot of the template is realized as [e). The adapted loanword esplfn 
'spleen' receives the analysis sketched in (27). 

(27) [C C V CJ [CC V CJ 
I 

#s pl n ->s pl s p Ii n -

"\I/ 
0 

sp l i n -e s plin 

V "W V "W 
0 0 0 0 

If right-to-left syllabification can be independently motivated for Spanish , then 
we have evidence for the templatic view. 

Another of Ito's arguments for template matching comes from systematic dif
ferences in the location of the epenthetic vowel among various Arabic dialects. 
Broselow (1982) noted that both the Cairene and Iraqi dialects avoid triconsonantal 
clusters through epenthesis: in Cairene an [i] is inserted between the second and 
third consonants, while Iraqi places the vowel between the first and second. 

(28) Cairene: H-> i / CC __ C 
?ul-t ' I said' 
?ul-t-ilu ' I said to him' from /?ul + t + lu/ 

Iraqi: H-> i / C __ CC 
gil-t=gil-it ' I said' 
git-it-la 'I said to him' from /gil+t + la/ 

Under rule-driven syllabification, we stipulate the insertion of the epenthetic 
vowel after the stray consonant for Cairene and before it fo r Iraqi (29a). Sub
sequent application of the syllable-building rules organi:;:es the inserted vowel plus 
stray consonant into a syllabic {with possible rcsyllabilication to avoid an onset less 
syllabic), as in (29b). 
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(29) a. Cairene: 0---> i I C' - -

b. {?ul}t{Iu} 
{?ul}ti{Iu} 
{?ul}{ti}{lu} 

c. [C V CJ 

? u I t I u 

(CV C J 

? u I I 

"V 
CJ 

II 

[CV CJ 

? u I t I u 

"-1/\J 
CJ CJ 

? u I t I u 

w \J "J 
CJ CJ CJ 

? u I t i I u 

g 

Iraqi: 0---> i I __ C' 

{gil}t{la} 
{gil}it{la 
{gi}{lit}{la} 

[C V CJ 

g i I t I a 

[C V CJ 

I a 
'\] 

CJ 

[C V CJ 

g i I t I a 

\JI "J 
CJ CJ 

g i I t I a 

"1 ~ "J 
CJ CJ CJ 

g i I i t I a 

epenthesis 
(re)s yllabificati, 

default V 

In templatic syllabification, the dialects differ in the direction of mapping to Ar
abic's CVC template (29c): left to right for Cairene and right to left for Iraqi. (The 
mapping procedure implicitly assumes a one-segment look-ahead so that VCV 
parses as V.CV in order to avoid onsetless syllables - a detail marked by the = 
in (29c) that we overlook here.) Thus, the medial consonant C; in a VCC;CV string 
enters the prevocalic onset in left-to-right Cairene but the postvocalic coda in 
right-to-left Iraqi (29c). After the mapping is completed, a later default rule sup
plies the appropriate vowel to the phonemic string, spelling out the nucleus of 
the epenthetic syllable as [i] in Arabic, [el in Spanish, and so on. 

So far the two models appear equivalent. They predict different outcomes for 
a VCCCCV string, however. With four intervocalic consonants. the two medial 
ones are stray: VC.C'C ' .CV. Since the CVC syllable template has two conson
antal positions , only one epenthetic vowel is required for this case under templatic 
syllabification. We can guarantee this outcome by requiring syllabification to map 
as many phonemes as possible to the template - a natural condition to impose 
on template matching. Furthermore, left-to-right and right-to-left mapping con
verge on the same output in this case. Consequently, we predict an identical 
location for the epenthetic vowel in the two Arabic dialects - a true prediction, 
as shown by the forms in (30a) and thcir derivations in (30b) . 

Cv111i1111011s Syllab(/ication Cl lld Syllable Te111plClle.1 

(30) a. Cairene 
?ultilha ' I said to her· 

from /?ul + t +I+ ha 

b. [CV CJ 

?ul tlha 

[C V CJ 

? u I I h a 

""-V 
CJ 

[C V CJ 

? u I t I h a 

WV 
a a 

? ult Iha 

"'VW ~ 
a CJ a 

? u)tilha 

Iraqi 
giltilha · I said to her" 

from /gil + t + I+ ha: 

IC V CJ 

g i I t I h a 

[CV CJ 

g I t h a 

"1 

[C V CJ 

g t I h a 

\V "1 
a 

g i I t I h a 

'\V \V "1 
CJ a CJ 

g i I t i I h a 

a 

default V 
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On the other hand, rule-driven epenthesis predicts that an epenthetic vowel 
should lie adjacent to each stray consonant - to the left in Iraqi and to the right 
in Cairene, as in (31). But this is incorrect. 

(3 I) Cairene 
{?ul}tl{ha} 
{?ul}tili{ha} 
{?ul}{ti}{li}{ha} 

Iraqi 
{gil}tl{ha} 
{gil}itil{ha} 
{gi}{li}{til}{ha} 

epenthesis 
(re)syllabification 

At this point, two observations are in order. First , ru le-driven syllabification 
can simulate the effect oftemplatic syllabification by applying the epenthesis rules 
of (29a) in an iterative fashion: left to right in Cairene and right to left in Iraqi. 
For this to produce the correct results, however, the syllable-building rules must 
follow each iteration, ensuring that the vowel inserted after [t] in Cairene 
{?ul}ri/{ha} takes the following {I} as a coda, bleeding epenthesis to the stray {I}: 
{?ul}{til}{ha}. But this grants the template model' s basic point that the rules of 
epenthesis and syllabification are the same basic phenomenon: mapping to the 
syllable template. Second, the argument from Arabic is complicated by the fact 
that like Bani-Hassan, the Egyptian and Iraqi dialects have l)igh vowel syncope. 
So long as the missing vowel predicted by the epenthesis rules in (29a) cannot be 
excluded by syncope, the argumen_t goes through. More generally, while templatic 
syllabification simplifies considerably the statement of epenthesis in languages 
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with an elementary syllable inventory such as Arabic, it remains to be tested on 
languages with more complex onsets and codas. 

6. 7 Continuous versus Staged Syllabification 

If syllabification is reduced to template matching, the n e_penthesis will , o ther 
things being equal, arise ·on the initial right-to-left/left-to-nght sc_an of_ syllabifi
cation across the string. There are, however, well-known cases m which cpen
thetic vowels contrast with unde rl ying ones in a fashion that is naturally explaineJ 
by delaying e penthesis unti l a late r stag~ in the der!v_a!ion . For example, in Lev
antine Arabic dialects such as Palest1man, vowel-m1t1al suffixes allow stress to 
appear on the initial syllable of a CVCYC verba l root while consonant-initial ones 
close the root's final syllable , creating a heavy syllable that attracts st ress: com
pare karab-u ·they wrote' and karab-,w ' we wrote ·. U~derlying /kata? + t/ ' wrote · 
lsg. surfaces with epenthesis in the final cluster but still takes penultimate stress: 
karab-ir. This suggests that the final syllable of the root counts as closed at the 
point where stress is assigned and thus attracts stre~s in the same fas?i?~ as katab-

a But such a contrast is unavailable if epenthes1s occurs on the 1mt1al scan of 
:yilabification that feeds stress assign~e_nt. Templatic s_y~labification might ac
commodate this case by invoking the device of ex1rasyllab1c11y for final consonants 
(32a). T his diacritic feature allows segments to be made invis!bl~ to the syllab_i
lication rules or algorithm. Phonologists have a ttempted to hm1t access to this 
powerful device by requiring that only segments at th~ perip~ery of a _d?main can 
be shielded from the syllabic parse (the so-called Periplterahty Co11d11wn). Onc_e 
affixation places a segment in medial position, its extrasyllabicity is lost and 1t 
becomes subject to syllabification. The [extrasyllabic] diacritic can also be re
voked at some later point in the derivation - for example. postlexically. Appe~l 
to extrasyllabicity allows the derivation of (32b) for katab-it; the extrasyllab1c 
consonant is enclosed in angled brackets. ~ 

(32) a. [ +cons] - [ + extrasyllabic] / - - # 

b. /katab-t/ 
katab-(t) 

{ka}{tab}(t) 
{ka}{tab}(t) 

{ka}{tab}t 
{ka}{ ta}{bit} 

lexical 
(32a) 
syllabification 
stress , 

postlexical 
revocation of extrasyllabicity 
syllabification (epenthesis) · 

. ...._ Although it seems very ad hoc, final extrasyllabicity accounts for other asym-
. i ·, metries of distribution in Arabic (all synchronic reflexes of final vowels that have 

L J - been lost in the development .of the modem dialects from the Classical language). 
Let us look at two. First , while medial closed syllables count as heavy and he.nee 
attract the stress, final ones do not: katab-na, katab-11, but ~at~b ' he wrote . If 
fi~al consonants arc cxtrasyllabic, then [~ab] scans as two light sy llables and 
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hence is metrical I\" equivalent to ba11a ' he built·. Second. as ~hO\\ n by the par
adigm in (33a). long vowels shorten before two consonants. If tinai consonants 
are extrasyllabic. then the shortening rule can be cxprcsseJ ~s c losed-syllable 
shortening - a \\ idely a ttested and natural ru le 133b). 

(33) a . stasaar-u 3pl. 
staSar-na Ip!. 
stasaar 3sg. 
'consult" 

b. /stasaar-u/ /stasaar-na/ 

s{ta}{saa}{ru} s{ta}{saar}{na} 
s{ta}{sar}{na} 

/stasaar/ 
stasaa(r) 
s{ta}{saa}(r) 

!32al 
s~ llabification 
closed-syllable 
shortening 

In her comparison of templatic and rule-driven syllabification. 116 argues that 
templatic syllabification can dispense entirely with rules that couid utilize the 
syllabified versus stray nature of a segment as a contextual diacritic fo r some 
sound change (for Ito, stray erasure itself is elevated to the status of a UG con
vention rather than a rule; see section 6.9). However, this conclusion has been 
challenged by Dell and Tangi (1991a), who formulate two rules for the Ath-Sidhar 
dialect of Rifian Berber that apply before an unpa rsed consonant. The first inserts 
[a] before any [r] that is not followed by a fu ll vowel [i,u,a]. The second deletes 
nongeminate [r]'s that do not immediately precede a full vowel. The verbal par
adigms in (34) show how these processes operate; following Dell and Tangi, schwa 
is transcribed here as [e] and pharyngealizcd consonants a re rranscribed as !C. 

(34) perfect imperfect ne~ative 

a. UR CCa CCi CC:a 
/fna/ fna fni fenna ·adore' 
/sra/ sra sri sarra ·rent' 

b. J.IB CCC CCiC CC:C 
/nqs/ nqes nqis neqqes "decrease' 
/frn/ fan frin farren ·sort' 

C. UR CuCC CuCuC 
/nudm/ nudem tt-nudum 'doze' 
/ !surf/ !soaf !ssuruf ·stride' 

Dell and Tangi's analysis assumes two stages of syllabification. Fi rst an unde rlying 
vowel plus single preceding consonant combine into a CY syllatilc. Then remaining 
strings of unsyllabified consonants are grouped from right 1~, lc fl inro CVC syl
lables whose nucleus is the epenthetic schwa. as inJicatcJ t,y the Jcrivations 
sketched in (35). 
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(41) 
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a a 
11 11\ 

N cv eve 
I I I I I 

[0+ uonJ- 0 u o n -

a a 
/1\ ;1\ 

eve eve 
I I I I 

a a 

/1 /1\ 
cv eve 
I I I I I 
e u o e n 

a a 
A A 

eve eve 
I I I I I I 

(0 + wzn] - O w z n - e e w z en 

we conclude that some mechanism is required to parse the string of consonants. 
A eve template is one option. But the r-replacement data from Berber indi~ate 
that the template can be altered in the transition from the lexical to !he postlex1cal 
phonology. Presumably the alterations can be narrowly c ircumscribed. One rea
sonable constraint would be that the templates grow to accommodate more ma
terial rather than shrink to take in less; (however, sec Wiltshire 1992 for apparent 
counterexamples). While templatic syllabificatio~ is a natural me!hod t~ parse the 
consonantal strings of Berber, others are conceivable. As we will see m chapter 
10, binary grouping is a basic mechanism to impose a metrical stress pattern on 
a string of syllables. The grouping of consonants (and more_ generally of phonem~s) 
into syllables is a problem that raises many of the same issues as stress metnfi-
cation. . . 

To close this section, let us look at a more complex case of staged syllab1ficat1on 
from Dell and Elmedlaoui's (1985) work on th~ I~dla_wn Tashlhiyt dial_ect of Ber
ber (!TB). In most languages segments can be d1v1ded mto three categones: sounds 
that always form the syllable nucleus, sounds that never occupy the nucleus , and 
sounds that alternate between nuclear and nonnuclear positions depending on the 
context. For example, in French the first class is composed of the nonhigh vowels, 
the second of all consonants, and the third of high vocoids that alternate ~etw~en 
vowels and glides: loue [lu] 'rents·, louer [lwe] 'to rent'. For languag~s m wh~ch 
the third class is not empty, members are typically drawn from the high voc01ds 
and the sonorant consonants. ITB is remarkable in that the third class spans t_he 
entire phonemic inventory. As shown by the examples in (42), any segment in

cluding stops may form the nucleus of ~ syllable . ((42) departs fr?m Dell and 
Elmedlaoui's transcription, by representmg nuclear consonants with an under 
ring.) 

(42) yattuy 
ilqzawn 
trg!t 
t~Z'}t 
t1!1S~t 
t{l~t 

'it is high' 
'he ploughed for you' 
'you Jocked' 
'you stored' 
'you transformed' 
'you sprain"ed' 

Cu111i1111011_; . , r., 115 S ta1.;, ,: .: . dah . .-iu 11io11 

Furthermore. unlike in the Ath-Sidhar dialect . 1r: :TB :ne onset versus rimal (Oh'~:: 

accurately, nuclear) status of the ,·ariable segrr:,: :its i, not entirely dependcnr ,' ~
their odd-even posirion in the ,-:ring. For ex:1m=•-•e. the forms rat/11/1 ·yl,u wi ll ~-, 
born· from [ra-t-lUl-t] and rauyiI ·)·ou will k, ..:,<. from fra-t-rgl-t] each , ,)n lai~ . .:. 
s tring of five variable segment, .:.iier 1he initi a l (~·-=- :. Bui they nevertheless ,onrr:-_, : 
as disyllabic versus tri syllabic. 

In spi te of these complexitie:;. Dell and ElmeJ . ..:. :>ui ,how rhar 1TB syllabiti,a1: ,- ~ 
follows strict rules governed b:- rhe sonori ty hio:: :-:,.rch:,. But instead of one J ir::;
tiona l sweep ac ross the word . ,, llabit"ication 1:: :TB proceeds in a cas,adc. ,' :-.:: 
for each level of the sonority s..:.:.le . Dell and fi r._ :-dlaoui form ulate the mult ist:,,::; ~ 
syllabification algorithm of (-1: • 

(43) Associate a core (onset-nut: leus) syllable ·,,·ith any sequence (Y)Z. where z 
is a low vowel. a high , ,--..:oid. a liqu id . :1 :1asal. a fricat ive. a stop. 

According to (43), if the phonemic string contair. ; a free e lement with the requi, i:: 
sonority, it forms the nucleus Z of a core onset-nJCleus sequence (Y)Z. (4.J) shl''-' _. 
how Dell and Elmedlaoui 's a lgorithm syllabifies underlying [t-Izr Ual-I nJ ' th0,: 
fem. from Tazrwalt ' as tizru-alin . (The transcri~tions in (44) abstrac t away fr,,i:: 
pharyngealization.) 

(44) 

low vowel 
high vowel 
liquid 

[t-IzrUal-ln) 
t-Izr(wall-In 

(t-i)zr(wa l(l-i)n 
(t-i)(zr )( wa)(l-i)n 

We derive the final form by assuming that onse tless syllables are avoided in non
initial position. The final consonant thus escapes the nasal portion of the sylla
bification routine (which would o therwise generate [ . .. Ii.'}]) and is left to be as
signed to a coda by a late adjunction rule. By balking on onsetless syllables, the 
algorithm avoids creating a sequence of syllabic nuclei. It resembles metrificatioa 
processes, which frequently avoid the creation of adjacent (clashing) stressed 
syllables. 

We see the importance of avoiding onsetless syllables in the derivation of ua-
. derlying [l-QaUl-tn] 'he made them masc. plentiful' in (45) , where the high-sonority 

[U] forms an onset with the following lower-sonority liquid. If the avoidance of 
onsetless syllables is not granted priority over the sonority-based syllabifica tion 
algorithm, we incorrectly form a syllable nucleus on the (U) and deriYe 
*i~aull!J instead of i~ww{ltJ. 

(45) 
low vowel 
high vowel 
liquid 
nasal 

[IQaUltn] 
l(Qa)Ultn 

(i)(Qa) Ult n 
(i)(ha)(wlltn 
(i)(~a)( w j)( t !)) 
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In cases where a sequence of segments belong to the same_ sono_rity rank, Dell 
and Elmedlaoui report groupings that reflect a left-to-nght _1tera~1on of t~e syl
labification algorithm. For example. [sUI] with two successive h1~h voco1ds ap
pears as suy ' let pass' rather than swi; baylJII ' they masc. ~ppear from [baln-n] 
and t[t~t 'you sprained' from [t-ftk-t]_ make the same point, as sh~wn by the 
derivations in (46). Right-to-left parsing generates the ill-formed bay111; and 

*tftk(. 

{46) [baln-n] [t-ftk-t] 

low vowel (ba)In-n 
high vowel 
liquid 
nasal (ba)(yi;i)n 
fricative {tf) tkt 

stop {tf)(t~)t 
coda {ba)(yi;in) (tf)(t~t) 

To conclude, syllabification in 1TB proceeds in a series of steps down the son
ority scale. Two observations are in order. First, this stepwise syllabification 
arguably reflects the unmarked UG opti_on. In m?st ~anguages the process cuts 
off at the high vocoids. 1TB is unusual in extending 1t to all se~men~s. Seco~d, 
while Berber presents good evidence for a sta~e of core syllab1fica_t10n parsing 
CV before the incorporation of a coda, there ts no comparable evidence for a 
stage in which syllabic nuclei are parsed withou~ also incorporating a preceding 
available onset - that is, a stage where CVCV 1s parsed as C{V}C{V} and then 
later as {CV}{CV}. {However, see Carreira 1988 for a possible counterexample.) 

6.8 Resyllabification 

Prevocalic consonants prefer to occupy the syllable onset (part of a more general 
tendency to avoid onsetless syllables, at least word-medi_ally). In ma~y languages 
the onsetting of prevocalic consonants takes place even 1f a grammat~cal or word 
boundary intervenes. The result is a misalignment of the morphological and the 
prosodic structure: a word such as condens_ation divides grammatically . as 
[condens+ation] but syllabifies as [con.den.sa.hon). In some languages onsetting 
of prevocalic consonants crosses the word boundary. For exam pl~, French ~nd 
Spanish are well known for syllabifying VC#V as V.C#V; Ha".'s (19~3) c1~es 
Spanish Los otros estaban en el avi6n 'The others were on th~ airplane , which 
syllabifies in casual speech as Lo.s otro.s es.ta.ba.n e.n e.l a.vwn. In such cases 
it is natural to ask whether the onsetting consonant occupies the coda of the 
preceding syllable at an earlier stage of the derivation. When the relevant juncture 
is the word boundary, one can often detect the earlier coda positio~. For ex~mpl~, 
in Canadian French vowels are taxed in closed syllables and d1phthong1zed m 
open syllables. The masculine form of petit 'small' is pronounced [pt' ij) while the 
feminine petite is [pt' 1t] . When a vowel-initial word follows, the final consonant 
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of the feminine adjective appears in the onset. but the lax vowel is retained: ta 
petite amie 'your girlfriend' is [pt•1.ta.mij]. Consequent ly. the final consonant 
must resyllabify from the coda [.pt'tt.] (where it laxes the vowel) to the onset 
with the fo llowing word [pt' 1.ta.mij]. Since we have assumed that the syllable
building rules operate exclusively on free (unparsed) elements. the resyllabifi
cation in French must be the result of a rule that alters the syllabic s tructure. The 
rule is stated informally in (47). 

{4,1 resyllabification: C.\· - .CY 

In general, such resyllabification only applies before a vowel. In languages where 
trY is a legitimate onset, a \"t#rY sequence does not (usuall y) resyllabify 10 V .trV. 
(47J is thus best viewed as a device to avoid onsetless syllables. 

We might pause to ask for positive evidence that a VC#V sequence has in fact 
resyllabified to V .C#V so that the consonant is treated as an onset by some rule 
of the postlexical, phrasal phonology. It turns out that there are few cases of this 
form on record. One is discussed by Harris { 1983) for Spanish, where in emphatic 
speech [r] is trilled when it occupies the coda. Thus. ma[r]tes 'Tuesday' and ma[r] 
'sea' may appear as ma[r)tes and ma[r] in " highly emphatic" speech. Harris states 
that when the final rhotic of ma[r) is fo llowed by a consonant-initial word, alter
nation between plain and trilled [r) is possible: ma[r=r) verde 'green sea'. But no 
alternation is possible in ma[r] ai:.ul ' blue sea', where the next word begins with 
a vowel. Harris explains this contrast with the premise that the final consonant 
has resyllabified to onset position and hence is no longer subject to trilling in the 
coda. This state of affairs is unusual. Spanish has a number of other rules affecting 
coda consonants (such ass-aspiration and [n]-velarization; see section 5.7) that 
are not bled by phrasal resyllabification: tiene. [h] e[h).pacio (tienes espacio ' do 
you have room?'), Ram6.[tJI en.tr6 (Ramon entr6 'Ramon entered'). An attractive 
explanation for this asymmetry is that the application of coda-sensitive rules to 
a YC#Y sequence serves as a parsing cue indicating a word division. 

If phonological rules apply cyclically, then we might expect consonants to re
syllabify in response to a vocalic affix as the derivation proceeds from one cycle 
to the next. Such resyllabification to avoid onsetless syllables is the key to an 
intricate pattern of devoicing in German (Rubach 1990). As the alternations in 
(48a) show, obstruents devoice in word-final position. 

(48) a. kind-isch [d) 'childish' Kind [t] 'child ' 
Tag-e [g) 'days' Tag [kl 'day' 
Haus-er [z) ' houses' Haus [s) 'house' 

b. jag-en [g] 'to hunt' 
Jag-d-en [kd) ' hunting' pl. 
Jag-d [kt) ' hunting' sg. 

c. [ - senor) - [ - voiced) / __ 
I 
N' 
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However, the paradigm for the stem [jag] in (48b) reveals that obstruents also 
devoice word-medially: for example , J a[k]den. Thus. we cannot simply say that 
obstruents devoice at the end of a stem. Although this formulation accounts for 
the devoic ing of the [g] in Jag-d-en and Jag-d, it incorrectly predicts devoicing 
before the vowel injag-en. In this case. however. the obstruent is a syllable onset. 
So if devoicing is defined on codas (48c), then all the data are handled correctly. 
The rule applies in [jag.den] and [tag.] and is inapplicable in [ja.gen]. A purely 
syllabic context fo r devoidng is also supported by loanword adaptation: the stem
internal [d] devoices in such words as Admiral [t]. Edna [t]. and Edgar [t], sug
gesting the syllabifications [Ad.mi.rail, [Ed.na]. and [Ed.gar]. 

But other data seem to indicate that the location of grammatical boundaries is 
relevant and thus that devoicing cannot be defined in purely syllabic terms. For 
example, devoicing occurs in glaub-lich and Wag-nis even though [bl] and [gnj 
are legitimate onsets (as suggested by forms such as Blatt ' leaf and Gnade 
'grace'). · 

(49) a. glaub-en [bl ' to believe' 
glaub-lich [p] 'believable' 

wag-en [g] ' to dare' 
Wag-nis [kl 'risk' 

Hand [t) ' hand' 
Hiind-e [d] pl. 
hand-lich [t] 'handy' 

b. Handl-ung [d) 'act' 
handel-n [d!) 'to act ' 

nebl-ig [bl 'foggy' 
Nebel [b!l 'fog' 

More puzzling still is the fact that while there is devoicing in hand-lich and g /aub
lich. the same [di] and [bl] strings fail to devoice in Handl-ung and nebl-ig (49b) . 
The difference systematically correlates with the location of the stem boundary: 
the consonants are tautomorphemic in Handl-ung and nebl-ig, while a morpheme 
boundary separates the clusters in hand-Lich and glaub-lich. It thus appears that 
the devoicing rule must take account of the grammatical boundaries after all. 

The key to this puzzling set of data lies in the observation that the [I] is syllabic 
in the related words handel-n (han[d!n]) and Nebel (Ne[b!]). More generally, 
the sonorant consonants of German are syllabic in the contexts C _ _ # and 
C __ C - that is, when they cannot be assigned to an onset or coda by the SSP. 
This can be treated as a variety of anaptyxis in which the stray sonorant forms 
the nucleus of the emergent syllable, obviating the need for an epenthetic vowel. 
Following Rubach, let us suppose that syllabification is cyclic. The contrasting 
glaub-lich and nebl-ig are then derived as follows. On the root cycle, [b] is assigned 
to the coda in [glaub-lich] ; but in [nebl-ig] it occupies an onset to the syllabic 
sonorant , assuming that anaptyxis of a stray consonant is a cyclic rule . Alter
natively, German may simply extend the SSP to sonorant consonants in a manner 

:r 

R esyllah1:·,rn1io11 

tha t _partially mimics the syllabification observed in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berb,. · 
secuon 6.7. ~, rn 

(50) a. [glaub] ..... [glaub] 

w 
N" 

c. [glaub] lich-> [glaubj lich 
V - \,, 
N" N" N" 

b. [nebl) ..... [ne bl']-> [ne bl] 
\j/ \j ~o 

N" N" N" 

:Vhen -lich is a ffixed to [g(aub), the [I) will be onset to the [i]. But the (bl remains 
m the ~oda of the ~receding syllable: [glaub.lich]. It is not free. and onset ,,ug
mentallon (Sa) applies. only t~ free, unparsed elements. The [bJ thus remain~ in 
the coda (50c), where 1t devoices by (48cr . To explain why there is no dei·oicing 
in glaub-en, the [bl must resyllabify to onset the following syllable. bi· (-17)~ 
[glaub.~n]-> [gl~u.b;rn] . Postcyclic devoicing now correctl y fail s to apply. Fina lly. 
m 11ebl-1g we de rr ve a sequence of two successive nuclei: the consonanta l sonorant 
and the suffixal vowel, [ne.b!.ic;]. Here Rubach reports a fair amount of idiosyn
crasy as_ to whether the two syllables merge . depending on the particula r con
sonants involved and other factors. 

For_ our purpo_ses, the most i~p?rtant point is that we may retain the purely 
syllabic ~orm~lat1on of coda devo1cJOg (48c). But this requires a cyclic assignment 
of syllab1ficat1on and a structure-changing rule to resyllabify a coda consonant to 
onset a suffixal vowel - a reflex of the more general tendency to avoid onset less 
syllables that we s~e operating across word boundaries in many languages. 

Clements (1~90) ~nterp~ets V~-~-> V.CV resyllabification as reflecting a more 
gene~ Sonority Disperswn Prmcip/e (SDP) that prefers to maximize the sonorit y 
slope !n the "demisyllable" formed by the onset+ nucleus and to minimize this 
value JO th~ nucleu~ + coda ~e-~isyllable. He formulates an equation that generates 
the followJOg rankJO~S for 1mt1~I a?d final two- and three-position dernisyllables 
(V = vowel, G = ghde, L = hqmd, N = nasal , O = obstruent). 

(51) a. CV:OV > NV>LV > GV 
b. VC: VG > VL > VN > VO 
c. CCV: OLV > ONV; OGV > NLV; NGV > LGV 
d. VCC: VGL > VLN; VGN > VGO; VNO > VLO 

This seal~ ranks OL V as the most optimal three-member initial c luster and VG L 
~s the optimal final cluster. ~L V spa?s the sonority gamut from O to v and places 
its second element squarely JO the middle of the five-position (O-N-L-G-V) sca le. 
ONV and OGV also r~n the sonority gamut but combine two adjacent positions 
and hence are le_ss optimal. NLV and NGV arc worse still since they fail to span 
the s~ale; LGV 1s worst of all because it comprises three successive positions at 
t~e h1~ end_ of t_h: s~ale. Th_e inve~se VGL, on the other hand, is the best syllabic.: 
rune, smce rt mJ01m1zes the sonority drop from the peak . 
. Clements's SDP tics together a number of generalizations that have e rn.:rl!c:d 
m the study of syllabification. First. it is supported by implicational univ.:r;;,h 
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derived from Greenberg's (1978) surve :, o f phonotactic pa tterns in the desc ripti \·e 
literature - for example , that O'.'IV im pl ies the presence o f O L V (e.g .. Ancient 
Greekl. The SOP accounts for language , suc h as Lama whose rimes are restricted 
to vowel-glide or vowel-sonorant (exerc ise 1. 13): such high-sonority codas min
imize the sonority d rop in the syllable ri:ne. Second . the SOP successfully isolates 
CV as the optimal syllable : the presence of an onset ranks it a head of an onsetles~ 
syllabic and the absence of a coda rank; it before (C)VC syllables . Consequently. 
we derive the generalization that ever:- language has the C V syllable . Another 
corollary is the tende ncy for vowel-initial words to acquire an o nset (prothesis l 
a nd consonant-final words to lose their consonant. In addition . s ingle-onset con
sonants can be expected to move do" n the sonority scale and s ingle-coJa con
sonants to move up the scale. This accounts for the tendency of onset glides to 
harden to obs truents (Basque) and obstrue nt codas to sono ri ze (Japanese). 

Finally, the SDP explains some characteris tic syllabificat ions of inten ·ocalic 
consonant clusters noted by Murray and Ve nnemann (1983). T hree of these bear 
mentioning. Firs t , [ap.a) is the worst " syllable contact" s ince the preceding syl
lable has a sharp sono rity fall in its rime and no sonority rise in the following 
demisyllab!e. [a.pa] optimizes the syllable contact by te rminating the firs t syllabi.: 
with high sonority and starting the next with low sonority. T he first demisyllable 
thus minimizes the sonority curve while the second maximizes it. Given these 
sharply different evaluations of VC. V and V .CV strings, the s trong tendency to 
resyllabify VC.V to V.CV begins to make sense. Second , the SDP explains the 
tendency to parse the stop-liquid seque nce of [atra) as [a. tra] ins tead of [at. raj 
but to split the inverse cluster in [ar.ta] (52). The latter combines a re latively 
gently sloping rime with a sharply sloping initial demisyllable ; [a.Ira] inc reases 
the sonority break between the syllables even more with its nonsloping rime and 
sloping initial demisyllable ; a nd [at.ra] is dispreferred since the falling s lope in 
the rime is steeper than the following rise. Thus, the trough in the sonority wave 
is optimally an onset. Finally , the SDP explains the second link in the diachronic 
chain venira > venra > vendra found in the evolution of the Spanish future as 
one that increases the sonority slope of the onset through the insertio n of the 
stop. 

(52) Va _/ 

G \ :i 
L \ ' , 
N \/ 
O t 

a. t r a a r. t a a t. r a v e n. r a 

' 
" , ' 

, ' 
' ' : ' : 

v e n. d r a 

In each of these syllable contacts, the sonority distance between the close of 
the first syllable and the initiation of the second is increased. Perhaps this dif
ference helps to perceptually highlight the sylla ble break, aiding in speech per
ception; see Mehler et al. 198 1 fo r preliminary evidence tha t the syllabic plays a 
role in speech perception. 

We observed earlier that consonantal accretions to the core onsets and codas 
constructed by the SSP must be the product of la nguage-particular s tipulations. 
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It is a striking fact tha t in many sys te ms these accre tions a rc restric ted to the 
class of anterior CL'ronals. In o ther words. de nta l/a lveolars concatenate mo re 
freely than o ther PL'int , of articula tion. To brie fl y illustrate, the well-known ex
a mple sixths [ks6s] terminates in a sequence of three a l\·eolars . O ther fricatives 
are impossible in this position. English codas may combine a fricative with a 
following stop. but the fricati ve must be [s j: asp . ./clSI. ask , but *a[fk]. [f] can 
occur before a stop but only if that s top is [t]: for cxampk . raft. The same asym
metry appears in Anc ient Greek. Recall tha t core onsets consist no t o nl v o f a 
s top plus liquid but also of a stop plus nasal. However. the nasal must be [n]. 
While [pnj and [kn] reduplicate as core onsets, there are no cases w he re s to p plus 
[ml does. In o ther WL)rds. in sto p plus consonantal sonora nt (no nglide) core onsets, 
the sonorant is a de ntal [l ,r ,n]. We m ight unders tand this asymme try by sa ying 
tha t if a language is going to augment its onset or coda. the n the unmarked e lement 
is c hosen firs t. (See Paradis a nd Prunet 1991 for d iscussion of corona ls as the 
unmarked consonantal place of articulation and de ntals as the optimal coronal. ) 
Goldsmith ( 1990) sees the impossibili ty o f English *a[fk] a s pa rt of a more ge ne ral 
tende ncy to allow just one contrastive feature in the onset or coda. T his explains 
the strong tendenc~ fo r onse t and coda clusters to agree in voicing a nd mo re 
generally in laryngeal and secondary articulation features suc h a s palatalization 
and labialization. On this view as well , de ntal functions as a wild card that can 
be added to any ha nd. Thus, in Ancie nt Greek the consona nta l sonorant in the 
core onset can be [l.r.n] but not [ml because dental may no t contrast with a ny 
other point of artic ula tion in this pos it ion. 

6.9 Prosodic Licensing and Exhaustive Syllabification 

We have seen that many phonotactic re strict ions can be understood as constraints 
on syllabification . In an influentia l study, Ito ( 1986) develops a general theory of 
prosodic licensing to account for syllable-based phonotactics. She interpre ts syl
labification as template matc hing. Bui ld ing on McCarthy's ( 1979a) idea that pho
nemic mate rial that fails to map to the template is suppressed, she e xtends s tray 
erasure to a general constraint on phonological re presentation: all pho nological 
segments must be prosodically licensed. T here a re two ways to achieve prosod ic 
licensing: association to the syllable templa te or declaratio n as extrasyllabic at 
the edge of the relevant prosodic domain (for marginal consona nt clus te rs). Ma
te rial that is not prosodicall y licensed is dele ted by Stray E rasure , now ra ised to 
the level of a general condition on phonological representa tion. Stray E rasure 
functions as a " last resort" ; rules of epenthesis or resyllabification across a j unc
ture may rescue a segment from dele tion. 

One of the most impressive cases support ing this theory is Ito's treatme nt of 
certain consonanta l truncations in the Australian la nguage Lard il (also see Wilk
inson 1988). Examination of La rdil s te ms suc h as those in (53a) reveals that the 
la nguage has a CVC syllable template with a res triction barring labia ls and velars 
from the coda unless they arc homorgan ic with a following onset consonant. 
Coronals enter the coda freely. 
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(53) a . pir. JJen 
rel.ka 
kar.mu 
kan.tu 
kurJ.ka 

·woman' 
' head' 
'bone' 
"blood' 
·groin' 

wa.!Jal ' boomerang' 
wu .lun ' fruit species· 
ma.yar ' rainbow' 
yaR.put 'snake, bird ' 
!Jam.pi t ' humpy' 

b. *[ - coron] (unless homorganic with fo llowing consonant) 

I 
N ' 

The filter in (53b) expresses this constraint; it blocks association of a noncoronal 
to the syllable coda unless it is homorganic with a following onset consonant. In 
Ito's terms, the onset consonant " licenses" the preceding labial or vela r. 

Lardil has stems such as those in (54) in which a final noncoronal alte rnates 
with S. 

(54) absolute 
JJalu 
thurara 

inflecte_g 
JJaluk-in 
thurararJ-in 

'story ' 
'shark' 

While we could posit a rule to delete final noncoronals , such an analysis fai ls to 
connect the alternation with the fact that such segments are barred from the 
syllable coda. If underlying [JJaluk] is parsed according to the Lardil syllable 
template, the final [kl will be stray. The process of stray erasure in (55) makes 
the connection to syllable structure explicit. 

(55) C'-+ S 

There is further evidence that syllable structure underlies phonological a lterna
tions in Lardil. As the data in (56b) show, a final vowel apocopates in stems 
containing three or more syllables. This rule is stated in (56a). 

(56) a. V-+ SI VCVC _ o/' 
b. absolute inflected 

yalul yalul~:n 'flame' 
mayar mayara-n ' rainbow' 
yiliyil yiliyili-n 'oyster species ' 

c. yukar yukarpa-n 'husband' 
kantukan kantukantu-n 'red' 

When (56a) is applied to a word such as [kantukantu] 'red' , the output [kantukantl 
might be expected. But in fact kantukan surfaces. We could postulate a rule to 
simplify a final CC cluster. But recalling that the Lardil syllable temph,1te allows 
no clustering of consonants in the onset or the coda, the loss of the final [t] in 
[kantukant] can also be subsumed under stray erasure (55) - on the na tural as
sumption that apocope of the nuclear vowel° deforms the syllable and that sylla-
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bilication extends beyond the in itial level tu govern the output of apocopc. The 
deri\'ation runs as fo llows. 

(57l {kan}{tu}{kan}{tu) 
{kan}{tu}{kan}t 
{kan}{tu){kan) 

initial syllabificat ion 
apocope 
stray erasure 

Striking independent support for this analysis is the fact that the ban on coda 
labials and ve lars also constrains the output of apocopc. While the stems in (56bl 
merely apocopate . those in (58a) lose their final consonant as well. If the output 
of apocope must resyllabify (via template matching). and if the same templatic 
constra ints hold (in particular, (53b)), then coronal-final y a /11/ is correctlv d istin
guished from noncoronal-final p11 111. as shown by the derivations sketched in (58b). 

(58) a. absolute inflected 
putu putuka-n ·short' 
murkuni murkunima-n · ·nullah' 
tipiti tipitipi-n ·rock-cod species' 

b. {ya}{lu}{lu} {pu}{tu}{ka} initial syllabification 
{ya}{lu}l {pu}{tu}k apocope 
{ya}{lul} inappl. resyllabification 
inappl. {pu}{tu} stray erasure 

Lardil clearly lends further support to the thesis of continuous sy llabification 
- that the output of a phonological rule is subject to syllabification constraints 
holding at an earlier point in the de rivation. In prosodic licensing theory, sylla
bification is viewed as a representational constraint tha t holds at essentially all 
points in the derivation. This idea is brought out more forcefully by the Lardil 
stem appearing in [murJkumul)ku-n] 'wooden axe' . When [mul)kumul)ku] apo
copates , the final [kl is desyllabified and hence is subject to stray erasure: 
{mul)}{ku}{mul)}k. But syllable-final [I)] is licensed by the following [kl in Lardil. 
If the latter is removed , then the [IJl becomes unlicensed. The fact that the surface 
form is [murJkumu] encourages Ito to see the loss of [I)] as following from the 
loss of [k]. More generally, prosodic licensing sees syllabification as a static con
straint on rel)resentations in which the presence of one element may be contingent 
on the satisfaction of some condition. Disruption of the latter may lead to unli
censing of the former - remedied by the Stray Erasure principle operating as a 
last resort. If syllabification is a simple structure-building mechanism operating 
at a certain point or points in the derivation, then we have no particular reason 
to expect the second [JJ] in [mul)kumul)ku] to change its sta tus once it has been 
assigned to the coda (unless some rule deforms its dominating N" through elim
ination of the nucleus). The loss of the [JJ] in [muljkumu!J) is thus surprising under 
rule-driven syllabification. 

This analysis is impressive: it minimizes the language-particular stipulations 
that must be stated and learned for Lardil to essentially just the apocope rule and 
the coda constraint. All the remaining alte rnat ions follow from the proposed con-
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ception of UG - in particular, the idea that stray erasure can be promoted from 
a language-specific rule to a UG condition on phonological representation. This 
upgrading of stray erasure is. however. controversial. Let us look at three kinds 
of problems the proposal faces. . . . . . 

The first concerns pinpointing where the cond1t1on 1s enforced. The pnma fac1e 
evidence indicates that this point varies from one language to another. Recall from 
section 5.8 that simplification of the final cluster in English da[mn] must preempt 
the resyllabification thar would occur from the addition of the inflectional suffix 
in damn-i,:g: [dam-iIJ]. But in Canadian French, simplification of fi na l consonant
liquid clusters must wait until phrasal resyllabification has the chance to bleed 
the process: thelit[rJ anglais vs. tlteiit[ ] Jranrais. These cluster simplifications 
should follow from stray erasure. yet they occur al quite different points in the 
two languages: on the postcyclic word-level stratum in English but in the phrasal 
phonology of French. Such a difference is easy to understand if stray erasure is 
a rule that can be assigned to diffe rent sectors of the grammar and ordered with 
other rules. It is more problematic if stray erasure is regarded as a general con
dition on phonological representation. 

Another possible challenge to generalized stray erasure are the many cases in 
which constraints on initial syllabification fai l to govern the output of phonological 
rules and thus work differently from Lardil. To take a simple but representative 
example, in native Hindi stems nasals are homorganic with a follov,-ing consonant: 
/amba ' tall'. tund 'sharp', pa~ujit ' learned man·, gaiij 'marketplace·. uvgli 'finger ·. 
The absence of he terorganic clusters can be attributed to a coda constraint barring 
assignment of a place feature unless it is homorganic with the following consonant. 
Hindi also has a general syncope rule creating consonant clusters in its wake. But 
in these clusters there is no requirement that the nasal agree in place features 
with the following consonant: sanak 'craze', sank-6: pl. ; ki:mat 'price', ki:mt-i: 
adj. The apparent failure to extend the initial syllabification constraints is a fre
quent phenomenon; it raises doubts about the generality of the Lardil state of 
affairs. More importantly, it provokes the question: What is the precise syllabic 
structure of the heterorganic clusters in sank-6: and ki:m-ti:? Three different re
sponses have been given to this question. 

The most widespread view presumes that the nasal has resyllabified to the coda 
(to respect continuous syllabification) but the homorganic constraint on nasal 
codas has been suspended: hence [san.ko:], [ki:m.ti:]. Some researchers propose 
extending the Lexical Phonology notion of structure preservation to syllabic struc
tures (Borowsky 1986). The failure to extend the coda constraint in Hindi might 
thus reflect a lexical versus postlexical difference in the inventory of syllable 
templates. However, it is unclear how many cases of failure to extend the initial 
syllabification constraints can be explained in these terms. Depending on how 
widespread the phenomenon is, it potentially jeopardizes the claim that syllabi
fication is a continuous constraint on phonological representation rathe r than a 
rule applying at a particular point in the phonological derivation. 

Another response denies the premise that sank-6: has changed its initial syl
labification and thus that the coda constraint has been violated at all. On this 
view, the nasal remains in the onset of a syllable with a p~onetically null nucleus: 
[sa.nY.ko:]. The problem then becomes to explain why Lardil docs nut maintain 
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its apocopa ted syllables with a null vowel. a llowing [putuka] to surface as 
[pu.tu.kV] ( = phonetic *[putuk]) . More generall~·- this view must substantiate 
the claim that [sa.nY.ko: J is phonologically tri syllabic even though it lacks a me
dial phonetic vowel. (See Kaye 1990a,b, Kaye . Lo " enstamm. and Yergnaud 1990, 
and Chareue 1991 for development of this line of thought.) 

A third analy~is of sank6: a lso claims that the coda co nstraint is still in force 
- not because of a phonetically null nucleus but rather simply because the nasal 
remains unsyllabified after syncope has removed the nuclear vowel: {sa}n{ko:}. 
But in order 10 maintain this interpretation, we must drop one of the twin as
sumptions of prosodic licensing theory: that syllabification is continuous and ex
haustive. More generally, this response challenges rhe upgrading of stray erasure 
10 a UG constraint on phonological representation from its original more modest 
status as a rule encoding one of a range of possible responses to extrasyllabic 
material: anaptyxis, resyllabification, deletion, no change. 

A final challenge to generalized st ray erasure comes from languages with words 
and phrases containing long strings of consonants lacking any phonemic vowel: 
for example . Tashlhiyt Berber (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985) tftktst. tfkts/1 ·you 
sprained it fern .. and then you gave it fem .' or Bella Cool a (Bagernihl 1991 ) 
c"ktsk""c' ' he arrived'. These languages are usually described as inserting short 
transitional or excrescent vowels at various points to aid in articulatio n. The 
controversia l question is whether these vowels reflect a syllabic organization in 
any phonologically useful sense of the term. Bagemihl (1991) uncovers evidence 
from Bella Coola reduplication that bears on this question. Let us briefly review 
his results. 

Two of the major Bella Coola reduplication patterns a re illustrated in (59a) for 
vowels and (59b) fo r sonorants. (In the transcriptions of Bella Coola [½] denotes 
a lateral obstruent.) 

(59) a . reduelication 
tyee 

base reduelication 

CV- qayt 'hat' qaqayt-i 'toadstool' dimin. 
eve- yaik 'do too much' yaiyaik contin. 

b. CY- t!k'w 'swallow' t!t!k'w contin. 
eve- m'.'½kwa ' bear berry' m'.'im'.'ikw-ip dimin. 

The reduplication type (CV or CYC) is lexically determined and often accom
panied by subsidiary changes that lengthen, shorten, delete , or insert material: 
for example, Jc'ap 'go' has the reduplicated form Jf.'anJc'ap. The fact that inter
consonantal sonorants readily reduplicate in both types suggests that they form 
syllabic nuclei. They also parallel vowels by lengthening the penult in the for
mation of the habituative: compare sk' ak' a-c 'split', sk' aak' a-c hab. with 
k'nk 'nca-c 'chop'. k'nk'nnca-c hab. Since we assume that there is no feature 
[ +syllabic]. the paralle l behavior of the [a] in lqayt] and the[!] in [t!k'w] can only 
be explained in virtue of their equivalent prosodic status as syllabic nuclei. 

The crucial question now becomes the treatment of obstruent sterns under n:
duplication. If their excrescent vowels reflect a rudimentary phonological sylla-
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bifi t·on then they should also reduplicate. Bagemihl reports that the majority 
ica • ' . . Th h d . of such stems do not participate in redup_hcat1on at all. ose t at o require 

preliminary modification such as the inse rtion of a vowel or sonorant to serve as 

a nucleus. 

(60} base 4q' ki s~ 
kn4 insertion 41Jq ' si~ 

reduplication 4JJ41Jq k~4kn4 si)!.Sil!, ---> si)!.SJ!. (syncope) 

CV/CVC 'slap' ·f;II' 0 'peel' 

These data suggest (i) that reduplication is defined in syllabic terms and (ii) t_hat 

th X
crescent vowels found in obstruent stems do not reflect a phonolog1cal 

e e . b · 
syUabification. At the point where reduplication 1s defined. o struent _strings are 
uosyUabified. In order to reduplicate, a sonorant phoneme must be inserted to 
project the N" required for reduplication. . . . 

Equally telling is the treatment of the prevocahc strings m (61). (61a) reveals 
that just a single obstruent reduplicates _with the follo~mg vowel; recall that [+] 
is a lateral obstruent. This follows straightforwardly 1f the SSP constructs t~e 
Bella Coola syllable and bars clustering of obstrnents in (core) onsets. Syllabic 
sonorants again parallel vowels (61b). 

(61) base redu2lication 
a. p'fa p'ta½a 'wink' ..... contin. 

tq'fa tq'faafa-y ' knife'---> dim. (vowel 
lengthening) 

qpsta qpstata ' taste' ---> iterative 

b. tq'}k tq'}q'}k 'be under' --. 'underwear' 

t'kSJJ t'kSJJS'} 'shoot with bow' --. contin. 

ptlkJJ p¼tk!JkJJ-iP 'bark of bitter cherry tree'--. ' tree· 

C. p'fa tq'fa qpsta tq'}k t'ksn pttkn 

~ ~ ~ ~ \J \J 
N" N" N" N" N" N" 

The null hypothesis that the UG SSP syllabifies the phonemic string automatically 
defines the appropriate inputs to reduplication (61c) (given that Bella Coola_allows 
sonorants as syllabic nuclei). This point is further supported by the forms in (62): 
here two prevocalic consonants reduplicate instead of just one. These consonant 
clusters differ from those in (61) in being composed ofan obstruent plus sonorant 
rather than two obstruents. 

(62) xwnai 'spring of water' 
skma 'moose' 
st'qwlus 'black bear snare' 

Xw!JXwnaai-i 
skmkma-y 
st'qw!qwlus-i 

dimin. (vowel length) 
dimin. 
dimiil. 

To generate these cases, all we ·need say is that Bell~ Coola (li_ke ~ng!ish) permits 
two positions in the core onset. In Bagemihl's analysis . reduphcat1on 1s performed 
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by left-lo-right mapping to a CY (light-syllable) or eve (heavy-syllable) template 
that has been prefixed to the root ,y llable . Since Bella Coola allows sonorants to 
occupy the syllable nucleus. the Im] tills the Y-slot of the template. preempting 
the appearance of the la] . The derivation sketched in (63) indicates the intended 
analysis. 

(63) skma -+ skma -+ skma kma 

"-\I "-\I I ~ 
N" CY+ N" (\" ... N" 

For our purposes, the most important point is that only the rightmost obstruent 
of a prevocalic c luster redupl icates. Since Be lla eoola defines reduplicat ion in 
terms of the syllable, we can conclude that the remaining prcvocalic obstruents 
in qpsla and sl'q" /us are not syllabi fied. The quest ion then becomes how they can 
be spared from stray e rasure if the latter is a general constraint on representation 
rather than a rule that a given language may or may not select. Bagemihl shows 
that the two most apparent escapes from this dilemma are blocked. We cannot 
simply extend licensed extrasyllabicity from a single margina l consonant to an 
entire cluster. While this move could protect the cluster in qpsl a. there are many 
word-media l obstruent strings that are unreachable in this way, to say nothing of 
the all-obstruent words such as c'k1sk""c' 'he arrived' in which the entire string 
would have to be extrasyllabic. The other possible response is to say that the 
obstruents remain extrasyllabie until the postlexical phonology. Bagemihl argues 
against this hypothesis on the basis of allophonic rules whose proper application 
depends on essentially the same syllabification as the one required by the (lexical) 
reduplication rules. In an effort to preserve the prosodic licensing theory in the 
face of these data, Bagemihl suggests that the Bella Coola obstruents are domi
nated by a mora and that the language is special in allowing this more primitive 
prosodic unit to license a segment instead of the syllable. To become compelling, 
this hypothesis will have to pass a test that discriminates moraic from nonmoraic 
material analogous to the way that the Bella Coola reduplica tion discriminates 
syllabic from nonsyllabic material. 

6.10 Syllable Quantity and Weight 

Traditional grammar distinguishes between light and heavy syllables for a variety 
of processes and constraints. In this section we survey these phenomena and 
develop a particular formalization of phonological weight, employing the notio n 
41 mora." 

6.10./ Light and Heavy Syllables 

Phonological quantity often dctcrmines the distributio n of st ress. For cxamrlc, 
consider the paradigm of trisyllabic words in (641 from Egyrtian Arahic (long 
vowels and consonants transcribed as gcminatcs). 



.. 

(64) a. garfida 'newspaper' 
fukaaha 'humor' 
kinfisa 'church' 

b. bisflla ' green peas ' 
zakftta 'j acket ' 

c . fasulya 'green beans ' 
gawanti 'gloves 
!afciblus 'Tripoli' 

d. 'i"inaba 'a grape ' 

\'arabi 'Arabic ' 
µ Jaia 'stone' 

When the word ends in a short vowel (CV), stress lodges on the penult if it contains 
a long vowel (CVV) (64a), a short vowel fo llowed by a geminate consonant (64b), 
or the first consonant of a cluster (64c). If the penult co ntains a s ingle short vowel, 
s tress falls on the initial CV syllable (64d). This kind of stress distribution depends 
solely on the gross prosodic structure of the syllables - the quality oft he particular 
consonants and vowels rarely matte rs. Following traditional nomenclature, we 
will refer to syllables in the first class as h.~Y and to those in the second as light . 

The stress pattern of many other languages depends on a similar division of 
syllables into these two classes. For example, Latin accents a heavy penult: 
ref'ecit, ref'ectus 'set over' 3sg·. perf. , past part. Stress may recede to the an
tepenult, but only if the penult is light: ex'istimo 'esteem' lsg. Latin illustrates 
an additional point: ~onsonants do not count in the determination of weight. 
According to Allen (1973), a short penultimate vowel followed by a stop-liquid 
cluster gives antepe nultimate stress: volucres ' winged' pl. But when the cluster 
is reversed, the penult is closed, hence heavy, hence stressed: pepercf 'spare' 
lsg. perf. 

The same opposition between light and heavy syllables is relevant to other 
Cairene Arabic stress patterns. Consider the paradigm of trisyllabic words in (65). 

(65) katabu 'they wrote' 
mara?a 'broth' 
walad-i 'my boy' 

qaahfra 'Cairo' 
\'aalamu 'his world' 
!aaliba 'student' fem. 

falsafa 'philosophy' 
maktaba 'library' 
bu~ta,gi ' mailman' 

f~ 'they explained' 
~a!la.J:iit 'she repaired' 

When the first syllable is light (L), stress lodges on the initial syllable - this is 
the LLL pattern seen in (64d) . But when the initial syllable is heavy (H), s tress 

appea rs on the penult (65). Once aga in. C VV. CVG (G = geminate). and eve 
behave as a group. 

The question now i_s ~o li~d a formal invariant that unJerlies the three types of 
heavy syllable and d1stmgu1shes them fro m the light o ne in a natural wa \·. One 
of the most popular generative treatments of th i, question recruits the no.l io n of 
mora from traditional grammar to express the idea that a light s yllable consists 
of a single unit of quantity while heavy syllabics contain two units . Jn the mode l 
of McCarthy and Prince ( I 986_) and Hayes ( 1989 1. the canonical tight syllable [ta] 
1s represented as m (66a) while the three spec ies of heavy syllable recei,·e the 
bimoraic representations in (66b,c.d): ltaal. [tapt,,) . ltapral. 

(66) a a (J CT 

/4 
/ 1 ID 

a. t a b. t a c. t a p t a 

~arious pro pe rties of_ these representa tio ns need to be explicated. First. the key 
idea 1s that the mora 1s not a s pecies of sound but rather an e lementary prosodic 
unit that , like the syllable, organizes the phonemes in a particu lar way. Seco nd. 
the mora is a constituent of the syllable inten·ening between the [Q,] a nd the 
phonemic string. Third, what unifies the various heavy syllables is their bimoraic 
structure; they differ in how the second mora rela tes to the pho nemic st ring. In 
a CVV long-voweled syllable (66b), a single vowe l la ] spans two moras. In a eve 
closed syllable (66c), the vowel occupies the first mora w hile the second is filled 
by the coda consonant. In the case of a geminate (66d) , a single consonant si
multaneous ly occupies the second mora and the onset of the fo llowing syllable. 
The geminate consonant thus arches across two sy llables. Fourth , prenuc lear, 
onset consonants do not pass through a mora and he nce a re weightless. This 
formalizes the generalization that stress ru les sens itive to weight do not take 
account of onset consonants. 

Another significant point is that on this interpre tation of quantity, long vowels 
and consonants are sing!e phonemic segments associa ted with two successive 
positions in syllable structure - so-called true geminates. This representation helps 
us to understand the observation of Kenstowicz ( 1970) that rules and constra ints 
referring to or changing the feature st ructure of a sound in response to the seg
mental context typically treat long and short segments a like: it is rules that refe r 
to syllable structure that normally differentiate long from short. For example. 
when a coronal consonant pa latalizes before a front vowel, we expect the rule to 
be triggered equivalently by long and short [i] , just as we expect it to apply in
dis~rimin~tely to si~gle and geminate consonants. Thus. in Japanese unde rlying 
[s] 1s realized as [s] m sufi 'sushi ', hi.f.l'i 'desperate'. lwsii ·want". ra.v.W 'Lassie '. 
Under the two-level representation for length, long and s hort [i] and Is] have the 
same representation a t the phonemic level - as single segments. Ru les applying 
at that level can thus be expected to treat them a like. This is not to say that 
segmental rules could not distinguish long from s ho rt : if necessary. they can do 
so by referring to the number of associated llll>ras. 
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Prince (1984) makes the same point with regard to se\'eral phonotactic con
straints in Finnish whose expression is considerably simplified by the two-level 
interpretation of geminates. For example, Finnish freely concatenates the ob
struents [p,t,k,s], with one systematic gap: in a C1C2 cluster. c~ cannot be [p]. 
This calls for a phonotactic constraint: *( - sonorant] [p]. However. geminate 
VppV sequences are abundant: kippis 'cheers'. They slip past the constraint. To 
cite another example. the [lliddle C in a CCC sequence must be [s]. demanding 
a filter barring a string *[+cons][ - con tin][ + cons]. Once again. geminates elude 
the constraint: lzelppo ·easy', po/Ila 'burn' . The two-level representation of length 
explains why geminates systematically escape these phonotactic constraints. The 
constraints hold at the phonemic level; but at this level geminates are represented 
as single segments. 

(67) CJ CJ a CJ 

if~i /~Ji 
k p I s h e I p o 

It is as syllable terminals that geminates count as two elements. Thus, rules that 
refer to syllable structure are where we expect long vowels and consonants to 
parallel sequences. To take an example from Japanese, long foreign words often 
truncate to disyllabic, in which case the second syllable must be light (Ito 1990). 
Thus, herikoputaa ' helicopter' shortens to heri. But demoNsutareeson ' demon
stration' and rokeesoN ' location' shorten to demo and rake. This is easily de
scribed in moraic terms: we impose the prosodic requirement [CJCJ,._) (CJ,._ a mon
omoraic syllable) on the truncated words. The final mora in [demoN] and [rokee) 
is eliminated. The consequence is that the [eel of disyllabic [rokee] shortens while 
the [NJ of [demoN) undergoes stray erasure. 

(68) CJ <r CJ CJ (1 CJ 

hfJ /iii 
roke - roke de mo N 

Finally, since moras are constituents of syllables, the detennination of weight 
will be a function of syllable structure. Because the latter varies from one language 
to another, moraic structure will as well. For example, syllable onsets in Arabic 
are not complex; a stop-liquid cluster must consequently be heterosyllabic . The 
result is that the stop-liquid and liquid-stop sequences in Egyptian madrasa 
·school' and marraba 'mattress' are not distinguished syllabically and conse
quently the words have equivalent HLL prosodic profiles. 

6.10.2 Additional Weight Reflections 

Before we ask how moraic structure is assigned. let us examine additional phe
nomena that motivate these representations. Compensatory lengthening (CL) re-
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ceives _a simpl_e inte~pretation under the representations in (69). The most prev
alent form of CL involves the loss of a coda consonant with concomitant 
lengthening of the adjacent nuclear vowel. The following paradigm from Komi 
illustrates this type (Harms 1968). 

(69) stem lsg. east infinitive 
hy lty-i lty-n·i ·10 shoot' 
mun mun-i mun-nY ·10 go 
kYI kYl-i k'i:-nY ·10 hear' 
sulal sulal-i sulo:-ni" ·10 stand' 

On the moraic theory of length, [kYlni") has the underlying representation in (70a). 

(70) a. CJ CJ 

ifi A 
k Y I n 

c. [l]-~ /_ 

I 
µ 

b. CJ <r 

;t~ A 
k Y n 

CL is now easy to express. We simply say that the [I) deletes from the coda 
(redefined as "do~i by a mora") but that its mora remains (70c). This va
cated prosodic position is then reassigned to the preceding vowel, c reating a 
geminate (70b). In other words, the basic quantitative structure of the syllable 
remains even though the phonemic expression is changed. If we lacked the notion 
of "prosodic position" provided by the mora, the change would have to be ex
pressed as deletion plus inducement of[~ long] on the preceding vowel - a clumsy 
statement to say the least (see Kisseberth 1973b for discussion). 

In a survey of the CL literature, McCarthy and Prince (1986) and Hayes (1989) 
report that the loss of an onset consonant characteristically remains uncompen
sated by the lengthening of a following (or preceding) vowel. This point is seen 
most clearly in languages where consonants delete from both onset and coda 
positions. For example, according to Sezer (1986), [v) optionally deletes before 
labial segments in Turkish. Only coda [v) induces CL; onset [v) does not. savmak 
'to get rid of may surface as [sa:mak], but davul 'drum' is realized as [daul], not 
*[da:ul). To the extent that this generalization holds up, it indicates that CL also 
diagnoses syllable weight - the same representation that calculates light versus 
heavy for stress. The correlation follows if weight is expressed as moras, if onsets 
do not project moras , and if CL is conservation of moras under segmental deletion 
or reshuffling. 

Language games and speech disguises sometimes demonstrate the independ
ence of the phonemic level from the gross prosodic shape of the syllable. A striking 
example is provided by the secret language called Ki11s/zi11gelo played by speakers 
of the Bantu language Sanga (Coupez 1969). As shown by the examples in (71), 
the disguise consists in interchanging the final two syllables or the word. However, 
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the weight of the syllable remains unaltered . Thus, the Light-Heavy-Light profile 
of Sanga m1ikweet11 is preserved in Kinshingelo 1111itu11k11·e. 

(7 1) Sanga 6be mukwi:i:tu twaayaa ku muk61a 
Kinshingelo be6 mt'1tuukwe yaatwaa ku mulak6 
gloss ' You, my companion, come with me to the river!' 

The constancy of weight ·i s easy to express under the model in (66) ; m1ikwee11, 
has the representa tion in (72a) . 

(72) a. (J (J (J 

)µ / ~ µ µ /4 
1 1 /I v , 1 
m u k w e t u -+ 

b. (J (J (J 

AN/, 
mutu kw e 

Interchanging the phonemic content of the last two syllables (the segments dom
inated by CJ) while preserving the syllabic and moraic structure yields the correct 
result (72b) . We a lso observe that monosegmental [t] and disegmental [kw] in
terchange with no side effects. If onset consonants are weightless, then according 
to the moraic model such elements cannot in principle leave a prosodic trace. 

In a number of languages, word formation processes are reflected in a modi
fication of syllable structure rather than by the more familiar affixation. The root
and-pattern morphology found in such Semitic languages as Arabic and Hebrew 
is a prime example of this "templatic" morphology. For example, in Arabic the 
causative of the verb is marked by geminating the middle radical. 

(73) sarib 
daras 
~amal 

' drink' 
'study' 
'carry' 

sarrab 
darras 
~ammal 

'make drink' 
'teach' 
'load ' 

In terms of the system in (66), we can express this process as adjunction of a 
mora to the initial syllable of the verb, realized by gemination of the consonant. 

(74) CT CT CT CT CT CT 

AA tµ A tV'i 
C V C V (C) -+ C V C V (C) -+ C V CV (C) 

A similar phenomenon occurs in Biblical Hebrew (Lowenstamm and Kaye 1986). 
But unlike in Arabic, where every consonant has a geminate counterpart. in Bib
lical Hebrew the gutturals only occur as single consonants. When we examine 
morphological categories such as the ~1itpafel conjugation of the verb that call 
for gemination of the middle radical (e.g., hit-gaddeel from [gcll]) , we find that 
the first vowel of verbs whose middle radical is a guttural is lengthened here -
and only here: for example, hit-paa?eer from [p?r]. Once again . this is easy to 
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explain under the: moraic theory: a constraint against gcminate gut tural s blocks 
li nking a mora to the guttural. The free mora is then linked to the nuclear vowel 
as a default option . This demonst rates that in Biblical Hebrew the second mora 
in a heavy syllabic is a pure prosodic position that under the appropriate circum
stances can be lilied by the preceding vowel, a coda consonant. o r the first half 
of a geminate. 

Several widespread pho nological processes receive a simple and enlightening 
interpretation under the moraic representation of quantity. Closed-syllable short- ~ 
ening can be understood as a coda consonant crowding o ut a vowel from the 
second mora in order to escape stray erasure. For example. in Egyptian Arabic 
baab 'door' shortens the rp9t _y9wel before two cgnsopants: baab-i ·my door' vs. 
bab-na ' our door' . In the moraic theory we may understand this in the fo llowing 
terms. F inal consonants are extraprosoclic. When the suffi x -110 is added, the final _ 
[bl is no longer licensed and so maps to the second mar¥ Assuming that Egyptian · • .. -· 
Arabic bars two phonemes from sharing the same mora, the link between the 
vowel and the second roora is thus suppressed. entai li ng a sho rtening of the vowel. 

(75) CT CT CT CT 

fv fv bfJaV'-b)+ na ~ b a (b) -+ b a b + na -+ ~ 

)~ 
I I 

b a b + na 

To take another case, in many systems a stressed syllable is required to be 
bimora ic. Underlying monomoraic syllables increment a mora, expressed as 
vowel lengthening or gemination. For example, in Italian underlying 110110 ' ninth' 

J 

--
is realized as [n'o:no] by le ngthening the vowel. No vowel lengthening occurs in 
11011110 'grandfather ' or m onte 'mounta in' since the initial stressed syllables are 
already bimoraic. When the accent shifts, unstressed vowels shorten; but con-~ 
sonants do not degeminate in unstressed syllables, arguing that vowel length is ,✓ 
assigned under stress rather than underlying. In word-final position, however: 
stressed vowels a re not lengthened. Ra ther, the second mora is filled by gemi
nation across the word boundary in the process called radoppiame11to sintattico: 
parlero 'l will speak', parlero bbene 'l will speak well' . 

Let us close this survey by looking at two additional pheno mena that are often 
claimed to reflect phonological weight: minimality· and tone-bea ring units. Min
imality refers to the requirement that a freestanding, stressable (nonclitic) word 
have a certain minimal weight (typically disyllabic or bimoraic). Lexical items 
below the minimum are e ither avoided or augmented to satisfy the requirement. 
McCarthy and Prince (1990) discuss in de tail a bimoraic minimality requirement 
in Arabic. Given that fina l consonants a re extrasyllabic, words of the s hape CY 
and CVC are consequently subminimal. In fact, only a handful of such forms 
occur; they are restricted to pa rticular sectors of the lexicon (principa lly body
pa rt and kin te rms : e.g., dam 'blood', ?ab ' fathe r' ); and they tend to be augmented 
in produc tive morphology (e.g .. ?abaw-aan 'two fathers', '?abaw-iy 'paternal '). 
Loanwords of illic it 5hapc arc modifictl to conform to the requi rement: 'bar·. 
'gas', ' shawl' arc Arabi zed as hoar. Kaaz .. foal in the Standard dialect. In Saudi 
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Bedouin dialects we find natl ·nut. r:'?g •rig' . This example demonstrates once 
again that the second mora is pure position. realized as gemination o r vowel 
lengthening depending on the dia lect . More importantly, the fact that final con
sonants are scrupulously excluded in :he minimality calculation recapitulates the 
same exclusion obse rved in stress and c losed-syllable shortening. T his supports 
the idea that weight is a function of syllable structure and that these various 
phe nomena conYerge on the ~ame representation. 

Similar convergence is often found in the realization of tonal patterns. To take 
a simple example. consider the paradigm in (76) from the Bantu language Luganda 
(H yman and Katamba 1992). When ~ombined with the morpheme kyirnge, the 
infinitival verb stem takes on a tonal pattern that depends on the weight of its 
fi rst two syllables: if the first syllable contains a short vowel, then the second 
syllable appears with a simple high tone if it is short and with a fa lling tone if it 
is long (transcribed as the c ircumfle x on the fi rst half of the geminate vowel). On 
the other hand, if the fi rst syllable of the stem contains a long vowel, then it takes 
a rising tone when combined with himge (late r simplified to high by a general 
rule). 

(76) ku-lagira 
ku-tamiir-a 
ku-saaba 

' to command' 
' to get drunk' 
' to smear' 

ku-lagfra kyange ' my commanding' 
ku-tamiira kyange ' my getting drunk' 
ku-saaba kyange ' my smearing' 
(> kusaaba kyange by later rule) 

If long vowels are represented as two moras and short vowels as just a single 
mora, then the tonal pattern induced by kyange has a very simple ana lysis: a high 
tone [ + hi) is assigned to the second mora of the stem (77). If thi s mora forms 
the first half of a long vowel, a falling to ne is heard; if it forms the second half 
of a long vowel , a rising tone results . We will tum to an explicit consideration of 
tone in the next chapter. For now it should be clear that analyzing long vowels 
into two moras is the key to a simple statement of the kyange tonal pattern. 

(77) 
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Exercises 

6.1 Lebanese Arabic (Haddad 1984) 

In this dia l~ct of A_rabic syllables take the shapes c_v, eve. CYV, CYVC. and 
CV~C. Thts exerc ise concerns the construction of CYCC syllables . CYCC un
derlies _a well-populated nominal templa te. In some cases the stem surfaces d i
rectly; tn others an epenthetic vowel is inserted in a prepausa l or preconsonanta l 
context. The result is paradigms like the following. 

( I) underlying shape /dars/ Pakl/ 
Noun dars ?akil 
'your masc . N' dars-ak ?akl-ak 
'our N' dars-na ?akil-na 

' lesson ' 'food' 

The pre~ise phonetic realization of the epenthetic vowel varies with context • here 
abstract_ing away from _this varia tion , it is transcribed uniformly as /i/. (3) pr~sent~ 
under_Iy1~g representat10ns for numerous Lebanese Arabic words. If no additiona l 
fonn 1s cited, then the phon~tic repres~ntation is the same as the underlying one. 
In the ot~er cases epe?thes1s has applied. Develop an a nalysis to account fo r the 
epentheltc vowel: Which aspects of your analysis are the product of UG; which 
are language-parltcular? No examples of the following underlying sequences could 
be found: /CVyw/, /CVln/, /CVlr/ , /CVnm/, /CVrl/, /CVfb/. What pronuncia tion 
does your analysis assign to these unattested cases? The Lebanese A rabic con
sonant inventory is given in (2); [t,Q,~,:i:;) are phar yngealized; (~,\') are pharyngeals. - -
(2) stops t,! k ? 

b d,Q •&h fricatives f s,~ s 
z ,:i:; z ¥ \' 

nasa ls m n 
liquids l,r 
gli_des w y 



Bedouin dialects we find 11a11 ·nut. rigg 'rig'. This example demonstrates once 
again that the second mora is pure position, realized as gemination o r vowel 
lengthening depending on the dialect. More importantly . the fact that final con
sonants are scrupulously excluded in the minimality calculation recapitulates the 
same exclusion observed in stress and closed-sy llable shortening. This supports 
the idea that weight is a function of syllable structure and that these various 
phenomena converge on the same representation. 

Similar convergence is often found in the realization of tonal patte rns. To take 
a simple example, consider the paradigm in (76) from the Bantu language Luganda 
(Hyman and Katamba 1992). When combined with the morpheme kyi111ge, the 
infiniti val verb stem takes on a tonal pattern that depends on the weight of its 
first two syllables: if the first sy llable contains a s hort vowel , then the second 
syllable appears with a simple high tone if it is short and with a falling tone if it 
is long (transcribed as the circumflex on the first half of the geminate vowel). On 
the other hand, if the first syllable of the stem contains a long vowel , then it takes 
a rising tone when combined with kyimge (later simplified to high by a general 
rule). 

(76) ku-lagira ' to command' 
' to get drunk ' 
' to smear' 

ku-lagfra kyange ' my commanding' 
ku-tamiira kyange 'my getting drunk' ku-tamiir-a 

ku-saaba ku-saaba kyange 'my smearing' 
(> kustiabil kyilnge by la ter rule) 

If long vowels are represented as two moras and short vowels as just a s ingle 
mora, then the tonal pattern induced by kyilnge has a very simple analysis: a high 
tone [ + hi] is assigned to the second mora of the stem (77). If this mora forms 
the first half of a long vowel, a falling tone is heard; if it forms the second half 
of a long vowel, a rising tone res ults. We will turn to an explicit consideration of 
tone in the next chapter. For now it should be clear that analyzing long vowels 
into two moras is the key to a simple statement of the kyilnge tonal pattern. 

(77) 

~ ~ ~ ~ \b ~ \b\~ 
~// {T {T ~-// {T {T {T \\ {T 

[ -i:'hi) [ +'hi) [; hi) 
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Exercises 

6.1 Lebanese Arabic (Haddad 1984) 

In this dialect of Arabic syllables take th~ shapes C Y, CYC. CYV. CYVC, and 
CYCC. This exercise concerns the construction of CYCC syllables. CYCC un
de rlies a well-populated nomina l template. In some cases the stem surfaces di
rectly ; in others an epenthetic vowel is imerted in a prepausal or preconsonanta l 
context. The result is paradigms like the following. 

(I) underlying shape /dars/ /?akl/ 
Noun dars ?akil 
' your masc. N' dars-ak ?akl-ak 
'our N ' dars-na ?akil-na 

' lesson' 'food' 

The precise phonetic rea lization of the epenthetic vowel varies with context· here 
abstracting away from this variation, it is transcribed uniformly as Iii. (3) pr~sent; 
underlying representations for numerous Lebanese Arabic words . If no additiona l 
form is cited, then the phonetic representa tion is the same as the unde rl ying one. 
In the other cases epenthesis has applied. Develop an analysis to account for the 
epenthetic vowel. Which aspects of your analysis are the product of UG; which 
are language-particular? No examples of the following underlying sequences could 
be found: /CVyw/, /CYln/, /CVlr/ , /CYnm/, /CYrl/, /CVfb/ . Wha t pronunciation 
does your analysis assign to these unattested cases? The Lebanese Arabic con
sonant inventory is given in (2); [!,Q,~,i) are pharyngealized; [(:i,\') are pharyngeals. - ~--
(2) stops t ' \ k ? 

b d,cj ' fricatives f s,~ s X 
~; h z,i z ¥ ' 

nasals m n 
liquids l,r 
glides w y 
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,i 
(3) /'.awy/ -> '>awi 'barking' /faly/ -> i.ali ·washing' 

rTciaJwC _, oalu ) 

, 

' pail' /bary/ -> bari 'sharpening' 
1------rz;i-wr --- i.aru 'puppy /bany/ -> bani 'building· 

. . A tt:iamw/ -> I:ia mu ·col<l sores /ramy/ ...... rami 'throwing' 
- I /'>afw/ -> '>afu ' pardon' /I:iasy/ -> t:iasi ·stuffing' 

\ /?abw/ -> ?abu 'basement' /?azy/ ...... ?azi "hurting· 
/nafy/ ..... nafi 'denying /raty/ ...... rati 'seaming 

~ i__-:+ t:iaki ' talking' 
/ha wt/ · arounV /xayl/ 'horses· /da wr/ ·turn 
/'gayr/ ·other than' /'>ayn/ 'eye /lawm/ 'blame' 
/xawf/ ·fear' /mawzJ 'bananas /zays/ 'army 
/bayt/ ·home' /fayb/ 'shame /?awd/ ' leading' 
/layk/ ·look' 

/hafar-1-ria/ -> hafarilna 
/kan-1-na/ -> kanilna 
/l:iiml/ -> I:iimil ' load' 

' he dug for us· 
'he was for us· 

/?ifl/ -. · ?ifil ' lock' 
' food' 
'eagle' 
' ink ' 
'tiger' 
' name' 
' ruling' 
'peace· 
' fortress' 
' nook' 

nasi l 
_., sikil 

/nasl/ 
/sikl/ 
/I:iafr/ _., I:iafir 

'progeny 
'shape' 
'digging' 

/zikr/ ..... zikir 'souvenir' 
/farm/ _., farim 'chopping' 
/'>atm/ -> '>atim 'darkness' 
/firn/ -> firin 

V /dafn/ -. dafin 
/?ibn/ -> ?ibin 
ft:iilm/ 

/nasf/ -> nasif 
/natf/ -> natif 
/balf/ 

·oven 
'burial' 
' son' 
'dream' 

•de tonation· 
'plucking' 
'bluffing' 

/nasi./ -> nasiz 'weaving' 

~"'"" 
/hai.z/ -:;t haiizl?' 'booking' 
/tali./ ✓sSY ·s~ow' /fas/ 

ffram~ 'symbol' /?ins/ 
lriiifs/ 'self' /fafs/ 
/(-?ids/ 'Jerusalem' /nakz/ 

I 
/kalb/ 
/fark/ 

'dog' 
'rubbing' 
'jaw' 
'fee' ~ 

· /xa~b/ ' fertile' 

/i.ild/ 
/I:iamd/ 
/kizb/ 
/mus!f 
/lift/ 

/?akl/ -> ?akil 
/ni sr/ -> 

11:iibr/ -. 
/nimr/ 

nis ir 
I:i ibir 

/?ism/ -> ?isim 
11:iikm/ -> I:iikim 
/?amn/ -> ?amin 
/hu~n/ -> hu~in 
/rikn/ --+ rikin 

/rai.f/ --+ razif 
/'>akf/ --+ fakif 
/I:ian/ 

'trembling' 
' leaning to' 
' letter' 

/fits/ 
'wedding' 
' humans' 
' furniture' 
'poking' 

'weather' 
'praise' 
' lying' 
·comb' 
' turnip' 

' he didn' t 
measure' 
' small coin' 

/mar'i./ ' meadow' 
/'gini./ 'wantonness' 
/ I:iabs/ 'prison· 
/?a\s/ 'cutting ofT' 

/darb/ 
/bint/ 
/wizk/ 
Imai.di 
/safk/ 

' road ' 
'girl' 
'win' 
'glory ' 
'bloodletting' 

/sakt/ 'silence' /rakd/ ' running /'.abd/ · 'slave· 
/lab\/ 'kicking' 
/habk/ -. -hablk 
/~aob/J -> iiad10\ 

'weaving 
'wailing' 

(-/fa tk/ -> fatik \ ·eradicating· 
- /rikh/ --+ ri kib ' riJ ing' 

/ ----- \ • I 

6.2 

A. 

(I) 
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Ancient Greek (Steriade 1982) 

Both Attic (-lth century BC) Greek and Sanskrit are In<lo-European languages. 
A natural quest ion to ask is whether the richer s tock of core s yl lables found 
in Sanskrit or the more restricted At tic inventory reflects the Proto-Indo
European (PIE) system. The following data from Mycenean 12d millennium 
BC) Greek. excerpted from Stcriade 1982. shed light on this question. My
cenean Greek had a syllabic writing system (Linear B). where each graph 
marks a particular vowel or consonant - vowel combination. In an alphabetic 
writing system the numbe r of graphs typically equals the sum o f the con
sonants an<l vowels. But in a syllabic system the number of graphs is much 
la rger. approaching the arithmet ic product of the vowels and consonants . In 
a string of alternating consonants and vowels CYCVCV .... each segment 
finds a representat ion. But some supplemental decision is required to rep
resent conso nant c lusters in a syllabic system . Some examples of Mycenean 
spelling are cited in ( I ). The words in the fi rst column are reconstruct ions 
of the pronunciation of selected Mycenean words. The second column in
dicates the spelling these words received in the Mycenean syllabic system. 
First, de te rmine what decision the system makes to deal with the problem 
posed by consonant clus te rs. Second. does this result shed any light o n the 
syllabic structure operative in this dia lect of Greek? Third, assuming tha t the 
Attic dialect discussed in section 6.5 is a later descendent of Mycenean, can 
you say anything about whether Sanskrit or Attic syllabificatio n more closely 
reflec ts the system that must have operated in PIE? 

Aleksandra personal name a-re-ka-sa-da-ra 
Knossos place name ko-no-so 
dosmiya 'gifts' do-si-mi-ja 
deksiwos ' right' de-ki-si-wo 
ksenwos 'foreigner' ke-se-nu-wo 
phasgana ' swords ' pa-ka-na 
phulakphi ' to the guardians' pu-ra-pi 
aiksma ' sword' a-ka-sa-ma 

B. In the developme nt of Greek from lndo-European, PIE *(s] turned to [h] in 
certain contexts but not in others. On the basis of the following data, for
mulate a simple rule that predicts exactly where the sound change takes place . 
Also, can you say anything about what relative point (early, middle, or la te) 
in the development of Ancient Greek this sound change must have occurred? 
(The forms in parentheses are la ter Attic developments.) 

(2) PIE *(s]--+ [h] 
#_ V *sekwomai hepomai 'I follow' 
#_sonor *swekuros hekuros 'father-in-law' 
y_y *nesomai nehomai (neomai) 'I return ' 
sonor __ y *ansiii anhiii (hiiniii) 'rein 
sonor __ sonor *arsma arhma (harma) 'wheel. chariot' 
V _ _ sonor *naswos nahwos (niios) ' temple' 
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(3) PIE *[s] is retained 

6.3 

A. 

(I ) 

(2) 

B. 

# __ obstruent spe r{i 
obstruent _ _ y akhsios 
V _ _ obstruent ast~r 
_ _ # nomos 

lta/ia11 Onsets 

' I sow' 
'worth' 
' star' 
'law' 

The possible word-initial consonants and consonanta l clusters for Italian arc 
listed in ( I) and (2). Both divide into two remarkably consistent groups with 
respect to a number of phonological rules and const raints outlined in ques-
tions B- E. Try to explain the basis for the groupings. 

group A group B 
[pl ponte ' bridge' [sl sciopero ·strike' 
[tl topo 'mouse' [t' l zio ·uncle' 
[kl corpo ' body' Wl zaino 'knapsack' 
[bl bagno 'bath' [nl gnocco "dumpling ' 
[d] dente ' tooth' 
[g] gatto 'cat ' 
[cl cielo ' sky' 
[j] giomo 'day' 
[f] fomo 'oven' 
[v] volo ' flight' 
[sl segno 'mark' 
[ml mondo 'world' 
[nl nome ' name' 
[11 ladro 'thief 
[r] regaJo 'gift' 

group A gTOUp B 
[pr] proposito -•purpose' [sp] specchio 'mirror' 
[pl] plastico 'plastic' [st] studio 'office ' 
[tr] treoo 'train' [sk] scudo 'shield' 
[dr] drappo 'cloth' [zb] sbaglio 'mistake' 
[kr] croce 'cross' 
[fr] fratello ' brother' [sf] sfogo 'outlet' 
[fl] ftagello 'whip' [ps] psicologo 'psychologist' 
[py] piatto 'dish' [spr] sprone 'spur' 
[fy] fiore 'flower' [zbr] sbrano ' tear ' 
[ky] chiaro ' bright' 

Many preoominal modifiers (specifiers) lose their fina l [o] when the following 
word begins with a vowel or with a single consonant or a consonant cluster 
belonging to group A. Single consonants or consonant clusters from group 
B never permit the preceding -o to be dropped. How can this difference be 

· accounted for? 

Effn •i.,,·s 303 

(3) definite a rtick 
I anno 'the ycar 
ii ponte ' the brillge · 
ii proposito ' the purpose 
lo sciopero ' the st rike· 
lo specchio "the mirror 

indefinite an iclc 
un amico ·a fricno· 
un topo ·a mouse 
un treno ·a train 
uno zio ·an uncle' 
uno sbaglio 'a mistake' 

demonstrati,·e 
quell amico ' that friend' 
quel volo ' that flight ' 
quel drappo ' that c loth' 
quello za ino ' that knapsack' 
quello sfogo ' that outle t ' 

negative 
nessun a ltro ' no other' 
nessun gatto lno cat' 

nessun fratello ' no brothe r' 
nessuno gnocco ·no dumpling' 
nessuno psicologo ' no psychologist' 

C. When the preceding word ends in a stressed vowel, we find gemination of 
the following consonant in words belonging to group A and to single con
sonants belonging to group B. But an [sC] cluster does not geminate the [sl . 
How can this asymmetry be explained? (After Chierchia 1986.) 

(4) pulita ' clean' citta [pp]ulita 'a clean city' 
triste ' sad ' cilia [tt]riste 'a sad city' 
freddo ' cold' caffe [ff)reddo 'cold coffee' 
sciupato 'ruined ' citta [sslupata 'a ruined c ity' 
sporco ' filthy' citta lslporca ' a filthy c ity' 

*cilia [ss]porca 
spesso ' thick' caffe [s]pesso 'thick coffee' 

*caffe [ss]pesso 
santa ' holy' citta [sslanta 'holy city 
serale 'evening' caffe [ss]erale 'evening coffee· 

D. In the standard Roman or Tuscan dialects of Italian . the affricates It'] and 
[d2

] and the palatals [n] and [s] are always long intervocalically within a word: 
for example , pozw [poll' o l 'well ' . le# IIO JlcrinoJ ·wood' .fascia JfassaJ 'band
age' . What relevance docs this fac t have to the dist ribution in ques tions B 
and C? 
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E. In standard Ita lian most words end in a vowel. However, in the Piedmontese 
dialects nonlow final vowels have been lost. According to Clivio ( 1971 ). words 
beginning in [sC] clusters ha ve developed a schwa, but generally o nly when 
the preceding word ends in a consonant. 

(5) stella 'star' spec 'mirror' 
la stella "the star' n ::,spec 'a mirror' 
set ::,stej le · seven sill.rs set ::,spec 'seven mirrors' 

zjaf 'slap ' 
n ::,zjaf 'a slap' 
dez njaf ' ten slaps 

In addition , certain other initial clusters have arise n through the loss of an un
stressed vowel. Some of these also develop a schwa. 

(6) pnas 
mluIJ 
VZil) 

·tail' 
·melon' 
·neighbor' 

dez ::,pnas 
dez ::,mluIJ 
dez ;;vzil) 

'ten tails' 
' ten melons' 
'ten neighbors' 

Clivio states that appearance of the schwa is optional after words ending in [r,i,y ,I] . 
How might this be explained? 

(7) ::,n fer ::,sp:,rk == ::,n fer sp:,rk 
n anel :>sp:,rk == n anel sp:,rk 

6.4 English 

'a dirty iron ' 
'a dirty ring' 

A. In one of the first generative publications, Halle ( 1962) called attention to 
the remarkable ability of E nglish speakers to divide the phonemic strings 
brick [bnk], blick [bhk]. and bnick [bmk] into three categories: actual word 
of English, possible but nonoccurring word of E nglish, impossible or dis
tinctly un-English-sounding word. How do English speakers develop this 
ability? What are the relative contributions of UG and the language of the 
environment in the process? 

B. Recall from exercise I. 11 that the palatal glide [y] associated with the letter 
u occurs freely after all coronal consonants except [r] in the RP dialect of 
British English: t [yu]ne, d[yu]ne, n[y]ew, s[y]uit, l[y]ute, l[y]urid . According 
to Kaye (1992), the glide must be dropped in such cases asfl[ Juid (*fl[y]uid), 
pl( Jumage (*pl[y]umage), gl[ Jue (*gl[y]ue), bl[ Jew (*bl[yJew). How might 
this fact be accounted for? How do the forms st[y]upid, sp[yJew, sk[y ]ewer , 
sl[y]ew, sl[y]euth bear on the analysis of sC clusters? 

6.5 Arabic Dialects 

Review the text discussion in section 6.6. Broselow ( 1982) mentions that Egyptian 
Arabic speakers tend to pronounce English Fred as FiiJred while Iraqi speakers 
say li )Fred . How can this difference be explained? 

Exercise., 30.'i 

6.6 Jmdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985 , 1988) 

A. Recall from the tex t discussion (section 6. 7) that !TB ratl11/1 'you will be 
born· from [ra-t-lL'l-t] and ral{C!t ·you will lock· from [ra-t-rgl-t] contrast as 
disy llabic versus trisyllab ic. They differ I sonority-wise) in just the fifth seg
ment. Use Dell and Elmedlaoui·s syllabificat ion algorithm to explain this 

B. 

(I) 

6.7 

diffe rence. (Note: Final suffixal [t] may be treated as cxtrasyllabic.) 

Many triradical verbs form their imperfective stem by geminating either the 
first or the second consonant. Explore Dell and Elmedlaoui's algorithm to 
find a formal basis for determining which consonant geminates to form the 
imperfect. 

perfect imperfect 
zlf zzlf 'singe ' 
xng xxng 'choke' 
mrz mmrz 'wound in head· 
knd kknd 'dupe' 

zdm zddm 'gather firewood' 
xtl xttl 'fe int' 
mgr mggr ' harvest' 
rsq rssq 'be happy' 

American English Schwa Syncope (Hooper 1978) 

In American English schwa deletes in medial posttonic syllables (the weak positio n 
in a metrical foot). The syncope is constrained by the surround ing co nso nantal 
context. Examine the following data and develop an analysis that accounts for 
when syncope occurs and when it is blocked. In these transcriptions the synco
pated vowel is bracketed. 

(I) syncope permitted 
sep[a]rate choc[o]late 
temp[e]rature ped[a]Iing 
elab[o]rate awf[u]lly 
fact[o]ry des[o]late 
adult[e]ry jav[e]lin 
bound[a]ry especi[a]lly 
Iic[o]rice fin[a]lly 
myst[e]ry fam[i]ly 
mis[e]ry 
inj[u]ry 
cent[u]ry 
fish[e]ry 
gen[e]ral 
Laz[a]rus 
cam[e]ra 
cel[e]ry 
brew[e]ry 

pers[o]nal 
ars[e]nal 
op[e]ner 
defli]nite 
pris[o]ner 
nati[o]nal 
marg[i]nal 
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(2) syncope blocked 
monog[a]my quarr[e] ling 
ult[i]mate fel[o]ny 
rock[e]ting ir[o]ny 
ball[o]ting col[o]ny 
mon(i]tor 
opac[i]ty 
goss[i]ping 

The following cases have an intermediate status; syncope is possible but seems 
less natural than in the cases in (I). Can you explain thi s intermediate status? 

(3) fem[i]nine 
prom[i]nent 
nom[i]nal 
dom[i]nant 

When [t] is flapped, it seems to inhibit syncope. Why should this be? 

(4) syncope possible 
fact[o]ry 
adult[e]ry 
myst[e]ry 

6.8 Egyptian Arabic 

syncope inhibited 
wat[e]ry 
flatt[e]ry 
art[e]ry 

Egyptian Arabic is traditionally described as having three types of syllable: light 
(CV), heavy (CVV, CVC), and extraheavy (CVVC, CVCC). The extraheavy syl
labl~s are restricted to word-final position. ~ope of ~nstressed sl.!_q_rt high...v.o.w
els J!!.~Jdlables _pe_{YJ!des the languageJTfie rule is formulated in (I). The 
paradigms in (2a) illustrate application of t!Tt rule at the word level and those in 
(2b) at the phrasal level. The syncopating vowel is marked in bold. 

(I) V ..... jJ / X ( __ )., Y (where er has a nonbranching rime and V is 
[ + high] .... not stressed) 

(2) a. 

b. 

yf Y< 
um~ 'he understood' 
fiilni-u 'they understood' ,t, 

CV _,tVJ 1\(, 

bi-y-aakul 'he is eating' 
l?i-y-akl-u 'they are eating' 
~ '<. 'JC.. t v 

'book' 

'bi-tf-L·tib 
( t[ r:rvD'vc 
bi-rt~uuf , , 
bi-ti-ktib-6'a 

! : I I 1 •J 
c r vc CIC. 

-~)iifut1, 
brut\'q~aab 

'he sold a book' 
't~ey_ sold a book' 

'she is writing' 
• she is seeing' 
'she is writing it' 

'books' 
'her books' 
' they sold her 
books' 

With the syncope rule as background, develop an analysis for the vowel length 

Exercises ]07 

alternations in the fol lowing paradigms. What role does syllable structure play in 
the analysis? What principles and assumptions of syllable theo ry a re cruc ial 10 

your analysis? Show hciw your analysis works by gi\·ing derivations for k itdab . 
kitdab-11 , kit db-ha. ~1i~1h-11. 

(3) k ·t. t<·1 
•• 1 _aa ·. 
kitaab-u 
kitaab-ak 
ki~ha 
kitab-na 

6.9 German 

·book · 
"his hook' 
·your book ' 
·her hook· 
·our hook· 

saahib 
~b-u 
_gi_l).b-ak 1 

~aal:i_fb-ha 
~aal:ifb-na 

/ 

•friend· 
•his friend· 
·your frie nd· 
·her friend' ·., 
·our friend' 

A. As in English, German [I)] derives from an underl ying [ng] sequence. Some
times the [g] surfaces and other times it deletes. Examine the data in (2) 
(simplified from l\loltmann 1990) to determine the context fo r the g -deletion 
rule. (It is not stray erasure!) For this alternation as well as several others, 
the German affixes fa ll into two classes: the first /composed mos t Iv of words 
of foreign origin but thoroughly integrated into the grammar) block·s delet ion , 
while the second (compos·ed of native derivational and inflectiona l suffixes) 
permits it. However, both c lasses take the preceding consonant as o nset. 

(I) Diphth[ Ol)g-i :] Diphth[Ol)-;:i] - . r . -'-,-

\J \J 
N" N" 

Recalling the Lexical Phonology model, how might this be explained? Be sure to 
clarify your assumptions concerning the ordering of the rules and the number and 
character of strata. How are the rules of g-dele tion and [x]= [i;:] ordered with 
respect to the devoicing and resyllabification rules discussed in section 6.8? If 
syllabification is relevant, explain how. Show how your analysis works by deriving 
Diphthong-ie and Diphthong-e. 

(2) [g] ..... g w 
Tang (Ta[!J]} Tango (Ta[!Jg)o) 

'seaweed' 'tango' 
Ring (Ri[!J]} Linguistik (Li[1Jg]uis1ik) 
' ring' 'linguistics· 

Angst (A[l))Sl) Linguine (Li[rJg)uine) 
'fear ' ' linguini' 

Hengst (He[l)]st) lngolf (1[1Jg]ol0 
'stallion' na me 

langs (la[!J]S) Mangan (Ma[rJg]an) 
'along' 'manganese · 

Thiiring-isch (Thiiri[rJl-isch) Angl-ist (A[ l)g]l-ist) 
'Thuringian 'English rhilologisl° 

Hang-ung (Hii[JJl·llllg) Angl-ikancr (A[l)g !l-ikancr) 
'hanging 'Anglican' 

., I 

\J , J 

I 
(.,r/ ...:; ,. 
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Diphthong-e 
'diphthong" 

Ring-er 
·wrestler" 

Ring-e 
•rings· 

(Diphth,1 iol-e1 

(Ri [oJ-erl 

(Ri[o]-e 1 

Laryng-al ( Lary[l)g]-al) 
' laryngeal· 

Diphthong-ie I Diphthof l)g]-ie) 
'diphthonging · 

Schelling-ianer I Schellif ogJ-ianer) 
'discipk of Schell ing· 

Mohring-esk I Mohri[1Jgl-esk) 
' like ~lohring" 

B. The dor~al fricative (orthographic ch ) has two a llophones : [9] [ - back] and 
[x] [ + back]. Determi ne their di stributio n from the fo llowing data and state 
the re levant rule. 

(3 i Chile l,;l 
'Chile' 

Cha ri sma 19I 
'charisma· 

Cholesterol l9] 
'cholesterol ' 

Hypochonde r [9] 
' hypochond riac· 

Kolchosc 19] 
' kolkhoz' 

Masoch {o:x] 
name 

Eunuch {u:x) 
' eunuch' 

Buch [x) 
' book' nom.sg. 

Bach [ax) 
'brook' nom.sg. 

Lurch (ur9] 
' batrachian · 

Ke lch (el9) 
'chalice· 

manch (an9] 
'many a ' 

Licht (i9t] 
' light ' 

Recht (e9t) 
'right' 

keucht [oy9t) 
'gasps' 

leieht [ay,;t] 
'light , easy ' 

Masoch-ismus [0:9) 
'masochism' 

Eunuch-ismus [u:9] 
'eunuchism' 

Buch-es (ux] 
'book' gen.sg. 

Bach-e [ax] 
'brook' gen.sg . 

Schacht [axt] 
·shaft' 

Loch [ox) 
·hole' 

Fluch (ux] 
·curse · 

Lauch (awx] 
·1eek' 

C. Leonard Bloomfield called attention to near minimal pairs (4) in which the 
[ch) phoneme is implemented differently depending on the location of the 
grammatical boundaries (Bloomfield 1930). This observation provoked con
siderable discussion in later American Structuralism about whether sta te
ments of the distribution of allophones could prope rly refer to grammatical 
information or had to be defined solely in terms of phonetic information (cf. 
discussions of the relation between morphology and syntax toda y). How does 
your analysis account for the difference? 

(4) Kuch-en !xi 'cake' 
Fauch-cn Jxl 'spitting ' (of cats) 

Kuh-chen (9) 'little cow' 
Pfau-chen (9] ' little peacock' 

i 

Exercisl'., 

D. In the light of the da ta in thi s exerc ise. review the text d iscussion in sec tion 
6.8 a rguing that the rules of core syllabification in Ger man are cyc lic . Ca n 
the core syllabification rules be noncyclic and still accoun t for the contra~! 
between gla11bl'11 [b l and g/a11blic/1 [pl~ 

6.10 Somali Accent (Hyman 1981) 

In Somali many pa irs of masculine and feminine no uns are d istinguished solely 
by accent. So me singular - plural forms a re diffe rentiated in the same way. plura l 
being treated as a subtype of feminine. Three accen t types are transcribed he re: 
falling accent [a] . rising accent [a). and plain high-pitched accent [a ]. T he ri sing 
and falling accents a re restric ted to syllabics conta ining a lo ng vowel o r di phtho n!,! : 
the high-pitched accent is restric ted to syllables conta ining a sho rt vowel. Three 
subtypes of accent shift a re distinguished be low. Relying o n the not io n " mora . .. 
develop an analysis that reduces the accent representation and shift to a single 
fac tor. 

(I) shift in accent location 
[nan ' boy inan ' girl ' 
micas ' stupid man' nacas 'stupid woman' 
kalax ' ladle' ka lax 'ladle s' 
balli 'water reservoir' ballf 'wate r reservoirs· 

(2) shift in accent ty11e 
dame :r 'young donkey' masc. deme:r 'young donkey ' fem. 
darmii.:n 'colt' darmii.:n ' filly' 
ttl:g ' thief tii :g 'thieves' 
ei 'dog' ei ' dogs' 

(3) shift in both location and tYQe 
qii.:lin 'young camel' masc . qa:Hn ' young camel' fem. 
So:mii.:li 'Somali man' So:ma:li 'Somali people ' 

6.11 Finnish 

As shown by the paradigm in (I) (Keyser and Kiparsky 1984), Finnish has a 
process of gradation, one branch of which involves degemination. Deve lop a n 
analysis to state the precise context where the [kk] of mykkii 'mute ' degeminates . 
What role does the notion "mora" play in your analysis? 

(I) nominative sg. talo mykki.i 
essive sg. talo-na mykki.i-ni.i 
genitive sg. talo-n myki.i-n 
ablative sg. talo-lta myka-lti.i 
inessive sg. talo-ssa myki.i-ssi.i 

'house ' 'mute' 



7 ;\ulosegmental Phonology 
- -- ---------- -----------------

In thi~ ,·h:1pte r we return to the fea ture tree introduced in section 4.3 and its 
conl'l'I'' ""' ,,f assimilation as the extension of a feature to adjacent positions in 
the Jinc:ir string of segments. This view is depicted abstractly in (1) , where F is 
sonw 1111,k in the feature tree (a terminal feature, an articulator, a cavity, or the 
ro,,tl 1111d :,.,: is the appropriate mother node in an adjacent segment (order irrel-

ev:rnt ). 

X X 
l--------

rc1111m: F 

This l'lllll't'Jltion of assimilation introduces an inherently 11011/ineai character to 
phomilllllknl rep~esentation: there is n_o lon_ger a one-to~one rel~tion between seg
ments of the stnng and feature specifica tions. One piece of mformation [Fl is 
distrihutlld over more than a single position. As a result, this conception cruc ia lly 
departs 1h,m generative phonology's earlier linear representations (inherited from 
strm::lllt'l\lism). On the linear view, any lexical item is a sequence of speech sounds, 
each sound characterized in turn as a feature matrix. For example, stamp has the 
reprcs1i11tntion sketched in (2). 

~ t d-- p 
(2) +~ns +cons -cons +cons +cons 

- s-.,nor -sonor +sonor +sonor - sonor 
+ ~'1.\lllin -contin +contin -contin -contin 
+roron +coron +low + labial + labial 
+t\nter +anter -back + nasal - nasal 
- wiced- -voiced +voiced +voiced - voiced 

What sort of information does (2) provide? F irst it tells us that stamp consists of 
five scQU¢11tial positions. Second, it implicates another dimension that assigns 
each l)\lSiticln in the sequence a value in \he phonetic alphabet. More precisely , 
(2) :\~Slll\lCS a function ~apping each position t~ a plus or minus value for each 
distindi\lt' feature pro~1ded by UG. The result 1s a full y specified phonetic rcp
rescnrnti,,11. Phonological rules change sounds by a ltering their feature coeffi
cients. T,, Jescribe the assimilation of the nasal with the following stop evident 
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in stamp. a rule is needed to ensure that the I + nasal] segment has a [ + labial] 
specification that mimics the following lp]. Thus, the linear view of assimi lation 
posits two I+ labia l] spec ifications: one for the [11}] and another fo r the [p]. The 
nonlinear representat ion of swmp is quite different : a single (labial] specification 
spans two positions . Similarly. a single l - , ·oiced] marks the [sp] c luster as a 
whole. (The diagram of m 1111p in (3) is incomplete. highlighting only the nonl inear 
charac ter of [labial ] and [ - voiced).) 

(3) 

[ ~~~~: .. ] 

----------
[

-cons ] 
-sonor 

----------Oral Phar Phar Oral 

I I I 
I 

Coronal Glottal Glottal Coronal 

~ 

Phar = Pharyngeal 
SP = Soft Palate 

I - ,·oiced ) 

[ - cons ] 
- son or 

I 
Oral 

I 
Dorsal 

l + loCi\ 
I - back( 

[ +cons ] [ +cons ] 
+ sonor - sonor 
/"----..... /'---... 

Phar Oral Oral Phar 
I "-/ I 

S P Labia l Glottal 
I I 

I + nasal) [ - voiced( 

Recapitulating in part some of the insights of the Firthian School, generative 
phonology has found solid evidence for such multiply linked representations. 

Once the requirement of a one-to-one relation between features and positions 
is dropped , we are free to entertain other nonlinear relations in phonological 
representation. Substantial evidence has emerged for the relations depicted in (4), 
where F denotes some feature on its tier and X is the relevant mother node in 
the tree graph. - · 

_,,...,, --., 
(4) anchor X X X X X X 

I I V ~ 
feature F F F cxF -cxF F 

one-to-one multiply many-to- bare floating 
J linked one anchor feature 

Our goal in this chapter and the next two will be to review the evidence that 
such nonlinear relations pervade phonological representation. The discussion in 
chapter 7 concentrates on tone - the first feature for which substantial nonlinearity 
was detected. In chapter 8 we will see that nonlinear re lations obtain at the in
tersection of segmental and prosodic structure as well. Chapter 9 surveys the 
evidence fo r the nonlinear character of other features and returns to the question 
of how the features are organized in the hierarchical feature tree . 

Our discussion of nonlinear phonology begins with tone. There a re several 
reasons for thi s choice. First. tonology provided the first substantial evidence for 
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representations of the type depicted in (4). Second , tone behaves independently 
from other features and so can be discussed in relative isolation. Finally, there 
is a substantial descriptive and theoretical literature lo draw on. We will begin in 
section 7. 1 with Margi . a typical tonal language with each of the nonlinear relations 
depicted in (4). We will then proceed in sections 7.2 and 7.3 to the Bantu languages 
Shona and Venda, where there is evidence for a representational distinct ion be
tween singly and multiply linked structures. Section 7.4 reviews early generative 
work on vowel harmony demonstrating that vocalic features - especially [A TR] 
- also take part in nonlinear relations. The discussion in the next two section~ 
focuses on anchoring elements and the parameters that establish their nonlinear 
relation with tone. Section 7.8 reviews some of the generati\·e work on the ton
ology of Asian languages. 

7.1 Margi 

7.1.1 Margi Contour Tones 

The Chadic language Margi (Hoffman 1963) spoken in Nigeria illustrates well some 
of the conceptual problems that arise when tone is treated as a feature of vocalic 
segments in the linear model. Margi contrasts three tones on single syllables: high 
Pi 'compound', low ti 'mourning', and rising Ji ' to swell '. However. on descrip
tive grounds the Margi rising tone must be analyzed as the combination of a 
low + high tone. At least three distinct lines of evidence support this interpretation. 

First; a rising tone automatically results as the tonal by-product of a rule re
ducing a pair of adjacent vowels through devocalization or truncation. For ex
ample, the definite suffix has the underlying shape [-arl] (5a). It devocalizes a 
preceding high vowel (5b). 

(5) a. sal sal-arl 'man' 
kum kuiii=arl 'meat' 

b. ?fmi ?fmy-irl 'water' 
ku kw-arl 'goat' 
tagu tagw-arl 'horse' 

c. ti ty-arl 'morning' 
hi'i hw-arl 'grave' 
u?u u?w-ari 'fire' 

If the high vowel has an underlying low tone, the contracted syllable containing 
the glide + a has a rising tone (5c). It is entirely natural to see the rising tone in 
tyiin' as a CQmbination of the low of [ti] plus the high of [-ari]. 

A second respect in which the Margi rising tone parallels a low+ high tone 
combination appears in the verb. As in many other African languages. Margi verbs 
display the phenomenon known as tonal melodies. Given that the language has 
three contrasting tones, one might expect the number of tonal patterns a word 

. • • 
I 
! 
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displays to increase in geometric proportion to the number of syllables. Disyllabic 
verbs should then have 3 x 3 = 9 possible tonal patterns. In a language with 
tonal melodies, the number of tonal patterns remains constant , regardless of the 
number of syllables. Like a melody. the tonal pattern shrinks o r expands in re
sponse to the length of the syllabic " text. " Margi disyllabic ve rbs have not nine 
tonal patterns but only three: high on both syllables. low on both , or low on the 
first and high on the second. Monosyllabic verbs also have just th ree shapes: high. 
low, and rising. Examples appear in (6). 

(6) a . tsa 'beat' ndabya ·touch ' 
sa 'go astray' t;5d9 ·fall down' 

b. dla 'fall' g;)rht) ·fear· 
gha 'reach' dza?u ·pound' 

c. hli 'grow up' p;iz9 ·Jay eggs' 
v~I ' fly' l)gurs9 ·bend' 

Clearly, the monosyllabic tsa and the disyllabic ndabya belong to the same tonal 
pattern, as do gha and dza -;,11. If rising tone is treated as the combination of a low 
tone plus a high tone, then monosyllabic vii can be assigned to the same tonal 
class as disyllabic paz1_i. 

In sum, the rising tone in Margi has a limited and predictable distribution. It 
arises as either a by-product of the contraction of V + V sequences or the mono
syllabic realization of the LH melody. Hence, it is not a member of the inventory 
of basic tones, which is limited to high and low. The low-high nature of the rising 
tone is also brought out by a number of Margi clitic morphemes that exhibit tonal 
polarity. Tonal polarity is a common state of affairs in two-tone systems. It means 
simply that a given affix has a tonal specification that is the opposite of that of 
the base. Among the Margi polarity morphemes are the present tense element 
[a], which precedes the verbal base, and certain pronominal elements that follow 
the base. Examples are cited in (7). 

(7) a. a sa gt) 'you go astray' 
a tsu gt) 'you beat' 

b. awl g9 ' you run' 
a dla g9 'you fall ' 

c. a val gt) 'you fly ' 

In (7a) the high-toned verbs induce a low on the tense morphe me [a] and the 
pronominal [gl}], while the low-toned bases of (7b) induce a high. Now consider 
the behavior of a rising-toned base such as [v~I] in these circumstances. If the 
rising tone is really the combination of a low followed by a high, as claimed, then 
we predict that the tense mprpheme [a] will polarize with respect to the following 
low component and thus should appear with a high tone . On the other hand , the 
r.ronominal [gl}] will polarize with respect to the preceding high component of the 
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rising tone in [v~I). It should thus appear with a pola r low tone. T he form ii vJI 

giJ of (le) dramatically confirms this prediction of the ana lysis. 
Thus, on internal descriptive grounds, there is good reason to believe that the 

grammar of Margi analyzes rising tones as the concatenation of a low followed 
by a high tone. Now conside r the dilemma the linear model of representation faces 
in coming to terms with thi s aspect of Margi phonology. If tone is treated as a 
feature of vocalic segments ana logous for example to [ ::: back) . then the rising 
tone on the vowel of [ v~I) must be represented with a feature such as [ + rising]. 
It cannot be represented as a [ - hi] I + hi] sequence since this violates the basic 
premise of the linear model that each feature specification marks a segment [ +Fl 
or [ - FJ for each feature. To mark the same segment both [+Fl and I - Fl is thus 
a contradiction. This [ + rising] feature can be given a precise phonetic definition 
and would consequently distinguish rising tones from simple highs and lows. Fur
ther, all of the Margi tonological alterna tions could be accurately described with 
such a feature . For example; the rule in (8) would correctly genera te the low
toned altemant for the present tense morpheme in (7b,c). 

. { [ - hi] } 
(8) [a] --> [a] / - [+rising] 

The problem of course is that under this theory , although the fact that the behavior 
of the rising tone parallels that of a low-high sequence can be described , it is not 
explained. In othe r words, the parallel in no way follows from the theory; ra ther, 
it must be built into each rule and principle in the grammar tha t refers to it. 

To develop this point further, recall that when the rising tone of v;J/ is analyzed 
as a LH sequence, we not only explain why the past tense particle appears with 
a high tone before dla and v;J/; we also predict that the suffix [g1_.1) will appear with 
a low tone after sa and v;J/. Confirmation of such predictions is diagnostic of a 
successful theory: one that helps us to gain a deeper understanding of why things 
are the way they are rathe r than some other way. In contrast , the analysis of 
v;J/ as [ +rising] only succeeds in describing the facts. It does not explain them. 
While we may write a rule such as (8), there is no reason why [ + rising] should 
combine with [ - hi] (rather than [ + hi]) in requiring a low tone on the preceding 
tense morpheme. In fact, [ + rising] combines with [ + hi] in another rule of Margi 
- the one requiring a low tone on t_he following [gt_.1]. But why should [ + rising] 
parallel [+hi] with respect to tonal change on a following element (rather than, 
say, on a precedfog element)? Why couldn't the facts have been the opposite? 

The parallel of rising tones to a LH sequence is not a peculiarity of Margi. 
Rising tones parallel LH sequences and falling ones parallel HL sequences in 
many languages. To cite one more example, Lama, a Togolese Gur language 
(Kenstowicz, Nikiema, and Ourso 1988), contrasts high and low tone; but a low 
tone changes to falling after a high tone. 

(9) a. y6 'child ' 
ri 'mother' 
y6 ri 'child's mother' 

I 
J 
t 
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b. L--> I + falling] / H _ 

c . L --> I+ rising] / H __ 

We could write a rule such as (9b) to describe> this situation. But since the linear 
model forces us to treat contour tones as unanalyzed [ + ri sing] and [ + fa lling] 
wholes, it implicitly c laims that we are just as li kel y to find that a low tone changes 
to rising after a high (9c). However, while a change of [aCa] to [aCa) is one of 
the most common tonal rules . a change of [aCa] to [aCa] is very unusual. An 
adequate theory of phonology should he lp us to understand why the former 1s 
widespread and the latter is not. 

7.1 .2 Autosegmental Representation 

Contour tones, as well as many other aspects of tonology, thus pose a serious 
cha llenge to any theory of grammar. In his Ph .D . dissertation "Autoscgmental 
Phonology" (1976), John Goldsmith proposed a brill iant solution to this tonal 
cha llenge. He diagnosed the problem as lying with the method of phonological 
representation assumed a t the time in generative phonology. As noted earlier, 
the representation of cat as [khat] conta ins two kinds of information: first, that 
the lexical item is composed of three sequential positions and second, that each 
position is assigned to a feature matrix containing a ± specification for each 
feature made available by UG. No ove rlap among features is permitted in the 
representations of the linear model. Goldsmith saw that many of the puzzling 
properties of tone can be explained if this ban on feature overlap is re laxed. In 
particular, he proposed that the information representing a HL word such as Margi 
1P1i 'fire' ( IOa) be displayed o n two separate levels or tiers: a to nal tier consisting 
of the linear sequence of tones and a segmental tier consist ing o f the sequence 
of phonemes (!Ob). Both the tona l tier and the segmental tie r consist of a series 
of fea ture sets (toe). 

(10) a. u ? u 
high + + 
low 
back + + 
hi + 

b. u? u segmenta l tier 

H L tonal tier 

C. [-coos] [ - cons ] [-coo,] + high + constr gl + high 
- low - low 
+ back + back 

segmental tier 

I + hil 1- hi l tonal tie r 
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Each tier is autonomous; neither one is subordinate to the other. They are j ust 
different locations for the display of the information in 11:>1i. ( IOb,c) thus inform 
us that 1F'1i contains two tones concatenated in the order high - low. There is . 
however, one respect in which the representations are incomplete . We must in
dicate how the information in the two tiers is synchronized . This is accomplished 
by associalion lines linking tones and selected units of the segmental tier called 
1011e-beari11g 1111i1s (TB Us) . In most languages the syllab ic nucleus cons titutes the 
TB U. And since many· languages do not contrast short versus long (geminate) 
vowels. the number of syllables and the number of vowels are equivalent. In this 
case we speak of the association as holding between vo wels and tones. Margi ,P,i 
can thus be represented as in ( 11 /. 

(II ) u?u 

I I 
H L 

segmental tier 

tonal tier 

From the simple decision to partition the features composing a representation 
into distinct levels , a number of important consequences follow. Indeed, much 
of the research conducted in generative phonology after the appearance of Gold
smith 's thesis focused on a rigorous pursuit of the implications of his proposal. 
Let us return to some of the problems noted earlier and see how they can be 
addressed from an autosegmental perspective. First consider the Lama data of 
(9) , which provoked the observation that an [a.Ca] sequence is much more likely 
to change to [a.Ca] than to [a.Ca]. Given that the tonal features occupy a distinct 
level of representation, 'child's mother' will have the underlying representation 
of (12a). 

(12) a. yo ri 
I I 

H L 

b. yo ri 

v1 
HL 

To derive the phonetic representation, all we need say is that the duration of the 
high tone extends to the position associated with the vowel of ri (12b). The vowel 
of ri thus becomes associated with two tones: the high of y6 and its own lexical 
low. We will assume that a HL sequence associated with the same TBU is in
terpreted phonetically as a falling pitch contour. Thus, from the autosegmental 
perspective, the change of [aCA] to [aCa] can be treated as a form of assimilation: 
the vowel of ri assimilates the high tone of the immediately preceding y6. 

We can now also explain why the change of [aCa] to [a.Ca] is very uncommon. 
We assume of course that a rising tone is represented as a LH sequence associated 
to the same position. In order to derive such a structure from [aCa]. we would 
have to make a copy of the high tone and place it after the low (13a). Spreading 
of the high tone past the low, as in (13b), will be prevented because it yields an 
ill-formed representation in which the high tone originally associated with y6 both 
precedes and follows the low associated with ri. 

ij 

I 

( 13) a. V 

I 
1-1 

V V 
I 
L ..- 1-1 

V 

~ 
L 1-1 

Margi 

b. V ~) 
I ..A 
H L 
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The tonal tier , like all other tiers , is strictl y ordered . A representat io n such as 
( 13b) is thus ill fo rmed since the high both precedes a nd follows the low. This 
constraint is usually expressed in the autosegmental literatu re by ~aying that •·as
sociation lines may not cross." As we wi ll see, it is critical in const raining the 
range of tonal operat ions. T hus, the only way to implement an [a.Ca] ..- [a.Ca] 
change is by the copying plus relocatio n operat ion seen in (13a). Such a rule 
requires transformational power and is more complex formally. Autosegmental 
representations thus distinguish some common tonal cha nges from some more 
unusual ones - the hallmark of a good theory. (Representation ( 13b) is excluded 
under the intended interpretation of our autosegmental diagrams. in particular 
that the various tiers are parallel to one another and that the associat ion lines are 
straight and not curved.) 

The autosegmental representation of Lama y6 ri ·child ' s mother· in ( 12b) vi
olates the ban on feature overlap of the linear model in two ways . Not only arc 
two tones linked to the same vowel; the high to ne is linked to two successive 
syllables. We will see the consequences of this momentaril y. 

To briefly summarize the discussion so far, the autosegmental analysis hinges 
on the possibility of representing a contour tone as two tones (H or L) linked to 
a single tone-bearing unit. This in turn is made possible by the decisio n to represent 
the tonal features and the segmental features on separate levels . The linear model 
cannot avail itself of such an explanation and is doo med to failure. 

7.1.3 Margi: An Autosegmental Perspective 

We now reexamine the various aspects of Margi tonology discussed earlier fro m 
our new, autosegmental perspective, developing the necessary notational appa
ratus as we proceed. First consider the phenomenon of tonal melodies . Recall 
that the problem is to represent the tonal patterns at a level abstract enough so 
that they can shrink or expand in response to the number of syllables in the 
segmental tier . The decision to represent tonal features on a separate tier should 
produce this effect. However, we need an explicit procedure to synchronize the 
tones with the tone-bearing units of the phonemic tier. We will assume that Margi 
verbs lexically select one of just three tonal patterns (H, L, or LH) regardless of 
their segmental length. We will also assume a two-stage procedure to associate 
the tonal melodies to the segmental tier. The first step is stated in ( 14) and is 
known as the Universal Association Convention (UAC) (Goldsmith 1976, Pulley
blank 1986). 

(14) Match the tones and tone-bearing units (TB Us) one to one , left to right. 

For monosyllabic verbs this procedure yields the surface representat ion directly 
for items belonging to the high and low classes, such as ls<1 ' beat' and cll<1 'fall' 
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(I Sa). But for verbs in the LH pa ttern such as Ji ·swell'. the high tone is left 
dangling or " floating" (15b). We can derive the correct su rface representat io n by 
simply linking the floating tone to the only available TBU. thereby c reating the 
rising tone (15c). (Recall from section 4.3 that a dashed or broken line indicates 
the linking process in operation ; a so lid line denotes a link already esta blished in 
the representation. ) 

( 15) a. tsa dla 

H L 

b. fi 

LH 

C. fi 

r··--
L H 

The question naturally arises whether the association of the floating tone in (15c) 
results from a conve ntion of UG o r must be stipulated as a rule of individual 
grammars. Goldsmith ( 1976) originally a ssumed the former; but subsequent re
search has shown that floating tones must , at leas t in some cases, re ma in unlinked 
(Pulleyblank 1986). Consequently, the operation in ( 15c) must arise from a rule 
of Margi, stated in ( 16). Following the notation introduced by Pulleyblank (1 986) , 
unlinked elements are indicated with a c ircle. 

(16) V 

r---
t ® 

This rule says to associate an unlinked tone to the TBU associated with the im
mediately preceding tone. 

Margi disyllabic verbs present the opposite state of affairs. The UAC yields a 
perfect matching for the LH pattern in mbidt.i 'blow'. But verbs in the high and 
the low classes such as ndabya ' touch' and u/q 'see' will lack a tonal association 
on their final syllables (17b). 

(17) a. mbid~ 
' ' : : 

ulu i . 
LH L 

We can derive the .correct surface form by postulating tha t the tone associated 
with the initial syllabl!!S spreads to all of the following toneless syllables by the 
process stated in (18). 

(18) V (y) 
L------

Goldsmith (1976) assumed that such tona l extension to unlinked syllables followed 
automatically from UG and enforced a requirement that all TBUs be ma tc hed 
with some tone. Pulleyblank (1986) and o thers have argued that this position is 
too strong. Some grammars select another option whe reby vowels remain un
linked to the tonal tier until a relatively late point in the de ri vation. whe re they 
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are assigned a defau// 1011e. t in two-tone s,stems the default tone is low, while 
in three-tone systems it is generall y mid. I 

We ha,·e now explained the limited distribution ot the r is ing tone in Ma rgi and 
its parallel to the LH equence. Ve rbs such asfi be k>ng to the same melodic c lass 
as mbid1,i and th us both ha,·e LH on their tonal tiers in the lexicon. T he ri s ing 
tone is restricted to monosyllabic s tems . because thi s is the only occasion in w hich 
the mapping procedure fails to assign the individ ual elements of the LH melody 
to separate syllables. The rule in ( 16) associates the dangling high to the same 
syllable the low is linked to. thereby deri,· ing a contc1ur tone. 

This is an appropriate point to conside r the tonok,gy of Margi ve rbal suftixcs . 
According to H offman ( 1963). there are just two t~ pes: suffixes li ke -ba w ith a 
fixed high tone and a nother c lass whose tone a lternates bet ween high a nd low, 
suc h as -1u1. 

(19) a. c~ · speak· cf-ba ·tell' 

gha ' reach· gha-ba ·reach' 
fj ·swell' fi -ba ·make swell ' 

b. sa 'go astray sa-na ·1ead astray' 
dla 'fall' dla-na ·overthrow' 
bdh) 'forge bdla-na 'forge' 

C. sa+na bdl;i + na UR 

H LH 

sa+ na bdl;i + na UAC 

I I I 
H L H 

sa+ na inappl. tone spread (I 8) 

V 
H 

Clearly [ba) has a high tone in the lexicon. Given the framework developed so 
far, the behavior of [na) follows if we assume that it has no underlying tone. It 
will acquire a tone from the root - e ither the second e lement of the LH melody 
by the UAC or via the spreading rule in (18). Sample derivations for sa-nti and 
bd/;,-na are given in (19c). In the first step the UAC applies . In the second step 
the spreading rule supplies the suffix (-na] with a tone . 

So far we have examined three tonal patterns for the Margi verb: H, L, and 
LH. There is in fact a fourth s tem class, which H offman calls the "changing" 
verbs. These verbs are low when unaffixed but appear w ith h igh tone when com
bined with a high-toned suffix suc h as [-ba) o r [-l]g5rf]. 

(20) high c0 ci-ba cf-l)g5ri 'speak' 

low gha ghf1-b,\ gha-l)g:Sri 'reach' 
changing h~ h5-ba ·take' 

r:. f,\-l)g5rf ·take many' 
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Since the changing roots differ systematically fro m high and low roots, they must 
be assigned a diffe rent underl ying representation. Following a suggestion of Pul
leyblank (1986). , uppose that they are underlyingly toneless. If the tone of the 
affixes is not lexically linked, then we will ha ve the underlying representation in 
(21a) for fci-1J gJri. 

(21) a. [fa] l)g;iri 

H 

b. [fa] IJg::iri 
l_ .•• ~-----· 
H 

The UAC, matching free tones and free TB Us left to right , links the high to the 
initial syllable of the root, whence it spreads by (18) to the remaining toneless 
syllables of the word (21 b). This analysis obviates ano ther rule spreading tone 
from the suffix to the preceding stem and utilizes machinery already developed 
in the analysis . It illustrates the phenomenon of tonal displacem ent. Even though 
the high tone of (21a) is a lexical property of the suffix. it makes its initial as
sociation to the segmental tier on the root. If Margi had selected the option of 
assigning toneless syllables a default tone instead of invo king spreading, the result 
would have been fci-l)gfJri. 

Returning to the Margi " changing" verbs, when these toneless stems appear 
in isolation or in combination with a toneless affix, their phonetic interpretation 
is not variable. In fact , it is systematically identical to basic low-toned items. To 
explain this neutralization, we will follow Pulleyblank (1986) and assume that at 
a certain point in the derivation, a T].!:! not linked to the tonal tier is assigned a 
default low tone by the rule in (22a). In virtue of this rule, the changing verb 
h11 receives the derivations in (22b). 

(22) a. @-v 
I 
L 

b. hi} ' take' 

hu 

i 
L 

h;i + na 'take away' 

h;i+na 

I I 
L L 

default-L insertion 

We have so far seen three of the four possible mismatches violating the one
to-one relation among features imposed by the linear model: two tones mapped 
to a single vowel (e.g., a contour tone such as the Margi rising tone off( ' swell'), 
one tone spread over two vowels (e.g., a bisyllabic verb in the high melody class 
such as ndabya ' touch'), and finally a vowel with no (underlying) tonal specifi
cation (e.g., a "changing" verb such as hiJ 'take'). The fourth logically possible 
mismatch is an element of the tonal tier that is not associated to any member of 
the segmental tier. But recall that this is precisely what we found in the-Margi 
reduction of underl ying vo wel sequences: the tone associated with one vowel 
persists after the reduction of the other, creating a contour tone in the ·process. 

I 
t 
t 
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Let us examine this vowel reduction process more closely. Margi has six vowel 
phonemes: [i ,u,e,o,a,::i]. When the definite suffix [-ari] is added to a stem to create 
a V + ci cluster, the V turns to a glide if it is high. the [a] of the defi nite suffix 
truncates when Vis mid, and the V deletes when it is [;i] . When both vowels are 
la], it is unclear which one dele tes. Arbitrarily assuming that it is the fi rst. the 
ordered rules in (23b) can be formulated to account for these segmental a lter
nations. 

(23) a. ?[mi ?fmyari 'water' 
ku kwarl 'goat ' 
sere sererl 'court' 
t6r6 t6r6ri ' threepence ' 
~ncala ~ncalarl 'calabash' 
tl tyiiri ' mourning' 
hu hwiiri 'grave' 
cede cederl 'money' 
fa fiirl 'farm' 

b. [i,u] - [y,w] I _ V 
V - f1 I [e,o] _ 
v-f1 / __ v 

The tonal modificatio~s arising from the reduction of the V + V sequences pose 
insuperable difficulties for the linear model. We will consider this point only 
briefly, as it will become obvious. Since the tonal and segmental features are 
represented as an unordered set much like the coins in one's pocket, in the linear 
model it is not possible to delete the vowel without deleting the tone. But whether 
the tone on the deleting vowel is high or low is obviously crucial for the prope r 
tonal modification. Consequently, the tonal modifications will have to precede 
the deletion rules of (23b). What rules will be required to implement these modi
fications? A rule must change the first vowel of [arl] to rising after a low to ne 
(e.g., hwari). But this only happens when the [a] vowel is retained. When the 
stem ends in a mid vowel, for example, it is the mid vowel that survives . Con
sequently, another rule will be needed to change its tone from low to rising (e.g., 
ceder/). Thus, not only are two additional tone rules needed ; but with their ref
erence to whether the stem ends in a high or a mid vowel, these rules repeat 
portions of the contexts of the segmental reduction rules. Clearly, these ad hoc 
rules are nothing but a rouqdabout procedure to identify the tone of the deleted 
or devocalized vowel. In an autosegmental representation, the tone of the deleted 
vowel can be identified directly. It is the unassociated tone that is left floating 
on the tonal tier after the deletion or devocalization of the associated vocalic 
phoneme has removed a TBU, a phenomenon Goldsmith (1976) dubs tonal sta
bility. 
- We must now stipulate a rule or principle to associate this floating tone to the 

timing tier. Clements and Ford ( 1979) suggest that a derived unassociated tone 
typically associates to the TB U that provokes the loss of the original TB U. This 
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S tranded Tone Principle correctly predic ts that in (24a) the low tone set afloat 
by devocalization of the glide will associa te to the vowel of the definite suffix, 
while in (24b) the high tone of the definite associates to the preceding mid vowel. 

(24) a. hu -ari b. cede -r- a ri UR 

I I I I I I I 
L HL H I.,. HL 

hw + ari cede + ri gliding and elision 

11 I I I 
L HL H LH L 

hw + ari cede + ri Stranded Tone Principle 

,/1 I I ~ I 
L HL HL HL 

7.1.4 Multiple Linki11g and the Obligatory Contour Principle 

Let us now step back from what we have done. If the autosegmental perspective 
is adopted, then two major analytic questions a rise in tonology. 

(25) a. How many tones does each lexical item have? 
b. How are these tones associa ted to the TB Us? 

In regard to the first question, the linear model had a simple answer. Margi "?[mi 

'water' has two syllables and thus must have two occurrences of [ + hi]. Hence, 
it has two tones. But in the autosegmenta l model, nouns such as "?fmi or lag,, 
' road' could have a representation with two tones, each linked to a single vowel, 
or one with a single tone, multiply linked to both syllables. 

(26) a. ?imi lagu 

I I I I 
HH LL 

b. ?imi lagu 

V V 
H L 

This representational diffe rence between (26a,b) can have empirical conse
quences. Consider the way in which disyllabic low-toned nouns behave in the 
definite. 

(27) Iagu 
mala 

lagwarl 
malarl 

' road' 
'woman' 

If lagu has the singly linked representatio n of (26a), then in the course o f the 
derivation of (28a) -devocalization creates a floating low. By the Stranded Tone 
Principle, this floating tone links to the suffixal vowel, creating a rising tone. To 
derive the correct form lilgwciri. we must postulate an additional rule to dele te a 
floating low after a low tone. 

Margi 

(28) a. lagu lagw + ari lagw + ari = *lagw~\ri 
I 1 ---> I II-- I /11 

L L L L HL L LHL 

b. lagu lagw + ari 
V _, I 11 
L L HL 

But if lilg11 is assigned the multiply linked representation of (26b), then upon 
devocalizat ion no fl oating tone is created. because the L remains anchored to the 
first syllable. ~ o ris ing tone develops and the correct lag11·(1ri is derived directly 
(28b). W e thus reach the perhaps surprising conclusion tha t lb.gt) is best regardeu 
as having just one tone, not two. 

The possibility of single versus multiple linking thus introduces a certain in
determinacy in the theory. A CYCY string has two possible representations. Tri
syllabic CYCYCV could have many more depending on whether it is assigned 
one, two, or three tones, and how these tones are linked to the segmental tier. 
But tonological systems seldom, if ever, make use of this potential in encoding 
their lexical representations. For example , as far as is known all Margi disyllabic 
nouns behave like lag,, in consistently requiring the multiply linked representa
tion. This indeterminacy problem was recognized in the earliest stages of auto
segmental tonology. A principle known as the Obligatory Contour Principle 
(OCP), originally due to Leben (1973), has been proposed to resolve the proble m. 

(29) Obligatory Contour Principle 
Adjacent identical tones are banned from the lexical representation of a 
morpheme. 

According to the OCP, successive occurrences of the same tonal specification 
([ + hi) or [ - hi]) cannot appear in the lexical representatio n of a morpheme. If 
two tones succeed one another , then they must diffe r by at least o ne tonal feature. 
One consequence of the OCP is that all low-toned disyllabic (and trisyllabic or 
longer) noun stems must have lexical representations with just a single low tone. 
The OCP thus, correctly in this case , enforces the multiply linked representation 
(26b) for Margi. 

Let us now briefly address the second question of (25), the direc tion o f mapping. 
This question arises if we assume a condition such as the OCP that constrains 
the inventory of tonal sequences. For Margi disyllabic nouns there are four pos
sible patte rns. As we have seen, the OCP requires the representations in (30). 

(30) ?fm i 

H 

lagu 

L 

sere 

L H 

cede 

HL 

The surfa..:e forms can be deriveu with left-to-right assoc iation and then rightward 
spreading to toneless vowels . But they can just as easil y be derived through right 
to-lcft assnc ia!ion and left ward spreading. To resolve the directionali ty ques tion . 
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we must tum to longer words. If the association were from left to right , then we 
would expect a spreading of tones on the right portion of the word (3 1 a). Spreading 
in the left-hand portion of the word would be indicative of right-to-left association 
(3 lb). 

(3 1) a. cvcvcvcv ... b. ... cvcvcvcv 
I L..-::>·· ·--·<-:.-,J I 
H L H L 

left to right right to left 

c. cvcv d . cvcv 
I I I I 

H LH H L H 

Another directional diagnostic is the location of dangling tones or contour tones . 
This test is applicable when the number of tones exceeds the number of TB Us _ 
for example, in the association of a three-tone melody to a two-tone text. Under 
left-to-right mapping the final high of a HL H melody dangles on the right (3 1c), 
while under right-to-left mapping the first tone of the melody dangles at the be
ginning of the word (3 ld). When the floating tone docks , a contour tone is c rea ted. 
lf the language restricts its contour tones to the initia l or the final positions of a 
domain, this can be a clue to the directionality of tonal assignment. · 

To briefly summarize the discussion, there are three ways in which a TBU may 
acquire its initial tonal association: {i) through unpredictable linking in the lexical 
representation (e.g., Shona; section 7 .2), {ii) through application of the UAC e ither 
via direct matching with an underlying tone or via the tonal spreading parameter 
(e.g. , Margi), and (iii) via a default rule (e.g., Margi changing verbs). 

7 .2 Shona and the Obligatory Contour Principle 
In this section we will examine additional evidence bearing on autosegmental 
representations - in particular, multiple linking and the OCP. The discussion will 
focus on Shona, a Southern Bantu language spoken in Zimbabwe, and builds on 
the results of Odden (1980) and Myers ( 1987a). 

Shona contrasts high and low tones. High-toned syllables are transcribed by 
the acute, while low tones are unmarked. Shona fully utilizes this two-way tonal 
opposition to encode its noun stems. The data in (32) show that whether a given 
syllable of the stem is high or low is unpredictable. 

(32) mbwa 'dog' bwe 'stone' 
h6ve 'fish' badza 'hoe' 
sadza 'porridge' garwe ·crocodile' 
mbundudzi 'army worms' hakata 'diviner's bones' 
shamwari 'friend ' chapupu 'witness ' 
dikita 'perspiration· dhuvhan( ' tin cup' 
dandadzi 'cobweb' sendere 'place forbidden 
benzibvunza ' inquisitive fool' for· farming' 
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The existence of such contrasting tonal shape, as llli/.:,i1u , s. s,;11dere rn::s.:n ts a n 
analytical problem. We cannot simply posit a H L melody for each. ,ince the 
method of association is not predictable: in l1ti/.:,i10 the tirst two syllabk,; :ire high. 
while in sendere only the first one is. The L. :\C mapping a H L tonal ,equence 
from left to right would incorrec tly assign these nou n, the same tona l ,hapc. T he 
same problem ari ses under right-to-left association. One solution is ll> e,pand the 
inventory of melodies to include HHL in addit ion to HL. An a lt .: rna ti, e posi ts a 
single tonal shape HL fo r both stems but lexically re.:ords (at kast M>me of) the 
associations between the tonal and segmental tiers . The representa ti,,ns in (33) 
illustrate these two different analyses. 

(33) a. hakata b. hakata 

V I 
HHL H L 

Odden (1980) discovered evidence that favors the second solu tion. l\lany Bantu 
languages have a dissimilation rule changing one of 111·0 adjacen t high 1,1 11.:s (typi
cally the second) to low. This process is known as ,'v/ee11sse11 ·s Ruic \after the 
Belgian linguist who fi rst detected its existence). ln the Shona dialec t s tudied by 
Odden, Meeusse n's Rule operates at the juncture (marked by a #) b.:tween a 
cliticized element (e.g. , a preposition such as 11e •with ' or se ' like') a nd its host. 
Its effect on some of the s tems of {32) is seen in (3-1). 

(34) a. mbwa 'dog· ne#mbwa •with a dog· 
h6ve ' fish' ne#hove 'with a fish" 
mbundudzi 'army worms' se#mbundudzi 'like army worms· 
hakata 'diviner"s bones· se#hakata •tike diviner"s bones' 
badza ' hoe· ne#badza 'with a hoe· 
chapupu 'witness se#chapupu •Jike 41 witne~s· 
benz.ibvunza ' inquisitive fool' se# benzibvunz.a ' like an inquisitive f1.,,,r 

b. Farai personal name• na#Farai •with Farai ' 

C. mbwa 'dog' sa-mbwa ·owner of dog· 

We see tha t a string of one or more successive high-toned syllables shifts to low. 
Forms such as benzfbvunza show that not all high-toned s yllab les of the stem 
change to low - just those that are not separated from the high tone of the clitic 
by a low. The forms in (34b,c) reveal certain important details: na#F(mii shows 
that only high-toned clitics induce tlie change, and sti-mbwa shows that only clitics 
trigger the rule - not just any high-toned prefix such as the ho norific sti-. 

If hakata and hove have single , multiply linked high tones, then Mecussen's 
Rule can be expressed quite simply as (35a). On the tona l tie r . the first high o f 
the stem changes to low when it immediately fo llows a high belonging to a c li
ticized element. 

(35) a. H --+ L / H # _ · 

b. ne#hove 

IV 
H H 

ne#hakata 

I VI 
H H L 

ne#mbundudzi 

I~ 
H H 

nc#chapupu 

I I I I 
1-1 I. Ill. 
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Given the multiply linked representations of 135b) , a ll the high-toned syllables of 
/uiktita, hove, and mb1ind1id.:i simultaneously change to low because the syllables 
all share the same high tone. The rule a lso correctly fails to dissimilate the medial 
high tone of chap1ip11 and the fi nal high of bh,:ibv1111::.ci since a low tone intervenes 
between them and the clitic high that initiates the dissimilat ion. Meeussen's Rule 
applies to a H#H string but not to H#L H. 

Contrast the situation with singly linked representations. Odden points out that 
if ltakata, hove , and so 6n . have singly linked high tones. then it becomes quite 
difficult to state the tonal change formall y. To appreciate th is point. consider the 
derivation of 11e#hove under single linking (36a) . 

(36) a. ne#hove 

I I I 
H HH 

b. ne# hove 

I I I 
1-1 LH 

If the rule iterates from left to right , the first appl ication (shown in (36b)) changes 
a HH stem to LH. But now the contrast with underlying L H nouns such as badza 
will have been merged ; we will be unable to explain why the rule applies to hove 
but not to badzti. Right-to-left iteration is of no help either. The rule will not apply 
until the scansion reaches the first high of the stem, since that is the one that 
precedes the triggering clitic high. hove then changes to hove . But now the rule 
will be unable to return to the final syllable in order to change its high to low 
(without again introducing an unwanted change in badza). Thus, with the singly 
linked representation of (36a) the only way the rule can be made to work is to 
reformulate it to change an entire string of high tones simultaneously. The intro
duction of essential variables such ~H.!.-{a.stri!lg.of one or more succcssiy_e highs) 
permits Meeussen's Rule to be expressed as (37). · · 

(§:)1-1 1 
--+ L / H # -

But this move increases the expressive power of the rule formalism and thus 
undesirably broadens the class of possible grammars. Furthermore, even this 
solution will not work without additional stipulation. In Shona it is possible to 
stack clitics: se#ne#hove ' like with a fish' . Since (37) changes a string of suc
cessive highs after a high-toned clitic, it should transform [se#ne#h6ve] into the 
ungrammatical *se#ne#hove. A string of high tones follows these across a clitic 
boundary. Why doesn't Meeussen's Rule transform all of them into low? This is 
the result we expect from a rule defined on an unbounded string. 

The solution sketched earlier that relies on multiple linking does not face a 
similar problem with se#ne#hove. If multiple linking is a function of the OCP, 
and if the OCP governs just the underlying representatio n of the morpheme, a 
heteromorphemic high-toned sequence will not necessarily collapse into a single 
high tone. On these assumptions, the representa tion of (38) ensues. 

(38) se#ne#hove 

I I V 
H H H 

Shona 1111d the Obligator_1· Contour Principle 

So lonl! as Meeusse n ·s Ruic iterates from left to right (or appl ies an : ,;1 cli,:. 
it will ~hange the high of 11e to low before the high tone of /r,h•,: is , ,-:~nn,-d 
the time the rule reaches the high tone of /r,h·e. the preceding t1.,1•,_- will :· .. 
changed to low and so the rule will correctly fa il to apply . 

Several conclusions emerge from th is discussion. First. the an,,.., -t hc- t, ,,_ 
(ATB) tonal change we see in 11e#ho1·e follows automatica lly from tr ,- repr, ,.· · 
talion with multiple linking by a paradigm phonological ru le - o ne 1;- _;1 cl1:1:,.::• 
one feature in stric t adjacency to another (albeit in a special mmph,, :,, ~ical .·.• · 
figuration). Second. such ATB tonal changes as Meeusso:: n· s Ruic fu n::,h a1i.,:~.
diagnostic of multiple linking besides the multi ple anchoring effcL·t .'.ctcc1c.' 
Margi /ag11 (26b). Third. the multiple linking of both Margi ltig,i and :-h,ma ,,.· . 
follows automatically if the OCP governs the underlying. lexica l rcr,·csen1:1: i.,.
of morphemes. Finally. since Shona hakata exhibits the ATB lown1:1g. it n. .:, 
have the multiply linked high of (33b). An important corollary of :his line s 
reasoning is that at least some associations between the tonal and sq:.mental 11,·: 
must be recorded in the underlying representations of morphemes. >lot all :1,

sociations can be produced by the left-to-right UAC. Stated difTeren tl~ . two tlh'' 

phemes such as hakata and sendere can have identical represe ntati,,ns on th<' 
tonal tier and contrast solely in terms of the associatio ns between those 1,,111', 
and the TB Us of the segmental tier. 

In addit ion to excluding the empirically unsupported lexical represt·ntat ions ,,t 
(33a), the OCP also helps to solve the indeterminacy problem inherent in un,1,n· 
strained autoscgmental representations. In thi s regard an addit ional p,,int is 1wr· 
haps worth making. It has sometimes been argued that the OCP do,·s not haw 
to be stated independently but follows directly from a procedure that always scd., 
the simplest representation . After all, if Shona hove can be represented with just 
one high tone, isn·t that simpler than a representation with two? 

(39) a. hove 

V 
H 

b. hove 

HH 

However, this reasoning seems fallacious. While (39a) has fewer to nes than (39b), 
it has more association lines. Thus, unless tones and association lines a re to he 
weighted differently, neither representation in (39) seems materially simpler than 
the other. This suggests that the OCP has the character of other constraints un
covered in generative grammar: a condition on representa tions of a rather specific 
character that is not obviously subsumed under more general cognitive consid
erations such as economy of information structure. 

7.2.1 An Ordering Paradox 

The contrasting behavior of two classes of cnclitics in Shona furnishes an addi
tional argument for autosegmental representations. One class includes 1116 'aho' 
and sa 'too'. 
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(-101 bwe ' stone ' bwe#w6 ·s tone a lso ' 
shamwari 'friend' shamwarf#wo ' friend also' 

pfupi 'short' pfupi#sa 'too s ho rt ' 
ndefu · tong ndefu#sa ' too long' 

The y appear as high-tone.ct after a base whose final syllable is low and low-toned 
after a preceding high tone . Since the clitic boundary is the juncture across which 
Meeussen·s Rule applies in Shona. we can easily account for the alternation by 
assismin!! these cli tics an underlying high tone. Meeussen 's Rule will transform 
und;rlyi;g [ndcfu#sa] into 11defii#sa. 

The other clitic set is represented b y po ' there'; it is high-toned after a word 
endi ng in a high, and low-toned after a word ending in a low. 

(411 akaenda 'hcwent' akaenda#po 'he went there' 
aka6na ' he saw' aka6mi#p6 "he saw there ' 

We may account for its behavior by s tipulating a rule of assimilation tha t spreads 
a high tone to the right. Whether po has an underlying low tone or is toneless 
does not matter fo r the point to be made here. For concreteness we will assume 
it is toneless and stipulate the rule in (42a); aka6nti#p6 receives the derivation 
shown in (42b). 

(42) a. V @ 
l.-----

H 

b. a kaona#po -+ 

I I V 
H LH 

a kaona#po 
I I ~ 

H LH 

Recall that assimilation in the autosegmental formalism is conceived as the 
extension of a feature from one TSU to an adjacent one. The result is a multiply 
linked tone - a representation that contrasts with the two successive high tones 
of [ndefu#sa] found in the underlying forms of (40). In other words, even though 
the H-spread rule (42a) makes the po clitic high, it does not merge the contrast 
with the successive high tones in [ndefu#sa] . This is the key to understanding an 
otherwise puzzling state of affairs. One rule of the language removes s uccessive 
high-toned syllables in the V#V context, while another turns right around and 
creates this very sequence in exactly the same context. From the autosegmental 
perspective, there is no mystery here . Meeussen's Rule dissimilates one high tone 
when adjacent to another: H#H. But, by hypothesis, the product of (42a) is just 
a single high tone. The representations are thus distinct. 

This is of course a distinction tha t the linear model cannot make. In this model, .. 
assimilation is understood as a process that assigns a given segment (in this case 
the vowel ofpo) a feature specification that is identical with the triggering context 
(in this case I+ hi]). But then the contrast with V#sli is ~eutralized, and Meeus
sen' s Rule will fail to dist inguish the two cases (43a). 

(43) a. V#sa 

V#sa 

b. V#sa 
V#sa 
V#sa 
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\/#po 
V#p6 
\/#po 

\/#po 

V#p6 

assimi lat ic'n 
Mecus\cn·, Ru ic 

Meeussen ·, Ruic 
assimi lat ic'n 
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Furthermore, applying the rules in the oppc, , ite order is of no ava il (-13b). Meeus
sen's Rule will change the I+ hi] of .HI to I - hij. effectively merging the contrast 
with po. Subseque nt assimilation then incorrect ly reass igns a high tone to s<i . 
Thus , no matter in which order the rules are applied . an irrecoverable contrast 
is lost . 

Some important conclusions can be dra\\ n from th is di scussion. Fi rst. we have 
additional evidence for the distinction bw,een singly and multiply linked high 
tones. Even though the representations in 1-1-la) and (44b) have the same phonetic 
implementation as two successive high-pi tched syllables . they are crucially dis
tinguished by the phonological rules. 

(44) a. V V 

I I 
H H 

b. V V 

V 
H 

(44a) arises from morpheme concatenation while (441:/) can have two sources : the 
lexical representation of two successive \/-toned syllables (an OCP requirement) 
or the product of an assimilation rule. Finally, the evidence suggests tha t assim
ilation rules such as the one affecting the clitic #po are autosegmental operations 
extending the domain of a feature from one TBU to the adjacent one. 

7.2.2 Stevick's Rule 

Having established the necessity for multiply linked representations in Shona, le t 
us now look at an additional alternatio n in the language that , at first blush. seems 
to call such representations into question. The data in (45a) show that when words 
ending in two successive high-toned syllables such as hove o r m1mime are followed 
by a word that begins with a high, the final high of the first word cha nges to low. 
(45b) shows tha t a single word-final high does not change. (45c) shows that the 
tonal change does not occur when the following word begins with a low tone. 
This tonal change, which may be_Q_y_g!J_~d Srevick's Rule after Stevick (1965), is 
informally expressed l\fHR##H _,. HL##H. ) ·--

(45) a. h6ve 
huru 
h6ve huru 

' fish. 
'big' 
'big fish' 

'friend ' 

murume 
akafa 
murume akafa 

mbw[1 

'man' 
'he d ied' 
' the man died' 

'dog' b. shamwarf 
shamwarf akafa "the friend died· mbwa y.1kafa ·the dog died ' 

C. a kafa 
murume akM{1 

'(the one) who died· 
' the man who died' 
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In virtue of the ATB effect of Meeussen·s Rule on /1151-e in ne#hv,·e. we know 
that hove has a multiply linked high tone. The input to lu5,·e htini must thus be 
(46). 

(46) hove huru 
V V 
H H 

But if '16,·e has just a single high tone, how can the change to the two-tone se
quence HL be expressed~ It looks as if the multiply linked high mu,t be split in 
two and then the second high in the resultant HH##H string changed to low. 
But such tonal dissection is a complication that seriously compromises the entire 
thrust of the analysis. 

We may avoid this undesirable outcome by appealing to the notion of " defau lt 
rule." Recall from the discussion of Margi that in two-tone system, the default 
tone is generally low. Following Myers (1987a). we will assume that Stevick's 
Rule is expressed as the delinking of the word-final syllable from a multiply linked 
high when followed by a high (47a). The result is a bare TBlJ unassociated to the 
tonal tier. The UG default rule (47b) then supplies this vowel with a low tone. 

(47) a. V VJ V 
V I --+ 
H H 

b. (y)--+ V 
I 
L 

V VJ V 
I I 
H H 

On this view, hove h1iru receives the derivation in (48). 

(48) hove huru UR 
V V 
H H 

hove huru Stevick's Rule 

I V 
H H 

hove huru default-L insertion 

I I V 
H L H 

The forms in (49) show that Stevick's Rule must precede Meeussen's Rule. 
Otherwise, the high-toned clitics would inco1Tectly change to low. 

(49) mukuru 
h6ve 

' large' 
' fish' 

mukuru#sa 
h6ve#w6 

' too large' 
'fish also· 
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Now consider the data in (50). which bear on the orde ring of Stevick's Rule with 
respect to H-spread (42a). We assume that the\ erb I toral has a single high linked 
by the UAC to the initial syllable [to!. H-spre:tJ (42a) then extends the high to 
the toneless [raj and #po (sec later discussion of verbal tone): [akat6ra#po] -> 

[akat6ra#p6]. 

l50) a. akat6ra#p6 ·he took the re· 
b. ndakat6ra#p6 badza ·1 took there a hoe· 

·1 took there a pot' c. ndakat6ra#po harf 

The clitic po ass imilates the preceding high tone from the verb 'took· in (50b). 
But when the fo llowing word begins with a high tone. this process is blocked 
(50c). Since Stevick 's Rule delinks a high tone in precisely this context. we may 
account for the absence of a high tone on po in (50c) by letting Stevic k's Rule 
trim off the final high tone produced by H-spread, as in (5 1). 

(51) ndakatora#po hari UR 
V V 
H H 

ndakatora#po hari H-spread ( 42a) 

~v 
H H 

ndakatora#po hari Stevick's Rule (47a) 

~ V 
H H 

The significance of this derivation is that the multiply linked high that results from 
H-spread onto the toneless clitic po also undergoes Stevick's Rule - just like the 
underlying multiply linked high of hove. This is further evidence that H-spread 
creates a multiply linked s tructure, and more generally that assimilation is au
tosegmental spreading. 

7.2.3 Shona Verbs 

Compared to noun stems, where any syllable can be unpredictably high or low, 
verb stems in Shona have a much simpler underlying tonal structure. The Shona 
verb stem comprises a root followed optionally by a set of extensional suffixes 
and completed by a final-vowel suffix. The extensions mark changes in the verb's 
argument structure (e.g., causatives, benefactives, reciprocals). The tone of the 
extensional suffixes and the final vowel is predictable from the root tone. Roots 
fall into two classes. In verb stems built from a root in the high-toned class such 
as [teng]. all the syllables of the root as well as the extensions and the final vowel 
bear a high tone (for the dialects under cons ideration here). The high tone of the 
root is thus distributed throughout the verb stem. In stems built from roots in the 
low-toned class such as [ereng]. all syl lables are pronounced low. 
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(52) ku-teng-a 
ku-teng-es-a 
ku-teng-es-er-a 
ku-teng-es-e r-an-a 

ku-ereng-a 
ku-ereng-es-a 
ku-ereng-es-e r-a 

Atllosegmelllal ?honology 

' to buy· 
·to sell' 
' to sell to' 
' to sell to each other' 

' to read · 
' to make read' 
' to make read to· 

The most natural analysis assigns roots such as [teng) a s ingle high o n the tona l 
tier and treats the extensional and fina l-vowel suffixes as underlying toneless. 
After the UAC assoc iates the high to the initia l vowel, H-spread (repeated in 
(53a)) extends the high tone to the right, making a ll vowels in the stem high (53b). 

(53) a. V ('}) 

b. 

e. 

L----
H 

teng-es-er-a 

~ 
H 

('j) ..... v 
I 
L 

C. en:ng-es-a d . ereng-es-a 

I 
L 

•• • r 

,;(,''· t , •._ '\. 

I 

Now what about the roots in the low-toned class? Prima facie two hypotheses 
are plausible. We might assign these roots an underlying low tone and then gen
eralize (53a) to also spread the low. On this analysis ku-ereng-es-a has the rep
resentation shown in (53c). Alternatively, we could postulate that the roots are 
toneless (53d) and assigned a low tone by the UG default rule (53e). 

Myers (1987a) uncovered evidence in the Southeastern d ialects of Shona that 
supports the second interpretation. Object prefixes such as [rf) and [mu) have a 
lexical high tone; they have no material effect on a following stem whose root is 
high-toned (54a). But when appended to a verb whose root belongs to the low
toned class, the high of the object prefix spreads through the stem, encompassing 
all but the final vowel (54b). 

(54) a. ku-teng-es-a 'to sell' 
ku-rf-teng-es-a 'to sell it' 

b. ku-ereng-er-a ' to read to' 
ku-mu-ereng-er-a 'to read to him' 

Descriptively, we clearly want to say that the rightward extension of the object 
high tone is produced by the same rule that extends the high of the root in (53a). 
(Otherwise, it would be an accident that two separate rightward extensions exist 
in the same grammar.) But if the low-toned verbs have the analysis shown in 
(53c), it is not clear why H-spread is not blocked by the association line linking 

I 
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the low t0ne and the root-initial syllabic . Ii. l,n the uther hand. the low-toned 
roots are underlyingly toneless. the n the same rule l.:i~a l extending. the high right 
ward from a verb root [tengl will al so extend the high of the objec t prefix. Still 
unexpla ined , however, is the puzzli ng bcha, il,r o f the fina l sy llable:: /..11- reng-c;., .. 
a vs. k11-m1i-ere11g-er-a . Why should the tor.al characte r of a sy llabic at the fa r 
right edge of the word be affected by whether the spreading high originates from 
an object prefix or from the root? lsn ' t this ~ ,·iolation of locali ty? 

An attractive answer to this quest ion appeals to the grammatical structure of 
these words. Myers assembles ev idence that the , ·erb tern constitutes a domain 
in the lexical phonology of Shona separate from the 110,d. For instance. thi s is 
the domain over which reduplication is defi ned: k11-1e111t-es-a redupl ica tes as k11-
te11g-es-a-1e11g-es-a. Extensional suffixes and the final vo,,·e l must be reduplicated 
(*k11-teng-es-a-te11g-a), but an object prefix may not be (11di-116-m11-k1i111hfrd-k11111-
bira l sg.-habitual-3sg.-ask fo r-ask fo r ' I keep asking him'). Following Myers . le t 
us postulate a special rule marking the final syllable ex1ra1011al. in e ffect shie ldi ng 
it from the tonal rules in rather the same way that licensed extrasyllab ic conso
nants are ignored by the syllabification rules. We assign this rule to the word 
level. We also assign H-spread to both the stem level and the word level. The 
final syllable will consequently be shie lded from the effec ts of H-spread - but 
only in the word level. Spreading from the root takes place o n the stem level and 
thus encompasses the final syllable. The distribution of rules in the two lexical 
strata is depicted in (55). 

(55) verb stem stratum UAC 

word level 

H-s pread 

UAC 
final syllable extratonality 
H-spread 
default-L insertion 

To illustrate this solution, let us derive ku-ri-timg-es-er-a, k11-ere11g-es-a, and ku
ri-ereng-es-a. To simplify the displays, we will let V stand for a given TBU . 

(56) [teng-es-er0a] 
H 

vvvv 
I 
H 

vvvv 
~ 

H 

ri [tengescni) 
H 

[ereng-es-a) 

[ercng-cs-a] 

[ereng-es-a ) 

ri I crcngesa I 
H 

stem level 

UAC 

H-sprcad 

word level 
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ri [V V V VJ 

I~ 
HH 

ri [V V V VJ 

I ~ 
HH 
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[V V \. IV)] 

[V V V VJ 

I I I 
LL LL 

ri [V V V VJ 

I 
H 

ri [V V V \/)) 

I 
H 

ri [V V V . V)) 

~ 
H 

ri [e rengesa] 

~ '. 
H L 

UAC 

fina l sy llable 
extratonali t~ 

H-spread 

(V)-; V and 
defau lt-L 
inse rtion 

In the; first step the high of [Ieng] is associated to the TBU at the left edge. H
sp_rcad lhcn extends this H to a ll remaining vowels of the \·erb stem, com; leting 
this ~l ralum. Since the root [erengj. by hypothesis, lacks any tones . no tonal rules 
are applicable. We then enter the word-level stratum, where the object prefix 
becomes visible. The UAC attaches it to the leftmost position - the ri. But now 
the spec ial rule of extratonality applies to shield the final syllable from application 
of Ii -spread (marked by the angled bracke ts). Consequently, all syllables of the 
fo llowing stem are linked to the object high save the last. The derivation is com
pleted hy the revocation of extratonality and the default rule assigning the erst
whiic cxtratonal syllable as well as all syllables of [ereng-es-a] a low tone. 

This :inalysis crucially depends on the low-toned roots being toneless at the 
point where the object prefix is encounte red. If a low to ne had a lready been 
a~signcd (as in (53c)), then the H-spread rule would be unable to extend the object 
high past the initial syllable (by the line-crossing ban). As a matter of fact the re 
is another dialect of Shona where precisely this state of affairs obtains. In So~thern 
Karanga the tonal assignment inside the verb stem is identical to that of the 
Southcnstcrn dialect. But an object prefix in Southern Karanga alters only the 
tone on the immediately following syllable. Subsequent svllables in the stem re-
main unchanged. · 

(57) Southern Karanga 
ku-vereng-er-a 
ku-mu-vereng-er-a 

Southeastern 
ku-vereng-er-a 
ku-mu-vereng-er-a 

yve can account for this dialect difference quite simply with the assumption that 
Ill Southern Karanga the default-L insertion rule has moved up into the first lexical 
stratum. Consequently, when a stem enters the word-level stratum, all of its syl
lables will have been assigned a tone. The input to H-spread on the word level 
is thus (58a). 

(58) a. mu [ verengera] 

I I i I I 
H LL LL 

b. mu [verengcra] 

v1 I 11 
H LL LL 
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If H-spread 153a) is reinterpreted as spreading a high rightward until an as,,,-:i.;: 1,, 11 
line is encc>untered, the rule will onl y be able to extend the domain of the prt'lt\;il 
high to the first vowel of the stem (58b). The result is a doubly linked , ·,," .:I. 
Since Shon::i has no contour tones. a ban on more than one association rer n~ U 
will lead w a del inking of the original low tone . deriving [mu-verengera]. \\"c h,1,·e 
seen in eariier chapters that o ne of the ways in which dialects can differ i, 1n ,he 
ordering oi the phonological ru les. Appeal ing to this device thus seems rea,,, ,ut, 1e 
in this case. 

If we ac,ept the impl ication of Myers's analysis that the underlying t,,n:tl ,,p
position in Shona is not H vs. L but rather H vs. fJ. then two remarks are in ,,,·,kr . 
First, Meeussen·s Rule can now be expressed as the deletion of a high rathc'r than 
as a change from high to low. We might then entertain generalizing the ruk in,ide 
the verb .. -\ form such as ku-rf-te11g-es-n 'to sell it· (54a) could be deri\"cd as 
follows. At the word level, the object high on [rf] di ssimilates the fo llowin~ mul
tiply linked high of the stem to derive a tone less stem [ku-ri-teng-es-a]. The H
spread rule then fills in the gap with the high of the object p refix to yield [ku-ri
teng-es-a]. So long as the extratonality ru le is ordered before Meeussen·s Rule. 
the fina l ,·owel will not be marked extratonal and hence will be able to accept the 
object marker's spreading. While this analysis works. it fails to generalize 1c, the 
phrasal level. Recall that [ne#h6ve) becomes 11e#hove. To obtai n this result. H
spread must be ordered before Meeussen's Rule. There appears to be no advan
tage to generalizing Meeussen's Rule to the word level at the expense of incon
sistent orde ring restrict ions. To conclude, Meeussen ·s Rule may still be expressed 
as a deletion process; but it must be restricted to the clitic context in Shona. 

Second , if the underlying tonal opposition is (linked) H vs . fJ, the OCP must 
be reinterpreted in order to allow for such cases as sluimwarf 'friend'. 

(59) shamwari 

I I 
H H 

In (59) there is no longer any element intervening be tween the two high tones. 
In order to permit this representation but still maintain the OCP's ban o n adjncent 
identical tones, Myers refines the notion of adjacency so that the TB Us must be 
taken into account. Two tones are adjacent iff the following restrictions hold: (i) 
no distinct tone appears between them and (ii) if they are associated to the seg
mental tier, then no distinct TBU may intervene between their TBUs. The high 
tones in (59) thus satisfy the first clause of the definition but not the second. They 
now count as nonadjacent and hence do not violate the OCP, 

7.2.4 OCP Extensions 

In our discussion of Shona we have argued that the OCP plays a fundamentnl role 
in controlling the distribution of multiple linking for the underlying representation. 
It is this principle that forces a single high tone in lt6ve, !taknta, and so on. In 
additio n, we have examined two rules (Meeussen's Rule and Stevick's Ruic) that 
e liminate adjacent high to nes that a rise from morpheme and wo rd concatena tion : 
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the former deletes one of the abutting highs , while the la tter delinks. This suggests 
that the OCP holds for later levels of representation beyond the underlying level. 
Myers (1987a) explores this question for Shona. In addition to motivating the 
existence of rules eliminating adjacent high tones that a ri se from morpheme and 
word concatenation, Myers sees the OCP as monitoring the H-spread rule _ block
ing its application just when it would give rise to adjacent high tones . We may 
appreciate this point in the following paradigms, where H-spread extends across 
the word boundary. The high cannot spread beyond the initial syllab le since, by 
this time, all default low tones will have been inserted. 

(60) zvirong6 'water pots' 
zvina 'four' 
zvirong6 zvfna 'four water pots ' 

akabika ' and then he cooked' 
Chip6 personal name 
Chip6 akabika 'and then Chipo cooked' 

muk6mana ' boy ' 
ndaka6na ' I saw' 
ndaka6na muk6mana 'I saw the boy' 

badza 'hoe' 
ndakatenga 'I bought' 
ndakatenga badza ' I bought a hoe' 

Note that while [LL. .. words are transformed to [HL. .. , [LH ... words such 
as badza remain unchanged. Myers sees this as an effect of the OCP blocking the 
spread of the high just in case it creates two adjacent high-toned syllables. Un
fortunately, it is not clear that this conclusion can be drawn with certainty. Recall 
that Stevick's Rule applies in exactly this context. The lack of a surface high tone 
on the initial syllable of badza might reflect Stevick's Rule trimming the final 
syllable from the domain of the spreading high. Whether the OCP may inhibit the 
application of a phonological rule remains a hotly debated question in autoseg
mental phonology; see Odden 1986, 1988 for discussion. 

If the OCP governs later stages of the derivation, then we might wonder whether 
two adjacent identical tones that straddle a constituent boundary (i.e., H [H or 
HJ H) and have failed to be eliminated by a phonological rule, merge into a single 
tone. Rules applying on later lexical or phrasal domains could detect such a 
merger. Myers appears to have identified a case of this form in the subjunctive 
of Shona. The subjunctive consists of a high-toned subject prefix plus a verb stem 
whose final vowel is [e]. Examples for the verbs ku-teng-es-a 'to buy' and ku
lar-is-a 'to look' appear in (61a). 

(61) a. ti-teng-es-e ti-tar-fs-e 
'that we might sell' 'that we might look' 

b. ti-teng-es-e ti-tar-is-(e) 
I ~ .v-
HH H l 
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c. ha#ti-teng-es-e 
·Je t us sell ' 

ha#ti-tar-i, -e 
· let us looh · 

In ti-tar-is-e the high of the prefix ti spreads th r<, ugh the stem built o n the tonele,, 
root [tar) (with extratonality of the final vowelJ . :1-1eng-,;s·e has the representatiL,:i 
shown in (61b). Neither Meeussen's nor Stevick"; Ru le is applicable. T he forme r 
does not apply because the subject prefix is not ditic 10 the verb, and the lall<' , 
because the first high is not multiply li nked. The hortati ves in (61c) are form<:',i 
from the subjunctive by the prefix ha-. If ha is clitic to the verb. then Meeusse n ·, 
Rule will lower the multiply linked high originating in the [ti l prefi x in /1{1#1i-1,,,. 
is-e. The problem is to explain why the high tone of the prefi x [ti] and the multiph 
linked high originating in the root [teng) both lo,1 er in ha#1i-1e11,t-es-e. If the 1,1 ,, 
highs of (61b) have merged at the end of the r receding cycle/stratum. the n thi; 
result follows automatically. We might thus posi t a UG principle of last reSL'rt 
that merges adjacent identical elements at the end of each cycle. This co nventil'n 
ensures that the input to the next cycle (and presumably to the phonetics) contain~ 
no OCP violations . 

Once again, while this proposal is attractive. the evidence from Sho na is Ill'! 
conclusive. We know that the language spreads i1 s high tones lo the right. In some 
cases, the high spreads to a toneless vowel. But in other cases it spreads to a 
TBU linked to a low tone. It thus appears that the rule does not care about th<' 
tonal structure to the right : it simply extends the high until an association line is 
encountered. On this view, a high tone should also spread to a fo llowing TB L" 
that is linked to a high (62a). 

(62) a. V V 

v1 
H H 

b. V 

I 
H 

c. V 

A 
H H 

d. V V 

V 
H 

There are few if any cases on record in which a language must distinguish betwe<!n 
one and two identical tones mapped to the same TBU (as in (62b) vs. (62c)). This 
has led to the convention merging two identical tones into one when they lodge 
on the same TBU (presumably a subcase of the OCP). Such a convention auto
matically transforms (62a) into (62d). The effect we see in the Shona subjunctive 
thus might reflect this convention rather than a last resort merger. To differentiate! 
the two proposals, we need to find a system isomorphic to Shona but lacking the 
H-spread rule. If the OCP holds for later levels of representation, then two ad
jacent highs resulting from morpheme concatenation or the application of a pho
nological rule should always merge and be treated as a single tone by rules applying 
on later cycles. Finding evidence to confirm or disconfirm such a prediction is 
one of the outstanding questions of autosegmental phonology. 

To briefly summarize, we have seen that the OCP plays a major role in the 
tonology of Shona. First, it enforces the multiple linking in lexical representations 
that is crucial to explaining the ATB effects displayed by Meeussen's Ruic. Sel·
ond, it may function as an output condition blocking the applicatio n of H-spn:ad 
just in case the latter creates two adjacent high-toned syllables . Third. it can be 
seen as the driving force behind Mccusscn' s Ruic and Stcvil:k's Ruic - both llf 
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which e liminate successive high-toned syllables that arise from the concatenation 
of morphemes and words. Finally. it may function as a last resort process, merging 
any remaining adjacent high tones at the end of a cycle . 

The discussion of Shona illustrates a more general poin1. As we saw in our 
study of syllabification in chapter 6, much of the phonology of a language can be 
seen as operat ions designed to advance structures to a more optimal state or 
configuration (Goldsmith 1990). In line with recent speculations in syntax, we 
might conjecture that these states and configurations are interface condit ions me
diating between the grammar and other cogniti ve systems - in this case phonet ics. 
The OCP requirement that [XX] be avoided in favor of [XY] or in the limit [X] 
makes sense on perceptual grounds and may have articula wry motivation as well 
in minimizing muscular and/or neural fatigue. 

7.3 Venda 

In this section we will explore the autosegmental view of tone further with material 
from Venda, a Bantu language of South Africa. The di scussion is based on the 
analysis by Cassimjee (1983, 1987). The syllables of Venda have three surface 
tones: high (marked by the acute), low (unmarked), and falling (circumflex). The 
predictable falling tone is restricted to the penultimate syllable of the phrase. 
Venda nominals have radically different tonal shapes depending on their location 
in the phrase. In particular, they have one shape in isolation or when the preceding 
word ends in a low tone and a quite different shape when the preceding word 
ends in a high tone, such as when object of ndivh6111i ' I see·. (63) illustrates these 
alternations for disyllabic roots. 

(63) post-Land post-H 
isolation 
mu-tuka mu-tiika 'youth' 
mu-rathu mu-rathu 'brother' 
mu-selwa mu-selwa 'bride' 
mu-sadzi mu-sadzi 'woman' 

The nominals in (63) contain a low-toned prefix mu-. They show all four possible 
combinations of high and low tone on the root syllables in the post-L/isolation 
context. These tonal contrasts are sharply reduced in the post-H forms, where 
the prefix has become high and the root-initial syllable falling. The post-L forms 
are underlying and the post-H arise from extension of the high tone of the pre
ceding word. But how? 

The low-initial roots mu-tuka and mu-rath11 take a falling tone on the initial 
syllable of the root in the post-H forms 11111-tuka and 1111i-rflt/11i. Since a falling 
tone is equiva lent to a HL combination on a single syllable, the best hypothesis 
is that the high of the preceding word has spread to the root-initial syllable to 
create a contour falling tone. But we also know that spreaJing rules cannot c ross 
associa tion lines (64a). Consequently, the prefix 11111- must lack an association to 
the tonal tier at the point where the high spreads past it to the mo t. Cassimjee 
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postulates the special rule of (64b) to delete worJ-initia l lows. Since there is quite 
a bit of evidence for this rule , we will accept this analysis he re . The H-s pread 
rule is stated in (64c). 11 is fo rmulated simply to spread a high to ne to a follo wing 
syllable. We will assume that the rule ite rates until it is block ed by a n associatio~ 
line. The form 11111-riit/111 is de ri ved in (64d). 

(64) a. lmu-rathul 
_ .. -t ··1 I 

H L L L 

b. L --> k$ / H 1-

C. V V 
L.--

,, 

H 

[mu-rathul lmu-rathu j lmu-rathuj 
I I I I I ~ I 

d. H L L H --> H L H --> H L H 

Now consider a root with an initial high tone such as 11111-selwa. Its post-H form 
mu-selwa a lso starts with a falling tone. After L-deletion. the representation in 
(65a) results. 

(65) a. [mu-selwa] b. [mu-selwa] c. [mu-selwa] 

I I I I ~ I 
H H L H L L H L L 

Cassimjee shrewdly observes that the low required for the second half of the 
falling tone can be produced by calling on the dissimilation rule in (66) that changes 
a high to low after a high, a reflex of Meeussen's Rule that we saw operating in 
Shona. - - -----····---"· 

I :· (66) H--> Li H _ 

f 

Like the H-spread rule , (66) also applies after L-deletion. Its application in (65a) 
produces representation (65b), to which the H-spread rule may apply to derive 
the falling tone in m1i-selwa (65c). 

With Meeussen's Rule added to the analysis, we can now deal with the change 
of mu-sadzito m11-siidzi. The two possible underlying representa tio ns for the root 
are given in (67). 

(67) a. [mu-sadzi] 

I I I 
L H H 

b. [mu-sadzi] 

IV 
L H 

It should be clear that (67b) is the one we want. Meeussen 's Rule will change the 
multiply linked high to a low. Spreading of the high from the preceding word then 
yields the required fa lling tone on the root-initial syllable. Besides being required 
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on descriptive grounds. (67b) is the only pe rmissible representa tio n if we accept 
the OCP. which bars successive identical tones within a morpheme. The deri
vations in (68) summarize the analys is to this point. 

(68) V [mu-rathu] V [mu-selwa] V [mu-sadzi] UR 
I I I I I I I I I I V 

H L L H H · L H L H L H 

V [mu-rathu] V [mu-selwa] V [mu-sadzi] L-dele tio n (64b) 
I I I I I I I V 

H L H H H L H H 

inappl. V [mu-selwa] V [mu-sadz i] Meeussen 's Rule (66) 
I I I I V 

H L L H L 

V [mu-rathu] V [mu-selwa] V [mu-sadzi] H-spread (64c) 
~ I ~ I ~ 

H L H H L L H L 

Now le t u~ conside r some additional root types. Monosyllabic roots have just 
two contrasting tonal shapes - as we might expect if the inventory of basic tones 
is just high and low. (69) illustrates the alternations that befall these nouns in the 
two phrasal contexts. 

(69) post-L 
mu-thu 
mu-rf 

post-H 
mu-thu 
mu-ri 

'person' 
'tree' 

Clearly 'pe rson' has a lexical low and 'tree' a lexical high tone. But our rules do 
not derive the correct results in the post-H context, as (70) shows. 

(70) a. 

b. 

C. 

[mu-ri] 

I I 
H LH-+ H 

V V 

I\ \ 
H L -+ H L 

V V 

I\ / 
H L -+ H L 

[mu-ri] [mu-ri] 

/--1 _,,,/"' I 
H -+ H L-+ H L 

[mu-ri] 

I 

(where V is posttonic) 

(where V is pretonic) 

The rules predict mu-ri with a final fall. There is actua lly a rather simple expla
nation available here. The penultimate syllable of the phrase in Venda carries an 
accent (manifested phone tically by increased vowel duratfon). Complex structures 
often simplify in unaccented positions. Tone appears to be no different. We thus 
c?mplete the derivation in (70a) with the rule in (70b) that delinks the spreading 
high tone from an unaccented syllable . Anticipa ting la ter discussion , we express 
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simplification of rising tones in prepenultimate sy llables as delinking of the lo w 
to ne (70cl. 

The paradigm in (7 I I illustrates the beha,·iN of trisyllabic roots in the two 
phrasal contexts . 

(71) post-L post-H 
LLL mu-kalaha mu-kalaha ·otd man 
LLH mu-tukana mu-tukana ·boy 
LHL mu-lamb6ni mu-lamb!6ni ·at the river 
LHH mu-tannga mu-ta!nnga ·young man 
HLL ma-dingware ma-dingware personal name 
HLH tshi-vha, ha.la tshf-vhavhala •wild beast · 
HHL mu-duhulu mu-duhulu ·grandchild ' 
HHH mu-kegulu mu-kegulu ·old woman 

The alternations in (7 11 are quite complex. First of a ll. the post-L forms m a
d fn gwiire and 1shi-1·ha1-hiila have a fall on their penults. If these roo ts take the 
underlying HLL and HLH shapes , respective ly. then they complete the inventory 
of 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 possible tonal patterns ava ilable in a two-tone system. T he fall 
derives from spreading of the root-initial high to the following syllable. Presumably 
there is also H-spread to the final syllable in the LHL m11-lamb611i. But the re
sultant falling tone simplifies because it is loca ted in an unaccented syllable . 

Before discussing the post-H forms , we take note of two new concepts: down
drift and downstep. In many African tona l languages the pitch register drops in 
absolute value as the phrase is articulated . This declination takes a number of 
forms , and the precise details are not well understood. A preva lent form o~low11-
drift realizes a string of high-toned syllables after a low at a slightly lower pitch 
value than the preceding high. In other words, each succes sive high in a 
HLHLHLH sequence is thus articulated at a slightly lower va lue. In some lan
guages the low tones a lso drop but in others they do not. The schematic phrase 
of (72a) receives the implementation in (72b). 

(72) a. CVCVCVCVCV b. -

Venda has downdrift ; the high tone on the final syllable of m11-tuka11a, the post
H form of 'boy', is spoken at a lower level than the high tone spread over the 

first U'!'.fL~~bles. 
r'.lfownstep_)ndicates a situation in which a high tone h~s a downdrifted phonet ic 

v~ueoutlliere is , a t least e n the surface. no preceding low tone to mark the 
division from the preceding high, which is articula ted at the " normal" value. 
Downstep is usually marked by the ! sign placed between one high and the fo l
lowing downstepped high. Thus, in Venda mu-lamb16ni the high tone on the s yl
lable [b6] is pitched slightly lower than the preceding high to ne spread o ver the 
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first two syllables (73a). A sequence of downstepped highs thus looks qu ite literally 
like the steps in a staircase (73b). 

(73) a. mu-lamb'6ni b. CVC'VC'VC'V 

The analysis of downstep and downdrift is controversial. Here we wi ll adopt 
the interpretation of downdrift as a left-to-right parsing of the tonal tie r into L,H , 
.. tonal feet' ' (Clements 1979, Huang 1985). Each foot is assigned a pitch value 
l~wer ~han th~ preci:ding one. For example. a VVVVVVVVV sequence is parsed 
[V][VV][VVV V][VV]. The feet constitute miniregisters in which a low is artic
ulated toward the bottom of the register and a high toward the top. In phonetic 
implementation each foo t as a whole is pitched at a lower level than the preceding 
one and so the absolute values drift downward across the utterance. 

With this background we can now return to the Venda post-H forms in (71). 
Consider first the low-initial m1i-t1ikanii. Deletion of the low tone from the prefix 
and spreading of the high yields the representation in (74a) with high and low 
linked to the root-init ial syllable. 

(74) a. [mu + tukana] 

~II 
H L LH 

b. [mu + tukana) 

~II 
H L H 

c. [mu + tukana) 

~I I 
H L L H 

Since this syllable is unaccented, the correct surface form can be derived through 
simplification of the contour tone (70c). We have two options: either the root
initial low deletes to give (74b) or it delinks to give (74c). In either case we derive 
a HL,H sequence that yields downdrifting of the second high by the phonetic 
interpretation procedure mentioned earlier. At this point the choice between (74b) 
and (74c) may seem of slight importance. However, turning to a form such as m1i
lamb16ni, we see that there are good reasons to prefer the delinking formulation 
of tonal simplification. After L-deletio n and H-spread, m1i-lamb·o11i has the rep
resentation in (75a). 

(75) a. [mu + lamboni) b . [mu + lamboni] c . [mu + lamboni) 

~ II ~ II ~ I I 
H L HL H L HL (H) (L H)(L) 

Delinking of the low portion of the contour tone yields (75b). But now the pro
cedure parsing the tonal tier to implement downdrift wi ll group the floating low 
and the following high into a foot (75c). Like any other foot, th is one will be 
pitched at a slightly lower level than the preceding fool. A s a result. the overt 
high is automatically dropped to yield the downstep. No special ru le is requ ired. 
and downstep can be assimilated to the downdrift phenomenon. This explanation 
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hinges crucially on the tonal tier containing information - the floating low - that 
is not directly realized phonet ically. It thus const itutes another strong reason to 
adopt the autosegmental approach to tone. 

Recall from the discussion of 11111-sndzi=1111i-s,id~i in (67) that it was c rucial that 
the OCP banning successive highs on the tonal tier be respected in Venda un
derlying representations. We thus predict that HH L and HH H stems will lower 
each high. This prediction is dramatically confirmed by 11111-d1ih11/11= 1111i-d1i/111/11 
and 11w-keg1ilii=m1i-keg11/11 . The latter is derived in (76). 

(76) [mu-kegulu) UR 

I V 
H L H 

[mu-kegulu] L-deletion (64b) 

V 
H H 

[mu-kegulu] Meeussen's Rule (66) 

V 
H L 

[mu-kegulu) H-spread (64c) 

~ 
H L 

[mu-kegulu] pretonic simplification (70c) 

~ V 
H L 

This derivation appeals to lo~al~i~ a fundamental notion in generative gr~mmar. 
Phonological rules typically relate _(!!,.~~r.).J1djac.eJ1t ele~~ Str~ng ~ocahty co~
fers a leamability advantage on the theory. If theelement activating a rule 1s 
consistently found in the local environment, then the learner's ~ypothesis s_pa_c~ 
is restricted - narrowing the class of grammars. But the altern~t1on of m11-keg1'./11 
with mti-kegulu is prima facie inconsistent with _a strong version ?f the locality 
thesis . The final syllable -lu systematically alters its tone as a function of t~e final 
tone of the preceding word. This change operates across thre~ intervening s_yl
lables. But not all final syllables in trisyllabic stems behave this '!'ay. The high 
of mu-thakana 'boy' never changes. It appears that we must consider the nature 
of the intervening syllables in order to explain the difference between m11-keg1ilt1 
and mu-thakana. But an autosegmental representation of tone and t~e OC~ (~ro
posed to solve the indeterminacy problem) moti~ates a r~p~e~entat1on with Just 
one high tone spanning the three stem_ syllables m m_11-keg11/11. Cons~q_uently, a 
rule changing a high tone to low immediately after a high has the suT?nsmg effect 
of changing the final syllable of m11-keg1Uu (as well as the two preceding syllables) 
in response to the preceding word. The Venda data thus turn out to support-the 

locality thesis . . . . . . 
The final set of Venda nominals we will consider appears m (77). They lack a 

prefix and provide independent evidence for the rule of L-dele tio n. 
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(77) post-Land post-H 
iso latio n 
bofu b6fu 'blind pe rso n ' 
thuku thuku ·scoundre l' 
ndemwa nde mwa ' naughty c hild' 
[h6 lf \h6 1i 'spy' 

The pos t-H forms ndem wa a nd /h6/i are s tra ightforward. T he la tte r is de rived in 
(78). 

(78) 

H 

[\ho li) -> 

V 
H H 

[\ho li] - > 

V 
L 

[tholi) 

---------11 
H L 

Since th~re is_ n? ~rcfix , L-deletion is inapplicable. In the firs t s te p the multiply 
linked high d1ss1m1lates to lo_w_ ?Y Mee ussen 's Rule. The high of the preceding 
word then spreads onto the 1mt1al syllable to create the falling to ne. Since this 
syllable is the penult, it is accente d a nd so no tonal s implificatio n occurs. 

Consider now the thukti = thuku alternation. The underlying re presentatio n is 
given in (79a). 

(79) a. [thuku) 

I I 
LH 

b. [thuku) 

----------1 I 
H LH 

If Venda lacked the rule de leting a n initial low, then spreading of the prece ding 
high should yield thiik11, with a falling tone in the post-H context (79b). But the 
correct pronunciation is thuku - with a simple high on the first syllable. Post-H 
thuku (and b6fu) are the only forms encountered so far with a p lain high instead 
of a fall on an accented, root-initial syllable. But if Venda deletes initial lows 
then the lexical lo"'.' of thuku will be preempted from forming the second portio~ 
of the contour fallmg tone. Thus, the otherwise mysterious absence of a falling 
tone in post-H thuku is predicted. The derivation is given in (80). 

(80) [thuku] -> 

I I 
H LH H 

[thuku] -> 

I 
H H 

[thuku) -> 

I 
L 

[thuku] -> 

~ 
H L 

[thuku] 
_,,,,,,,,.-, I 

H L 

In the first step L-deletion applies; then the high on the final syllable turns to low 
by Meeussen's Rule. The high spreads from the preceding word, and the inter
mediate falling tone on the unaccented final syllable simplifies. 

FinaHr, consid~r the_ bofu=bofu alternation. The two possible underlying rep-
resentallons are given m (81a) and (Sic). · 

(81) a . [bofu] 

V 
L 

b. [bofu] -> 

V 
H L H 

[bofu) -> [bofu] 

~ 
H 

c. [bofu] 

I I 
LL 

d. 

H 

lbofu] -> 

I I 
L L 

Venda 

[bofu) -> 

H 
I 
L 
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lbofu] -> [bofu) 

/1 / I 
H L H L 

If (8 1a) is chosen. then the result is the derivation in (8 1b) in w hic h the s ingle 
lo w is de leted. y ieldi ng two ba re syllab ics. We have assumed tha t H-sp read is 
unbounded and bloc ked only by an a ssoc ia tio n line. Conseq uen tly. the ru le sho uld 
sp read the high o nto bo th syllables of the roo t. deriv ing the incorrect b6fii . On 
the o ther hand , if t he root has two low to nes, as in i8 1c). then L-de le tio n e limina tes 
o nly the fi rs t (8 1d) . H-spr.:ad and simplifica tio n then y ield the correc t post-H form 
b6f,1. 

Thus. o n descript i\"e grounds the re presentation in (8 1cJ w ith two separate lo w 
tones, eac h linked to a differen t syllable , is the correct o ne. Ye t Ve nda has a lso 
shown that in roots wi th high tones the highs must be mul tiply linked. This as
sumption was cruc ia l to o ur account of the across-the-board change o f hig h to 
low to ne affected by Meeusse n·s Rule . There is thus a puzzling a symmet ry in the 
re presentation o f the h igh and low tones in Ve nda. A possible expla nat io n fo r this 
d iffe rence is that lo w is the defauit to ne in Vend a and thus is inserted by t he rule 
in (82) that assigns any toneless vowel a low on the tona l tie r. The re sult is a 
single linking of low tones. 

(82) @-, V 

I 
L 

This interpretation implies that Venda underlying representa tions in gene ra l con
tain only linked hig h tones that respect the OC P. On this account , the s tem s in 
(77) have the lexical representations in (83a). 

(83) a . [bofu) [thuku) [nde mwa) [\holi) 

I I V 
H H H 

b. [bofu] [thuku) [nde mwa] [\holi] 

I I I I I I V 
LL LH H L H 

At some point in the derivatio n prior to the operation of the phrasa l rules disc ussed 
in this section, rule (82) will insert low to nes to yield the representatio ns in (83b) . 
These representations are then input to the phrasal rules . 

Bruce Hayes (personal communica tion) suggests an alte rna ti ve a na lys is that 
permits underlying multipl y linked low tones a nd thus re moves the high-low asym
metry . Firs t , Cass imjee's L-dele tio n (64b) is replaced by a delink ing rule (84a) . 
Second, Meeussen's Rule is reo rdered after H-spread and reformulated to c hange 
high to low afte r a ta utosyllabic high , eliminating a sylla ble -inte rna l down~tc.:p 
(84b). Under thi s ana lysis, the pos t-H forms of boji, and 11111-selwa re ceive the 
derivations in (84c). 
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(84) a. V [Co V b. (1 

I * ~ 
H L H -> L / H .. . _ 

C. V [bofu] V [mu-selwa] UR 

I V I I I I 
H L H L H L 
V [bofu) V _[mu-selwa] L-delinking (84a) 
I I I I I 
H L H L H L 
V [bofu] V [mu-selwa] H-spread 
V1 ~ I 
H L H L H L 
inappl. V [mu-selwa] Meeussen·s Rule (84b) 

L,.-/ I I 
H L L L 

V [bofu] 
1,,,,.,,.- I 

inappl. decontouring 

H L 

Under this alternative Myers ' s conception of adjacency (section 7.2.3) is not vi
olated as it is in the derivation of post-H nui-selwa in (68). 

Let us close the discussion with two observations. First, it should be clear that 
if we invoke the notion of default low tone , then the high tones must be linked 
in the underlying representation. Otherwise . there is no nonarbitrary way to a s
sociate a _high tone by the UG UAC and at the same time distinguish a CVCV 
vs. CVCV contrast. Second, if low tones are not inserted by the default rule, then 
a system with four contrasting disyllabic stems could be assigned the represen
tations in (85). 

(85) cvcv 
CVCV 

H 

cvcv 
cvcv 

H L 

cvcv 
cvcv 

L H 

cvcv 
cvcv 

L 

The UAC plus spreading of high and low tones to unlinked syllables would yield 
the correct surface forms. But a system such as Venda with an eight-way contrast 
on trisyUabic stems requires prelinking if the OCP is respected. Otherwise, it will 
be impossible to generate a HHL vs. HLL contrast, as shown in (86). 

(86) cvcvcv 
~ 

cvcvcv 
1//" 

HL HL 

7.4 Vowel Harmony 

In this section we will survey some of the early generative research on vowel 
harmony, setting the stage for further discussion of vocalic features in chapter 9. 

l 
I I 

Vowel Har1111111_1· .147 

(See Clements 1980. I 985b and Ringen 1975 for valuable d iscussion.) V ,,,, <'I har
mony is a phono logical state in whic h the vowels in a given domain ,h.irc o r 
harmonize for a panicular feature. It differs from other proces,es alk ·,· : 111g ad

Tacent vowels (e.g .. umlaut) in that typically all of the vowel· L1f tht· .,niuage 
participate in the harmonic constraint. In addition. the harmony appl:,·, in an 
essentially unbounded fashion. affec ti ng all the relevant vowels,, ithin th ,· ,i,,main 
(typically the word ). \ 'irtua ll y any o f the common features used to d i, :1n>?uish 
among vowels have been discovered to seat a harmonic system. includi:: ::. ,~1wcl 
height , backness, rounding, nasality . and pharyngeal ope ning L'r IAT R · - \ ' owct' 
harmony exhibits man~ of the .. ac tion-at-a-distance·· properties dis r i., , L'd bv 
tone. It is not surprising. then, that the analysis of this phe nomenon h:,, ·been ;, 
major focus of generati,·e research. In this section we will see that man, ,,f the 
puzzling properties of tones that motivate the autosegme ntal approach .ire also 
found in vowel harmony: the discussion recapitulates a number of points made 
in Clements 1980. 

7.4.1 Wolof: A Li11ear A11alysis 

The ATR-based system found in the West Atlantic language Wolof l Ka 1988) 
illustrates a number of the typical properties of vowel harmony. T he Vll\\'cls fall 
into the two groups shown in (87). Lo ng vowels are transcribed as geminates. 
The high vowels as well as the long low vowel [aa] have special harmoni,· prop
erties and so we momentarily put them aside. 

(87) [ + ATR] 
e 

e 

u 
6 

[ - ATR] 
e 0 

a 

Restricting the discussion to the rema ining nonhigh vowels, we find thnt Wolof 
exhibits the two chief traits of harmonic systems. First. the vowels thnt appear 
in root morphemes are drawn from two disjoint sets: the [ + ATR) vowels {c ,6,e} 
and the [ - ATR] vowels {e,o ,a}. 

(88) [ + ATR] [ - ATR] 
bereb ' place' doole ' strength' 
geten 'to bother' cere 'couscous' 
jeeg6 ' to step' lempo 'tax ' 
geleem 'camel' xandoor 'to snore' 
x66yel 'to dilute' nelaw 'to sleep' 

Combining vowels from the two sets is systematically prohibited. Roots of the 
shape *CeCe, *Coco, *CeCa, and so on, are impossible in Wolof. The dnta in 
(89) illustrate a second trait of harmonic systems: affixes regularly alternntc for 
the feature LATR) in agreement with the root. 

(89) instrumental/locative -e""-e 
d66r-e 'to hit with' 
rcer-e 
ge-ne 

'to be lost in ' 
'to be better in ' 

xool-e 
ciem-e 
xam-e 

'to look with ' 
' to go with ' 
'to know in ' 
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participant -le=-le 
d66r-le 'to help hit' jox-le 'to help give· 
reer-le 'to lose one's dee-le ·10 lose a relative' 

property ' 
yeg-le 'to announce' takk-le 'to help tie· 

past tense -v611=-oon 
reer-66n 'was lost' reer-oon "had dinner· 
ii6w-66n 'came· jox-oon 'gave 
begg-66n 'wanted' takk-oon 'tied' 

benefactive -el=-al 
leeb-el 'to tell stories bey-al ' to culti,·ate fo r' 

for' 
f66t-el 'to launder for' woor-al ' to fast for ' 
jend-el 'to buy for' wax-al 'to speak for' 

possessive -em=-am 
s6f66r-em 'his driver' nelaw-am 'his sleep· 

comitative -end66=-andoo 
genn-endo6 'to go out dend-andoo ' to be neighbors' 

together' 
t6x-end66 ' to smoke topp-andoo 'to imitate' 

together' 
dekk-end66 'to live wax-andoo 'to say 

together' together' 

Monosyllabic suffixes such as the participant and past tense as well as polysyllabic 
ones such as the comitative systematically vary the quality of their vowels in 
accord with the root. If the word contains more than one suffix, then the harmonic 
effect propagates from the root through the suffixes to the end of the word. 

(90) jubbentefod66 'to rectify together' 
from [jubb-anti-andoo] 

mufiendeend66 'to be a little patient together' 
from [mufi-andi-andoo] 

An "action-at-a-distance" effect is thus produced: variation in the first root vowel 
systematically alters the quality of the final vowel across a potentially unbounded 
distance. 

Now let us consider the challenges a harmony system poses for the linear model. 
Recall that in this model each feature is the property of a position in the phonemic 
string and every segment of the string is exhaustively specified plus or minus for 
each feature. This "linearity" requirement poses significant problems for the as
signment of an underlying representation to a polysyllabic root morpheme in 
Wolof. Consider for example the root nelaw. Since the vowels of the root har
monize for [ATR], the 1- ATR] feature of the first vowel is predictable from that 
of the second. But the value of the second is equally predictable from that of the 

first. A similar indeterminac\ is posed by the suffixes. We could postulate a n 
underlying I+ ATR] and chan~e it to I - A TR] to agree with I - ATRJ roots. But 
it appears just as valid to set ur the affixes as [ - ATR] and change them to I + ATR] 
when the root is I + ATR] . Se,0nd. we must postulate a rule of assimilation chang
ing the suffixal vowel so as w .1grec with the [ATR] feature vf the root. But which 
root vowel should serve as th~ trigge r·> Since each vowel of the root is [ - ATR], 
it would seem arbitrary to sir.f]e out the first or second as the origin . The problem 
is compounded in an ATR harmonic system such as that of .-\kan (Clements 1985b) 
in which both prefixes and ;uffixes harmonize to the roc)t. (Non low I - A TR] 
vowels are marked by under dots in Akan (91 ).) 

(91) o-fiti-i ·he pierced ,:· 
q-cjrc::-i ·he showed it ' 

Does the prefixal vowel harmvnize with the fi rst or the secc,nd root vowel? Which 
of the two root voweis initiates harmony in the suffix? 

7.4.2 The Root-Marker Theory 

It seems that the vowel harmony in a Wolof form such as nelaw-am "his sleep' 
is not the functio n of a particular vowel of the root or word but rather a propeny 
of the root as a whole. ne.'aw belongs to the [ - ATR] class of roots; this pho-...c.-----------nological property is distributed throughout the word. This intuition underlies the 
first generative analysis of vowel harmony: the so-called roof-marker theory of 
Lightner ( 1965). On this approach the analysis of vowel harmony is broken down 
into two steps. First, the roots are divided into two arbitrary lexical classes. say, 
( + ZJ roots and [ - ZJ roots. A UG convention distributing such lexical fea tures 
as gender and number through the word also marks every phonological segment 
[ ± Z]. Second, a phonological rule translates the i ± Z] classification into a pho
nological distinction by assigning each [ + ZJ vowel one value for the harmonic 
feature (say, [ + ATR}) and each l - Z) vowel the other value (say, f - ATR)). On 
this view, ne/aw-am 'his sleep' is derived as in (92). 

(92) [ -ZJ [ - ZJ . 
~ 

[n EI Aw] + Am -> [n EI Aw) + A m -> n e 
+ 

a w + a m 
+ + + [cons] 

[ATR] --
For the root-marker theory, harmony is not the product of a phonological rule 
but a UG convention that distributes lexical and grammatical features to every 
position in the word. Lightner explicitly draws an analogy between such a [ ± ZJ 
classification and a [ ±masculine] classification of the nouns in a language such 
as Spanish or Italian. Just as it makes no sense to locate the [ + masculine) of 
Italian problem-a in one of the root phonemes (it is a property of the root as a 
whole), so. Lightner reasons, the harmonic property of a root ~uch as Wolof nelaw 
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is not a feature of one of the vocalic phonemes but rather a property of the whole 
morpheme. 

The root-marker theory obviates an arbitrary choice among the root vowels in 
order to seat the harmonic feature. But it does so at considerable cost. This theory 
is fundamentally misleading because it denies the obvious fact that the classifi
cation of the Wolof roots is in reality phonologicall y based. The only justification 
for assigning a given root to t~e [ + Z) or [ - Z) class is its [+A TR] or [ - ATR] 
harmonic behavior. But translating this pho netic distinction into an arb itrary lex
ical one violates Jakobson's basic insight that the vocabulary of a language is 

·, ..... - encoded in terms of natural phonological features that are grounded in overt pho
\ netic distinct ions, reflecting the (presumed) fact that it is muc h easier to store 

and search a large set of items if they are catalogued in terms of such natural 
properties as f ± voice], [ :!:round], rather than an arbitrary coding (sec. 1.4). Root
marker theory, with its arbitrary [ ± ZJ, denies that the Wolof opposition [reer) 
'to be lost' vs. [reer) ' to dine' is of the same sort as English [pit) vs. [bit]. 

But if we refuse to accept this bizarre conclusion and return to the represen
ta tion of the distinction between [reer) and [reer] as one between [ ... ATR) and 
[ - ATR), then , in the linear model , we are also inevitably returned to the inde
terminacy problem. A Wolof [CeCe) root differs from a [CeCe) root in that the 
former has a [ + ATR] specification on the first and second root vowels while the 
latter has a [ -ATR] specification in both these positions . But these representa
tions are redundant - one specification for [ATR] is predictable from the other. 
We are trapped in this dilemma by the basic representational assumption of the 
linear theory that any feature is a property of individual matrices and consequently 
cannot span more than one position in the phonological string. 

Disharmonic roots pose an additional problem for the root-marker theory. Har
monic systems often have roots that violate the harmonic law by combining vowels 
from the two harmonic classes. For example, in Akan we find the examples of 
(93a). 

(93) a. bisa 'ask' b . o-bisa-i ' he asked it' 
kari 'weigh' <;>-kari-i 'he weighed it' 
nins<;n 'be pregnant' o-nins<;n-i 'she became pregnant' 
pjrako 'pig' funani 'to search' 

While these roots deviate (in a regular fashion, as we will see) from the harmonic 
principle, their effect on affixes is not haphazard: prefixal vowels harmonize to 
the first root vowel while suffixal vowels harmonize to the last (93b). Finnish 
loanwords such as afiiiiri 'affair' and Camiis in which a [ + back] vowel is followed 
by a [ -back] one furnish another example of this phenomenon. These words take 
front vowel suffixes: afiiiiri-ii part.sg., Camiis-tii part.sg. Lightner's theory in 
which affixal harmony arises from distribution of the arbitrary root marker is in 
principle incapable of describing this situation. The roots of (93) can be assigned 
neither to the [ + Z] nor to the [ - Z] lexical class since they contain vowels drawn 
from each harmonic group. There is thus no root marker to distribute through the 
word. Consequently, their systematic harmonizing effect on affixes is completely 
mysterious. 

\loll'el f-!11r111011y ' ( 
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7.4.3 Harmo11y as a Morpheme Structure Co11strai11t 

These problem~ prompted Kiparsky ( I 968b) to abandon the root-marker approach. 
Kiparsky propl1;ed an alternative theory in which harmony is broken down into 
two separate statements. To handle the harmo ny of roots. a so-called m orpheme 
struc fllre conditic>n was proposed. Such MSCs were essentially descriptive gen
eral izations over the lexical representations of the grammar. Although their pre
cise form was a matter of some debate at the t ime, we will ignore this point here 
and simply formulate the Wolof and Akan root constraints as in (94a). It states 
that the vowels in a morpheme share the same value (a = [ = ]l fo r the feature 
[ATR]. 

(94) a. Co V .. . Co V Co 
laATR) [a.:\ TR) 

b. V -+[aATR] /_ C0 V 
[a ATR] 

/ V Co _ _ 
[aATR] 

Disharmonic roots are then treated as exceptions to the descriptive statement. In 
the case of both the regular harmonic roots such as [fit i) and the irregular dis
harmonic ones such as [nins<;iil, each vowel of the root is specified for its [ATRJ 
value in the lexical representation. These specifications are not assigned by any 
rule. The affixal alternations arise from an assimilation rule (94b) that assigns the 
affixal vowel a plus or minus value for the harmonic feature that agrees with the 
closest root vowel - the first vowel in the case of a prefix and the last in the case 
of a suffix. The harmony rule is thus no different in form from a local rule of 
assimilation such as umlaut. However, unlike the latter, the harmony rule is given 
the power to iterate (apply to its own output). Given that the rule can iterate, the 
harmonic feature is spread throughout the harmonic domain (the word) by suc
cessive local changes. 

Although this alternative approach achieved greater descriptive success than 
the root-marker theory, a number of serious problems nevertheless arose. For 
one thing, many harmonic systems display what have come to be called opaque 
vowels . For example, the Wolof agentive suffix [-kat] exceptionally fails to al
ternate, appearing as [ - ATR] regardless of the root vocalism. 

(95) tegg-kat ' drummer' tegg-kat-am ' his drummer' 
f66t-kat ' launderer' f66t-kat-am ' his launderer' 
ligeey-kat 'worker' ligeey-kat-am 'his worker' 
togg-kat 'cook' togg-kat-am 'his cook' 
jangale-kat 'teacher' jangale-kat-am 'his teacher' 

Although this suffix fails to harmonize. its effect on following vowels is not hap
hazard : they systematically surface as [ - ATR]. The agentive suffix thus appears 
to harmonize following clements to itself while being itself an exceptio n to the 
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ru le. This halfway exceptio nality is diffic ult to understand in a system that im
plements harmony as a feature-changing process. If a vowel exceptiona lly fa ils 
to assimilate to a preceding vowel. why should it nevertheless provoke the same 
harmonic change in a following element? At the very least. it leads one to expect 
the opposite state of affairs in which an affix undergoes the rule but fa ils to transmit 
the harmonic change to a fo llowing e lement. While the former type of exceptions 
are quite prevalent in harmonic systems, the latte r are not. The li near approach 
has no explanation for this asymmetry. 

The feature-changing view of harmony also runs into certain orderi ng para
doxes. The phenomenon of palata l umlaut found in certa in Istanbul dialects o f 
Turkish is a notorious example (Kumbaraci 1966). This rule raises and unrounds 
vowels before palatal consonants such as the jod that begins the imperative suffix 
(96a). 

(96) a. infinitive 
ye-mek 
iisii-me k 
oku-mak 

imperative 
yi-yin 
iisi-yin 
okw-ywn 

'eat' 
' be cold' 
· read ' 

b. v - [ + highd] / _ [ : ~~gn~ ] 
- roun b k - ac 

C. V - [a round] / V C0 __ 

[+ high] [aro und] 

The problem is the ordering of pala tal umlaut (96b) with respect to the Turkish 
labial harmony rule (96c) that rounds a high vowel afte r a round vowel. If labial 
harmony applies first, it will ite rate through the word, rounding a ll the vowels to 
convert underlying [iisii-yln] to [iisii-yiin] . Palatal umlaut then derives the incor
rect *iisi-yun. To avoid this effect, we must order palatal umlaut before labia l 
harmony. If root harmony is the product of a MSC and suffixal harmony arises 
from a local feature-changing rule triggered by the preceding vowel, then iisi-yin 
is successfully derived. Underlying [iisii-yln] is umlauted to [iisi-yln] ; labial har
mony then assimilates the suffixal vowel to the final stem vowel, giving (iisi-yin] . 
Since labial harmony (96c) does not apply within the root, the final root vowel 
will not harmonize to the first vowel and thereby undo the effect of rule (96b). 
The problem with this analysis , noted by Clements (1980), is that it does not 
generalize to cases in which the vowel undergoing palatal umlaut belo ngs to a 
suffix. For example, underlying [dur-lylm] 'let me stop' is realized as dur-wywm. 
Application of umlaut first gives [dur-wylm] . But if labial harmo ny is an iterative 
feature-changing process, labializa tion will incorrectly spread from the root 
through the word to produce *dur-uyum. 

Intuitively, it seems that the pala tal umlaut phenomenon erects a barrier past 
which the labial hannon.y cannot spread, just as in Wolof the [-kat] suffix defines 
a barrier blocking the spread of harmony from the root. But if harmony is viewed 
as a rule that changes the features of one vowel to agree with those of the preceding 
one, this notion of "barrie r" is difficult to reconstruct. 
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In addition w these problems. there is good reason :o doubt the bas ic assumption 
of the alterna1 i1·e theory that the harmony found in rc,ots and affixes is the product 
of two separate grammat ical mechanisms: a morpheme structure condit ion and a 
feature-changing rule . The agreement in the feature [ATR) between the first and 
second syllables of the W olofrootjeeg6 'to step' seems to be essentially the same 
phenomenon ~; the suffixal harmo ny in r eer-66n ·was los t" . T he linear model 
claims that there is no co nnection be tween the 1110. It implies the existence o f 
languages in 11 hich a ll the suffixes systematically harmo nize 10 the root but the 
roots show n0 restrict io ns on vowel combinations c'r in which the opposite sta te 
of affa irs hold; !i.e ., the root vowels harmonize but 11ftixes fai l 10 alternate). Study 
of dozens of hanno ny systems reveals a very st rong rendency for these phenomena 
to cooccur. 

7.4.4 Harmony: An A11tosegme11tal Perspective 

Suppose that we drop the linearity assumption on phonological representation 
and instead adopt the au tosegmental perspective. We may then capture the basic 
insight of the root-marker theory that harmony is typicall y the property of the 
ent ire root morpheme rather than any particular vowel. S ince autosegmental rep
resentation permits a one-to-many re lation be tween features and posit ions in the 
string, we may represent the harmonic contrast in phonological terms. Appeal to 
an abstract and ad hoc root marker is unnecessary. A Wolof root belonging to 
the [ + ATR] class such as [bereb] 'place ' will be represented as in (97). 

(97) bErEb 

[ + ATR] 

Like the tonal melodies of Margi (section 7. I), each root will lexically select a 
[ + ATRl or a [ - ATR] specification. This fea ture appears o n an autosegmental 
tie r separate from the other features. The UAC associates the autosegment to the 
leftmost or rightmost relevant segment (in this case a vowel). An additional rule 
then extends the autosegment to unlinked vowels until another associa tio n line 
is encountered , blocking the spread of the harmonic feature. 

T he autosegmental approach has a number of advantages . It captures the in
tuition of the root-marker theory that the harmonic fea ture is a property of the 
entire root morpheme rather than any one of its individual vowels. But it maintains 
Jakobson's insight that phonological contrasts are represented in phonetically 
grounded distinctive features . In addition, the fact that root harmony and affixal 
alte rnations naturally accompany one another will follow from the assumption 
that underlying represe ntations minimize redundancy. If the specification of a 
given feature in affixes is always predictable from the root, then el imination of 
redundancy will posit underl ying representations with no specification for that 
fea ture. And if roots show no contrast in the locat ion of the feature, then a system 
stri ving for the most economical underl ying representations will simply classi fy 
roots into the two contrasting harmonic classes. Harmony systems thus refi ect a 
phonological sta le i11 which the encoding potential of a given feature is only par-
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tially utilized. From this perspect ive. the " root control .. property of harmony 
makes sense as well. If a phonological system introduces a feature for lexical 
encoding, more vocabulary can be distinguished if the feature is applied to the 
open lexical class of roots than ii it is applied to the closed aflixal class. 

The autosegmental perspective also helps us to understand the behavior of such 
opaque elements as the Wolof suffi x [-kat). We need merely assume that in its 
lexical representation this- suffix is supplied with a [ - ATR] specification as in 
(98a) (where for typographical reasons A TR is shorte ned to A). 

(98) a. fOOt-kat-Am 

I 
[+A][ -A) 

b. f66t-kat-Am 
... --+----

[ + A][ - A) 

c. f66t -kat-am 

I V 
[ + A)[-AJ 

Since it has its own [A TR] specification, it will block spreading past it from a 
[ + ATR] root (98b) by the ban on crossing association lines. In addition. if we 
assume that (at least for Wolof) there is no vowel harmony analogue of contour 
tones in which two autosegments associate to the same vowel, then the unbounded 
spreading rule will not extend the harmonic feature of the root to the vowel of 
[-kat]. This explains why [-kat) fails to alternate. Finally, given that (-kat] has its 
own lexically supplied autosegment. it will initiate a harmonic span of its own, 
explaining why suffixes that follow are consistently [ - ATR] (98c). 

Many ATR systems have no underlying contrast between plus and minus (ATR] 
lo":' vowels. In such systems the low vowel invariably displays [ - ATR] harmony. 
This property holds of the Woloflong vowels, for example. While long mid vowels 
contrast for ATR (e.g., [reer] 'be lost ' vs . [reer] 'dine', [f66t] ' launder' vs. [woor] 
'fast'), this opposition is suspended in the long low vowels: (aa] occurs but [ee] 
is missing from the Wolof segment repertoire both underlyingly and at the phonetic 
surface. Furthermore, morphemes that contain Laa] may not also draw a vowel 
from the f + ATR] set {e,6,e}; [aa) finds its confreres only among the [ -ATR] set 
(e .g., [kontaan] 'be satisfied', [perkaal] 'percale', [paase] 'to iron' . [jaaro] ' ring') . 
Finally, as we might expect, when [aa] appears in a suffix, all following vowels 
are [ - ATR]: for example, d66r-aat-e 'to hit usually', genn-aa/e ' to go out also'. 

A similar state of affairs exists in Akan - but with an interesting twist. In Akan 
there is no underlying contrast of [ATR] in the low vowels (vowel length is not 
relevant). But unlike in Wolof, in Akan [a] freely combines with both [ + ATR] 
and [ -ATR] vowels inside root morphemes (99a). 

(99) a. kari 'to weigh' 
yarj ' to be s ick ' 
bisa 'to ask' 
pjra 'to sweep' 
pjrako 'pig' 
fuiianj ' to search' 

b. piiic<; 'lo come close ' 
iiins<;ii ' to be pregnant' 

c. k A r I 

I 
[- A][ + A] 

Vowel Hannon_,. 

b I s A 

I 
[ + All - A] 
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We might construe the difference between the two systems as reflecting a Wolof 
ban against more than a single autosegment per morpheme. Akan relaxes this 
constraint to permit two autosegments. This interpretation is corroborated by the 
existence of at least a few disharmonic Akan roots in (99b) that combine vowels 
from the two harmonic classes. Ka (1988) reports no such comparable structures 
in Wolof. On this analysis, Akan kari and bisa have the underlying representat ions 
shown in (99c). From these representat ions it is easy to see how the inflected 
forms o-kari-i ' he weighed' and o-bisa-i ' he asked· are derived. 

The ·possibility of combining more than a single autosegment also helps us to 
understand the phonology of the Akan roots in (100). 

( IO0) j wani 'to flee' o-jwanH 'he fled' 
sYani 'to come down' o-sYanH 'he came down' 

Etymologically. these roots derive from [juani) and [siani]. Clements (1985b) sug
gests they have been restructured to [jwanj] and (sYani]. If so, then linear analyses 
face a serious problem. Although the first vocalic segment in the root is the 
[ -ATR) low vowel , these roots consis tently induce [ + ATR) in prefixes. If we 
adopt the autosegmental representation in which the harmony autosegments ap
pear on a separate tier, the diachronic restructuring is easy to understand. The 
former trisyllabic roots of ()Ola) have been reinterpreted as disyllabic ()0lb) by 
a· restructuring of the segmental tier. But the harmonic tier has remained un
changed. 

(IOI) a. [jUAnl] 

I 
[ +A][ - A] 

[sIAnl] 

I 
[ + Al[ - A] 

b. [jw Anl] (sY AnI] 

I I 
[ +A][ - A) [ + A][ - A] 

The result is a representation with a "floating" ha1monic autosegment. When a 
prefix is affixed , the floating [ + ATR] autosegment - being the leftmost autoseg
ment in the root - will induce [ + ATR] harmony in the prefixal vowel. Once again 
this analysis is only possible if Akan permits more than a single [ATR] autoseg
ment per morpheme. If correct, this analysis provides very strong support for the 
autosegmental treatment of vowel harmony. In the linear model, the notion of a 
floating autosegment is incoherent. 

7.4.5 Neutral Vowels 

We now turn to the harmonic behavior of the high vowels in Wolof. These vowels 
do not contrast for the feature [ATR] at either the underlying or the phonetic 
level. According to Ka (1988), they are phonetically realized as [ + ATR] in a ll 
positions. When the high vowels occupy the first syllable of th~ root (and hence 
the first syllabic of the word) , they have the harmonic properties we expect: as 
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shown in (102a), all following vowels in the stem are [ + ATR] (save the Jo I 
vowel [aa]). In addition, suffixes show their ( + ATRJ variants (102b). ng ow 

(l02) a . dibeer ·Sunday· 
gumbe "be blind ' 
gur6 ·cola nut ' 
gune ;infant' 

b. tiit-66n ' was afraid" 
gis-leen 'look!" 
njur-eel ' posterity' 
sumb-le ·help start' 
dugub-em ' his millet' 
suul-e l ' bury for' 
Iigee-el 'work for' 

But wh:n they ?ccupy ~ noni?itia l syllable, the high vowels display a suite of 
properties that 1s puzzling. Fmt, they f~il to _alternate, remaining constantly 
[ + ATR) (103a). Second, they freely combme with both preceding and following 
[ - ATR] vowels (as well ~s [ +ATR] ones) (103b). Fina ll y, and most puzzling of 
all, the harmony of_ followmg vowels systematically correlates with the ·harmonic 
v~ue of the precedm~ vo~el. For ex~p_le , the imperative suffix in (I03c) agrees 
with the [ATR] spec1fica11on of the mitial vowel , in seeming disregard for the 
[ATR) value of the intervening high vowel. 

(103) a. -si motion toward 
dekk-si 'come and live' 
wax-si 'come and say' 

-it residual 
fi66x-it 'residue' 
dog-it 'bit' 

-i reversive 
wedd-i 'take out of leaning position' 
lemm-i 'unfold' 

-u reflexive, passive 
selm-u 'wash face' 
wat-u 'have haircut' 
lett-u 'braid hair' 
seet-u 'look in mirror' 

b. barigo 'barrel' 
kabine 'toilet' 
?addina 'world ' 

• 

Vm,·el I lun111111r :i57 

C. tckki-ken ·untie 
moytu-leen ·avoid ' 
watu-ken "have haircut 

le ttu-lc.:n "braid hair 
s66bu-k<"n ·plunge 
gestu- l<"<"n ·research· 
?ubbi-k<" n ·open 
gimmi-k<"n ' open eyes 

In the , ·owe! ha rmony liten1ture . elements behaving like the Wolof high , owels 
are called 11e111ra! , O\\"e ls . They have been identified in a number of harmony 
systems (e .g . . Finni , h. Mongolian , Hungarian). Many able phonologists ha, c tried 
to understand the ir properties. Here we will look at three solu tions to the prnblem 
of neutral vowels. 

The first proposes tha t when a neut ra l vowel is preceded by a 1- ATRJ ,·owe!. 
the ha rmony rule spreads thi s featu re to each vowel in the word, including the 
high vowels. The resultant [- ATR J high vowels are then readjusted to [ + A.TR] 
by a later rule. On th is analysis . the fo rms h;1111-leh1 and tekki-lee11 receive the 
derivations in (104). 

(104) a. IEtt-U-IEEn -> lett- U-IEEn -> lett-u-teen 

I ~ 
[+ Al [+Al l+Al 

b. tEkk-1-IEEn -> tekk-1-IEEn -> tekk-i-leen -> tekk-i-leen 

I ~ I I "" [ -A] - [ - A] [ - A] 1- A]l + AJ[ -A] 

The roots [Jett) and [tekk] belong to the I+ ATR) and l - ATR) classes. respec
tively. In the first ste p the ha rmonic autosegment is associated to the first syllable. 
In the second step thi s feature is extended to the remaining vowels in the word. 
In the case of (104b), a ( - ATRJ high vowel ID is derived . A subsequent rule 
changes the high vowel to l + A TR]. .... .. -· 

--wliITe··ihiidolution " works." it has a couple of unsettling properties. First, it 
c rucially re lies on a n "abstract" intermediate stage of the derivation. There are 
no [ - ATR] high vowels in the underlying representation and none o n the phone tic 
surface either. Yet this analysis posits the ir existence at a n intermedia te level. 
But phonologists have not discovered any independent evidence that would cor
roborate this hypothetical intermediate stage for neutral vowels. We cannot in
voke the [ - ATR] feature on the fo llowing vowels as support since this is exac tly 
wha t the hypothet ical inte rmediate stage is posited to explain. A no the r weakness 
is that the last step of the derivatio n in ( 104b), which switches the [ - ATR] high 
vowel to I +ATR]. is quite complex in autoscgmental terms. Since a single au
tosegment spans several posi tio ns, in order to assign the opposite featu re spec
ification to an inte rnal position . the original I - ATRJ autosegmcnt must be split 
into two pieces ILl make room for the I ~ ATRJ specificat ion on the high vowel. 
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Our notation suggests that positions internal to such an autosegmental span should 
be inaccessible to this kind of feature change. 

The second propo~al renders the high v_owel~ inaccessible to the vowel harmony 
rule by _not representing their [A TR] spec1ficat1on on the same tier as the harmony
producmg ~utose_gment. Under one_ version of this approach, an autosegmcntal 
r~presentatt0n an_ses from the dec1s1on to " project" a given feature o n a separate 
Iler._ The Wo_lof high vowe ls would be special in failing to license this projection. 
retaining their I+ ATR] m 'a segmental "core. " On this approach the Wolof word 
1ekk-i-leen has the following underlying representation. 

(I 05) [tJ [ - high] [kkj [ + high l [I] [ - high ] tnl 
- back - back -back 

+ ATR 
' 

[ - ATR] 

Since the high vowel has its [ATR] specification in the "segmental core." it will 
not be able to receive a second, contradictory specification from the harmonic 
autosegment. The vowel harmony rule extending the autosegment in Jekk-i-leen 
thus skips over or bypasses the intervening high vowel. 

This proposal has not received much favor since it opens up the organization 
?f the ~e~tur~~ to considerable language-particular manipulation. Not only does 
11 permit 111d1v1dual grammars to project or not to project a given feature, it also 
makes this decision dependent on other properties (e.g ., whether the vowel is 
high or not). Nor can we say that all predictable [ATR) specifications remain in 
the core. The Jong low vowel [aa) is predictably ( - ATR]. But it must project to 
the autosegmental tier to block extension of a [ + ATR] autosegment past it. 

A third view sees the [ - ATR) specification on the suffix [-leen) in tekk-i-leen 
not as connected to the root specification but rather as the product of a later 
default rule. Recall from section 7.2.4 that we found it useful to treat low tones 
in Shona verbs as arising from a default rule. This proposal extends the notion 
to harmony systems. Under one version of this approach, the [ ± ATR) root con
trast is construed as an opposition between [ + ATR) roots and unspecified roots. 
The UAC associates the [ + ATR] autosegment to the first vowel of the word 
from which it spreads by the rule shown in (106a). On this analysis, fett-11-lee~ 
receives the derivation in ( I06b). 

(106) a. V V 
L-----· 

[ATR) 

b. IEtt-U-IEEn -+ lett-U-IEEn -+ lett-u-leen 

I ~ 
[ + Al [+ Al [ + A] 

c. tEkk-1-IEEn -+ tekk-i-lEEn -+ 

I 
I +Al 

tekk-i-leen 

I I I 
[ -A)l + Al[ - A] 

[V/ (l/;/1<1 

1ekkilee11 has the derivation shown in ( I 06c). By assumptio n. the root lac ks an 
autosegment. The high vowel rece ives the predictable l + . .\TR I specification by 
the rule in (107a). Finally. the remaining vowels receive a [ -ATR] speci ficatio n 
by the default rule ( 107b) that assigns I - ATR] to all VO\\ e l- that have fai led to 
receive an [ATR) specification. For this approach to work . it is crucial that the 
insertion of the [ + ATR] autosegment on high VO\\·els take place after the harmonic 
spread ruk (106a) because we do no t want this autosegmenl lo start a new har
monic domain. 

(107) a. V -+ V 
l + high] I 

l + ATRJ 

b. @ -+ V 

I 
[ -ATR] 

This analysis faces problems as well. First, it does not capture the generalizatio n 
that when the initial root vowel is high, the remaining vowels of the word are 
[ + ATR): for example , ligee-el. T he ( + ATR] specification o n the fo llowing vowels 
cannot arise from spreading the product of (107a) because . as we have just seen, 
high vowels do not initiate harmonic domains when medial in the word. Another 
problem is caused by the opaque low vowel in a case like f66t-kat-am. If it is 
assigned a lexical [ - ATR), it correctly blocks the spread of ( + ATR] from the 
preceding root. But what prevents (-kat) from incorrectly passing on its ( - ATR) 
to a following high vowel, creating the impossible [i,1_1]? To solve this problem, 
we might contemplate restricting the spread rule ( 106a) to just [ + ATR). But_ t_his 
move undermines the original motivatio n for interpreting the ( ± ATR) oppos1lion 
in Wolof as ( + ATR) vs. IJ. Somehow, the existence of the [ + ATR) [i,u] entails 
the absence of their ( - ATR] counterparts. Precisely how to express this rela tion 
remains an outstanding problem. (See Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1993 for dis

cussion.) 

7.5 Makua 

In this section we will examine aspects of the tonology of Makua, a Bantu language 
of Mozambique and Tanzania. The discussion is based on the exte~sive desc~p
tion of Cheng and Kisseberth (1979, 1980, 1981). In Makua the tone mteracts with 
the syllable structure in an intricate fashion, motivating the mora as the tone-

bearing unit. . . 
Makua high tones almost always span two successive syllables on the phonetic 

surface (108a). In certain cases this high-tone doubling occurs between the final 
vowel ofa verb and the initial syllable of the following word ·( l08b). 

(108) a. ki-no-thumih-a meele 
b. ki-na-a-vahac-a meele 

Tm selling millet' 
Tm giving them millet' 
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The rule of ( 109) s preading a high tone to the fo llowing vowel accounts for both 
of these features of the language. 

(109) V V 
L,,
H 

Since all the published data o n Makua to nology deal with the verb. we will focus 
on this category. The verb ki-110-a-111111-ih-a 'I'm selling them· has the structure 
shown in (110): subject-marking prefixes precede the tense-aspect elements, 
which in turn precede the object prefix . The root may be augmented by verbal 
extensions marking causative , passive, and applicative elements. The whole as
sembly is fini shed off by a final vowel suffix of unclear exponence. 

(I 10) subj-tense-obj-root-extensions-final vowel 

ki no a tum ih a 

The root plus extensions is generally referred to as the "stem" in Bantu linguistics. 
The stem forms a unit for the assignment of the verb's basic tonal pattern. Unlike 
the verbal roots of some other Bantu languages (e.g. , S hona). those of Makua do 
not distribute themselves into tonal classes . Ra ther, all roots behave alike with 
respect to the surface tonal pattern: a s tring of highs starts on the first syllable 
of the root and continues until the fourth syllable is reached. After this point, the 
tonal pattern mysteriously drops to low. The infinitives, marked by the prefix [u-], 
illustrate. 

(111) medial prepausal 
u-lim-a u-lim-a 'cultivate' 
u-vah-a u-vah-a 'give' 
u-16w61-a u-16w61-a 'transport' 
u-l6k6th-a u-16k6th-a 'pick up' 
u-ramucel-a u-ramueel-a 'greet' 
u-16k6thel-a u-16k6thel-a 'pick up for' 
u-l6k6tanfh-a u-l6k6tanih-a 'pick up' pl. 
u-kakamaliher-a u-kakamalfher-a ' use something to 

strengthen' 
u-kakamalaherac-a u-kakamalaherac-a ' use something to 

strengthen' pl. 

In certain cases the tone of the final vowel is a ltered before pause. We momentarily 
put these prepausal forms to the side . 

Given the high-tone spreading rule (!09), we may account for the upper bound 
of four successive high-toned syllables by assigning a HLH tonal melody to the 
stem from left to right (112a). At some point later in the derivation. the remaining 
vowels of the word are assigned a default low tone to give the representation in 
(112b). High-tone spreading (109) then extends the high tones to the following 
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syllables. Since Makua dl1es not a llow more than o ne wne pe r TB U. the spreadi ng 
high tone displaces the low. The result is a string of fou r high-toned sy llables 
( 11 2c). 

( 11 2) a. [kakamalahe rac] 

I I I 
HLH 

b. [kakamalaherac]a 

I I I I I I I 
H L HL LL L 

c. [kakamalaherae]a 
V [/ 11 I 
HLHLLL L 

In a disyllJbic stem such as [lowoll the last high of the HLH melody re mains 
unassigned ( I Da); and in the monosyllabic [lim] the last t\\·o to nes a re unassigned 
( I 13b). 

( 11 3) a. [lowol) 

I I 
HLH 

b. [lim) 

I 
H LH 

Under certain c irc umstances the dangling high surfaces on the final vowel (e.g. , 
(108b)). Since this aspect of Makua is not well understood (see Cheng and Kis
seberth 1981 for discussion) , we will ignore this detail of the analysis. For purposes 
of discussion. we will assume that the dangling tones a re pruned after the as
signment of the tonal melody to the stem. 

Now let us consider the prepausal forms of (111 ). The fina l vowel a lte rna tes 
between a phrase-media l high and a pre pausal low when the stem is monosyllabic 
or trisyllabic. With disyllabic stems the final vowel is low in both positi~ns . We 
can account for this tonal a lternation on the fina l vowel as fo llows. First, we 
assume that H-spread (109) and default-L insertion are late rules in Makua, op
era ting after words have been situated into the syntax. Second , we posit a special 
phrase-level rule (114a) that marks the final vowel extr~tonal _before pause. As in 
the case of Shona discussed in sec tion 7.2, extratonality shields the TBU from 
the tonal tier. Any existing tonal association on the final vowel blocks the rule. 

(114) a . V -+ (V) / _ pause 

b. u [ramucel] (a) 

I I I 
H LH 

c. u [lowol] a 

I I 
H L H -+ 

u [lowol) a 

I I 
H L -+ 

u [lowol) a 

V 
H L 

(I t4a) shields the final vowel ofprepausal u-ram11cel -a from H-spread ( 114b). The 
first high spreads to displace the low, yielding three successive highs. In phrase
medial position the final vowel is not protected by ( 11 4a); eonse~uentl~, both 
highs spread and four successive high-toned syllables ensu~. In_ a d1syll_ab1e st~m 
(114c) the final high of the HLH melody is pruned , leaving Just a single high 
followed by low. H-sprcatl extends the high onl y one syllable in both the phrase

medial anti the pausal fo rm . 
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For our purposes, the most imi:ortant feature of Makua is the behavior of its 
long vowels. Conside r the fo rm ~ 1:i I 11 5). 

( 115) medial e rer-a.usal 
a. u-maal-a u-miial-a ' lo be quiet" 

u-thees-a u-th~es-a ' lifl ' 

b. u-maalih-a u-m8i!ih-a ' to quieten· 
u-varaan-a U-\ ~raan-a ' be stuck togethe r· 

c. u-kumaanih-a u-k timaan ih-a 'join together' 

d. u-k6r6meelih-a u-kor6meelih-a 'cause to be suspended' 

In ( I 15c,d) the stems have three and four syllables, respec tive ly . But the assign
ment of the HLH tonal sequence is quite different fro m the assignment in tri
syllabic 11-rarniicel-ii and quadrisyllabic 11-l6k61iinih-a, where four successive syl
lables rr.ceive a surface high. If the syllable were the TB U of Makua, we would 
expect * 11-kiimiiiinih-a , parallel to trisyllabic u-ramticel-ci. This discrepancy is 
explained if the second mora of a long vowel also counts as a TB U in Makua. 
The forms in (116) show the assignment of the HLH melody under this assumption . 

(116) [koromeelih] 

I I I 
HL H 

[kumaanih] 

I 11 
H LH 

[maalih] 

111 
ffiH 

[varaan] 

I 11 
HLH 

[maal] 

1 1 
HI.. 

H-spread yields the correct surface tonal pattern for all the phrase-medial forms. 
Prepausal u-miial-a, where a falling tone surprisingly appears on the long root 
vowel, presents a slight complication. Evidently, the H-spread rule is suspended 
in certain cases. Since the penultimate syllable of the phrase is the locus of an 
accent in many Bantu languages, it is possible that H-spread is, for some reason, 
barred from applying within an accented syllable in Makua. Alternatively, there 
may be a special rule that spreads the final low tone leftward to the penultimate 
mora. 

Now consider the behavior of vowel-initial stems in the infinitive. 

(117) medial prepausal 
w-aap-a w-aap-a 'whisper' 
w-iihan-a w-ifhan-a 'call' 
w-ifhanel-a w-iihanel-a 'call for' 

In these forms the infinitive prefix [u) has devocalized to [w]. It is followed by a 
long vowel with a rising tone. Viewed from the phonetic surface, it appears as if 
the initial mora of the root has been skipped in the assignment of the HLH melody. 
We may account for these data by postulating that Makua has the rule shown in 
(118a) that spreads the vowel of the root leftward to the mora of the infinitive 
prefix , creating [waa] and [wii] long vowel diphthongs. (118b) illustrates this pro
posal. 

(118) a. V1 V2 
L,,,1 
µ µ 

I I 
t t 

Latent Tones in c a·a11da 

b. u [ihane l] a - u [ihanel] a 

I I I I I V1 I I I 
µ µµµµ 

I I I I I 
LH LH L 

µ µ µ µ µ 

I I I I I 
L H LH L 
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Now consider the effect that high-toned object prefixes such as [ki-] ·me', [a] 
'them', and [u-] 'you ' have on the verb. Phrase-media l forms are cited in (I 19). 

(119) u-leel-a u-maalfh-a infin . 

u-ki-leel-a u-ki-maaHh-a 'to V me 

w-aa-leel-a w-aa-maalfh-a 'to V them 

w-uu-leel-a w-uu-maalih-a ' to V you' 

'tell' ' make quiet' 

Comparison of u-lee/-a ' to tell' and u-ki-/eel-a ' to tell me ' . makes_ it appea r a~ if 
the addition of the object prefix triggers the loss, not of the immediately fo llowing 
high tone , but of the second one down the line. However , when we remember 
that Makua surface tones come in pairs and originate from H-spread ( 109), the 
a lternation between u-leel-a and u-ki-leel-a may be viewed as a reflex of Meeus
sen's Rule turning the second of two successive high tones to low. The derivation 

of u-ki-leel-a appears in (120a). 

(120) a. ki [!eel] a ki [lee!] a ki [!eel) a 

I 11 I 11 VI I 
H HL -H LL -H L L 

b. ki [maalih) a ki [maalih) a ki [maalih] a 

I 11 1 I 111 V II I 
H HLH -H LLH - H LLH L 

Also if we are correct in positing HLH as the underlying tonal melody for the 
root.' then when a prefixal high dissimilates a following high to low, it sho ul? affe~t 
only the first high of the HLH m~l~y. _We thus predict th~t th_e s_ec~nd high w ill 
not dissimilate to low. This predtcl!on ts confirmed by u-k1-rnaa/1h-a (120b). 

7.6 Latent Tones in Ga'anda 

In this section w~ will examine another case in which the mora functions as the 
tone-bearing unit. We will also extend the no~ion of " floa~ing tone." Th.e dis
cussion is based on Ma Newman's (1971) analysis of the Chad1c language Ga amla. 
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Ga'anda is a three-tone language. Both mid and low tones cause the downdrift 
of a following high. For instance, the high on the plural suffix [-ca] is implemented 
at a lower pitch than the high of the initial syllable in dM:ll'i!-ca 'buttocks' . In 
addition, the language has extcnsi,·e downstepping of high tones. For example. 
while the high tone of the definite suffix [-an) is reali zed at the same leve l as the 
final high of the stem in :;;iflita-(in ·the cold season'. it is downstepped when 
appended to a stem such as 6anc/1i ·granary': 6and1i-11,!an ·the granary'. In order 
to explain this differential down stepping potential of the two classes of stems, Ma 
Newman posits a " latent" low tone at the end of the latter . The latent tone actuall y 
emerges to the phonetic surface when the final syllable of thi s c lass of stems takes 
a certain segmental shape. Spec ifically. if this syllable contains a long vowel ( 12 la) 
or a short vowel plus sonorant consonant (121b,c), then a falling tone is heard. 
Assuming that a fall re flects a HL combination, the latent low provides the second 
half of the falling tone. Apparently. the emergence of these falling tones on syl
lables closed by a sonorant consonant is optional before a suffix such as the plural 
f-ca]. If it fails to occur, then the latent low triggers a downs tep on the suffix. 

/ 121) a. ci}ci: ' porcupine dci:-ca pl. 

b. salar ' lizard ' saliir-ca pl. 
salar-'ca 

c. wassan ' squirrel' wassiin-ca pl. 
wassan-'ca 
wassan-'an def. 

d. 6andu 'granary ' 6andu-'wan def. 

We may account for these data by postulating a rule that associates the latent 
lt,w to the second mora of a heavy syllable (122a,b). The rule is optional when 
lhat mora is contributed by a consonant, at least before the plural suffix . If it 
tloes not apply, then the floating low produces a downstep on the plural suffix 
( 122c). 

( 122) a. c:>ci i 

I I: 
LHL 

b . sala r ca 

11 i I 
LHLH 

c. salar ca 

1 1 I 
LHLH 

'l'he latent tone thus only docks when the final syllable of the stem is bimoraic. 
\~his explains why the definite suffix [-an) permits just the downstepping option. 
In wassan!an (I 21c) the final consonant of the stem is a syllable onset 
IWas.sa.nlan]. The stem-final syllable thus contains just a single mora and so the 
Otlating low tone has ·no position to which it can associate ( 123a). The lack of a 
~l!~ond morn explains why the latent low never emerges in the case of stems 
l.11hling in a short vowel such as 6and1i. Its onl y manifesta tion is an indirect pho
lllllogical one - initiating a downstep on a following high tone (123b). 

(123) a. "as.sa.n-an 

VI 
H L H 
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b. 6;rndu 

V 
H L 

The sensitivity of the tonology to syllable weight underlies ~ome addit_ional ton~! 
alte rna tions in Ga'anda. Accord ing to Ma Ne,, man. the monosyUab1c roots m 
(124a) are lexicall y assigned a LHL tonal sequence. But the realization of thi s 
pattern ,·a ri es with the syllabification of the stems. (It should be noted that M_a 
Newman cites c1i/.:1i: ( I :!4b) as n ik11 with a final ·hon vowel: we will a_ssume this 
to be a misprint in view of the fact that othe r" i,e falling tones a rc said to occur 

on hea,·y syllables.) 

(124) a. [cuk] 
[pisJ 
[kars) 
[cams] 

b. cu.ku: 
pi.sa.ma 

c. :cuk.ta 
'pis.ta 

d . 1Jga 1Jgat 'pista wa 

'pound" 
'spray' 
'be patient ' 
'chicken· 

'pound!" 
' le t' s spray' 

' pounding' 
'spraying' 

' I will not spray · 

Let us consider first roots with the shape CVC. Before a vo_wel-initial suffix. the 
initia l low appears on the root while the high and follow1_ng l~w of the L H L 
sequence appear on the suffix ( 124b). But when the suffix begins with~ con~onant. 
the hioh of the LHL tonal sequence appears on the root_ (124c), d1splacmg the 
initial tow. This displaced low manifests itself phonologically , ~owever; w hen 
these forms are embedded in a phrase, the high tone of the r_oot 1s downstepped 
( 124d) in relation to the high of a preceding word. Clearl y, this ?own~tep r~flects 
the initial low of the LHL sequence. If the mora counts as the fB U m Ga anda. 
then we may propose an analysis in which the initial syllable of the CYC roots 
houses the first two of the three tones composin~ t_h~ LHL sequence (125a). But. 
as in the case of wdssan, addition of a vowel-m1ttal suffi x opens ~he syllable, 
leading to a loss of the second mora. The high tone becomes floating and may 

associate to the suffix ( 125b). 

(125) pi s b. p i s- a m a c. pi s - ta d . u a. 

/\µ 
I I I I I 11 I 
µµ µ µ µ µµ µ 

1 1 I I I 11 I f'--J 
LHL L H L LH L L H 

In order to account for (124c) , we will assume that Ga'anda has the rule ( 125d) 
found in many other languages (e.g. Luganda section 6.10.2) that spreads a H to 
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a tautosyllabic mora; this rule reflects the fact that Ga 'anda has no surface ri sing 
tones. 

Now consider the behavior of the CVCC stems (brs] and [cams] in these two 
syllabic contexts . 

(126) a. l:irs-lnd '] am patient' 
'cams-an 'the chicken' 

b. k:irjs-ta ·10 be patient· 
camjs-ca ' chickens· 

In contrast to the CVC roots of ( 12➔ 1. the CVCC roots do not open their syllable 
when a vowel-initial suffix is added. This syllable remains closed. It thus contains 
two moras and consequent!~ may host the first two tones in the LHL sequence 
(127b). Rule (125d) delinks the initial low to create a downstep. 

(127) a. k;i rs b. k;i rs - inc:i 
I I I I I I 
µ. µ. µ. µ µ µ. 

II I I I 
LH L LH L H 

But when a consonant-initial suffix is appended to a CVCC root, a syllabically 
illicit three-consonant cluster is created. Epenthesis occurs. inserting a dummy 
syllable whose nucleus is schwa and whose onset is the medial consonant of the 
CVCC root. The root-initial syllable is thus opened and in the process loses its 
second mora. The result is a floating high tone that, we assume, associates to the 
epenthetic vowel. The derivation ske tched in (I 28) illustrates the proposed anal
ysis. (The forms I camsan and camJsca indicate that the final low in the LHL 
sequence can displace the suffixal high tone of the (-an] and [-ca] suffixes.) 

(128) k:i rs - ta k:ir:is - ta 

I I I I I 
µ. µ. µ. µ. µ. 

I I I II 
LH L-+ LH L-+ 

k:ir:is - ta 

I I I 
µ. µ. µ 

I I I 
LH L 

We have so far seen two different situations to which the term floating tone is 
applicable. The most common is when an already associated tone becomes dis
associated from its TBU through deletion or devocalization of the syllabic nucleus 
(e.g. , Margi), or through loss of a mora via resyllabification (Ga'anda). A second 
sense in which linguists use the term " floating tone" is illustrated by Ma New
man ' s " latent tone." Stems such as cJma ' husband ' and 6J11d1i 'granary' differ 
from 6Jrta ' stream' and 6Jrt<i ' ditch' by inducing the downstep of a following 
high tone. Since downstep is regularl y triggered by a floating low in Ga'amla. the 
natural analysis assigns these stems a final low on the tonal tier that is not as-

r 

I 
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sociated to any TBU. As we have seen, under ccnain sy llabic c ircumstances this 
floating low actually appears in the guise of the ,e.:ond half of a fa ll. 

(129) 6;irta 

I I 
MH 

c;ima 

I I 
M H L 

6:Jrta 

V 
H 

6:Jndu 

V 
HL 

Jn these cases the floating tone is postulated as an unpredictable feature of the 
lexical representation that distinguishes one class of stem fro m anothe r. 

Ga'anda furnishes an example of a third sense of " floating tone ." Recall that 
the autosegmental system permits underlying representations tha t lack a tonal 
specification. This was crucial in explaining the distinctive behavior of the Margi 
changing verbs (section 7. 1.3). The absence of a tonal specificat ion creates an 
open position that enables these verbs to acquire the tonal specification o f the 
suffix and thus to alte rnate in tonal value - in contrast to stem~ with an underlying 
high or low tone , which remain constant regardless of the tone of the suffix. S ince 
the tonal and segmental tiers are autonomous. we should a lso be prepared for 
the opposite state of affairs - that is, a morpheme that contains a tonal specifica
tion but lacks a segmental one. This expectation is firmly supported. The tonal 
literature is replete with "tonal particles" - grammatical morphemes whose 
phonological substance is purely tonal. . 

Associative (Noun a/Noun) phrases are one of the most common constructio ns 
in which such tonal particles appear. Ga'anda associa tive constructions exhibit 
a systematic but puzzling tonal change. The initial mid- or low-toned syllable o f 
the second noun appears with a high tone. For example , c1i11ewa 'elephant' ap
pears as cunewa in 'bone of elephant'. This tonal change cannot be attributed to 
any special property of the first noun. It takes place regardless of the tonal shape 
of the first noun. 

'bone' 6ar 'bark' (130) al 
cunewa 'elephant' pun6 'maize' 

lil cunewa 'bone of elephant' 6ar pu'n6 ' husk of maize' 

perra 'bride' c5ma 'husband' 

Musa name perra 'bride' 

perra Musa 'bride of Musa' c5ma 'perra 'husband of bride· 

shlkeca 'friend' c5ma 'husband ' 

mbed'eta 'grasshopper' mbed'eta 'grasshopper' 

shikeca mbe'd'eta 'friend of c5ma 'mbe'cfeta 'husband of 
grasshopper' grasshoper' 

Although the shift of [ciinewa] to [cunewa] might be _described as a change from 
low tone to high, this interpre tation would not explam the downstep tha t re_sults 
in a case such as 6ar p1i'n6. Rather than a tonal change, we must treat this al
ternation as the product of a rule that associates a high tone to the initia l syllabic 
of the second noun. If the initial syllable is light , the linking o f the high leads to 
a floa ting tone, which downstcps a following high. The derivations in ( 13 1) illus-

trate . 
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(131) 6ar puno 6ar puno 6ar puno 

I II 1./11 1/ 1 
H H M H - H H M H - H H MH 

The high tone that initiates these displacements is not part of the lexical re p
resentation of either the first or the second noun. Rather, it only occurs when the 
nouns pa rticipate in the associat ive .:onstruction . The dis tribution of this tone is 
thus gra mmatical in nature. If our theory of representation pos its an au tonomy 
between the segmental a nd tonal tiers . then there is nothing anomalous in pos
tulating a morphe me whose only phonological substance is a tona l specification. 
In fact. we should be surprised if this poss ibility did not occur. Of course , suc h 
particles or the ir effect must ultimate!~ be projec ted on the segmental tier in orde r 
to be detected . Consequently, they are limited in numbe r a nd drawn from the 
grammatical ra ther than the lexical , ector of the vocabulary. 

Let us conclude the d iscussion of latent tones a nd downstep with a phenomenon 
found in a number of African tonal systems. such as the Nigerian language Yala 
(Armstrong 1968). Yala contrasts w ne; at three levels, as shown by the minima l 
triple iI k,i ' you bit' , iI k1i ' you defecated·, a k1i ·you ran '. There is also downdrift 
of high tones after mid and low a nd of mid tones after low. Fina ll y, a low tone 
is realized as a fa ll after a high: 1i11i ·materna l kindred ' is pronounced [utu] . Mid 
tone is unchanged after high, motivating the rule in (132). 

(132) V V 
l----1 
H L 

Consider now the parad igm in (133). The rule in (132) derives the falling tone in 
q kw~nya. In order to account for the systematic corre lation between the presence 
of a downstep and the absence of high tone spread in k61s6si and kq kw~nya, 
Armstrong postulates a latent tone between [k6) and the verb (133b) . 

(133) a. a s6sf 'you cut the tree' a kw~nya 'you ran' 
6 s6sf 'he cut the tree· Q kw~nya ' he ra n ' 
k6 !s6sf 'let him cut the tree ' k9 kw¢nya 'let him run' 

b. ko sosi kQ kw~nya 
I I/ I V 
HMH HM L 

The latent tone serves two functions in Armstrong's analysis: first , it downsteps 
a following high; second, it prevents the high of k6 from spreading to the low of 
kw?nya. We do not capture the latter a spec t of Armstrong's solution with the 
line-crossing convention. Since the floating tone is no t a ttached to the segmental 
tier, no association line bars the spreading of the high. In order to incorporate 
Armstrong's insight into our theoretical framework, we need to add two c larifi
cations. First, recall from (59) that Myers (1987a) defines adjacency so that the 
tones in Shona (134a) count as nonadjacent and hence escape the OCP. We will 
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extend the definition to ( 13.Jc) so tha t the TB Us in Yala ( 134b) a lso count a~ 
nonadjacent. 

(1 34) a. Shona V V V b. Ya la V V 

I I I I 
H H H M L 

c . .r, and y , are adjacent on tier, iff the fo llowing res tric tio ns hold: (i) no 
distinct ele ment : ; occurs between them, and (i i) if .r, and y, a re linked 
to xk and )'k o n tie rk, the n no di stinct Zk occurs between x k and .\'k • 

Second , we will make the gene ra l assumption that rules operate in local e n\'i
ronme nts unless stated otherwise. Given these assumptio ns. the rul e in ( 132) 
spreading a high to the right-adjacent TBU linked to a low will now correctl y 
bloc k in ( l 34b). 

7. 7 Parameters of Association 

Although left-to-right matching of tones and TB Us is the most prevalent form of 
autosegmental association, other types exist. For example , New man (1986a) pre
sents a good case for right-to-left mapping in Hausa. Hausa has a number of 
suffixes that suppress the tones of the base, distributing the ir own me lody over 
the entire word. Such formations have tona l platea us at their left edge, a rguing 
for right-to-left association. A few examples are reproduced in (135), preser ving 
Newman ' s transcription. A general rule truncates the final vowel of the stem 
before a suffix. The tone of long vowels is marked on the first half of the gemina te . 

(135) plurals 
taatsuuniyaa LHLH + ooCii HH -> 1aa1suuniy6oyii HH 'fo lktales ' 
riigaa LH + unaa HL -> riigunaa HL 'gowns' 
raanaa HH + aikuu LH -> raanaikuu LH 'days' 
hankaakaa LHL + ii LH -> hankaakii LH 'crows' 

derivational suffixes 
shuugabaa LLH + ancii HL -> shllugabancii HL ' leadership' 
yaaroo HL + antakaa LHL -> yaarantakaa LHL 'childishness ' 
tagangana LHL + ee LH -> taganganee LH 'sitting with 

legs apart ' 

Another form of association anchors tones to the edges of the word. The middle 
is then tilled in by spreading from one or the other edge o r by default. We wi ll 
look at two examples where this edge-in association has been used effect ively 
(see Yip 1988b for discussion). The firs t comes from Rialla nd a nd Badjime ' s ( 1989) 
analysis of certain Bambara constructions in which a high 1011 de liaison is inserted 
between the head noun and a following particle such as the prcsentationals dc111 
'it is · a nd tf: ' it is not' . 
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(136/ indef. ba don ba t t •river 
def. ba don ba !tt 

indef. ba don ba tc ·goat 
def. ba do n bii !tc 

indef. bala don bala 1t ·ba lafon ' 
def. bala don bala !tt 

in def. muso don muso tc ·woman' 
def. mus6 don mus6 'u: 

The liaison high is realized on the particle. manifested as a change of the low of 
don to fa lling. In the case of high-toned it. no overt change occurs . We assume 
that the floa ting high is mapped to the particle and then "absorbed " by the UG 
convention merging two identical tones associated to the same TBU. The rule 
associating the liaison tone is s ta ted in (1 37). 

In the definite forms, the 10 11 de liaison fails to associate to the particle. Rialland 
and Badjime posit a floating low between the liaison high and the particle to mark 
the definite. This tone blocks association of the liaison high and triggers a down
step_ on rt. Just in case the liaison high fai ls to associate to the particle , it is 
r~ahzed on the preceding noun stem, as a rising tone on ba 'goal' and as a plain 
high on the final syllable of muso ' woman'. The intended analysis is illustrated 
in (1 38) with the various forms of 'woman'. 

(138) muso don 
V _ __,,1 
L H L 

muso don 

v--- I 
L H L L 

muso tc 

V / l 
L H H 

muso le 
V·-, I 
L H L H 

indef. 

def. 

~ith this analysis as background, consider the paradigms of the longer trisyl
lab1c and quadrisyllabic stems in (139). 

(139) indef. galama don galama le 'louche' 
def. gala.ma don gala.ma !le 

indef. sungurun don sungurun te 'girl' 
def. sungurun don sungurun 'te 

indef. rnangoro don mangoro le ' mango' 
mang6ro don mang6ro te 

def. mangor6 don mangor6 !le 

P a r (1111e te rs of ...\ .1·so( 111/ion 

indef. banfula don 
banfula don 

def. banfula don 

banfula IC 
banfula tc 
banfula 'tt 

37 1 

The point of interest is the variation in the indctin ite of ·mango· and 'hat · . Spe
cifically, the former shows a H LL= HHL alternation a nd the !alter L HH = LLH 
variants. No va riation is reported for 'louche· and •girl' . While one might argue 
that the right-to-left/left -to-right direction of as,oc ia tion is in free va ri ation . the 
alternation makes more sense if Ba mbara tones associa te to the stem from the 
edge inward. Given a trisyllabic stem and a two-tone melody . edge-in association 
fills the first and third positions , leaving a gap in the middle. The variat ion then 
consists precisely in whethe r the vacant syllabic associates to the preceding or 
to the following tone. 

( 140) mangoro 

I I 
H L 

banfula 

I I 
L H 

No comparable variation occurs in the definite forms. whe re the lia ison high has 
been assigned to the fina l syllable. In this case the final tone of the stem has been 
displaced from the right edge and so na turally ~eeks out the vacant position in 
the middle of the stem. 

Fina lly, consider four-syllable stems (141). For HL ' bowl' and L H 'chance', 
we find neither free variation nor the lrisyllabic plateau that would be expected 
if the association proceeded from one edge or the other. 

(141) indef. buguninka don buguninka tc 'whip' 
def. bugunlnka don buguninka 'tc 

indef. jankarubu don jankarubu tt 'cheat' 
def. jankarubu don j akarubu 'tt 

indef. kulukutu don kulukutu tt ' bowl' 
def. kulukutu don kulukutu 'tt 

indef. garljtge don garijtgc lt 'chance' 
def. garljtgc do n garijtgt 'tt 

Edge-in association derives the representations in (142). 

(142) kulukulu 

I I 
H L 

garijcgc 

I I 
L H 

__ The vacant TBUs appear to associate to the " closest" tone e ither simultaneously 
or from side to side. Rialland and Badjime c ite no five-syllable stems with HL or 
LH melody. If the two edge tones a rc simultaneously spreading to fill in the 
middle. we predict variation comparable to ( 140) on the middle syllahlc. 
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Hewitt and Prince ( 1989) rely on edge-in association lo explain a complex par
adigm from Shona that Odden ( 1984 . 1986) argued lo require a tonal melody that 
violates the OCP. Specifically. Odden reports the data in ( 143) for the Northern 
Karanga dialect. !The ·· nonasserti ve·· is the form the verb takes in certain sub
ordinate clauses. I 

(143) a. hieh-toned roots. 
assertive 
ku-tenga 
ku-tengesa 
ku-tengesera 
ku-tengeserana 
ku-t6reseserana 

HH 
HHH 
HHHL 
HHHLL 
HHHLLL 

nonassertive 
handaka t6ra 
handaka t6resa 
handaka t6resera 
handaka t6reserana 
handaka t6reseresana 

HL 
HLH 
HHLH 
HHHLH 
HHHLL H 

b. low-toned/toneless roots 
ku-bika handaka bika 
ku-bikisa 
ku-bikisira 
ku-bikisirana 

LL 
LLL 
LLLL 
LLLLL 

handaka bikfsa 
handaka bikfsfra 
handaka bikfsfsira 
handaka bikisfsirana 

LH 
LHL 
LHHL 
LHHLL 
LHHLLL 

In Odden's analysis, the nonassertive schema arises from a [BHHL1B] tonal 
melody, where B equals the "basic" tone of the root (high or low). With its 
successive high tones, this melody violates the OCP; and with its variable B, it 
also challenges the claim that phonological structure traffics in purely local re
lations. Hewitt and Prince (1989) show how employing the full descriptive re
sources of autosegmental phonology, reliance on the OCP and edge-in association 
permit an alternative interpretation that respects locality - one in which locality 
in fact is the driving force behind this seemingly complex descriptive statement. 
Let us recapitulate their analysis. 

The first problem concerns the tone tripling found in high-toned verbs. Nor
mally , phonological rules do not count past two (which can be construed as not 
counting a t all but simply examining one item in strict adjacency to another) . A 
string of exactly three highs thus challenges this basic generalization. In order to 
maintain the ban on counting, Hewitt and Prince break the tone tripling down 
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into two local spreading operations, the first triggered by the left stem bracket, 
the second being Myers·s (1987a) general H-spread rule. 

(144) a. [V V 
L----
H 

b. V V 
l----
H 

Given that (144a) is triggered by the stem bracket, it can only apply once and 
thus does not iterate across the string. Although the restriction appears ad hoc, 
it explains the behavior of these stems in the nonassertive , as we will see mo
mentarily. Downing (1988) proposes a similarly restric ted rule of " local .. H-spread 
for the related Southern Bantu languages of Xhosa and Zulu . 

Granted the rules in ( 144), a four-syllable stem receives the derivation sketched 
in (145). In the fi rst step the root high spreads one to the right. Default lows are 
then inserted al the word level , followed by the general rule of H-spread and 
finally tonal delinking, suppressing contour tones. 

(145) [V V V V -> [V V V V-> [V V V V-> [V V V V 

I V VI I ~I 
H H H LL H L 

Given this analysis of the triple high, let us now consider the nonassertive forms. 
They clearly involve the addition of a high suffix to the stem. In toneless roots 
this suffixal high appears on the second syllable of the stem (146a). Under left
to-right association, we expect the suffixal high to emerge on the first syllable of 
the stem. The attraction to second position suggests either that the first syllable 
is extra tonal or that it is occupied by a lexical low (and hence that the opposition 
between the two classes of verb roots is H vs. L rather than H vs. m. Hewitt and 
Prince pursue the extratonality option. Since the high is associated to the second 
syllable of the stem, it cannot spread to the right by (144a) because this rule 
requires the source of the spreading high to be the first vowel of the stem. The 
general, postlexical H-spread rule then doubles the H on the following syllable 
to give the LHHL pattern of the toneless stems. 

(146) a. V V V V V b. V V V V V 

I 
H H 

Now consider the analysis of the high-toned class. Since the nonassertive marks 
an inflectional category , it arguably appears at a later lexical level, after the stem 
(root plus derivational suffixes) has been processed . If we grant this point, then 
high-toned roots will have already associated their lexical tone with the initial 
position. The input to the second lexical stratum is thus (146b). Left-to-right as
sociation would now land the suffixal high adjacent to the root high - an OCP 
violation. Hewitt and Prince assert that the OCP blocks this association, leaving 
the high unmapped. Shona then places the free to ne at the opposite edge of the 
word under the opt ion of edge-in association. When the stem is trisyllabic or 
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longer. this associa tion can be made. But in disyllabic stems the left edge is 
unavailable since an OCP violation would occur here as well. In this case the 
suftixal high fail s to associate and i~ suppressed. Finally. in HLH and HHLH 
stems the OCP constrains the two spreading rules from bumping up against the 
right-edge high. 

Like Myers /1987a), Hewitt and Prince ( 1989) get a good deal of mileage out 
of the OCP. This suggests that , contrary to the doubts of Odden ( 1986). the OCP 
is a fundamental principle of Shona tonology that not only constrains the initial 
lexical representations but a lso drives much of the later tonology that must smooth 
out the rough edges arising from affixation and syntactic combination. 

At this point it would be useful to consider the parameters that underlie au
tosegmental rules, reviewing some of the many examples discussed in this chapter. 
Given that features are organized into hierarchical trees, phonological rules are 
defined over graphs consisting of nodes and connecting branches ( .. links" or 
" paths" are common terminological alte rna tives). In general. they add or delete 
nodes and branches . Some of these operations may follow from general UG con
ventions while others must be stipula ted and learned as rules of individual lan
guages. Determining the balance between rules and conventions continues to be 
a primary research objective. 

First let us consider deletion. We start with the convention that deletion of a 
node automatically eliminates the branches connecting it to other nodes. •If the 
deleted element is an anchoring vowel , the result will be a floating tone - provided 
the tone is not associated with some other TBU (147a). We recall from section 
7.1 that this distinction is crucial to explaining the alternation between a high and 
a rising tone on the Margi definite suffix -ari. Deletion of a tone has comparable 
effects (147b). If the associa ted vowel is linked to another tone, then in general 
nothing else happens. But if it is not, then a toneless vowel results, which may 
in tum receive a default tone or be subject to spreading from an adjacent tone on 
the left or the right. The Venda rule of section 7.3 deleting an initial low tone 
illustrates this state of affairs: in the post-H context the toneless vowel of the 
prefix mu- assimilates a preceding high; elsewhere it takes a default low (147b). 
Finally, the association line connecting the tone and the TBU may be eliminated. 
If the tone is not associated with any other TBU, the result is a floating tone. We 
appealed to this property in the simplification of unaccented falling tones in Venda, 
postulating a rule to remove the second link in a pretonic syllable; the resultant 
floating low triggers downstep (147c). 

(147) a. X ti +ari -+ ty +ari lagu+ari-+ lagw+ari 
I -+ I 11 11 V I I I I I 
t LHL L HL L HL L HL 

b. X X V mu-thu-+ V mu-thu -+ V mu-thu 
I -+ I I I I I V I 

H L L H L H L 

c. X X V mu-lamboni -+ V mu-lamboni 
I -+ ~ I I ~ i· I 

H L HL H L HL 
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Comparable to de letion is the insertion of a TBU , tone. or connecting path . 
For path insertio n, two subeases can be distinguished: spread and ini tial asso
ciation. The former characterizes the addition of an associa tion line to the to ne 
in the graph or ( 148a). 

(148) a. X b. X X 

·--1--- L.---1 

c. X X X ... d. X X X . .. 
l,,::>··· l----

We must distinguish the direction of extension (leftward or rightward spread) as 
well as whether or not the target is already linked to the tonal tier. In the former 
case the ban on crossing associat ion lines blocks further spread (148b), resulting 
in a contour tone that may or may not simplify. Rightward H-spread in Makua 
(109) and Yala (132) illustrates these options. If the target is toneless and the rule 
is thus " feature-filling," it may be necessary to parameterize further for whether 
the rule iterates or applies just once. The [± iterative] option allows an alternative 
analysis for the two Shona dialects of (57). Instead of trading o n a difference in 
the ordering of the H-spread and default-L insertion rules, we may order H-spread 
first in both dialects and treat the difference as a l + iterative] setting for the 
Southeastern dialect ( 148c) versus a l - iterative] setting for Southern Karanga 
(148d). Finding the evidence to distinguish between these alternatives is an un
resolved issue of autosegmental phonology. 

A related question is whether or not it is possible to reinterpret fea ture-changing 
dissirnilation processes such as Meeussen's Rule as the composite of the more 
elementary operations of deletion and default insertion, as depicted in (149a). 

(149) a . X X X X 
I I I 

xx 
I I 

HH-+H -+ H L 

b. V mu-kegulu V mu-kegulu 

I V I V 
H H -+ H L 

c . V mu-kegulu V mu-kegulu 

I V I 
H H -+ H 

d. V mu-kegulu V mu-kegulu 

I V V V 
H H -+ H H 

V mu-kegulu V mu-kegulu 

~ ~ I I 
H -+ H L L 

V mu-kegulu 

v---v 
-+ H L 

V mu-kegulu 

~ 
-+ H 

V mu-kegulu 

V 
-+ H -+ 
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The Venda alte rna tion of 11111-kegiil,i and 1111i-kegu/11 is relevant here. Fo llowing 
Cassimjee ( I 983), we treated the process as a feature change fro m l + high tone] 
to [ - high tone] (149b). The two-step dele tion + insertion a lternative encounte rs 
problems with this case. If H-deletion precedes H-spread . we are unable to pre
vent the high from spreading too far (149c). The two-step version of Meeussen' s 
Rule requires (i) marking H-spread as l - iterative] and t ii) allowing it to both 
precede and fo llow H-deletion. It is unclear whether this alternative (depicted in 
(149d)) is descriptively feasible. 

Finally , let us cons ider insenion of nodes and links into the feature graph. 
!nsertion of a TBU arises from rules of epenthesis and \·ocalic lengthening (in 
sys tems that take the mora as a TBU). In Ga'anda we saw tha t the epenthe tic 
,yllable may host a floating tone (128). In cases where there is no floating tone 
in the vicinity of the epenthctic vowel, we can ask whether it acquires its tonal 
specification from the left , from the right , or by default. If the language has rules 
of spread or directional association, we can ask whether they are pressed into 
service to associate the epenthetic syllable to the tonal tie r. Not enough cases 
are known to be able to tell whether the tonology o f epenthetic syllables is pre
dic table, given the nature of the rest of the system. Similar questions a rise fo r 
the association of tones inserted in particular morphological contexts: recall Bam
bara's ton de liaison (1 37) and the floating high in Ga'anda associa tive construc
tions (131). Finally, as we saw from Hausa (135) and Bambara (141), initial tonal 
association can be parameterized for direction and mode: left to right , right to 
left , and edge-in. A significant question is whether these options are best viewed 
as parameters for the entire phonological system or as more humble rules that 
are ordered to apply at particular points in the derivation. The former, stronger 
hypothesis predicts that epenthetic syllables and floating tones should associate 
according to the parameters for initial association. Not enough cases are on record 
to know whether this prediction is valid. See Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1993 
for a full-scale decomposition of autosegmental rules into more e lementary op
erations. 

7 .8 Tone in Asian Languages 

The tonal systems of many East Asian languages are superficially rather diffe rent 
from the typical African system. The inventory of tone levels and shapes is often 
larger and the distribution of the complex tones is freer. This led to the intuition 
that the Asian systems are organized in a fundamentally different way from the 
African, which typically have a smaller inventory of basic tones (Wang 1967). 
However, Yip (1980) showed that many of the autosegmental concepts developed 
in the analysis of African languages can be fruitfully applied to the Asian systems 
as well . However, certain problems remain. Recent innovations in feature ge
ometry have furnished new ways of looking a t the issues; but many questions a re 
still unresolved. In this section we will briefly survey some of the results to get 
a sense of these tonal systems and how they differ from the more widely studied 
and better understood African systems. Sec also Chen 1991 . 

In the Asian tradition , tones are represented as points alo ng a live-step s, alc . 
a notation based on that of Chao (1930) and followed as a transcriptional pra, ticc 
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in subsequent studies . even if the offic ial reprc::sentation is quite diffe rent. For 
example, the four tones of Mandarin a re represented in the familiar parad igm of 
(150). 

(150) ma 55 
ma 35 
ma 214 
ma 51 

' mothe r' 
' hemp· 
' horse' 
·scold' 

The numbers are misleading since it is unclear whethe r they are intended a, 
phonetic or phono logical categories. If the latter. it is much more plausible that 
they denote relative rather than absolute values . While huma ns are good at d is
criminating pitches as higher or lower and a t judging up or down changes in pitch 
value over t ime. they have difficulty estimating absolute values . This accounts 
for the fact tha t the same tone is often transcribed diffe rently (e.g. , the Mandarin 
third tone is variously represented as 214, 213. 312). However, a ll descripto rs 
agree that the third tone is concave in shape and contras ts with the othe r to nes. 
Despite its shortcomings , we will follow traditional practice and a lso employ the 
Chao numbering system in transcriptio ns. 

7.8.1 Register 

In a number of Asian systems the pitch range splits into an upper and lower register 
(Yip 1980). In some cases this doubles the number of tones by in effect adding a 
new dimension, much in the way that lip rounding doubles the front-back op
position to transform an [i,u] system to [i,ii ,i ,i]. This suggests tha t a rticulatorily 
register reflects a separate feature whose effects on the pitch range are seco ndary. 
Indeed, register distinctions often arise from the effects of la ryngeal features in 
the consonantal onset. A particularly clear example is furnished by the Songjiang 
dialect of suburban Shanghai (Bao 1990). The tonal inventory comprises the eight 
elements of (151) transcribed in the Chao numbering system. 

(151) 53 44 35 5 
31 22 13 3 

yin register 
yang registe r 

The tones can be matched for shape: two falling tones (53, 31), two rising tones 
(35, 13), and two pairs of level tones (44, 22) and (5, 3). The latter are restricted 
to short syllables closed by a glottal and hence may be seen as variants of the 
former. When displayed on the 5-to-1 pitch range, the pairings become particularly 
clear. 

(152) 5 ~ ~ 
4 X···X 

3 ~ X X ':( 

2 X·· ·X 

X x 
level fall rise 
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The motivation for these pairings is strengthened by the fact tha t the tones a re 
largely in complementary distribution. Specifically, the 22. 31, 13 tones are never 
found after a voiceless onset. while 44, 53, 35 are absent after voiced obstruents. 
The tones partially contrast after sonorants. We might describe thi s system by 
saying that there are three basic tones - a level, a rise, and a fall {h, lh, hi} - and 
that the [ ± stiff) feature characterizing the vocal cords in the onset spreads onto 
the following vowel , where it modifies the pitch of the nucleus and hence the 
realization of the tone in much the way that lip rounding lowers the second formant 
of a vowel. 

This way of looking at the phenomenon implies that the tonal effect of the onset 
is largely a phonetic matte r. Howe\·er, in many systems the correlation of register 
with laryngeal voicing has been broken, leading to an independent phonological 
dimension, along which tones may continue to alternate . A particularly clear 
example is furnished by Tibetan. In the dialect studied by Meredith (1990) we 
find the inventory shown in (153). 

(153) long syllables 
55, 52 

short syllables 
5, 53 upper register 

lower registe r 24, 31 23 

Once again, the short level 5 and falling 53 can be treated as variants of the basic 
55 and 52 tones found on long syllables. The falling 3 1 of the lower register pairs 
with upper register 52. As we will see, the 24 rise alternates with 55; Meredith 
suggests that 24 derives from a basic level tone by a rule adding a high on the 
right. This analysis reduces the system to four basic tones, with a level and a 
fal ling tone in each register. In Meredith's notation, adopted from Bao 1990, these 
tones receive the representations shown in (154). Each tone consists of an oblig
atory register designation r, which may be either [ +stiff] H or [ - stiff] L. The 
tone may also be supplemented with a "contour" node, which subdivides each 
register. Meredith speculates that this tonal feature is a reflex of [ +slack] I or 
[ - slack] h. In this way, four possible tone heights are distinguished. 

(154) t 

I\ 
f C 

I I 
H h 

t 

I\ 
r C 

I I 
H I 

t 

I\ 
r C 

I I 
L h 

t 

I\ 
f C 

I I 
L I 

As its name implies, the contour node's [ ±slack] hand I dependents are a llowed 
to sequence, generating a rise or a fall. With this nota tion , the four basic tones 
of Tibetan can be represented as in (155). 

(155) t t t 

A I A 
r r C r r C 

I I I\ I I (\ 
H H h I L L h I 

55 53 2 31 
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The independence of the register and contour features in T ibetan is revealed 
in the tonal modifications that accompany compounding. When two monosyllabic 
morphemes combine to form a compound. the second sy llable is more prominent 
than the first. In response to the weak-strong stress contour, the sixteen possible 
tonal combinations reduce to just four, as shown in ( 156). 

(156) input compound 

first second ⇒ first second 
syllable syllable sy llable syllable 

H-level H-level H-level H-level 
H-fall H-level H-level H-levcl 
L-level H-level L-level H-level 
L-fall H-level L-level H-level 
H-level H-fall H-level H-fall 
H-fall H-fall H-level H-fall 
L-level H-fall L-level H-fall 
L-fall H-fall L-level H-fall 
H-level L-level H-level H-level 
H-fall L-level H-level H-level 
L-level L-level L-level H-level 
L-fall L-level L-level H-level 
H-level L-fall H-level H-fall 
H-fall L-fall H-level H-fall 
L-level L-fall L-level H-fall 
L-fall L-fall L-level H-fall 

Some examples illustrating this pattern of reduction appear in (157). The last two 
are from Chang and Chang 1968 (transcription a ltered); the others a re from Mer
edith 1990. 

(157) phoo 2 'Tibet' 
mi 2 ' person' 
phoo-mi 2-5 'Tibetan' 

thuu 52 ' banner' 
caa.52 'iron' 
thuu-caa 5-52 ' iron banner fixture' 

ree 31 'cotton ' 
see 2 'robe' 
ree-see 2-5 'cotton robe' 

yum 2 'mother' 
ehee 5 'grea t ' 
yum - chee 2-5 'mo ther' (honorific) 

see 52 'knowledge' 
yoo 2 ' possessor' 
sec y66 5-5 'intellectual' 
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cu 55 ' ten' 
Im: 31 'e ight' 
copkcc 5-52 'eighteen· 

cee 31 ' track. print ' 
qopcee, qupcii 5-52 •impress ion left by buttocks Ion e .g. sand)' 

The reduction mav be succinctly characterized as the e limination of tonal contour 
in the first positi~n and as a change from the lower to the upper register in the 
,econd position. We can see both of these modifications in ·cotton robe' . where 
31 + 2 is transformed into 2 + 5. 

(158) t-1 t-2 -> t- 1 t-2 

A I I I 
C r r r 

I /\ I I I 
L hi L L H 

Without the concept of register as a separate tonal dimension. the changes 
become more complex to express. Since the 4 of 24 is derivative and since levels 
I and 2 do not contrast, we might try to reduce the tones to a three-way high, 
mid , low system. 

(159) 55 = H 52 = HM 31 = ML 24 = LH or MH 

There are at least two problems with thi s ana lysis . F irst. to describe the change 
in the second e lement of the compound, where 31 becomes 52 and 2 becomes 5, 
we must distribute the pitch rise across both tones of the ML contour so that the 
mid 3 raises to high 5 and the low I ra ises to mid 2. This change on two successive 
tones is difficult to state and violates the thesis that phonological changes are 
basically local in nature. Second, in the e limination of the contour on the first 
syllable, the HM 52 appears as high and thus appears to lose its second element; 
but when the ML appears as 2, it is unclear whether this should be seen as loss 
of the first tone or the second. Autosegmentally, we want to e liminate the second 
element so that the two changes can be collapsed. But some kind of adjustment 
of the output is still needed. Given the notion of register, no such adjustment is 
needed. Elimination of the contour node collapses the four-way distinction into 
a two-way distinction. 

7.8.2 Contour Tones as Units 

Another striking difference between the Asian and African tonal systems concerns 
the distribution of contour tones. As the discussion of Margi revealed , contour 
tones typically arise from the association of noating or dangling tones to a singly 
linked TBU. In the Asian systems the contour tones enjoy a much freer distri
bution. A typica l example is provided by many Wu dialects. where noninitial 
syllables in the phrase become toneless and hence susceptible to spreading fro m 

' I I -
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the init ial syllable. For example. Wang ( 1983) reports the data in ( 160) for the 
Suzhou dia lect. In sandhi phrases. the tone ofnoninit ial morphemes is suppressed 
and the first element spreads its final tone to fill in the ga p. 

(160) le 13 pac 52 za? 3 
'blue· ' precious' ' stone· 

13 44 22 
-> ·sapphi re· 

hia 13 mae 13 hy 13 tcin44-> 1333333 1 
' lamb' 'wool' 'wrap' ·scart.. ·wool scarf' 

pe 44 ts' o 52 s i 412 ka 412 44 44 -14 3 I 
'sad' ·world ' 'Les miserables· 

In cont rast to Margi, where the combination of rising bdli_i with the toneless suffix 
-na yields low+high bd/J+nti, in Suzhou the initial syllable retains the contour. 
However, the rising tone still reveals its low + high nature by spreading its high 
portion to the fo llowing toneless syllables. The derivation is completed with the 
addition of a low "boundary" tone to the final syllable. 

(161) CV CV CV CV -> CV CV CV CV 

A 
I 3 

~\ 
I 3 I 

Two explanations have been suggested for the contrasting behavior of the con
tour tones in Margi and Suzhou. One. represented in the work of Woo (1969) and 
later Duanmu (1990) , sees the difference as a function of the number of TB Us 
deployed by the two systems. In particular, for Suzhou the isolation form of a 
morpheme and the initial syllable of the phrase are claimed to contain two TB Us 
while noninitial syllables contribute just a single TB U (perhaps reflecting the 
absence of stress) . G iven that there are two TB Us to house the two tones com
posing the 13-rise, the initial syllable remains unaltered. The remaining TBUs 
assimilate the final e lement of the initial syllable contour (162). 

(162) CVV CV CV CV 

11 
I 3 

-> CVV CV CV CV 

I ~ 
I 3 I 

An alternative interpretation, championed by Yip (1989) and Bao (1990) , sees 
the contour tones of Chinese acting as a unit grouped under a single tonal node, 
much the way an affricate such as f.t' J sequences [ - continuant) [+continuant) 
under a basic coronal point of articulation. Given that the 13 contour of Suzhou 
links to the TB U as a unit via the tonal root node , it remains associated to the 
initial syllable. However, its lina l component is a llowed to spread as a si ngle 
element. analogous to the way that segmental rules treat the right face o f a [t') 
affricate as an Is l. 
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(163) 
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CV CV CY CV -+ CY CY CY CY 

A l l l 1JJ-\ 
I 3 I 3 

Yip (1989) reports that the more complex convex and concave tones of Suzhou 
split apart in the sandhi phrases in a way that parallels the Margi breakup of the 
contour tones . This suggests that the Asian systems allow at most two e lements 
to combine in a single tona l unit. again much like an affricate. For example, the 
fall + rise 523 and the inve rse rising-falling 242 lose their final upglide or dip in 
sandhi and realize it as a high or a low on the fo llowing toneless syllable (164) 
(no glosses given). 

(164) a . kau 523 i 523 -> 51 44 
b. mo 242 ko 523 -> 13 11 

Yip analyzes the convex and concave tones of Suzhou into an initial HL fall or 
LH rise - followed by a separate high or low level tone. So long as the autoseg
mental associations a re conducted via the tonal root nodes , the alternations in 
(164) parallel the breakup of the contour tone in Margi. For example, (164b) 
receives the analysis in (165) . 

(165) mo 

x---r 

mo ko 

Al 
LHL LH L 

The alternative view of Duanmu ( 1990) sees the concave and convex tones as 
reflecting the addition of a mora before pause, creating a trimoraic syllable that 
has the capacity to encompass the entire HLH or LHL sequence. 

Proponents of the aggregate view of contour tones have interpreted dissimilation 
processes defined over these elements as support for their position. For example, 
the Tianjin dialect (Chen 1985) has four tones: H, L, HL, LH. Of the sixteen 
possible combinations arising from the juxtaposition of two syllables in the phrase, 
only four change. These sandhi modifications are listed in (166) (examples from 
Bao 1990). 

(166) xi LH lian LH 
song HL xin HL 
kan HL shu LL 
chou LL yan LL 

-+ HH LH 
-+ LL HL 
-+ HH LL 
-+ LH LL 

'wash face' 
'send letter' 
'read book' 
'smoke cigarette' 

If the rise and fall form units, then the tonal change can be expressed rather simply 
as follows. 
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(167) 

Opponents of the aggrega te theory have challenged the assumption that the 
dissimilation is a true gene ra lization in Tianjin. They point to the I wo additional 
tonal changes that occur in (166) and propo e a differe nt grouping of the data . 
However. the altema1i,·e grouping does not appear to be motivated by anything 
other than the refusal to sec the first two changes in ( 166) as t rue uissimila tions . 
Nevertheless, it is true that so far no one has su.:cecded in isolati ng a dissimilation 
based on shape from a ll ot her changes the same way Grassmann·s Law in Indo
European (*Ch .. . Ch -+ C. .. Ch) isolates the feature of aspi ra tio n. If contour 
tones reflect a separate phonological category . such cases should exist. 

If the contour tones of the Asian systems really do function as uni ts . then we 
also expect them to associate and spread as a bundle . Proponents of the aggregate 
theory claim to have identified cases of this sort . but the interpre tat ions of the 
data are open to cha llenge as well. For example. in the Wuxi dialect Yip ( 1989) 
reports such paradigms as ( 168). 

(168) a . gA ' to do' 13 1 
gA tshin 'to do completely· 24 2 1 
gA tshin tshAw 'to make clear' 24 44 2 1 
gA V'J? tshin tsh,,w ' unable to make clear' 24 4 44 21 

b. di ' to address· 213 
di tchi 'to bring up· 12 41 
di tchi le ' to bring up' 12 44 41 
di v-;J? tchi le ' unable to bring up' 1244441 

Paradigm ( 168a) is composed of an initia l rise that continues as high and then fa lls 
to low, while (168b) seems to have a final fall and initia l low, w ith the interval 
assimilating the high portion of the final fal l. Yip sees these two cases as each 
spreading a LHL tonal sequence but differing in the parsing of the tonal string 
as (LH)L or L(HL). The two tonal nodes are then associated to the edges of the 
phrase and the toneless syllables in between receive their pitch values via phonetic 
interpolation. For our purposes the important points are (i) that each paradigm 
involves the same LHL sequence but differs in the grouping and (ii) that the gro ups 
associate as a unit to the edges of the domains. For example, ( 168a) receives the 
derivation sketched in (169) . 

(169) CY CY CV CY -+ CY CYCV CY -+ CY CY CY CY 

/\ ! A I )J/ t 
L H L L H L L H L 
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T he spread ing of a contour tone has bee n proposed for the Wu dialect o f Dan
yang. Six basic tones appear in i,olatio n: a high . mid . and k,w. plus a rise. 

(170) I I Ian ' rotte n 3 yi? ·one' 

~.) wang ' net" 4 fu? ·coat ' 

55 tu 'earth ' 

2-t fang ·house' 

When morphemes are combined in certain grammatical .:ontigura tions, the iso
lation tones are replaced by a tonal melody that is unrelated to the sync hronic 
underl ying tone - presuma bly the isolation form. T he inentory of melodies over 
two-. three-, and four-syllable domains are sche mat ized in l i 7 1). 

(17 I) a. 11-1 1 11- 11- 11 l l- 11- 11- l l L 
b. 33-33 33-33-33 33-33-33-33 M 
C. 55-55 55-55-55 55-55-55-55 H 
d. 24-55 24-55-55 24-55-55-55 L H 
e . 42- 11 42- 11- 11 42- 11- 11 - 11 HL 
f. 42-24 42-42-24 42-42-42-24 

These cases could be described as left-to-right associatio n of the tonal melod ies 
listed in the r ight column , with spreading of the rightmost tone . T he controve rsial 
case s appear in (171 f). Yip interpre ts th is a s a fal ling plus ri sing me lody tha t maps 
to the edges of the sandhi domain, followed by a left-to-right spreading of the 
contour tonal node . 

(172) CV CV CV CV 

H L L H 

-+ C V C V C V C V 

k--=------ l 
;;_·· I\ 

H L L H 

Bao notes that the falling 42 is no t a member of the basic (isola tion) inventory 
of tones and proposes a rule , suggested by the o rig inal descriptor of Danyang (LO 
1980) , that dissimilates the first of two rising tones to a fall (24-24 -+ 42-24), which 
then spreads as a unit. 

Duanmu (1990) challe nges this interpre tation of the data. He notes that the 
pattern in (17 1f) has a different phra sal distribut ion from the o thers . More im
portantly, while the tonal melodies of the othe r pa tterns are unconnected with 
the isolation fonns, for (17 1f) " most o r all of the component syllables have the 
c itation tone [24]" (Dua nmu 1990: 145). He concludes tha t the 42-42 . . . 24 arises 
from an underlying string of 24-24 . . . 24 by iterative application of the dissimi
lation rule. If correct , this interpre tation seriously undermines one of the s tronges t 
argume nts fo r the aggregate theory o f contour tones. 

C
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Exercises 

7.1 Siane 

Sia ne is a tona l la nguage s poken in the Highlands o f Pa pua N ew Guinea (Ja mes 
198 1 ). In the transcriptions given he re, · and · de no te high and low w nes. re
spective ly, whi le • is rising and · is falling. A sy llable ' s tone is ma rked on its 
vocalic nucle us. For each noun. ind icate the information that must be include d 
on its tonal tier in order to predic t the tona l shape of the words in its paradigm . 
Whic h tonal pa tte rns are problemat ic for the Universal Associat ion Convention? 
Show how your a na lysis works by deriv ing a fe w word s. Briefly s tate in what 
way these da ta depart from a one-to-one relation between tones a nd tone-hearing 
units. (Note: T he re appear to be no monosyllabic nouns with a falling tone. T reat 
this as an arbitrary gap.) 

(I ) noun ' our' N ' the' N ' by' N 
n6 n6 te n6ma n6kaf6 'food ' 
ko ko te koma kokafo ' rain ' 
yo yote yoma yokaf6 ' fire' 

no no te noma nokaf6 'water' 
no i noite noima noikaf6 ' tree species· 
kuta kutatc kulama kulakaf6 'dog' 
meina meinate meinama meina kafo 'payment' 
maf6 maf6te maf6ma ma f6kaf6 ' taro' 

auma auma tc auma ma a umakaf6 'bone' 
16no 16notc 16noma 16 n6kafo ' work' 

m6ita m6itate m6itama m6ita ka fo ' rubbish ' 
ke tufu ke tufutc ketufuma ketufukaf6 ' saliva' 
koslna kosinate kosinama kosina kafo ' sky' 

kilifu kilifutc kilifuma kilifukaf6 't rap' 
maftina mafunfllc mafuna ma mafuna kafo ' ow l' 
k61ipa k61ip[1tc k6lipa ma k6lipa kaf6 ' p ine' 

kcfa kcfatc kcfama kcfakaf6 ' meat' 
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7.2 Mende (Leben 1973, Rialla11d and Badjime 1989) 

The data in (I) illustrate the possible tonal patterns for one-. two-. and three
syllable noun stems in Mende. Develop an analysis that derives the surface tonal 
patterns from an underlying tonal speci fication. List the inventory of tonal pat
terns. What descriptive generalizations can be made? What justification can be 
given for fixing the direction of tonal association? What role does the OCP play 
in the analysis? How are the data in (2) relevant? (The form glossed ·companion· 
has a rising-falling pitch contour. ) 

( I ) monosyllables disyllables tris~llables 
k:S ~war' pelt "house' hawama ·waist" 
kpa 'debt ' bi:li: ·pants' kpakall 'three-legged 

chair· 
mbu 'owl' ngfla 'dog' felama •junction' 
mba ' rice' fande ·cotton' ndaviila ' sling' 
mtia ' companion' nyaha 'woman ' nlkili 'peanut ' 

(2) noun noun + ma 'on' 
k:S k:S-ma 
mbu mbii-ma 
mba mba-ma 
pelt pelt-ma 
bi:li: bi:li:-ma 
ngila ngila-ma 
nyaha nyaha-ma 

7.3 Kanak11ru (Newman 1974) 

Develop an analysis for the tonal patterns of the verbs in this Chadic language. 
For each verb, list its underlying tonal specification. What rules and principles 
are required to derive the observed surface forms? Briefly compare this system 
with that of Mende in exercise 7.2. Assume that [ai], [ui], and [ua] are diphthongs. 

(I) gai 'to enter' bui 'to shoot' 
' tua 'to eat'* ' wai ' to get' 
gare 'to leave' Jake 'to untie' 
tuke ' to hide' wupe 'to sell' 
takale ' to trick' .lukure 'to disperse· 
b6mbale 'to scrape' la.pare 'to hold down' 

*cf. man 1tua 'we ate it' 

7.4 Proto-Bantu 

The following data are taken primarily from Greenberg 1948 and van Spaandonck 
1971 . Cognate nominal stems from a number of Bantu languages are listed in ( I). 
In most cases the stem was amplified with·a CV prefix, many of which have lost 
their vowel in the course of history. The prefixes were uniformly low in tone. On 
the basis of these data, reconstruct the Proto-Bantu tonal shapes of the noun 

t:xercises -~~-

stems. How many different tonal patterns are there·> What to nal cha nges m:.:,t h: 
assumed to have operated in the evolution of the individual languages? The : r.111_ 

scriptions ha,·e been normalized: acute marks high to ne: a low-toned syll.,:--k j, 

unmarked. Fl1r the Tonga forms. i# is a so-called pre-pret1x, akin to a Je:-i mt,· 
determiner. The available data do not a llow a totall y satisfactory explanat i,,:, f,, r 
th'e development of the rising tone in Holoholo. For T onga . it may be u,e:".il t,, 
appeal to lexical strata . 

( I) Lomongo nyama Lomongo bot,i 
Shambala nyama Shambala Ula 
Holoholo nyam;, Holoholo bu1,·1 
Tonga i#nyama Tonga i#buta 
Chiluba nyama Chiluba buta 

'meat. anima l· ·bow (and arrow)" 

Lomongo li-1:St:i Lomongo Ii-t ic 
Shambala n-d6t6* Shambala u-vye)e 
Tonga i#ci-lc,to Holoholo i-beele 
Chiluba ci-loota Tonga i#b-beele 

'dream' Chiluba di-beela 
·breast ' 

Lomongo m-bula Lomongo lo-k6nyi 
Shambala fu la Holoholo lu-kuni 
Holoholo m-bil{1 Tonga i#lu-kunyi 
Tonga i#m-vula Chiluba lu-kunyf 
Chiluba m-vula ' firewood' 

' rain ' 

Lomongo n-king6 Lomongo n-jala 
Shambala sfng6 Shambala sala 
Holoholo n-king6 Holoholo n-jala 
Tonga i#n-singo Tonga i#n-zala 
Chiluba n-si:l)u Chiluba n-zala 

'neck' 'hunger' 

Lomongo u-k5k:S Lomongo i-long6 
Shambala n-guku Shambala n-yungu 
Holoholo n-kok6 Holoholo mu-ungu 
Tonga i#n-kuku Tonga f#bu-16ngo 
Chiluba mu-kuuku ·cooking pot' 

'fowl' 

Lomongo b-kcndo Lomongo rara 
Shambala lu-j'endo Shambala late 
Holoholo lw-endo Holoholo taata 
Tonga i# lw-eendo Tonga taata 
Chiluba lu-ent11·1 Chiluba t.ititu 

·voyage 'father' 

*Van Spaandom.: k ( 1971) cites 11-c/610; this appears to be a misprint. 
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Goldsmith ( 1990) has proposed that individual grammars may se t lower and 
upper bounds on the number of autosegmental links their tones and TB Us may 
display. Rules that overload a gi \·en node automat ically activate a del inking repair 
strategy in order to restore the sys tem's equili brium. On this view, Shona's TBU 
(section 7.2) has a (0, 1) setting: toneless (unlinked) vowels a re a llowed (at least 
until the default rule is applied) \1 hile contour (ri sing and falling) tones a re banned. 
The delinking of a low l one that occurs under high-tone spread (2) would thus 
not have to be st ipulated. 

(:!J V V 

L-----'+ 
H L 

As far as its tone is concerned. Shona would have the setting ( 1,n). There is no 
upper bound, so high-tone spread is free to extend a high until an association line 
blocks the rule; but delinked low tones are de leted - the re is no downstep - and 
so the lower limit is not zero. In what ways is Goldsmith's proposal useful in 
analyzing the data in this exercise? 

7.5 Venda 

Listed in (I ) are some prefixless Venda nominals. Assuming the analysis devel
oped in section 7 .3, determine the appropriate underlying representation for each 
and then the predicted post-H form. 

( I) thamaha ' male beast with certain markings' 
madzhie personal name 
dan.i na ' fool' 
kh6kh6la 'ankle-bone 
phaphana ' type of calabash' 
dukana ' monstrous boy' 
dakalo 'joy' 
g61)61)6 'bee' 
<;laba<;laba ' fool' 
buvhikhomu 'species of spider' 
bubusela ' woolen blanket' 
dziogandevhe 'deaf person' 
bwerepwere 'coward' 
b6k6l!iko 'species of bird' 
b616og6nd6 ' heavy, thick pole' 
beletshedzo 'reparation' 
pfumelelo ' intercession· 
sudzul)gw!ane 'species of shrub' 

7.6 Finnish Vowel Harmony (Viilimaa-Blum 1986, A/ho 1987) 

Examine the data in (I) and (2) to determine the various parameters of harmony 
in Finnish: the harmonic feature. root control. directio n of spread , dis harmonic 
roots, opaque and neutral elements. What aspects of autoscgmental representation 
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are c rucial to your analysis? (Transcriptio n n,1tc: I~] is a high front vowel; long 
vowels are geminates.) 

( I) 

(2) 

i e a y 0 0 a u 
high + + - - + 
low - - + - + 
back - + + + 
round + + + - + 

infinitive infinitive pa rti tive 
t ie-tiiii ' know' tava-ta ·meet syndiin-tii 
piir-tiiii 'draw halu-ta 'want ka tu-a 
len-tiiii ' fly koka-ta 'cool; ri vi-ii 
kiiiin-tiiii 'turn ' tykii-la ' li ke· neiti-ii 
pyy-taa 'ask for' kado-ta 'disappea r" aiti-a 
loy-tiiii ' find ' Iii ma-ta ' film· ikkuna-a 
mur-taa 'break' ruve-ta 'start kyynel-tii 
sor-taa 'oppress' menettii-ii ' lose tuoli-a 

infinitive present passive participle 
tul-la tul-la-an tul-nut ·come 
juo-da juo-da-an juo-nut 
syo-da syo-dii-iin syo-nyt 
men-nii men-nii-iin men-nyt 
luke-a lue-ta-an luke-nut 

arka ' timid' ark-uus 
tyyni 'calm' tyyne-ys 
syvii 'deep' syv-yys 
kaunis 'beautiful' kaune-us 
naivi ~naive' naivi-us 
seniili ' senile' seniili-ys 

viiri 'color' viiri-kiis 
koti 'home' kodi-kas 
tyyli 'style' tyyli-kiis 
ilme 'expression' ilme-kiis 

question particle 
syon#ko 'do I eat?' 
menct#ko 'do you go?' 
olette#ko ' are you pl.?' 

-kko 
mysti-kko 
kchi-kko-j-a 

' mystic' 
'frames' 

'drink' 
·eat ' 
'go' 
· read ' 

' timidity' 
·calmness' 
'depth ' 
' beauty 
' naiveness' 
'senility' 

'colorful' 
'cozy' 
'stylish' 
'expressive' 

'heart' 
' s treet" 
' row' 
' miss' 
' mother 
"window· 
' tear ' 
'chair' 
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recent borrowings 
afaari-a 'affair' parti tive 
vulgaari-a ' vulgar' partitive ' 
kamyy-ta 'Camus' partitive 
tornado-a ' tornado' partitive 

7.7 Makua 

Review the discussion of section 7.5 to develop an analysis for the fo llowing ve.-b 
forms from Makua. Is a cyclic application of the rules helpful? 

( I ) diminutive [sf] 
u-si-16wol-a 
u-si-16kotanih-a 
u-si-paparulel-a 
u-si-ki-paparulel-a 

tense [-ah6] 
k-a-h6-16kotanih-a 
y-a-h6-kf-hukulel-a 
y-a-h6-si-ki-lokotaniherac-a 

7.8 Ga'anda 

' to transport small things' 
'to pick up small things' 
' to detach small things· 
' to detach small things for me' 

• I picked up pl. ' 
' he sieved for me' 
' he picked up small things for me' 

Review the discussion in section 7.6 and then determine the underlying repre
sentations and derivations for the following associative constructio ns from 
Ga'anda. 

(I ) al 'bone' 6ar 'bark' 
cunewa 'elephant' pi1n6 'maize' 
al cunewa 'bone of elephant' 6ar pu'n6 ' husk of maize' 

perra 'bride' c;ima 'husband' 
Musa name perra 'bride' 
perra Musa 'bride of Musa' cima l)Cmi 'husband of bride' 

shikeca 'friend' cim.l. ' husband' 
mbeaet.l. 'grasshopper' mbeaet.l. ' grasshopper' 
shlkec.l. mbe1<feta 'friend of c:im.l. 'mbe1<feta 'husband of 

grasshopper' grasshopper' 

7.9 Moore 

A. Moore is a two-tone Gur language spoken in Burkina Faso (Kenstowicz, 
Nikiema, and Ourso 1988). In the transcriptions below, high-toned syllables 
are marked by the acute; low-toned syllables are unmarked. The language• 
has a system of noun class suffixes marking singular and plural. Examples' 
from the most productive classes are listed in ( I). What principle undcrl ies

1 

the alternation in suffixal tone? 

( I ) 

B. 
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sg. .e!.: 
kor-go kor-d6 ·sack' 
ro:-gi., ro-16 ' house· 
wl1b-go w6b-do ·elcphani" 
l,iJJ-g,1 Ian-do 'hole' 
li :-ga t,:-se ·tree 
ke:-g,i ke:-sc ·green 
!\a:-ga sa:-se ' broom· 
\vao-ga wam-se ' hollO\\. 
i;ob-re, gwab-,i ·tefl hand· 
t \lb-re t\lb-,i ·ear' 
kug-ri kug-a ·stone 
b~d-re b~d-a ' big' 

Moore has downdrift of high to nes: the high tone on the final syllable o f zli 
IJuga-rc; ' bring the bowl' is implemented at a lower pitch value than the high 
tones of the first two syllables. Develop an analysi~ to account fo r the ap
pearance of the downstep in the data of (2). In the first paradigm the nouns 
sci:-ga ' broom' and kor-g6 'sack· appear as complements to the verbs .zd 
' bring· and ko 'give'. The second paradigm consists of noun + adjective con
structions. This co nstruction has the peculiarity that the morpho logy does 
not generate a number suffix on the noun in Moore. 

(~) ko sa:ga 
ko korg6 
za sa:ga 
za k6r 'g6 

'give a broom' 
'give a sack' 
' bring a broom' 
' bring a sack' 

kor b~da 
kor ke:ga 
sa b~da 
sa ke:'ga . 

'big sacks' 
'green sack' 
' big brooms' 
'green broom' 

C. In Moore a suffixal vowel is deleted when a word appears in medial pos it ion 
of the phrase . Examine the associative const ructions in (3) and discuss the 
tonal effects produced by the deletion rule . Derive each o f the phrases. ex
plaining the steps involved. 

(3) 

D. 

n~d-a 
n~d korg6 
n¢d 'sa :ga 

1, 

'man' 
'man 's sack' 
'man's broom' 

na:-ba 
na :b k6r'g6 
na:b sa:ga 

'chief 
'chiefs sack· 
'chiefs broom' 

So far we have seen two tonal patterns for Moore nominals: low on the root 
and high on the suffix (e.g .. lwr-g,i) and high on the nwl and low on the 
suffix (e.g., sa:-i:o). There is in fa<.: t an additional to nal pal l\:rn : a high appears 
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on both the root and the suffi x ( J ). But nominals \\'ith a low tone on both the root 

and the suffix a re absent in Moore . 

(4) b (d-g6 bf-to ·sorrel· 

m6:-g6 m6:-d6 'stra,,· 

ba:-ga ba:-se ·dog 

b~:-ga b~:-se 'goat 

warn-de warn-a · ·calabash· 

ra :-re re-ya 'day 

These nomi nals appea r with a low tone when combined with a following adjecti ve 

(5), 

(5) mo sal)g6 
b1,1 sal)g6 
ba b~da 
warn ke :ga 

·good straw· 
·good goat' 
'big dogs ' 
'green calabash· 

Develop a n analysis to expla in this alte rnation as well as the absence of nominals 
with a low on both the roo t and the suffix . You should also be a ble to assign a 
nonarbitrary unde rlying tone to the number suffixes a nd state a natural rule tha t 
accounts for the alternation between high and low tone. (Note that the root vo~I 
alternates in length in many of these examples, appearing as long before the 
number suffix . You may ignore this a lternation; it has no bearing on the tone.) 

7.10 Lama (Ourso 1989) 
La ma is a two-tone language of the Gur family (related to Moore) spoken in Togo. 
Three contrasting surface tones occur before pause: high (e.g., na ·see!'), low 
(e.g. , na ' with'), and falling (e.g. , na: 'cow'). Phrase-medially o nly high a nd low 
tones occur phonetica lly; falling tone is systematically barred except before pause. 
Monosyllabic nouns fall into four distinct classes in terms of their tonological 
behavior. However, before pause the four classes merge into three distinct pho
netic types and phrase-medially into only two. Examples of the four distinct 

classes appear in (I). 

(I) a. Cl ' father' 

ri 'mother 
ra 'friend' 

b. wa:l 'husband' 

yfr ' person' 
le: I 'widow' 

c. na: 'cow' 

si: 'sheep' 
ti: 'ele phant ' 

d . yal 'wife ' 
ra:1 ' brother 
nun ·aunt ' 

Exercise., 393 

A. De"elop a n analysis to account for the tona l effects of c lass ( 1 a) and class 
(lb) no uns on the words If ·under· a nd rn •fri end· . 

(2) ci •fathe r" ri ·mother · 
ci l!; ·under fat he r· ri l<; ·u nder mother· 
ci ra ' fathe r" s friend· ri ra ·mothe r· s friend· 

wa: I "husband· y(r ·person 
\\'a:I t¢ · under husband· y(r l~ ·under person· 
\\'a :l rii ' husband·s friend' y(r ra ·person·s friend· 

B. Now consider class (l e) words in the same contexts: formulate a rule to 
account for the a lternat ion between fall a nd high. Must this rule be ordered 
with respect to the one developed for (2)'? If yes, why? If no. why not? 

(3) nii: 
na: t~ 

mi: ra 

·cow· 
·unde r cow' 
' cow·s friend ' 

ti : 
ti: t ~ 

tf: ra 

·elephant · 
·under elephant· 
·elephant 's friend · 

C. The post position !ef means 'chez·. ·at the house of. Can you explain the 
downsteps in the foilowing paradigms'> 

(4) cit¢ 'c hez father' ri t~ 'chez mother' 
wa: I t¢ 'chez husband' y(r l¢ 'chez person ' 
na: !'¢ 'chez cow' ti: t '¢ 'chez elephant' 

wa: I rii 'husband's friend' 
wa:I rate ' under husband's friend ' 
wa:I ra ti¢ 'chez husband's friend' 

. D. The verb sewa ' ran' syste matically varies its tone depending o n the tone type 
of the preceding noun. Your a nalysis should be able to explain each example 
in (5). 

(5) ci sewa 
wa:l sew!a 
na: sewa 
wa:I ra sewa 

'father ran' 
' husband ran' 
' cow ran' 
' husband's frie nd ran ' 

E. Now consider nouns from class ( Id). In what ways are they s imilar to a nd 
different from the other types? Develop an analysis to ~xplain these differ-
ences. 

(6) yal 'wife ' ra:I 'brother' 
yal t¢ 'unde r wife' ra:I t¢ ' under brother 
yal rii 'wife 's friend' ra:I rii ·brother's friend ' 
yal t¢ 'chez· wife' ra:I t~ 'che.z brothe r ' 
yal sew!a 'wife ran' ra:1 scw'.1 'brother ran 
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7. 11 S11z/ro11 (Bao 1990) 
Review the analysis of Suzhou in section 7 .8.2. In ( I) a re listed the tonal sha_pes 
for one-, two-. three-, and four-syllable phrases. Instead of the Chao numbering. 
develop an analysis using high and low tones. Which cases a re consistent with 
the text analysis? Which are not~ Is the notion of extratonality useful? -:>55 and 
?23 are tones found on syllables whose coda is a glotta l stop. Must they be con
sidered separate tones as.the Chao numbering implies•J 

( I ) monosyllabic disyllabic trisyllabic guadrisyllabic 

44 55 21 55 55 21 55 55 33 21 

52 52 2 1 52 22 21 52 22 22 21 

13 22 44 22 55 21 22 55 44 21 

,55 ;,55 34 ?55 34 21 ?55 34 44 21 

?23 ?23 55 123 55 21 ?23 55 44 21 

7.12 Pinyao (Bao 1991) 
The Chinese dialec t Pinyao (data from Hou 1980) has three isola tion tones: Ii 13 
' animal's foot', ti 35 ' fie ld ', and ti 53 ' top'. The 31 tone apparently occurs only 
in sandhi. Use Bao's (1990) conception of the tonal node as dominating sister 
register and contour nodes to characterize the sandhi changes. (Hint: Postulate 
a special rule to reduce case (le) to case (lb).) B_ao_'s ~nalysis i~volves a rule for 
dissimilation of shape ( I b,e, i) followed by an ass1m1lat1on of register ( I c,d). How 
strongly do these data support the distinction between the register and contour 
components of the tonal node? 

(I) a. 
b. 

13 + 13 > 13 13 
13 + 35 31 35 

c. 13 + 53 35 53 
d. 35 + 13 13 13 
e. 
f. 

35 + 35 31 35 
35 + 53 35 53 

g. 53 + 13 53 13 
h. 53 + 35 53 35 
i. 53 + 53 35 53 

t'al) u ·embezzle '; ts';)U tc, ' ic 'draw lottery' 
ts;iu ti 'rent land'; pu ta l) 'hatch egg' 
ts'uIJ mi •grind rice'; tc,i ma 'ride horse' 
t'me pal) 'quit class'; xa kuei 'start cooking' 
pre c,il) 'upset' ; ts'L ts're 'cut vegetables' 
xa y 'rain'; tul) xuei 'get angry' 
tsal) i::i 'stretch waist' ; ts;iu sei 'meteorite' 
SU31J t<,' i 'breathe heavily'; ti SL ' useful' 
ta til) ' take a nap'; mre c,i 'curry favor' 

8 The Phonological Skeleton 

In the preceding chapter we saw that the fundamental insight of Goldsmith ·s ( 1976) 
autosegmental model is that tone occupie~ a separate tier from the associated 
segmental phonemes. a llowing for multiple linking, underlying toneless vowels, 
and latent tones. Shortly after the appearance of Goldsmi th · s dissertation. pho
nologists started to consider extending autosegmental thinking to other phono
logical problems. A significant breakthrough came in John McCarthy"s (1979a. 
1981) work o n Semitic. He showed that the notorious problem of the root-and
pattern morphology in these languages could be solved if an Arabic word such 
as katab ·11e wrote' is analyzed in terms of a [ktb] root morpheme that associates 
to a CYCYC templa te in essentia lly the same way that a LH tonal melody maps 
to l)gt1rs1_i 'bend' in Margi (section 7. 1). Clements and Keyser ( 1983) extended 
this multilinear conception of phonological representation . pointing to segmental 
analogues of toneless vowels and la tent tones as well as one-to-many relations in 
more familiar and well-studied languages such as Englis h. Spanish, and French. 
They developed a three-dimensional model of phonological representation that is 
based on a fundamental distinction between a phoneme and the position it occupies 
in phonological structures. Clements and Keyser refer to the sequence of positions 
as the CV or skeletal tier, assigning a word such as dog the representation sketched 
in (1) . 

(I) CI syllable tier 

~ 
eve CY, skeletal tier 

I I I 
d :, g segmental tie r 

In the ensuing years two models of the skeleton have emerged: an X-slot model 
that continues the original conception of McCarthy and of Clements and Keyser 
in essentia l respects and a moraic model in which phonological positio ns are 
viewed as te rminal po ints in prosodic structure. 

In this chapter we will survey the research that has developed around the pho
nological skeleton. We will begin with a brief sketch of the root-and-patte rn mor
phology of Arabic in order to appreciate the kind of problem that McCarthy con
fronted. We will then survey some of the major evidence and implications of 
adopting the autosegmental approach to Semitic - again focusing on Arabic. In 
the final sections we will examine the ways in which phonologists have employed 
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the distinction between a segment a nd its position in phonological struc ture. com
paring the X-slot and the moraic conceptions of the ske leton. 

8.1 Arabic Root-and-Pattern Morphology 

One of the most s triking features of Arabic word s tructure is that the const ituent 
morphe mes seem to be sprink led throu_gh the word rather than to occu_py some 
continuous subsegment. This property 1s evident m the fol low1ng paradigms. 

(2) a. daras-a 
'he s llldicd· 

b. darras-a 
'he taught· 

c. dars-un 
·a lesson· 

d. darraas-un 
'student' 

e. diraas-ah 
'studies· 

f. madras-ah 
' Koranic 
school' 

g. daaris 
'studying' 

Damal-a 
· he carried • 

Dammal-a 
'he loaded' 

Diml-un 
'cargo, load' 

Dammaal-un 
' porter' 

Dimaal-ah 
' trade of 
porter' 

Daamil 
'carrying' 

rasam-a sarib-a 
'he drew' 'he drank' 

rassam-a sarrab-a 
' he made 'he made 
draw' drink ' 

rasm-un surb-ah 
·a drawing' ·a drink ' 

rassaam-un sarraab-un 
'draftsman' 'drunkard' 

risaa m-ah 
'ordination' 

marsam-un masrab-un 
'studio ' 'tave rn ' 

raasim saarib 
'drawing' ' drinking' 

The suffixes -a, -111r, and -ah are inflectional affixes. In these families of se
mantically related words, the only constant forma l property is that each stem has 
located within it three consonants in a fixed order: [drs], [Dml), [rs m], [s rb). These 
"radicals" are in terspersed with the vowels in seemingly chaotic fashion. How
ever, comparison of the paradigms reveals deeper regularities. All words in the 
(a) form have the canonical structure CVCVC in which the C-positions are oc
cupied by the radical consonants, the first V is [a], and the second is [a) or [i) 
(lexically determined). The gerundives (g) have the shape CVVCVC, where the 
first long vowel is [a) and the second vowel is [i). The resultative nominals of (c) 
take a CVCC stem shape with the V-slot unpredictably filled by one of the lan
guage 's three vocalic phonemes. Thus, minimally we can say that words belonging 
to the same morphological category (resultative nominal, agentive nominal, etc.) 
have the same template c haracterizing the relative positio n of the radical con
sonants to the vowels. This feature of the Semitic languages differs st rikingly from 
the more prevale nt aflixational morphology in whic h suffixes and pre fixes arc 
concatenated to the ste m to build up (sometimes quite le ngt hy) c hains of rnor-
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phemes. Arabic a lso employs a fti xational processes. but the nonconcatenativc 
morphology ev_ident in (2) pe rvades_ most Llt the dcrivational system and a good 
portion of the mflect1on as wel l. It 1s c lear!)· the language's basic mode of mor
phological organization and has a lways po,ed a challenge to methods of analysis 
based on the no tion of affixat1on to a stem such as the s tructuralist item-a nd
arrangement approach in which words are segmented into pa rts whose distribution 
must then be stated. The problem_ here is that the relevant unit s [ktb]. [drs J. a nd 
so on. cannot be isolated m a ny srmple. mec hanical fash ion. 

. With the advent of a utosegmental phono logy. the idea that e lements may occupy 
d1 stmct tic~rs sugge_sted a fresh approach to the problem. As we have seen. the 
only invariant ru~ning through the s lo ts of the paradigms in (2) is the gross prosodic 
shape: th~ causative has the form CYCCVC wi th geminat ion of the middle rad ical. 
the agentive CVCCVYC has me dial gemination plus a long seco nd vowel, and 
the part1c1ple CVVCVC has a long firs t VO\\'el. It does not matter which particular 
phon~mes occupy the template s lots; their indi vidual character is irre levant in 
ma rkmg these morph? lo?ical categoric_s. What matters is the canonical shape of 
the words._ McCarthy s 1~ea was that Just as a tone language se lects the option 
to encode its voca?ulary m te rms of the fea tures [:±: hi tone], [ :±: upper reg), and 
so on, so the Sem1trc languages rec ruit the feat ure [:±:consonantal] as an a uto
segmental tier to encode their morphological categories. At the most basic leve l 
then, the verbs daras and rasam a nd their derivative causatives a nd age nt ive~ 
have the representations in (3). 

(3) d r s d r s d r s 
I I \ /I\\ /I\', cvcvc cvccvc cvccvvc 
V V ~ 
a a a 

rs m rs m rs m 
/ I \ I f\ \ /A"' cvcvc cvccvc cvccvvc 
V V ~ 

a a a 

Stated differently, the d is tribution of consonants versus vowels in Arab"ic is not 
lexically contrastive the way it can be in E nglish (cf. VCC art, CVC rat; CVCC 
tort, CCVC trot) ; instead, it is de termined by the CV te mplate that characterizes 
the morphological category a given word belongs to. 

Another noteworthy feature of Arabic morphology is that the vowel phonemes 
mark inflectional categories such as tense in verbs and number'on nominals. T his 
point is reflected in the paradigms in (4), where the [ui) melody distinguishes the 
passive from the [a] that fills the vowel s lots in· the active form ·of the verb. 
CVVCVC is another measure of the verb known as the "partic ipative" (involving 
the object as a participant). The important point is that the active and passive 
forms i.n each measure (derivationa l category) preserve the same prosodic shape: 
the diffe rence in voice is s ignaled by the vowels. 
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(4) active passive 

I katab-a 'he wrote· kutib-a ' it was writte n' 

II kattab-a ' he made \>Tite ' kuttib-a ' he was made to write 

lll kaa tab-a ' he corresponded kuutib-a 'he was corresponded 

with' with' 

I sarib-a ' he cl.rank· surib-a 'it was drunk' 

II sarrab-a ·he made drink ' surrib-a 'he was made lo drink· 

Ill saarab-a ' he had a drink suurib-a ' he was had a drink 
\1·ith. with' 

In other cases individua l templates determine the vowel pa ttern: for instance. the 
CVVCVC participles have [ail vocalism. Vowels contras t lexica ll y in o nly a small 
number of cases (e.g .. CVCC nominals). Finally and most importantly. VO\\'els 
never function a s radical s . Root morphemes in Arabic are encoded solely by 
consonantal phonemes (including the g lides). This means _that con~onanls a nd 
vowels occupy distinct morphological and a utosegmental tiers, and 1t gives rise 
to the language's characteristic interweaving of the_ radical consonants a nd the 
morphologically determined vowels. The word k1111t1b thus receives the autoseg
mcntal analysis in (5). 

(5) k t b 'write' 

I I I 
cvvcvc ' partic ipative· 

V I 
u 'passive' 

Projecting vowels and consonants on different autosegmcntal tiers (so-cal!ed 
VIC segregation) is a frequent but by no means necessary property of templatmg 
languages, whose basic feature is that the distribution of consonants and _vowels 
with respect to one another is determined by the template rather than bemg lex
ically contrastive (see McCarthy 1989 for discussion). 

To briefly sum up, consonants and vowels in Arabic are autosegmentally related 
to positions in the template. Consequently, we expect that essentially the s~me 
properties that characterize the relation_ betwe~n a tone and a TB~ sh_ould an se: 
multiple linking, bare template slots, unassociated p_honemes, d1_rect1ons of a~
sociation, and so on. Much of McCarthy's research mvolved a ngorous pursuit 
of the implications of his original proposal. In the following sections we will look 
at some of the evidence that has emerged to support the autosegmental view of 

Arabic. 

...... -- . ------- - ~· -

J .. :s.faltumbcr .:Pf. Ar111_>fc cfialccts, including Classical 
(J .- n · Arabie-is- well -a s.-such. modern colloquial dialects as Lev-
antine (Palestinian, Lebanese, Jordanian). Sudanese. and Bedourn (Kcnstow,cz 
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1986b). Since our discussion focuses o n the,\ liable . a few ge ne ral rema rks are 
in order. The language has the core syllable in \·e n tory [CV . CVV . CVC]. Extra
heavy CVVC and CVCC syllables arise word-finally o r before a n1wel deletio n 
site. We will focus on the pandialecta l processes of vowel syncope and epenthesis. 
Both crucially interact with s tress, w hose placement fo llows the Lati n st ress ru le 
in essential respects . The a nte pe nul ti mate S\ liable bears the word stress if the 
penult is a light CV syllable; otherwise, stress is assigned to the penult unless the 
final syllable is extraheavy, in which case it I(lkes the s tress (6). 

(6) walad-i 
baarak-at 

'my boy' 
'she blessed' 

ma ktab-a ' library' 

wal[td-na 
makaatib 

·our boy· 
·offices· 

sakan-r · 1 sett led· 
makat ii b ·letters' 

The first dialect we will examine is that of the Ajloun Mountains spoken in 
northern Jordan. The discussion will follow closely the analysis developed by 
Alghazo ( 1987). In the Ajloun dialec t the crearion of extraheavy CVCC syllables 
is severely constrained. They arise o nly when the rwo consonants in the coda 
form a geminate. In all other cases the s tray consonant of CC# and CCC c lus te rs 
is ass igned to the coda of an anaptyctic syllable \1·hose vowel is [i] . T he epenthesis 
process inserting this dummy [i] vowel must fo llow the s tress rule . This o rde ri ng 
is justified by paradigms such as those in (7). 

(7) a. c_larab-it b . l_ifmil l_iubb 
c_larab-ic l_ifml-u l_iubb-u 
'strike' l_ifmil-ha l_iubb-ha 

' load' ' love 

The stress in efarab-it 'I struck' is superficially anomalous s ince a light penult has 
been accented instead of the antepenult, which is where the stress usually falls 
in words whose second last syllable has the CV shape (cf. darab-i{: 'he struck 

~ you'). Since a VCC# sequence always attracts the s tress in Arabic, the aberrant 
stress in efarab-it is explained if it derives from the unde rlying representation 
[<;larab + t]. This analysis is supported by a numbe r of s tem allomorphy rules that 
are sensitive to whether the suffix is consonant- or vowel-initial. E ach one treats 
the lsg. suffix as if it begins with a consonant. The paradigms in (7b) are deverba l 
nominals with a CVCC canonical shape. The [-u) and [-ha] s uffixes mark 3sg. 
masc. and fem. pronominal possession. In the Ajloun dialect the underlying CVCC 
shape emerges to the phonetic surface only when the final cluster is a geminate; 
otherwise, the s tray consonant is assigned to an anaptyctic syllable . N o tice that 
in ~Emil-ha from [l_iiml + ha] epenthesis has created another superficial excep tio n 
to the stress rule. This time it appears that a heavy penult has been s kippe d in 
favor of a light antepenult. Ordering stress assignme nt before epenthesis explains 

_ .. this anomaly as well: [l_iiml + ha] - [l_ifml + ha] - [l_iimi l + ha [ . 
Having motivated the epenthesis rule, let us now turn to its form ulat ion . In the 

linear model the rule can be stated to s imply insert the cpcnthc ti c vowel bcfon; 
a stray consonant . as in (8a). Bui in a model w ith a dist inct t iming tie r. a two-
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(4) ac tive passive 

I katab-a ·he wrote' kutib-a •it was writlen 

I I kauab-a 'he made write kullib-a · he was made lo write 

111 kaatab-a ·he corresponded kuutib-a ' he was corresponded 

with· with ' 

I sarib-a ' he 1.lrank' surib-a •it was drunk· 

II ,arrab-a ·he made drink· surrib-a ·he was made to drink· 

Ill ::.aarab-a ·he had a drinl-- suurib-a ·he was had a drink 

with· with ' 

In other cases indi\ idual templates determine the vowel pa ttern: fo r instance. the 
CYVCYC part iciples have [a il vocalism. Vowels contrast lexically in only a small 
number of cases 1e.g. , CVCC nominal~). Finally and most importantly. vowels 
never function a; radicals. Root morphemes in Arabic a re encoded solely by 
consonantal pho nemes (including the glides). This means _that consonants a_nd 
vowels occupy dist inct morphological and autosegmental tiers. and ll gives n se 
to the language's characteristic interweaving of the radical consonants and the 
morphologically dete rmined vowels. The word /.:1111tib thus receives the autoseg

mental analysis in (5). 

(5) k t b 

I I I 
cvvcvc 

V I 
u 

·write ' 

·participative' 

·passive' 

Projecting vowels and consonants on different autosegmental tiers (so-cal~ed 
VIC segrega1io11) is a frequent but by no me~ns_ ne~essary property of templatmg 
languages. whose basic feature is tha t the d1stnbut1on of consonants and _vowels 
with respect to one another is determined by the template rather than bemg lex· 
ically contrastive (see McCarthy 1989 for discussion). 

To brien y sum up , consonants and vowels in Arabic are autosegm~ntally related 
to positions in the template. Consequently, we expect tha t essentially the s~me 
properties that characterize the relation betwe~n a tone and a TB~ sh_ould arise: 
multiple linking, bare template slots, unassociated p~onemes, d1_rect1ons of a~
sociation, and so on. Much of McCarthy's research mvolved a_ rigorous ~ursu1t 
of the implications of his original proposal. In the following sec lions we w1~l look 
at some of the evidence that has emerged to support the autosegmental view of 

Arabic. 

8.2 Some Modern Arabic Dialects 

In this section we will discuss a number of Arabic dialects, including Classical 
(or Modern Standard) Arabic as well as such modern colloquial dialec ts as Lev• 
antinc (Palestinian. Lebanese, Jordanian). Sudanese. and Bedouin (Kcnstowicz 
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1986b). Since our discussion focuses on the syllabk. a few general remarks a re 
in order. The language has the core syllable inventory [CY. CYV, C YC] . Extra
heavy CYYC and CYCC syllables arise \\Ord-finally or before a vowel de let ion 
site. We wi ll focus on the pand ialectal processes of \·owe! syncope and epenthesis. 
Both crucially interact with stress. whose placement fo llows the Latin stress rule 
in essential respects. The antepcnultimate syllable bears the word stre~s if the 
pcnult is a light CY syllable; otherwise. st ress is assigned to the pcnult unless the 
final syllable is extraheavy. in which case it takes the stress (6). 

(6) walad-i 
baarak-at 

·my boy· 
'she blessed' 

maktab-a ' library· 

wal{1d-na 
makaatib 

·our boy· 
'offices· 

sakan-t 
makatfib 

·1 settled· 
·1e11e rs· 

The first dialect we will examine is that of the Ajloun Mountains spoken in 
northern Jordan. The discussion will follow closely the analysis developed by 
Alghazo (1 987). In the Ajloun dialect the creation of extraheavy CYCC syllables 
is severely constrained . They arise only when the two consonants in the coda 
form a geminate. In all other cases the stray consonant of CC# and CCC clusters 
is assigned to the coda of an anaptyctic syllable whose vowel is [i) . The epenthesis 
process inserting this dummy (i] vowel must follow the stress rule. This ordering 
is justified by paradigms such as those in (7). 

(7) a. qarab-it b. l)imil l)ubb 
qarab-ic l)iml-u l)ubb-u 
'strike ' l)imil-ha l)ubb-ha 

' load' ' love' 

The stress in <Jarab-it ' I struck' is superficially anomalous since a light penult has 
been accented instead of the antepenult, which is where the stress usually falls 
in words whose second last syllable has the CV shape (cf. <Jarab-ic ' he struck 
you'). Since a VCC# sequence always attracts the stress in Arabic, the aberrant 
stress in <Jarab-il is explained if it derives from the underlying representation 
[qarab + t). This analysis is supported by a number of stem allomorphy rules tha t 
are sensitive to whether the suffix is consonant· or vowel-initia l. Each one treats 
the lsg. suffix as if it begins with a consonant. The paradigms in (7b) are deverbal 
nominals with a CYCC canonical shape. The [·u] and [-ha) suffixes mark 3sg. 
masc. and fem. pronominal possession. In the Ajloun dialect the underlying CVCC 
shape emerges to the phonetic surface only when the final cluster is a geminate; 
otherwise, the stray consonant is assigned to an anaptyctic syllable. Notice that 
in ~1{mi/-ha from [l)iml + ha] epenthesis has created _another superficial exception 
to the stress rule . This time it appears tha t a heavy penult has been skipped in 
favor of a light antepenult. Ordering stress assignment before epenthesis explains 
this anomaly as well: [l)iml + ha] - [~iml + ha] -> [~imil + ha). 

Having motivated the epcnthesis rule, let us now tum to its fo rmulat ion . In the 
linear model the rule can be stated to simply insert the cpenthe tic vowel before 
a stray consonant, as in (8a). But in a model with a distinct timing tier, a two-
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step approach to epenthes is is possible. First , a nuclear skele tal slot is inserted: 
second, that slot is assigned the value [i] o n the phonemic tier (8b). 

(8) a. fJ -> i _C' 

b. C' --.@c• ®--- V 

I I 
:--1 [i] 

We will a rgue that the re is descripti1·e as well as theore tical motivation for this 
two-step approach to epenthesis in Arabic . But first le t us look at another process 
relevant to the discussion: a syncope rule dele ting unstressed high vowels from 
word-media l short open syllables. This rule permeates the entire morphological 
system of Arabic. The paradigms in (9) illustrate the syllabic gaps this rule creates. 
The suffixes [-ha) and [-u) mark pronominal possession on no uns and objects on 
verbs; the prefix (?a-] marks a I sg. subject in the imperfect. Vowel-initia l suffixes 
open the fina l syllable of the stem. leading to the deletion of the [i) . 

(9) makaatib ?a-'i'allim ?a-baarik 
makaatib-ha ?a-'i'allfm-ha ?a-baarfk-ha 
makaatb-u ?a-'i'allm-u ?a-baark-u 
'offices' ' I teach' "I bless' 

Although the distribution of the [i] appearing in these paradigms paralle ls that of 
the vowel of (7), it cannot be the epenthetic vowel since it counts for stress. But 
the epenthetic vowel arises after the word stress has been assigned . Consequently, 
the [i] that alternates with fJ in (9) must be an underlying (ii. To sum up, we have 
developed a partially ordered set of three rules: stress precedes syncope and 
epenthesis. 

Now consider the paradigms for imperfect verb roots of the shape CCYC. 

(10) ?a-fham ?a-l)rig ?a-l)rus ' I verb' 
?a-fham-ha ?a-l)rfg-ha ?a-l)rus-ha 'I verb he r' 
?a-fham-u ?a-l)irg-u ?a-l)urs-u ' I verb him' 
' I understand' ' I guard' 'I burn' 

Roots with a high vowel such as [!)rig] and (l)rus] have CVCC alternants when 
the following suffix begins with a vowel. Roots with a low vowel such as (fham] 
do not alternate. The most natural analysis assumes that syncope deletes the root 
vowel, creating a CCC cluster whose stray consonant activates epenthesis. The 
derivations of (1 1) illustra te this proposal. 

(11) a. ?a-l)rig-u b. ?a-l)rus-u 
?a-l)rig-u ?a-l)rus-u stress 
?a-l)rg-u ?a-l)rs-u syncope 
?a-l)irg-u ?:1-l)urs-u epenthesis 

While tJ1is analysis is attractive, it faces a serious problem: in (Ila) the epenthe tic 
vowel is [ii but in ( I lb) it is [u]. From a study of hundreds of roots, Alghazo 

:;,-
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(1987) report , that CCiC roots consistently have a CiCC alternant while CCuC 
roots a lway, take CuCC. In other words . the vowel in the CVCC alternant sys
tematically matches the , 0wel in the CCYC alternant. But in the deriva tions in 
( 11) the root 1·owel is deleted by the syncope rule. In order to capture :\lghazo's 
general ization. the epen thes is rule must restore a vowel ident i.::al to the unde rlying 
vowel. 

We have assumed that ,he application of a phonological rule is ue termined by 
two factors: the immediately preceding representation in the de rivation. and UG 
and language-particular .::c,nstra ints on rule application. But in 1 11 J the information 
that de termines the proper epenthetic vowel is absent from the preceding step of 
the de ri vation. Nor can this information be supplied by a general constra int be
cause the [i) vs. [u) contrast is unpredictable informat ion comprising the lexical 
representation of each rol'l. Consequently, to maintain the ana lysis embodied in 
( 11), the epenthesis rule \\uuld have to be granted the power 10 look back to the 
underlying representation in order to inse rt the proper epenthe tic vowel. Whi le 
descriptively a ttractive in this case. such .. global" rules a re theoretica lly unde
sirable because they significantly inc rease the class of potential grammars. 

A descriptive altcrnati1·e is to derive the CYCC a lternan t directly from the 
CCYC shape before syncope eliminates the root vowel. However, as Alghazo 
shows , this analysis is not very appealing either. The metathesis rule m~st be 
stated as in ( 12). 

(12) CCV C + V ⇒ I 3 2 4 5 
I 

[ + high] 
I 2 3 4 5 

This rule repeats information contained in the independently needed syncope and 
epenthesis mies. Like syncope, it must be ordered after the stress rule to avo id 
accent on the metathesized vowel. Its restriction to [ + high] vowels in an open 
syllable repeats the structural description of the syncope rule. Fina lly, the me
tathesized vowel is placed in the context C __ CC - exactly the site of the epen
thetic vowel. Clearly, descriptive generalizations a re missed by the metathesis 
rule. 

Representing Arabic words as three-dimensional objects provides an escape 
from this dilemma. As Alghazo observes, a ll we need say is that the syncope rule 
deletes a nuclear V-slot of the skeletal tier when it is associated with a high vowel 
in a nonfinal syllable (13a). The phoneme associated with this skele ta l slot remains 
on the vocalic tier (13b). If, as suggested , epenthesis inserts a bare nuclear Y
slot , then a representation with a n unlinked V-slot and an unlinked vocalic pho
neme is derived (13c). A plausible UG association principle wi ll link these ele
ments (13d), preempting the default rule that assigns [ii to a bare Y-slot. 

( 13) a. I) r s b. ~r s C. I) r s d . I) r s root tier 
11 I i 11 I 1 1 I I I 
ccvc --> CCC --> cvcc -> CVCC skeletal tier 

I I 
LI LI LI u in llection 
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The analysis in ( 13) strongly resembles the pheno menon oi tonal s tability (sec
tion 7. IJ, a major motivation for the autosegmental reprc,entation of tone . How
ever. the vowel stability e\·ident in ( 13) seems less prevalent than to na l s tability. 
This apparent disparity could reflect the special st.:,tu, of the Semitic root vowels 
as occupants of a distinct autosegmental tier. Alterna tively. it might lie in the fact 
that the deri\·ations in ( 131 involve the contingency of >O'- el de letion and then 
insertion in the same vicinity, gi\"ing the floating vowel the opportunity to re
emerge. 

Another c rucial assumption of the analysis in ( I 3J is that epcnthesis is a two
stage affair- in ;ertion of a bare Y-slot followed by a ,epan,te rule tha t phonetically 
interprets the slot as [i]. Some support for this approach derives from the obser
vation. originally made by Harris ( 1983) for Spanish , that when a language has 
several distinct epenthesis rules, each ru le usua lly insert s the same vowel. This 
holds for Ajloun Arabic. Alghazo ( 1987) motivates two additional vowel insertion 
rules. In both cases the inserted vowel is fi] . The imperatives in ( 14) illustrate 
one such case. 

(14) suuf 
suuf-ha 

iQmal 
Qmal-ha 

·see' 'carry· 

' verb'' 
've rb her!' 

In Arabic, as in many other languages, the imperative consists of just the root of 
the verb. The analytic question is the status of the initial vowel in i~unal. If it 
were an underlying prefix, we could not explain its deletion in ~1mizl-ha by syncope 
since this rule applies only in an open syllable. On the other hand, the vowel 
cannot be the epenthetic support of stray consonants because the Ajloun dialect 
permits words to begin with two consonants (e.g., ktizab 'book'). Furthermore, 
the [i] in i~1mal is stressed, but epenthesis applies after stress. Consequently , this 
vowel cannot be the epenthetic vowel. Rather, it reflects a minimality constraint 
(see section 1 I .2 for discussion) found in o the r Levantine dialects , which adds a 
mora to bare CCYC roots to ensure that each word has at least two moras - the 
minimal stress unit. The important point is that the dummy syllable realizing the 
extra mora takes [i] as its vocalic nucleus - the same vowel that fills the anaptyctic 
syllable. Why should these vowels be the same? 

In both cases the vowels a re dummy placeholders that fill in a bare prosodic 
position rather than serving any contrastive function. Reca ll that in Shona (section 
7.2) there is motivation for deriving the surface {H,L} tonal inventory from un
derlying representations with vowels linked to a high tone or vowels linked to no 
tone. The toneless vowels then acquire a "default" low tone at some point in the 
derivation. It has been argued, mos t forcefully by Archangeli (1984, 1988), that 
vocalic systems are organized in a similar fashion with one element singled out 
as the default ele ment. On this view, an 11-vowel system in general has 11- I 
underlying vowel phonemes. The vowel subtracted from the inventory is assigned 
by default to bare V-slots. Arabic would be analyzed with [i] as the default and 
the underlying inventory reduced to {a,u}. If we accept the view that every gram
mar designates a particular vowel as default to fill bare V-slots, then it is natural 
that the same default rule will fill the Y-slots inserted by epenthcsis rules. In this 

I 
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way' vowel epenthesis rules appear to a lw· . . . . . 
portant point is that a default rule only mak ays inse'. t the same vowel. The im-
between the segmental and skeletal tie . Tehs slens~ rn a model that distinguishes 

h · rs. c rnear model equate , 
p o nem1c substance and its position relative t th s a segment s 
provision for such a notion . 0 0 e r segments and thus has no 

The solut ion in ( 13) crucia lly hinges on the d .. 1. . b 
d k I . . - 1s rnc t1on etween the sco 1 an s e etal tiers ol the nonlinear model 8 d 1 . . ,,menta 

the syncope rule creates a floating vo;el ~ha~ ~~1i;c~t t_hc nuc lear skele ta l slot, 
anaptyctic syllable . Pursuing the tonal . • I 01 s to the nuc leus of the 

• ,rna ogy, one wonders wh th . fl · phonemic segments can be posited for d 1 . e e, oatrng 
is furnished by the phenomenon of was/c~~.-~~nt~n~, :epre~entations. _An example 
analysis developed by H amid ( 1984) for t~c Su~an:s:rnb1c. We will follow the 
same phenomenon occurs in Classical Arab·c ) S d dialect. (Essent ially the 
prefixes such as the passive of in-kata/ ·~a~ ki~le~~es~ Arabic displays certain 
stress normally assigned to the antepenult (cf t . . "'. ose vowel escapes the 
kwb-u ' they write') . The aberrant stress is ~x:;~~;;~1 ir,~:sla t~d' ( s.g.fem. , ya
[n-katal]. The [n] fai ls to pa rse into a core syllabi d . I u~ er yrng form is 
syll~ble by the epenthesis process described earl~eat l~sth~ru~ss1gne~'.ot dummy 
thesis must occur in the phrasal phonology b · . . anese 1a ect epen
preceding word ends in a vowel In such postevcoacuasl_e 11 isl s uspended when the 

h · 1c con exts was/a "· · · " 
occurs: t e stray consonant joins the coda of th d ' JOmmg 
(15c)). The rule is formulated in (15d) It / p~e~e mg syllable (cf. ( 15b), 
preempts emergence of the anaptyctic s~llab~:.P ies e ore epenthesis and thus 

(15) a. 
b. 
C. 

d. 

inkatal 
a lwala.d in.kata l 
wala.du n .katal 
V [C' 

l ---......... 
N' 

'was killed ' 
'the boy was killed' 
' his boy was killed' 

( l6
N)ow cdo~sid~r t?e ~honology of the defini te prefix [al-]. It a lso shuns the accent 
a an is m1ssmg its vowel after a wo d d ' · 

' they killed' (16c). r en mg 111 a vowel, such as kiztal-u 

(16) a. 
b. 
c. 

al-walad 
kata. l al. walad 
kata.lu I. walad 

' the boy' 
' he killed the boy' 
' they killed the boy' 

The [a] of the definite prefix thus has the distribution of the epenthet · 
1 

· 
(15) A H ·d · • . . 1c vowe m 

. ~ am1 points o_ut, this pomt is explained if th_e definite prefix has the 
underlying form shown m (17a) . In this representation the h · 
associated with a skele tal position of its own In order t P oneme [a] is not 
. . . . • o escape stray erasure 
11 must acquire a hnk to the ske le tal tier through the epenthesis rule . ' 
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( 17) a. a I 

I 
C 

b. k a t a I u a I w a I a d 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
c vcvcv ccvcvc 

c. a 1 - w a I a d 
I I I I I I _, 
C C YC V C 

L--------
N' 

a l -wa l a d 
I I I I I I _, 

vccvcvc 

al-wala d 

I I I I I I I 
YC C YCYC 

Since all Arabic roots begin with a consonant. the [I] of the definite prefix will 
never be assigned to a core syllable . But it may join the coda of the preceding 
w,,nl ending in a vowel (1 7b) by (15d) . Because the [a l is not linked to the skeleta l 
tier in ( 17b), it undergoes stray erasure to give [katalu 1-walad). If the stray Ill is 
preceded by a consonant or pause. then no "joining" occurs. Instead. the same 
epenthesis process operative in (15) inserts a bare Y-slot: the unlinked [a) can 
1ww associate to the bare V-slot . preempting insertion of the default [ii vowel 
and deriving [a l-walad] (17c). The parallel between the distribution of the [a] vowel 
nf the defin ite prefix and that of the epenthetic vowel thus follows entirely from 
the .-epresentation in (17a). No special rules or conditions of application are re

quired . 
Consider the dilemma the linear model faces in attempting to come to terms 

with the same data. To explain why the definite prefix escapes stress, it can be 
assi!!,ned the underlying representation (l] . Stress will then be assigned correctly 
tu the fi rst root vowel in (I+ walad]. As in the three-dimensional analysis, the lll 
n:mnins a stray consonant and thus triggers insertion of the epenthetic vowel [i]. 
(In Sudanese Arabic [i) is the epenthetic vowel used in loanword adaptation: for 
cxnmple, ba/if'valve' .) But now a special rule is required to change the ~penthetic 
V\lWcl from [i] to [a]. This rule cannot be a general one, however; 11 must be 
triggered solely by the definite prefix. This analysis is suspect because phrasal 
rules are typically blind to the internal morphological structure of words. Fur
thermore the rule must be limited to the epenthetic vowel. Other [i] vowels do 
not chan~e to [a] in this context (e.g., katal-ti 1-walad 'you fem.sg. killed the 
lxly' ), Clearly , the "rule" changing the epenthetic vowel to [a) merely disguises 
the fnct that the [a) is an idiosyncratic feature of the definite prefix and thus should 
properly form part of its lexical representation. But if the underlying represen
tation of the prefix is [al], then its vowel should receive the word stress in al
w<ila,i and we are returned to the initial problem. 

This dilemma does not arise in the nonlinear model, where exactly the right 
distinctions are drawn. The [a] is part of the lexical representation ( 17a) of the 
definite prefix. Yet it lacks a skeletal slot of its own and he nce can never take 
th~ stress because the prosodic rules of syllabification and stress operate off of 
the skeletal tie r. It only manages to reach the phonetic surface through the epen
thesis process. Consequently, its distribution is entirely parallel to that of the 
epenthetic vowel. The presence or absence of the [a) thus follows from general 
principles and not from a°ii arbitrary and suspect rule. 

The underlying representation· of the definite prefix for Sudanese Arabic and 
for Classical Arabic , where essentially the same facts hold, violates the one-to-
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one relat ion between the segmental and skeleta l tiers . Therefore. it might be ar
g_ued I~ constitu1.: a more complex phonological state. Support for thi s~ view de
rives lrom the tendency to reanal yze this morpheme in the individua l modern 
Arab,c dialec t, in such a wa~ as to bring its representation in line with a o ne-to
one relation. For e_xample, in the Levantine a rea the float ing [a) has been lost so 
tha t the prefix 1s simply [I) . 1181 represents the situation in the Aj loun dialect. 

( 18) a. 
h. 
<.:. 

d. 

gatal il-walad 
gata.lu l.walad 
1-walad 
n-gatal 

·he killed the boy· 
·they killed the boy· 
·the boy' 
·v.as killed' 

When !h: definite prefix is pre-::eded by a consonant. epcnthetic [ii appears ( 18a): 
when 11 1s preceded by a vowel, joining occurs (18b). However. unlike in the 
Sudancs~ dialect'. a specia l adjunction rule or licensing statement operates post
pa~sa ll y in the AJloun dia lect to preempt epenthesis (18c). This accounts for the 
e~1stence of the many words that begin with consonant clusters in the Levantine 
d1alcc1s (e.g .. ktaab ' ?ook·) .. -\s we would expect, it a lso appl ies to the pass ive 
prefix ( 1 Sd). Given this syllabification , the floating a of the definite prefix never 
surfaces and so the prefix is naturally restructured to [I-). 
. We now turn to another Arabic dialec t that ties together a number of strands 
m the preceding discussion: the dialect of the Bani-Hassan, a Bedouin clan of the 
Jo_rdani_an de_sen (lrshied 198-tJ. In this dialect the definite prefix has been sim
plified m a different way. Its vowel counts for stress (al-walad), suggesting that 
the one-to-one principle has restored a skele tal slot to the [al vowel so tha t the 
prefix has the underlying representation shown in ( 19a). The vowel of the definite 
prefix truncates the vowel of a preceding word (19b). This rule is formulated in 
(19c). 

(19) a. a I 

I I 
vc 

b. al-walad ' the boy' 
gtal-u ' they killed' 
gtal al-walad ' they killed the boy· 

c. V -> fJ / __ V 

'.'1ow consi_der the paradigm in (20), illustrating the behavior of the passive prefix 
m the Bani-Hassan dialect. 

(20) a . fn-gital 
b. wlfd-u 
C. wli.dun.gita l 

'was killed' 
'his boy· 
'his boy was killed' 

Sin..:c its vowel counts for stres~. the prefix must have an underlying V-slo t. In 
(20c) the [uf and Iii appear lo have merged into an accented ltlf : [wlid-11 ingilal l 
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-, [wli.dun.gi. t;,.IJ . In the linear model thi s contraction requires ano ther rule to 
delete the [i] and shift its stress to the preceding [u]. Contraction must be a rule 
separate from the truncation operating in ( 19c) because the la llcr deletes the first 
vowel in the sequence. A ra ther diffe rent analysis is available in the nonlinear 
model that di stinguishes the skeletal and phonemic tiers. Recall the proposal to 
extend default rules to vowel systems. Clearly. [i] is the default vowel in Arabic 
since it is the one that is assigned to a bare Y-slot under epenthesis. Consequently, 
at the word juncture in (20c)'the rele\·ant representation is (2 la). 

(2 1) a. VJ IV 
I 
u 

b. l IV 

u 

lf truncation ( I \lcJ is interpreted as an operation on the ske letal tier deleting one 
Y-slot before another, then a floating vowel is created. By now-familiar principles, 
the floating vowel reattaches to the bare Y-slot of the passive prefix (21b). No 
complex vowel merger and stress movement processes are required. The inde
pendently motiv;,.ted truncation rule (19c) derives the correct results. Thus, by 
assuming that Iii vowels really constitute bare V-slots, they may serve as landing 
sites for vowels set adrift by truncation. 

This analysis claims that the apparent deletion of the [i] and the accompanying 
shift of stress in the paradigms of (20) are in reality entirely a function· of the 
truncation rule C19c). Independent support for this interpretation derives from the 
fac t that the Bani-Hassan truncation rule does not apply to long vowels . Since 
no vocalic phoneme will be set adrift from a long vowel, we predict that the bare 
Y-slot in the passive prefix will undergo the default rule when the preceding word 
ends in a long vowel because the default will not be preempted by the attachment 
of the floating vowel. The paradigm in (22) dramatically confirms this prediction. 
(22a,b) parallel the data in (20). 

(22) a. axu 'brother' 
b. ala.xun.gital 'the brother was killed' 
C. axuu ' his brother' 
d. axuu fngital ' his brother was killed' 

Suffixation of [-u) 'his' to [axu]·creates a long vowel (22c). This long vowel does 
not truncate in (22d). Consequently, the prefixal vowel of the fo llowing verb does 
not "shift" its stress and instead is assigned the value [i] by the default rule. 

To summarize, we have postulated bare skeletal V-slots unassociated to any 
phoneme. They acquire a vowel by attachment of a floating segment or via the 
default rule. We have also postulated floa ting vowels - both in the underlying 
representa tion and as the by-product of rules deleting skeletal positions. Neither 
a bare V-slot nor a floating phoneme is a notion that is available (or even coherent) 
in the linear model of representation that . imposes a strict one-to-one relation 
between phonemes and the positions they occupy. The Arabic data indicate that 
this conditio n must be relaxed in order to reach the level of descriptive adequacy. 

Se111i1ic /Jiradicals and .\Ju/1iple Linking 

In the next se~tio n we will examine evidence in Semitic for the other logicalh 
poss ible v1olat1on of the one-to-one relatio n: multiply linked structures. · 

8.3 Semitic Biradicals and Multiple Linking 

In secti_o_n 8. 1 we saw that the key to understanding the root-and-palle rn system 
of Semtt,c morphology was to recognize a distinct skeletal tie r upon which word 
formation rules may stipulate a particular pallerning of CY elements. A second 
result was that Semitic root morphemes are composed entirely of consonants : th.: 
vowels in a stem are markers of inflectional categories or otherwise the produ.: t 
of the word formation rule responsible for the individual lexical item. We a.:
counted for this second feature of the system by assuming that consonants and 
vowels are projected on dist inct autosegmental tiers . A word such as duuris ·studv · 
(passive, measure III) thus consists of three distinct morphemes, each display~d 
as a separate autosegmental tier. 

(23) d r s 

I I I 
cvvcvc 

V I 
u 

'study' 

measure III 

passive perfect 

In this section we will examine a distinct class of roots that we will claim to 
hav~ just ~wo radical consonants, even though on the surface they are a lways 
realized with at least three consonants . These biconsonantal roots have several 
intriguing properties. For example, Greenberg (1950) discovered a number of 
generalizations about the structure of the Semitic root. One of the most striking 
of Greenberg' s findings is that while there a re numerous roots of the form C-C·C· 

I :J J, 
where the last two consonants are identical, and a significant number of the form 
C;C;C;, where the first and last are the same, there are virtually no roots of the 
form C;C;C;, where the fi rst two consonants are identical and dist inct from the 
third. This constraint has been carried down into Arabic, where it remains in force 
today. It must be stated a t the level of the root rather than at the level of the 
word, because Arabic has no hesitancy in attaching a prefix whose consonant is 
identical to the initial radical: for example, ma-m/uka 'kingdom' (mlk], ta-tmku 
' leaves' 3sg.fem. [Irk] . In a brilliant theoretical deduction, McCarthy (1979a, 198 I) 
showed how the ban on C;C;C; roots can be explained within the nonlinear model. 
Three assumptions are required in McCarthy's explanation: first , that the root 
consonants are represented on a separate autosegmental tier; second, that these 
consonants associate to C-slots of the skeletal tier one to one, left to right; third, 
that the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) holds of the root tier. Let us see how 
these assumptions derive the forms madad-na 'we stretched' and katab-na 'we 
wrote'. 
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(24) a. kt b k t b 

I I I 
cvcvc -+ cvcvc 

b. m d m d m d 

I I I I\ 
cvcvc -+ cvcvc -+ cvcvc 

In the first step, one-to-one left-to-right (L-R) matching of radicals with C-posi
tions yields katab-na directly. For 111adad-11a this procedure fills o nly the first two 
C-slots; another step is necessary to spread the final radical to the th ird C-slot. 
As with tone , it is unclear whether this second step arises from automatic spread
ing of the final autosegment or from a language-particular rule. For the point we 
wish to develop, it does not maller which alternative is correct. It is appare nt 
that , given two distinct radical consonants, L-R mapping fills the fi rst two slots 
of a CYCVC template. Consequently, a C;C;Ci root can never be generated. 

Both the L-R and the OCP assumptions are necessary to derive this result. If 
the biradical [md] were associated to the template from right to left , the [d] would 
map to the final C-slot and the [ml to the medial one. But then we must explain 
why the [ml could not spread to the initial C-slot to derive the ill-formed *[mmd]. 
Thus, L-R mapping is crucial. Now assume that the OCP banning successive 
occurrences of the same element on the root tier does not hold. If so , then madad
na could be derived from [mdd] by simple one-to-o ne matching. But if the radicals 
can be repeated , then we should expect to find [mmd] as well; specific stipulation 
would be required to exclude roots of this form. 

Thus, it is only by maintaining both the L-R assumption and the OCP that we 
derive the ban on C;C;Ci roots. But these are entirely natural assumptions. L-R 
association is found in many tonal languages ; also, the OCP was crucial in Shona 
and Venda (see sections 7.2 and 7.3). The Semitic data thus suggest that the 
relation between the segmental and the skeletal tiers is governed by essentially 
the same principles as those holding between the tonal and the skeletal tiers . 
McCarthy's landmark study convinced most phonologists that a radical extension 
of autosegmental representations beyond tonology and vowel harmony was re
quired. 

Several consequences ensue from this analysis. First, it is imperative that the 
root [ktb] be a distinct unit at some level of analysis even though in katab-na the 
radical consonants are scattered through the word. Second, although a root such 
as 'stretch' is always pronounced with al least three consonantal segments, it 
must be a biradical underlyingly. Third, if the final radical in madad-na spreads 
to the third C-slot, then a multiply linked structure is derived (24b). We know 
from the study of tone that such one-to-many associations are sometimes de
,tectable. The discovery of evidence bearing on this implied multiple association 
thus becomes a significant research topic in Semitic. In the remainder of this 
section we will survey the most important results discovered to date . 

First, a·munber of Arabic dialects have a speech disguise that permutes the 
radical consonants in a word. For the Hijaazi of Saudi Arabia. AI-Mozainy ( 1982) 
reports that a word such as difa'i-na 'we paid ' has the range of disguises shown 
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in (25a) . !This dialec t has the rule raising the , uwel of a short open syllable not 
bounded by guttural consonants such as ['i"]. The word thus has the CaCaC un
derlying shape.) Note first that the consonant L)f the [-na] suffix does not partic
ipate in the scrambling operation. Only rad ical -::unsonants tlo . This point is mo re 
sharply illustrated by the infixed [ti in (25b). \\·hose position remains constant 
under the permutation of the radicals IDrm J (cf. (1nrim-a ·be forbidde n· ). 

(25) a. difa'i"-na 
dafaf-na 
fida'i"-na 
fa'i"ad-na 
fafad-na 
fadaf-na 
·pay' 

e. madtlad-na 
dammam-na 

f. d f 'i" 
I I I 
cvcvc 

b. iDtaram 
iDl imar 
irlaDam 
irtimaD 
imtaraD 
imtaDar 
· respect' 

D r m 
I I I 
ccvcvc 

I 

C. darras-na d. madad-na 
dassar-na damam-na 
raddas-na *mamad-na 
rassad-na *dadam-na 
saddar-na "damad-na 
sarrad-na *madam-na 
·teac h· ·stretch· 

d r m d m d 

I /\ I /\ I 
cvccvc cvcvc I //". 

cvccvc 

Given that the permutation rule operates at the level of the root, we predict that 
a form such as darras-na will have only six possible permutations instead of the 
(4 x 3 x 2) x ½ that would otherwise be expected if the disguise were defined on 
[drrs]. Further, for biradicals we predict just one possible disguised form, since 
a two-element string has just two permutations. In fact ,just damam-na is accepted 
as a valid disguise for madad-na. Forms such as *damad-na and *dadam-na. 
which might otherwise be expected from a {m,d,d} set of generators , are rejected. 
Finally, just dammam-na is acceptable as a disguise for maddad-na. Clearly, the 
speech disguise respects the structural organization depicted in the autosegmental 

- displays of (25f). 
Although the Arabic biradical and triradical roots have parallel morphological 

distribution in every respect, they have a slightly different surface phonology. 
The paradigms in (26) illustrate this point. 

(26) katab-na madad-na I pl. pe,fect 
katab-a madd-a 3sg.masc.perfect 
ya-ktub-na ya-mdud-na I pl. imperfect 
ya-ktub-u ya-mudd-u 3sg.masc. imperfect 
'write' 'stretch' 

Arabic roots drawn from measure I have a CYCVC canonical form in the perfect 
and a CCVC form in the imperfect. In roots whose fi nal two consonants arc 
identical, these stem shapes arc altered when the stem is followed by a vowel
initial sumx. In the first generative analysis of Arabic, Brame ( 1970) formula ted 
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a rule of "identical consonant metathesis .. tha t transformed strings of the shape 
C1VC2V into YC1C2Y just in case C, = C2. By this rule. underlying 
[ya + mdud + u] is converted 10 ya-11111dd-u. The rule also transforms [madad + a] 
into [maadd + a]. Brame assumed another rule shortening a long vowel before two 
consonants, deri vi ng madd-a. The important point for our purposes is that the 
metathesis must refer to consonants that belong to the root. No metathesis occurs 
in a measure V 11 I fo rm such as ktatah-a ·he copied' even though the substring 
[tata) satisfies the rule. Given tha t the radi.:al and affixal consonants a re projec ted 
on distinct tiers, a form such as [madad - a] can be formally distinguished from 
one such as [ktatab + a] . 

(27) a. m d b. k t b 

I /\ I 
cvcvc CCYC\"C 

I 

c. [ex] [ex) 

/\ (\ 
CV;CV V;CCY 

And given that madd-a is derived from a representation with just two radical 
consonants, it is possible to formulate metathesis as a relatively simple rule that 
transposes to the left an open syllable Y-slot that is trapped between two C-slots 
associated to the same phoneme. The identical consonant metathesis of (27c) is 
thus a rule whose very formulation crucially depends on the biradical, multiply 
linked representation implicated by our general framework of assumptions. 

8.4 The Integrity of Geminates 

Our final arguments for multiple linking in the Arabic biradical roots require a 
digression into the phonology of geminates. These elements display curious prop
erties that have been remarked upon since the inception of generative phonology. 

/ Kenstowicz and Pyle ( 1973) observed that in many languages geminates form a 
'--- tight bond that resists disruption by phonological rules. There are two aspects to 

this " integrity" of geminates. First, geminates characteristically repel insertion 
of an intervening segment. Second, geminates often escape rules whose appli
cation would modify one half of the geminate while leaving the other unchanged. 
In the literature these aspects of geminate behavior have been called inseparability 
and inalterability, respectively. First, let us briefly consider the history of the 
problem. 

In the linear framework two representations are available for a long consonant 
, or vowel: it may be represented either by the feature [±long] or by a sequence 

of two identical feature matrices. In some situations the feat ure notation seems 
appropriate, while in others the sequence representation is required. For example. 
Sampson (1973) argued that the long consonants of Biblical Hebrew (BH) demand 

. .............. .... -~J ..... ........... .. . . 
"Tl I 

the feature nl1tation. Such a representation simplifies the rule spiran tizing post
vocalic stops. Reca ll from exercise 1.9 that [katab] becomes [kaE!avl (eventually 
ko0va) while [yi-ktob] is realized yixtov. As in many other languages . geminates 
in BH resist spirantization: [gibber] ' hero· is realized as gibbor. not *,:ivbor. If 
the geminate in [gibber] is represented as [ + long]. then the spirantization rule 
can be defined on postvocalic [ -long] stops . But if the geminates are represented 
as a sequence. then spirantization is more complex 10 state. Even though triggered 
by a preceding vowel. the rule would have to look forward to c heck whether the 
stop is followed by an ident ical segment. This complicated procedure allows spir
antization to apply to the labial stop in [yi-pges] to derive yi-Jgos (cf. pa yas 
·meet') but to block o n the geminatc in .rnppir 'sapphire'. We conclude tha t for 
the BH spirantization rule. the feature representation of length is appropriate. 

But there are other respects in which it is the sequence notation that makes for 
a simpler grammar. Barkai" ( 1974) observes that geminates paralle l consonant clus
ters for many other rules of BH ph?nology. For example , vowels regularly reduce 
to schwa in the context __ CVCY in plural nouns: malk-f ·my king' but mu/a.r
im 'kings' from [malak + im] . Reduction is blocked by a fo llowing cluster (galgal
fm ' wheels') as well as by a geminate (sappir-fm ·sapphires·/ . If geminates are 
represented as sequences of consonants, then the paralle l behavio r of galgul-fm 
and sappir-fm in inhibiting reduction is explained by the assumption that the [lg] 
and [pp] clusters close the preceding syllable. But if the geminate is represented 
as [ + long], then the nasty disjunction "consonant cluster or single [+ long] con
sonant" is required for vowel reduction (as well as several other rules of the 
language). 

The paradoxical conclusion is that some rules are simplified if geminates are 
represented as sequences while other rules require the feature nota tion. But a 
given geminate cannot have both of these inconsistent representations . Geminates 
thus constitute another representational dilemma for the linear model. 

Leben (1980) demonstrates that the nonlinear framework of autosegmental pho
nology offers an escape. In this system a long segment can be represented as a 
single phonemic element associated to two adjacent skeletal positions (28a). 

(28) a. [a] 

A xx 
b. m alak+ im ga l ga l +i m sapir+ im 

I 1111 I I 1 111 11 I I I I /\ I I I I cvcvc vc cvccvc vc cvccvc vc 
'\J \J '-....j/ \V \j ~ \V\J"-..._V 

CT CT CT CT CT CT CT CT CT 

Autosegmental representations fo r relevant BH words appear in (28b). If we as
sume that syllable structure is erected on the skeletal tier, then the reduction rule 
operating· in the __ CVCV context will apply in [malak + fm] but block in 
[sappir + fm], because the skeleta l C-slot forming the first half of the geminate 
closes the syllable in exactly the same way as the C-slot associa ted with the first 
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consonant of the [lg] cluster in [galgal + fm] does. Leben also observes that the 
status of a phoneme as [ :±: long] is determined by whether o r not it is linked to 
two successive skeletal slots. We can thus formulate the spirantization rule to 
apply to [ - continuant] segments tha t are singly linked. The rule will apply to 
derive yifgos from [yi-pgos] but block on the multiply linked [p] in sappir. In this 
way, the feature [:±: long] can be di spensed with. More generall y. the represen
tational paradox posed by the BH gemina tes is resolved. 

While the nonlinear representation can distinguish long segments from short 
ones by the degree of linkage , the BH data rai se an importa nt question that remains 
to be answered. Many languages spirant ize postvocalic or inte rvocali c stops. In 
virtually every case, a geminate consonant resists spirantization. An explana tion 
is still needed for this generalization. Nothing said so far excludes a rule sp iran
tiz ing postvocalic stops that are multiply instead of singly linked. But such a rule 
is never found. It illustrates the inalterability property of geminates me ntioned 
earlier. 

Before attempting a solution to this problem, let us look a t anothe r illustration 
of the phenomenon. We will borrow an example from H ayes (I 986a), to whom 
the term "inalterability" is due. In Persian [v] is realized as [w] in the coda of a 
syllable. A subsequent rule shifts [re] to [o] before this [w]. For example. the root 
[ra::v] 'go' is realized as such in mi:-ra,v-tem 'I am going'. but is modified in the 
imperative bo-row 'go!'. Similarly, the [vj of [nov] emerges in a syllable onset in 
nov-i:n 'new' , but appears as [w] in the coda of now-ru:z 'New Year' . The [v] -> 
[w] rule blocks on the first half of a geminate even though it occupies the syllable 
coda: ll'VVll'l 'first', morovvtet ' generosity' , qolovv 'exaggeration·. not *owva:I, 

*morowva:t, *qolowv. 
A hint toward a resolution of the problem lies :n the observation tha t only 

tautomorphemie [vv] sequences escape the rule. There are several Pe rsian surfixes 
that begin with the [v] phoneme, such as the adjectival [-va:r] meaning ' like, having 
the qualities of. When one of these suffixes is added to a stem ending in an 
underlying [v]. a [v + v] sequence is created. 

(29) pi:s-row-va:r 'leader-like' 
(cf. pi:s-row 'leader' = [pi:s] 'ahead' + [rrev] 'go') 

pa:-dow-va:r 'runner-like' 
(cf. pa:-dow 'runner' = [pa:] _'foot' + [dov] 'run ' ) 

Just as in revvrel, the underlying stem-final [v] in [pi:s + rrev + va:r] occupies the 
syllable coda. But this time it systematically undergoes the rule, turning to [w] 
inpi:I-row-v:ar. Thus, heteromorphemic [vv] sequences may be inputs to the [v] 
-. (w] rule. But tautomorphemic ones resist this process. 

This contrast is actually rather common: tautomorphemic geminates exhibit the 
integrity phenomenon while heteromorphemic ones do not. The distinction is 
reminiscent of Meeussen's Rule in Shona (section 7.2), where a string of tauto-

- m.9rpf!!:mis; high-toned syllables dissimilate but a transmorphemic sequence does 
not. The proposed explanation appealed to the OCP and limited its scope of ap
plication to the morpheme. The result was that a tautomorphemic sequence of 
high-toned syllables is represented by one multiply linked high tone while hct-

• • • ' • • • . ' , .... ' • • . • ' '.J ~ ~ .• • • . • • • • ~ .• 

eromorphemic sequ~~ces _have single linking l~ussibly transformed 10 multiple 
linking a t the end of a cycle as a last resort I. It Persian also restr icts the scope 
of the OCP to the morpheme. then the theory draws a representa tional dist inction 
between ta u1omorphem1c and he teromorphemic gemina tes The f . . . . 1 · I 1· k d , - - 01 me1 a1e mu-
lip y in ' e (.,OaJ and the latter singly linkeJ 1:SObl. 

(30) a . re \ a:: I 

I /\ 11 
vccvc 

b. r o v + v a r 

111 I / 
eve CV \ C 

T he Pe rsian data thus suggest that inalterabili1y is a property o f multiply linked 
representations. This 1s a good result since no\1 1he pheno b · . -, . . menon egins to ma ke 
sense . T_he [v] segment in (JOa) 1s subJcc t to t\1·0 contradictory inst ructions. Since 
1t occupies the coda, the [v] -, [w] rule requires it to chanoe to [wl B t · · I · . . "' . u s ince 11 
a so occupies the onset of the followino svllable it canno t be [\" ] b l ] · I · . . "'. · · • , ecause w 1s 
ot 1erw1se barred from o nse t pos1t1on Given this contrad icto-v set f · · _ _ . - , , o instruc tions . 
two outcomes a re possible a pnon : We might expect the rule to "overapply" 
even though Just one of the legs of the geminate sati sfies it. A lternat ively, the 
rule might be suspended even though one portion of the mul t i.ply 1· k d • • • _ 111 e repre-
sentation does satisfy 1t. The latter s trategv seems to be the one th l UG · d · . · . . . ' · a imposes 
an 1s pre?sely the inalte ra~1hty phenome non. This line of reasoning s uggests 
the following ge_neral constraint on rule application (adapted fro m Hayes I 986a 
Schem and Sten ade 1986). ' 

(31) I_n order to change the feature content of a segment [A] , eve ry skeletal slot 
linked to [A] must satisfy the rule. 

This cons~rain~ im~ose_s a Uniformity Condition on rule application . It will block 
~ostvocahc sptr~nllzat1on of the BH gemina te stop in sappir since the right leg 
!s not postvo~alic o~ the skeletal tier. Change of [v] to [w] in the syllable coda 
1s prevented in Persian {l'vva:l (32) because the right leg is dominated by N". 

(32) a. [v]-. [w] / _ 

I 
C 
I 

N ' 

b. re v re 1 

I I\ I I 
V CC V C 

V"'V 
N' N" 

However,_the rule will apply to the coda [v] of (30b) since thi s segment is linked 
to Just a single skeletal slot and hence satisfies the constra int imposed by (3 1). 
_ It should be noted that_ m genernl . the Uniformity Condition (3 1) blocks c hange 
in th_e feature content ol a multiply lmked segment only when the relevan t rule 
crucially refe~s to ~he skeletal tier (e.g .• in defining a position in the syllable). To 
appr~c1a te this pomt , recall Mee ussen' s Rule in Venda, which changes a high 
~I,+_ h1 tone]) _10 low ([ - h1 tone_]) when preceded by a high tone. This rule applies 
1eg_ardless of whethe r either high to ne 1s singly or multiply finked and was used 
to 11l11s tratc the autonomy of the to nal tier. The rule has the s imple formulation 
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in (33a), in which only information from the tonal tier is mentioned. The Uni
formity Condition (31) will not block application of the rule to nw-sadza ·woman· 
in (33b), since each leg of the multiply linked high tone of the stem satisfies the 
rule: that is, each skeletal slot is linked to a [+ hi) segment that immediately follows 
another [ + hi) segment. 

(33) a. [ + hi]--+ [- hi) / [ + hi]_ 
b. 6na mu-sadza 
c . ona mu-sadza 

I I I I 
V V V V 

V V 
H H 

Application of the rule produces [mu-sadza]. which is then subject to further 
modification (see section 7 .3 for details). 

Subsequent re~earch on the inalterability phenomenon (e.g . . Selkirk 199 I) sug
gests that the failure of spirantization in BH sappir and of [v]--+ [w] in Persian 
cevvad does not reflect a general constraint on rule application but rather some 
as yet poorly understood property of the stricture features (continuant]. [con
sonantal]. ~nd [sonorant) . First, there is no evidence for the phenomenon in vow
els: both context-free and context-sensitive vowel quality change and assimilation 
may be freely restricted to short or long vowels or apply indiscriminately to both. 
Second, within a geminate consonant nonstricture features can be modified on 
one-half of the geminate. For example, in Icelandic (Thrainsson 1978) voiceless 
stops are aspirated: /gata/ 'street' is realized as [ga:tha] . When a voiceless stop 
is combined with a preceding consonant in a cluster, the aspiration shifts to the 
first member: /telpa/ 'girl' is realized as [te!pa] (W marks an aspirated liquid). 
Geminates also undergo the rule, followed by a debuccalization process, so that 
/kappi/ ' hero' is realized as [kahpi]. While a variety of formalizations of the process 
can be given, the relevant point is that the shift of aspiration found in [lph] --+ (!p] 
is not blocked in geminates. Finally, the rules involved in the inalterability syn
drome have the one-way character of "weakening" the consonant, typically in 
virtue of the context on the left. For our purposes here the important point is that 
whatever the ultimate explanation for the phenomenon, it is clear that geminate 
inalterability depends on and thus may serve as a diagnostic for multiple linking. 

We now tum to the inseparability aspect of geminate integrity. In many lan
guages a geminate consonant" resists separation by an epenthetic vowel that might 
otherwise be expected. As illustration, let us take an example from Guerssel's 
( 1977, 1978) discussion of the phenomenon in the Ail Segrouchen dialect of Berber 
spoken in the Middle Alias Mountains of Morocco. Guerssel motivates a rule to 
insert schwa obligatorily in the context C __ CC and optionally in # __ CC. The 
first context is illustrated by the prepositions [s] 'with' and [am] ' like' (34a). which 
trigger schwa insertion when the following stem begins with a cluster of conso
nants or a gcminatc. The free variation in (34h) exemplifies the second context. 

(34) a. 

b. 

Til t' lntl'grity of Ge111i11ate.1· 

s wudi ·with butter' 
s:Hmazigt •in Berber' 
sa-zzit ·with oil' 

xd;im==axdam 
sdid==asdid 
ffag ==affog 

·10 work' 
·10 be thin ' 
·to go out' 

am langliz 
am;i-tfu nast 
ama-!!alyan 

'like an Englishman· 
' li ke a cow· 
' like an Italian· 

41.'i 

In terms of the theory of svllabification develo ed · h 
suggest that core syllables -in this Berber diale:i do1~i1 apter_6. te data in (34)_ 
consonants in the onset or coda Stray consonants a perm1dt t c clustenng o l 
d II bl . , re assume to the coda of 

ummy sy a c whose nucleus is schwa. Adjunction ru le ~ · · a 
operating at the margins of the word allow Is or IJcensmg sta tements 

. more comp ex clusters pre · 
epenthes1s. The variation in (34b) suggests that the . . ' emptmg 

Th · rt · fi process 1s opt1or.al 
atical~;:~°c-ant ~~t i°r our pirposes is_ that medial epenthesis blo~k-s system-

ss/i/ ' to rinse
1

'. *raz~zl: ~~tJr!;.,si ; :~:e~~~~~1{
0
~;sr:~:a~~c:~

1z1a /~nn!ng' and 
more example, addition of the 3pl. obj. suffix triggers insertio.n o a e Just one 
root [~ms]:am<1s-t.1n ' rub them'. But epenthesis is blocked. by th of s~hwa. Ill the 
tan ' tie them'. e gem mate III ass-

ti Th~ paradigm in (35) suggests that the inseparability phenomenon · 
1 

uncllo~ of mult_iply linking. Nominal complements 10 prepositions a~~ ~i~ a 
appear m a special form called the construct state in Berber. One m . ns 
reflex of the construct state is loss of the prefixal vowel [a] Th. orpholog1cal 
cons t I h . · 1s process creates onan c usters t at are subJect to the regular syllab'fi 1· 1 1ca 10n process. 

(35) t-a-m.:illa l-t 'egg' tmallalt (construct state) 
t-a-sisaw-t 'chick' tsisawt 

tt.:irrast 
tatbirt 

t-a-t.:irras-t 'adolescent' fem. 
t-a-tbirt ' pigeon' 

Deletion of the ~refi~al vowel in (t+a+tbirt] creates a sequence of identical 
consonants. Yet m this case epenthesis is successful There · th 

h · - h . · 1s us a tautomor-
P em1c- eteromorphem1c p~rameter at work in this aspect of geminate inte rit 
as well. The natural conclusion to draw is that multiply r k d g . Y 
separation while sing_ly linked on~s do not. The forms ass-t~: a:d ~:;;~:\;~~•st 

have the representations shown m (36a,b). 1 us 

(36) a. a s t .:in b. ttbirt C. S .:I 
I I\ 111 II II II /)( 

VC CCVC cccvcc eve 
d. s s s S .:IS e. a s t .:i n 

/\ I I 111 I I\ 111 
C C--+ C C --+ CVC vcvccvc 

!he schwa is freely inserted in (36b) since this representa11·0n has th t . · c same struc
ure as a nongcmmate cluster. The proble m is to explain why insertion blocks 

011 
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the multiply linked s tructure of (36a). Actually, the representat io n itself provides 
the basis for a n attractive explanation. The schwa cannot be positioned afte r the 
geminate s ince an associa tion line would be crossed (36c). This expla ins why 
[ass+ t;in] is not realized as *nss,,tiJn. Nor can the schwa be inserted betwee n the 
two halves of the geminate. Such insertion would necessitate an additio na l process 
to dissect the [s] into two pieces. in order to make room for the schwa o n the 
segmental tie r (36d). This explains why *asiJs-t;m is not produced. The multipl y 
linked representation that results from assuming that the OCP holds in Be rber 
provides a n attracti ve explanation fo r the inseparability c lause of the geminatc 
integrity phe nomenon. 

This explanation faces a problem. howeve r. Recall from section 8.2 that there 
is reason to break epenthesis into a two-stage process: insertio n of a bare skeletal 
slot followed by later default spell-out of the s lot on the segme nta l tier. By the 
logic of our account , the second step will be blocked in (36a) but the firs t should. 
other things being equal , take place to give (36e). However. this is dubious; given 
continuous syllabification, it would imply that the firs t half o f the geminate is a 
syllable onset. We conclude that the prec ise formal explanation for geminate 
integrity re mains to be discovered . 

8.5 Tier Conflation 

Given these insights on geminates, let us return to Semitic to examine additio na l 
evidence bearing on the multiply linked representation for biradical roots such as 
Arabic [md] 'stretch'. Recall that a representation such as (37) is required to 
explain the generalizations on root st ruc ture discovered by Greenberg, the Hijaazi 
speech disguise, and the identical consonant metathesis rule. 

(37) m d 

I /\ 
cvcvc 

In this section we will see that the representation in (37), although well motivated, 
poses significant problems with respect to the geminate integrity phenomenon. 
We will review these problems and then examine a solution. The discussion relies 
on McCarthy 1986a. 

Consider first geminate separability. Recall that in the Jordanian Ajloun dialect , 
the ban on CC# and CCC clusters is universal except when the firs t two con
sonants are identical. (38) illustrates some relevant cases. (38a) exemplifies epen
thesis. 

(38) surface UR 
a. ?akil-na (?akl+na) 'our food' 

?ibin-na (?ibn + na) ·our son' 

b . sitt-na [sill + na) ·our grandmother' 
~ubb-na [~ubb+na] ·our love· 

C. <;fa rab-it 
sakat-it 

Tier C1111flatio11 

[<;larab+t) 
[sakat + tj 

· 1 hit' 

· t became s ile nt · 

417 

In (38b) we see that geminates resis t scparati k. . . . 
shows that a heteromorphemic It + t] cl on. st1 at-11 I became s ilent. in (38c) 
strictl y parallel the Be rber material discuus;ert setarablc. The data in (38) thus 

to the same explanatio n. The problem is t~:t ~ha; ~e; and should be susc_eptible 
sonants a nd vowels are represented - . sumpt1on that Sem1t1c con-

. on ~eparate tiers depriv . f h 
expia natton we have appealed to in orde t bi k es us o t e fo rmal 
~uibb will have the representation in (3':Ja)r o oc epenthes1s. A form suc h as 

(39) a. ~ b 

I A 
cvcc 

I 
u 

b. ~ b 

I /\ cvcvc 
I I 
U I 

But if vowels appear on a separate tier, it becomes unclear w . . 
msert an [i] within the geminate cluste 1 . hy ~penthes1s canno t 
lines takes place in (39b) Thus the r . n p~rt1cu iar , no crossing of association 

cupy different tiers - cru~ial to ;he e:;~un:ii~~n tat c~nsonants and vowels oc

phonology and morphology -: entails a serious ~r~~f;;~tl~~~atures of Semitic 
Another proble m arises with respect to inalter bT 

brew rule of postvoca lic spirantization. Being a Se;it1itr. Recall the B iblical_ He
consonants and vowels on separate tiers Th d. an~uage , Bl-! a lso proJects 
the phenomenon. · e para igms m (40a) give a sense of 

(40) a. ?ava6 'to perish' 
qacles ' to be holy' 
lamacl ' to learn ' 

b. ka8av-na savav-na 
ka8v-ii sav:w-ii 
lixtov lisbov 
kittev sibbev 

C. k b s b 
l (\ l I ~ cvccvc cvccvc 

d. s b b 
l I\ I cvccvc 

?ibbaO 
qiddas 
limmacl 

'to kill' 
' to sanctify ' 
'to teach' 

perfect I pl. 
perfect 3pl. 
infinitive 
causative 

(?bd] 
[qds] 
[lmd] 

(40b) compares forms for lhe triradical (ktb] 'write' a nd the b" d " I 
, d' Th · · . 1ra 1ca [sb] ·10 go 
,troun . . e medial radical is geminated in ki1te11 a nd thus csc . . . , . 
because its second leg in (40c) does not follow th , t . . Vapes s ~1r,rnt1zat1on 
· · 1 I · . . . e n ggenng -slot. 1 he probi 
is o exp am lhe pattern o l sp1ran11zat ion in sibbev. Given the multiply link:~ 
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representation of (40c), the Uniformity Condition should blo~k application to the 
final leg of the tripartite gemina te since all three legs do no t satisfy the rule . In 
particular, the middle leg does not follow a ske le tal V-slo t and so should prevent 
application of the rule to both the preceding and the fo llo wing leg. While the 
former result is correct, the latter is not. The patterns of spirantization found in 
(40b) suggest that (40d) is the correc1 representation for sibhfr. But this re pre
sentation is inconsistent with the other evidence, which te ll s us that [sb] is a 
biradical and not a triradical morpheme. 

A final source of evidence bearing on the representation of the Semitic biradicab 
come, from the phenomenon of anri5emination studied by McCarthy (I 986a) . 
McCon.hy notes that in a significant number of languages general vowel deletion 
rules ore suspended when they create a sequence of ident ical consonants . Le t us 
look at an example from McCarthy' s di scussion of the phenomenon in the Cushit ic 
language Afar. In Afar a general rule syncopates an unstressed vowel in the con
text #CVC __ CV. 

(4 1) wager-n-e 'we reconciled ' wagr-e ' he reconciled· 
digib-t-e ' she married' digb-e ' I married ' 

A form such as gonan-a 'search for· suppresses the rule under the threat of de
riving a geminate. Significantly, the rule applies, systematically. between identical 
consonants so long as they belong to separate morphemes: underlying 
[sas+ is + etto] 'you will cause to spend the day' is realized as sas-s-etto. Mc
Carthy attributes the tautomorphemic-heteromorphemic distinction to the OCP 
banning successive occurrences of identical segments within the morpheme. If 
the OCP also functions as a well-formedness condition on the output of rules, 
then it will block syncope in gonan-a lest *gonn-a be derived . But the rule may 
apply in [sas + is+ etto] since the [s]'s belong to different morphemes. While 
doubts have been expressed about the generality of the antigemination phenom
enon (see Odden 1988), it seems to occur with sufficient frequency to motivate 
a UG explanation along the lines McCarthy proposes. 

The antigemination phenomenon is also observed in Semitic. Recall the BH 
forms kii8v-ii and savav-ii from (40b). There is evidence that the vowel deletion 
deriving kii8v-ii from [katab-ii) takes place in two steps: first reduction to schwa 
[ka8;iv-ii], and then syncope [ka8v-ii]. Biradical [sabab-ii] takes the first step to 
siivav-u . But the second step is blocked - presumably a reflex of the same an
tigemination phenomenon observed in Afar. The problem is that we cannot appeal 
to the OCP to block schwa syncope if the biradical has the multiply linked rep
resentation of (42a). 

(42) a. s b 

I /\ cvcvc 

b. s b b 

I I I 
cvcvc 

Since the [b) is multiply linked, deletion of the intervening vowel will not create 
an OCP violation consisting of two successive identical consonants. Rather, the_ 
representation shown in (42b) is required in order to appeal lo antigemination. 

Tier C011(la1io11 -ll 9 

But th_is repres_entatio n is inconsistent with the biradical st ruc ture mot ivated bv 
the evidence discussed earlier. · 

We have_ reached an impasse. A signi ficant range of phenomena are explained 
by the multiply linked representation (42a) while another equal I\' s1·gn·fic 

f . . . , . _ 1 1 ant range 
o . properties requires the singly linked representation (42b). Jn order to brid;ie 
this gap, McCarthy ( 1986~) makes_ use of a suggestion due to Younes ( 1983). The 
proposal 1s that a t a ce_rtam stage m the derivation. a principle of UG merges the 
cons~nant ~nd vowel tiers ._ Fold_ing the consonant and vowel tie rs togethe; trans
forms Sem1t1c representatwns mto the kind of structures found in most other 
languages whe re the vowels and consonants are not segregated in to d "ff 

· h l · . - 1 erent 
mo1p emes : t ts as_sumed that m the course of this tier co,1(larion. a consonant 
whose multiple ltnkmg arches over a vowel is dissected into two identical a t 
by conventwn. P r s 

(43) a. s b 

I ~ 
cvccvc 

I I 
e 

b. s i b e b 

1 1 /\ 11 
cvccvc 

Thus, when the consonant and vowel tiers of (43a) are folded together th d 
d th· d I f h . . ' e secon 

an_ . tr e~s o t e multiply linked radical (b] are dissected, yielding (43b). But 
th1_s 1s prc~1sely the representation required to generate the correct pa ttern of 
spirant1zahon ! The first and second legs are still linked to the same phone d 

th U ·&- • C . . me an 
so e m1orm1t_y ond1hon blocks s~irantization. Spirantization then applies to 
the ~nal leg, ~h1ch has been cut free m the course of tier conflation. 

T~er conflatwn also solves the antigemination and separability problems noted 
earher. For example, BH savav-ii has the derivation sketched in (44). 

-(44) s b 

I A 
cvcvc -+ 

V 
a 

sa bab 

I I 1 11 
cvcvc -+ 

s ab;ib 

1 1111 
cvcvc 

In the first step the tiers are conflated. In the next, the second [a] is reduced to 
schwa. w_e now have a representation that blocks syncope: deletion of the schwa 
~oul~ brmg together h~o identical tautomorphemic consonants. (Actually , there 
1s _evidence that schwa 1s the default vowel in BH. The vowel reduction rule thus 
might b~tter be expressed as delinking or deletion of the (a] phoneme. The proper 
ex?~ess10~ of the antigemination phenomenon then becomes more com plex, re
qumng adJacency on the skeletal tier as well as the segmental one.) 

Now, suppose_~rabic epenthesis applies after tier conflation . Epenthesis then 
operates on the multiply linked representation in (45). Conseque nt ly we . 

1 h . . , may 
app~a to t e explanation given earlier for Berber to block insertion within a 

, gemmate. 
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(45) ~ b 
I /\ 
cvcc 

h u b 

i I /\ 
-+ cvcc 

I 
u 

Finally, note that this anaLysis depends on precisely locating conflation ~ ith re
spect lo the various rules of the system . See McCarthy! 1986a forhd1scus~10n. We 
conclude that tier conflation pro1·ides an attractive so ut1on to t e geminate in-

tegrity phenomenon in Semitic . 

8.6 Assimilation as Spreading 

Preceding sections of this chapter uncovered several reflexes of multiply li nked 
structures: geminate inseparability. ina lterabil ity. and across-the-board effects. 
In many languages multiple linking coincides with the morpheme, s uggesting that 
it is the domain of the OCP. (In some languages such as Biblical Hebrew, the 
domain is extended across morpheme boundaries ; see McCarthy 1986a for dis
cussion.) Given that the properties of si_ngle ve_rsus multiple link!ng are relatively 
well understood, they can be used as d1agnostt_cs to ~robe the kinds of_re~re~en
tations that phonological rules must produce - in particular ,_ r~les of ass1mt!at~on. 

Let us begin with a simple example from the South Sem1_t1c l~nguage T1gnnya 
(Schein 1981, Kenstowicz I 982). In Tigrinya velar stops sp1rant1_ze after a vowel 
by the rule informally stated in (46a). It accou~ts for th~ altern_at1o~s between [kl 
and [xl in (46b). Predictably, underlying g~mmates. f~I to spiranuze ~46c) - an 
inalterability effect. Heteromorphemic gemmates ansmg from suffixation do ex
hibit spirantization (46d). (In some cases_ the ~o~binatio n of prefixal [kl plus root
initial [kl forms a geminate that resists spirant1zatton; see Lowenstamm and Prunet 

1986 for discussion.) 

(46) a. [kl-+ [xl / -
I 

b. kalbi 
?axafab 
raxab-a 
m.>-rkab 

C. fiikkar-a 
y.>-rakk;ib 

V C 

'dog' 
' dogs' 
' he found' 
'to find' 

' he boasted' 
' he finds ' 

d. m;irax-ka 'your calf 
from [m;irak + kal 

batax-kum ' he cut you pl.' 
from [batak + kuml 

The array of data in (46) is just what we are l~d to expect from the theory of the_ 
skeletal tier developed in the preceding sections. It provides some measure o l 

A.ui111i/a1ion a .1· !ipn·,i.::ng ..J2 I 

a~surancc lhal the overa ll approach is on the right track anti warrants extend ing 
the theory. 

Consider the Tigrin ya paradigms in (47) . sho1\ing the behavio r of the passive 
morpheme Ila]. 

(47) active perfective 
acti ve j ussive 
passive perfecti,·e 
passive j ussive 

riixiib-a 
y;i-rkab 
ta-raxb-a 
y;i-rraxab 
'find· 

barlix- .1 

ta-bara \-a 
y;i-bbarax 
'b less· 

It is reasonable to analyze the root-initia l gemination of the passive juss ives ,,,7_ 

rriixii b and y;J-bburiix as arising from complete assimilation of the consonani o f 
the passive prefix tii-. after the syncope of its VO\\ el. On this analysis. underlying 
[ya-ta-rakabl becomes [ya-t-rakabl and then [y;i-r-rakab]. Assimilation of the pas
sive It] can be expressed as a rule of feature change (48a) or. given the skeletal 
tier, as an association of the root node of the root-i nitial consonant with the C
slot of the passive prefix. del inking the underl ying ltl. This rule is stated informally 
as (48b). 

(48) a. [t] -> [exFs] I_ C 
[exfs l 

b. [t] [ex) [t] [ex) 

11 M 
CC->CC 

Whic h is correct? The disti nction between single and multiple linking developed 
earlier makes a prediction he re. Since the output of reassociation in (48b) is a 
multiply li nked representation, it should display the properties we expect of such 
struc tures: inalterability and inseparability. We thus predict that when ve lar-in itial 
roots are passivized, the geminate derived in the jussive should fail to spirantize. 
The paradigms in (49) show that this is a correct prediction. 

(49) active perfective 
active jussive 
passive perfective 
passive jussive 

kafiit-a 
ya-xfat 
ta-xaft-a 
y;i-kkafat 
'open' 

ka~as-a 
ya-xQas 
ta-xaQs-a 
y;i-kka~as 
'pay re tribution' 

This is a significant result, since it confirms the basic assumption that assimilation 
is autosegmental spreading. An important corollary is that we must e ither e ntirely 
ban or severe ly restric t recourse to such feature-changing operations as those in 
ru le (48a). See Poser 1982 for discussion. 

Now let us consider another prediction of the autosegmental approach to com
ple te assimila tion: inseparability. Recall the Berber data of sect ion !!.4, where an 
epenthetic schwa supports a stray consonant in the con text c __ cc. Epcnthesis 
blocks on tautomorphcmic geminatcs such as tazzla - a re flex of inseparability. 
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Guerssel ( 1977, observes that Berber ha;, a specia l rule that comple tely assimilates 
the genitive morpheme [n] to a following sonorant consonant (50a) . Once again 
two -possible sli!tcmcnts of this rule exist (50b.c) . 

(50) a. n-te1-ddart 
n-fabrayr 
1-litub 
r-rJl:bi 
m-m:immi 
w-v.;,du 
y-yizi 

b. [n] I - sonorl 

I I 
C C 

·house' gen. 
· February' gen . 
·book' gen. 
·my God ' gen. 
·my son' gen. 
•wind' gen. 
•fly" gen. 

[n] [ + sonor] 
t -------1 

..... C C 

[
+sonor lj 

c. [n] ~ [aFs] / _ aFs 

If (50b) precedes epenthesis, then a multiply linked structure equivalent to an 
underlying geminate is created, which, like underlying geminates, should resist 
epenthesis (inseparability). The data in (5 la) confirm this prediction. 

(5 1) a. na-tracca 
na-bnadam 
1-lwiski 
m-mfar<,lul 
w-wt;im 
y-ysan 

'net ' gen. 
'human being' gen. 
'whisky' gen . 
' grief' gen. 
'male' gen. 
' horses' gen. 

b. n +w t am n + wt am 

I 1111 ./1111 
C CCVC-+ C CCVC 

Guerssel explicitly states that pronunciations such as */;,/wiski., *m.1-1f1s~r</11/ a~e 
impossible. If the complete assimilation rule is ordered before epenthes1s and 1s 
formulated as the autosegmental reassociation operation of (50b), then exactly 
the right predictions are made. A form such as w-wt;,m has the deriva_tion in (5 lb) ; 
its multiply linked [w] blocks insertion of schwa on the segmental Iler. 

Although more cases need to be studied, the integrity of geminates derived from 
rules of complete assimilation is a robust result (see Abu-Salim 1980 for another 
example). No cases are on record where such a deri~ed geminate fails_ to_ sh?w 
integrity. This suggests that the autosegmental a~alys1s of c?mplete ass1m1lat1?n 
is the correct one and provides further support tor the nonlinear model that di s-
tinguishes the phonemic and skeletal tiers. _ 

A natural question to ask at this point is, What arc the properties of rules of 
partial assimilation with respect to the line of thought we have been _developing? 
Will the products of partial assimilation also show inseparability and inaltcrability 

Assi111ilatio11 us S1 ·, .:.Ji11g 

effec ts? Preliminary results suggest an a rti rm.,:1\e answer 10 this question. The 
Dravidian language Kolami has a rule that tran;:·,,rms bases ending in the sequence 
V;CC] into V;CV;C] before a consonant or \,·0r.: boundary. This rule is operat ive 
in (52b) and helps to explain the difference b~:" een these al ternating \·erbs anJ 
ones like those in (52a) with a constant root ;~_.,pe. 

(52) I s~-eres. I sg.past imper. 
a . suk-atun suk-tan suk ·whi ther" 

dakap-atun dakap-tan dakap ·push' 

b. katk-atun katak-tan katak ·strike· 
melg-atun melek-tan meleg ·shake' 
kink-atun kinik-tan kinik ·break' 

c. igg-atun i\-tan ig ·te ll ' 
agg-atum a\-tan ag ·thi rst for' 

d. mind-atun min-tan mind ·bury' 
pOl)g-atun pol)k-tan pOI) ·bowl over" 

The forms in (52c) show that the vowel insertion process may not split a geminate. 
But in (52d) we see that a nasal +consonant sequence sharing the same point of 
articula tion also blocks copying of the vowel. fThe loss of the medial dental stop 
in [i\\ + tan) and [mind +tan) presumably re flects stray erasure. Ko lami also has 
a rule simplifying word-final [(Jg] clusters.) As in many other languages, root
inte rnal NC clusters in Kolami share the same point of articula tion. There are a 
few exceptions to this generalization such as [kink]; a ll involve a dental nasal that 
fails to assimilate to a following velar. These exceptional forms consistently ex
hibit vowel copy. They show that sharing the same point of a rticulation is the 
crucial factor explaining why the vowel copy process is suspended in (52d). If we 
postulate a rule of nasal assimilation, then we may pursue an explanation tha t 
attributes the integrity of NC clusters to the bond established by the assimila tion 
rule. This requires autosegmentalization of the place features so that the same 
feature cluster may be extended over two successive segments, as in (53). 

[ +coron) 

~ 
[+nasal] [ - nasal) 

i I 
C C 

The fact that Kolami homorganic NC clusters exhibit the same effect as geminates 
in blocking epenthesis gives formal backing to the idea that the features arc or
ganized in a tree-like structure - a connection made originally by Steriade ( 1982). 

A final example shows tha t rules of partial assimila tion establis h structures that 
also exhibit inalterability effects. The example is borrowed from Harris's ( 1985a) 
discussion of the phenomenon in Spanish (also see Hayes 1986b). In a ll Spanish 
dialects the voiced stops [b,d,g] spirantize after vowels. Some dialects ex te nd the 
process after certain consonantal continuants such as glides . liquids. and evt:n 
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fricatives. For example . in the Ha,·ana d ialect the forms c111w1 and purga show 
spirantization in careful speech: rndl3]a. p11r[_11]a. In _less monitored speech a n
other rule takes over whe reby the liquids assimilate in nasality a nd poin t of ar
ticulation to a following obstrue nt. 

(54) pulga pu[gg]a ·nea purga pu[ggja ' purge 

el pobre e[bplo[ BJrc 'the poor ser pobre se[bp Jo[B ]re ' be poo r· 

el tres e[dt]res ' the three ser mata se[mm]ata 'be crazy 

palco pa[gk]o :theater box parco pa[gk]o ' park' 

el fino e[ff]ino 'the slender ser fino se[fflino 'be slender· 

This assimila tion is not comple te : the liquids retain the ir origina l voicing (except 
for [!fl-> [ff] and (rf]-+ [ff] , which . following Harris, we attribute to the fact that 
Spanish lacks a [v)). The assimilation then includes the supra laryngeal features 
of nasality. continuancy , a nd poir.t of articulation - Clements's (1985a) suprala
ryngeal node. Autosegmental extension of this node onto a p_rece~ing liquid with 
delinking of the o riginal supralaryngeal node produces a mull1ply linked structure 
such as (55) for the [bp] cluster of el p obre. 

(55) [~~:~~t] 
- nasal 

~ 
[ + voiced] l - voiced] 

I I 
V C C 

The problem now is to expla in why the spirantization_ rule does not ~onv~rt !he 
[bp] cluster to *[l3p]. Harris notes that we_ cannot simply_ orde r sp1ran!1zat1_on 
before liquid assimilation. The reason is that m the Havana dialect stops spira ntJze 
after liquid continuants suc h as [r]. If spirantization applies first , [purga] should 
become pur[ 11 ]a a nd then * pu [ 1111]a by liquid assimila tion. But if liquid assimilation 
is ordered first, then we can appeal to the Uniformity Condition to explain why 
spirantization fails to convert [bp] to [l3p]._ Th~ [ - continuan_t] fe~ture in (55) is 
multiply linked. However, only the first leg ts adJacent to the tnggenng V-element. 
The second is not and so the rule is blocked. 

In conclusion, geminate integrity a nd other diagnostics of multiple linking cor
roborate the autosegmental interpretation of assimilation as spreading a node in 
the feature tree. 

8. 7 Two Views of the Skeleton 

In the ten years since the research by McCarthy a nd by Cle me nts and Keyser 
established the skeleton, two competing theories have emerged: the X-slot model 
and the moraic model. Key references for the former include. besides McCarthy 
J979a, 1981 and Clements and Keyser 1983. Kaye and Lowenstamm 1984. Halle 
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and Vergnaud 1980. and Levin 1985. The mor:c.. ~ model i, defended in H vman 
1985 ,_ McCarthy and Pnnce _1986. ~nd Hayes 1~·,9_ In thi~ ,ection and the· next 
we will compare these two views of the ske leton ::.nd try to clarify the differe 
between them. nces 

(56) summarizes the phenome na whose e lucic s:ion has in1·oked th . · 1· 
h J · I .. Af • e no tion o 

P ono og1ca pos111on. ter ill ustrating each t) ~-! . we will examine how the X-
slot and mora1c theories deal with them. 

(56) a. 
b. 

C. 

d . 
e. 
f. 

phonological weight: light ve rsus hea, ·. ,yllable 

phonological quantit y: long (geminatt · , ersus sho rt vowels and con
sonants 
compensatory leng thening 
complete assimilation 
underspecified (articu la tor-free) segme~.:s 
latent segments 

The proloty~ical light syllable [la] has a single sho:-: vowel. 1\ hile a heavy syllable 
may close w11h_ a long vowel [taa]. a diphthong j1 ::.il . the first ha lf of a gemina te 
[tan.na], o r a simple cons~nant [tan. ta]. 1:h_e o nli ~vmmon denominator running 
throu~h the ~eco~d class 1s the extra pos1t1on th;,: the light s yllable Jacks. Pho
nologica l weight 1s an essentia l ingred_ie nt in the s tress patterns a nd prosodic 
templates of many languages. (See sect ion 6.10 for exemplification.) The dis tinc
t1_on between true and "fake" g_emina tes (e.g., in Tigrinya: see section 8.6) c ru
c ial!~ depends on one phonolog1cal segment spanning two (norma lly successive) 
pos1t1o~s_- Compensatory lengthening consis ts in 1he spread of one phone me 

10 
the pos1t1on vacated by ano the r. F~r example, i_n the development of La tin. [s] 
de l_eted. befo;e a :onorant , length~ning a pr~cedmg vowel if present: *kasnus > 
ka .nus grey vs. snurus > ~t'.rus da ughter-m-law·. In comple te assimilation one 
phoneme spreads to the pos1t1on occupied by another, delinking the latter in the 
pro_ce~s. For e xample_, the lateral of the Arabic definite prefix -:>a/- completely 
ass1m'.lates to.a_follo:"'mg cor?na! consonant,_ producing a geminate: -:>af-qamr "the 
~oon vs . -:>as-sams the sun . Fina lly, dele tion alternations a re often rea na lyzed 
m terms o~ the p~esen~e or t~e a~sence _ of the corresponding position. For in
stance, Italian Ire three < Latm tres gemmates a following consonant in contrast 
to quaf/ro_ 'four', which does not, a phenomenon known as "raddop~iame nto": 
Ire [c]cam 't~ree dogs' ~s. quaflro cani 'four dogs·. The geminating ire reflec ts 
!he e tymolog1c~l_[s] that ~s no longer recoverable synchronically. All that rema ins 
1s a n ~mpty pos1t1on that 1s filled by the following consonant: [Ire_]_ The converse 
case 1s represented by the Sudanese Arabic definite prefix (al-], whose vowel 
~acks a sk~letal po~i~ion of its own; this segment emerges phonetically only when 
111s supplied a pos11Jon by the epenthesis process (recall the d iscussion in section 
8.2). 

8.7. / X-Slot Theory 

The_ X -slot model of the ske leton evolved quite na turall y from the CY theory 
ong111ally proposed by McCarthy ( 1979a. 198 1) and Halle a nd Vergnaud ( 1980). 
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The most prevalent expression of weight count~ l? ng vowels and dosed syllables 
as heavy and short open syllables as hght. This _is defined by t~c presence o_f a 
branching node dominating two skeletal slots at e ither the Nor N level. assumm~ 
that both slots of a vowel occur under the nucleus. Some language~ such as Lard Ii 
count just long-voweled syllabics as heavy and group closed syllables with short
voweled open syllables as light. In these systems the search for two skeletal 
positions is restricted to the nucleus node. Finally, languages ~uch as Aklan lack 
Ions! vowels but still distirrguish open and closed syllables as hght versus heavy. 
No -cases are on record where closed syllables are treated as heavy and long 
VO\\els as light. This makes sense if the search for two positions proceeds from 
the lowest syllable projection. N. to the next higher, N '. Quite generally. onset 
consonants do not count for weight and so the rime N' of the syllable acts as a 
ceiling on the search for biposit ionality. 

8.7.2 Moraic Theory 

While the X-slot model views the skeleton from the perspective of the segments. 
the moraic model develops a prosodic conception of the ske leton: phonological 
positions are certain terminal points where prosody intersects with segments or 
"melodies·· (rooted feature trees). As seen in (61), prosodic rules and constraints 
categorize syllables as light monopositional versus heavy bipositional. These pro
sodic positions or moras are c laimed to be the "genuine" or "authentic" units 
of prosody. All theorists agree that long vowels are distinguished from short as 
two versus one mora, as in (61a). 

(61 ) a. µ. µ µ. b. µ. µµ skeletal tier 

I 
a 

V 
a 

I V 
segmental tier 

[a] vs . [a:] [t] vs. [tt] 

There is also general agreement that moras dominating high-sonority. vocalic 
segments project a syllable. Some researchers posit an analogous monomoraic
bimoraic contrast for consonants, as in (61b). On this view, a consonant must 
lose a mora when it onsets the syllable, and so the moraic analogue of the X-slot 
theorist's onset rule deletes or merges it with the mora associated with the fol
lowing vowel (Hyman 1985). Finally, an analogue to the coda rule allows [a] to 
encompass an additional mora. But the syllable is normally constrained by an 
upper limit of two moras . Consequently, additional consonants incorpor_ated !nto 
the syllable merge their moras with those already present. The schematic strings 
ataa and a/la and an/la receive the derivations s ketched in (62). 

(62) a t a 

I ll\--+ 
µµ.µ.µ. 

a t a 
I I I\ _. 
µµ.µµ. 

I V 
a a 

ata 

I \J\ 
µ. µ. µ 

IV 
(T (1 

T11·0 I·;,,.,._,. ,f Fhe .\ "·leton 
➔29 

a t a a t a a t a a l a 
I I -+ I I\ I -+ I N I N 
µµµµ µµµµ µµµ µµµ 

I I I I V I 
CT (I (T (I CT CT 

a n t a a n t a a n t a an t a a n t a 
I I\ I -+ I I I\ I -+ 11 N I I N I .Al 
µµµµµ µ µµ µµ µ.µ.µµ. µ µ µµ µµ µ 

I I I I V I ~ I 
I 

CT (I (I CT (I (I (T (T 

Hayes ( 1989) represents long versus short consonants as underlyingly moraic 
versus nonmoraic, respectively. Merging or deletion of consonantal moras is thus 
unnecessary. The onset rule is formulated to link a consonantal phoneme directly 
to [a]. A coda rule then picks up the mora of the geminate consonant. The hy
pothe tical strings [ataa) and [atta) receive the derivations shown in (63). 

(63) at a ata a t a 
I I\ -+ I I\ -+ 

I~ µ µ. µ µ µ. µ 
i µµ 

I V 
(1 (1 (1 (1 

a t a a t a a t a a I a 
I I I -+ I I I -+ 

I~ 
-+ 

I~ µ. µ. µ µ. µ. µ. 
iµµ. v µ I I 

(1 (1 (1 (1 (1 (1 

Since under Hayes' analysis single consonants start as weightless, they must be 
assigned a mora when they occupy the coda of a heavy syllable. This is accom
plished through a weight-by-position rule. The WBP rule is not a llowed to iterate; 
this stipulation ensures that syllables in general will respect a bimoraic limit. 

(64) (1 (1 

-+ I\ 
µ. µ. µ. 

I I I 
aj3 aj3 

Subsequently, consonants adjoin to the left and right edges of the syllable already 
built, subject to sonority sequencing constraints. With this rule ordering, a gemi
nate may be added to a syllable that has undergone the WBP rule , generati ng a 
trimoraic syllable. 
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(65) a n t a 

I I --
µ µ 

an t a 
I I I _, 
µ µµ 

a nt a 

I I 
µ µ 

I I 
CT CT 

a n t a 

I ~-I 1 µt 
CT CT 

-> 

a nt a a nt a 

~ ~ I I~ µµ µ 

V 
CT CT CT 

a n t a a n t a 

I I ~-I 
v µt II~ µµ µ 

I,?/ 
a CT a CT 

Some noteworthy differences between the two models include the following. 
First, Hyman·s representations are strictly layered: all phonemes are dominated 
by moras, which in turn a re dominated by a. For Hayes, onset consonants report 
directly to the syllable node [al while coda consonants are sheltered under a mora. 
The latter model allows the distinc tion between an onset and a rimal consonant 
to be more simply expressed in terms of the absence or presence of a dominating 
mora. Rules of English phonology such as the velarization of rimal [l] are thus 
easy to formulate: [l]eaf vs. fee[t], f[l]eet vs. fie[t]d. Second, in H yman's model 
segments normally sta rt out with a mora; onset consonants lose their mora in the 
process of combining with a following vowel to form an onset. However, this 
mora is in general undetected by processes such as compensatory lengthening 
and thus has a rather dubious status. Third, languages such as Lardil that count 
long vowels as heavy and closed syllables as light simply lack the WBP rule. For 
Hyman, these consonants either lack any mora to begin with (if the language has 
no geminates) or must lose or merge their mora as they syllabify. Finally, the 
statement of constraints on particular classes of geminating consonants can be 
more problematic in Hayes's model. For example, recall that in Biblical Hebrew 
the guttural consonants never geminate. The simplest way to express this gap in 
the phonemic inventory is with a constraint against underlying geminate gutturals 
- expressed either as (66a) or as (66b). 

(66) a . *µ µ. b. *µ. 

V I 
pharyngeal pharyngeal 

This constraint blocks association of gutturals to the empty mora of the definite 
prefix and thus explains the contrast between ham-melek ' the king' and haa-fiir 
'the city'. But if the guttural constraint is expressed as (66b), then it incorrectly 
blocks the WBP rule from closing a syllable on a guttural. We then cannot explain 
verbs such as !aamaf 'hear' whose final syllable must be heavy and thus bimoraic 
in order to attract the stress. A bipositional representation for geminates does not 
face this problem. . 

Another issue is apparent trimoraic syllables. Hayes allows these as a marked 
option, citing evidence such as the following. In Komi, where coda [I] deletes 
with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, no lengthening occurs in 

A Crm1paris,111 -Bl 

[sultni] ..... s11111i. This fo llows if Komi a llows just two mora~ per syllable. The 
~embers of the lit) clu ter then share the same mora: when [IJ deletes . no morn 
1s free~ up and so compensatory lengthening does not ensue. Hayes contrasts this 
case with Old Enghsh •(la1J.r.1a-> Oa :.r.1a ' thought". Here compcnsatorv length
ening appears_ to_ ~rise under analogoas c ircumstances, suggesting tha t ioal)x~ ta] 
~as a tnmora1c_ initial syllable. A bas ic question this ra ises i~ whether there is 
independent evidence 10 establish the putative diffe rence between Komi and Old 
E nghsh and how the child could di_scove r it. Other evidence for trimoraic syllabics 
includes languages such as H1 nd1 whose stress distinguishes ligh t (CY). heavy 
(CYY, CYC). and extraheavy (CVYC. CYCC1 syllables, in such a wav tha t the 
last acts as a heavy-light sequence. a nd languages such as Estonia n \~ith three 
superficial degrees of vowel le ngth . 

8.8 A Comparison 

Now _let us briefly compare the X-slot and mora1c views of the skeleton. Moraic 
theorists have a rgued for their model on the grounds that the weightlessness of 
onset consonants does not have to be sti_pulated but is built into the theory as a 
fundamental property of the notatwn - either by virtue of the onset c reation ru le 
merging the C and_ V i:noras or because consonants acquire a mora only through 
t~e WBP rule , which 1s formulated so as to add a mora only on the right (coda) 
side oft~e syllable. Considered in isolation , this argument is hard to accept. Bo th 
the m~ra1c and t~e X-s!ot mod~ls exclude onset positions from counting for weight 
essenllall~ by s!1pul~tion - either by preventing onsets from projecting a mora 
and defining weight m terms of moras or by defining weight with respect to rima l 
(N and N ') slots. Another version of this argument runs as follows. Metrical stress 
constituents and prosodic templates "count" or group moras . For example , a 
common stress pattern equates a single heavy (H) syllable and two successive 
light (L) syllables: (H) and (LL) constituents can thus be analyzed as arising from 
a procedure that groups two successive moras. But we never find prosodic pro
~esses_ that group two successive X-slots: (at), (aa)ta, (pa)ta , ( tr)apa are prosod-
1cally incoherent. Therefore, the X-slot skele ton does not constitute a valid level 
of representation_. While it is certainly true that prosodic groupings such as (al), 

(aa)ta, and so on, are never found, the X-slot theorist will respond that this is 
expected because prosody traffics in light and heavy syllables and these a re de
fined with respect to N and N ' constituents. Furthermore, in most cases a bimoraic 
stress grouping does not split a syllable and thus will not parse the first two moras 
of a light-heavy sequence such as (tata)llta. Consequently, the moraic model must 
also refer to a higher-level syllabic constituent in order to c ircumscribe the re l
evant skeletal positions. 

Granted that both models must stipulate reference to the rime in the definition 
of weight, there is still a difference. The moraic model sets an upper limit of two 
skeletal positions and thus allows for two classes of syllables: monomoraic a nd 
bimor~c. Assuming that the Sonority Sequencing Principle allows for core syl
lable nmes of three, four, or more segments . the "counting" issue comes dow n 
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10 whether prosodic rules ever use these additional slots to subcategorize syllables 
_ for example. to distinguish tripositional (trimoraic) rimes from mo~o- ~nd bi
positional ones. We saw that trimoraic syllables arc an apparent option_ in O(d 
English and Estonian. In any case. 1l 1s safe to say that such puta11ve tnmora1c 
syllables require much furthe r scrutiny in order to bear one way or the other on 
the .. counting" issue. 

The moraic argument against X-slots is stronger to the extent that othe r phe
nomena also ignore onsets . We can then conclude that the X-slot theory is too 
rich and thus should be abandoned in favor of the more restrictive moraic model. 
In a study of the compensatory lengthening (CL) literature, Hayes ( 1989) develops 
the generalization noted by H yman< 1985) and McCarthy and Prince (1986) that 
deletion of onset consonants fai ls to trigger CL of a tautosyllabic vowel - in 
marked contrast to the deletion of coda consonants, which represents the para
digm case. If CL is the filling of a vacated skeletal position. then this onset-coda 
asymmetry makes sense under the moraic model. For example. in Turkish (Sezcr 
1986) coda [h] optionally deletes before a nasal or fricative - with CL: meh
met=me:met ' Mehmet ', kahve=ka.Te 'coffee'. Onset [h] optionally deletes after 
a vowel or voiceles~ consonant - but without CL: miihendis=111iie11dis 'engineer' , 
siiphec,,,siipe ·suspic ion·. Assuming that coda consonants count for weight and 
thus are moraic in Turkish, this onset-coda asymmetry follows straightforwardly 
(67a). 

(67) a. rr rr rr rr 

tµA I I fiµ A I I 
sup he kahve 

\ \ 
g g 

b. N" N" N" N" 

/1"- /1 A /1 
xxxxx XX XXX 
I I I I I I I I 
s (i p e k a V e 

In order to defend the representations in (67b), the X-slot theorist must try to 
explain the CL asymmetry on other grounds. One line of argument appeals to 
Clements's Sonority Dispersion Principle (section 6.8), which favors sonority 
slopes in the onset and disfavors them in the coda. This principle would penalize 
spreading a high-sonority vocalic element to a vacant onset slot (and thus de rive 
si.ipe) but tolerate spreading ·to the coda (to derive ka:ve). Another conceivable 
factor is the number of syllable projections intervening between the nucle us and 
adjacent onset versus coda X-slots: a path between onset and nuclear slots must 
traverse three syllable nodes N", N', N while a coda slot can be reached through 
just two positions. A following tautosyllabic slot is thus " closer" to the nucleus. 
and this might help to explain the difference. 

A Co111puris<J1t 

While it is certainly true that the loss of coda consonants i, the most prevaknt 
~ource of CL. the mora1c argument against the X-slot theory becomes compelling 
1f CL can be used to confirm the postulated moraic status of coda consonant · · -
I h 

. ~ 1n 
a nguages w ere e ither \VBP is limited to some subset of the consonant invenwrv 

(e.g., the sonorants) or the language lacks WBP but has geminate~ that count 
3

·s 
heavy. I~ such _a case only a subset of the coda consonants will bear a mora and 
~nly their deletion should induce CL. The X-slot theory makes no such conne-:
tion , and CL should _therefore be compatible with the deletion of any coda CL'n
sonant regardless of its weight-bearing status for prosodic rules. Rubach ( 1992~1 
moun_ts a_n auack against the moraic model along these lines on the basis of , er 
vocalization in Slovak. His argument can be summarized as follows. Recall fr~,m 
section 5.8.1 that yers are the vocalic segments of Slavic languages that appear 
as.0unless follo_wed by another yer. Rubach' s argument is premised on the idea 
(from Kenst_o_w1cz and Rubach 1987) that yers are " floating" vowels that lack a 

~keletal pos_111on and hence delete by stray erasure unless assigned one. Accord
ingly. he st1p~lates a rule supplying the first yer in a [yer-C-yer] sequence with 
a skeletal p_os1tion. In Slo\·ak there is another context of yer vocalization , how
ever. A lexical rule of the ,·e rb phonology deletes a preconsonantal nasal across 
a morpheme boundary. In exactly this context a preceding yer vowel of the root 
vocalizes even_ when the fo llowing syllable fails to contain another yer and thus 
should otherwise define a context for stray erasure. The inflection of the verb 
[pan] 'bind' , built from a ye r root vowel, illustrates. In (68a) the ye r [a] undergoes 
stray erasure since the following vowel is not a yer. In (68b) the nasal deletes 
before the consonantal desinence; in precisely these cases the root vowel is "vo
calized." 

(68) a. za+pn+em lsg.pres. 
za+ pn + uc gerund 

b. za + pa + l+a past part. fem. 
za + pa+t+y passive part. 

C. pan t y Pa t y 
I I I I I I I 
X XXX -> X XXX 

· As sketched in (68c), Rubach trea ts the vocalization as a compensatory phenom
enon: the nasal deletes but its skeletal position remains , supporting the preceding 
yer and thus saving it from stray erasure. 

So far, the facts seem compatible with either the X-slot or the moraic view of 
the skeleton. The difference is that Slovak has several rules tha t alter the weight 
of a syllable. The best known is the Rhythmic Law that shortens a long syllable 
aft~r a long syllable . These rules never count coda consonants as contributing to 
weight: compare lamp-a, lamp-am ' lamp', where the long vowel of the <lat.pl. 
suffix [-a:m] fails to shorten. and vfn-o, vfn-am 'wine' , where the long vowel of 
(vi:n-] triggers the Rhythmic Law (vowel length marked by the acute). The upshot 
is tha t the compensatory vocali zation requires that nasal codas projec t a skeletal 
position, yet this position is systematicall y ignored by the quantity rules of the 
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language. While the moraic theorist might postulate a special ru le to supply_ the 
al verb roots with a mora or try to order WBP with respect to the rules sens1t1ve 

~:~uantity , at the very least the differential behavior of the coda nasal in Slovak 
is surprising under this theory. If more cases of this ~haracter_ emerge m future 
research, they will challenge the assumption that quant1_ty-sensll1ve rules and com
pensatory processes necessarily diagnose the same units and thus undermine the 
moraic model"s claim to greater restrictiveness. 

Finally, Hayes points to a~other CL asymmetry: cases in which _de letion of a 
vowel lengthens the vowel of the preceding (but never the following) syllable. 
For example, Old English •ra/J becomes Middle English Id/ ·tale' through loss 
of schwa. Assuming that de le tion of the nuclear vowel phoneme deforms the 
svllablc the autosegmental link between the onset consonant and the syllable 
n°ode is 'lost to create both a stray mora and a stray consonant. Granting that the 
mora is filled by the vowel rather than the stray [l). a long vowel is produced. 
Final adjunction completes the derivation. 

(69) 

Ah h- fJ k 
tal;i--> tal -->ta !--> ta! 

In the X-slot model, the skeletal position vacated by the schwa cannot directly 
link up with the preceding vowel across the intervening co~sonant without cross
ing an association line. This model thus cannot generate this type of nonlocal CL 
directly and must resort to other means . One alternative is to adva~ce the st~ay 
consonant in crablike fashion to the vacated slot and then to degemmate, freeing 
up the slot adjacent to the vowel (70a) . 

(70) a. N" N" N" N" N" N" 

lrlr Ir /2' Ir ,~ 
xxxx xxxx xx xx xx xx xx xx 
I I I I I I I I I V I I / IV/ 
t a I ;i --+ a I --+ a I --+ t a I --+ t a I 

b. N" N" N" N" N" N" 

~' It I I Ir Ir /2· A· 
XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 
I I I I "-J I. I I I ~ 
;i I a --+ I a --+ I a --+ I a --+ I a 

C. (T 

Ii µ µ. 

f·-- J 
;i I a 

A Co111pariso11 

However, as Hayes shows with the de riva tion in <70bJ. th is approach ,,·ou ld be 
consistent with a CL triggered by the deletion of a preceding vowel: # ala ...... # laa. 
But this CL type is unattested. According to Hayes. it is excluded by the moraic 
n:iodel because the onset [I ) remains a ttached 10 its syllable node and th us bk

1
c ks 

nghtward attachment of the mora vacated by the de letion of the schwa 170c l. 
While this a rgument is impressive, cases are on record in which it is conc luded 

that_ a vacated onset must leave a trace of its skeletal slo t. If valid, these .:ases 
~re 1mp_orta~t b~cause they provide positive evidence for onset ske le tal slo ts . not 
Just rat1onahzat1ons for why they are not detected by weight-sensitive and C L 
processes. _R1alland (1991) defends the X-slot model on this basis with the K.isem 
paradigms m (7 1). 

(71 ) sg. .e!: 
tu-gu tu-ru ' stable ' 
pur-u pur-ru 'garbage heap· 
nagil-u nagil-lu 'anklet' 
kun-u kun-nu 'fog' 
c;il-u c;i;i-lu 'slag' 
can-u caan-u ' fish ' 

She sees the suffixal [r] as deleting after a (sonorant/ consonant a nd leaving a 
skeletal slot that is filled by gemina tion of the preceding consonant. The gemin; te 
then degeminates after a nonhigh vowel , which spreads to the vacated coda s lo t 
(72a). In the singular the suffixal [g] is stipulated to delete along with its X-slot 
creating a VC. V structure that resyllabifies to V.CV (72b). ' 

(72) a. N" N" N" N" N" N" ,~ Ir I~ Ir Ir~. Ir xxxxx xxxxx XX XXX 
I II II I IV I I V I I c a n r u --> c a n u --> C a n u 

b. .N" N" N" N" N" N" 

f~ Ir Ir ~. lrlr l'\I xxxxx xxxx xxxx 
I II 11 I I I I I I I I 
k u n g u --> k u n u --> k u n u 

Rialland a~gues that under the moraic model there is no natural way to distinguish 
!he be~av1or of the -gu and -ru suffixes. Smee onset consonants a re equivalent 
m lacking a skele tal slot, [kun + gu] and [kun + ru] should end up the same wav 
(73). The only viable escape is to treat g-deletion a\ an allomorphy ru le or o the;
wise order it before WBP, in cont rast tor-deletion , which applies afte r WBP has 
assigned a mora lo the preceding root syllahle. 
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(73) µ µ fl 

I 
µ µ µ 

I I I 
k u n !! u c a n r LI 

A parallel o.,.:nple is the deletion of [w] before a rounded vowel in the East 
Ionic di alect l,i :'.ncient Greek that lengthened the preceding vowel across an 
inte rvening con;onant: *woikos > oikos ' house·. *11e11·os > neos 'new·. but 
*odll'OS > o:d<l.' ·threshold' . Hayes posits a derivation like that in (74) in which 
deletion of the [·.,.] c reates a marked VC.V syllable j uncture that is repaired by 
resyl labification of the [dl to onset the fo llowing syllable. 

(74) (J' (J ~-h µ µ ' µ 

I '. I 
odwo s -> 

(J' (J 

I\ ~, 
µ µ IJ. µ 

I I I ! 
o d o s 

(J' (J 

µµ 

I 
-> o dos 

(J 

~\ 

µµ 

V 
-> 0 

However. as Rialh1nd ( 1991) observes, cyclic resyilabification does not typically 
leave a mora behind lo produce a geminate. Once again the problem is to explain 
why cyclic resyllabification before a vowel produces no gemination (VC. V -> 
V.CV) while resyllabifica tion in the wake of the deleted onset [w] in *odwos does. 
If the deleted [w] leaves a skeletal slot behind , the [d) may spread to this position 
lo fil l the onset and then later degeminale, freeing up a rimal slot lo a ttract the 
preceding vowel 175). 

(75) N" N" N" N" N" N" N" N" 

r~ r~ I f~ N' N ' Ir N' N' 

~ I', ~ ~ ~ 
xx x xx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 
I l I I I I I I I I V 11 V 1 1 1 
o d w o s -> o d 0 S -> o d 0 S -> 0 d o s 

We conclude that while the bulk of the evidence from compensatory lengthening 
supports the moraic mode l, certain troublesome ga ps remain . 

8.9 Subsyllabic Constituency 

In this section we will compare the two competing theories of the ske le to n w ith 
respect to the internal structu re they impose under the [cr) node. The X-slot theory 
posits three levels of projection of the nucle us and has a n intermedia te constitue nt 
N' or rime that is lacking in the moraic mode l. This ma kes fo r slight differences 
in the way in which several phe nomena are t reated . We will look at three. 

Consider first closed-syllable shortening. In many languages long vowels may 
no t combine with a fo llowing tautosyllabic consonant. When a CVVCCV se
que nce arises in whic h the medial cluster cannot form a complex onset. the first 
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conso nant of the cluster joins the initial syllable . triggering a shortening of the 
long _vowel. This phenomenon is found in English. Arabic, a nd Yawelmani . to 
mention ~Lis t a few cases (but see Kaye 1990b for a different interpreta tion). On 
the_ mo_ra1c theo?.dosed-_syllable sho rte_ning can be seen as a repair strategy to 
maintain a restnct1on against mora sha ri ng . For example. Cairene Arabic S\'n
copates [kaa.ti.b + ah] to [kaa.t. b + ah]. In o rder to avoid s tra y erasure. the ~x
trasyll_ab1c [t] parses wit_h the preceding syllable . c reating a branching mora. If 
there IS a constraint_ against morn sharing, the delinking of the preceding vowel 
can be seen as an adJustme nt to bnng the representation in line with the constraint 
(rather than an arbitrary. unre lated c hange). 

(76) (T <T 

MA 
k a b a 

In order to implement this line of reasoning in the X-slot model. the constraint 
against VVC syllables would have to be expressed as barring the N' rimal node 
from dominating more than two skeletal posit ions. Kaye, Lowenstamm , a nd Verg
naud (1990) interpret the phenomenon as the reflection of a requirement of gov
ernme nt under strict adjacency betwee n the initial X-slot of the r ime (the head) 
and a ny following sis ter element. 

Another case where the two theories lead to slightly differe nt treatments is 
found in the Uto-Aztecan language Cahuilla (Seiler 1977), where long vowels 
count as heavy while syllables closed by a consonant (except glottal stop) are 
light. This weight differe nce is reflected in the stress rule, which accents heavy 
syllables (H) and alternating light syllables (L) from left to right: rakalicem 'one
eyed ones' ('LL'LL), taxmu')at 'song' ('LL'L), ga:nkicem 'pa lo verde' pl. 
('H'L L). The X-slot analysis must restrict Cahuilla heavy syllables to those w ith 
two ske letal positions under the nucleus N node, while the moraic account treats 
Cahuilla as lacking the WBP rule so that only long vowels generate bimoraic 
syllables. T he language has a morphological process of inte nsification in which 
CVCV or CVCCV stems "strengthen" or geminate their second consona nt. As 
shown by the stress shifts in (77), this process turns the first syllable from light 
to heavy. 

(77) cexiwen 
welnet 

'it is clear ' 
'mean one' 

cexxlwen 
wellnet 

' it is very clear' 
'very mean one' 

Hayes (1991) , following Seiler (1977), describes the intensification as incrementing 
a mora on the first syllable that is linked to a following consonant. The resultant 
syllables are now bimoraic a nd, like underlying long vowels , the y require a stress 
o n the immedia tely fo llowing syllabic. T he forms we/net (78a).and ivellnet (78b) 
thus differ in whe ther or not the IIJ shares its rnora with the preceding vowel. 
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(78) a. er er b. er er 

1~ 1~ /4"µ f~ I I I 
w e I n e t w e I n e 

Long-voweled stems do not undergo the intensification process, presumably be
cause their initial syllable is a lready bimoraic and thus cannot accommodate an 
additional weight unit. It is worth observing that the contrast between (78a) and 
(78b) is essentially structural in nature . The way in which it is manifested pho
nologicall y and phonetically could vary considerably. A similar issue arises with 
stress (see section 10.1). 

The X-slot theory cannot express the intensification as simply the addition of 
a skeletal position linked to the following consonant. This would fail to distinguish 
cexxiwen from welnel in the appropriate way unless the definition of weight refers 
directly to multiply linked phonemes. Since heavy syllables in Cahuilla are defined 
with respect to the N node, the contrast between welnel and wel/11e1 could be 
expressed geometrically in terms of the location of the following consonant under 
the nucleus node (79): in the former (79a) the X-slot of the [ I] lodges under the 
rimal N', and in the latter (79b) it lodges under the nucleus N. This produces a 
different stress pattern and arguably a difference in the "stronger" articulation 
of the consonant, perceived as "gemination." 

(79) a_ N' b. N' 

f'\ I 
N 
f'-.-.... 

X X X X X X X X X X X X 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 

w e 1 n e w e I n e 

While this difference between domination by the N node and domination by 
the N ' node may seem artificial , it allows certain distinctions to be made that 
elude the moraic model without additional complications. Steriade (1990) dis
cusses material from two dialects (or diachronic stages) of Classical Greek that 
illustrate this point. In both dialects coda consonants define a heavy syllable for 
purposes of the recessive accent rule and a minimality constraint. As the paradigm 
in (80) demonstrates, final VVC, VV, and VCC syllables require penultimate 
accent (marked in boldface), while V and VC finals allow accent on the antepenult. 
If we invoke final-consonant extrasyllabicity, the VC reduces to V, while VVC, 
VV, and VCC reduce to VV and VC. The recessive accent rule can now work 
in terms of this derived light-heavy distinction in the fin~ syllable. The important 
point here is · that all coda consonants (obstruents and sonorants) count in this 
calculation for weight. 

S11hsyl/11/Jic Cu11s1i111e11cv -139 

(80) anthro:pos man· nom.sg. 
an thro:pe voe. 
anthro:po:n gen.pl. 
anthro:po: dual 
lipotriks ' balding· 

The same point holds for a minimality cons traim inherited from Jndo-Eur,,p.:an 
that requires monosyllabic nominal roots to be heavy: Co Y:C., or C

0
VCC

0 
(G,,bton 

1990). Cluster simplifications taking roots below the minimum activa te '- ,,wel 
lengthening: [pod-s] ' foot". [kher-s) ' hand ' -+ [pos]. [kher] -, po10 ( = [r,,,,s) ). 
kheir ( = I khecr]l. No lengthening occurs in thriks ·hair ' . indicating that [kl c-,,unts 
for weight. Assuming that both halves of a long ,·owe! are under the nucleu,. we 
have the representations in (81 ). 

(81) a. lipotri k(s) b. anthroopoo 

~/ V 
N 

v I 
N ' N' 

Thus, the calculation of weight must a llow branching a t two different structural 
levels in the X-slot model: under N for (81 b) and under N ' for (8 1 a). The question 
is whether there are weight-sensitive processes that would need to distinguish the 
two locations. 

Steriade recapitula tes an argument to this effect due to Allen (1973), based on 
enclitic accent and the distribution of long vowels at two historical stages of Greek. 
In the Attic dialect [a'ngelo 's tis) 'some messenger' and [phi' los tis] 'some friend' 
suggest that enclitic accent ( = floating high to ne) may dock on the final TBU of 
the stem so long as a representation with high tones on adjacent TB Us does not 
ensue (82a). The enclitic accent of [o'iko's tis] 'some house ' (82b) indicates that 
the second element of a diphthong counts as a TB U, blocking adjacency between 
the [o] of the root [oik] and the [o] of the desinence [-os] and thus allowing the 
enclitic high to associate. Finally, cases like [a'llos tis] 'some other', (e'ntha te] 
'thither and' , [a'stu ti] ' some town' argue that coda sonorants do not count as 

. TB Us; the emergence of the enclitic high thus is blocked (82c). 

"(82) a. angelos tis 

I I "" 

philos tis (association blocked) 
I 

H H H H 
b. oikos tis 

II "" H H 

c. entha te (association blocked) 
I 

H H 
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In contrast, Homeric [a'llo's tis] and [e 'ntha' te] suggest that sonorants count as 
TBUs at an earlier stage of the language. Since tonal contrasts are typ_ically re
alized on vocoids, and since vocoids seek out the nucleus, we might infer that 
TB Us are a property of the nucleus. 

An additional parallel between vocoids and TB Us supports this line of reason
ine. In general, phonological systems seem to allow just two vocoids per syllable. 
In-supporting this proposition, Steriade points to Tryon's (1970a) statement that 
in Tahitian three-vowel sequences, the first two are tautosyllabic unless the first 
is long, in which case the syllable break falls between the first and second vowels. 
Thus oia ' he, she' is syllabified as [oi.a],fara :oa 'bread' as [fa.ra:.oa], and a;,ahia: 
ta ·d;wn' as [a.-:>a.hi .a:.ta]. These divisions follow if the vocalic nucleus is re
stricted to two slots and a given vowel is barred from spanning two successive 

S\·Uables. 
· Returning to Greek, on the basis of the Homeric [a' llo's tis] vs. Attic [a' llos tis] 

contrast, Allen infers that the former diffe rs from the latter by assigning coda 
sonorants to the nucleus. 

(83) 

Homeric N 
I'---

N 
I 

e n th a 

N' 

Attic ~ N 
I 

e n th a 

An additional fact supports this analysis. In Homeric Greek a long vowel short
ens before a tautosyllabic sonorant (Osthoff's Law). Allen c ites the data in (84) 
in support of this rule . 

(84) gra:u-s-+ graus 'old woman' vs. gra:u-os > gra:wos > gra:os 
gno:-nt-es-+ gnontes ' knowing' nom.pl. (cf. gi-gno:-sko:) 

If there are just two skeletal slots in the nucleus and if sonorants are assigned to 
the nucleus N instead of to the coda under N' , then shortening follows on the 
reasonable assumption that a consonant and a vowel cannot share the same skel
etal slot. Once again the Attic dialect differs, freely allowing long vowel plus 
tautosyllabic sonorant: ti:mo:ntos 'value' pres. part. gen.sg. , ta:lla 'the other' pl. 
To summarize, phonological weight for the recessive accent rule and mini~ality 
is defined by branching at either N or N ' while the TBU and the domam of 
Osthoff's Law shortening are defined more narrowly as N in the Homeric dialect. 

Steriade argues that these data do not conclusively support the X-slot model' s 
nucleus-coda (N vs. N') distinction over the moraic theory. The latter can be 
enriched to encode the special status of the sonorants in the Homeric dialect 
through a rule or constraint, ordered after (or overridden by) the onset rule, re
quiring these consonants to associate with or project a mora. This spec ial rule 
precedes the WBP rule , which is restricted to augmenting a monomoraic syllable 
to bimoraic. The effect is that syllables closed by a sonorant count as heavy for 
Osthoff's Law as well as the minimality and recessive accent rules. Nonsonorants 
(and all consonants in Attic) acquire a mora through WBP and thus will not trigger 

Osthoffs shL1rtening since. WBP_ only applies when the syl lable has just a single 
mora. So long as moras ansrng from WBP are excluded from the class of TB Us 
the same pallern of data can be generated. The derivation of Homeric e'ntha' 1; 

and g110111es from [gno:-nt-es] sketched in (85) summarizes the proposed moraic 
analysis. 

(85) e n th a t e 
I I 

µ. µ µ 

e n th a t e 
I ~t µ. 

I 
a a a 

e n th a l e 
I \ I 

~ µ. µ \ µ 

I \J 
a a a 

H H 
I / 
e n th a t e 

I I 

~~ µ µ 

V 
a a a 

inappl. 

g n o n t e s UR 
~ 

µ µ µ 

g nont es 

~~ 
a a 

n t e s 

µ. ~ 
a a 

g n o n tes 

~~ 
a a 

inappl. 

onset formation 
and a proj ec tion 

free sonorants 
proj ect µ 

TB U projection 
and Osthoff's Law 

weight-by-position 

The Attic dialect differs in lacking the step that projects a mora over the sonorant 
consonants. They thus fail to count as TBUs and consequently block enclitic 
accent assignment in e'ntha te; they also fail to undergo WBP after a long vowel 
and hence will fail to trigger Osthoff's Law in ti:mo:ntos. The upshot is tha t in 
this case the moraic theory appears to encode the different status of the sonorants 
by stipulating a rule that must apply at a precise point in the derivation of the 
syllable. The stipulative nature of the solution might be mitigated by trying to 
construe Homeric Greek as similar to lmdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber (section 6.6) in 
allowing the projection of syllabic nuclei/moras to travel farther down the sonority 
scale than the vocoid cutoff point imposed by most systems. 

This discussion should reinforce the general impression that it is very d ifficult 
to tease apart the differe nces between the X-slot and moraic models and assess 
their empirical implications. Given the amount of maneuvering each model a llows 
to protect itself from outright empirical disconfirmation, the differences seem at 
this juncture to lie more at the level of intuition than of hard evide nce. •Since the 
moraic model professes fewer skeletal distinctions, it has attracted greater alle-
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giance on grounds of being the more restrictive theory. However, compelling 
evidence one way or the other remains to be discovered. 

Suggested Readings 
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20.253-306. 

H yman, Larry . 1985. A theory of phonological weight. Dordrecht: Fori~. 
McCarthy, John. 1981. A prosodic theory of nonconcatenative morphology. Linguistic 

Inquiry 12.373-418. 
Odden, Da vid. 1986. Review of Larry Hyman, A theory of phonological weight. Language 

62.669-73. 

Exercises 

8.1 Chaha 

This exercise concerns the principles controlling the assignment of the features 
of palatalization and labialization that mark certain morphological categories of 
the verb in Chaha, a South Semitic language (McCarthy 1983. 1986b). If the correct 
representations have been established, then the realization of these features in 
the designated morphological categories can be stated by two simple rules. Hence, 
most of the work consists in establishing the correct representations. The rules 
assigning palatalization and labialization are structure-preserving: their applica
tion is suspended if it would give rise to a segment that does not occur in the 
inventory of underlying phonemes. The phonemes are listed in three groups. In 
the first group [U and [q] are ejectives (la). The second group comprises the 
palatalized consonants (lb) . A low-level rule realizes palatalized coronals as al
veopalatals (i.e., dY = [j]. tY = [c], etc.). Palatalization may not combine with 
labial consonants or with coronal sonorants. The third group consists of labialii.ed 
consonants (le). Coronals may not combine with labialization. 

(1) a. b,p d ,q g,k,q 
m n,r 
f z,s X 

w y 

b. dY ,tY ,tY gY,kY 
zY,sY xY 

qY 

C. bw,pw gw,kw 
F xw 
mW qw 

Exl'rcise., 443 

A. In the imperat ive the feminine is ma rked J-,y palatalization. 

(2) imeerative 
2sg.masc. 2se.fem. 
gYa:kY;it gYa:k';it' ·accompa ny· 
n;;ima:d n;imred' ' love· 
n;iq::i! n;iq;i!' 'kick' 
n;;ik<>s n;ibs' 'bite· 
g;mez g;ir;ez, 'be old ' 
WJ!,t:q WJ!:t:q! ·raw 
far;ex forrex ' 'be patient' 
n;ik;ib n;ibb 'find' 
b;;ibr b;ik;ir ' lack' 

In the perfective a 3sg.masc . object is marked by labialization. 

(3) ' he Verb-ed ' ' he Verb-ed him' 
da:na:g d;ena:gw 'hit' 
na:da:f na:da:fW 'sting· 
qa:na:f qa:nrer 'knock down' 
nreka:b na:krebw 'find· 
sYa:fa:r sYa:f"·rer ·cover 
nreka:s nrekwres 'bite· 
krefret ka:f"·ret 'open· 
ba:krer ba:kwa:r ' lack' 
qre\a:r qwa:\a:r ' kill ' 
mresrer mwa:srer 'seem' 
mrekYa:r mwa:kYrer 'burn· 
sredred sredred 'chase' 

· _. The impersonal of the verb is marked by both palatalization and labializat ion. 

(4) eersonal imeersonal 
krefret krefWa:tY 'open' 
nrekres nrekwresY 'bite' 
\reba:s \rebwa:sY 'fry' 
dremred da:mwa:dY 'join' 
brena:r bwrena:r 'demolish' 
qre\a:r qwa:\a:r 'kill' 
sYregrer SYa:gwrer 'change' 
nreka:b nreka:bw 'find' 
sa:nreb sa:nrebw 'spin ' 
\YrefWrer !Ya:fWa:r ' scratch and mark' 
gYa:kYrer gYrekYa:r 'straighten out' 
breta:x ba:ta:xw 'dig out' 
da:na:g drena:g"' ' hit' 
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Examine the data in (2)-(4) and brielly discuss the motivations for imposing a 
templatic representation. State the rules realizing the featu res of palatalization 
and Jabialization. Must the rules be ordered •) Show how your analys is works by 
deriving the following items: nakas-'" ' bite !' fem.imper., nakiJb ·find:· iem.imper. , 

11rekreb" 'he found him' , 11a!k"'1es 'he bit him· . q"'re/rrr 'he killed him·. 1uek"'tes·'· 
'was bitten ·. da!nreg"· ' was hit'. 

B. The verbs in this section depart from the simple triconsonantal C\ "CYC shape 
of the previous data. In some cases this departure is predictable while in 
others 1t i5 lexically idiosyncratic. Propose representatil1ns for these verbs. 
What hearing do they have on the question of how the fea tures of palatali
zation and labialization are rea lized? 

(5) imperative 
masculine feminine 
bret;it bretY;i1Y 'be wide' 
fret;it fretY;it>" ' be partial' 
n;izrez n;izYa:zY ' dream 
n;iq;iq n;iqY;iqY ' take apart· 
s;ibk s;ikY;ikY 'plant in ground ' 

personal impersonal 
srekrek srekwrekw 'plant in ground ' 
grema!m gremwremw 'chip the rim' 

(6) g;ira!dred gw;irred•redY 'cut in big pieces' 
m;ira:qreq m;irreqwa:qw 'scratch in a straight line· 
b;irrega:g b;irregwregw 'be startled ' 
n;isa!na:s n;isYa:na:sY 'sprinkle powder' 
gJZa!ga:z gw;izYa:gwa:zY 'cut a living being 

with a blunt knife' 
q;ita:qret qw;i(Yreqwa:(Y 'hammer' 
fata:fret CW;itYa:fWa:tY 'crumble bread' 
fafa!fa:r CW ;ira:CW a:r 'produce worms' 
b:ita:ba:t bw;itYrebwretY 'dissolve powder' 
t:imretrem t;imwretremw 'wind down' 
s;ibresreb s;ibwa:sa:bw 'gather' 
d;ifa:dref d;iCW reda:CW 'press lightly' 
n;iqrena:q n;iqwa:na:qw ' shake' 
s;ixa:sa:x s:ix wresa:x w 'shell by grinding' 

(7) tretre tYa:(Ya: 'twist a rope' 
qreqre qwa:qwa: ' tie tightly' 

Show how your analysis works by deriving the following items: b1e1-'·;,1" ' be wide!' 
fem.imper., biJrteg"'tl!f( '' ' was startled ' , g•·n.vreg•·tl!,:'· 'was cut a living being with 
a blunt knife ', q"'1eq"'a• 'was tied tightly'. 
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C. Tf his question_ concerns the historical development of the system . It is known 
rom compari son w11 h closely related laneuaoes that Ch h· d 

• _ o- a a un erwent two 
sou~d c_hanges rellecteJ m (8a): devoic ing of geminates followed b de-
gemmat,on. These ru les are stated in (8b). y 

(8) a . da:prer 
ga:trer 
mrekrer 
gretYre 
gresYa! 

race 
'put to Jeep' 
·suppurate' 
·rope an animal' 
·raid' 

b. l - sonor] -> [ - voiced] / __ 

/\ 
C C 

a a 

/\ I 
C c ..... c 

*drebbrer 
*greddrer 
*ma:ggrer 
*gred>"d) re 
*grez•zi re 

T~e devoi~ing and degemin~tion ~ave given ri se to a voicing alternation in the 
middle radical of the verbal mflect1on. Where the earlier syste d bb ' h b k , m oppose sre rer 

e ro ' e to_JJ-srebar :he breaks', the present system opposes sreprer 'he broke' 
to ya-sre?ar he breaks . Also compare gretrer with ya-gredar ' put to s leep' a d 
g~t• re with JiJ-gre<P' ' rope an animal' . The fo~ms in (9) are known by comparis:n 
with related languages to have also had an internal gemi·nate B t J'k · h . . . . u un I e m t e 
verbs m (8), _no ?evo1cmg occurred , though degemination did . Can you explain 
the systematic difference between the verbs in (8) and (9)? In O d ' · . . . • Y ur 1scuss1on 
make exphc1t all assumptions and principles that you appeal to . ' 

(9) ga:da:d 'tear' *ga:ddred 
nredred 'burn' *nredda:d 
fregreg 'die (cattle)' *fregga:g 
nrezrez 'dream' *nrezza:z 
frezrez 'be better' *frezza:z 

An additional factor bearing on this question is that loanwords from A h · 
h d · · b m an c s ow egemmat1on ut no devoicing. 

(I 0) nredref 
nrega:s 
na:za:b 

'sting' 
'reign' 
'be flexible' 

levantine Arabic 

Amharic nreddO!f 
Amharic nreggrzs 
Amharic /rezzreb 

Review exe~cise 1.5. Form~late the rule for the complete assimilation of the lateral 
of thl! definite prefix seen m (I). Develop an analysis to explain the di'st ·b 1· 
f th h · I · n u 10n 

o e epen~ ellc vow~ m (2) versus (3). Discuss the bearing of these data on the 
representation of gernmates and the n1llure of assimilation. Data for this exercise 
are based on Abu-Salim 1980. 
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J1Q!ill definite 
(I) walad 1-walad 'boy' 

mooz 1-mooz ' banana 
kuusa 1-kuusa ' squash' 
hawa 1-hawa ~air' 
sana s-sana 'year' 
nuur n-nuur 'Jight' 

(2) blaad li-blaad 'country 
ktaab li-ktaab 'book' 

J:i~aan li-J:i~aan ' horse' 

(3) zbuun z-zbuun 'customer' 
druus d-druus ' lessons ' 
treen Hreen ' train' 
l]:iaaf 1-IJ:iaaf 'blanket' 

8.3 Hausa 

These data from Kidda 1982 illustrate the formation of deverbal adjectives in 
Hausa. In what way do the concepts and principles of autosegmental phonology 
developed in this chapter help to elucidate the phonological structure displayed 
in these paradigms? Note that [y] is frequently employed in Hausa to break up 
vowel clusters. In these transcriptions the acute and grave accents mark high and 
low tone , respectively. Long vowels are transcribed as geminates. 

(I) verb masc.adj. fem.adj. pl.adj. 
daf-a dafaffee dafaffiya dafaffuu ·cooked' 
k6n-e konannee konanniya konannuu 'burnt ' 
bug-u bugaggee bugaggiya bugagguu 'drunk' 
san-l sanannee saminnfya sanannuu 'known' 
tuhum-a tuhumammee tuhumammiya tuhumammuu ·suspected' 
sahar-a sahararree sahararriya sahararruu 'well-known' 
bat-a bataccee batacciya batattuu ' lost' 
bus-e busassee busamya busassuu 'dried ' 
maU mataccee mataccrya matattuu 'died' 
hud-a hudafiee hudajJrya hudadduu 'pierced' 
tafas-a tafasMsee tafasassrya tafasassuu 'boiled' 
s6 soyayyee soyayyrya soyayyuu ' loved ' 
sa sayayyee sayayyrya sayayyuu 'worn ' 
er clyayyee clyayyrya ciyayyuu ·eaten ' 
ba bayayyce bayayyrya bayayyuu 'given' 

8.4 Kall 

Kall is a speech disguise.employed by speakers ofWolof. According to Ka ( 1989). 
"it was used in precolonial times by the king to communicate with his people 
without strangers or foes understanding; during the colonial period to prevent 
representatives of the colonial power from knowing the intentions of the col11-
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nized; still today to treat approrriate ly a gues1 wi1hou1 his prior knowledge.' · 
Wolof surface syllables have the sh_apes CV. C\T. CVV. C VCC. C VVC, with 
vowel an_d cons~ nant clus1er_s reslncted to geminates. What is the rule fo r the 
speech d1sgu1se. _ What does 1t reveal about 1he internal structu re of the sy llab le 
and skeletal Iler m Wolof? (Tran~c npt1on no1e: [e] is schwa.) 

( I ) Wolof Ka ll 
sama masa my 
jabar barja •wife· 
yobbu ko buko yoo 'bring it' 
toggu ko gukotoo ·cook it ' 
doom medoo ·child' 
ker reke ' home· 
yapp peyaa ·meat' 

8.5 Kwakala 

:4'dopting th~ moraic framework of Hayes (1989). s tate the distribution of stress 
•~ t~e f~llowmg data from Kwakala, formally characterizing the required syllable 
d1stmct10ns. The data are from Zee 1988, based on Boas 1947. 

(I) qa:sa 'to walk ' 
c'e:kwa ' bird' 
xwa:k'W;ina 'canoe' 
t';ilf:d•u ' large board on which fish are cut' 

b;1xa ' to cut' 
w';ida 'it is cold' 
m';ikw;ila ·moon' 
g;it;J~Wa 'to tickle' 

s;ixwc•a 'to be willing' 
gasxa ' to carry on fingers' 
maxwc•a 'to be ashamed' 
c';itxa 'to squirt' 

anqa 'to squeeze' 
m';)nsa 'to measure' 
d;)fxa 'damp' 
d•;)mb;it;:ils 'to bury in hole in ground' 
m;ix;)n~;ind 'to strike edge· 

an'qa 'to put lire among· 
m:il'qa ' to repair canoe· 
kw;>n '.\dl 'clams are spoiled " 
g;,m'xa 'to use the left ha nd ' 



Feature Geometry, U11derspecificatio11, anti Co11strai11t.1· 

(2J Glottal 
Tongue Root 
Soft Palate 

[h,?] 
(f:i,'i] 
[NJ 

Dorsal 
Coronal 
Labial 

[w,yj 

Lil 
[w) 

The na~al glide (N) is found in Japanese as the so-called mora nasal: it lacks an 
oral art iculator of its own and may assimilate one from a following stop. The nasal 
glide i5 often found as the output of debuccalization processes that delink the 
Place node , as in many Spanish dialec ts (Trigo 1988). (2) predicts the existence 
of dorsal glides as distinct from labial and coronal ones. Halle points to Anderson's 
( 1976b) analysis of Fula in which the glides l w ,y] alternate sometimes with labials 
and coronab [b.j] and at other times with the velars [k,g]. Careful phonetic study 
is required to determine whether the glides participating in these two dilTerent 
alternations are phonetically identical, as the traditional transcript ion implies. 
(Also see Paradis 1988a.) 

If thi s view of the articulators in [ - consonantal) segments is correct. it implies 
that the choice of articulator can only be determined once the syllabic nucleus is 
established. If the articulator choice is represented lexically, then a nuclear-non
nuclear distinc tion is implied and consequently a rudimentary syllabification is 
imposed on lexical representations. Also, rules vocalizing glides and devocalizing 
vowels may require a change of articulator in order to respect these constraints. 
Such implications of the constraint on articulator coupling with particular major 
class features remain unexplored. 

In the Halle-Sagey model, the manner features [continuant], [strident] , and 
[lateral] depend directly from the root and are thus articulator-free. [ ± continuant) 
freely combines with Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal to generate stops and fricatives 
at each of the three major oral places of articulation. But [± lateral] is almost 
always restricted to coronal consonants and so might be treated as a dependent 
of the Coronal articulator (Levin 1988a). Halle points to the velar laterals dis
covered in certain New Guinea languages, showing that coronality is not universal. 
Also problematic for the view of [lateral] as a Coronal dependent is the fact that 
assimilation for Place does not necessarily entail assimilation of laterality (e.g., 
Chukchee a-assimilation, section 3.4). Finally, we Jack evidence for whether the 
I ± strident] distinction between (8] and [s) is properly extended beyond the cor
onals. If no evidence is forthcoming, then it might be treated as a Coronal de
pendent. 

Since the features for voicing and nasality are bound to the Glottal and Soft 
Palate (SP) articulators, respectively, the bilabial nasal [ml activates three artic
ulators (3a). 

(3) a. [ + cons ] 

(~Pl~ i"" I ~ 

b. [ ~~~~~r] 
~ 

Place [ - contin) 
/"-.._ 

Labial SP Glottal Dorsal Labial 

I I I 
I+ nasal) I - stiff vf) [ + round) 

The oral articulators may also combine to form complex segments. f-'o r exampk. 
the labial-velar [kw) combines a dorsal closure with lip rounding and so activates 
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?oth the Dorsal and L~bia l_ a rticulators . However .. , reprc,cntation ,uch as (3b ) 
1s incomplete because 11 fails to 1nd1catc that the j -continu.int j manner feature 
(as_ well as the_ r~ot features) are executed by the Dorsal rather than the Labial 
articulator. This information is necessary for the rroper phL1nt:1ic interpretat ion 
of ~he segment asw well as for the phonology: for e\ample . t,, ensure that nasa l 
ass1milallo_n to lg. I generates a velar nasal I I)) in t1 11guish instead of the labial 
[m). The 1ntegr~t10~ of the manner/stricture fea turc:s with place features has 
emerged as a maJor issue in phonological theory. generating a number of different 
accounts. The Halle-Sagey proposal distinguishe, between . .. · .. . d . 
" . ,. . _ .1 maJor an .1 

minor ar11c_ulator: In segments with multiple articulators. a t k ast one is singled 
OU'. as the maJor ~rt1eulator: II executes the_ root anJ manner features. The major 
articulator 1s des1gnat_ed by an arrow poin ting from the root L,f the tree . By con
vent10~, all of th:, stncture a~1d root features are implementeJ by the a rticulator 
so designated. [k ) thus receives the representation in (4). 

~----.... 
(4)

6
[+cons] 

OA 1- contin j 

Dorsal Labial 

I 
I + round) 

The Halle-~agey model thus recognizes two different mechanisms to establish 
feature ?roupmgs: dependency and the arrow (in addition to certain restrictions 
on particular root-articula tor combinations). Numerous researchers have a t
t~mpted to el!minate the a~ow by placing the stricture features (particularly [con
tn~uant)) at ~1fferent locallons. We will review some of these proposals in section 
9.:,. The stricture feat~res of secondary articulations have also been studied by 
Sagey (1988), who claim~ that _they are . ne_ve r contrastive in a given language 
a lthough they may vary m thetr phonetic mterpretation from one language to 
anot~er: for example, [kw]. [kr]. and [kp) have been identified as realizations of 
~ labial-vela~ stop. The~e systematic differences a re viewed as matters of phonetic 
tm~leme~tat1on, conceived as copying the segment's stricture features under the 
maJor art1cula_tor and then adding the appropriate stricture specifications for the 
second~ arlI~ulator. The result is a phonetic representation with separate stric
ture s~ec1_fica1Ions for each articulator, the vocoid [w) being the default value. 
On this view, (4) may be converted to any of the representations in (5) in the 
course of phonetic implementation. 

(5) Oral Place 

~ 
Dorsal 

I 
I - contin] 
l +cons! 

Labial 

i 
[ + round! 
1-cons l 

I k" I 

Oral Place 

~ 
Dorsal 

I 
1-continl 
I + cons! 

Labial 

I 
I + contin] 
I + cons] 

Oral Place 

~ 
Dorsal 

I 
l -contin j 
I + cons! 

Labial 

I 
[ -contin ] 
I + cons! 

lkp l 
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9.2 Gutturals 

In a thorough studv of the Semitic gutturals. McCarthy (1991 l d iscusses the im
plications these co~sonants hold for feature theory - in particul:ir the conception 
of Place. We will review his major results he re . First and mo~; importantly, the 
gutt urals arc implemented by trrec distinct articulators: the 1::ryngeals [? ,h) by 
the "f<lottal .. articulator, the pharyngeals [ l)S) by retraction of to ngue root con
strict i-;,g the lower pharynx, and the u\·u!ars l~-¥1 by a tongue-dl'rs um constrict ion 
at the posterior wall of the oropharynx. Nevertheless. the guu urals fo rm a de
monstrable phonological and phonetic c lass. McCarthy documents numerous 
sound change, and constraints that isolate (?,h ,l) ,'i" ,)5,1/]. First and most signifi
cant!~. the guttural s participate full y in the Arabic root cooccurrence restrictions: 
there is a s tatisticall y significant avoidance of roots built fro m two di stinct mem
bers from the guttural class (see section 4.3.4). Second , vowels lower in the en
vironment of guttura ls in several Semitic languages. For exam ple. Classical Arabic 
distinguishes ~he perfect and imperfect of its basic (measure I) verbs by the qua lity 
of the vowel separating the second and third radicals . The chart in (6a) shows the 
relevant ablaut c lasses. 

(6) a. a/u katab/yaktub ' write• 

a/i Darab/yaDrib 'beat ' 
i/a sarib/yasrab 'drink' 
a/a fafal/yafial 'do' 

b. sa?al/yas?al ·ask' 
nahab/yanhab 'rob' 

mana'i'/yamna'i' ' prohibit' 
fatal)/yaftal:i 'open' 
maray/yamra11 ' loiter' 
~ara,siya~ra,s · 'scream' 

The first three classes involve a change in the height of the vowel: imperfect [i,u) 
correspond to perfect [a) while imperfect [a] corresponds to perfect [i) . Members 
of the deviant [a]/[a] class almost all have a guttural in the second or third position 
and can be understood as reflecting a rule spreading a [low] tongue body feature 
to the vowel, which either preempts or reverses the change in height (see below 
for details). Other samples of this class are listed in (6b). Additional phenomem1 
that single out the gutturals include a tendency to avoid closing the syllable on a 

guttural (e.g., Tiberian Hebrew and Bedouin Arabic, \_"'he~e underlying [V;G~] is 
realized as V;GV;C) and guttural degemination (e .g. , T1benan Hebrew and T1gre, 
where G;G;-> G;). These rules and constraints demonstrate that (?,h,'i',l) ,,s ,y] form 
a natura l phonological class. The gutturals also share clear phone tic correlates: 
acousticall y, they are distinguished by their high first formant values; articula
torily. they arc all produced in the posterior region of the vocal tract. 

McCarthy proposes the feature [pharyngeal] to define these segments. The next 
quc~t ion is where to locate this feature in the hierarchical tree. Since they inc llllk 

G111111m/.1· -t'i7 

the laryngeals [?.hj, o ne might see the gutt urals a, J : .1mification of the Glottal 
~o?e. Two fact s show this conclusion to be e rroneou , First. the gutturals· par
t1c1pat1on in the root cooccurrcnce restri_c tion argue, for placing [pharyngeal ] 
unde r the Place node. All the o ther equi valence cla<ses in the constraint arc 
defined by_ a ~lace category: [labial]. ]coronal] (with rtrincmentsJ. [dorsa l]. Sec
ond, ass1m1lat1on rules that neutrali ze voic ing distinct i,, ~, in the Semitic languages 
fail t? a lter the pharyngeal character of a guttural. If fJlturals really we re a s~b
spe~1es of Glottal. we might expect them to delink in :ontc.\tS where voice as
similates. Smee such a phenomenon is never cncoun:~red. we have additiona l 
reason to locate [pharyngeal] unde r Place , as in (7J. 

(7) Place 

~ 
[labial] [coronal] [dorsal] [pharyngeal] 

The fact that the !pharyngeal] class comprises three distinct articulators is sur
pnsmg from the arhculator-based conception of Place. ~lcCarthy concludes tha t 
this fact supports Perkell 's (1980) view of features as "orosensory goals" wh 
· I · . ose •r:"P e mentat1on req~ires feedback between the articulator and the constric tion 
~1te. The ~eometry •_n (7) betrays an anatomical asymmetry that re inforces this 
mte rpretatton. The single [pha ryngeal] category spans a region that is equivalent 
to tha t subtended by the three separa te [labial), [coronal]. and (dorsal] a rticulators 
!aken together. McCarthy speculates that feedback receptors are more diffused 
m the pharynge~I cavity in comparison to the densely packed oral cavity. This 
could a lso expla in why the [lab1al], [coronal], and [dorsal] expansio ns of Place 
are a lways chosen before [pharyngeal], which, laryngeals aside, is lacking in most 
languages. A sta unch supporter of the articulator model might specula te tha t th~ 
Glottal and Tongue ~oot articulators run along the same neural pathway and 
branch more superfic1a lly: the relevant sense of " a rticulator" would be defined 
at this more abstract level. 

Whate~er _the eventual outcome of these speculations, the model in (7) over
looks a significant asymmetry noted first by Steriade (1987a), who observed a 
tendency ~or vo""'.els to completely assimilate across [h] and [?] in many languages. 
She explained this "laryngeal transparency" with the hypothesis that, in contrast 
to oral consonants such as [p], [h,?] lack a Place node that could serve as a barrie r 
to the spread of a vowel's Place node (8). 

(8) V C V 
L------------1 

Place Place 

[VhVj 

V C V 
L------f-------1 

Place Place Place 

[VpV] 

Mc~arthy points out tha t in Se.mitic the enti re class of gutturals is transparen t _ 
not J~st the laryngeals. For example, in Tiberian Hebrew the schwa of such pre
fixes as /,1 ' to' and w,1 ' and' assimilates the quality of a following reduced vowel 
- but o nly when a guttural intervenes. Other consonants block thi s vowel echo. 
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(9J wa?"ni 'and I' 
)e?Ckol ' to eat' 
la'i'"bod ' to serve' 

lo~0 li ' for sickness 

There is thus a dilemma. T he. root cooccurrence restrictions argue th,11 [pharyn
geal! is Place category, while paradigms such as (9) indicate that the gu ttural s arc 
permeable to spread of the vocalic Place node - a phenomeno n that can be ex
plained if they Jack a Place specification. McCarthy's solution 1s to break the 
Place node into two branches: Oral and Pharyngeal. 

(IOJ Place ~------Oral Pha ryngeal _______,____ 
[labial] [coron) [dorsal) 

Just as the individual articulators define separate autosegmental tiers and hence 
can spread past one another (section 4.3.4), so do the_ Oral and Phar~ngeal ex
pansions . The consequence is that an oral consonant will block spreading~ vow_
c l's Place node but Pharyngeal will not; the asymmetry noted by Sten~de_ IS 

thereby addressed. The proper _inte_rpretation of the ,?CP-dnven ~?ot restnct1on 
depends on a slight equivocation m the status of ph~ryngeal. In the more 
densely populated oral cavity the cooccurrence c?ns~ramt r~aches down to the 
individual articulators; but in the pharyngeal cavity 1_t rema_ms at the category 
level, ignoring the individual articulators. A_s we sa~ m_ section 4 .3.4, the ~tate
mcnt of other cooccurrence constraints requires relat1v1Z1ng the ~CP to particular 
tiers or combinations of tiers in the feature geometry and so this move appears 

justified. 
(I la) shows McCarthy's conception of the internal structure of the Place node; 

(It b) illustrates various subtypes of [pharyngeal) consonants. 

(11) a. Place 

~ 
Oral Pha ryngeal 

ldorsa)l 
[radical! 

I pharyngeal l 

b. i. Pla1.:c 

Pharyngeal 

[pharyngeal! 

[?.h j laryngeals 

II. 

iv. Place 

~ 
Oral Pharyngeal 

I I 
[dorsal! [pharyngeal ! 

[q) uv ula r slop 

G111111rals 

Place Ill. Place 

Pharyngeal 

~ 
I rauical I I phar~ n!_:c J , 

Pharvn!!c,tl 

~-
IJ,1r,al 11 rhar~ ng,·.tl I 

,~--~! pharyng.:.i l- I~-) I u,·ular gu11ur.t1, 

v . Place 

~ 
Oral Phar:, ngca l 

___,,-/' ' 
I coronal I I dorsal I I rharyngcal l 

IT.D.S.Z l crr.ph;,1ics 

The following observations a re in order . Fir~l. there are a couple o f equiYo
cations in the geometry. The term "pharyngeal" appears at two different )(',·els 
in the tree. It denotes a category labe l standing for the whole class of gutturals 
and also appears as a te rmi nal feature . Since no articulator is designa ted for 1he 
laryngeals, McCarthy apparently assumes that the "Glottal articulator" is pressed 
into service as a matte r of phonetic implementation rather than in the phonok1gy 
- a move whose validity remains to be assessed. Second, the [dorsal] articulator 
is reachable through either the Oral or the Pharyngeal branch. This makes scnse 
since it lies at the bounda ry between the two cavities and can enter either. We 
will see additional examples of such " double domination" later in this chapter. 
Third, recall that in Semitic only the [~,y) subset of the uvulars count as guttum ls : 
the stop [q] does not. Instead of re ferring direc tly to a stricture feature, McCarthy 
draws the distinction between [~,y] and [q] more subtly by trading on the am
biguous status of the [dorsal) articiilator as a dependent of eithe r the O ral or the 
Pharyngeal category node. The uvular stop [q] (I l biv) has an Oral expansio n 
lacking in the guttura ls [~.y] (I tbiii). Since both subtypes have identical terminal 
features, the guttural-nonguttura l difference he re is a pure ly formal one. It is 
designed to explain why uvular [~,y] are transparent to rules that spread a vowel' s 
Oral Place node while uvula r [qj' is opaque. Fourth, the em phatic consonants 
(I tbv) have a secondary constrict ion in the upper oropharynx and thus take the 
[dorsal] and [pharyngeal) fea tures as a seconda ry articulation . Fina lly, in a ll cases 
where an oral expansion of the Place node combines with a pharyngeal o ne, O ral 
is the primary Place category and Pharyngea l is subordina te. This primary
nonprimary distinction is c ritica l to the stateme nt of severa l constraints. 

Le t us now see how these representatio ns permit various rules and constraint s 
to be economically expressed . First, the root cooccurrence restriction o n the 
gutturals is expressed in ( 12a) as an OCP restriction over the class 
[?,h,~,'i'.~,y) - that is, those consonants that lack an Oral expansion and hence 
for which Pharyngeal is the primary Place category. The remaining constra ints 
over the oral articulators arc expressed in ( 12b) , with further refinements o f the 
coronal class, a point we overlook he re . 
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(12) a. OCP 
domain: primary [phar~ r,geal) 

b. OCP 
domain: primary [labial ]. primary [coronal!. primary [dor,alj 

:,lcCarthv cites the tables iJJ (13) t,• , how that the uvular gut turals h -111 actually 
overlap both the {g.k.q} and the gu:wral equivalence classe,. discombining with 
both . 

c I 3) a. adjacent (C,C~ ,C~CJJ nonadjacent (C ,C,) 

A B C A B C .-\ = {g.k.q} 
A I 0 79 .·\ 3 2 52 B {\. )"i 
B 3 0 2 B 14 0 13 
C 78 3 6 C 50 23 C {'i' .~.'.h} 

b . OCP 
domain: primary [dorsal] 

This overlap follows straightforwardly if consonants taking the tongue dorsum as 
a primary articulator define an equivale nce class. It groups {l!C,11} with {g,k,q}. 

The a na lysis of the emphatic consonants (I Jbv) as having a secondary uvular 
articulat ion and hence dominating a combination o f [dorsal] and [pharyngeal] is 
the least well supported aspect of the proposed system. An a lternative interprets 
··emphasis" as vela rization and thus a secondary articulation of [ + back). The 
[kl vs. [q) opposition could then be expressed as [ - back] vs. [ +back] dorsals. 
There is minimal evidence for a [pharyngea l) component to the empha tics. Since 
these consonants freely combine with gutturals, the postula ted [pharyngeal] com
ponent at best does no work and at worst must be overlooked . McCarthy mentio ns 
a couple of rules and constraints that index emphatics and uvulars: for example, 
Arabic [z] corresponds to Ugaritic [11]; also , while Classical Arabic [q] freely 
combine~ with emphatics, [kl does noi. The [~) > [11) change is treated as loss of 
the coronal articulator accompanied by promotion of the secondary uvula r artic
ulation to primary. But if [back) is a dorsal dependent , the change could just as 
easily be described as the loss of the coronal articula tor and promotion of the 
dorsal to primary. Simila rly, the incompatibility of emphatics and [k) could be 
expressed in terms of [back) instead of [pharyngeal) . One phenomenon, however 
(noted originally in this connectio n by Herzallah (1 990)), diagnoses the postulated 
(pharyngeal ) component of the emphatics. In a number of Levantine dialects the 
feminine nominal suffix takes an [a) variant after la ryngeals and pharyngeals, after 
uvula rs. and after emphatics. Elsewhere it is [e] or [i) depending on the dialect. 
McCarth y cites the data in ( 14) from the Syrian dialect. 

c;11//11m/s 
.;<, I 

( 14) mnii~-a 'goou· 
San'i'-a 'handwork · 
waai.h-a 'display' 
l!(Or'-a ' rag 

Tabl!(-a ·cooking· 
daggaay-a ' tann ing· 

-:>oSS-a 'story 
'i'ariiD-a 'broad· 
l!(ayyaaT-a ·seamstress· 
baayZ-a 'foul· 

da rai.-e 'step 
kbiir-c ' large· 
madras-e ·school' 
fa rk-e ·society ' 
l!(afiif-e 'light' 

Following Herzallah , McCarthy sees this distribution as aris ing from a ~l'l',·ial 
rule that spreads the [pharyngeal] compone_nt of a stem-fina l consonant to a p,,~
tula!ed empty vowel for the suffix. An equivalence [pharyngeal)~ [+ lo\\") thl'n 
realizes the suffixal vowel as low. The [e] and [ii varia nts arise by default • I,. 
fill . . h I ll,~ 

mg m t e empty vowel. An example from each subtype is sketched in ( 151. 

(15) Place Place 

I .:' 

/\j 
[radical] [pharyngeal] 

Place Place 

I 
/\) 

A 
[dorsal] [pharyngeal] 

Or /\Pharyngeal,/ 

[coronalj 
[dorsal] [pharyngeal! 

[ya] [Taj 

One point on which McCarthy is silent is how the laryngeal features of voh:in , 
aspiration, and glottalization are to be represented in his model. In the Hnll~: 
Sagey articulator model of (I), these features are dependents of the Glotlnl a r
ticulator. In Semitic these features fail to classify a segment as a guttural _ hut 
why not? M~re broadly, this raises the question whether (?,h) are properly viewed 
as guttura ls m general or whe ther this is a special propert y o f Semitic anah1~\'ll~ 
perhaps to the -different status of the oral · glides (wl and [y] in Fula as t.;bini 
coronal versus dorsal. This is a topic that clearly requi res furthe r study. 
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9.3 Vocalic Place 

In the Halle-Sagey model, consonantal Place is determined by the Labial, Coronal. 
and Dorsal articulators while vocalic Place is a func tion of the SP£ tongue body 
features [high], [low], [back] as wel l as [round]. The former are dependents of 
the Dorsal articulator while [round] lies under the Labial node. 

( 16) Oral Place 

~ 
Coronal Dorsal Labial 

I 
[round] lhi,~\ 

!low! 
I back ] 

The only explicitly acknowledged formal connection between consonantal and 
vocalic Place relates Labial and [round]. Several lines of evidence support the 
idea that [round] is the vocalic expression of labiality in consonants. F irst. labiai 
consonants induce lip rounding in vowels. For example. in the Dravidian language 
Tulu (Bright 1972) the accusative suffix is back unrounded [-'i] unless preceded 
by a labial consonant or a round vowel: ka[!i' 'bond' but kappu 'blackness' , ucrn 
'snake'. In this example [p] and (u] are equivalent in Iabializing the suffixal vowel 
- a process that may be characterized as a spread of the Labial articulator to the 
vowel , where it is realized as rounding. Similarly, a round vowel may induce a 
Labial articulator on a consonant. Clements (1991a) observes that Proto-Bantu 
*111 is realized as (fu] in many daughter languages. The change can be understood 
as spread of the vowel's labia l articulation to the preceding consonant , displacing 
the original Coronal articulator. In addition to assimilations tha t c ross the con
sonant/vowel frontier, fortition and lenition processes also demonstrate the equiv
alence of rounded vowels and labials consonants: recall the hardening of the 
hiatus-breaking glide (w] to [v] or [bl in Basque (exercise 3.2) and Klingenheben·s 
Law in Hausa where labial consonants weaken to [w] in the syllable's coda: 
compare hawsii ' barking of dog' and dialectal hapsii. 

9.3.1 V-P/ace and C-P/ace: A Synthesis 

Clements (1991a) argues for similar systematic relations between other conson
antal and vocalic place features and concludes that Place is defined by a unified 
set of articulators for both vowels and consonants. He consolida tes and simplifies 
the original Halle-Sagey articula tor model. Let us review his major results and 
proposals. 

As in the case of labial constriction and rounding. the place features have dif
ferent phonetic expression because of the differing stricture properties of con
sonants and vowels, but they are fundamentally the same set of categories. 
Clements' s Place features and their C and V expression arc listed in ( 17). 

(17) place 
labial 
coronal 

dorsal 

radical 

Vornlic Place 

consonantal expression 
lip constriction 
constriction of tip/blade/front of 
tongue 
constriction at back of tongue 
(palatine dorsum) 
constriction in lower pharynx 

·. ,>ealic expression 
~,,unding 
=~0nt and rctronex 

:-Jck vowels 

:ow and pharyngealized 

In this model the height features arc segregated fr-.'~ the place features l' n 
separate branch labeled Aperture. a~ in ( !Sa). 

( 18) a. V 

~ 
V-Place Aperture 

I 
ilabiall I high I 

I coronal] 
I dorsal 

!radical I 

b. C 

------------C -Pl acc Stric tun: 

/labial] 
/cor,,nall 

(Jorsall 
I radica l I 

I~ depending from both V and C, the place features are underst 
d1~erent planes - a kind of double domination similar t ood to occur~ 
articulator in McCarthy 199 I' which is accessible from e~t~~;\~: ~;}dor~al/ 
~h~ryngeal cavity_ node. To visualize this point better. imagine lookin tor t~e 
bpllcal-shaped obJect such as an American football or a w t I gfa an d
end From th t ( a erme on rom one 

. e op seam root) the features on the bottom can be d 
paths that run along either side of the e llipse These paths co daccedssffe t,~ 

Planes th t I t h • · rrespon to I erent 
a re a et e root to the mdividual features (19). 

(19) root 

~ 
C-PI V-PI 

'----/ 
features 

Clements ~rgues for this feat~re organization on both phonetic and phonolo ica.I 
grounds. It •~du~es the followmg feature a nalysis of the familiar vowel tria; le 
(Parentheses md1cates cases where conclusive evidence for ab' g · 
valent opposition is Jacking.) mary versus mono-

(20) e a 0 u 
coronal + + 
labial ( - ) ( - ) (-) + + 
dorsal + + 
rad ical ( - ) ( - ) + ( - ) ( - ) 

Let us review the major points of difference with the H·illc S· ., I • - ,tgey moue . 
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first. Clements's model el iminate, the SP£ feature [round]. Li p rounding is 
the vocalic expression of the labial ani .:: ulator. Any more rad ical closure a t the 
lips would be incompatible with a I o-:::alic s trictu re. The same point holds for 
Jabialization in consona nts such a, [k • I and [pw], g iven tha t suc h labializa tion is 
a ~econdary articulat ion and hen.:e a \'-Pl feature (see below). Second. in the 
Halle-Sagey model [high[, [low[. and [back] a re all dorsal iea tures: they are de
fined with respect to a rest position that approxima tes the 1·owel [cl (SP£). ll is 
rhc job of the tongue dorsum to place the tongue in this re s t pos ition and this 
~ives it a special status. Clements takes the presence of a const rictio n a s pos itive 
;;•1idence for the active involve ment o f a:i a rtic ul ato r in the production of a vowel. 
'>ince a number of phonetic s tud ie ha, e observed a pharyngeal constrict io n in 
1,,w voll'els (e.g .. Dela tt re 197 1). [a:.a.o] are c laimed lo a.::t ivate the radical a r
·iculator. Aside from the guttural-lowering pheno menon in Semitic . the impl i
cations of a pharyngeal artic ulator in the low vowels re main to be explo red. 

9.3.2 Front Vowels as Coronal 

·r he major innovation of the Cle ments mode l is the hostile takeove r o f [back] by 
1 he coronal and dorsal articulators. Specifically, the back vowels are implemented 
hy the do rsal articulato r and fro nt l'Owe ls by the corona l artic ula to r. The cla im 
that front vowels are corona l is supporte d on bo th pho netic a nd phonological 
grounds. Phonetic evidence is provided by Hume (1992), who cites X-ray trac ings 
from the phonetic lite rature on a number of languages (Ge rma n , Canadian Fre nc h, 
Russian, Hungarian) indicating that front vowels (when compared with the cor
responding back vowe ls) are articulated with a raising of the front of the tongue 
toward the ha rd palate. The major question is whe ther this raising reflects the 
coronal articulator or do rsal [ - back]. For German a nd Hungarian, the front vowel 
constrictions appear comparable to those involved in the produc tion of palatal 
consonants in these languages([<;] in Ge rman a nd the palatal s tops [c ] and [j] in 
Hungaria n). And for Hungarian, Hume cites phonological e vidence tha t groups 
le i and [Jl with other coronal consonants a nd thus s trengthe ns the hypothesis that 
front vowels such as [i] and [o) are implemented by the same articulator a s [t] 
and [c]. Phonologically, of course, there is a strong connection between front 
vowels (especially [i]) and alveopalatal consona nts : for example, S lavic pala ta l
ization of velars {k,g,x] to [c,z,s] before front vowels and g lides [i ,e,y], Russian 
ikan'e (raising and fronting of unstressed nonhigh vowels afte r [c ,z,s]), and Po r
teiio Spanish fortition of onset [y] to [z]. But whethe r this connection should be 
broadened to take in the lower vowels [el and [re] and the a nterior corona ls [t ,s,n] 
is less clear. To support this point, Pulleyblank (1989) a nd Hume (1992) offe r 
several cases of vowel fronting in the context of coronals. including denta ls. For 
example , in the developme nt of Cantonese from L ate Middle Chinese, nonlow 
round vowe ls are fronted after coronals: ty :n ([y) = [u]) 'end , tip'< LMC * tuan 
(cf. Manda rin dua11) vs. ku :11 •official' < LMC *kuan (cf. Ma nda rin guan) a nd 
pu:11 'half < LMC *p11a11 (cf. Ma ndarin ban). According to C heng ( 1989), if the 
syllable onset and coda are bo th coro nal in present-day Cantonese, a nonlow 
nuclear vowel must be front. And in Lhasa Tibetan , lu ,o ,a] fronted before coronal 
, onsona nts but no t before labials o r vela rs (Mic hailovsky 1975). Fina l consonants 
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ha~e deleted in colloquial speech but are renectt~ in the "ritten Ian . . . 
wr~t~en Tibetan bdud 'demon' . bod 'Tibet' . and .1 ••: _, 11 appear as I tLiu] ~u~ge_: I t~u~ 
[mcc]; compare 1111b 'west', gou ' price· a nd ,,,~ ·yak · ,,·hi.c h . · P 00

1 
· a n 

I h - -1 .' ·'· · ' · <1ppear as nuu]. 
q oo. and lyaa] a nd show no c hange m vowel ~J.1lity . 

The pr~posal to let the coronal a nd do rsal ar:i~ Jla tors do the work of I h·ick I 
also prov1des a na tural account o f central vo"el- In as·,· t ' m ·th · h' 

I · '" w1 Just I ·1ck] a centra vowel must be defi ned with the he lp of · ·, d I ·s C l · · ' · 
. .· ' un • lit ements pomts to 

proble matic cases such as the d ialect of Swedi, h ,ooken in Fr'nl· d · h. h 
t t th h' h · an , w 1c con-
ras s ree 1g r.o~nd .vowcls: front [u] dyr ·e\f•=ns ive · . cent ral I t!] bur ·ca e· 

and back [u] bor li ves . He re appeal to [round ' . of no a, a il I th g · 
1 I . . . · n c proposed 

new sys _em . centra vowels are d 1s tmg u1 shed :·~0m from a nd back bv their 
I - corona l] and [ - do rsal] spec1ficat1ons . · 

(2 1) (j ti u 
labial + + + 
corona l + 
dorsal + 

We ca~ also expres~ processes such as the centralization of diphthongal nuc lei 
fou~d m many English d ialects (s~e exercise 1.7/ 1:.5 delinking the V-Place node, 
leaving the nucle us lo be defined in terms of just &.n aperture feature 

_Ho~ ever, _trading [back] fo_r [~orona l] a nd [dorsal] also introduces c~rta in com-
phcat1ons. First, we lose the insight that front a nd back vowels are · 
th · · oppos11e s a nd 

us cannot give a na tural account o f such dissimila,ions as the d . hth 
· A 1· · 1p ong cross-

over in ustra tan E nglish (Wells 1982) whe re the centralized nucle,· of · d 
th h I · d · h price a n mou ave po anze wit respect to the backness of the offglide· I l I l 

[ay] and [rew]. Second, in the vowe l ha rmony of suc h la nguage.s "Y Tt.,kv • -+h 
'fi 1· ,. [ b as ur 1s _ speer 1ca 10n ,or ex ack] blocks the spread of [ -oback] Jn o rder 10 . h . · 

ffi · h ' · preser ve t 1s 
e ect in ts system, Clements must s tipula te that vocalic vers ions of th · 
u~ator features have binary ~alues suc h tha t [+coronal] implies I _ dors:if :~c~ 
vice versa . However'. I - labial] and_ [ - radical] never seem to be needed in the 

_way that [ -coronal] 1s. When defining place of articulatio n in consonants [cor-
onal] and (do rsal] must be monovalent. Recall from sec1,·on 4 3 3 th t th' · · 
• · I · d · • a ts point 
ts cruc1a m or er to sta te the Ara bic root cooccurrence constraints· 10 rule 

1 
*(tk~] . [t] m~sl look pas t [k] to see (d]. If [kl were I - coronal], then it ~ould bli~k 
the lme of sight between [t] and [d]. These fac ts indicate that the I f 
[ + b · rep acement o 
- ack] with [coronal] and [dorsal) is no t entirely successful A final · h 

· · · h · · point wort 
m_en~1onmg _is t_ at m the Halle-Sagey mode l Coronal is impleme nted by the in-
tnns1c long1tudmal muscles of the tongue while front vowels a re d d b 

· f h · · pro uce y 
contractmn o t e genioglossus, an external muscle that connects the t b d 
t th . 0 h ' . . ongue o y 
o e Jaw. n t 1s view, there ts thus anatomical motivation for not identif in 

coronal consonants and front vowels. Y g 

9.3-.3 Secondary V-Place 

Anothe r argument C leme nts o ffers for ide ntifying the conson·iii tal an ·' . 
1
-

1 r t · h h' . . ' u voc.i 1c 
Pace ,ea ures 1s t at t 1s umficat1on automa ticath cirnimsci·i·hc . th . • 

1
-. . S C r,111gi; 0 
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secondary articulations: labializatio n. pa latal izatio n, velari zation. and pharyn-
r zation (as opposed to. for example. ape rture features and [ATRI). Standing 

gea I . • l wl [ ~ I d •. the traditional notation on it s head, Clements repres:nts t . . t . an s? o~~ ,ts 
the subj unction of a V-Place subtree to a consonant s C-Place node. as m ( __ ). 

(22) C C C C 

I I I I 

C-PI c·-PI C-PI C-PI 

~ /"-. ~ ~ 
coronal V-PI coronal V-PI coronal V-PI coronal V-PI 

I I I 
labial coronal dorsal pharyngeal 

1n [1" l [t'J 11' I 

labialized palatalized velarized pharyngcalized 

This notation has a number of noteworthy properties. Firs~. ~ince secondary 
articulation features are pla::ed under the Y-Pl node, we can d1stmgu1sh between 
plain [p] and labialized [pw] without having_ to intro~uce the feature [round]: !la
bial] under the V-Pl node is inte rpreted as hp ro~ndm~, and under the C-~I node 
as the constriction demanded by the consonant s s tricture features . [p] 1s thus 
[labial] while [p"'] is (labial [labial]] . T~e interpret~tio n of [coronal [coronal]] and 
[dorsa l [dorsal]] structures is less obvious: we will return to th is pomt momen-

tarily. . 
Second a secondary place feature may supplant the primary one, a process 

Clements 'terms promotion. For example. Inda-European *[k~] appears _as [p] in 
Greek. This change is ske tched in (23) as loss of the dorsal a:llcul~tor. Given that 
every consonant requires a primary articula~or to exec~te its stricture features, 
the second step might follow by an interpretive conventio n. 

(23) C C C 

I I I 
C-PI -+ C-Pl -+ C-Pl 

/"-. I I 
dorsal V-Pl V-PI labial 

I I 
labial labial 

A vowel typically affects an adjacent consonant through sp_read of a place feature, 
· terpolating a V-PI node. The result is a secondarily articulated consonant: la-
m · I . h I ' bialized [tw], palatalized [lY] , and so on. What 1~ less c ear ~s ow a vowc s 
V-PI feature affects the primary point of a rticulat io n of an adJacent consonant , 
as in velar palataliL'ltion. This question is addre~s~d by Hume (1992), who de-. 
velops the idea that front vowels are coronal w1thm . the general fram~work ~f 
Clements's mode l. Hume's proposals can be summanzed as follows. F1rst. co1 -
onal is more a rticulated as a C-PI feature, taking [anterior], !distributed). and 
[strident) as dependents. As a V-PI fea ture, corona l lacks any contrasti ve depen
dents: [strident] is incompatible with a vocalic stric ture, and there seems to he 
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no [ ± anterior) contrast in front vowels comparable to that fo und in coronal con
sonants (see however ~orecka 1992). Hume assign, fron t 1·o"·e ls I - anterior) by 
a redundancy rule. This fea ture shows up when ir,,nt vocoids arc hardened and 
appear as [ -anterior) palatal s. One of Hume·s m.,io r arguments for extending 
the coronal articulator to the front 1·owels is that th i, hy po thesi, provides a natural 
explanation for the ubiquity of palatalization. imi:-roving the account available 
with the Ha lle-Sagey model. which treats palatal c0n,onants as coronals but front 
vowels as [ - back! dorsals. The latter model can r,nalyze velar fronting of [k l to 
[k'.] 111 the context of front vowels as ass imilation L)I [ - back I but fai ls to give any 
privileged status to the chan~e of dorsal [k ' I to CNonal le). The [k']--+ [c l step 
must be stipulated as an arbitrary a rticulator change from dorsal to corona l: it 
re~ains mysterio~s why [k') !s not instead replaced with a labial or pharyngeal 
articu lator. Humes proposal 1s that both [kl --+ [l.;' I and [kl--+ [c) in the context 
of front vowels arise from spreadi ng of Y-PI coronal. In the fo rmer, it appears as 
a secondary Y-PI articulator and is thus comparable to spread of [ - back) (24a): 
bu'. in the latter. it spreads to the velar" s C-PI node. delinking the original dorsal 
articulator. A dental-alveolar versus a lveopalatal outcome might reflect the re la
tive ordering of (24b) with respect to assignment of a redundant ( - anterior] to 
the front vowel. 

(24) a. 

b. 

C 
I 

C-PI 

I 
dorsal 

C 

I 
C-PI 

I 
dorsal 

V 

I 
C-PI 

I 
V-PI 

I 
corona l 

V 

I 
C-PI -+ 

I 
V-PI 

I 
coronal 

C 
I 

C-Pl 

V 

I 
C-PI 

~ I 
dorsal V-PI Y-PI 

~ 
coronal 

C V 

I I 
C-PI C-PI 

do~PI 

corona l 

T his ana lysis is an improvement over the Halle-Sagey account and constitutes 
a significant argument in favor of extending coronal to the front vowels. However, 
certain questions remain unanswered, of which we will consider two. First, while 
[kl -+ [c] is typically triggered by nonhigh front vowels, softening of dental [t) 
and labial (p] to coronal [cl is usually restricted to high front vocoids, often to 
just the glide [y]. This height asymmetry is not explained under the analysis in 
(24b). One might instead pursue an analysis in which [kl -+ [cl derives from 
intermediate [k '], where the palatality is an offglide , re lease fea ture (Calabrese 
1992). From that point on , palatalization of [pl, [t], and [k) would be comparable. 
In Clements ' s model, this idea might be pursued by exploring a connection be
tween the Aperture node in ( 18a) and promotion of a Y-PI feature to C-PI. Another 
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asvmmetry is that while (ke ] -> [ce] is quite common, [to] -> [ko] wi_th assimi_lat ion 
of.dorsalitv is much less so. It is clea r that the re a re s ttl l some ma3or ga_ps 10 our 
understanding of the ways in which the V-PI features do and do not Influence 
C-PI. See Gorecka 1989. Broselow and Niyondagara 1989, a nd Calabrese 1992 
for fu rt her discussion of palatalization and feature geometry. . . . 

Rules spreading a place feature from a consonant to a vowel may d1 ~t10gu1sh 
the source feature as primary versus secondary. !wo exa_m_ples are _furnished by 
Herzallah · s (I 990) s tudy of emphatic consona nts 10 Pa lest101an Arabic . Herzalla h 
treats emphasis as secondary [dorsal] (and [pharyngeal]( The low vo~el takes a 
back allophone after an e mphatic /transcribed here with underdottmg): [taab] 
' repented· vs. (toab] 'got well ' . Primary dorsal consonants [q,x,1(] fatl to ret ract 
the vowel: [\ax~at] 'she fired '. [\aqam] ·he furn ished'. C?nsequ_ent ly, retract10n 
must be expressed as spreading the [dorsa l] feature that 1s dommated by the V
PI node. 

(25) C-PI C-PI C-PI 

I ~ ~ 
[coronal] [coronal] V-PI [dorsa l] V-PI 

I I 
[dorsal] [pha ryngeal] 

(t] l!l [x] 

Another process spreads (dorsa l] from both the C-PI and the V-PI nod~s. In the 
Palestinian reflex of the [a]/[i] ablaut class for measure I verbs, the imperfect 
vowel is normally default [i] (26a); however , it appears as [u] when the roo t 
contains an e mphatic consonant (26b) or a [q,x,1(] (26c). 

(26) a. perfect imperfect 
katab yi-ktib 'write' 
fasad yi-fsid ' decay' 
ta ll y-till 'snatch' 
nass y-niss 'sneak' 

b . perfect imperfect 
na¢am yi-ni;lum 'compose' 
sa!ab yi-~!ub 'cross out' 
!all y-!ull 'appear ' 
na~~ y-nu~~ ' preach ' 

C. perfect imperfect 
saxan yi-sxun 'get hot ' 
bala1( yi-bluy 'reach ' 
baxx y-buxx 'spray' 

Herzallah treats this process as spreading [dorsall to a high vowel; a later rule 
enhances the resulta nt back vowel by adding a labia l a rtic ula to r. T he source of 
the spreading [dorsal] is e ither a primary C-PI _[x ,1(] (26c). or a s_eco~dary V-PI 
[! ,~, . . . ) (26b). One might speculate that spreadmg a C-PI feature 1mphes spread-
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ing of the same feature from under V-PI (if it oc.:urs/ . More stuuy is needed to 
confirm this conjecture. 

9.3.4 Secondary V-Place Barriers 

Attaching the V-Pf node as a subtree under C-PI pred icts that rules spreading a 
V-PI feature from one vowel to another across an iniervening consonant will block 
when the consonant i~ specified fo r the relevant fea ture as a seconuary but not 
as a pn ma ry art1culat1on. Although this prediction remains lO be systemat ically 
investiga ted , there a re cases o n record that point in the right direction. Let u~ 
briefl_y l?ok at two._ Clements (1991a) points to Cook 's t 1987) a nalysis of a 
velan zat1on prosody 10 the Atha paskan la nguage Chilcotin. Lil,;e Arabic. this lan
guage opposes pla in versus velarized/pharyngealized coronals and front versus 
back (velar versus uvular) dorsals. As in the case of Arabic . the precise articu
latory correlates of the contrast arc not clear. We wi ll follow Cook in re ferring 
to the relevant feature as flauing. The flat consonants (both coronal and dorsal) 
retract and lower adjacent vowels, re flecting the spread of [+ back] or [+ dorsal]: 
for example, /~id/_'kingfisher' is realized as i~0 it] but /sid/ T is realized as [sit]. 
The s trength of this process van es depending on whether the source is a primary 
coronal or dorsal and whether it applies fro m right to left or from left to right. 
For our purposes the interesting case is left-to-right spread from a coronal source. 
In [~VCV] s trings, retraction can spread up to the second vowel: /~cl in/ 'it's gotten 
bloody' is realized as [~;il

0
in]. But front dorsals block the process: underlying 

/~cgcn/ 'it's dry' is realized as [~;igcn], not as [~;ig;in] . Following Cook, Clements 
treats these opaque ele ments as bearing a n autosegmental specification on the 
secondary V-PI tier. In particula r, front (velar) and back (uvular) dorsals a re 
distinguished as [±dorsal] under the V-PI node (27/. 

(27) C C 
I 

C-PI 

~ 
[dorsal) V-PI 

I 
[ - dorsal] 

[k) 

I 
C-PI 

~ 
[dorsal] V-PI 

I 
[ + dorsal] 

[q] 

The blocking effed of the front dorsals on the spread of flatting now follows, as 
shown by the VCV substring of [~cgcn] in (28). 

(28) V C 
I I 

C-PI C-PI 

V 

I ~ I 
V-PI [dorsal] V-PI V-PI 

I 
C-PI 

l_ ____________ --. ·----·-.. ---·. 1--. --· . ---..... 
I+ dorsal] I - dorsal] 
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Cook states that velars do not block the right-to-left spread of fl atting from a 
coronal source. citing underl ying /trenink're:?f 'water is getting cold', with a glot
talized velar stop, realized as [tane1Jk 'c:1~l- This suggests that the right-to-left fla t
ting applies first and that plain velars lack an underlying Y-PI [ - dorsal) speci
fication, picking it up by a default rule ordered between the two spreading ru les. 
On this analysis, the underlying velar-uvular contrast is represented as [do rsal) 
vs . (dorsal [ + dorsal]]. It is worth observing that this recursion of the V-PI [do rsal] 
under primary C-Pl [dorsal] .encodes what is considered a contrast between two 
primary places of articulation (velar versus uvular) in more tradi tional theo ries. 

To close this discussion, let us look at another example in which this recursion 
is used effecti\'ely to explain a blocking effect. Hume (1990) discusses an um
lauting process in the Kyu ngsung dialect of Korean in these terms. The relevant 
underlying inventory (based on Sohn 1987) appears in (29); in the transcriptions 
used here, [p ') marks a tense consonant. 

(29) p C k u 
Ph th Ch kh e ~ 0 

p' t' c' k' re a 
s h 
s 

m n I) 

[i) fronts central and back vowels in the preceding syllable. The rule appl ies across 
noncoronal consonants as well as across the anterior coronal [t) but is barred 
from crossing the palatal [c) . 

(30) underlying phonetic 
[koki) (kegi] ·meat' 
[m~k + hi + ta) [mekhida] ' to be eaten' 
[api) [rebi] 'father' 
[sum + ki + ta] [simgida] ' to hide' 

[salph + i + ta] [srelphida) 'to inspect closely' 
[puti) [pidi) 'by all means' 
[canti] [crendi) ' lawn' 

[kachi) [kachi] 'value' 
[huci + ta] [hujida] 'to be old-fashioned' 
[loci +ta) [tojida] 'worsening of an illness' 

Hume treats umlaut as spreading y .p1 [coronal). The fact that palatal [c] is a 
systematic barrier indicates that it has a V-Pl [coronal] specification (3 la). By the 
same token, the permeable [t] must lack a V-Pl specifica tion - at least a t the time 
when the umlaut rule applies (3 lb). 

(3 1) a. V 

I 
C-Pl 

C 
I 

C-PI 

Vocalic Place 

V 

I 
C-PI 

I I I 
Y-PI Y-PI Y-PI 

·-------------r-------... ----. J 
[ + coron] [ + coron] 

b. V 

C-PI 

v.p1 

C 

I 
C-PI 

V 

I 
C-Pl 

I 
Y-PI 

471 

···---............. J 
[ + coron) 

Here once again we see recursion of a place feature encoding as a primary• 
secondary opposition what for other theories is a contrast between two places of 
articulation: dental-alveolar [t] vs. alveopalatal [c]. But unlike in Chilcotin [kl vs. 
[q], the unmarked member lt] is not a barrier. Again this can be handled by 
judicious ordering of default rules (or it might indicate that the relevant feature 
is SPE [back] - Korean [c] being a [ - back] coronal and Chilcotin (kl being a 
[ - back] dorsal). The Korean example may be usefully compared with two other 
cases of transconsonantal assimilation of vocalic backness. In Hungarian (Hume 
1992) palatals such as [c,ii,y] fai l to block backness vowel harmony and so must 
lack a Y-PI specificat ion for coronal: szege[y]-es ·having an edge' vs. s,i[y]-os 
'heavy' ; la[ ii]-uyk ' our girl' vs. me[ ii ]-iiyk 'our daughter•in-law'. On the other 
hand , Turkish palatal [,{] blocks the spread of backness from the preceding vowel 
and initiates its own harmonic domain: ro[A]·ii 'role' acc.sg. (Clements and Sezer 
1982). T hey are thus best analyzed as having a V•Pl [coronal] specification. The 
Korean example represents an intermediate case: [cl blocks harmony and thus 
has a V-PI specification but fails to initiate its own domain. Consequently, in order 
to identify the source of the spreading V-Pl [coronal] , the rule must look across 
the intervening V-Pl and C-PI nodes to the root, where the [ ±consonantal] feature 
resides. This is a more complex statement and thus should represent a more 
marked situation. More generally, it raises the important question whether the 
assignment of a secondary V-Pl specification to a [ - anterior) coronal can be made 
on purely phonetic grounds or requires reference to the phonology. The former 
position is clearly preferable on learnability grounds. Careful phonetic and pho
nological study of crucial examples will be required to resolve the matter. 

9.3 .5 Vowel Echo 

A final observation on the V-Pl and C-Pl features. In the Halle-Sagey model , 
where vowel quality features are dependents of the Dorsal articulator, complete 
assimilation of a vowel across a consonant should be blocked by an intervening 
velar but not by a labial or a coronal. The data from Klamath (Odden 1991) in 
(32a) exhibit no such asymmetry: the snV causative prefix copies the features of 
the following vowel regardless of the intervening consonant. If both vowels and 
velar consonants share the Dorsal articulator , then complete assimila tion across 
a velar should be blocked , on the assumption that spread of the features (high), 
[low], and [back) implies extension of the dominating category in the feature tree 
(32b). 
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(321 a.. 

h. 

C. 

d. 

sna-batgal 
sne-l'e:ml'ema 
sne-ge:Jiga 
sno-bo:·stgi 
sni-nklilk'a 

V [bl [a l 
I I I 

Pl Pl Pl 

i I 
\ labia l 

··-do rsal 

·gets someone up from bed ' 
·makes someone dizzy' 
·makes tired' 
'causes something to turn black ' 
·makes dusty' 

V {g] [e l 
. I I I 

Pl Pl Pl 
···--1-----... J 

dorsal dorsal 

Pl 

~ 
labial coronal ve lar dorsal 

[rou~d] [an~ {back] 
[distrib] [high 1 

{low] 

V [g] {e] 

I I I 
Pl Pl Pl 

I 

I velar 
. 

··-dorsal 

Steriade (1987b) eludes this problem with the hypothesis that the tongue body is 
the site of two different articulators depending on whether it implements a con
sonantal or a vocalic feature. The velar consonants [k,g,x] are produced by a 
Velar articulator and the vowels [a ,e,i,o,uj by the Dorsal a rticulator. On this view. 
the Place features are arranged as in (32c). Since Velar and Dorsal a re different 
articulators they can spread past one another just like Labial and Coronal (32d). 
The introd~ction of the Velar versus Dorsal distinction is defensible if we accept 
Pcrkell's (1980) view of features as feedback patterns , given t~at the diffe rent 
stricture properties of velar consonants and vowels are sufficient to count as 
distinct proprioceptive patterns (Calabrese 1992). A proponent oft~e Halle-Sagey 
model might deny the premise of Steriade's a rgument that spreading to saturate 
the epenthetic vowel necessarily involves assimilating the en_tir~ articulator node 
in one fell swoop. It is conceivable that the empty vowe_l ass1m1l~tes the features 
of the following vowel one by one. If so, we expect an mtervenmg consonant to 
block assimilation only when it is specified for the re levant feature. Others should 
slip past. In the Steriade model, no such blockage is predicted. Since [high , bac_k) 
arc accessible from the Dorsal articulator, a vowel should be able to pass its 
[backncss] across an intervening velar consonant. Of course, the saturation a l-

; 

te rnat~ve requires some con\·ention to ensure that the cpenthetic vowel will draw 
all of its features from the same source - the vowel on the left or the right. 

. Clements (1991a) gets around th_e _vowel echo _problem in a diffe rent way. In 
his model the _V- PI features are subJoined to C-Pl lcat ures. This is even true when 
the C-PI node 1s otherwise empty. That is to say. anv vowel has a C-Pl spe ·ti 1· . . • • . Cl ,ca JOO 

'.nterv_ening between the Root node and the V-Pl node. This aspect or the notation 
1s designed to explain an asymmetry in the spreading behavior of consonants and 
vowels . ! here are many cases in which an (epenthetic) vowel copies the features 
of an adJacent vowel, as in th_e Klamath paradigm in (32a). Clements sees this 
process as spreading the Vocalic _node that dominates V-PI and Aperture features . 
He observes that there are few 1f any cases where the C-PI feature bundle of a 
co~so_na~t spreads across a vowel. Assimilation for C-Pl features, as in nasal 
ass1m1lat1on, always occurs under strict adjacency. If the vowel quality features 
are dependent on C-PI , then th is asymmetry finds a formal explanation. 

(33) C, V, C, V2 

L---------+---------1 · I 
C-PI C-Pl C-PI C-PI 

L _______ __ -----· ---------1 
Vocalic Vocalic 

~ 
Y-PI Aperture 

C-Pl for _a consonant cannot cross a vowel without violating the autosegmental 
ban on line crossing: see, for example, the path between C 1 and C2 in (33). On 
the other hand,. the Yoc~hc node under V I may cross C2 withou t violating the 
autosegmental hne-crossmg ban (so long as C2 lacks secondary articulations for 
V-PI). While this explanation is attractive, it remains to be seen whether the 
vowel's postulated C-Pl node does any additional work . Can it serve as an at
tachme nt site for a place feature? How can we tell whether a C-PI feature from 
a consonant has attached to the C-Pl or the V-PI node? 

In the Cle~ents mo~el, the Vocalic node branches into V-Pl and Aperture. T his 
_groups_ vocal'.c ro~ndmg _and backness together and isola tes height _ a natural 
acoustic parsmg smce height is primarily reflected in the first formant and back
ness and rounding in the second formant. On the other hand , the articulator-based 

. Halle-_Sagey model_ groups backness and height as Dorsal dependents and isolates 
roundmg as a Labial dependent. Odden (1991) discusses a number of cases that 
appear to support . the former part itioning. The strongest comes from E astern 
Cheremis (Mari), which contrasts the vowels in (34). 

(34) ii u 
e 0 ;) 0 

a 

ii e 0 a ;) 0 u 
high + + + 
low + 
back + + + + 
round - + + + + 
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The mid vowel of certain suffixes such as the 3sg. possessive -ie alte rna tes be
tween [el, (o). and (6) when word-final. We find [6] afte r [ii] and [6] (35a); [o ] 
after [u] and lo] (35b); and [e] elsewhere (after (i), [a), [e]. and [;i]; (35c)) . 

(35) a. iip-s6 •his hair· 
sor-fo •its milk. 

b. sun-so •his house 
boz-so ·his wagon 

C. kit-se •his hand · 
suzar-ie •his sister 
bokten-ze ·beside it" 

In Clements's model, [iip-se]-> [iip-so] can be described as spread of the labial 
and coronal features under the V-PI node of (ii]; and [surt-se]-> [surt-so] as spread 
of V-PI dominating labial and dorsal. The height feature is not spread and so the 
mid vowel retains its original height specification . The [sun-se]-> (surt-so] sounu 
change is depicted in (36). 

(36) u e 
I I 

Vocalic ___ .. ---·Vocalic 
~ ------------- ~ 

Aperture V-PI 

do~ 

V-PI Aperture 

I 
coronal 

labial 

Odden shows on the basis of lexical exceptions and other idiosyncrasies that the 
transfer of labiality and backness cannot be divided into two separate rules, as 
in Turkish. Furthermore, given the (i] vs . (ii] and [e] vs. (6) oppositions , rounding 
cannot be underspecified. A proponent of the Halle-Sagey model would have to 
treat the process as either complete assimilation or unrestricted spread of each 
individual vowel feature and then explain the failure of height to transfer on other 
grounds. It is unclear how descriptively feasible this alternative is since Odden 
cites no examples of final high vowels ; the process must be defined over [ - low I 
vowels, because suffixal [a] fails to a lternate. If it can also be shown that high 
vowels fail to alternate , then the Eastern Cheremis data look like pretty strong 
evidence for the V-PI node as distinct from Aperture. Odden presses the a rgument 
against the Halle-Sagey theory on another front as well. The Articulator Model 
predicts processes spreading the Dorsal-dependent height and backness _feat~res 
independently of rounding - an apparently unattested process. Once again, since 
the prediction can only be tested in the restricted set ~f languages that contra~! 
both rounding and backness, it is unclear how much weight can be placed o n this 
gap. 
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9.4 Vowel Height 

In the Halle-Sagey model. vowel height is characterized by the fea tures I high) 
a~d (low] (which group "1th [bad] but not [round) unde r the Dorsal articula tor) . 
Like th~ other dorsal features . [high] and [low] are defined phonetically as to ngue 
body d1spl_acements from a neutral position. Clements ( 199 J b) challenges this 
mterpretat1on of height on both phonetic and phonological grounds I h . ,· 

I h · h · • . n 1s , 1ew 
vowe e1g t 1s a uniform phonet ic dimension that. like pitch can be di ' 

bd. ·d d · • . . . . • repeate y 
su 1v1 e into _regi sters . Formally. each d1v1s1on 1s implemented by a fea ture 
(open;]. The entire ensemble of [open.] . .. !open,,] forms a hierarchical family 
of fea tures housed under the A_perture node. Like other features . each [open;) 
defines its own autosegmental tie r and takes a binary value Th d. I h 

~ , . e car ma t ree-
and five-vowel systems receive the interpretations in (37a b) For c • · 
h " ·1· • . . , • ompanson, 

t e ,am1 1ar analysis m terms of (high] and (low] is c ited in (37c) . 

(37) a. I . LI a 
open 1 

b. I.U e.o a 
open, + 
open1 + 

C. I.U e.o a 
high + 
low + 

Both models de~ne essentially the same natu ral classes: high , mid, and low vowels 
as well_ as non~1gh_ [e ,o,a] and nonlow [i .u.e,o). And just like (37c), (37b) does 
n~t eas1!y permu high and low vowels to be grouped together to the exclusion of 
mid. It 1s t~e that in th~ tr_aditional model employing [high] and [low], [i,u] and 
[a) can be sm~led ou~ with Just one feature specification while mid [e,o] requires 
two. In the _h1~rar~h1cal model based on [open;] , two feature specifications a re 
needed to d1stingu1sh both the high and the mid vowels. However, the relative 
markedness of th~ mid vowels in comparison to high and low is properly stated 
at the le~el of the inventory rather than individual rules. At this level, the Clements 
mod~l sin&!es out the t_hree-vowel [i,u ,a) system as the simplest because it is the 
starting point from which all the other height inventories a re generated . 

More substantive differences between the models arise in the interpre tation of 
lang~ages with four degrees of height such as many Bantu languages or Romance 
(ltahan and French). Following the customary Bantu practice, the "superhigh" 
vowels are transcribed with a cedilla. 

(38) Bantu Romance 
I} u 

i u C 0 
e 0 C :, 

a a 
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In the SPE sy,:cm, where I + low] and [ + high] cannot be combined, a nother 
feature must be :ccruited in order to distinguish the fourth le,·el. The most popular 
choice has beer. :ATR] . This feature was originally introduced by Stewart ( 1967) 
to describe the :ross-height harmony systems found in many languages of West 
Africa where [.~. TR] can combine with all three heights to produce a ten-vowel 
system such a< 39). 

(39) [ - :\ TR] 
e 

A 

u 
0 

[-ATR] 

a 

\l 
9 

Articulatory correlates of the [ATR] feature include an open pharynx and breathy 
voice. Researckrs starting with Halle and Stevens (1969) have sought to equate 
the West Africc.n [i,u] vs. [!,\l] and [e,o] vs. [~,<.>] with Bantu [i,1,1] vs. [i,u] and 
Romance [e,o] ·.-s . [c,:i]. Howeve r, it is unclear how well motivated this move is. 
There is no clear evidence for a pharyngeal expansion comparable to the West 
African case thi:.t would justify the putative activation of the tongue root in the 
production of these vowels. Another problem is that [ATR] is a dependent of the 
Tongue Root while [low] and [high] are Dorsal features. Yet there are cases in 
which these features spread as a group. For example, Odden (199 1) points to the 
Kimatuumbi p2.radigm in (40) to make this point; the vowel transcription has been 
normalized to accord with the Bantu system in (38). Stem-initial vowels comprise 
a set of seven elements contrasting for four degrees of height. Noninitial vowels 
in the stem contrast for front versus back; but their height is predictable from the 
initial vowel as a copy of the height specification of nonlow vowels and otherwise 
[j,IJ]. These data imply a rule spreading the height features of at least [ATR] and 
[high] . The varying [-jy], [-iy], [-ey] realizations of the causative suffix -/y illus
trate. 

( 40) l}l-jy-a 
yjb-jy-a 
yuyuut-iy-a 
biik-iy-a 
goonj-ey-a 
cheeng-ey-a 
kaat-jy-a 

'make pull' 
'make steal' 
'make whisper' 
'make put' 
'make sleep' 
'make build' 
'make c ut' 

Odden argues from these data that we must group [ATR] and height features under 
a single node if we are to maintain the leading idea that only nodes in the feature 
tree may spread. However, as Clements (1991b) observes, this conclusion is prob
lematic if [ATR) is really a dependent of the Tongue Root while height features 
are Dorsal dependents: there is no node that uniquely dominates just these fea
tures. Clements takes this as evidence that the Bantu four-height contrast is based 
not on [ATR] but rather on the intercalation of another value for.open, as shown 
in (41a). The Kimatuumbi rule can then be expressed as spreading the Aperture 
node from a I - openi) nonlow :-.:owel to a nowlow vowel within the stem (41b). 
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(41) a. 1.1,1 I.LI e,o a 
open, 

+ open~ + + o pen., + + + 
b. V y 

l ___ -----------·· t 
Aperture Aperture 

I I 
!-openi] 1-open,l 

. Another phenomenon tha t Clements I . . 
is scalar assimilations th~t sh.ft I c ::urns to support the hierarchical model 

" 1 vowe s up or down 
couple of his simple r Bantu examples (Cl . one s tep. Let us look at a 
sion the vowel transcriptions are normal~z:~nts 199J_b). In the following discus
(~8), departlllg from the original source · 1 ;.ccordrng to the Bantu system of 
[i,l}] raise preceding vowels T h,·s P s. n lllande (Zaire) the rank 4 vowels 

d . . · rocess ne utralizes th 
an [1,u] and mtroduces raised a llophones [ J i e_contrast between [j ,1,1) 
for the low vowel [a) We see 1-1 0 

. _t,,Q or the m,d vowels [e,o) and [A) 
f · perat1ng m the p· d' (42 ) 

o the verbal roots [ljmJ and [h1,1kJ raise the vow ara _,gm .. a where the (j,1,1) 
In the paradigm (42b) the agentive suffi [ ') e_ls of the mfin1t1val prefix complex. 
(except that low vowels apparently . ix -JI raises each of the preceding vowels 

. raise on y when Jon . . . 
(J-m{1-k,i:/-1 'woman' from [o-mu-ka:li]). g. <;J-111{1-sar-1 dancer' but 

(42) a. ~-rj-ljm-a 
~-rj-h1,1k-a 
e-ri-rim-a 
e-ri-hum-a 
e-ri-hek-a 
e-ri-boh-a 

·to ex terminate' b. 
' to cook' 
' to c ultivate' 
·10 beat' 
'to carry' 
'to tie' 

Q-m1,1-ljm-j 
9-m1,1-h1,1k-j 
Q-m1,1-rjm-j 
Q-m1,1-h1,1m-j 
9-m1,1-h~k-j 
9-m1,1-b9h-j 

'the exterminator' 
'the cook ' 
'the farmer' 
'the beater' 
'the porter' 
'the tier' 

In the (ATR] model the alternation can b 
from a (+high) vowel and in the Cleme t e ed~essed as the spread of ( + ATRJ 

. n s mo e as the spread of [ -open3) (43) . 

<43) i,IJ i,u (~,91 e,o (A] a 
open, 

+ + 
+ + + + 

+ + + 

Clements argues that the latter a nalysis is refer b . 
cases that cannot be described with (ATR) ci a le b~cause it parallels other 
Which has essentially the s·tme unde I . . ne example ,s from Nzcbi (Gabon), 
[ ·1 . ' r Ylllg seven-vowel lllv t f 
·1 markmg certain tenses sh ifts· root 

I 
e n ory o (43). S uffix,tl 

vowe s up one stc th h • novel segments. as in Kinande. P ra er t an rntroducing 
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(44) basic ·.,1ifted stem suffixed 
bit bit(-i) 'to carry' 

u 
e 
0 

kulan 
s1,1em 
tood 
sal 

k1,1lin(-i) ' to go down' 
s1,1im(-i) 'to hide self' 

tuud(-i) 'to arrive' 
sel(-i) ' to work' 

Clement\ trec1,·: ·.he process as spreading a minus valu::~~ t_h~ ::~~r~v~~~~:~:~ 
the pr<:ceding r· ... t vowel (wllh a separate change of sch lil 

(45) Apertu re Aperture _______ J r ··--. 
[ - open) [ -open] 

. . I . to an of the three ranks of [open] and trades 
The rule 1s mte:preted as app ymg Y . . f -1 f features cu•ting 
on the special ,talus of this feature as a~bre~1atmg a am~ Y ~ f h. le in 
up a single phc,netic dimension. Unlike m Kmande, apphcatlO~ 0 1 

is. ~ s the 
Nzcbi :s controlled by Structure Preservation (section 5._6) , wh~ch requ;nsures 
out ut to be an independent phoneme of the system. This requirement . . 
thai the raised low vowel [al appears as [e] rather than [Al and [e,ol _as h(

4
ig
6
h) [i ,ul 

. . 1 [ l T see why let us examme • rather than as the raised mid vowe s c;,Q • o • 

(46) 

Id d · [Pl But [P] is not an underlying 
If[ - open3]wereto spreadto[el,wewou enve " · " . f h' 

honeme of the system, and so Structure Preservation blo~ks extension o t is 
~ s· ' larl . the low vowel [a] Structure Preservat10n blocks spread of 
,eature. 1m1 Y, m · · · ful 
both [-open2l and [-open3J (though it is unclear whether this is a meanm~ 
distinction for the low vowels). Structure Preservatio? !s underStOod as ~he~~~~! 
the co~patibil ity of each feature chang~ with the _or~.

1
~~~ f~;\~:~::;~

1
~~t~bility 

of the input; thus, spread of [ - open3] 1s blocked 10 1 

with the original I +openz]. . . k' [ATR] bec·,use 
Clements concludes that this analysis is superior to one mvo mg . ' · I 

the latter would have to treat the Nzcbi shifts as three separate ~l~s- \al ; ~~ 
as a change from I+ low) to [ - low], [e] -+ [i] as a change from [ -h~1gh to e+nt ,ognly. 

. . [ ATR] t [ + ATR] However. t 1s argum and [1)-> Ill as a change from - o · . . . . _ 
goes through if we do not allow repair rules as an alternative mcchamsm to 

111 
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stantiate Structure Preservation. An analysis couched in the traditional [ATRl 
model could spread [ATR] to produce intermediate IAI and [c; .QI vowel and then 
say that Nzcbi d iffers from Kinande in not licensing the appearance of these novel 
segments (perhaps because the rules appear in different strata of the respective 
grammars). Calabrese ( 1988) develops an analysis along these lines for metaphony 
(raising) pro~esses in Italian dialects that parallels the Bantu cases discussed by 
Clements in essential respects . Repairs are implemented by UG processes of 
delinking or feature reversal, respecting a scale of complexity among phonological 
segments (see section 9 .14). In Calabrese·s model. the [a]-+ [A]-+ [e) change 
could be treated as spread of [ATR] fo llowed by delinking of [low]: the [e)-+ 
[c;) -+ [ii transformation would involve reversing the [ + ATR. - high) of inter
mediate [i;] to [ - ATR. + high]. We conclude that since scalar shifts can also be 
reasonably analyzed within the [ATR] framework. this argument for the hierar
chical model of vowel height is not compelling. However, the problem of grouping 
the Dorsal features [high] and [low] with the Tongue Root dependent [ATRl still 
remains as an important consideration in favor of the Clements model. 

Let us close this section by looking at a spectacular example from the Bantu 
language Esimbi (Cameroons) demonstrating the independence of the vocalic 
height and place features. The discussion is based on Clements 1991b and Hyman 
1988, which rely on Stallcup's (1980) original analysis. Esimbi inverts the historical 
and synchronically underlying four-level height contrast in roots and the more 
restricted two-level contrast in prefixes: on the surface , prefixes exhibit four de
grees of height, while the root vowel inventory is restricted to the high [i,i ,ul. 
For example, the class 9 nominal prefix vowel shows [i,e,c) variants while class 
3 alternates among [u ,o,:>l and class 6 among [o,:>,al. 

(47) underlying 
root vowel class 9 class 3 (sg.) class 6 (pl.) 

[i] ~ 'goat' u-tili o-tili ' end' 
[u) i-su 'fish' u-ku o-ku 'death' 
[el e-gbi ' bushfowl' o-ki c-ki ' tail' 
[o) e-su ' hoe' o-tu :>-tu 'ear' 
[al e-bi 'canerat' o-ti :,-ti 'spear' 
[cl c-yisi ' hole' :>-Simi a-simi 'grain' 
[:,] c-zu 'snake' :,-bu a-bu 'hand ' 
[al c-tli ' place' :,-bi a-bi ' broom' 

All analysts agree that the underlying contrast is registered on the root , whose 
height features are then transferred to the prefix by spreading and delinking, 
leaving the root vowel with just a V-PI specification. It surfaces as high by a 
separate (default) ru le. Esimbi thus replicates the phenomenon from Kimatuumbi 
in that three contrasting height levels must be spread, supporting the Aperture 
node. In Clements's model the rule is expressed as (48a). A •form such as c-w 
' snake' receive~ the derivation sketched in (48b). 
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t .!.l\J a. V-"CV 
-----.. __ J 

. .\perture 

n. V C V 
· --- ----.. ~ 

V- 1'1 .~imture \'.-Pl _, 
1 I I_ 

\coronal) J-openil llabtall 
I - open~! 
[ -openJI 

V C 

~ 
V-PI Aperture 

I I 
lcoronall I - open' I 

I + open~! 
I +openJI 

V 

~ 
V-PI Aperture 

I I 
!labial I I - open, I 

J- open~I 
I - open, ! 

de of the root vowel in {z:,] spreads to the un-
ln the first step the Aperture no h . mb·ines with the underlying [coronal] 

. f I prefix w ere ll co d der~pcc1fied ront vowe , ' d • deli'nked from the source an 
. Id { 1 Th~ Aperture no e 1s . 

V-PI feature to y1e an c. · ~ . 1 h'gh vowel to the root , yielding a 
I I th n assigns a maxima 1 . . -

., ~cparate defau t rue e f th root and the prefix remain m situ; 
, h the V-PI features o e . - 1 :ul. In cac~ case, t _en, _ . d _ a surgical operation that 1s possible on Y 
Ju\l the height spec1ficat1on 1s replace d 

d d the Aperture no e. 
if the height features lo ge u~ er v wel refix of class 6 in ( 47), the surface 

In the case of the underlying 10: i°. P ot vowel Following the lead of the 
value is one step lower than the un er ymgto rdered ·before (48a) that spreads 
Nu:bi analysis , Clements postulate~ a ru : ;.his rule is stipulated to preserve 
l + open] from a prefix t_o the f~llo::"~;~~i~ values of the {+ open;] feature are 
1>tructure and hence , as m Nzcbt, o r. th t the Aperture node of the root vowel 
accepted by the root v~wel. The resu ~ is 1 ~his derived root vowel height is then 
shifts one step down: {i,ul-+ le,ol-+ ~:, · 1 f (48a) The derivation of :J-111 'ear' 
spread back to the prefix b~ the gene ru e O 

• 

pl. from la-to] is sketched m (49). 

{49) V 
I 

C V 

I 
Aperture Aperture -

I I 
(+open,] [-open,] 
I+ open2l [ + open2] 
I +open3] [- open3] 

[a+to] 

V 

I 
C V 

I 
Aperture Aperture -4 

(+o~en,l 4open,l 
[ +open2l / • 
I + open3] 

[a + t:i] 

V C V f ______________ j 

Aperture Aperture 
I 

[ -open,! 
( +open1l 
I + openJJ 

[:,+tu] 

. . d . t ive resources of the hierarchical 
This elegant analysis fully ulthzesfthe esc~~x set of data in a maximally simple 
model of vocalic height to account or a comp 

fashion. 

9.5 Stricture Features 
and {a roximantl), as well as tcontinuanl I 

The rcnturcs {consona-ntal] , tsonorantl ( . PP - 1 1- a sound Most research-
f - t · volved in art1cu a mg ' · · charncterize the type o stnc ure m 
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ers have accepted McCarthy' s ( 1988) proposal that [consonantal) and (sonorant) 
occupy the root of the feature tree and hence are not freely manipulable outside 
of complete assimilation. These features thus behave rather different ly from the 
others; they also stand out in lacking precise phonetic correlates and in general 
are not very well understood. There is considerably less consensus on the locus 
of {continuant] in the tree. and various proposals have been made concerning its 
relation to the Oral Place features. To appreciate this point , compare the relatio n 
between Place and features such as voicing or nasality. It is clear that (voiced] 
and [nasal) spread and dissimilate independent of Place. The typical voicing as
similation rule spreads (voiced) from an obstruent (or sonorant) to another ob
struent regardless of the Place specificatio n of the source and the target (e.g .. 
Russian pros'-it' ·10 a sk'. pru~ ·-ba · request·: korob-a ·bast box· gen.sg .. korop-k,1 
dimin.). Similarly, Lyman 's Law in Japanese (section 9.9) dissimilates [voiced) . 
again independent of Place. Although not nearly as ubiquitous as voic ing assim
ilation, nasality seems to show a similar independence from Place. For example. 
Chukchee (Kenstowicz 1986a) contrasts nasals and voiceless stops at the labial. 
dental, and velar points of artii.:ulat ion. In a stop-nasal cluster. [nasal] spreads to 
the preceding stop, deriving the corresponding nasal regardless of the Place spec
ifications of the source or the targe t (50a). 

(50) a. p.me-k ' to grind ' ge-mne-lin past 
rnp:m ' flesh side ramn-at pl. 

of hide' 
pal)al 'news' ga-ml)at-len ' having news' 
tam-ak 'to kill ' ga-nma-len past 
ratan ' tooth ' rann-at pl. 
tal)e-k ' to grow' ge-n1Je-lin past 
plek-at 'footwear' te-ple1J-1J-ak 'to make footwear ' 

b. taral)-ak 'to build a na-taray-more 'we built a 
dwelling' dwelling' 

enawrnl) 'to give as enawray-nen ' he gave it' 
a gift' 

taarol)-ak 'to request' ra-taaroy-1)-alak ' you pl. will 
request' 

Chukchee shows a limited form of nasal dissimilation as well (50b): [IJ] denasalizes 
to [y) when followed by a nasal. Again, the point of articulation of the trigger 
does not matter. Finally both [nasal) and laryngeal features may delink and be 
realized elsewhere in the string: recall the shift of voicing and aspiration under 
Bartolomae's Law in Sanskrit ; also , YN(C) strings are often realized as V(C) with 
a shift of nasality (e.g. , in French). 

The relation between [COJJtinuant] and the Place features is much tighter. 
Whether one can spread or dissimilate independently from the other is co nsid
erably less clear. We will begin by reviewing !he Halle-Sagcy model's position 
on [continuant] and then examine several allcrnatives. Recall from section 9. 1 
that [continuant] stands out in the Halle-Sagey model as a feature that i~ not bound 

; 
J 
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to any particular Oral articulator. It depends directly from the root of the tree. 
~ evertheless, in the process of phonetic implementation [continuant] (as well as 
the root features [consonantal) and [sonorant)) must be integrated with an artic
ulator, which can be understood to execute the stricture features. The releva nt 
c111iculator is dubbed the major artic ulato r and is indicated by an arrow pointing 
frr, r., the root of the tree. Thus, in the Halle-Sagey representation of [ml in (5 1). 
L"·,ial is the major articulat~>r and hence the seat of the conso nantal stric ture. 

~ [::~;:,} ~ 
("~, I-coo,;,; 

Labial Soft Pala te Glottal 
I I 

I + nasal) I + voiced I 

in complex segments with multiple articulators, at least one is singled out as a 
major articulator. The stricture of minor articulators is claimed to never be con
tr;,.stive. ln the process of phonetic implementation, the integration of the place 
and stricture features can be represented mechanically as copying or transferring 
the stricture features to a position under the articula tor. Since [continuant] and 
Place are located at different points in the feature tree, the Halle-Sagey model 
predicts that they should assimilate independently. Sagey (1986) cites the nasal 
assimilation paradigm in (52) from Kpelle (based on Welmers 1973) to support 
this point; here the underlyingly placeless nasal prefix [N-) assimilates the point 
of articulation of the following consonant and appears as [ml before both the stop 
[p] and the labiodental fricative (fl . We will return to these data below for another 
interpretation. 

(52) /N-polu/ 
/N-tia/ 
/N-kY.>/ 
/N-fela/ 
/N-sua/ 

[mbolu] 
[ndia] 
(l)g:i:,) 
[mvela] 
[njua] 

'my back' 
'my taboo' 
'my foot' 
'my wages' 
'my nose' 

Clements (1987) uses intrusive stop formation in English to argue for a special 
connection between [continuant] and the Oral Place specification: prin[t)ce, 
ham[p)ster, heal[t )th. In Clements 's view, these data show the spreading of the 
oral closure of a [ -continuant) segment onto a following consonant , creating a 
contour segment (analogous to a contour tone). The intrusive stop has the place 
and stricture specification of the preceding [ - continuant] but the voicing of the 
following consonant (cf. also lens as /e,r(d]z, for at least so me speakers). Given 
his basic premise that spreading of two features implies a common node . Clements 
groups [continuant) and Place togethe r under a node du bbed orn/ rnviry . 
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(53) root 

~ -
laryngeal suprc.laryngeal 

oral .::a\ i:v 
/ " . 

[contin] Place 

Like the Halle-Sagey model. , 53) predicts th [ . 
independently. Evidence for :his point is ano~ e~o~~~uant] a~d Plac_e may spread 
where the stops [t ,d ,n] assimilate the rec i e o ements s Enghsh examples, 
coronal consonant , appearim? as interl entat b:omt of art1cula1ton of a following 
and re troflex before [r] (Cle~ents 1985a). fore [u]. postalveolar before [s .z], 

(54) [t) [d] (n] 
_ 9 eighth hundredth tenth [ - anter , + distrib) --s,z each edge inch [ -anter, + distrib] _ _ r 

t ree dream enrol ( -anter, - distrib] 

Clements treats this process as the leftward 
its atte ndant dependents (distributed] and [a ~pr~a~ of_the c~ro~al articula to r and 
occlusive 's original place of articulation. n enor , 111th dehnkmg of the alveolar 

(55) oral cavitY--. 
~ -. 

[ - cont in] coronal 

I 
[ + anter] 

oral cavity 

I 
·---- coronal 

~ 
(aanter] (f3distrib] 

Pl:ca:g:~~h(~:~~ti~~g:n~; ! ~ra ad:~!ln~~:e;f c:i:~;~~~)~ between [continuant] and 

(56) Root 
____-r--__ 

Laryngeal Place (nasal] 

~ 
Labial Coronal Dorsal 

I I I 
[contin) [contin] [contin] 

~ ~ontras~ to the Halle-Sagey ~ode!, (56) integrates (continuant] with the artic
a or at t e outset. It also entails a strong form of double domination ·n· h ' h :~c sarn~ feature, [continuant]. is accessible from three different tiers (g:ve: t~~t 
e Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal art1cula to!·s con~titute separate tiers). Most other 

paths JO the feature tree branch: the result 1s that any given feature can be uniquely 
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placed with respect to the others in the tree. The model in (56) appears to abandon 
this formal property and thus endows [continuant] with a special status that re
capitulates (albeit in a diffe rent fashion) the Ha lle-Sagey arrow. The most novel 
aspect of (56) is that [continuant] is a dependent of Place . This implies that there 
cannot be any assimilation of Place without dragging along the continuant spec
ification as well . Like the Halle-Sagey and Clements models, it would be con
sistent with spreading of [continuant] independent of Place as a terminal feature. 

Before we review Padgett's major a rguments for this geometry, let us examine 
his reanalysis of the E nglish and Kpelle paradigms cited by Clements and Sagey 
to support the independence of Place and [continuant). With respect to the par
adigm in (54), Padgett accepts the critique of Browman and Goldstein ( 1989) that 
these cases arguably involve a phonetic process of accommodation rather than a 
true autosegmental spreading. The basic idea is that speaking requires the precise 
t iming of a variety of phonetic gestures; in connected speech the gestures overlap 
considerably, leading to two basic outcomes depending on whether the gestures 
are executed by the same or different articulators. The latter case is represented 
by the casual speech pronunciation of the phrase seve[m]plus; here the labial 
gesture of the [p] does not oust the coronal articulation of the underlying (n]. In 
fact , the tip of the tongue is raised to articulate an [n] - it is just masked by the 
overlapping labial gesture a rising from the [p]. In case the two gestures are im
plemented by the same articulator (e .g., the coronals in ten themes), the Browman 
and Goldstein model predicts that alveolar and interdental gestures will ble nd to 
some intermediate value through mutual accommodation. As these researchers 
observe, gesture overlap is empirically distinct from autosegmenta l spreading in 
its prediction that the output should be some value intermediate between the two 
separate segments (n] and (8] ; autosegmental spreading plus delinking implies that 
the assimilating element takes on the same value as the source. The issue appears 
to come down to whether in the realization of the [n-8] sequence of ten-th or ten 
themes, the nasal (n] is interdental and hence has the same place as the [OJ o r 
whether the [n] and [8] mutually assimilate to an intermediate value. But even if 
the latter is true, one might argue that it merely reflects a case of autosegmental 
spreading in which there is no delinking of the original Place feature, creating a 
kind of diphthong that is then " blended " in phonetic implementation. 

In sum, the English rule cited by Cle me nts for the oral cavity node might be 
reinterpreted as a phonetic implementation process; the fact that it applies at the 
phrasal level, may be affected by rate of speech, and is possibly gradient rather 
than categorial in nature is consistent with this point. If the distinction between 
a utosegmental spreading (and delinking) and phonetic accommodation can be 
made more precise, then the data in (54) are not counterexamples to the claim 
that [continuant] is a dependent of Place. As far as the Kpelle paradigm in (52) 
is concerned, Padgett points to another discussion of the data by Welmers (1962) . 
the language's original descriptor, in which the nasal assimilated to [v] is tra n
scribed as a labiodental [IIJ] . Like its fricative counterpart [v] , the nasal [11Jl is 
legitimately characterized as [ +continuant] s ince a labiodental constriction is not 
sufficient to block oral airflow (and in the production of the nasal most of the air 
is expelled through the nose in any case). 

Padgett's major argument for [continua nt] as a Place dependent is its role in 

Stricture F !!a/f,,, , 
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e xplaining the fo llowing as, :nmctry · nasals re· ' ih . · · 
assimilation to a fricati\'e .. In the n~sa l a ssim~~-. ass1m1late. 10 a stop but a , o icl 
' th (') r -1 . . - -lun conte.\t ,I prefnca11 ,·e na .. I 

e1 er 1 ,a1 s to assimilate .,:iJ acquires a defa ·. 1,1a. . , _.
1
_ . .. sa 

( ... ) . .... , . . - .. 'cc s pcc1 1cat1o n. 111) J ·I 1, . 
or 111 <1ss1mtl,lles but indu.:e~ a harde ning of·- ., 1. _. . . . c e cs, 

. . ... , 11c<1t l\ e 10 a stop or. rr-·-
as a repair. Given tha t [con·inuant] is ·1 Pl·1c~ ' ' , d h . ,t I h.atc · ' , , ~,ricn c nt l c nasa l 1·-· .. · . , 
que nce has the struc ture in , n J. · · · - r 1c,11 1, c ,c-

(57) a . Roo: Root 
~--... ______ ___ J 

[ + nasal] Place Place 

I I 
[ - conti nj I + continj 

Assimilation of Place crea te; a heavily marked · _ n· .. I . · . --
. p .isa • -,-co1111nu <1 111 J rns·il ln-

cat1ve. adgett pres11mes that nasal fricatives a re never phonemic in . , 1- ' ·: . , 
and consequently must be blocked by a slronc 1·"1·m o1· St . . apn) .in,,.u,_tf,C 
b . . . - V •uc1u1e r'S'l'\"ll 
arnng their creation in the lex ical phonolon,: I ngu· . · " · c . • 1011 

. e • .i age, may exte nd this t,· 
mto the postlcxical phonolo11v as well Thus· •h , cla · ·.. h .in 

· · · • - . -· · · · c ' 1111 is I al so long a s the 
ass1m1lat1on 1s lexrcal, 1t must be blocked o r rep· ired A . · h -.. · . . " · ssum1ng t e s top-lnc a11 vc 
asymmetry to be true, the implication is that the asymmctrv ·,s surpr· .· d 
feat · h , · · 1s111 g un e r 

u~e geom_etnes t at do not locate [continu;,~11 under Place: but it fol lo ,\·s if 
[cont111uant] 1s a Place dependent act ivating th~ ban on . I f · · · - nasa ncat1ves 

Let us look at _a few of_ Padgett ' s examples ,upporting this asymme.t ry The 
nasal of the English negative prefix iN- assimilates to the I b' I ·t [ b. 

t h f . . . . a ta s ops p. l but 
no __ t~ t _e ~•cat1ves [f,v): 1m-poss1ble, im-bue. in-finite. in-, ·alid. This level 1 
ass1mlla llon 1s clearly lexical: assuming Place-derendent [c 1· l 
th L b' I · . on 111uan1 . spread of 

e a 1a arllculator 1s permitted in the case of [p bl B t -· ·1· · d f f . . · • u ass1m1 at111g the P!aee 
no e o [ , v] creates a nasal fncat1ve that will be blocked by th UG b 
seg t J h f · · e an on such 

men s. n t e pre n cat1 ve context the nasal acquires the def· It I Pl 'ti · · h · · <1u corona ace 
spe~1 1call?n 1t as 111 such pre vocalic cases as in-aniculate a nd in-aclil·e . 

L1thua111an cont ras_ts [m] and [n) prevocalically: preconsonantal [n] ass imilates te place of a followm? stop (58a); before fric;itive s [n] deletes . compensatori ly 
ength~nmg the prccedmg vowel, as shown by !he allomorphs of the pre fi " 

(exe rcise 1.10). ix sa1v-

(58) a. sen-as 'old' pin-a ' plaits' 
se(m]-bernis 'old fellow' pin-ti intin. 

pil1J J-kitc imper. 

b. sa[mJ-buris 'assembly' 
sa(n]-taka ·connuence' 
sa[l))-kaba 'connec tion ' 
sa:-skambis 'harmony' 
sa:-slavos 'sweepings' 
sa:-zine ·con, cience · 
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C. tem-o ' darken' past 
tern-ti inlin . 
tern-k ite imper. 

d. krims-ti ' to chew' br[e:)s-t i 'to rot· 
kremt-o past brent-o past 

The paradigms in (58c,d) sugg_est that nasal de_letion _in the prefricative context 
and nasal assimi lation are tied to one another. L1thua~1an [ml free ly s tands before 
a consonant with no place assimilation and he nce no hnka~e. for Place. It contrasts 

· h [ l wh·ch does assimilate for Place . In (58d) [t) ass1b1lates to [s) before the 
wit n , i . ·1) h 'l h d I infinitive suffix; the labia l nasal is allowed to s tand ([knms-11 , w 1 ~ t _

1
e _ e nta 

one is not ([brens-ti] -+ [bre:s-ti]). On Padgett's a nal_ys1s, p lace ass1m1 a td,~fnfi to 
h f II ing fricat ive is blocked by the ban on nasal fncat1ves. Lithuanian I ers 

t e o ow ·fi · h I 
from Engli sh in tacking a rule assigning a default ~lace s~ec1 1cat10n to t e nasa 

• It consequently fails to surface for lack ol an articulator, and its skeletal seg.nen, . . I 
position assimilates to the Root node of the precedmg vowel to c reate a ong 

vowel. · · 1 · f [ 
Faced with these examples, a defender of the mo~e _trad1t1ona view o con-

tinuant] as a Root dependent might pursue an analysis m which the nasal o f !he 
iN- prefix in English and the saN- of Lithuanian is ~ bare nasal segment lacking 
any place or stricture features. It would the n acquire t~e m from the followmg 
segment by spreading of the Root node or through saturat1?n ( one-by-one spre~d
ing) as a feature-filling operation. The same UG filter ~gamst [ + nasal,_ -t: contm
uant] would then block spread of[continuant] before a_fncat1ve but p~rm1_t 1t bef~re 
a stop. As in Padge tt's a na lysis, Lithua nian would dtffe~ from ~nghs_h m lac~m~ 
the default assignment of Place to the bare nasal, leadmg to its ultimate ehm1-

nation. fi L' h · · ·11 
While an alternative analysis along these lines is possibl~ o~ 1t uaman, it w1 

not extend to Polish, where the stop-fricative asymmetry is_ displayed b~ sev~ral 
nasals in differing contexts, precluding a bare nasal analysis. Nasal ass1m1lat10n 
in Polish arises from three distinct sources: nasal diphthongs, [n] , and [m]. 

(59) a. z~b 
z~by 

b. 

r~ce 
w~giel 
m~i: 
w~ch 
rz~sa 

kunszt 
konflikt 

o n sic ceni 

c. klamka 
tramwaj 
ta m vala 
chamski 

[zomp] 
[zembi] 
[rence] 
[vel)g'el] 
[mows] 
[vewx] 
[zewsa] 

[kuwstJ 
[kowflikt] 

tow sew ce nil 

[kla mka] 
ltrawvay] 
[law valow] 
lxamski] 

'tooth' 
' teeth' 
'hand' dat. 
'coal' 
'husband' 
' smell' 
'eyelash' 

~art' 

'conflict' 

' he values himself' 

' doorknob' 
'tram' 
' they arc banging' 
'boorish' 
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The nasal diphthongs (represented by o rthographic" an<l 1,) surface as mid vowels 
pl_us homorganic nasa l before a s top a nd as , ·owel plus nasalized glide before a 
fnca t1v~ (and word-finally). In / shows a similar dis tri bution but undergoes optional 
alternation acros~ word bounc~aries (in fast speech ,. The labial /m/ appears as a 
glide only when fo llo~ed by It/ o r /v i - a n OCP effect of Place merger . T he fac t 
that [m] fails to assimila te to a follo,,ing nonlabial ~top lkla mka ] and fails to turn 
to a glide before a nonlabial fricative [xam ski] supports the idea that nasalizat ion 
arise s only under Place assimilation. In the absence of such assimilation . a p rc
fnca t1v~ nasal 1s free to stand . In each case . the slop-fricative asymmetry follows 
if [con tmua nt] 1s a Pla ce dependent a nd assimilated along with Place assimilation. 
While the bare nasal alternat ive might be reasonably proposed for 1hc nasal diph
thongs, th~ contras ting [n) and [m] must contain an underlying Place spec ification 
th_at 1s delmked m the process of nasal Pla.:e assimilation. T he fact tha t the s top
fnca11ve asymme try anses under this Place delin king remai ns surprising if [con
tinua nt] is a Root depende nt. 

_ Padge tt appeals to Place-dependent [con tinuant] to explain a c urious asymmetry 
m the well-known Spanish paradigm in (60) that exemplifies another place
s tricture coupling. 

(60) [ + contin] [ - contin] 
a . ca[{3]ello 'ha ir' d. [b)ueno 'good' la[o)o 'side ' [d]edo 'finger' la[y]o ·take' [g]ato 'cat' 
b. cur[13]a 'curve' e. ho[mb]ro 'shoulder· 

cal[{3Jo 'bald' cua[nd]o 'when ' pur[y]a ' purge' e[ l)g]aiio 'cheat' al[y)o 'something' 
car[o]o 'plant species ' 
cal[d)o 'broth' 

C. dis[y]us to 'trouble' 
a[{3cl)ika 'he a bdicates' 
a [o{3]erso 'ad verse' 

The fricative series [{3,i5, y] occurs after vowels , liquids, a nd both underlying fric
atives such as [s) and the derived (13,o, y] . The stop series [b,d,g] occurs after 
pause as well as after a homorganic nasal. The relevant rule applies at the phrasal 
level and hence is postlexical in nature. There is some question whether the post

. vocalic context should be viewed as assimilating [ + continuant] from a vowel. 
For the point to be made here, this will not be crucial. The fact that the s top 
variant occurs in two distinct contex ts (postpausal and after homorganic nasal) 
sugges ts that [ -continuant) is a default value not determined by context a nd hence 
that the process is one of spirantization. The spirantization rule is feature-cha nging 
if the trigger is indeed [ +continuant] from a prccedin_g vowel qecause the voiced 
obstrue nt series wi ll also have received the default [ - continua nt ) va lue (given 
that default values for vowels and consonants a re assigned at the same point in 
the deriva tion). The inte res ting proble m i~ the fact that the rule applies after liqu ids 
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I' .d .5 the lateral [I) and the stop is the coronal 
except in one ca_se: when th_e ~q~1 su1 gests that homorganicity blocks the spread 
[d): cal[d]o, not call?]o. Th1b~l-ac ffegct (section 8 4) This suspicion is strength-

. cy an inaltera 1 1ty e · · c 1· 
of continuan - . I) h·1s ass imilated the dependent coronal ,eatures o 
ened when we realize that [ H' . (1985a) while [ I) is normally a lveolar and · 11 · [d)· according to arns · ) 
the lo owing _ · . . /[d) We accordinoly assume the rule in (61 . [d ] dental. [I] 1s dental in w o. "' 

(6 1) Root Root 
------r ------... J 

[+ la teral) Place Place 

I 
coronal 

_ d f Place then the [+continuant) [I) must ass imilate 
If [continua_nt) is ad~~~; aenn~ ~el ink i; s own [+continuant). Thi s_ is not blocked 
the [ -contin_uant] o . The crucial point is that since [continuant] is a de
by any marking co~vent1on.t" zation rule spreading [ +continuant] must mention 
pendent of Place, _t e sp1ran J WP ma now activate the condition on linked 
Place as the d~ckin8g4)nt:d~l~~!~)he s;read ~f[continuant] to ca[ld]o (62b), because structures (section - _ . 
the lateral lacks a [voiced] spec1ficat1on. 

(62) a. Root b. V C C 
r---_ I ~ 

Place Place 
L----------

Laryngeal 

I 
Laryngeal 

I 
Place Place 

I I 
l + contin] [+voiced] [ + contin] [ - contin] [ +voiced] 

[a] [Id] 

. ·1 t s to [d] no inalterability is invoked in ca/[j3]o and so 
Since [~] only '.15S1m1 a e read f;om [I] to [b]. Since the rule of Place assimilatio~ 
[+continuant] is free to sp ·1 emains [ +continuant] and hence can trigger sp1-
(6I) _do~s not apply to [~], J r In a model where [continuant] is not a Place 
rant1zat1on of the following 

st
op. h" h ode· the Root node (Halle-Sagey) or [ f t] docks at a 1g er n -

dependent, con muan I "th r case whether the segment is Place-I -1 ode (Clements) n e1 e , 
t~e ora ca~~ y ~ tter for the ;pread of [continuant] and the ca/[d]o vs. car[O]o 
linked shou no . ma t . us Padgett's argument is quite intricate and depends 
asymme!ry re;a1~s mys en~tio~s some controversial. It demonstrates the range 

~~ :v~:;ne:: ~nJ~h'; ::~~:ie cons,iderations that must be brought to bear on the 
. 1 bl ms facing feature theory. . 

more d1fficu t pro_ e I e observations on the stricture features. First. L t close with severa mor d - d 
e us 'k in (60c) suggest that continuancy may sprea m _e-

examples such as a[~],/ ticulation of the consonant, passing from the labial 
pendently of the pla~ehi:f;~lows straightforwardly_in the Ha_lle-Sagey a~d Clem: 
[13] to the d~ntal [<5). I ntinuant] and Place are not in a dominance relatio n. It is 
ents mod~ls, where co tt ' model where [continuant] is a terminal feature_ below 
also permitted by P~dged s d. ' the premise that I - continuant] underlies the Place. This conclusion epen s on 
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Spanish voiced obstruent ,cries - a point tha1 not a ll analysh have agreed on . It 
is therefore significant that in Spa nish dialects tha t neutrali zc coda n;"als to the 
velar [JJI. a fol lowing obst ruent is st il l real ized as a stop: c1w/ l)d)o ·when·. If the 
stop derives from an underlying spirant 1hrough ass imilation o f / - c,>n tinuantj 
from the preceding nasat. then the conclusio n that /continuant) ,pread, indepen
dent of Place st ill holds . .\"evertheless. it must be acknowledged that the alleged 
independence of [cont inuant] from Place requ ires fu rther d ocumcnta1i,>n. 

Second, in one of the first expl ic it discussions of feature geometry. Lass ( 1976) 
noted the frequency and naturalness of processes replacing oral stop, and fric
atives such as [t] and [,] \\'ith the laryngeal gl ides[?] and [h] . respect ively. He 
saw these reduction processes as elimination of the Oral Place feat ure, with re
tention of the laryngeal specifica tion and expression or the [:!::continuant] manner 
features at the larynx. \\'bile the original insigh t tha t such debucca li zat ion pro
cesses involve elimination of the Oral Place specification is generally accepted, 
most s ubsequent researchers have rejected the idea that the [=continuant] dis
tinguishing the oral stops versus fricat i,·es is re ta ined ,!nd expre~secl a, a [?] vs. 
(hi opposition. (See Durand 1987 and Iverson 1989 for defense of this view . how
ever. ) First , there is little independent evidence that other processes group [?] 
with the oral stops and [hi with the oral fricatives . Second. while it seems true 
that fricatives reduce to [h] (instead of lo [?])_ both Clements ( 1985a) and McCarthy 
(1988) suggest that this generalization reflects the phonet ic fac t that (voiceless) 
fricatives are produced with an open glottis (allowing the greater a irflow req uired 
to generate the turbulence of an oral fricative). Rather. the rece ived opinio n is 
that the outcome of a reduced stop as [?] vs. [hj reflects the laryngeal features of 
the original oral stop as glottalized versus aspirated. In many languages (e .g., 
English) , a stop reducing to [7] goes through the intermediate stage of glottal i
zation: [t]-- [t' ] -- [?]. It remains to be seen, however. whe ther this missing link 
is always justified. 

Third, while most researchers have accepted McCarthy's ( 1988) idea that [con
• sonantal] forms the root of the fea ture tree and hence is incapable of spreading 
- outside of comple te assimilation, Kaisse ( 1992) points to some conflicting evidence 

- : from glide-hardening processes that operate only when adjacent to a consonantal 
segment. For example, in Cypriot Greek [y] turns to prevelar [k'] after most 
consonants: [ai'5erfi + a] -- [a<5erfya) -- aoerfk' a ' brothers·, [tral(uoya] _. 
trayu0k'a ' singing'. This rule cannot be explained away as harden ing in the syl
lable onset in view of forms such as yerakos 'falcon· and ayazin ' chill wind '. 

· , Rather, Kaisse treats the process as autosegmental spreading of the [ + conson
antal] feature of the preceding consonant. If this is the correct interpretation, it 
dramatically illustrates spread of a stricture feature independent of Place and 
contradicts the proposition that I consonanta l] forms the root of the feat ure tree. 
Unfortunately, the da ta assembled by Kaisse lack examples of two underlyingly 

, adjacent glides. If the hardening process really pushes the glide across the vocal ic
consonantal divide. we predict that a I -consonantal [ glide will not trigger the 
process. 

Finally, several researchers have observed that the mos t convincing cases of 
inalterability (sec tion 8.4) in which a mult iply linked st ructun: blocks applica tion 
ufa rule typicall y involve changes in stricture fea tures - particula rly [continuant). 
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Selkirk ( 1991) nc;'.t, that nasality and laryngeal features a re ofte n ignored in cal
culating identit:, for gemina te integrity and ina lterability: homo rganic 
nasal +consonant clusters such as [mp] consistent ly paralle l gemina te [pp] in 
blocking the ins<:nion ofan epe nthetic vowel; Havana liquid ass imila tion (sect ion 
8.6) creates [bp] gemir.ates that diffe r in voic ing : Icelandic preaspiratio n conve rts 
[pp] to [hp]. again ,howing the independe nce of the laryngeal features from the 
rest of the gemimcte. Selkirk develops a "two-root" theory of gemina tes in whic h 
the multiple li nking relevant for inalte rability occurs lower in the feature tree at 
the level where icontinuan t] combines with Place . Geminates such as [pp] and 
[mm) receive th, representations shown in (63J. On this view, no ina lte rability 
effects are obser:cd with la ryngeal or nasal features since they are not multiply 
linked. Like Padgett's, this model also postulates a s trong coupl ing of strictu re 
with place feait..re, . However. in putting [continua nt] above Place, it cannot 
spread the formc:r without dragging a long the latter and so must tell a different 
story for Spani, h a[~6] ika. See Selkirk 1991 fo r details. 

(63) [ - cons] [ + cons] [+cons) [ +cons] 

lary~ ~ / ~geal [na~ V ~sail 
[ - contin] [ - contin] 

I I 
Labia l La bial 

9.6 Nasal 

Piggott (1992) di~cerns two c ross-linguistic forms of nasal harmony. In the more 
pre valent type A, found in such languages as Warao, Malay, and Sunda nese , the 
targets include vowels and normally the laryngeal and oral glides as well as some
times liquids and even fricatives; stops (and normally fricatives a nd liquids) are 
opaque. In type B harmony all sonora nts are targets and obstruents are trans
parent. This harmony is found in Southern Barasano and Guarani , among others. 

(64) ~ 
Warao Malay 
inawaiia ' summer' maya n 'stalk' 
meiiokohi 'shadow' ma?ap 'pardon ' 
moaupu 'give them makan ' eat' 

to him' m;ilaran 'forbid' 

!YruU1 
Southern Barasano 
nasal words oral words 
maha1Ji 'comer' "diro ' fly ' 
masf1 'people' wamba/waba 'come' 
wan 'demon wati 'going?' 
Guarani 
tiip[l 'god' tupa ' bed' 
piri ' to shiver ' piri ' rush ' 

IVU,Hll 
-!':Ii 

Instead of sti pul.ating t_his _difference directly in the [nasa l] spread rules . Piggot t 
sees a paramet ric d1s tmct1on m the geometry of the feature (nasal]. In the -un
marked type A, [nasal] is a depe nden t of the Soft Palate art iculator whil , ·,n t\' , 

• . • <; pt; 
B 1t 1s a dependent of the SY (Spontaneous Voic ing) node. The latter takes 

1
;p a 

suggestton of Avery and Rice (1989a,b) to characterize the voicing of ~o n
1 

.. t . · h . 1 r . . L 1,1n s 
wit a sp~cia eat_ure distinct_ fro1i1 the obst ruents ' laryngeal-dependent [voiced) . 
Let us bn eOy review Piggott s results. 

. The basic intuition und~rlying th.e a nalysis of type A harmony is tha t nasa lity 
1s a depe nden t fea ture of _the Soft Pa late (SP) a rticulator node. On phonetic 
?rounds 1t makes sense to 1dent1fy SP as an a rticulator because it is one of the 
independentl y movable e lements of the vocal tract. It diffe rs from other articu
lators such as Coronal and Do: sal in imple menting just a single feature (i.e .. 
[nasal]). Just as the representation of the labial lb] does not require a nco•it · 'fi · ,_. 1ve 
~pec1 1cat1on for the Coronal a rticulato r, so nonnasal segments need not be ~spec-
ified [ - nasal]. Hence, vowels a re m general unspecified fo r SP: they mav acqti·. 

Sp 'fi . b . II e 
a spec, 1cat1o n ~ con'.extua l _s~read_ing just as a consonant may acquire a 
second~ry ~lace spec1ficat1on. This implies that in phone tic implementation. the 
velum 1s raised unless th.e segme nt is m~rked [+ nasal]. P iggott treats [nasal I as 
a monovalent feature; thi s makes sense m that [ - nasal] seldom seems to spread 
(see be l~w). H owever , we e ncounter a problem in the type A nasal harmony 
sys~ems in re presenting an opaqu_e con~ona nt such as [p] in Warao mo[uipu: the 
[p] inte rrupts the spread of nasality. P1gg.ott p: oposes the representation in (65) 
where the opaque segment has a SP spec1ficat1on but no te rminal feature. 

(65) m oa 

I 
SP 

I 
[nasal] 

u p u 

I 
S P 

m oa upu 
L/.::::--- I 

SP SP 

I 
[nasal] 

_Nasal harmony is then formalized as spreading of the SP node . T he undevelo ped 
~SP on the [p] blocks nasal harmony by the line-crossing constraint. This solutio n 
depends on the spreading taking place at the SP level rather tha n for the te rminal 
feature [nasal] ; to ensure this outcome, Piggott proposes a " maximal application " 
convention tha t requires a spreading rule to ta rget the highest node in the feature 
~ree consistent with the desired output. It is unc lear whethe r this convention will 
induce spread of the bare SP node of the [p] to the following vowel in (65). Ob
struent~ carry an SP specification unive rsally while sonorants may or may not , 
depe nding on whether_they _a rrest nasal harmony. The glottal stop in Malay mcF'iip 
has a SP [nasal] spe~1ficat1on that. s~read s to ~he following vowel, indicating a 
lowered velum. But smce the glottis 1s closed, 1t cannot de liver the nasal a irtlow 
normally found in [nasal] segments. T his segment is thus inte nsionally [nasal] but 
extensionally oral. · 

In type B nasal harmony, obstruent consonants are not ba rrie rs to the spread 
of [nasal]. In many of these la nguages [nasal] is an autosegmcnt that marks mo r
phe mes as a who le. Sonora nt consona nts as well as vowels a re nasal in morphe mes 
conta ining a [nasal) aur.osegment a nd oral in morphemes that lack the autoscg-
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. . s well creating oral and nasal altcrnants. The 
T ·cally affixes harmonize a . . 

111c11l. YP1 f . - (66) illu, trate these points. 
Soulhern Barasano orms m 

mahMi 
mii.s[1 
wati 
kii.moka 
maha-ma 
iii-mi 
huni-ne 
mino-iia 

·comer' 
'people' 
'demon· 
' rattle· 
'go up 
'I saw· 
'to hurt' 
' leaf stream' 

"diro 
wa"'ba/waba 
wati 
wesika 
wa-"'ba 
wa-mbi 
yi-re 
0gahe-ya 

'fiy' 
·come· 
'going•)' 
'above· 
'come!· 
' I went' 
'to say 
·anolher stream' 

l 
- -1 n a nasal span while the liquid [rl alte rnales 

Th ' glides [w,y} appear as w,n I r-·d lmb "d og] and the 
c . .1 1 t' n holds between the prenasa 1z1;; , , . 

with [n}. A s1m1 ar :e a 10 h s have analyzed the latte r alternation with the 
1 l n I)} Previous researc er • l "'b "d o I • nasa s m, ' . . under! ing. They derive the prenasahzed , ' g seg-

\111.n,l)} nasal senes as ll~ the following oral vowel to produce a contour 
111.:nts by a _sprea~ of l - ~~s: na::~ - nasal] phase. Piggott rejects thi~ approach. 
segment _with a_n mterna d rson ( 1976a). Piggott sees the nasal consonants in type 
l)cvelopmg an i~e~ of An e derl ing [ - continuant} sonorants that lack a spec-
13 systems as ansmg from un y - t appear as the [m n I)} nasals when 
itication for [nasa l} . These sonorant s tofns a nasal span and a~ ~he prenasalized 

. d 'th the [nasal] autosegmen f h 
associate WI. . 

1 
On this analysis, the nasal portion o t e pre-

1 '"b."d,ogJ senes m an_ora :an.t'c epiphenomenon that reflects the attempt of 
nasalized consonants is a P_ on: 'ontaneous voicing in the presence of an oral 
the vocal apparatus to realize P . t . the a irflow needed to keep the vocal 
closure: the nasal port opens tol i:nam_ amthat in the type B languages the 

'b t' Thus the c aim 1s • 
/ folds v1 ra mg. .' derlying nonnasal sonorants that are [ -contm-

1 ["'b,"d,ogJ= [m,n,l)} senes a~e u:cification from the context ; otherwise, they are 
uant}. Th~y acquire a [nasa } tphase of the [mb,"d,ogJ series is a matter of phonetic 
~honolog1cal_ly oul.. Thr:;~:n~ has the advantage of m.!!.@)'ing the major argument 
implementallon\.... his t d d takes feature theory a step closer to general mon-
that [ - nasal} can sprea an . . - - - -

o~cy. . he fact that nasal harmony targets all sonorants_ and 
ln order to ~haracten:e t t Piggott treats [nasal} as a Spontaneous Vo1cmg 

skips over (vo1c~less) o struen s;tems By defin~ sonorants have a SY spec
(SY) ~~pen~ent m_ the type B sy nts l~ck one. The [nasal} autosegment _thus _tar
ificatlon while (vo1~less) obstrue obstruents that lack a SY specification. 

SY odes and consequently steps over . . (67) 
gets . _n I . f Southern Barasano ,viiti is sketched m . 
The intended ana ys1s o -

(67) w a t 

I I I I 
R R R R Root 

I I- I -
Spontaneous Voicing SY SY SY 

l/-"--------
[nasal I [Nl 

Lary11gl'1,I l-'l'/lllll'<' .I' 

This analysis thus inlroduccs a certain indc1crminancy inlo the feature geome
try: [n_a_s!!ll can be a dependen t of either the S9fl ~1ila1e or lhe Sronlancous Voicing 
node. To maximize the proposal's lcarnabi lily. Piggotl rosih..fil' as the defaul t 
location. Positive evidence in the form of a noncon trastivc complcmcnlarv Jis
tribution between a ["'b."d.''gl and a Jm.n.rJ I series is rcquircJ to shift Jna;al J 10 
a SY dependency . 

9. 7 Laryngeal Features 

The laryngeal features include aspiration. glollali zalion. and va rious types of voic
ing. Recall that Halle and S1evens ( 197 I l define lhcse fcaturi.:, in lerms of 1wo 
phonetic parameters: glotlal width and glottal tension. Aspirated segments arc 
l + spread gl]. glottalized ones a re I + constricted glJ. These ge~lures are physica lly 
incompatible. and we thus correctly predict the absence of phonological segments 
that combine aspiration and glotta lization (on the assumption that phonological 
features· must be phonetically g ro u-n-ded-). Phonologically there is a signili~ant 
asymmetry between the two poles of the [constr gl] and [spread gl] features. 
however. Few if a ny rules and constrain ls single oul I -cons tr gl I and I - s pread glj 
segments. Rather, phonological generalizations are a lmost always defined over 
the positive values of these features. T his asymmetry has prompted many pho
nologists to treat [constr gll and [spread gl] as monovalent fealures . A brief sum
mary of the evidence follows. 

Rules of neutralization typically replace [ph] and [p') with [p] rather than the 
inverse (e.g., Klamath, exercise 1.14). Languages may impose restrictions such 
as one aspirated (Sanskrit) or one glottalized (Yucatec Mayan) segment per stem. 
The inverse (i.e., one pla in segment per stem) is not found. l + spread gl] and 
[ +constr gl] may delink from one position and surface elsewhere (e.g. Grass
mann 's Law in Sanskrit). Once again, [ -spread glj and [-constr gl] fai l to work 
in the same way. These asymmetries are explained if aspiration and glottalization 
are monovalent; the negative values do not exist and hence cannot figure in pho
nological rules and constraints. On this view, processes of neutralization are for

-:,: mulated to delink the monovalent [spread gl) or [constr gl] feature (or its domi
·nating Laryngeal node). Segments without a laryngeal specification are 
phonetically implemented with an intermediate degree of glotta l width . 

A number of researchers have proposed general izing laryngeal monovalency 
to voicing as well. This is prima facie plausible because [ +voiced] in obstruents 
para llels [ +constr gl] and l +spread gl] in several respects. Just as phonemic 
'inventories select [p] before they select JphJ or [p'l, so they also prefer [p] to [b). 

• In positions of neutraliza tion (e.g., syllable-final, word-final), obstrue nts devo ice.----
Final voicing is rarely found. Although not as prevalent, autosegmentalization of 
[voiced) is also possible. For example, Lyman 's Law in Japanese (Ito and Mester 
1986, Mester and Ito 1989) bars mo re than one voiced obstruent per stem (e.g., 
kita ' north', but *gida); the constraint is also actively enforced by suppressing a 
process (re11dak11 ) lhal voices the initial obstruenl in the second member of a 
compound struc ture (e.g .. lori 'fold ' + kami 'paper' I ..... origami 'origami paper·. 
but [kita 'norlh' + kazc 'wind'[ -> kit11/w::.e 'norlh wind'. nol *kiwgaze). Dcsri1c 
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these parallel,. ho1,·e,·er. m,,novalent I voiced] is a more cont roversial proposal 
simply becau;e of the many ru le , and constraints in the phonological literature 
that have been defined over I - voiced]. They must be reinterpreted if this proposal 
is correct. Le t us sun·ey a re,, cases and the reanalyses that have been offered. 

Consider first cases of vok:ing assimilation such as the one found in the English 
inflectional affixes. On the ,trength of the l-iz] alternant in bush-es. the derivation 
of the voiceless alternant "i n car-l s] appears to involve spread of l - voiced] after 
deletion of the vowel. Mester and lt6 ( 1989) propose to re interpret this process 
as the by-product of a UG ph,1notactic constraint on syllabification - specifically. 
a requiremen, that tautosy!labic ob, truent clusters agree in vo ic ing. Thus, in order 
to syllabify the c luster in rnlt - z]. the lz] deletes its lvoiced]. This idea might be 
expressed in ,erms of a more- general theory of prosodic licensing (see Goldsmith 
1990) in which syllabic consti tuents such as the onset or coda are annotated with 
one occurren.:e of 1,·oiced]. which is interpreted as dominating a ll dependents. 
Sonorants (e.g .. rray . play) would then have to pick up their voicing specification 
by default rules (assuming that the voicing of a sonorant such as lr] and that of 
an obstruent such as [dl are the same feature). If correct. this interpretation implies 
that the de,·oiced plu ral affix in ca1-[s] is tautosyllabic wi th the preceding con
sonant. 

Of course. in many languages voicing assimilation crosses syllable junctures. 
Where earlier analyses see a spread of [avoiced], the monovalent model can only 
treat (+voiced] in this fashion. Apparent assimilation of I - voiced] must be rean
alyzed as simple delinking of the underlying [voiced] specification. Building on 
earlier work by Mascaro (1987), Lombardi (1991) develops a monovalent analysis 
that attempts to account for some subtle differences in the behavior of voicing in 
clusters. Her results can be summarized as follows. The German paradigm in (68) 
is significant in that it shows that there can be neutralization in a c luster without 
spread of [voiced]. Given monovalent [voiced], we predict the absence of lan
guages that would voice obstruents in exactly the contexts where German de
voices them (e.g. , a paradigm such as /a[s]-en, la[z], la[z]-lich). 

(68) lo[z]en 'loosen' 
lo[sl ' loose' 
lo[sb]ar 'solvable' 
lo[sl]ich 'soluble' 
lo[st] 'dissolves' 

This alternation has generally been treated as delinking of [ voiced] from the coda. 
Lombardi argues, however, that this formulation fails to extend to cases such as 
Fein[t] from Feind 'enemy'. There is some reason to believe that the underlying 
final (d] occupies the syllable appendix . A rule delinking [voiced] from the coda 
would bypass this case. In view of this point as well as some doubts about the 
legitimacy of the notion "coda," Lombardi turns the alternation on its liead. 
Instead of saying where [voiced] is barred, the grammar ~tates where it is per· 
milled. In all other cases [voiced] is dclinked from an obstrucnt. This "positive·· 
condition can he expressed as (69); it licenses !voiced] when followed by a tau
tosyllabic ~onoran t. 

Lwynxea/ Fea111re.1· 

(69) 
CT 
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~ 
I - sonor] I + sonor] 

I 
Laryngeal 

allo,,· [ voiced) / 
I 

Unles~ the languag~ permits reversed sonoritv c lusters in 
to saymg tha t a voiced obst ruen t i·s all d - . the coda. 169) amounts 

owe 10 stand m th II bl a sonorant bu t not elsewhere It thus d . e sy a c onset before 
II • · cvo,ces the relevant b . 

we as m the appendix in Fein(tj. On the other han _o _struents m (68) as 
Blatt ' leaf are allowed to stand. d, the lb] s In Ba11111 ·tree· and 

L?mbardi thus expresses the devoicing as a constraint 
mot1vat1on for doing so appears to be th t . f . rather than a rule. One 
configuration of data that is ~ound . . a Ill unctions as a "soft" universal - a 

m many anguages Th · · • 
recun-ent but not universal phonotactics have a differ~n e mtu1t1on is that such 
trary rules that must be learned o . h I sta tus from more arbi
paramctcr tha t a given language ~aynoerm1g t prophose that_ (69) func tions as a UG 
h. • may not c oose to 1m G 

t is option while English does not (at least at the word pose. erman selects 
however, (69) behaves much like a rule I . l_evel). In o ther respects, 
specific point in the derivation and the~e n part,~ular, it must be imposed a t a 
garding the fate of the unlicensed laryngeal t r~ op'.'?ns that must be selected re
adjacent pos_ition (e.g., the aspiration thro;~a~r~; ~? delete ?r re link at some 
othe~ hand, if we interpret (69) as an active ass~ia_nn s Law). On the 
rule m which the structural change operate proc~ss, then ,t is a special kind of 
defined in the rule itself. s overt e complement of the contexts 

The ~utch data in (70) differ minimally from the . 
neutralization in the coda with voicing a . .1 . German ?ata m combining 
alternation can be treated as a s,·ngle ss1m1 atron. ~nder binary voicing, the 
b process spreading [ + · d] 

·O struent clusters with delinking of the O . . 1 [ . - voice leftward in 
· • ngma + voiced] s ·fi · ative theory breaks the process dow . t - pect 1cation. The pri-
h n m o two steps· der k. f . 

t e coda consonant (perhaps reflecting the i . : m mg o [_voiced] from 
, spread of [voiced] from a following obstruent ~~~s1t10n of constraint (69)) and 
gonsonant in the cluster (70b). 0 e laryngeally unspecified first 

hiu[z]en ' houses' 
hiu[s] 'house' 
hui[sk]ammer 'living room' 
hui[zb]aas 'landlord' 

a[sJen 
a[s] 
a[z)bak 

'ashes' 
'ash' 
'ashtray' 

b. [ - sonor) [ - sonor] ______________ J 
[voiced] 

~or the uriderlying [zb] cluster of lwiz + baas ' landlord' t . . 
Stble: one dclinks (voiced] from (z) folio d b I ' wo derivations a rc pos-

we y l ic spread of [voiced] from the 
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-1% . fi rges the two [voiced] spec1-. lys1s irst me · the b] An alte rna11 ve ana . l'nked [voiced] to escape . 
foll•""ing ons.:t l . uires the resultant mult1plyh1 by saying that l voiced] ,s 

. . . i I then req . b' l'ty or per aps I· tt 
fo:at1,,ns ·"., b a peal to maltera ' ' . s an argument for the a er 
,,111,tr:1inl n1 (69)fo{io,~ino onset. Lombard, de_velo.~ Dutch~ In e ither case , two 
1i,,•1i,;.:d via the b . of ~he past tense mflect10_nd1 I s-delinking operations that 

· · rn on the as,s · ic the sprea -p u . 
P'"1tt, . .. . re requirep that m1m. . ·1ates l ± v01ced). 
rul.::- ,,J11~l1a1nts a d·t·onal ana lysis that ass1m1 L'ke Dutch it spreads 

b. din the tra t I h d German . 1 · . 
ur.: .:,H11 me d'f~ s minimally from Dute an ' it differs in not suppressrng 

Ul..ra1n1an ' r llowino obstruent (7 I a). Howe, er, II as preconsonantal (7 le) 
1v,,1.:.:J\ 1:rom \; syllabk coda: word-fi~,al (7 1b) asu:~ainian follows English in 
[ ,,,i.:.:Jl trom t . In Lombardi s terms . 

.. ·J obstruents remain. 
~o•c~ •mpose constraint (69). tailing to 1 

(711 a. 

b. 

c. 

• to request' pros' ity 
•a request' proz'-ba 
'to mill' molot' 

molod'-ba 'milling 

bereg 'shore 

viz 'cart' 

golub 'pigeon 

rid-ko 'rare 1 

' trunk' gen.sg. xobty 
t 'to drive' 

vez- y f languages that would 
d' t the absence o d 

. the monovalent model pre tc ~ - voiced] but not [ + voiced] an 
Once agahrn, Ukrainian situation by spreadmg I '-bo The fact that such cases 
reverse t e . k but [pros, -ba] as pros . h . 
lhu§ realize [rid+ ko] as flt- ~ lent [voiced] an attractive hyit e~•~~ showing as-

ar;~nna~~~es:~~r:!:~a:;;;g:s such as Yid(~t:i tu~t f:::: Ukur:ini~n in faili~g-to 
' . . · bstruent clusters . del where v01cmg similation of v01cmg 111 0 Under the licensmg mo . . • 

neutralize voicing word-finally (72b). that Yiddish follows German •~ •~pos~~~ 
atllimilation reflects (69), we ~~;.~:ia{voiced] in obstruents must then t:t:~ere 
lhiii constraint. However'. w?r . is reminiscent of syllable phonotac ' state 
1w another statement. This s1tuat1on I than word-medial ones . How to r

1 
ften more comp ex word-final clusters a:e o . es further research . 

this connection precisely requtr 

Lw-:,.·111:eal F,·,1111r, , 

(73) Const raint (69) spreading (70b) final e.\ .:ep1i,•n 
+ 

G~:m:in 
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+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

D·.:1~h. P,,Ji,h . Ca1alan 

Y1-:Ji,h. H ungari:in. Romania n 
L·~~.,,n,.,n 
Enf li, h 

Let us close with a few additiona l obsen ation, c1n the r ri\ :,ti\·.; voic ing theory . 
First , sonora nt consonants are typically voi.:ed. Ho \1 C\ er . ,_ ,, ic ing in sonornnts 
tends to patte rn diffe rently from voic ing in ob, trucnt, . . -\ , 11 e h:I\ c ;een . the latte r 
triggers and undergoes assimi lation and ncutraliza:ion ,,. hilc ihe former typ ically 
does not. This asymmetry might sugges t that \'Oicing in <on11ranh and obstruc nts 
reflects two d ifferent phonological fea tures . .-\ltcrnati, el\. it may reflec t a dif
ference between the presence and the absence of [voi-:: edj a, a func tio n of un
derspecification: obst ruents a re underlying!~ specified :1, [, 11icedj but sonorant s 
are unspecified until a relatively late po int in the deriva tion . The Po lis h [o ]--. (u/ 
rule (section 2.7) is problematic for e ithe r \·iew. Recall that this r ule ra ises [ol 
before word-final voiced obstrue nts as well as nonnasal sonorants : underlying 
[voz]. [nos]. [dzvon] , and [bor] are realized as l'/ls ·can·. nos ·nose· . d: 1·011 ' bell ', 
and bur 'forest '. The specification I + voiced . - nasal] subsume s exactl y the c lass 
of conditioning consonants - but only if voic ing in obstruents and so norants is 
expressed by the same feature. Furthermore. this process must follow default 
[voiced] assignment to sonorants and precede final devoicing: but (he la tte r fa ils 
to affect sonorants, a difference that must evident ly be built into the rule . 

Second , when sonorants change to obs truents, they typical ly appear as vo iced 
rather than voiceless (e .g., hardening of g lides). This also a rgues for identifying 
the [voiced] feature across both classes . Third , a number of languages a re tra
ditionally desc ri bed as contrasting voiced and voiceless sonorants . Defenders o f 
monovalent [voiced] have argued that when these cases a re examined more 
closely, there is evidence that voiceless sonorants are really unde rl ying aspi rates 
and hence can be represented with [+ spread gl) rather than [ - voiced]. 

Fourth, recall that Halle and Stevens (1971) establish a formal connection be
tween voicing and tonal registe r features in order to capture the general ization 
that voiced consonants typically induce a lowering of pitch while voiceless ones 

• are associa ted with a raised pitch. Specifically, [stiff vfl realizes vo icelessness in 
obstruents and raised pitch in vowels while [slack vf] leads to lo wering of pitch 
and voicing of obstruents. The tonogenesis found in many Asian languages re-

r ceives a natural explanation in these terms (e.g., Songjiang, section 7.8). A voicing 
contrast in the syllable onset is associated with a tonal registe r diffe rence in the 
following syllabic nucleus: voiceless (i .e., I + stiff vf]J consonants with high- toned 
(i.e., [+stiff vfj) vowels and voiced fi .e., I+ slack vf]) comonants wit h low-toned 
(i.e., [ +slack vt]) vowels. When the voicing contrast in the onset is neutralized , 

__ __Jfte associated tona l difference becomes phonemic. 

""-" If this idea is correct, we expec t the influence to go in the opposite direct ion 
:~-:- as·well: a tonal difference affec(ing consonan t voic ing. Noyer (1 991) inte rpre ts 

Verner's Law in these terms. Verner \ Law explains apparent "ex,cptions" lo 
Grimm 's First Law whereby PIE voiceless slops *p, *1. *k Mc rcllc, tc u as Ge r-
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. . , . - •. ' . • r > ii . Verne r noted that the la11er re la tion 
manic ,-..>1ce less fncal1ves j. ll. . I th t was stressed in PIE (74a). But afte r 

. . . II . ell as after a vowe a . d f . . . 
holds imlla y as w ' h , Pl E voiceless stops appear as v01ce ncat1ves 

unstressed Pl E vowel (74b). t " * 
~; German ic - a process that also affected PIE s. 

(74) 
Germanic Gothic Old Saxon 
br6 :0at broOar bro:Oer 

G reek 
phr{1: tcr 
dckc1 ... bhra: ter .h tehan 

dckm texun ta1 un 

mu:s-

b. p:iter 
septrn 
ous-en 

mu:s(i)-

faOar 
se~um 
a01iin 

c. y C 
l ----------·1 

[slack-~fl l + cont in] 

faOc1r 
si~un 

mu:s 

fader pate: r 
sibun hi:pt{i 
oor a Lith. aus1s 

·brothe r· 
·ten' 
·mouse 

·father 
·seven' 
·ear 

. .· H· lie Noye r (1991) sees the influence of stress 
Developing a suggest10n o~:1~~1 I~ :cifi~ally, suppose that Pl E accented vowels 
in tenns of the fea~ure lst1 . . _Pd arcented vowels with l + slack vf] . The 
were associated with [ + slllT vff] an 1·~nd:s a spread of[ + slack vfl to a following 

. . fV 's Lawcan be orma1ze . . f h G vmcmg o e rner . ration given Noyer·s analysis o t e er-
continuant (74c) - a feature-filling ope connection between tone and consonantal 
manic obstruenl s ystem. If the two-war [ t'ff vf] and [slack vf] continues to hold 

. . . r d b Halle and Stevens s s 1 . . F' 11 voicing imp ie Y . d ~ the monovalent theory of v01cmg. ma Y, 
up, then a serious challenge is po~e na~an Raising (section 3.2) that must be dealt 
there are isolated cases such as a 

with as well. 

9.8 Contour Segments 
. ·m etus to the development of autosegmental 

We saw in chapter 7 that a ma~~r ~ J. rising and falling tones into ordered se
phonology was. the de~ompos1t1oin le vocalic segment. Such contour tones oft~,n 
quences of [ ± h1) ass~c1at_ed to as g in sim le tones. For example, Margi s 
arise from the combmall~n of under,!y gthe LPH melody. They also behave like 

, l\abic verbs rea 1zes d 
rising tone m monosy h ir effects on adjacent tones are concerne . 
LH and HL sequences as ~ar as t e the two most common types of segments 
Prenasalize~ stops and affn ~ate:~~;h a similar segment-internal sequencin_g_ of 
from trad1t10nal phonology ,or 1982) The motivations for this decompos1t1on 
features has been prop?sed (Ewe7 'i many Bantu languages a prenasalized 
are much the same as in the ton? case . ;he combination of a nasal prefix plus a 
l"dl is easily demonstrated to ar~se fr~',!'dl Similarly. languages with lt'l and ic l 
following coronal stop: [n] + l _l-; Isl ., ·. independent phonemes . justifying the 
alTricates typically have (t]. (s ~, ''.n 11' ~ l' l -+ le ]. However, just as contour 

. . . It) + ls ) -+ (t I ,ind t T ~ . d .. 
decompos1t10n. . . . . le tone-bearing unit ' so there is goo re,1son 
tone~ may be assoc1,~tcd with '.1 _s1~g. ffr'C'ltcs as single segments. As the Bantu 
to treat the prcnasahzed stops ,in a ' ' 
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languages demonstrate. homorganic NC sequences as ,,ell as affricates may a rise 
in systems thal othe rwise lack any consonant clustering. Also, some languages 
contrast affricates and the corresponding stop-fricative sequences: for example. 
Polish czy ·whether· le],,. trzy ·three· its!. Gi,en these paralle ls. it seems natural 
lo extend the contour tone ana logy and thus represent the prenasalized stop j"dj 
and the affricate It'] a, a sequence of features a,socia ted ll' ith a single Root node. 

(75) l + nasall [ - nasalj I - cont in] l + continj 

~ -------....~ 
Root Root 

I I 
Corona l Corona l 

I "d] l t' J 

Furthe r research has uncovered a number of problems with this li ne of thought ; 
it suggests that the original ana logy to contour tones was probably drawn too 
hastily. Let us survey some of the literature that has developed around these 
contour segments. 

Sagey (1986) introduced a te rminological distinction between complex segments 
such as the labiovelar [kp] of many West African languages and the contour seg
ments (affricates and prenasal ized stops). The labial and vela r components of the 
former are unordered phonologically, while the [±continuant] and [± nasal] com
ponents of the latter are claimed to appear in a particular sequence. This difference 
is supposed to reflect a distinction in the formal status of the two types of features. 
The articulators can be combined in produc ing a single sound because they involve 
separate pieces of articulatory ha rdware. But the velum cannot be simultaneously 
raised and lowered and so the [ + nasal) [ - nasal) phases of a prenasalized stop 
must be sequenced. Also, if we accept the Halle-Sagey constraint that the majo r 
articulator of a segment must execute all its stricture features, then the affricate's 
[ - continuant] and [ +continuant) components cannot be implemented simul
taneously - they involve the physically incompatible actions of na rrowing and 
widening of the vocal tract. 

Given the model's predilection to see a deep connection between the feature 
geometry and phonetic articulation, it was natural to carry the distinction between 
complex and contour segments over into the phonology. As phonological support 
for this move, Sagey pointed to ru les of nasal assimilation that realize a nasal as 
the doubly articulated [ml)] in front of [kp]; this process indicates that the L abial 
and Dorsal articulators can spread equa lly and independently from inside the same 
segment. On the other hand, the internal sequencing of the affrica tes and pre
nasa lized stops was reflected in rules that see only one face of the contour seg
ment. A rule whose struc tural description involves material to the left of a [t•J 
affricate would see the I - continuant] side and hence should group [t•J with stops 
such as It]; a rule looking at the right face of an alTricate would see [ +continuant] 
and thus should group It'] with [s). To support this implication, Sagey drew at
tention to a rule of Zoquc that voices post·nasal stops and affricates but not fric
atives (76a). 
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(76) a. 

b . 

C. 

Feature Geo111e1ry. U11derspeciflca1io11, and C1111s1rai111s 

minba 
pAnjAki 

-+ winsa?u 

!min-pal 
jp,n-c:Aki] -+ 

I\, in,a?u l 

root root 
/'--..___ .. ----------1 

ln.i,all !voiced] [ -contin] 

root root 

I I 

' he comes· 
•figure of a man' 
' he received' 

root 

~ 
1-contin] l + contin] I - cont in) I + contin] 

stop fricative affricate 

The rule can be expressed as spreading [voiced] from a nasal to a fo llowing 
[ - continuant! (76b). Given that an affricate starts with a I - continuant] specifi
cation. the rule will apply to a stop and an affricate but not to a fricative (76c). 
The di stribution of the English plural allomorphs represents a rule sensitive to 
the right side of an affricate: [-iz] becomes [-z) (and then [-s) by voic ing assimi
lation) unless deletion would create successive I +continuant] segments sharing 
the Coronal articulator. Deletion is thus possible in cab-[z]. rnff[s). and cat-[s] 
but not in buss-[i z] and brush-[iz] . The fact that deletion is blocked after the 
coronal affricates [cl and [j] now makes sense: they terminate in [ + continuant j 
and hence would give ri se to successive [+continuant) specifications : judg-[i z], 
c/111rch-[iz]. 

Hualde (1987) discovered rules in Basque that appear to refer to the opposite 
edge of the affricate and thus call Sagey's interpretation into question. For ex
ample, one deletes a stop before another stop (77a). 

(77) a. /bat paratu/ -+ ba paratu 'put one' 
/bat+naka/ -+ banaka 'one by one· 
/guk + piztu/ -+ gu-piztu 'we light' 

b. /hari[t']-ki/ -+ hari[s]-ki 'oak wood' 
/ho[t' ] bat/ -+ ho[s) bat 'a cold' 

/hilt' ) + tegi/ -+ hi[s]tegi ' dictionary' 

If formulated as the deletion of the first of two successive [ - continuant] segments, 
the [ - continuant) [+continuant) components of the [t') affricate should remain 
unaffected: the dissimilating I - continuant] specifications in a [t' k] cluster are 
separated by the [ +continuant] forming the release of the affricate. In fact, this 
prediction is wrong: the (t'] affricate also reduces by a loss of its plosive com
ponent (77b). Hualde concludes that the-occlusive portion of the affricate and of 
the following stop must be able to see each other across the l + continuant) in 
order to dissimilatc. He proposes.a parameter to .determine whether an affricate 
groups with a stop or a fricative in the interpretation of a given rule. The Basque 
pa~adigm in (TI) thus seriously challenges the analogy of affricates with contour 
tones. 
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Lombardi (1990) tr" t · ies o reconcile the Basque data with h . . 

by Sagcy. She notes tha t a ffric·itcs di·i·rer 1.. t c edge I acts discussed 
h I . ' 1 ' 10m contour tone · h· 

t e - cont111uant] and I + continu·int ] . _ 5 111 t ,ll the o rder of 
l ' components 1s tixcd · th I . 

c osurc a lways precedes the l + cont inu· t I l . . . . . c - cont111uant] 
ff • . . <111 re e<1sc H.:r hy th • . 

~ n cate s pieces a rc unordered phonolo icall . · _. po_ es1s 1s that the 
imposed at the leve l of phonet ic implemegntati:~ ;~~/top-f1 ica t1vc cquencing is 

(78) I + con tin] 

I 
Root 

I 
1- contin] 

-+ Root 

---------------1 - cont in I l +continl 

Thus, as far as the phonology is concerned. an affr' . . 
~ult1ply articulated [kp] segments. Bo th the + 1~ate_sh~uld beha\·e like Sagey's 
pieces are accessible from e ither side l ' h· I . ? ntrnu,1_nt] a nd I - continuant) 
[ + • . · 1srcqu11esputt1ng[ - · . 

con_t111uant] on different tie rs so that the can ·e continuant] and 
the articulators comprising the labiovela r (k r I f~ e past one a_nother Just like 
distinc tion between contour and co I P · 11 e cct. Lombardi denies Sagey's 
of phonetics. mp ex segments, except possibly at the level 

Si~.ce the I + continuant] and [ - continuant] com . 
bard1 s conception of the affricate " ant1·-ed ,, l ponents are unordered in Lorn-
. 1·fi · • ge rues such as the B· . . s1mp 1 1cat1on are no longer a problem Th 1 . . asque occlusive 

[ - continuant] specification when the .foll e r~ e is simply fo rm_ulated to delete a 
It is understood to remove the stricture ~ewt111g sefgme~t a lso is I - continuant]. 

l d . 1 ' a ure o a s111gle sto I d' . 
e_ven~ua em1se; when it is applied to the affricate It'] P, . ea 111g to its 
s1on 1s also removed but the I+ continua t] . , th~ I - cont111uant] occlu
fricative [s] (79). 11 portion remains and appears as the 

(79) I +contin) I + con tin] 
I I Root Root -+ Root Root I I I I - contin) I -contin] I - contin] 11•1 [k] (s) [kl 

Zoque's same-side postnasal voicing can be defined v . 
thus apply to both the stop and the affricate s· ·1 ~ er [ - co~t111uan t) and will 
of the English plural converts to I z) so I . im1 ar y, t_he basic [-1z] allomorph 
'fi • · ong as successive I+ · 
t icat1ons are not created on adjacent Root d s· ~ont1nuan t] spec-
a_ I +continuant] component, it blocks gene;a~i;~·o/t~~el~:el alflfncate (c_J contains 
[n]. a omorph 111 church-

. ~ombardi's unordered representation ~redicts that h . . 
Sthve to one value for [continuant] will a lwa . k p onolo?1c,II processes scn
differently, it is incompat ible with rules tl1 yts ~1c I out the affricate as well. Stated 
fli · · a s111g e out <tops to th l · 

a ncatcs and fricatives or with rules tint sin I t f . " . · c cxc us1on of 
affrii:atcs and stops. Since it contains b~th ·1 gl e ou _ncat1 vc~ to the exclusion o f 

, +continuant! and a I - 1:ontinuant l 
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component , an affrica te shoulJ elic it o r _undergo any rule that refers to ei the r 
Vo.lue of [continuant] . LombarJi ( 1990) disposes of several potential counterex
amples by arguing that they are phonetic processes applying after the [ - contin
uant] [ +continuant] pieces have been sequenced. 

Subsequent research has uncovered other possible counterexamples jeopar
dizing the basic premise of Lombardi' s theory. Fo~ e~ample. Rubach ~1_992a ) 
points to several rules of PoJish that are activated b_y fncat1vcs but n_ol by aft n eat cs 
or , tops. One spreads [ + anterior] from the fncat1 ve [s] to precedmg obstruents. 
converting [s] 10 [s] and the affricates [cl and [14

] ( = [c] in Ru bach' s transcri ptions) 
to '. t' ] ( = Rubach's [cl). But th.: corresponding l +anterior! affricate [t' I does not 
, hare its [+anterior] feature with a preceding consonant. 

(g(J' [s+s]- [s+s] :owarzysz [tovazis] towarzys + k + i [tovazis-s-k-i] 
·companion adj. 

[c+sl - [c+s] partacz [partac:J partac-ki [ partat•-s-k-i I 
' bungler 

lc +s] - [c+sl Notec [notec] notec-k-i lnotet"-s-k-i] 
name adj . 

ls+ cJ--. [s + cl gluszec [gwusec] gluszc-a [gwusc-al 
·wood grouse gen.sg. 

[c + c]--- [c + c] sztuciec [stucuc] sztucc-a [stucc-a] 
·cutlery ' gen.sg. 

Steriade (1989) also mentions several cases that single out fricatives from affricates 
and stops. For example, in Piro fricative clusters truncate their first e lement: [xs] 
-+ [s]. But affricate-fricative and fricative-affricate sequences remain unaltered: 
[xt' ] and [t•x]. In Lombardi's model, the Piro rule would have to be expressed 
as the deletion of the first of two l + continuant] obstruents so long as the second 
is not also associated with a Root node linked to [ - continuant] - an awkward 
condition. A similar complication arises in delimiting the context of the Polish 
rule operative in (80). Both Rubach and Steriade conclude !ha~ th~ ~raditional 
intuition seeing affricates as the combination of a stop plus a fncat1ve 1s mcorrecl. 

Each researcher proposes that affricates are really a species of stops. Basing 
himself primarily on their behavior in Polish, Rubach treats affricates as [strident] 
stops, resuscitating the earlier interpretation of SP£ and of Jakobson, Fant, and 
Halle (1951). The affricate deve lops a [ +continuant] release as a matte r of pho
netic implementation. On this view, fricat ives are distinguished from stops and 
affricates simply by being [ + continuant] . The Polish paradigm (80) is no longer 
problematic. Rubach's model implies that rules will group affricates and fricatives 
together only to the extent that both are strident. This correctly encompasses 
many cases of sibilant harmony (e.g. , Tahltan, section 9. 11) and also plugs a hole 
in the English plural example: the [-iz] a llomorph truncates to [-z] after the in

terdental fricative (0]: bath-s. Given that [OJ lacks the [strident] feature found in 
[s], (s], and the affricates [c] and (j] , the rule can be expressed as truncatinµ 
[-iz] to [-z] so long as successive strident segments arc not crea ted. But while the 
strident stop interpretation can deal successfully with most of the cases in the 
affricate literature. it still runs afoul of the Basque paradigm in (77) where It I tlrors 
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before a stop while [1· I s implifies to Is]. These l\\'O processes would have 
I 

b 
treated as separate rules . 0 e 

Steriade ( 1989. 1991 a .b) allempts to reconcile the contl ic11·ng d· t· d. 
h ff . . . . a a surroun mg 

t ea ricate ma different way. Like Lombardi and Rubach s he re·ect . h 
. c • J s I e contour 

tone analogy. Like Rubach . she treats the affricate ·1s •m unde I · . , . . . ' · • r ymg stop. How-
eve1. she agr~es wtlh Lombard i that 1t has a [ + cont1'nuant] . . . . . . ' component as wel l. 
The maJor innovation 1~ the idea that stops and affricates a re subty . f 

t · · I · .. h peso a general 
ca egory p 0s1ve I at norma ll y comprehends t\\'O posit ions· a c los f 11 d 
b I Th 

. . . . ure o owe 
Ya re ease. ese pos111ons a re characterized in terms of three d f . egrees o con-

sonantal stricture or aperture (S la): an occlusion Ao. a fricative A a d . 
prox1man1 Am.,., . r, n an ap-

(81) a. Ao I -contin] 
Ar I + contin, - so nor) 
A,n:,:,; [ + contin , + sonor] 

b . Ao Am.,, Ao Ar Ar A"'"-" Ao 

stop affricate fricative approximant unreleased 
stop 

[I] [I'] [s) [I] [t"] 

A re leased stop consists of a closure Ao followed by a maximally open release 
Amox - the stricture that marks an approximant. The affricate also starts with an 
Ao closure phase but has the Ar release properties that characterize a rr·c 1· 
0 h. . ff · I a I Ve 

n t 1s view, a ncates parallel stops in two respects: they each have two phases: 
and th~y- each ~ave a closure co~ponent. They differ in their release properties 
- and 11 1s ~rec1sely ~ere tha t affricates can be expected to paralle l frica tives . 

Let us bnefly consider how some of the preceding data sets would be ~orm 1 · d 
d s · d , a 1ze 

un er !ena e s proposal. Zo_que postnasal voicing spreads a nasal's [voiced] to 
a following co'.1sonant P?sses_smg an Ao po~i_tion. T~e English plural [-iz] simplifies 
to [-z] unle~s 11 results m adJacent Ar pos1t1ons with an equivalent degree of tur
b~Jence. Piro_ only deletes the Ao of an affricate if its release Ar is homorganic 
with a following Ar. The resultant [ss] then simplifies to [s]. The Basque case is 
more subtle. The Ao closures of two successive plosives must be visible to one 
another acros_s the releas~. Although this is not spelled out in detail , we presume 
that the premise that affricates are a species of stop entails that the affricate, A 
closure p~ase is singl~d out as fundamental, a stricture analogue of the tt! lle~ 
Sagey maJor versus minor a rticulator distinction. 

Steriade sees the plo•si_v~'s ~losure and release positions as seating different 
~eat~res. The release pos1t1o n 1s a natural docking site for aspiration and glottal-
12at~on _and perhap~ s~condary place specifications such as labialization and pal
atahzat1on. The _u_b1qmtous pr?cesses of deglottalization and deaspiration in pre
consonantal ~0s1t1on now begin to make sense. This is also the position in which 
stops are typically unreleased . The processes can be formalized as the elimination 
of the Amax release phase. unseating the la ryngeal features. Lat in 's dclabialization 
of coda [k"' ) might a lso be described in these terms. 
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• f · t· a d a pproxima nts have only a single aperture position, the 
Smee rica 1ves n . · d ( 199 1 b) • 
d 

1 
redicts various plosive-continuant asymmetrie s. S te n a e a, . ex-

mo e p I The laryngeal features Lspread gl] a nd Lconstr gl] may be realized 
plores severa • · · ; I I • t ver ·us 

· h h losure or the re lease position as preasp1rat1on gotta 1za ~on s 
on e1t er t e c • t h t · te a nd so 

· 1· /glottal·ization Continua nts offe r J USI one at ac men s1 
postasp1ra 10n · . • · · s ·. d ( 1991 ·) 

k h
. ·1· I contrast In support of this d1stmct1on. teria e ,1 

should lac t 1s pos1 1ona · .· . . .. 11 · H k 1, ( I 955) invento ry of Mazateco onset clusters: ft 1cat1ves, <1_s we 
cites oc et s · d b 1 -1 affr1ca· tcs 

d ff ·cates can be postasp1 rate ; ut on Y s ops. , 
as nasals, sto ps, an a ri , 
a nd nasals can be preaspirated. 

(82) eostaspirated 
kh bh th ch ch ¢h 

mh nh 
sh sh 

e reaspirated 
hb ht he he h¢ hk 

hm hn hfi 

0 
k. f [nasal] offers another rich source o f plosive-continuan_t dispari_ties 

~c mg ~ d 1 In her survey of the descriptive literature. S te riade derives 
beanng onl_ et_mo teha.t while stops readily support pre- and postnasali zation. fric
the genera 1za 10n . , · t · 1 atives and approximants in general do not (recalling Pa~ge ~t s co~st ram agams 
nasal fricatives, section 9.5). This asymmetry follo_ws 1f (1) plos1~es allow two 
association sites for nasality while fricatives allow Just one ~nd (11) we exclude 

· · (83) either by a formal ba n on mult1-attachment of the 
the representations m - [ I] · I 1 same feature within a single segment or by postulating that nasa ts a monova en 

feature. 

(83) [ + nasal] [ - nasal] 

------Ar 

[ + nasal] [ - nasal] 

--------Amax 

We are then left with the attachment options in (84). 

(84) Ao Amax Au Amax Ao Amax Ao Amax 

I I V 
N N N 

["d] [d"] [n] [d] 

Ar Ar 

I 
N 

[zl [zl 

S 
· d ( 1991b) finds the s top-continuant asymmetry in rules spreading nasalit y 

term e .11 · f . h I c 
from a consonant as well as from a vowel. We wt examine one o c ,1c YP • 
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The Suda nic :a nguage Zande illus trates the fi rs t. What Tuc ker and Hackett 
( 1959) phonemicize a s [nz ] is realized as a nasalization of the fricati ve that spills 
over into the following vowel: underly ing /binza/ 'doctor ' surfaces a s [biza]. But 
with prenasalized stops as in mbeda 'to approach', the fo llowing [e] vowel rema ins 
ora l. The stop-continuant contrast is also re flected in the operation of the so
called Ganda Law, a process that realizes NC clus ters as N when foll owed by a 
nasal. For example, the pre nasalized [mb] in mbeda ·10 approac h· is replaced by 
[ml in the reduplicated m embedi 'close'; the underlying [mb] surfaces in the full y 
reduplicated alternant mbedimbedi. Steriadc formulates the Ganda Law as (85). 

(85) Ao Amax Y A 

I ·--------::::~J 
[ +nasal] [+nasal] 

Spreading [nasal] to the Amax release phase of the [mb] de rives the fu lly nasal 
plosive [m]. The rule is a lso a ctivated by [nz]: underl ying [N-genze] 'snail" sur
faces as [l)enze]. But Tuc ker a nd Hacke tt s ta te that the prenasalized fricat ives 
[nz] and [nv] fail to unde rgo the rule: there is no Ganda Law effect in n::.11nw 
'correctly ' a nd nvunvu ' dusk '. As S te riade explains, if what Tucker and Hackett 
transcribe as [nz] is realized as [z]. the n it can be expected to show no effect o f 
the Ganda Law since it is a lready nasalized . 

In o ther languages pre nasalized fricatives such as [nz] have a demonstrably 
oral section and so anothe r a na lysis is required . Ste riade suggests a nasal affricate: 
the closure Ao seats the [nasal] while the underlying fricative surfaces as a release 
fea ture. 

(86) Ao Ar 

I 
[ + nasal] 

This analysis is supported by the fact that la nguages that contrast stops and af
fricates typically neutralize the dis tinc tion under prenasalization: for example, in 
Venda [N + bv] - [mbv] a nd [N + v] - [mbv]. The [bl of these transcriptions is 
assumed to be a phonetic transitional e lement reflecting imprecision in the syn
chronization of the velum with the change in aperture internal to the plosive. 
Given the premises of her model, Steriade must treat this as a matter of phonetic 
implementation: these underlying c lusters are realized on a single Root node; 
consequently, no more than two ape rture positions are ava ilable; [nasal] is pho
nologically monovalent. 

Processes spreading nasality fro m a vowel to adjacent consona nts also treat 
plosivcs and continuants differently . Fo r example, in Auca (Saint a nd Pike 1962) 
voiced stops are prenasalized afte r a nasal vowel while the approximant [w] and 
the nap [r] (optionally de rived from an underlying [d]) arc completely nasa li zed 
as [ w] and what Saint and Pike transcribe as [ti], respectively. Prena~alizcd voice
less s tops arc also optiona lly voiced . 
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(87) a. 

. . U denpeciflca1iv 11. and Co11s1rai111s 
Feawre Geomet,y , 11 · 

/66gat 
/wi bika/ 
/ltap;,.. 
/kowi 
/biwi-dia/ 

66°gae 
wimbika 
i"tapa, i"dapa 
kowi 
biwi-"dia, biwi-nia 

· I am going to hunt · 
·he does not drink· 
' it was· 
·always 
·younger brother' 

b. µ. 

I 
A A 
L.---

lnasa11 

. . ading nasality fro m a vowel (indicated_ by 
Steriade sugge~ts the rule m (87b)_sp1 \. ea · ontinuant bv assumption has Just 
the mora) to the following A pos1t1on. me 1· "'ct · the stop ~ealiz.es [nasal] on its 

-1· ·1 will be fully nasa 12.e , 
one aperture post ion, 1 

1
. d ant Saint and Pike also note that 

h 1· " the prenasa tz.e conson . I closure p ase, crea m.; . d der prenasaliz.a tion as the nasa 
the contrast between lnl and [d] is pr~serv~h u;.stinction can be represented as 
flap [n) vs. [n). Since nasals_ ~re plos1ves, e I 

one versus two aperture pos1t1ons. 

(88) Amax Ao Amox 

I V 
[nasal) [nasal) 

[ ii) [n) 

. rocesses such as postvocalic spiranti-
This example suggests that ~eake;mg p , I sure phase . with the nonstrident 
z.a tion can be treated as deletton o a ~topt s ~ h\ predicts that spirantiz.ed stops 
Amax release then surfacing as _the sptrant . t f' spirantiz.ation as mellow versus 

ff · ontrast m the ou pu O . • · versus a ncates may c . [ •] -+ [s) _ another possible 1mphcat1on 
strident fricatives - that 1s , [t) -+ [8] vs. t d 
of Steriade's model that remains to be explore . 

9.9 Underspecification 
I of distinctive features has consequences for 

Viewing the phoneme as a bund e . esented Let us first review the 
1 t. of contrast 1s repr · 

how the fundamenta no ion f th· book reflecting the consensus 
. • d · h · ·f al chapters o 1s , 

conception outhne m t e ,m 1 . mmar On this view languages 
• • · ly generative gra · ' 

that developed on this issue m ear . encode the lexicon. To take a simple 
differ in whic~ feat~r~s a~e rec~mted to . rms of [ ± voiced) (e.g . . [p]a l vs. 
example, Enghsh thstmgu1shes ,t~ st? ps_ m teish does possess [p] and lph] (lph]i11 
[b)al) while Mandarin employs aspiration, Endgl . M ndar·1n at the phonetic level. 

· ·d f I to the soun s m a • and s[p]i11), which are I en ,ca 
I 

es differ · ·ispiration is disti nct1W 
It is at the phonological level that the two angua~ . . d·. ' t.nctive in English but 

. . E 1· h Conversely v01cmg ts is t 
in Mandarin but not m ng ts : . . • sa ing that the stops in [ph]i11 and 
not in Mandarin . We reflect t~IS _difference bx lli at the lexical level. A contcxt
s[p]i11 a re unspcdlicd for asp1rat1on (lOsprea g 
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sensitive rule assigns [ -spread gll at the beginning of a (str.:sscJ ) syllable while 
a UG default rule assigns [ - spread gl l in the remaining ct,:it.:xb. In Mandari n a 
default rule assigns all ob,truents the feature [ -voiced I. F Jrthermo rc . both la n
guages have rules ass igning sonorants the featu re [ + voice.:!! . 

(89) a. l - so nor] -, I - , pread gl I 
b. l - sonor] --+ l - \ oiced] 
c. l + sonor l --+ [-'- \ oiced l 

Application of these default rules produces full y specified phonet ic representa
tions in which each segment is plus or minus for every ph,,nological feature re
gardless of whether o r not it i~ cont rastive in the system. The rules such as those 
in (89) that assign redundant feature specifications on a context-free basis tend 
to single out the same feature values: the unmarked ones. It is thus natural to 
suppose that fo r every feature for which the marked-unmarked distinction can 
legitimately be drawn. its special status will be reflected in a UG rule to assign 
this feature. The child would not have to learn these rules; what must be learned 
are the distinctive features used to e ncode the lexicon (plus the context-se nsitive 
rules assigning the marked values such as the English aspiration rule). 

Subsequent research in the generative framework has both restricted and ex
panded the role of the default rules and the underspecification that they support. 
First, a better comprehension of feature geometry has either curtai led the scope 
of or entirely eliminated some of these rules. Two developments will be noted 
here. If certain features are dependent on others , then the former no longer freely 
cross-classify a ll segments and so the scope of the relevant default rule is curtailed . 

_ For example , if [lateral) is a dependent of Coronal, then there is no point to 
assigning [ - lateral] to a labial stop such as [p). let alone to a vowel. These seg
ments lack laterality in virtue of the feature organization itself rather than re
flecting a rejection of the option to encode the lexicon with [ - lateral] . Stated 
differently, no language could choose to contrast labials or vowels for [ ± lateral] . 
Second, if a feature is monovalent , then its presence in a given context does not 
automatically entail a default rule assigning the opposite value in complementary 
contexts . Thus , if the major articulator features [labial]. [coronal], [dorsal] , and 
so on, are unary, then there can be no default rule assigning [ - coronal] (at least 
in consonants). (If Lo mbardi (1991) is correct that laryngeal features for voicing, 
aspiration, and glottaliz.ation are monovalent, then the rules in (89) may become 
obsolete as well.) 

A countervailing proposal of Kiparsky (1982a) and Archangeli (1984, 1988) has 
expanded the role of default rules and underspecification. To appreciate this point, 
let us consider the feature [veiced] in the Russian consonant system given in (90) . 

stops p ,b t,d k,g 
affricates t• I: 
fricatives f,v s,z u X 

nasals m n 
liquids l,r 
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. ff . t do not . fricatives contrast as well. except • · · g while ,1 nca es , . . . 
Stops contrast in voicm _ . F. 11 sonorants do not contrast m v01cmg. 

I · t of ar11culat1on. ma Y, . . • 1-at the ve ar pom . . f how to characterize the d1stnbu11on o 
.,,. 1 [ + voiced] Two views o .. 

being uni'.orm Y · tern like (90) have emerged. Both agree that voicing 
[ \·01ced] m a _consonant sys d ssigned by the default rule in (9 1 a). 
is redundant m sonorants an a. 

(9 1 l a. [+so nor]-+ l + _voiced] 
b. [ - sonor] -+ [ - voiced] 

ff . tes and velar fricative to be unders pecified for 
Both would also allow the a nca d receive their phonetic [ - voiced] spec1fi-

. . ([0 · ced]) in the lexicon an f 
v01cmg vo1 I (91b) Opinions diverge on the treatment o con-
catio_n thr~ugh the default rrdi and [kl vs. [g]. Radical Undersµeci.fication . cham
trastmg pairs s~ch as [t] v\2 ) d with certain additional assumptions, by 
pioned b~ K1parsky (19 aPu~: blank ( 1988), sees the underlying contrast. as 
Archangel! (1984, 1988) and Y d the UG default rule is claimed to assign 
[ +voiced] vs. [0voiced]: In other \\d,olr s, f whether or not it minimally contrasts 

of [ - voiced] regar ess o -
all occurrences I ly marked features appear in the lexicon. 

t with another ln genera ' on . d U 
one segmen · h k variously as Contrastive or Restncte 11-
An opposing school of thoug, t v°ow; o osition as [ - voiced] vs. [ +voiced] in 
derspecificallo11 records the [t] s_. l ] i p the redundant, predictable features m 
the lexicon. The default rules assign ond~st1·nguish a pair of otherwise identical 

. t features that never 1 . d] . 
a given sys em ~ f (90) [ +voiced] in sonorants and l - voice m 
segments (e.g., m the system o 

affricates). . _ . on this issue has proved to be very difficult. In 
Finding sohd_ evidence beannl d the results are conflicting and consequently 

cases where evidence has been oun , "ew of the highlights. Ste riade (1986. 
h emerged Let us survey a ,, . . . 

no consensus . as · . estion through study of long-distance ass1m1lat1on 
I987a,b) has _tned to ?et at th~ qu ot particular inte rvening segme nts erect bar
or dissimilatton, askmg whe . er or nh er to this question we may infer the 

- rule Depending on t e answ ' T k 
riers to a given . t t the point where the rule applies. o ta e 
feature structure of thes; se~~n \~rule discussed in section 4.3 .4 in connection 
a simple cas~, recall the ansA hna ' by the paradigms in (92a), [n] assimilates 
with the articulator nodes. s s o~n 
the retroflexion of a preceding continuant [~] ~r {r]. 

(92) a . ~ ubh-a,i:ia 'quake' 
k~ved-ana 'lament' 

b. k s ved +a n a 

i I I 
Pl Pl Pl 
l }--------1 

lcor~~j'[~oron] [coron] 

[-+an~ 
[ - distrib] 

krp-ai:ia 
krt-ana 

' hum' 
'cut' 

I 
I 

I 

I 
i 
! 
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However. the process is ;ystematicall y suspended when a plain dental consonant 
intervenes. This suggest; that these consonants have some property that blocks 
the assimilation rule. On the assumption that the retroflex ID] differs from plain 
[n] by two features ([ - amerior. - dist ributed I vs. l + anterior. + distributed)). the 
rule must spread the dominating Coronal articulator. T his simultaneously explains 
why dental consonants block the ru le. As (92b) shows. ex ten~ion of [coronal] 
would cross an association line. A significant implication of this analysis is that 
the articulator feature s lat least for consonants) cannot be binary. If labials\\ ere 
[ - coronal). then they shc11Jld block the rule as well. Since the dental articulator 
is not involved in the a.:tion of bilabial closure. it makes sense fro m the d ynamic. 
articulator-based theor~ of feature geometry that a labial is not specified for .:o
ronality . This represents a case of obligatory or ri n Steriade's terms) "trivial" 
underspecification: there is no freedom to choose I - coronal] on [bl and so it does 
not help to resolve the is~ue of Radical versus Restric ted Underspecifica tion . 

Steriade 11987b) applies simila r reasoning to cases where the relevant feature 
of the intervening segment is a rguably binary. Under Rest ricted Underspecifi
cation, we expect the inten·ening segment to screen out the focus from the trig
gering context on the rele\ ant autosegmental tier. Radical Underspecification will 
permit the rule to apply. To take a simple case, the Latin adjectival suffix 
-alis dissimilates to -aris \\ hen preceded by another lateral: nav-alis ·naval" but 
so/-aris 'solar'. The d issimilating laterals may be separated by intervening con
sonants: mili1-aris ' military". /1111-aris ' lunar'. The only consonant that blocks the 
rule is the other liquid [r): f)or-alis ' floral' . litor-alis 'of the shore' , sepu/chr-alis 
'funereal'. Steriade expresses the rule as dissimi lation for l + lateral] (93a) and 
explains the special behavior of [r] as opposed to [n] and [t] with I - lateral] (93b). 

(93) a . [+ later] -+ I - later) / l + later) __ 

b. f I o r + a I i s 
I I I 

l + lat J [ - lat I I + lat) 

By parity of reasoning, the In) of /1111-aris must be unspecified for [late ra l], at least 
at the point where dissimilation applies. If [n] really is [ - lateral] at some later 
point in the derivation. then we have an argument for Restricted Underspecifi
cation. A Radical Underspecificat ion analysis must split the default rule assigning 
[- lateral] into two parts - application to [r] before dissimilation and to [n], [t], 
and so on, after dissimilation - an unnatural and arbitrary bifurcation of the same 
process . For Restricted Underspecification only [t], [n] , and so on, undergo the 
tlefault rule. By assumption, [ r] docs not receive its l - lateral] specification from 
the default rule ; rather , it is I - lateral] in the lexical representation because the 
underlying [I] vs. [rJ contrast is an opposition of I+ lateral] vs . [ - lateral]. 
• When presented with this argument , the proponent of Rad ical Underspecifi

cation can offer two responses. First. the I - lateral] specification of [n] and [t] 
ay be illusory; perhaps in the UG fea ture system I - lateral] only funct io ns to 

distinguish Ir) from II) . r-ailure to detect it on Lat in [n) and [t] would then s how 
nothing. The scope of the default rule assigning I lateral! could then be narrowed 
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to just [r]: and for Latin. this rule can be ordered before dissimilat ion. :\lterna
ti\·ely . the spec ial behavior of [r) might be attributed to a dissimilatory output 
condition on the dissimilation rule itself, blocking application just in case t\\·o 

successive [r]' s are created. 
Of course, in order for Radical Underspecification to play an explanatory role. 

there should be some cases in which a rule or constraint crosses one member of 
a binary opposition and qlocks on the other. Mester and Ito ( 1989) discuss t\\"\J 
processes from Japanese that bear on these questio ns . One involves the docking 
of a palatal autosegment in the so-called mimetic (onomatopoetic and ideophonic 1 

\"Ocabulary . These lexical items are normally bimoraic and reduplicated. The pal
atal prosody adds a meaning of "uncontrolledness." It seeks out the rightmo t 
coronal -:onsonant (except [r]) and othe rwise docks on the initial consonant. 

(94) hunYa-hunYa 
kasYa-kasYa 
tYoko-tYoko 
z)abu-zYabu 
dosYa-dosYa 
net Ya-net Ya 
nYoro-nY oro 
pYoko-pYoko 
g;obo-gYobo 
h'·oro-hYoro 

'limp· 
·rustling' 
·childlsh small steps' 
'dabble in liquid' 
'in large amounts' 
·sticky' 
·slow, lazy' (*norYo-norYo) 
'jumping around imprudently' 
·gurgling' 
' looking thin and weak' 

The refusal of [r] to seat the palatal prosody does not reflect a general ban on 
palatalized [r]. This sound is found outside the mimetic vocabulary: rYokoo 
'travel' , kYoorYuu 'dinosaur'. Mester and Ito attribute the exceptional behavior 
of [r] to its special status in the underlying phonemic inventory of Japanese: it is 
the only consonant that does not contrast with another for oral place in its manner

of-articulation row. 

(95) voiceless stops p t k 

voiced stops b d g 

voiceless fricatives s h 
voiced fricative z 

nasals m n N 
liquid r 

glides w y 

Accordingly, Japanese [r] is unspecified for [coronal] and receives this specifi
cation by default: [ + consonantal)-> [coronal]. So long as the rule realizing the 
palatal prosody on a coronal applies first , it will fai l to sight an [r] and so the fact 
that [r) i~ skipped is accounted for. The other coronal consonants bear an un
derlying [coronal) specification that di~tinguishes them from the remaining points 
of articulation: [t,d] from [p,b], [k,g) and [s,z] from the "placeless" [h] (lh] derives 
from [fl and patterns as a fricat ive in Japanese phonology). Mester and Ito con
clude that . as with the Latin -a/is dissimilation. the mapping of the Japanese palatal 
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prosody depends o n underspecificat ion and dra" . . . . . . . 
a noncontrastive segment and the unm· k d 

1 
'a c_ruc,,tl d istinction between 

. h" ~ ar e e ement m ·1 netwo k f b. 
m t 1s case ternary [labial] [coronal] [d ·· IJ) .. ' r o mary (or 
underspec ified. Once agai~ this supp'o ·t o rt~l / ~p~s1t1ons. Only the former a re 
sition. - 1 ~ e e,tncted Underspecification po-

However, Mester and Ito report a second 
to point in favor of Radical Underspecificatio:r~~es~ :r_o~ Japanese tha t appears 
member of a compound is voiced . e mtt1a obstruent of the second 
lowed in the same stem by another (~o~a).d sob-called re11dak11 voicing) unless fo l-

ice o struent (96b) (Lyman ' s Law). 

(96) a. eda + ke ....... edage 
' branch ' ' hair' 

unari + 
' moan ' 

mizu + 
'water' 

ori + 
'fold ' 

neko + 
'cat' 

b. kita + 
'north' 

siro + 
'white' 

kit a+ kaze-> 
I 

[ +v] 

koe 
·voice' 

seme 
'torture ' 

kami 
'paper' 

sita 
'tongue' 

kaze 
'wind ' 

tabi 
'tabi ' 

-> 

--> 

--> 

--> 

--> 

-> 

'split hair' 
unarigoe 

'groan' 
mizuzeme 
'water torture· 

origami 
'origami pape r· 

nekoJita 
'aversion to hot food• 

kitakaze (*kitagaze) 
'freezing north wind' 

sirotabi (*sirodabi) 
'white tabi' 

kita+gaze-> kita+ka ze 
I I 

[+vl[+v] 
I 

[ + v] 

ilbe fact that .v~iced sonorants do not initiate Lyman's Law could be ex . 

~~~;::i~:~
1
t~gt~~1?a!~~;;i~i:g_an_d

1 
at~signing their [+voiced] by defa:i~a~~t:~ 

(n] . s1m1 a 10n occurs across a sonorant co 
,as m (98) actually forces this underspecification. Otherwise, we shouldnsonant 

t to screen out the obstruent, permitting the ill-formed *taikutsu]inogi. expect 

(98) ~aikutsu ; ~ino~i ~ t~ikutsusinogi (*taikutsujinogi) 
boredom avo1dmg' 'time-killer' 

s i n o g 

I I 
[ +v] [ + v] 

We· now have the tools to test the tw d I . J 0 mo e 5 · apanese contrasts voiced and 
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voiceless stops and fricatives. !fa voiceless obstruent intervenes and if the voiced
voiceless contrast is expressed as an underlying [ +voiced] \'S. [ - voiced] op
position, then we expect dissimilation between voiced obstruents to be suspended. 
In fact, Lyman 's Law regularly appl ies ac ross voiceless obstruents (99a) . 

(99) a. onna + kotoba - onnakotoba (*onnagotoba) 
'woman' ·'words· ' feminine speech· 

doku + tokage - dokutokage (*dokudokage) 
'poison ' ' lizard' 'Gila monster· 

b. g 0 l 0 b a 

I I I 
[ + v] [ - v] [ +v] 

This is problematic under the Restricted Underspecification thesis; after rendaku 
voicing, onnakotoba has the representation of (99b) with an intervening [ - voiced] 
that should block dissimilation. In order for Lyman's Law to operate correctl y. 
[t] must not be specified for [ - voiced]. It will not be under the Radical Under
specification thesis, which assigns all occurrences of [ - voiced] by the default 
rule , regardless of its contrastive status. 

The evidence from the behavior of barriers is thus not conclusive. Mester and 
Ito try to reconcile the contradictory results from Japanese with the hypothesis 
that [voiced) is in fact a UG monovalent feature marking just voiced obstruents. 
Voiceless obstruents are thus inherently unspecified for [voiced] and so Lyman's 
Law will automatically pass through a voiceless obstruent. The full impl ications 
of this proposal remain to be tested; privative laryngeal features a re defended by 
Lombardi (1991) (see discussion in section 9.7). If monovalency for [voiced] is 
the appropriate solution, then we would appear to be justified in expecting the 
same for [lateral]. There is no convincing evidence for treating [ - lateral) as a 
spreading autosegment. Yet the Latin dissimilation of -a/is suggests tha t [r) bears 
some feature that screens out two [ + lateral] segments when it stands between 
them. Ultimate resolution of these questions will require a much better under
standing of the feature system and the apparently competing demands that it is 
being asked to satisfy: specification of natural classes in rules and constraints on 
the one hand, and representation of phonological contrasts on the other. 

In addition to barriers, another source of evidence bearing on Radical versus 
Restricted Underspecification has been phonotactic constraints defined over the 
earliest (essentially underlying) lexical level. If a default rule functions like other 
phonological rules by being ordered to apply at a particular point in the derivation, 
then constraints defined at the earliest level should not refer to features assigned 
by the default rule. Christdas (1988) assembles cases where such constraints in 
fact involve redundant features. For example, Tamil has a five-vowel [i,u,e.o.al 
system. The ti 1tnt and back glides freely combine with a following low vowel [a]: 
b& [y) mi.y n be..foil9wed by front vowels [i ,e] and the back glide [w] does not 
combine•with following [u,o] (recall exercise I :6): Wc may make sense of thi, 
distlibution in _terms of a constraint barring a glide-vowel sequence whose mem
bers have the same value for [back]. 

U11derspecijica1io11 and Blockinx in N I . 
0 111 en,, d Co111e.r1.,· 

(100) * GI y 
5 IJ 

I I 
[aback] (aback] 

The low back vowel I J . 
[ a escapes th rs constrai t T · · 

as '. low] and its [+back] is assigned b 'd n ' rt rs unde rlyingly represented 
If this analysis is correct . it implies th,:i : Ire undancy rule: I+ low] - I+ back]. 
[bac_kJ must be specified, since alpha in IO~hc underlying level both values for 
Radical Underspecification could b . k( ) ranges over both plus and minus 
unde ·fi d e wec1 ened to say th t I · 

rspec, re . in particular not ! = back] Al . a c'n y some features are 
postulate ofClements 's model th · t f ' . ternatrvely. \\e might accept th 
[ 11 a ronr and back vo I e 
corona and (dorsal] articulators and . we s are the products of the 

neither one is necessarily a default reinterpret the Tamil data as implying that 

Ch~istdas poin ts to other cases where fcatu . . ' -
but :5tdl needed at the earliest lexical level ro/~i are stnct_,y speaking predictable 
stra1~ts governed by sonority featu res. Pcrha s ~ ~:i'ress ,L,n ofyhonotact ic con
then 11 cannot be underspecified lest the _P: ' ' - sonorant] rs a Root fea ture 
~hey may attach. It is to be hoped tha t as ~~;i~nrng feat~res have no node to which 
m~proves, the proper constraints on j ust whi d:r:ianding of the featu re geometry 
will become clearer. c eatures may be underspecified 

9.10 Underspecification and Blocking in N d . 
on enved Contexts 

Recall from section 5.5 that a cen tral result of . , 
nology _model was the explanation of the block Krparsky ~ ( 1982a) Lexical Pho-

- nondenved contexts as a reflex of strict r ~ge of r~les ,_n morpheme-internal 
w~ere Condition). Kiparsky (1992) challe:yecs'tty (den:ed rn turn from the Else~ 
~1th _c~nvincing arguments that cyclicity ~ h_e hem pm cal adequacy of this result 
cond1t1on to delimit the blocking context ~ n:t er a necessary nor a sufficient 
~e problem that crucially relies on Rad~- I e evelops _an alternative solution to 
his ~rgument here, based on examples f:~~ ind~rspecrfication. We will review 
. K1parsky first shows that cyclicit doe mnrsh. 
lVed eontex~s by exhibiting a cyclic ~le t~;t always en_tail blockage in nonder
f~ture of this counterexample is that the rul _does _apply m ~uch_ contexts. A key 
d1p~t~ong by spreading the nonhigh on lid: isl opt1~nal. lt s1mphfies_ a low-vowel 
ass1m1late to a preceding [e o o··1 Th g I . ( Ola).' a_s a result , [a,a] optionally 

fi ' • · e ru e 1s cyclic · ore and after another rule (lOlb) th t d I . m virtue of applying both 
not bearing primary (initial syllable) s~res:.etes intervocalic [t] after a short vowel 

[a.a] ~ V, / V, -- (where V, = [e,o,o]) 

pimeii""pimee ' dark · nom so 
··o· 

rtJ- g IV, -- Vi (where V, does no t bear m . 
. . arn s tress) 

-IA partllrve sg. 

Jo+ta 'what', vee.l'ee+ tii ' toilet' / , . 
' w11u +a hat from /hattu + ta/ 

b. 
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Contraction applie, to the output of ,-deletion so that underlying /nime + tii/ ·name· 
part.sg. appears a, nime-ii or nimee. But contraction must also precede 1-deletic'n 
because a long vowel arising from contrac tion suffices to block I-deletion. Fc'r 
example, when r.he partitive suffix is added to /pimea/, the [t] deletes after the 
uncontracted stem altemant but block s when the stem has undergone contrac tic,n: 
underlying /pimcii + ta/ surfaces as pimeciii or pimee-tii but no t *pi111ee-ii. As the 
derivations in ( 102) show, this alternation is accounted for if r-deletion is ordered 
before contraction on the cycle. 

(102) I st cycle 
/pimca/ nime/ 
inappl. inappl. £-deletion 
p1mcc """ pimea inappl. contraction 

2nd cycle 
/pimec+ ta/ /pimea + ta/ /nime + ta/ 
inappl. pimea+a nime+a £-deletion 
inappl. pimea:* nimee "" nimea contraction 

(* We assume contraction of [a + a] to [a:] takes precedence. per
haps reflecting the OCP.) 

The contraction rule is thus cyclic but clearly applies in a nonderived, root• 
internal context. Stated in terms of Kiparsky's (1982a) Lexical Phonology model. 
the identity rule mapping /pimea/ to itself must be prevented from activating the 
Elsewhere Condition that blocks application of contraction. This state of affairs 
is possible because the contraction rule is optional; failure to apply the rule a llows 
the uncontracted (underlying) representation to be recovered. But, Kiparsky ar
gues, we do not want the imposition of the Strict Cycle Conditio n or the Elsewhere 
Condition to depend on the obligatory versus optional status of the rules - if for 
no other reason than that no other grammatical principle refers to the optionality 
of a rule. 

Kiparsky ( 1992) also assembles several cases of blocking in nonderived contexts 
where the rule is noncyclic. Recall iiiti versus vesi from section 5.8.1. The Finnish 
t - s rule is fed by the rule raising word-final [el, so that /#vete#/ becomes 
/#veti#/ and then softens to /#vesi#/. Since raising is a word-level rule, 1 -> s 
must apply at this level. But the word level is noncyclic (Booij and Rubach I 98il. 
Another Finnish example making the same point is the gradation rule that de
geminates a consonant at the onset of a closed syllable. This rule is responsible 
for the [hatu-) variant of the stem [hattu-] 'hat' in the paradigm of (103). 

(103) hattu 
hattu-a 

nominative 
partitive 

hattu-na cssive 

hatu-n genitive 
hatu-sta elative 

Degeminatio n hlocks in morpheme-internal position: kippis 'cheers' , atte1111,(fi 

'assassinatil'll ·. This rule is a lso assigned to the word level because it applies t,1 I he 
output of another pn1cess deleting word--linal [c) in polysyllables: /vaattcCc -

U11derspec1Jicatio11 and Blocki110 in N >11 f , .· . I c· 
•' < <11/ll'c 011/<'Xls 5)5 

/vaatteC/-, i·aateC (where C 1·s 
· · . an empty skele tal ·lo t f ll , b . 

begmmng the following word) K" k ~ . 1 eu ~ the consonant - · ipars Y constru ·1 · . 
nat10n cannot be cyclic: ii is not triggered b the\,~ an argument that degemi-
deletes before consonants by another rul f \ =-e nll l\ e morpheme - 11. which 
hat's' surfaces as liat111-si If deoem1·na t· e o l c phunology: hattu + n + si/ ·your 

· " ion were c1 •l ie th ( h . 
equal) /hattu + n/ should degemin·lle I /h· . c. . e n ot er thmgs being 

I · · · ' 0 a tu + n/ betore th • dd ' · · su tmg 111 the mcorrect * lwtu-si " 1- . 
1 

r. . . e a 111011 o t -si . re-
h · "' ma ,act 1s that oem d · 

t e empty C-slot from a clitic do not d . . " mates enved by fill ing 
. egemmate: /meneC--" a·/ • ,. 

meneppas. Th,s range of facts is explained ifth o . "":P s_ go. _surfaces as 
word level and thus counts as a post 1. 

1 
. e de=-emmauon 1s restricted to the 

d . eye 1c ex1cal rule like 1 . y 
an atte11tat11 examples make clear th . . 1 ...... J • et as the kippis 

d · d • e I u e must be blo·k~d f . non enve contexts. '- ~ rom applymg in 

Thus , Kiparsky ( 1992) concludes that c clic·t . . 
sufficient condition for restriction to d . dy I Y 15 neuher a necessary nor a 
· . enve contexts Hi - It · 
is co~che? m the framework of Radical U . . ~ a ernat1ve explanation 
premises 111 ( I 04). nderspecification and depends on the 

(104) a. Features are binary. 
b. One value is underspecified. 
c. Unders~ecification may be context-sensitive. 
d. Underlymg representations a re redundancy-free. 

The basic idea is that where possible pho I . I 
• feature-filling operations converting [OF] tor~ ~rca rul~s. are_ structure-building, 
rules and rules describing alternations . th - . The d1stmct1on between default 
~so fill in redundant information (zeros;5 b ts merged. In effect, the latter rules 
a rule (X]-> [etY] / z ( h u in particular contexts. Hence given 
[ -- ' w ere et = plus or minu ) ' 
et Y] is redundant in the context z a d th _s • we are to assume that 

:value for the feature [Y] To se-;-h - t"h . . at [ -u Y] is the context-free (default) 
th ~ • . . · ow ts 1s supposed to w k I . e 1am1har Fmnish paradigm in 005). or , et us return to 

a. 

c. 

I. [e]-> [i] I_# b. I. [tJ- [s) !_ i II. [El -> [+high) ; _ # 
JI. [TJ -> [ + contin] I __ i Ill. [EJ -> [ - high) 
Ill. [TJ -> [ - contin] 

vesi 'water' 
vete + na essive 
aiti 'mother' 

Descriptively, the rules involve feature chan es . 
-continuant) to I+ continuant] Hence f. dg !of [ - high] to [+high] and of 

v / / . . · • or enta obstruents as memb f h 
• I s. s oppos1hon, [ +continuant] is redundant before ['] . ti h ers o t e 

uant] must be the default context-free . . ' , urt ermore, [ -con
at [t] assumes outside of ;he context spetfi~~1on because t~is is the value 

that the dental consonant in /vete/ is undi. t] .I e ups~ot of this reasoning is 
that is, it is [0continuant] (105b") . . er[ymg Y _unspecified.for [continuant].-

• . H assigns + contmuant] befo ('] d ( ... 
assigns [ -continuant] elsewhere s· .1 1 . re I an l05bm) 
in final position (for front vowels) -~~1 ~ y '1 given (_I 05ai). [: high] is redundant 

· e ma vowel 111 /vete/ 1s thus underlyingly 
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[Ohigh]. lt is assigned [+ high) by ( 105aii) in final position and [ - high] by ( l05aiii) 
elsewhere. The derivations of (106) thus ensue. 

(106) /#veTE#/ /#veTE-na#/ t#aiti#/ 

veTi (I 05aii) 
veTe-na (105aiii) 

vesi (105bii ) 
vete-na (105biii) 

Turning to iiiti 'mother' and the blocking problem, the [ - continuant] specification 
of the [t] is unpredictable and hence must be lis ted in the lexicon: iiiti is thus in 
essence an exception to (105bii). Since (105bii) is a feature-filling rule converting 
unde rspecified [Ocontinuant] to [+continuant] , it will not apply to the specified 
[tl of aiti. 

Kiparsky's proposed alternative to the Strict Cycle Condition has a number of 
implications whose validity remains to be assessed. First, since the raising and 
t -> s rules apply at the word level. the underspecified values of the r==s and e==i 
segments for the features [continuant] and [high] are not filled in until this point, 
entailing that these features are unavailable at earlier strata in the grammar. Con
sequently, no cyclic lexical rule can depend on them. lt is unclear whether this 
s trong claim can be maintained. For example, the rule of I-deletion (IO I b) was 
demonstrated to be cyclic. Can we be assured that its scope of application can 
be delimited in the underspecification approach to the blocking problem? More 
generally, Kiparsky' s solution implies that rules are in general feature-filling. It 
remains to be seen whether a consistent grammar can be constructed that also 
maintains strict adherence to such underspecificatton. ln addition. it is unclear 
how the approach is to be extended to rules that manipulate the geometry of 
phonological representations in order to capture, for example, the contrast be
tween /kippis/ (where degemination must block) and /hattu + n/ -> hatwz where 
the rule applies. See Kiparsky 1992 for some discussion of this question. 

9.11 The Coronal Syndrome 

Paradis and Prunet (1991) and their contributors document the generalization that 
[coronal) is the unmarked, default choice for the (Oral) Place node. This section 
summarizes the evidence and then some of the problems that arise in trying to 
express this idea. First, coronals are the most frequent articulator choice on a 
number of counts. In the UG phonetic alphabet, the Coronal articulator supports 
a larger number of dependent (consonantal) features than Labial, Dorsal, and 
Pharyngeal. In the phonemic systems of individual languages , coronals typically 
outnumber the other Place categories as well. Finally , they have been documented 
as among the most frequent consonants in speech corpora of English and Spanish. 
Second, coronal is the- normal outcome of rules and constraints that neutralize 
Place contrasts: in Lardil and Carrier coda consonants are restricted to coronals: 
the syllable appendix in English is occupied exclusively by coronals (recal l the 
[ks8s] cluster in sixths). Third. although no statis tica l evidence is availahlc . pho-

lhe Coronal S_,·ndrom, 

nologists ha\·e the impression that coron· . . 517 
thet1c or otherwise dummy o . I . . <t i ,~ the must l'Llnin10nlv c h . , 
but va+il 'is he goino·· ,J rt c~nson<111I. as in Fr<?nch li.i i,on · ··; . o:~<.:n epen
noi ·c·· // /. . ~ ."' · .~ oug 011 noise in pipe· b 1 · 1 1 a e goes'. 

s . J a J/a mean111glcss talk ' b t /./ /. . UI g u11 ,:/011ter · 10 nnkc . h 
Fourth. coronals more freely con.1b1·u J a Jh!w,.r · 10 r:dk blab/a. ' Borowskv I ~~8u5c) 
son-1 t · I · ne Wll c ·1ch I h · - 7

' -
F .' n ~· e ud!ng ph_onotac tic restrictions Iha' . . n, er.''.s l\e)) a,; with o ther con~ 

01 example. English morpheme-final cl . ~ '.'.' e cnto1ccJ Lln labials and vela rs 
must have one coronal : ask - . . usr~, s composed Df ~to an . . . . 
more sus . 'hi . cue, wp. ap.l'e : but ",1/k " I.. . . . P d fn ca11vc 

L
. h . ccpti . e to Place assimila tion th· · · 11 

./. Filth. coro nals ·ire 
JI uarnan C· I dn noncor )nal · · · ' 

Y k 
. c,[a an) rest rict nasal ·1ss1·m·1· . · c , s. man, languages (co 

a ut (ex · 7 ' · 1 c1,1on lo /n ) e . -/ d' ~ ·~ .. erc1se -.8) coda ft] assi ·1 • • .xc u 111g Im) and I )· . 
and [k] do not. FinaJlv . coronals :'/lcs to a l011011 ing labia l or velar whil~ . 111 

;~9~~~tal vowel-echo r~les than labials :o::1!1r~c l} to be transparent to lransc~~! 
G pomt lo a constra int on disyJlabic ~ . . o r example . Paradis and Pru net 
- uere. that bars the combination of two n roo:s Ill the Ivory Coast Kru langua e 
,_egU chameleon· . k V/a 'hand' are well ~ onh1';t vowcls . Thus . \1•hile nl111c 'birJ. 
are not. The on/v exceptions orme . s tructu res such as *CeC, *C C' 

·d . - a rerootsofth f ,-. . "· e e 
~re J ent.1cal; in a ll these cases the medial e orm '-\,CV;. \\'here the two vowels 
to wash' be<fe ·10 hang', P:J<f:J ' mud ' . consonant is a coronal [cf,n,l): iv:J<f:> 

Phonologists have sought to explain ;he s . , . . 
anal syndrome by underspec ificat ion of th/It<.: ol properties comprising the cor-
spondmg default rule in (107) th t . . Place node and appeal to the co. 
llculator. a assigns to a bare Place node th C . 1 re-

c 01o na l ar-

( !07) Place -. Place 

I 
Coronal 

. Let us consider how the explanation is su . 
~!07), Coro~al becomes a natural choice ~ p~osed to w~rk. Given the default rule 

- IS normally mserted to break h' or «n epenthet1c consonant A co 
- - in d ' a 1atus or fill some bl' · nsonant 

a pr?so. ic templa te . The phonetic feature r° igatory consonantal position 
. no ~1stmct1ve lexical role and so it is natur Is_ o the epenthe tic consonant play 
assign a generic place specification, as in (]~8'.~'.-the UG rule (] 07) to step in to 

vv -> vcv -> V C V I I I I I I I I Pl Pl Pl Pl Pl Pl Pl Pl 
I 

Coronal 
b. C C C 

I 
C. C C I I I Pl Pl I 

f ·--._J Pl -.. Pl -, Pl 
I I artic arlic art it.: Coron;i/ 
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This ··Jeast effort" rationale also explains why coronals are more prone to Place 
assimilation. Assimilation of a labial or a velar requires two operations: spread 
of the adjacent articulator as well as delinking of the original articulator ( 108b). 
If coronals start out with a bare Place node, then only the first operation is re
quired. Similar reasoning explains why Coronal is the typical outcome of neu
tralization for Place (I 08c): the original articulator is removed while the coronal 

substitute comes for free by the UG rule (107). 
The transparency phenomenon demands a slightly different representation. 

Vowel echo (complete assimilation) across a coronal requires spreading the vo
calic Place node that dominates the vowel quality and aperture features. A Guere 
form such as becfe thus has a multiply linked geminate and so does not violate 
the constraint against two nonhigh vowels. This explanation seems to call for a 
representation such as (109) where the Coronal lacks any Place specification. 

(109) [ + cons) [ - cons] [ +cons] [ - cons] 
l. -------------------------· I 

Place 
I 

Labial 

Place 

I 
Dorsal 

A similar representation seems to be necessary to explain the ease with which 
coronals cluster with other consonants. Yip (1991) notes that many languages 
impose a condition on consonant clustering that allows just one Place specification 
for the entire cluster. We might express this idea as (110), barring separate Place 

nodes for adjacent consonants. 

(I 10) *C C 
I I 

Place Place 

The West African language Diola Fogny (Sapir 1965) rigidly enforces this con
straint, limiting its clusters to homorganic NC, nasal geminates, and coda liquids 
but only when followed by a coronal [t] (111). These clusters escape the constraint 
of (I 10) if they are represented with a single multiply linked Place node. 

(111) a. mba 'or' 

ndaw man's name 

ekumbay ' the pig' 

jensu ' undershirt' 

famb 'annoy' 

bunt 'lie' 

b. nimammal) 'l want' 

nil)al)l)an ·1 cried' 

c. salte 'be dirty' 

~rti ' negative' 

Yip shrewdly observes that English monomorphemic roots can be argued to im· 
pose essentially the ~amc species of restriction on consonantal ch1stcring if cor-
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onals are underspecified for Place. The table in J . . 
ters that are found All are horn . t 

11 
_) illustrates the range of clus-

. · organic and thus sha · 1 -or else contain a coronal. · re a sing e Place specification 

(112) a. stop-stop 
b. stop-fricative 

fricative-stop C. 

d. nasal-stop 
e . stop-nasal 
f. liquid-stop 
g. stop-liquid 
h. fricative-fricative 

J. 
k. 
I. 

nasal-fricative 
fricative-nasal 
liquid-fricative 
fricative-liquid 

C2 = t.ll 
C2=s.z 
C,=s. 
or C2=t,d 
homorganic 
C2= n 
all OK 
all OK 

chapter. factor. abdomen 
capsule. axle. adze 
clasp, brisk. lift 

whimper, winter. wrinkle 
signify (Qreek sigma ) 
alder, garden. help, elk, lurk. harp 
atlas, poplar, topple , wicker 
asphalt, aesthetic (rare) 
an~wer, panther. anvil, plinth 

very rare prism 
all OK If e ' scarf. wealth . hearth , harsh 
all OK Teflon, whiffie. usher 

If coronals lack a Place node at the point where . . 
then the clusters in which they part' . the constramt ( 110) ,s checked 
sentation for the [ps] of capsule in /~;~;.le pass the lest, as shown by the repre~ 

(113) [ ~~~~:r] 
[-co~ 

Place 
I 

Labial 

[ 
+cons ] 
- sonar ---[ + contin] 

;yip notes a curious asymmetry in the I . 
sociates with the leftmost [ -continuant ~~~~100 ?f the_ place f~atures: Place as-
O~y the [ft] clusters fail to conform to ti~ ri~rv_11se, with the nght~ost position. 
~1th default to the opposite side similar to iii ~•pie, a type o~ edge-in association 
m the Shona verb (section 7.7). at ound by Hewitt and Prince (1989) 

To summarize, there is a slight inconsistenc . . . 
to the coronal syndrome· some propert' y •~ the underspecification approach 
cification of the articulat~r) while o th ,es reqmre a bare Place node (underspe-
at II F ers seem to call for no Pl 'fi . 

a . uture research must reconcile thes t · ace spec, 1cahon 
A more serious problem arises in the e wo _senses of underspecification. 

erally, it is the unmarked dental-alveola;tp;~ss1on of depende~t features. Gen
properties associated with the coronal d[ ' ,s,z,l,r) that manifest the suite of 

fill db syn rome. For example . (1 12) f . . 
e y [s,z], not [s] or [OJ . As McCarthy and Taub (I . . , m ncahve 

m the logic of feature dependency.· Given that 992) p~mt out, this follows 
poles of the binary feature I± anterior] at I ·1 [s) vs. [s) is expressed as two 
und I . I . • eas one value must be 'fi d . 

er ymg ex1cal representation (generally th [ . spec, 1e m 
only specify [ - anteri-ir l if we also specif th e -anterior) of [s]). But we can 
ilerspecification is really the correct w· ; e parent Coronal art1culator. If un-,1y o express the coronal synll rome. then 
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it should only be exhibited by segment, with unmarked dependent features . While 
this prediction holds for Yip's cluster condition, there are other phonotactic con
straints applying at the earliest levels of English phonology that specifically single 
out coronals and yet fai l to distinguish the marked [6,s,c], etc., from the unmarked 
lt.d.s]. etc. For example. syllable-on,et [I] is incompatible not only with the 
marked [0] but also with the unmarked [t]; the syllable appendix is composed of 
both types of coronals (sixths-lk + sa~]J: the diphthong (aw] may only be followed 
b,· coronals . again marked [0] . [c]. lil (mvuth , couch. gouge) as well as unmarked 
[t.d.n.r,I] (out~ cro11·d, ounce . hour, ,,,d). These constraints require Coronal to 
be specified at the point where they are checked and do not isolate just the marked 
10.s] but apply equally to the unmarked ls,t,nl, etc. They seem to cail the un
derspecification approach to the coronal syndrome into serious question. 

Let us close the discussion by reviewing Shaw's (1991a) ana lysis of coronal 
harmony in the Athapaskan language Tahltan and the crucial role that underspe
cification and feature dependency play in the analysis. Tahltan has a complex set 

of place distinctions including five classes of coronals . 

(114) b d dl d5 dz. di. g gw G 

l ti t0 ts ls k kw q 

t ' ti' t0' ts' ts' k' kW' q' 

l 0 s s X xw X h 

1 5 z. i. 1/ 1/w R 

m n y 

n' 

The harmony process is exhibited by consonants from the [ + distributed] do, the 
( + strident] dz, and the [ - anterior] di series. These three segment classes also 
form the harmonic sources and count as barriers. The various realizations of the 
Jsg. subject affix [s] in (115a) illustrate this coronal harmony: in dc[O]kwuo from 

(deskwu0], [s) harmonizes to [0] across [kw]. 

(I 15) a . [s) dc[0]kwu8 'I cough' 
[s) c(8]du:8 'I whipped him' 
[s) c[s)dz.mi Tm singing' 
[s) nc[s]yd Tm growing' 
[s) c[s]k'a: 'I'm gutting fish' 
[s) c[s)dan 'I'm drinking' 

b. [s) ta[8]t8at Tm dying' 
[s) cdcdc[8]du:8 'I whipped myself ' 
[8] ni[s]it'a:ts_ 'we got up' 
[8] mclclsJifog ·- 'we are breast-feeding' 
[sj i - ~ '.l-splashedJt.'..-- __ _ 

As the forms in h =~-::mai'mngl)lam~ental and laten1lscries neither 
trigger, block, nor undergo -the fule . Since the Tahltan harmony involves 111o_rc 
than a single feature"(at least [anterior] to distinguish [s] and [sl and either lchs-

Phonetic Undenpen/ ... ::,in 

tributed] or [strident] to d istinguish [s] from . . • , . 
at the level c'f the Coronal articulator node. [t1 1 . . :ic spreading mu,1 lake place 

In order le' explain why the rule does not larc»· . . . 
Shaw under; pecifies these se . d .. :::-· · .he plain denta l \en es [1.d.1 ·1 gments. eprivin~ -- , f . Pl · 
marked onl, for the stricture feature [ - contin" -~~m o d a_cc nude: they arc 
mony rule applies. They consequently can be u~._-_-1_ at !he_ po int whe re the har
harmony. Finally, to explain why they th . ln~~::i"r sou,ces o f nor barriers lo 
mulates the rule in such a wav that ·1 emse , ', Jo not harmonize . Shaw for-

h 
. 1 cannot targe · . m·s·· Pl· 

t e focus to be specified for coronal. - . - ' ' s ing ace node. requiring 

(1 16) Place Place 

r·------- J 
[coron] [c~ron] 

This restriction is puz.z.ling; recall that one f th . , . 
segment is its susceptibility to assimi latio~. Hee d1.:gnost1cs of an underspecified 
must be specifically excluded M re. the underspecified segments 
pair with the Sanskrit 11-retronexi~re gen~rally. Tanltan forms a virtual min ima l 
onal articulator is blocked by the pr°, (sic~10n 9.9). "_here assimilation of the Cor
inventory ' [t] contrasts with [t] for ~~ne I~ ~n~tc._. se~es. In the San_skrit phonemic 
n-retronexion rule while in Ta.hit ·1 . -h eri?rl teature that is involved in the 

. an I is t e a ffricates [ts) [t ·1 d I 
s t1tute the ( ::!:anterior] opposition· [t] 1 k I . • s , an 18] that con
tan system and hence can be und,ersp:iifise~. - antenor) counterpart in the Tahl-

Feature dependency also plays a role in Sh w· . . . 
[-anterior] [s], [ + distributed) (8) a d I+ .d a s analysis. It is the marked 
are only reachable through the C, n I st_ri ent) [ts] that spread. These features 
present and hence cannot be unde~:;::-rr~1\ulato~. which consequently must be 
[t,d,t') that is underspecified. By pari/ 

1
~f ~/ ,s 

1 
_e :nmarked l -t:" anterior] series 

derspecify the lateral series for Place Jecausea~~~m,,. the an~lys1s ~ust a lso un
nor undergo the harmony As Sh b :ti]. etc . ,_ ne1ther trigger , block, 
is not a Coronal depend~nt eve:~h o s~~es_, this analysis implies that [laterall 
'articulator. oug 11 ,s almoSI a lways executed by this 

Phonetic Underspecification 

eating (1988) and Cohn (1990) ar ue that 
specified a t the level of the input tog honeti some segmen!s m~st_ remain unde r-
based on a distinction between two ~- d fc implementation. fh1s conclusion is 

in s o articulatory transition. 

+ F - F -F b. + F OF - F c. - F OF + F 
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. ts with opposite specifications for the lcature 
ln one case 1,,.0 adJacent segmen d sta te fo r the corresponding articulatory 

h ore or less stea Y .. 
[ + Fl [ - Fl s ow a~ . h there is a rapid trans1tton from one state 

th r margms w ere . d 
gesture except at et · . -1h a hypothetical underspec1fie segment 

- ) Th. case contrasts w1 . . k h 
to the next {I I a - is .Ii d 'I l?b cl Here the 1rans111on ta ·es l c 

two spec1 1e ones , · · 
sandwiched between . d lly over a greater portion of the segment. 
form of a cline that develops more grali u~ [OF] . then the cline can be explained 
lf the intervening segment t~- uns;ec1 ,e :~e adjacent l + Fl l - Fl or l - Fl l.,. Fl 
as an articulat0ry interpo\a11on etween 

targets. _ . k al a few examples from Cohn's study of nasality 
As i\lustra11on, we w1_II \o~n lish. Working with a respirat0ry mask equipped 

in Sundanese. French, and g Cohn obtained measurements of nasal and oral 
with nasal and oral transd_ucer~.the velum could be inferred. Recall from exercise 
airflow from " hich the actton o read in nasality from a nasal consonant to fol-
5.4 that Sundanese has a r_ule sp h g honetic component contains both nasal 
lowing vowei;. Thus, the mput to t e p of transition we can schematize the 

T ·11 t te the two tvpes ' . and oral vowels. o' us ra . d f , -bah ·change' and yii/ia t ·stretch (118). 
I 'rflo"' measurements obtame or yo nasa a1 .. • 

(118) 

q 6 b a h q 
u 

. . t nasal airflow throughout. The stop [bl has a 
The nasal vowels sh~w s1gnifican db a sharp transition to oral. In contrast '. 
slight nasalization at_1t~ left edge follo;:nt Jecay of nasality to the following oral 
the Lil of ytiliat exh1b1ts a more gra_ f these data Segments whose nasal 
vowel. Cohn draws several conclus1o(ns rho;s the [6] a~d [bl of yobah) reflect 

ak th form of a plateau sue I t dy 
airflow t es . e . I ecifications realized as more or ess s ea_ 
[+nasal] and [ - nasal] phonolo~1ca sp ent. transitions are confined to the margms 
states over the course of the entire segm h, nasal airflow exhibits a cline (such 

ifi d ments Segments w ose d o of these spec 1e seg · h 
1 

. al [Onasal] specification. They sen n 
as the [I] in yiiliat ) reflect a p o~o ;~1c Their nasal airflow profile arises from 
instructions to the Soft Palate art1cu ~ ol r;arget of the preceding vowel and the 

an interpolation between the [ + nas 
II · owe! 

[ - nasal] target of t~e fo owmg_ v an.d lateaus is correct, then we can reason 
1f this interpretation of the clm~s f t: nature of the phonological represen· 

backward from the phonetics to ~n erA e ary of Cohn's results for the vowels 
. th honeucs summ, ·b·t 

tations that are mput to e p r h ·1i' trates this point. Sundanese vowels exh1 , 
of Sundanese. French, and E~g is • ut the single exception was a cline-likc p,11-
plateaus in esscntiall: all env_iro~~~~ ~~is suggests that in the phonologkal inpu,1 
tern for [al before the velar nas~ q 'Ii d as l + nasal l or I - nasal 1. French vo\\ 
to the phonetics. vowels are ful y spcc1 ,c . I . ·ct the same behavior. 
els also contrast phonologically for nasality am so we cxpc . 
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This makes the correct prediction for oral vowels before a nasal vowel or con
sonant: the [el of Leon de [Le5] has the pla teau shape with the o nset of nasali zation 
at its right margin (119a). as does the(:,] of bon11e 1e1e [b:,n tel]. 

(11 9) a. Leon de 

Lfil 
e 

c. nonne de 

5 d 

H41N 
n n ;i d 

b. dite~ nez dcux foi~ 

J:}U 
n C d 

We expect the same story for a phonologically oral vowel following a nasal seg
ment. Surprisingly, the [e] in ban heros [b5 ero] and the [e] indites nez deux (fois) 
[dit ne d;i] show a dine-like transition throughout their duration ( 119b). Accord
ingly. Cohn postulates a phonological rule to delete [ - nasal] on a vowel that 
follows a I+ nasal] segment. The resultani [Onasal] vowel then is interpolated 
through in the phonetics. Cohn stresses that this is not autosegmenta l spreading 
of nasality but arises from a quite different mechanism of phonetic interpolation. 
Now consider what happens in a case like nonne [n:,n] , where a phonologically 
oral vowel sits between two nasal consonants. Given the rule deleting [ - nasal], 
a [Onasal] vowel surfaces between two l + nasal] segments. Here we fi nd a plateau, 
but one with less airflow than an underlying [ + nasal] vowel (1 19c). It makes 
sense to see this as a flatter interpolation across the [+nasal] targets . 

Unlike Sundanese and French, English lacks a nasality contrast in its vowels, 
which can consequently be either [Onasal] or I - nasal] as input to the phonetics. 
The phonetic evidence suggests that vowels are underspecified. For the vowels 
of both den and Ned, Cohn reports a cline rather than a plateau. A plateau was 
found for the intemasal vowels of none and men; but this is where a plateau would 
be expected anyway if interpolation walks straight across from one [ + nasal] target 
to the next. Cohn finds an unexpected plateau on the vowel preceding a tauto
syllabic nasal+ voiceless stop cluster. Airflow measurements for the [cl vowels 
of say s(c]nt twice and say c[cJnter twice reveal a steady-state nasality in the 
former. Furthermore, the nasal consonant is considerably reduced in this context. 
Cohn sees this as phonetic evidence for the phonological rule deleting a nasal 
consonant before a tautosyllabic voiceless stop (see the Introduction). The re
duction must be formulated in such a way that the I+ nasal] feature of the con
sonant persists and reattaches to the preceding vowel. This segment then· enters 
the phonetics as l + nasal] and hence takes 1he form of a plateau. 

In sum, the nasal airflow measurements suggest that segments such as the 
vowels of English can remain un~pccilicd for [nasal] throughout the pho nology. 
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Sundanese differs from French in consistently implementing its vocalic oral-nasal 
contrast as l - nasal] vs. [ + nasal]. French represents an intermediate case; a l
though it contrasts nasal and oral vowels li ke Sundanese, it systematically drops 
[ - nasal] after I + nasal] . According to Cohn . the process a lso affects fol lowing 
voiced stops. The ld] in ( I 19c) shows a nasal cline rather than a steady state. 
Voiceless stops retain the ir I - nasal I specification in thi s context. One might 
reinterpret these data in terl]1s of a rule of pre nasalizat ion spreading [ + nasal I to 
the closure phase of the following stop. This analysis sees the nasal transition on 
the [d] in (I 19c) as pho nological in nature rather than the result of interpolation. 
The two competing analyses could be resolved by the behav io r of voiced fr icatives 
such as [z] (not studied by Cohn). Interpola tion predic ts a cline while prenasal
ization predicts a plateau (at least if we accept Steriade 's bi positional represen
tation for plosives). The restriction to voiced stops might indicate a spread of 
sonority along with nasality. The voicing on [d] could then re flect spontaneous 
voicing: a voiceless stop cannot accept I + sonorant) without giving up voiceless
ness. 

Cohn's study thus seems to provide evidence for a three-way contrast among 
l + nasal], [ - nasal]. and [0nasal] at the point where phonology interfaces with 
phonetics . An alternative conclusion that a backer of privative [nasal) may wish 
to pursue is to say that phonetic interpretation of the lack of [nasal) as oral (a 
raised velum) is contextually determined . Finally, we no te a parallel between the 
phonetics and the phonology. When abutting [ + nasal] and [ - nasal) segments 
appear in the phone tics, the former segment in genera l encroaches o n the latte r 
rather than vice versa. Thus, in the phonetics as well as the phonology. [ +nasal] 
dominates [ - nasal]. 

9.13 Rules versus Constraints 

In the earliest expositions of the generative model, phonological genera liza tions 
were captured by two sorts of statements: phonological rules and morpheme struc
ture constraints . The principal job of phonological rules was to account for al
ternations: systematic changes in the shapes of stems , affixes, and words as a 
function of the varying sounds in neighboring morphemes and words (e.g. , Catalan 
nasal assimilation (section 5 .7), Polish final devoicing (section 2.7) , Tangale elision 
(section 3.2)). The rules thus had a certain dynamic quality relating one a lte rnant 
to another (via a common underlying representation). Morpheme structure con
straints accounted for more static generalizations concerning the combination of 
features to define the language's segment inventory and phonotactic constraints 
on sound sequences . Two simple examples illustrate this point. In the ubiquitous 
five-vowel system [i,e ,a,o ,u), the distribution of (round] is not free with respect 
to [back]. The lack of (ii] and [w] might reflect a constraint against front rounded 
and nonlow back unroundcd vowels (120a). Alternatively, the gap can be ex
pressed by saying tha t the grammar does not select (round] as a distinctive feature. 
All lexical entries thus contain [0round] specifications, and redundancy rules iill 
in values. for [back) in agreement with the vai"uc for [round] and otherwise assign 
I - round] (120b). 

Rules •·ersus Co11.1·1rai111s 

(120) a. 

[ -1:~ ] 
a back 

- a round 

b. V 

[ :~~;k ] ..... [around) 
0round 
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V ....... I - round] 
[0ro11 nd] 

In addition to such .. 
. . segment structure.. . 

tu1 e constraints also included various .. constraints. the set of morpheme st . 
ample. rn mos t languages. tautomor h se~uencc strucrurc .. constraints. Fo/ uc
samc po1nr of a rticulat ion. Once aga. p eh~1c nasal + consonant clusters sha chx
such as ( p 'a) h- in. I is can be accou d f . . re t c 
the more ;;pul~ ai b_a rs he1eror~anic c luste rs whose firs~tc ~r wnh a constraint 

. r rca tment has rn voked the rnemoer is a nasal But 

~~:~~;:Ol\~;~:c:l~;~~:~~i~~-1::~:; ts~:~t : '~~ {i';~c:~;:eac~Z:t~~enf~r:~~'.:t:~b~~c~r~~ 

(1 21) a. 

b. [ + n~~_al] I + cons) ·--. ______ J 
*C 

[
+ nasal] 

C 
[ -oPJacc] 

a Placc 
Place 

Underspecification theory is of cour . . . 
on the pro?lem. An important unrcso1:: a d1rcc! co~tmuation of this kind of a ttac 
underspecification or constraints a rc th d question m generat ive theory is whc th k 
1991). The most commonly advanced ;/roper approach to this issue (Mohanae; 
redund~ncy-rufcs position is based gument for_ the underspecification-
constraints are often extended t h on the observation tha t morpheme st plus
ma ti o ctc romorphe · 1 . ruc ture 

ny ivc-vowcl systems an umlaut" m1c a lcrnat1ons . For cxampl . 
I - back] from a suffix or prefix . Re;;7 proc_ess fronts back vowels by sprca~it 
converted to [i,c,reJ - not to [ii 6 re that m Chamorro (section 1.3) [u o a g 
;n]d order rule ( 120b) after umlau't ,th~-n I!_, we adopt _underspecification or' [;o~~~~ 
u appears as [iJ and not [ii)· at .the . e automatically account fo r why front d 

[Oround] ; ~hey only pick up their rou~~;n' wher~ um_laut applies a ll vowels a~e 
the analysis employing the co t . ng spcc1tica t1on la te r by ( 120b) B . 
uml t ns ramt (1 20a) [u] · d . . ut 1n 

au spreads [ - back], the ill-formed - ' is un crlyrngly [ +round] ; when 
. rave to comp!icatc the umlaut rule to dllin~athk, + round] results. We would then 

+ back)). It is thus not immediately o b . c [ + round] (as well as the original 
:insu_rc tha t _[ii] is converted to [iJ in a la:JOus how the cons traint in (120a) wtll 
ica tion avoids this problem· the d d guagc such as Chamorro. Under . 

one point in the derivation . re un ancy rule (120b) fills in [ + ro und] ·stp~c1-
A . . . ,I JUSI 

similar argument can be advanced for 
languages where tautomorphemic nasals. sequ~ncc structure const ra ints. In many 
~;sals assimilate across morpheme boun~gr~c rn;lacc with following consonants 

6~) .m? rpheme-intcmal NC clusters arc ~ncs. ,or ~xarnplc. Dio la Fogny (Sapii 
dcrsh1rt, ekumbay ·pig'). Rcduplicatio orn_o~gan1c (e.g .. h11111 ' lic".j1•11s11 ·un-
!he nasal 1s ch· 1 n may c1c,1fe a nasal + . . 
(1 22 . .ingcl lo agree with the fo ll . . consonant sequence· 

a ). owrng consonant in the r· .. 1- . · 
dldl 1gn1s 1n 
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(123) 

Fetw ire Geometry. 
U11dt'npecificativ11 . a11d Cv11strni11ts 

[picenal 
picna-no1 

we-pcena-no1 

[netalel 
netle-no1 

we-ntale-no1 

[na:tl 
na:t-o1 

we-nat-o1 

[c'a:pxl 
c ' a:px-o? 
we-c' apx-o1 

· 1 judge· 
' they sent· . 
' he c ul (it) through 

' he is cutting it' 
' he is cutting them' 

'he is licking it' 
' he is licking them' 

' he steps on it' 
'he steps on them' 

' he puts up a bed' • 
' he puts up several beds 

[salk) ' he pulls sinew from meat'. 
salk-o

1 
? ' he pulls sinews from meat 

we-salk-o . 1 wh.:n 
. ' lick' lose their second vov.e . .. 

Stems such as [picena \ ·cut and \nefital;~ Long-vowe l roo ts suc h as \na:t\ ~tcP 
. Ii t vowel whe n pre ix . 

suffixed and their irs 
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on ' anti [c'a:px] ·put up a bed ' shorte n when prefixed : but roots of the shape 
CYCC such as [salk] ·pull s inews· never lose their vowel when prefixed (or suf
fixed). These data present a significant ana lytic dih:mma. We might express the 
deletion as ( 124a) and the shortening as ( 114b). 

(124) a. V---+ i I YC _ CY 
b. v ....... i , vc,v __ c,v 

But this is unsatisfactory since both rules apply in the same medial environment 
and both are subject to certain additional idiosyncrasies (not d iscussed here) , 
indicating that there is really just one process of medial mora deletion. Expressing 
it as two separate rules misses an essential descriptive generalization. K isseberth 's 
solutio n to this problem was based on the observation that Tonkawa does not 
allow medial CCC strings (presumably reflecting a ban on complex syllable on
sets and codas plus exhaustive syllabification). If the grammar states a separate 
phonotactic constraint excluding *CCC, then the two branches of e lis ion (syncope 
and shortening) can be collapsed into a single s ta te ment , as in (125a) (or the mo re 
contemporary (125b), where the constraint against *CCC is interpreted syllabi
cally). 

(125) a. V -+ $5 I X _ Y 
Condition: block if result violates constraint *CCC 

b. V -+ $5 I CJ" __ CJ" 

Condition: block if result is not exhaustively syllabifiable 

Adopting terminology suggested by George Lakoff, Kisseberth referred to such 
conditions as derivational or derivative constrai nts. They a re derivative in the 
sense that they reflect autonomous phonotactic constraints that must be stated 
independe ntly of the elision process: it is s imply a general fact that CCC strings 
are absent in Tonkawa (as are #CC and CC#). They constrain the derivation in 
the sense that a rule is blocked from applying if its output violates the condition. 

this case it is clear that appeal to underspecification and a fill-in redundancy 
rule is of no avail. The correct analysis breaks the elision alternation into two 
.parts : a simple rule of medial elision plus a restric tion that limits the scope of the 

le by reference to an independently needed phonotactic constraint. In other 
words, both the constraint and the rule are needed ; and the mode in which the 
rule applies makes direct reference to the constraint. 

Another cele brated example in which a constraint on syllable struc ture sim
plifies the a nalysis of an alternation is Ito's treatme nt of the Lardil final truncations 
discussed in section 6.9. Recall that Lardil syllables close on a single (a pical) 
coronal consonant. The va rious truncations are evident in the reduplicated struc-
tures of ( 126a). · 
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(126) a. yili-yil 
tipi-ti 
kantu-kan 
mul)ku-mu 

·oyster species· 
·rock-cod species' 
"red' 
·wooden axe· 

b. V -, fJ / __ # 
C-, fJ /C_# 
C->IJ/ __ # 
[ -apical] 

c. V-, fJ / __ # 
C' _, fJ 

While earlier analyses stipula ted ru les of final cluste r simplificatio n followed by 
dele tion of final no na pical ([ + distributed]) coronals ( 126b), Ito streamlined the 
analysis to a simple apocope rule plus stray erasure (126c) of co nsonants that 
could not be (rc)syllabified in the wake of apocope. Like Kisseberth 's cond ition 
on Tonkawa e lision , Lardil stray e rasure is obviously defined in reference to the 
language's syllable structure (C' denoting the complement of syllabified material) 
and so is a '"de rivative" condition or rule . 

These analyses have inspired the idea that certa in combina tions of features 
within the segment and certain configurations of phoneme sequences are more 
optimal, stable, highly valued , less marked . Morpheme concatenation (as well as 
perhaps the construction of redundancy-free lexical representations) c reates non
optimal configurations. Phonological rules serve to advance the representation 
toward these more optimal configurations . A more or less equiva lent expression 
of the same idea is that certain configurations are to be filtered out as less optimal, 
more costly, more marked, more complex. Morpheme combination as we ll as 
other rules may c reate violations of the constraint. Phonological rules serve to 
repair the constraint violations. In the next section we will look at a few examples 
where this line of thought has been pursued. 

9.14 Repair Rules and Optimization 

Calabrese (1988) develops an alternative to underspecification tha t employs filters 
and repair rules. Briefly, his theory is as follows. The basic claim is that filters 
blocking the combination of features are not arbitrary but reflect a UG preference 
hierarchy among phonological segments; violations of the filters that arise in the 
course of the derivation are repaired by a restricted set of responses. Calabrese 's 
strongest example illustrating this general thesis involves the distribution of [ATR] 
with respect to the vocalic height features. Stewart (1972) noted a hiera rchy in 
the historical merger of [ATR] contrasts in the Kwa language family such that 
the [ATR] contrast te nds to be lost first in the low vowels, then in the high vowels . 
and finally in the mid vowels . Calabrese sees these developments not as sound 
changes reflecting the addition of a rule but rather as the reimposition of the UG 
hierarchy of filte rs in { 127). 

(127) a. 
b. 
C. 

Repair R11!es and O . ·- . 
fJ/11111, 1;[/tJII 

*I - high,+ ATRJ 
*! -high , -A TRJ 
*!-low, +ATR] 

According to 11,7) 
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al/01 I - ' the Optimal fi ve-v 1 . vs e,o);relaxing( /27b _owe. system ha,[ iu . 
~1ew, the Pro10-Kwa te ) a/lows 1!-\l); ,ind rcla.\1 no ,·1;!--'-.:) Rcl,l\ing ( 127a) 
[1 u c j n-vowel syst, · "" - • c· I allow / / ·':' ,:i,a represents them .:m Wrt h l + ATRJ li u, ~ ., . On rhis 
evidence tha t the m ost complex state· it c·1 l . . c .o.,, J and / - ATR I 
1 ost comple • • n on 1· t,, 1,- . 
anguage of the environment x segment of the sys1em <i ·. c c,uned on r osit1 \'c 

the relevant seoment Th . In the absence of •·uch .d c .. I ,)J is prc,cnt in lh•
.· • "" · e ev / · - J ev1 en - , l , -
simplifications of the syst~ o ~tion ~I the Van ous daw>h L ~., I h. filter, exclude 

The filter hierarchy t-m, reimposing the lil•c1·s ~1 "" lhei 1.inguagc\ invoh ,,s 
. no only d fi · • u uno I e h , - . 

moni tor the ou1put of h . e mes the underlyino v ,, . it:ntrehy in ( I :n, 
a segment that is exc/u~e~n:log1ca/ rules_ as well . Jn ~rt~~::'.e_ inventory but ma~ 
r_esponses in th is situa tion · y t_he filte~ hie ra rchy. The the '.1'.. a I ulc may create 
(1.e., the analogue of Kip~1~:ke, no act~on , and al/o\\ the il~:~1 -~lows lwo possible 
perhaps retlee1me the rut ' y s (l_98_a) Structure Pres .. egment to s u1face 
fe~ture combination is s~/: ~: ;,riexical st~tus). Alternati;;~t:~n ~: no1 imposed. 
atJons: de/inking. fission orced. acti vating one of th _- '. e an on the ill ic it 

Calabrese illustrates thi o_r reversal. .1 ec possible UG oper-
process found in man s aspect of the theory with an , 

rt ses ~he preceding sire~~~~he~n Ita lian dia lects wher=~~l~s:s ~!:' '. ~e ~etaphony 
t ese dialects have an und . s em vowel (exercise J 7) - ·, . u ixal high vowel 
They thus have relaxed fi~rly1ng seven-vowel system ~o . _L1_.:e Standard Italian 
the lax high vowels i u J ter (127a) to allow the le o ns_1stmgof {i,u,e.o,c,:,,aJ.· 
the output of metap~-•. ). Calabrese a rgues that con~t l i:111d vowels but st i/J ban 
asymmetry Whe th ony, which helps us to und ramt ( 127b) is enforced in 

· n e underly· erstand the r; 11 . 
metaphony is uniformly [' J mg root vowel is I+ ATRJ l l o owing strik ing 
root vowel is [ - ATRJ [ i,~ across a wide geographic e.o , then the output of 

~ from one dia lec t to anot~ ,:, ' then the product of metap;;a ( I 28~). But when the 
and sampled in 028c) e r. The three principal subty ny vanes considerably 

. pes are tabulated in ( l28b) 

(128) a. sg. 
~ mes-e mfs-i 

kr6c-e kruc-i 
'month' 

fem. 
'cross· 

masc. 
fredd-a fridd-u 
karos-a karus-u 

'cold' 
'young' 

b. 
!cJ 

Salentino I :i J 

Foggiano 
IC u:, (> uc) 

S. Umbro 
u 

C 0 
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c. 

t..Jlltl f: l .)Jlt:l. l)ll.,(UIU fl, ttttU \...VII.\IIUllll.l 
t' l'til llfi! (Jt!U lllt. Ir_\' , 

Salen ti no 
pict-i pl. 'foot ' 

pct-e sg. 
kucr-i ' heart 

k:>r-e 
Jicnt-u masc . ·stow 

tent-a fem. 'dead· 
m:>rt-a mucrt-u 

Fog,1tiano 
pit-i pl. · root" 

pct-e sg. 'big' 
gr:iss-a fem. gruss-u masc. 

S. C mbro 
pcd-e sg. ped-i pl. 
n:>str-a fem. nostr-u masc . 

•foot· 
'our" 

. . . rit as follows. Metaphony is formulated to spread 

C~labredsel~xk·~lamt~tthf ~~f:p:cification of the stem vowel. 
l + high], em .ng -

(129) V V r----. _____ .J 
l - high] [ + high] 

. + ATR) mid vowels le,ol of (128a). the resultant 
When rule (129) is apphed t~ the [ bination that is not excluded by the 

TR) • opu mal feature com TR] [ l [ + high, + A . is an d B t when the root vowel is the [ - A c.:> ' 
filters and so is allowed to sta~R uh" h] combination that is excluded by filter 
metaphony produces _the 1:-: t thi: il~7c it feature combination is repaired by a 
(127b). ln the Salent~no ia ~c m atible features repel each other into separate 
fission process in which the mco Pt the rising onglide diphthongs [ic ,u:>] ( 130a). 
se ments [ + high] [ - ATRl to crea e 
~ e [u:>] > tuc] change is a later developmenL 

(130) a. 

b . 

c. 

V 

I 
f - ATR1 l + high 

V 

I 
f - ATR1 l + high 

V 

I 
f - ATR1 
l + high 

-+ V V 

-+ 

-+ 

i I 
[ + high) [ -- ATR] 

V 
I 

[
+ ATR1 
+ high 

V 
I 

[
+ ATR1 
- high 

l 130b) rc·1I· 
. . · · db delinkin~ ( - ATR ( · c ' 

In Foggiano the illicit combmat1on(1s ;~;;\ c~nformity ' with the filter. So~thern 
ing al+ high] vowel that becomes + . I • h of the incompatible tcature 
Umbro repairs the violation. bJ] ne;;;':i~O\~;~ by the system ( 130c). lnJividual 
values to derive a [ + ATR. - h1g vo 
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dialects ha , e grammat icalized one of these three outcomes . T he rather chaotic 
geographic distribution of the dialectal subtypes suggests that gramma tica lization 
represented an independently developing local rcspc)nse at pani-: ular points ra ther 
than any broaJ . sweeping sound change. 

If correc t. this analysis has a number of theoreti.:a l implications. First. it shows 
that filters or constraints barring a particular stru.:ture canno t be under, tood to 
always simpl, suspend the application of a rule like some in,·i,ible hand staying 
the move of a chess piece. Rather, the rule applies and the s~ , tern is left to dea l 
with the con:;equences. Second . the repair is made immediate ly by a limited set 
of operation:;. 'lo other language-particular rules may intervene to be t riggered 
by the illicit 1!-"11 before they are repaired at a late r , tage of the derivation . Fina ll y. 
and most significant ly , the repair operations only make sense as respo nses to an 
independent!~ defined ban on illic it segments. This is especia ll y e vident in the 
case of the diphthong arising from fissio n. If we t ry to explain the diphthong as 
simply the spread of [ + high] with no delinking of the stem vo wel ' s original 
[ - high] (creating the analogue of a contour tone). we expect a falling. offglide 
diphthong [cl] - not the ongliding [ic]. In othe r words. these responses restore the 
system to a more optimal state tha t conforms to the const raint. Stated differe ntly, 
if the segmental inventory allowed underlying [!,1,1]. then we would not expect the 
range of responses in (128b) - rather, we would expect the raising of [c ,:>]-+ [i,1,1) 
to uniformly accompany the raising of [e,o]-> [i ,u]. 

One important issue this analysis raises is the pu tative universali ty of the seg
ment hierarchy. For example , many Bantu languages are claimed to contrast 
[ATR] among the high vowels, not the mid vowels; the same situat ion obtains in 
Moore (exercise 1.8). Granted that this is the proper feature interpretation in these 
languages. we must modify the framework to accommodate these systems, per
haps by different ordering of the filters. If (127a) comes after (127b), then the 
system a llows [i ,1,1) at the expense of [c ,:>) . Another aspect of the universality issue 
is whether the repair mechanisms can be circumscribed in the rigid fashion Cal
abrese assumes. Other analysts have broadened the range, seeing a variety of 
rules as repa ir or optimization strategies. Finally , instead of encoding the relative 
complexity of phonological segments in a hierarchy of filters, some phonologists 
have built this property directly into the formal representation of a given sound. 
See Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud 1985 and Anderson and Ewen 1987, 
among others, for developments of this hypothesis. 
t, Phonologists have tried to bring sequential phonotactics under the constraints 
umbrella as well. For example, recall the Diola Fogny phonotactic whereby nasals 
agree with a following consonant. In many languages this reflec ts a more general 
constraint that a coda consonant agrees in place with following consonant. A 
number of linguists (e.g., Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud 1990, Goldsmith 
1990, Ito 1986) have characterized this phenomenon in terms of a notion of pro
sodic licensing. In the traditional generative model, once a feature is stored in 
the lexical representation, it will emerge to the surface unless some rule intervenes 
tp change it. Prosodic licensing drops this assumption. Features do not auto
inatically pass to the phonetic surface. Rather. they must go through an inspection 
much like passengers disembark ing from an airplane. Any feature that fails this 
phonological customs inspection is not allowed to leave the grammar. Applying 
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thi s line of reasoning to the Diola case . we might imagine that the various node~ 
of syllable structure are annotated with the features that they wi ll approve. In the 
Diola case . the N' coda position licenses l + nasal] and [ +consonantal} but not a 

Place feature . In contrast. the onse t :--.I" checks off both [+ nasal] and [ + conson
anta l] as well as Place. To see ho"· this works . consider [gam + gam]-c> [gal)gam]. 

( 131) gam - gam . N' 
r-----

N 

I 
I - cons] 

I . 
Place 

N" 

I 
[ + cons] [ + cons] 

-----7 I 
I + nasal] Place Place 

I I 
labial dorsal 

When syllabification is imposed o n [gam + gam], the preconsonantal nasal is 
placed in coda position (1 31). While [ + nasal] and [ +consona ntal] a re licensed 
in this position, the Place features a re not. If we accept Halle ' s (1992) idea that 
[ + consonantal] must have an Oral Place specifica tion , then we have two options: 
license the [consonantal] by negating [+consonantal] to [ - consonantal], deriving 
the nasal glide N (and eventually perhaps a nasal vowel); a lternatively , find a 
Place specification from the c losest position that is licensed - the preceding vowel 
or the following consonant. If the preceding vowel is dorsal, this option might be 
argued to derive the velar nasal [I)]. Linkage to the following consonant is of 
course the option that Diola takes, deriving [gaogam], [b:,mb::m], and [ti :nti:I)]. 
The Place specification of the velar [g] in [gaogam] is licensed in virtue of ap
pearing in onset position. The result is formally equivalent to a rule of nasal 
assimilation. But on this view, the nasal assimilation does not result direc tly from 
a rule changing one feature specification into another_ Rather , it is one outcome 
among a (limited?) range of responses to achieve a specific and limited goal: 
licensing the [ +consonanta l] feature in the coda. If we accept this analysis, then 
another statement will be required to license the Place specification of word-final 
consonants since Diola freely contrasts nasals in fhis position. Such sta tements 
would be the prosodic licensing equivalent of the appendix in more traditional 
generative accounts of the syllable. 

9.15 The Obligatory Contour Principle and Soft Universals 

The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) was one of the first configurational con
straints to arise from autosegmental phonology and has continued to be the subject 
of some debate. Recall that its original formulation barred underlying lexical rep· 
resentations from containing adjacent identical elements on an autosegmental tier. 
The OCP enforce.d the multiply linked high tone in Shona luiktita 'diviner's hones 
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(section 7 2) and the long-distance 
stretched· (section 8.3) crucial to ex;~;~~~:e,~n C~ass ical Arabic madad-na 'we 

- e P onology of these s tructures. 

( 132) hakata 

✓ / 
H L 

cvcvc 
IV 
m d 

There ha i·e been various attempts to ex tend th 
represen1a11c ns. McCarthy (1986a) not~ h e OCP beyond underlying lexical 
cope rules J~St in case they would brino\ t at a number of languages block s n
sonants (ant1gemination, section 8 5) F ogether tautomorphemic identical c~n
converts [picen-o?J ' he cuts ' to . . . ~ or example, Tonkawa medial syn 

h. h · . prcno~ but blo k [ cope 
w ,c is realized as hewmvo:> not *h c s on hewaw-o?] ' he is dead ' 
th OCP · ' e 11 w-o;,. Th· h . , 

e is allowed to reject the output of I . is p enomenon ,s explained if 
~ morpheme-internal sequence of identical e ,s,or. 111 Tonk~wa because it creates ~t 7.2 that Myers (1987a) proposes that th~o~s~;ants. F,~alfy, recal l from sec-

o~a that straddle a morpheme boundar . merge ,dent1cal high tones in 
crucial for rules apply111g on a late r cy I y 111 order to denve the multiple linking 

O~den (1986, 1988) calls the scope ~/;he . 
bes_t It p111po111ts a marked configuration tha t OCP 111to question, arguing that at 
v_anety of ways rather than a rigid princi le can, but ne~d not, be repaired in a 
simply blocks a rule whose output would ~ I of_phonolog1cal representation that 
For example, in Yir Yoront a schwa is. v,o ate it, as McCarthy seems to assume 
not homorganic: for example , [l)at thu •~serted .1~ brea~ up stop clusters that a r~ 
[U and lamina! [th] count as ditfe;ent y] . ~ s_h f;r ':> reah_zed as tJCl{iJthuy (retroflex 
m~~ges the Place nodes in homorganic~~~~/ o bar;iculat1on). The natural analysis 

. w •~h then blocks by geminate inte rit ers e or~ the opera tio n of epenthesis 
f PPhes precisely between homorg; . y (1 33a). But 111 other languages epenthesi; 
example, Modern Hebrew inserts [e~•~ ~egments and nowhere else (133b). For 
~uffixes beginning with a dental sto . ea ween ~terns ending in a dental stop and 
/Il e_ach case the result is avoidanc/~/;h lad+ t1] -c, yaladeti ' ! gave birth ,. T hus 
achieve this result differ 'fhe . h ~ C,C; configuration; but the method t ' 
f d 1 • · re 1s t us little · t'ti . s o 
~ e e tion (antigemination) as the only OCP ;~~~tat1on to single out blockage 

a. C; + C; 

I I -
X X 

C; 

/\ 
X X 

c. k a n ;i n + i 

I A 11 r r 
XXXXXX X 

k a n n + i 
r A Ir r 
XXXXX X 

k a n + 
I /\ /\ f 
XXXX X X 
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, .-r1hermore, Odden questions the generality of the antigemination phenomenon 
.'. ,.,,:lf. There are no reported cases where the deletion of intervocalic consonants 
,·: , uspended just in case it creates tautomorphemic identical vowels and indeed 
' '..•':re are some counterexamples such as Estonian tegema 'to do'. teen ' I do' 
fr•,m [tegem]. Also, there are counterexamples to vowel deletion such as Hindi 
--.1.!';wa syncope , which applies in [daan;iw-i] -> daanwi "demon· as we ll as in 
r, .;.,;;.n;in-i] -> kaanni ·gard_en · . Although Odden does not draw this conclusion, 
,, ,; might maintain that in these ca~es an OCP-motivated merger applies to the 
,, Jtput of syncope, as in (133c). The Hindi and Estonian cases would then differ 
fr,,m Tonkawa in that the OCP is enforced on the output of the rule through a 
1,:r,ai r rather than by blocking the rule. Finally, Odden challenges the content ion 
1 t,;;.t the OCP always holds of underl ying representations. calling attention to the 
1:p<.:nthesis into geminate clusters in Y,,welmani mulil-si-;, 'deceived' (cf. 11101/-onit 
' 'fOU are being duped '). 

We conclude that the OCP is not the rigid universal constraint on phonological 
representation that McCarthy (1986a) implies . But it would be equally mi staken 
tu deny the connection among the various OCP responses sketched in (133) . The 
( JCP has the status of what Goldsmith (1990) calls a "soft" universal. It defines 
;i marked configuration that grammars tend to avoid though they do not necessarily 
;,Jways succeed in doing so. Identifying such configurations, circumscribing the 
ways in which they are respected, and finding the proper formalism to express 
1 he phenomenon has emerged as one of the critical challenges facing contemporary 
phonological theory. We will close with brief discussion of a couple of attempts 
IC> confront this issue. 

Yip (1988a) proposes to expand the role of the OCP considerably as the motive 
force behind various rules and constraints. Her proposal is cast within the frame
work of McCarthy (1986a), with the following key assumptions: (i) the scope of 
the OCP is expanded from ruling out identical root nodes to ruling out identical 
(Place) features as well; (ii) the OCP is a UG constraint on tautomorphemic se
quences; (iii) phonemes belonging to separate morphemes are arrayed on different 
tiers ; (iv) tier conflation may bring two identical elements together; (v) if no other 
rules intervene to modify the [aFJ [aF] sequence, the two feature specifications 
are merged into one at the end of each cycle or stratum. If we agree to expand 
the scope of the OCP to individual feature tiers *(aFJ [aF], then morpheme con
catenation (and associated tier conflation) will create many sequences of identical 
specifications on individual Place feature tiers. The [aF] [aF] configuration elicits 
a variety of responses from one case to another that must be stipulated in indi
vidual grammars. But the claim is that all have the same underlying cause: avoid
ance of an [aF] [aF] configuration. 

As illustration, let us look at a simple example from Yip's discussion of a rule 
of Seri (based on Marlett and Sternberger 1983) that deletes a glottal stop from 
the coda of the syllable just in case the onset also contains a glottal stop . Un
derlying (?i-?-a:?-kasni) 'my being bitten' is thus realized as -;,P-a:-ka.foi. Seri 
does not bar coda glottal stops in general (cf. ko-;,pa11JX 'run like him !') - just 
when the onset also contains a glottal stop. While we might express the ruk as 
( 134a), th is formulation fails to distinguish the process as being any more plausible 
than one with [p] (or any other arbitrary consonant) as I rigger ( 134b). 

(134) a. 

The Oblig(//0 1 1 c . 
' ) Ollfour Pr111ciple and S 1· , . . 

<~ 1 ._, 1111·er.rals 
/?]-> ff I [?]_ 

b. 
\/ 
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a 

[?] -- fJ I lpJ _ 

V 
a 

Yip expresses the rule as (1 35) listi o . 

~hi~c~id-;1 domain limitation (if n~eded~."°a~~eth11er alonr which ident ity is lo be 

rule is ~he ~~ 1~:~~~:~~1_1~~ - of_the second glo11:/ ~;:t ;~~~:se lh~_rule e ncodes 
. is is understood to be . 1· m1ss1ng from the 

supp ied b1· the OCP (135) Q_Q · · 

tier: laryngeal 
domain- syllable 

structural descrip tion; 

structural change: delete second element 

We may understand this anal . 

~~: ! e~::~~~e cor~ of a ul:~~ca::~~~:s~~::e!~:~(aFJ ~onfig~ration of the 
created in a givlno? a language-part(cular basis. When a~1~1~ portions mus t be 
any other inf~ . anguage_, a c~rtam '"pressure" build a J [aFJ sequence is 
ticular respons':1:1~:1~~;:~~ng will happen. What (135) Jo~~ -isI~othe a~sence of 
configuration supplied b th e pressure. This rule o nly applies to :~ec1fy a par

tosyllabic {pJ is thus mo;e cim~~~-: rule such as (134b) deleting (?~ ~~~] ~aFJ 
schema and hence the structural e~a~se ,t does not fall under the r au-

:tt be state~ direc tly. In (135) th~esst~:i/~~;I ~f the_ r~le as including ri1:~J~~j 
I grammars mherit the core [aF] [aF] h escnpt,on comes for free beca 

rue crystallizes around the I sc ema from UG. Yip assu . use 

~~~fi1~=~ i~yf:y:~s ~::::~e:~~;~{:t/hi~:? :~:::~~ti:~~ri~;~iE:i~~~:~~~~~ 
analysis ; if the merger device is al:; t at i_t weakens the basic premise ~;ets 
language-particular rule? ys avatlable, what motivation is th " he 
, To g t b · ere 1or a 
. e a etter feel for this mode of th. . 

;~amples. In Cantonese Chinese there . mkmg, let_ us consider another of Yi ' 

bt~~a~J:~;r a~~h:oi~:~ g~erahlly

1

:~i~~i~~~~~~a::t :~;cce;~~:;a !abt i.f:/ 
become I · e c oose the morph "' m can 

c car momentarily. The labial c . eme ior reasons that will 
~ons~nants in the onset and coda (*pim o~str~n; bars the combination of labial 

a~;:/ r:~,::'ct~?t:;~n:;~1;,:r;,;~~i ~~7; a :b:;~n::t~t:/::;:i~~~~; 
P;! - a com~hcatron we will overlook h . th a_front rounded vowel (*moii 

m~e there is little morpholog in ere, see_ )'.ip 1988a for discussion , 
~hem,c effects of the labial constr!'int gant~nese, !t is difficult to find heter~mor 
as La-mi. In this speech disguise, the ~Voes anse in the secret language know; 
onsonant changes to fl] and th C morpheme reduplicates the . ·r 

[ma + ma] and then f/a+r:ii]· (y t//nal vowel changes to [i]: [m ; ) b !Ill ial 
cording t~ Yi p's source, wh~n aamorc~:mes r,~{lt + yat] and then [la;+ Y~~-o~~~ 
final one is replaced by a default co!na~cls\\a ,t)h a dco[d~ labial reduplicates the 

· 'P an t '1m) s r1; ' , u ace as flap+ sit] 
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and [lim + t'in] from [lap+ sip] and [lim + t'im]. This suggests that the constraint 
against success ive labials is a property of the morpheme rather than the syllable. 
As in the Seri case, this dissimilation is treated as a particular expansion of the 
OCP schema in (136). 

(136) OCP 
tier: labial 

domain: morpheme 
structural description: 

structural change: delete second element 

Another dissimilation operates in the La-mi speech disguise. When the base 
contains an [i]. the vowel of the second reduplicant surfaces as [u] instead of [i]: 
[kin]-> [lin + kin]-> [lin + kun]. This can be treated analogously as an instantiation 
of the OCP on Clements's V-PI [coronal] tier, with the morpheme as the domain, 
and a change of the second element to [labial]. Curiously, the [i]--> [u] rule is 
blocked when the coda itself contains a labial: [t'im] is [Jim+ t ' in), not [lim + t'un]. 
Thus , here the OCP blocks a rule of dissimilation if this rule would itself create 
an OCP violation. J;heories that see repairs as improvements of the structure see 
this interaction as expected; application of vocalic dissimilation to [lim +t'im] or 
[lim + t'in] would introduce a [labial] [labial] violation; if rules are constrained to 
always advance the structure to a better-formed state, vocalic dissimilation would 
be blocked. Alternatively, this might be a simple conflict of constraints, with the 
labial one winning out. In either case the OCP *[o:F] [o:F] configuration is the 
driving force behind the analysis. 

A similar line of thought is pursued in Mohanan's (1993) study of place assim
ilation processes. Mohanan proceeds from the observation that given a [nasal]+ C 
cluster, a language is more likely to have nasal assimilation than not, at least 
syllable-internally. Similar to Yip's treatment of the OCP, Mohanan postulates 
the sequence [ - continuant) [+consonantal) as the core of a UG rule schema. 
Since it is present in all grammars, the child must learn the parameters that gen
erate the assimilatory patterns in the language of the environment. Once again, 
we see that the earlier generative assumption that representations emerge for free 
in the absence of rules is dropped. A particular phonological configuration ·reaches 
the phonetic surface only after it has passed inspection by the individual gram
mar' s protocol for that structure. 

Through study of place assimilation processes in English, Korean, Hindi, and 
Malayalam, Mohanan discerns certain hierarchies regarding place and sonorancy 
that constrain the outcome for any given combination of [ - continuant) [+con
sonantal). The Place hierarchy runs from weak to strong as coronal, labial, velar 
and is claimed to control both the target and the source of assimilation according 
to an intuitive notion of "strength" or dominance-: the likelihood of assimilation 
between any given pair of segments [x) + [y) is directly proportional to the strength 
of the trigger and inversely related to the strength of the target. Thus, the weak 
coronal is most susceptible to assimilation and least likely to spread, while the 
strong velar is the most likely to spread -and most resistant to assimilation. A 
similar relation ranks sonorants as weaker than obstruents, with the result that a 
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nasa l is more likely to assimilate and an oral sto . . 
strength parameters implicate various schedul/ is more l1_kel_y to spreaJ. These 
remains to be \'erified: for example, if a labial a s_ of ass1mdat1on whose validity 
if a _s top assimi lates, then a nasal will too. ss1milates. then a dental i1·ill al o: 

Finally, _see Archangeli and Pu/leyblank 199' . 
for e.\tens1vc discussion of ·onstra· t d .J ~nd Prince a nd Smolensky l 993 
· '- in s an specific pro . l -
into a theory of phonological rules a d . posa s to integrate them 

~ n representations. 

Suggested Readings 

Archangeli, Diana. and Douglas Pulle b lank ' 
lnqu,ry 20 173 ,17 y · 1989- ) oruba vowel harmony L' - -· - - - · - 10gu1s t1c 

Goldsmith. John. 1992. Phonology as a n intelligent , . 
a nd linguistics: A Swarthmor; festschrifit c ~ L 'I S) stem. Bridges between psycho logy 
J K o/ H 'II d ,or I a Gle11man ed b D J . 

· e,, · _ 1 s ale, N.J. : La wrence Erlbaum. · · Y · • Napoli a nd 
H~lle. Morns. 1992. Phonological features. lnternation . . 

J. ed. by W. Bright, 207-12. Oxford· 0 fi d U . al encyclopedia of l111guistics. vol. 
Kaye. Jonathan, J ean Lowensta~m a~d / or R mvers11y Press. 

ture of phonological elements· A theo ~-a~- oger Vergnaud. 198.'i. The internal struc-
2.303-26. . . ry o c a rm and government. Phonology Yearbook 

Odden. David. 1991. Vowel geometry. Phonology 8.261-90. 

Relying on the discussion of place features in sect' 
yses for the following sound changes . . ion~ 9.~ and 9.3 , develop anal-

m various Arabic dialects. 

:A. In Moroccan Arabic (McCarthy 1991) I b' r . 
to the segments [kg q x id E \ ia izatwn of consonants is restricted 
labialization featur~. ' '· '· · xpress t e class of consonants that seat the 

d;i:w;:il 
nyw;:il 
nqw;:il 
rgw;:id 
nkwJr 

'come in' 
'prick' 
'copy down' 
'sleep' 
'deny' 

Classical Arabic [q) has changed to[;,] . E . 
antine dialects and to lg] in many others1~uc~ypt1an and most sedentary Lev-
changes. as Sudanese. State these sound 

In Lebanese Arabic (Haddad 1983) th 1 , . 
e ov. vowel la] rn1 ·e - t I ) · -contexts , a process known as im 1 0 . ' s s O e 111 certain 

aa a. nc involves the feminine noun suflix 
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(2) 

(3) 

_ a change found in m:iny other Levantine dia lects. Another is more char
acteristicall\' Lebanese and affe~ts the long low vowel. Exa mine the fo llowing 
examples t~ determine the nature of the consonants that block imaala . HO\~
can this be expressed formall:, given the feature struc tures introduced in 

section 9.2·1 (Transcription note: [T,D ,Sl are "empha tic ' ' consonants.) 

feminine nouns 
'i'uTl-e ·vacation furS-a 'break· 

jariid-e ·news parer war';,-a ' sheet of pape r' 

m'i'allm-e ·teacher' la~Z-a ·moment 

jdiid-e ·new 'i'ariiD-a 'wide" 

nDiif-e ·clean' rafii'i'-a ' thin· 

temelate 
CaCCaaC (agentive ) 

rasseem ' painter xaTTaaT 'calligrapher· 

CaCaaCil (plural) 
?aneebil ' bombs· ma'i'aawil ' hoes' 

CaaC (past tense) 
keen 'was· Saar ' became ' 

mCaaCaC-a (derived nominal) 
mseeyar-a ' amusing ' m~aawal-e 'attempt' 

CaaCiC (partic iple) 
feeyi'' ' awake' Taayir ' flying' 

9.2 Nisgha Reduplication 
In this Tsimshian language of British Columbia (Shaw 1987 , 1991b), the quality 
of short prefixal vowels is determined by the phonological context. Examine the 
following data and develop an analysis that predicts the shape of the rcduplicative 
prefix. What aspects of feature geometry are he lpful in expressing the phonological 
gene ralizations? The language has a stric t ban on onsetless syllables. 

(I) labial coronal velar uvular laryngeal 

p ~ k kw q ? 

p' t' t•· t1' k' k'" q' 
s " X xw ~ h 

m n I 
m' n' I' 

y , y w, w 

Exercises 

(2) wila:x wil-wila:x ·10 know somethino· 
wa:x wix-wa:x ·to padd le· ~ 
t'arn t' irn-t'arn ·10 cook' 
t'a:p t ' ip-t'a :p ·10 drive in ' 
ta :w tuw-ta :w · 10 freeze · 
i axw iux"-lax" ·10 sha ke· 
hix hax-(hlix ·10 be fa t• 
io:q ia~-i6:q :10 wake or get up early ' 
i e:~-k" fa~ -i e: ~ -k ·• 
1ux 1ax-?ux 

to have finished eating· 
·10 throw · ~ 

q[1:p qap-qa:p · 10 scratch· 
ta rn · tim-ta m· ·10 press' 
qin ' qan-qin ' to chew' 
haw' haw-(h)aw· 'to stop, go home· 
hit ' hat-hit · ·to stick ' 
t'a? t'a~-t'a? ·10 clap ' 
q6? qa~-q6? ' to go somewhere · 
t 'ak t'ix-t'ak ' to fo rget' 
lukw luxw-luk"' 'to move' 
t'6:q t' a;i:-t6 :q ' to be embarrassed ' 
kikfl ' kix-kikil' ' to look fo r ' 
t'akw t ' uxw-t'ak" ' to twist ' 
pat" pis-pat' ' to lift , carry' 
q' ut' q'as-q ' ut' 
?i:t' 

' to cut ' 
1as-?f: t' ' to fry' 

hat'' has-hat'' ' to bite' 
t ' u:t'' t ' is-t 'u:t'' ' to be black ' 
t"'at1 

• t''ii -t''at• · ' to have rippled surface' 
ya t' his-yat' ' to s trike' 
yat-kw hii -yai -kw 'to be smooth' 
ye: hi-ye: ' to walk' 

;;ot;-:lndo~European and Proto-Kachin Reconstruction 
e o owing sound correspondences have b . 

Inda-European languages L uvian Sa k . een discovered among the three 
plausible PIE sources for each ' ns nt , and Greek. Reconst ruct the mo st 
vidua l sound changes. correspondence se t. Characterize the indi-

PIE Skt Gk Luv 
s k t' 
k k k 
k p k"' 

PIE *g"· ha th ~ 11 s e o owing reflexes in various <la 
lb] Greek, [w ] Luvian. fgu] La tin F .. I' ughtcr languages: [g j Sanskrit , 

• OJ m,1 ize the sound changes. 

539 
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C. Burling ( 1966) reconstruc ts open-syllabic C V and closed-sy llable CVC mor
phemes fo r Proto-Kachin on the basis of correspondences such as those in 

(2). 

(2) 
CV 

Burmese ,6tsi :">l a ru 

shu tshu tshau ' fat ' 

du du dau 'dig' 

Bwei s~i sa ' blood ' 

LI LI au ·egg' 

eve sh6un tshum tsham ·morta r' 

ban ban bin ·nower' 

chou? khyup khyap ·sew ' 

Sau? su? s6k 'drink ' 

sha? tshat tshe? 'deer' 

What reasons can be given for reconstructing the following cognates as o pen

syllable CV vs. closed-syllable CVC" 

(3) Bei si sit ' die ' 

che i khyi khylt ' leg' 

myei myit 'grandchild ' 

sei hi \'?it 'in front ' 

chei khyi khyit 'dung' 

mou mau muk 'sky' 

l)6U l)aU IJUk 'cry' 

shou tshau tshuk ' dye' 

nou nau nuk ' breast' 

thou thau thtik ' stab' 

Irish 9.4 
As part of the well-known lenition alternation in Irish , the voiceless plain coronals 
[t] and [s] and their palatalized counterparts [t '] and [s'] reduce to [h] and [h ' ] { = 
[hY]), respectively (Ni Chiosain 1991). How can this process be formulated? Dis
cuss its bearing on feature geometry with respect to place and stricture features 
and the representation of secondary a rticula tion. 

(I) tala 'land' ma hal;i 'my land' 

solas ' light' ma holas 'my light' 

t'o:xt 'temperature' ma h'o:xt 'my temperature' 

s'o:I ' sail' ma h'o:I 'my sail' 

9 .5 Spirantization 
Aspirated stops [ph,t\kh] frequently turn to fricatives [f,8,x] (e.g., Grimm's Law, 
Ancient Greek). Is this evidence for the proposition that [h] is properly analy Led 

as l + continuant]? 

9·6 Ngbaka Co11so11a11ts 

Ngbaka inc luJes the se n 
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Sagcy 1988). g 1cn1s of ( I ) in it s conson.,nt im·cnto (Tl ry 1omas 1963, 

( I ) P f t 

b V d z 
k kp 
g gb 

mb 
m 

nd nz l)g l)mgb 
n ii 

y \\! 

A. The followino . · f "' p,urs o conson" nts . 
~ound) word (in e ither order) a D m;1y ~01 ocrur wi thin the same (1 
, ence const raint . eve op an anal\ sis toe . I . . 10ncom-. . xp a in this cooccur-

(2) P - b 
t - d 
s - z 
k -g 
kp - gb 

P - kp 
P - gb 
P - l)mgb 

b - mb 
d - nd 
z - nz 
g - l)g 
gb - l)mgb 

b - kp 
b - gb 
b - l)mgb 

mb- m 
nd - n 
nz - n 
l)g - ii 
l)mgb - m 

mb - kp 
mb - gb 
mb - l)mgb 

m - kp 
m - gb 
m - l)mgb 

B. However, as shown by the fo rm . 

~:irc~~:i:~e:1 ~:~p~nalysis lo th:s~n:;~~;~::7h:n:~~~~o~;iars_ freely combine . 
· m3Jor versus minor 

gboko 
kukpe-la 
kakpe 

' incandescent• 
'eyelid' 
' slave' 

kpal)ga ' large mat' 
gbOl)gO 'small basket' 
l)mgboko 'he-goat, 

Also, while pairs such as {nd] - [d] d 
and [nd] - {I]. [nz] - [I] are allowed.an [nz] - [z] are disa llowed, [nz] - [d] 

nzidOIO 'citron' 
ndulu ' to deceive' 
nzulu 'flour' 

nd while lt] - Id] and ls] - I J . e · z are d1sallo d I 
s:~;~t~e1/~calling the discussion .of A~,~bi~ ;~o~ [d i, [t] - [I), and (s] - (I] 

.. ' ry lo extend your analysis lo the. cooccurrence constraints 
. se cases. 

) sakade ' thus , 
tolo 'strike ' 
sulu ' to rain very ha rd , 
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1987) the unde rl ying 9.7 Riito-Roma11s_ch Rato-Romansch (Kamprath I ~8~~ certa,in contexts but 

ln the Bergiiner di: :~~~~~•] appears as the velar ~to p a~lan.i.lysis for the prc'.cess. 
and e tymc1log1cal ."' I h . following data and deve op tall J.5 a Root feature! 
not others. Examin~ t \e on the status of [consonan ' . . 
What bearing does tt ha . . cf krey + u ·behev~s 

·to believe · ·1aughs (I ) [krey ... rl __. krekr ·10 laugh' rey-;i ·finger' (dialecticall 
lrey - rl --+ rekr. . deyt 

·finger 
lde,·t] __. dekt ·th read· 

· f kl [fevl] __. e • 
· . l __. vckr 

[lvl t:)lr --+ lay, *lak 
ay , d ey. *d1.ek •juice. 

[d1.e:1 --- 1. 

' true · 
·Jake' 

veyr ·true· (dialectical) 

h' Japa11esE 
I 

h. h vowels are ro d Pped after a 9.8 Kagos ,ma . a anese word-fin_a ig x ress the subsequent 
ln the Kagoshima dialect o(Hf~r~guchi 1984. Tngo 1991). ~--,~ the so-called mora 

- 1 onsonant ts N transcrt l',;; { -continuant c -ontinuant] segmen . 
development of the [ - '-
nasal of Japanese. 

(I ) obi 
matu 
doku 
kagi 
kami 
inu 

o? 
ma? 
do7 

ka7 

kaN 
iN 

' belt" 
' pine tree' 
' poison' 
' key' 
'god' 
' dog' 

the Southern and North-
9.9 Kamm11 e Kammu (Svante sson 198:) onset consonant versus a 
l the Mon-Khmer languag f a voicing contrast o n th . e the difference be-

e~ dialects diff~r in~: ~~ ~he following vow~l. ~ ~a;:~::n:ata on the thesis of 
tonal register difl'.ere d discuss the beanng 

the two dialects an tween . ] 
monovalent [voiced . 

(I) Southern Kammu 
kul) 
taan 
rpaar 
taalJ 

gaal) 
dar 
maam 

Northern Kammu 
kul) 
taan 
maar 
raal) 

kaal) 
tar 
ma.am 
raal) 

'village' 
' to weave· 
' salt' 
'tooth' 

' house' 
' to run ' 
' blood' 
' flower' 

. ·d l ' I to obst rlll:nt 1~1-/
. I 1ht·1h,~ r isl 9.10 Po ,s' h ule that changes p, ' ' the Ii.I turns Ill 

Recall from section 5.8. ~c~e~;d by a voiceless consonant. 
When this segment is P 
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Discuss thi, ;:,rocess with respec t 10 the theory ,,r mono,·alcn1 [voiced] . Must it 
be describec 1s the spread of I - voiced]'! 

( I) nom.sg pas mur gr-a kr-a loc.sg. pa[sJ-e mu[z]-e g[zJ-e kl, J-e ·belt ' ·wall ' game •ice noai· 
9.11 Yucatec \faja (Straight 1976) 

In Yucatec t.Lja consonant clusters sharing the same anicula1o r reduce in the 
manner indic;,:~d in ( I ). Using !he notions of feature geometry. try 10 formalize 
the ru le. What :>earing does this process ha ve on !he represen1a1 ion o f affricates? 

( I) [k + kJ~ '.h- k] 

[t +cJ -, in -"- cJ 

[l' + t] -.. i,- 1] 

[c + tJ -, [s-,- 1J 

9.12 Sinhalese 

tun koiik k'aas-> tun koiih k·aas 
'he's clearing brush· 

le7 io w 01 co-> le? io w oh co 
' that house of mine' 

7ut• 1 io w ic -,. 7us I io w ic 
' I like it' 

c'u ho?oc tik -, c' u ho?os tik 
' he scratched ii' 

Utilizing Steriade·s aperture model fo r piosives, develop a n analysis for !he fo l
lowing data from Sinhalese (Feinstein 1979). Assume that the superscripted [!J] 
is the placeless nasal glide (Trigo 1988); ["d] and [mb] are prenasalized s lops. The 
fmal schwa marks the definite; the plural fo rm consists of the bare stem. 

sing.def. EL 
bim-o bi0 'ground' 
gam-o gao 'village ' 
kan-o ka9 'ear' 
li"d-;i li9 'well ' 
amb-;} ao 'mango' 

certain morphological contex ts consonants are geminated. In the same contexts 
prenasafized stops are realized as heterosyflabic nasal-stop clusters. Develop an 
analysis fo r these cases. Compare the treatment of gemination of the prenasalized 
segments in Sagey·s contour segment model and Steriade' s aperture model. Ignore all other alternations. 

2) geminating nongeminating 
pultu putaa 'son 
weddu wedaa 'doctor gonnu gonaa ' bull ' 
hombo hombu 'chin ' 
kando ka"du 'hill' kondo ko"du ' backbone 
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9.13 Barra Gaelic Epenthesis 
The Gaelic dialect of Barra Island (Outer Hebrides) is characterized by the epen-
thesis of a vowel within a sonorant+consonant cluster (Clements 1986. 1987). 
Examine the data in (2) to identify the rules determining the quality of the epen
thetic vowel. Do these data support Restricted or Radica l Underspecification'! C' 
denotes palatalized cons9nants with a [ - back] secondary articula tion. The seg
ment inventory is shown in ( I). ignoring the phenomenon of lenition . 

ti) u 
e A 0 

re a :, 

(2) mar(a]v 
:,r(:,]m 
d' al[a]v 
ur(u]p:il 
dun[u]x:iy 
a.l(a]p:i 
th:,r[:,]mret 
b:,.r[:>]¥ 
sal[a]k 

p 
b 
f 
V 

m 

mAT' [e]v 
bul'[i]k' 
dtr' [i]<;:i 
th1-,r' (e]v 
Iur'(i]k'n':in 
sa:r(a]v 
fa:r(a]k 
sa:n[a]x:is 

a:m(a:]sir' 
th' im[i]<;al 

t t' k k' 

d d" g g' 

s s X x' 

z '< 
n n' 

r r 
I I' 

·dead' 
·on me 
' picture 
· tail' 
' Duncan 
'Scotland' 
' Norman 
' Borg' 
' hunting 

' the dead' 
'bellows' gen .sg. 
'darker' 
'bulls' 
' legs' 
' bitter' 
'anger' 
'conversation' 

'time' 
'round about' 

9.14 Russian 
Teachers of Russian report that their English-speaking students have difficulty 
articulating palatalized dental consonants, pronouncing Na[d' ]a and Volo[d' ]a as 
either [nadya] or [naja], [volodya] or [voloja]. How might these errors be ex
plained in Calabrese' s model of litters and repair rules (section 9. 14)? 

9.15 English 
Developing ;m observation made originally by Fudge (1969). and repeated by 
Clements and Keyser (1983). Davis ( 1991) systematically surveys the range of 
consonants that may substitute for C 1 and C2 in tautomorphemic sC ,VC

2 
string) 

in English. The results of his computer sea rch of a 20,000-word dictio nary an 

(3) 

. . Exercises 

indicated in I I l H . of use? . ow might the gaps be ex 5-15 pressed formallv'' I 

( I 

· · '> unders ·i:: 

) spVC pec ,11ca tion 

C = la!Jial o 
C = all·eolar 
C = palatal 
C = velar 

skVC 
C = labial 
C = alveola r 
C = pala tal 
C = velar 

st VC 
C = labia! 
C = coronal 
C = vela r 

9.16 Fu/a Geminates 

196 
20 
56 

58 
15 1 
25 
I 

100 + 
300 + 
JOO+ 

(spit. speed) 
(speech. special ) 
(speak, spike . s , pook, spaghetti l 

(skip. scuba E k. 
( k' · s ·1mo) 
s it . s ka te skulk ( · · . scud) 
scotch, sketch) 

(skul)k ?) 

(stable , stop) 
(s tone stall . . · , sta ti c stad · 
!stock , plastic) , JU m. stash, s titch) 

According t p . o arad1s (1988- 89) F · ula has the 
(I ) s tops consonant system h . 

implosives 
nasals 
fricatives 
liquids 
glides 

~ ~ c k s own 1n (I). 

j g 
6 cf J 
m 
f 

n 
s 
l,r 

ii IJ 

stem diminutive s cminated 
bs 
lcw lcw-el 

k:icc-c :curdled milk' 

new iicw-cl 
lcbb-i 

lcf 
iicbb-c 

month' 

lcf-cl 
' bean· 

wuy 
lc.::pp-i ' ribbon· 
guJj-:, ' thief ' 
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Develop an analysis fo r this alterna tion. How might the absence of geminatc 
continuants in the phonemic inventory be expressed? Discuss the effect of this 
gap on the analysis of the da ta in (3 1. Does it make sense to di stinguis h between 
a constraint and a repair rule·? What a re the implications of the data in (4) for the 

analysis? 

(4) stem diminut ive · geminated 

fiiiw fiiib-i ·elephant· 

laaw laaw-el laab-i 'road· 

Ices lees-el lccc-c ' bed· 

maay maay-el maaj-r ' river· 

9.17 Selayarese 

Recall the discussion of prosodic licens ing and nasal assimilation in Diola Fogny 
in section 9.13. The following data a re from the Indonesian language Selayarese 
(Goldsmith 1990, based on Mithun and Basri 1986). Develop a licensing analysis 
of the alternations occasioned by redupl ication. 

(I ) peka.JJ ' hook' pekampekal) ·hook-like object' 

mal)l)al) 'tired' maIJIJammaIJIJal) 'sort of tired' 

sorol) 'push· soronsorol) 'drawer' 

dodol) •sick' dodonc.lodo!J 'sort of sick' 

nunrul) ' hit' nunrunnunrul) ' hit lightly' 

gintal) 'chili' gintal)gintal) 'chili-like object' 

lamul) ~grow' lamullamu!J 'plantation' 

lul)a l) ' pillow' lul)allul)af) 'small pillow' 

9.18 Guere 
Recall from section 9.11 that Guere has a root constraint tha t bars the combination 
of two nonhigh vowels in successive syllables: *[ -high] [ - high] . The only ex
ceptions are geminates and identical vowels separated by a coronal. These arc 
treated as single multiply linked phonemes and so (combined with the default 
coronal assumption) they can escape the constraint. 

(I ) a. nlffil 
z.lgU 
biii 
ducfu 

b. kl6o 
glUi: 
kUla 
jie 
6lua 

'animal' 
'chameleon· 
'ashes' 
'chest' 

'rat' 
·cayman ' 
'hand ' 
' road' 
·ground· 

c. bi:n1 
gwcl 
meU 
gbau 

d. baa 
ycc 
WJOJ 

becfc 

'sand' 
'burn' 
'tongue' 
'fox' 

' manioc' 
' to dry· 
' to wash ' 
'to hang' 

1:.·.rerc·is<•.1· 
. 54 7 

Paradis and Prune t ( 1989) note that when an o . . . . 
verb. the root vowel of the ve b ·h bJec t p1ono un ,s suffi xed to the 

b
. r s ortens ·ind so · 

o ~ect pronouns themselves come in , .· '. met,mes cha nges to high . The 
refle t th various types £ / u -c s e noun c lass of the referent. - ·, J. · - each of which 

(2) UR 
nee + c nlc ·stick it" 
nee+ :i -,. nb ·s tick it' 
gblee + c -> gbllc welcome it· 
gblee + :i -> gblb ·welcome it · 
nee + U -,. nc U ·stick it· 
ghlee + I -,. gblel welcome them· 

!here is no change when the root vowel i . . . 
it ear ' ii/-U 'make it give' pU I • shh,gh. cfu-c 'make it crush, cfi-~ 'ma'·e 
(19 • . · - cure t em' Ad · · ~ r.. 

88a) discussed in section 9 15 h . . opting the framework of y· 
. ' ow might these data be analyzed ? ip 

9.19 Berber Causative 

State the rules governing the va . 1· . 
lmdl B n a ron in the causal' fi 

awn erber parad igms (Elmedlaoui 199? tve p'.e t~ in the fo llowing 
_)_ Ignore gemmatlon. 

verb causative verb 
nkr ss-nkr causative 

uki ss-uki 
get up' nza zz-nza "be sold ' 

gla 
'jump' uzzl z-uzzl ss-gla moisten' gwraz 

run 
rks ss-rks undress' bruzza 

zz-gwraz 'regre t ' 
Isa ss-lsa wear' 

z-bruzza 'crumble' 
ksm ss-ksm 

!?:a ?:?:-!?:a 'be soft ' enter' t;,t;,rt;,~ 
l_tasa s-l_tasa 

Hrt;,~ 'be gaudy' 

sa ss-rsa 
'be fed up' mmzdawl z-mmzdawl 'slip' 

bbukssa 
' be rotten' nzm zz-nzm 

s-bukssa 'overflow' 'escape an 
accident ' 

Discuss the implications of the foll . 
theory. owing data for underspecification and feature 

causative 
ss-rkz 
ss-ukz 
s-nuqqz 
s-frrz 
s-l_tuzza 

'dance' 
'recognize' 
not glossed 
'be distracted ' 
'make a pilgrimage' 
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we return to the subject of proso_dy ' exa_m_ining ~ro
ln this chapter and the next accurately syllabic nuclei) into la1ger 
cesses that group syllabl~s (o_r perhaps m~ren chapter 10 is that stress (especially 
metrical units. The leading idea pursue C~apter 11 explores the hypothesis that 
word stress) reflects such a group_ing. d ·1nfixation also parse the string of seg-

d r t" n truncatton, an 
processes of re up tea 10 .' function of its syllable structure. 
ments into metrical consutu~nts ~s \ t begins with a brief overview of the 

The ~iscussion. of stress ~: t~~ :i~~he;n see that stress is not properly ~peak
subject in generattve gramm . I or [voiced] but rather an abstract relatton of 
ing a feature analogous to ~n~sa] d raphic notation for stress (the metrical 

S . 10 2 will intro uce a g . 3 10 . 
Prominence. ection · . · 1 properties In sections 10. - .) we 

r y of its spec1a · T 
grid) that accounts ,or man f d - the languages of the world. wo 
will survey the major stress patterns to::s ;:tterns in terms of the grid will be 
competing models for casting t~e~~/a~d Vergnaud (1987) and independently by 
considered: one (devel~ped b:iies\n metrical grouping, while the other (expl~red 
Hammond (1984)) , cru_c1ally r ) and others) does not explicitly refer to group1~g. 
by Prince (1983), Sel~irk ~198\,some of the evidence that supports the group'.ng 
In section 1~.6 we will d1scu; V:.m introduce the Halle-Vergnaud th~ory's device 
theory. Sections !0.7 a~d 10. . a es with just one stress per word mto the n:1et
of conflation, which bnngs langu g . vidence that alternating stress is a 
rical fold. In section 10.9 we ~ill exa;;: ;ill compare the rhythmic and Halle
rhythmic phenome~on. In sect10nw~~h I res ect to several analytic and theor_etic~I 
Vergnaud conceptions of stress ·11 pons1·der certain extensions and s1mph-

. • t" n 10 11 we w1 c . 
issues . Finally' m sec 10 . d d I that manipulate metncal brackets. 
fications of the Halle-Vergnau mo e 

10.1 Background and Basic Properties 
. structure the chief theoretical problem 

As with other ~spect~ of phonolog1~:!itation whi~h permits the facts to be stated 
posed by stress is to d1~co~er a repre e which provide the basis for an explanat~fY 
clearly so that generahz.at1ons emerg ursued from the beginning of ~enerauve 
theory. The study of stress h~s ie:n ri1956) and has always played an important 
grammar (Chomsky, Halle, an u _o the contemporary conception of stress, a 
part in the theory. ~ef~re_ we examin_e the work of Trager and Smith l 195 ll, 
brief historical setting is m order. S1·'~tce:t was well known that English speakers 

( 1946) and other structura is s, I Newman , 
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can make quite subtle judgments about degree, cif sires, 1ha1 correlate system
atically with internal syntactic constituency. Fc1r example. the th ree-morpheme 
string composing lig/rt + /roust' + keep e r receive, Ji ffcrent interpretations depend
ing on the stress contour: 1-3-2-4 is a, ·ocia ted "ith /ig/11/ruu.H' keeper (someone 
who keeps a lighthouse). while 2-1 -3-4 is associated with light housel.eep er (a 
housekeeper who is light in weight). (In th is tran,.::ription I denotes primar~ stress. 
2 secondary. etc.) For the structuralis t, . such contours were described by mea ns 
of a series of four stress phonemes of decreasing strength: 1 ·1, 1· [. [' [. ["]. While 
it is reasonable to analyze the three segments of pin in terms of phonemes (d is
tinctive-feature bundles) with relatively well defined phoneti<.: correlates . treating 
stress in the same fashion gave rise to a number of anomalic~. For o ne thing. the 
phonetic correlates of stress proved quite elusiH: . so much ~o that even trained 
phoneticians could not detect the presence of 1 · 1 vs . [') vs. [ ' ) without knowing 
the intended meaning. 

In their paper Chomsky. Halle. and Lukoff sho,\t:d how the distribution of the 
various stress levels could be predic ted from a simple [ ::!:stress] distinctio n by 
remarkably precise and general rules . These rules cruciall y take into account the 
organization of the lexical items into hierarchical syntactic cons tituents. Such 
information was strictly off limits to phonemic analyses that adhered to classical 
structuralist tenets. The success of the Chomsky-Halle-Lukoff analysis encour
aged the exploration of hypotheses that later became methodological cornerstones 
of generative phonology: in particular, the propositions that phonological struc
ture can be described by general and formal rules ; that the nature of these rules 
should be entirely a matter of empirical investigation ra ther than being circum
scribed by a priori methodological restrictions; that the rules compute represen
tations that may not have straightforward phonetic (material) correlates but never
theless constitute psychologically genuine distinctions. 

The rules for phrasal prominence sketched by Chomsky, Halle. and Lukoff 
(1956) were elaborated in Chomsky and Halie's landmark study The Sound Pa11em 
of English (1968). SPE was the first full-scale exposition of the generative pho
nological model - illustrated by an in-depth description of the major pho nological 
alternations found in English. In addition to working out the phrasal stress con
tours in greater detail, SPE demonstrated that the distribution of stressed and 
un~tressed syllables within the word could be predicted in a large number of cases 
by simple and elegant rules. While the SP£ analysis of English stress was a spec
tacular descriptive success, the theoretical treatment of stress in the same terms 
as the other distinctive features (i.e., as l ± stress] analogous to [ ::!:nasal] or 
[±coronal]) ironically repeated the same sort of mistake made by the structuralist 
conception of stress as a phoneme analogous to Ip] . It soon became clear that 
stress - especially when viewed cross-linguistically - displays a suite of properties 
that set it apart from other phonological features . The special status of stress 

mains unexplained in the SP£ model that represents it as I ± stress]. Let us 
enumerate some of the properties that make stress special. 

First , it is well known that stress is the most phonetically elusive phonological 
feature. It has no invariant phonetic cues . Rather. stress is realized through the 
offices of other phonetic features. typical choices being the pitch contour of an 
intonation pattern or vowel/consonant length. Sometimes more subtle features or 
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a given linguistic system such as (the lack of) vowel reduction or the implemen• 
tation of consonantal allophones are sufficient to elicit the perception of stress. 

Given the indirect relat ion between stress and its phonetic implementation, we 
might pause to ask what kinds ..if e,·idence can determine the stress properties of 
a given syllable. Of primary importance are the perceptions and judgments of the 
native speaker. For example. most English speakers discern three levels of prom
inence in a word such as Ahibam11. The second and fourth syllables arc the weak
est , while the third [barn) is judged the stro ngest. The in itial syllable seems in
termediate in character: it is not as prominent as [barn) but feels stronger than 
the other syllables. Of equal importance are the ways in which the syllables of 
the word are treated by the grammar of the language. For example . in manv 
languages vowels reduce in unaccented positions. The patterns of reduc tion ca~ 
be used to establish the stress contour. In Alabama we note ,hat the second and 
fourth syllables - the ones percei,·ed to have the weakest prominence - are re
duced to schwa. while the first and third have full [re] vowels. If we let the acute 
and grave accents stand for primary and secondary stress levels, then Alabamo 
may be transcribed as [rel;ibrem;i). Another source of evidence for stress a re var
ious adjustmen:s a language may resort to in order to avoid a sequence of stressed 
syllables. A well-known rule of English transforms a word with a [ ... second· 
ary ... primary .. . ) stress contour to [ ... primary ... secondary ... l when a stressed syl· 
lable follows. Thus, rilcc6011 shifts to raccoon in the collocation raccoon coat. 
But the word maroon does not alter its stress in maroon coat. The contrasting 
behavior of raccoon and maroon is explained by the fact that these words have 
different stress patterns: raccoon has a secondary accent on the initial syllable 
while the initial syllable of maroon is unstressed . Most English speakers readily 
perceive this difference in prominence. This judgment is also supported by the 
fact that the vowel of the initial syllable is reduced in m aroon but remains [re) in 
raccoon. We will return to this rhythmic alternation later. Finally, in many Ian· 
guages intonation contours are distributed over words and phrases by reference 
to the strongest stress. For example, Liberman (1975) analyzes the so-called voc
ative chant (used to call someone out of sight) in terms of a MHM tone sequence 
in which the high maps to the stressed syllable and the mid tones autosegmentally 
associate to the surrounding syllables. The English speaker's percept that the 
primary word stress jumps between the first syllable in 'Isadore and the third 
syllable in Jsad'ora is dramatically highlighted by the evocations displayed in (1) . 

(I) oh 'Isadore! 

I IV 
M HM 

oh lsad'ora! 

"-VII 
M HM 

We have noted two respects in which stress differs from other features: the 
lack of uniform and precise phonetic correlates and greater-than-binary discrim
inations that are crucial to the operation of phonological rules. Another unusual 
aspect of stress is its striking long-distance effects. Most other features have local 
phonological determinants . For example. in many English compounds the major 
stress is located on the first word: the tfocher's 1111icm vs. the tL'acher's fr{ellll. 
When the compounds are left -branching. the prominence of the first memher keeps 

Bt1c/.:grouncl 1111cl Bafic· /',· · · ,,pert1es _ 

increasing c~ clically in proportion to th . . )5 I 
menc_al nota110n in (2). \\ here the ma e_ depth ot embedding. (We shift to a 
prominence so that 2 is stronge r than 7°'3tude_ of the numbers renects deare/ouf-

. is stronger than 2. e tc .) -

(2) teachers· union 
2 I 

[teachers. union] prc: sident 
3 I :! 

II teacher,; . union] president I cle t. 
4 1 

· c 10n 
2 3 

In the compounds of (7 1 th st - , · e stress on teach - d 
ress values of the other elements ev . ers mo ulates with respect to th 

locat_ed a considerable distance awa e~ though the stresses o f the latter can be 
poss ible exception of tone. exhibits ; ~c h ~ oth: phonological property, with th: 
~;;; of phonology should explain why stre~~g~a~stt~nce effects: An adequate the-

ance. is propensity for action-at-a-

To take another exam le . 1960) P . consider the s tress pattern of C . . . a1 rene Arabic (Mitchell 

(3) sajara 
sajaratun 
sajaratuhu 
sajaratuhumaa 

?adwiyatuhu 
?adwiyatuhumaa 

·tree• pausal form 
nonpausal 
'his tree ' 
' their dual tree• 

' his drugs· 
' their dual drugs ' 

In this dialect stress falls on one of the la t 
. mfany other systems with such a three-syl~abthl ree_sydllabl~s of the word. But unlike 
o stress must t k · e wm ow m ca· h -a e mto account the numb ' trene t e assignment 
precede the stressed syllable. For exam I er and character of the syllables that 
syllables, the stress varies between th Pe, for words terminating in two light 
last (antepenultimate) syllable, de end· e secon~-la~t (penultimate) and the third
of syllable~ fr?m the beginning oithe ~";r~n ;h1ch !s preceded b~ an even number 
s~~h as !a;ara/1111 and !ajaratuhumaa th . h~s_, m four- and s ix-syllable words 
!~Jara and ?Ve-syllable sajaratuhu, the :n~:;u t II~ ~tressed . But in three-syllable 
s ress location at the right edge of the enu is stressed. Furthermore the 
of the syllable at the left edge: while fi:~~d can be c~an_ged by varying the w~i ht 
stres_s, five-syllable -,,adwiya//ihu has pen~:(able !a;aratuhu has antepenultim!te 
precise later, the prosodic shape of the /mate stress. In a sense to be made 
m rdller to determine the location of strees: ii~e ;~rd mAust b~ taken into account 

Ii another characteristic of t . airene rab1c. w·11 b s ress 1s that in 1, 
• I ear stress not by virtue of its own make- m: ny ~nguages a given syllable 
I~ the w~rd or phrase. For example. in Polish up_ ~t s1_mply d~e to its position 
cmted with the penultimate syllable of th . primary ,1ccent is reg•Jlarly asso-

c word: nmwzvciel 'teacher' · nom.sg. 
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When a suffix is added , the accent appears to shift from the [czy] syllable to the 
[cie] one: 11a11czyciel-a gen.sg. In 11a11c-zyciel-6wi (dative sg.) the stress has moved 
off of the stem entirely. This "shift" of stress is motivated by the relative positions 
of the syllables with respect to the end of the word. Once again. other phonological 
features such as[± nasal] or [coronal) do not behave in this way. Other common 
positional patterns include stress on the initial syllable of the word (e.g., Czech, 
F innish, Georgian) or the final syllable (e.g., Turkish, French. Farsi). 

In many languages stress involves the repetition of a basic pattern or motif. 
For example. the Australian language Maranungku that has figured in many gen
erative discussions of stress is characterized by Tryon (1970b) as having primary 
stress on initial syllables and a secondary stress on every othe r syllable thereafter. 
The canonical prosodic shape of Maranungku words is thus CVCV , CVCVCV , 
CYCVCVCV. CYCVCVCVCV. Such an a lternating stress pattern can be char
acterized as the repetition of a stressed + unstressed motif across the word. Syl
lables occupying an odd-numbered position are accented while those occupying 
an even-numbered position are unaccented. A similar phenomenon occurs on a 
smaller scale in English . (4) lists words with primary stress on the final or the 
pen ult. 

(4) a. Kalamazoo 
Manitawauk 

b. Tatamagouchi 
Winnipesaukee 

C. Apalachicola 
califragilistic 

In (4a) the words have final stress and in (4b) penultimate stress. In both cases 
three syllables precede the major stressed syllable and a secondary accent appears 
on the initial syllable. But in (4c) four syllables precede the primary stress. Here 
we find two secondary accents: one on the first syllable and another on the third 
syllable. The pretonic string ApaliJchic6/a displays the same strong-weak (tro
chaic) rhythm found in Maranungku. The syllable [la] in Apalachic6/a thus bears 
a stress simply by virtue of its odd-numbered position in the word and not by 
virtue of any inherent property it possesses. 

In other cases syllables bear an accent regardless of their location in the word. 
The most common determinant of such inherent stress is syllable weight: syllables 
with a long vowel are always stressed while the stressability of short-voweled 
syllables depends on location with respect to the edge of the word or to another 
heavy syllable. Syllables closed by a consonant pattern with long vowels in some 
systems and with short vowels in others. It is noteworthy that while stressability 
is almost invariably a function of the syllable nucleus, such properties as vowel 
quality are rarely taken into account (and if they are, it is to determine the degree 
of prominence rat.her than the presence or absence of str.ess). A language in which 
back vowels defined heavy syllables would be strange indeed. Again, an adequate 
theory will explain this fact. ln addition to being determined by syllable weight . 
the inherent accent of a syllable may be simply an a rbitrary , unpredictable prop-
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erty of the lexical item in which the syllable .. I • , . 
have many such lexically determ· d is ,1-.111:d. Ru~~1an a nd Japanese 

. . ine accen ts. 
Finally, in languages that a llow mult' I . . 

Pere . d . ip e s lrcs,c, per 11 ord . . 
e1ve as more prominent than the th . · . . . one I~ 1yp1call y 

rhythm rule indicated. this contras, bot c1s. A_, ,,u r d1!>cuss1on or the Enulish 
• 1 e ween pnm~rv and . d ~ 

cruc1a to explaining why there is no sh.ft f . : !>econ ary accent is 
t I o accem 1n ma. • · 0 raccoon coat . Let us look at r . ' 10011 coat in contr:1st 
I I • . a,ewmorccascs1n 11 hich h. · 
eve s 1s crucial in English First 1 , h · 1 1~ contra, , in ~tress 

. . · • 1 e note t at there are Ja o b 
nouns containing two stressed syllabi h· . r,,.e num crs o f Enulish 

· es t di contra,;i in I ' r f h. ~ primary (marked by the acute). · ~ ms o w 1ch ,tress is 

(5) hurricane 
pedigree 
matador 
cantaloupe 
cavalcade 

Tennessee 
kangaroo 
palisade 
magazine 
chandelier 

Second, there are alternations between the I V \' . . 
contours. These take place at the ph · 11 j" ._ ..... )_a nd ( ... Y ... V ... j stress 
as well as in the word phonology(/- dra_sa beve_ (Te1111essel! but Tennessee En•ie) 

sa ore ut lsad6 J Th· d ' 
of stress enhancement at the phrasal 1 1 . ~ ra · ir - the normal method 
a collocation to be increased Th ' eve is. or the stress of the second word of 
(NSR) · is process 1s known as ih 1 - Some examples are listed ir. (6)_ e nuc car stress ru le 

(6) red barn John 's shirt Mary's salamander 
I 2 I basic mathematics 

2 2 3 I 2 I 3 
eat meat be happy judged sacrosanct 

I 2 I 2 2 3 
visit Alabama 

I :! I 3 

As we can see from some of these exam I 
stresses, it is uniformly the stronger one thpts• when the second word has two 
the initial syllable of salamander ha b a ish enhanced. I_n Mary's salamander 
· • s een en anced But b • 
it 1s the second stress _ the one 

O 
th 

1 
. · . in as1c mathematics 

increased. An adequate theory of pnho elpenu t_l-1 m m~uhematics that has been 
t . no ogy w1 explain why 1 · 
o an~ other phonetic property, lends itself so ea ·1 . s_ ress. in contrast 

consh tuent structure in this way and h 
1 

~1 Y ~o mirroring the syntactic 
subject to such enhancement under thtNi;_n Y t e highest stress in a word is 

10.2 The Metrical Grid 

Liberman's (1975) metrical grid is a notation that r . . . . 
stress to be represented in a particula I . . pe mils the special aspects or 
grid, stress is neither a feature nor · in • ~ y pei spicuous manner. For the met rical 
is defined in terms of an abstr·1c1'1 intf~rent property of syllables. Rat her. st ress 
• . · ' wo- 1mcns1011al arny th· 1 1 . 

s111011s for levels of prominence. Syllabic nuclei .. .'. . . .t P 01s mclneal po-
bear •1 ~,re~s by a111u~egmc11-
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. . f h e metrical positions. In this way. stress is largel, 
tally associating with one o t . es_ . In many langua2es the metrical grid define, 

f the phonemic stnn!! . - - ., 
autonomous rom . ce for the -word. Following the notation of Ha_lle an_u 
three levels of promine~d I I are represented as lines of asterisks . Line O 1' 

Vergnaud ( I98i). the gn ~vc sten11allv enhanceable position. In general. ever~ 
the basic level and denotes a_po1· e U p~sition. thoueh in some languages (e.g .. 

· ord proJects ,1 in - · d s h syllable in a '' ,.k "llables may be s1 stematically ignore . uc 
. C h 1989) schwa-11 'e · · Indonesian; o n · ·. ct a pos·ition on the orid and hence do not 

· - 11 bles do not proJe "' accentually inert ~y a . L. 1 ·1, sometimes called the foot /el•el and 
. computat10ns. me O 

• h 
figure in any stress ' d Apalachicola, Tennessee. and /111rr1cane ave 
line 2 the word [e\·el. The ,, or s . 
the metrical grids in (7) . 

(7) 2 
I " * 

* ** ~ ** ~ * ~ * 
O I h. la Tenne~see hurricane Apa ac 1co -

. . f the re resentations in (7) as assigning every syllable 
As in a grid, we can think o h f t:e prominence levels. (A olus value is de noted 
a plus or minus value f~r eac ~ e bv the absence of an ast~risk .) However, the 
by an asterisk and a minus va u_ k. any line n implies an asterisk on line n - l. 

. 1 • d scalar· an as ten s on r 
metnca gn s are . . some of the properties of stress noted ea~ ier arc 
. Now let us consider ~owind of notation. First , it is clear that the metncal gnd 

naturally explained by this \herent phonetic property of phonological segments 
does not treat stress as an I a1· d tone Rather it defines an autonomous 

i t es such as nas ity an . , I . 
analogous to ea ur . d th fact that a syllable may bear stress simp Y m 
level of re?resen~~tton_. Sec;nw~rd ereflects the grid 's horizontal dimension as a 
virtue of its position in th .t" ans A syllable comes to bear a stress solely 
sequence of m~trical (st~ess:bl~;:~~~ !metrical position. T hird , the fact that str_ess 
in virtue of bemg assoc~ate ; .' t" tions is reflected directly in the grid's vertical 
encodes greater-than-binary is me 

dim~nsion. . ·ct ermits many of the long-distance features of stress 
Finally, the metncal gn p f T ar local kind of relation that we have come 

to be assimilated to the more am1F1 ' example the pheno menon of stress en-
f ii guistic structure . or • • ly 

to expect o n . h clear stress rule can be accounted for very s1m~ 
hanceme~t observed m t e n~ s ntactic embedding defines a new line _in the gnd. 
by assuming_ ~teach le~el ~ y ense that the asterisk associated with the new 
Since the gnd is scalar, it m es s_ ent element of the preceding line. Thus, to 
line will attach to the most pro~~ n between the stressed syllables of discov
characterize the long-?ist~nce re ad10M·ss1·ssippi we need only stipulate that the 

d M . · · pi m d1scoverc 1 • • 1 · n 
ered an ,s~iss,p . . enhanced. The line 3 asterisk marking t 11s e -
second word m the c~llecuon is t d to the penult because the penult is the only 
hancement is automattcally attrac e . . ' 
syllable in the word with a line 2 reg1strat1on. 

L-------'*'-- NSR (8) 
2 • * 
I • * 
0 • . . • . * • 

disco,·cr.:d Mississippi 
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Finally. consider how the rhythmic shift in th, _llfssissippi Ri,·er can be char
acterized. Afta the NSR enhances the stress on Ri,·er. we have the grid in (9a). 

(9) a. 3 • RR-> b. 
1 * * 
I * * * 
0 • * 

., 
* 

,. 
* 

~lississippi River Mi- ·issippi River 

With the grid re presentation, the rhythm rule (RR , .:an be thought of as a process 
that slides the line 2 asterisk left\, ard 10 the next a, ailable landing site in response 
to the stress clash created by the folio,, ing stressed syllable in Ri\·er (Prince 1983). 
In this way. the rhythmic alternat ion in Missis.<ippi Ri,·er also defines a local 
phonological relation - between positions that happen to be adjacent at a certain 
level in the metrical grid . For example. in (9a) the stresses associated with the 
[sip] and [Ri\"] syllables are adjacent on line 2. 1::-lo other asterisk inte rvenes 
between them.J Locality is also respected by the movement process itself: the 
asterisk shifts to the adjacent line l position. The precise definition of a st ress 
clash is a complicated issue; see Liberman and Prince 1977. Ha mmond 1984. and 
Hayes 1984 for useful discussion. 

10.3 Some Basic Parameters 

In this section we will explore the basic parameters underlying the construction 
of metrical grids. For data we will rely heavily on the survey of the descriptive 
literature found in Hayes 1981. This stud y convinced many pho nologists that the 
myriad stress systems of the world's languages involve variations on a small 
number of basic themes and hence that a parametric approach is appropriate. T he 

, chief problem is to develop a system that generates the common patterns in a 
simple fashion yet is robust enough to derive the more complex ones from the 
combinatory work of the simple ones. Considerable guesswork is involved in this 
enterprise. Many of the decisions that have been made in the litera ture are qu ite 
underdetermined by the data. Consequently, any exposition of the theory is ten
tative and subject to revision (sometimes radical) as new facts are discovered . 
One crucial issue has been whether the notion of metrical constituency needs to 
be recognized; another is the way in which quantity figures in stress patterns. 
The nature of much of the rest of the system is determined by o ne's position on 
these issues. 

As noted earlier, stressed and unstressed syllables often distribute themselves 
in an alternating fashion. Hayes (1 981) identified four basic patterns, samples of 
which are cited in (10). 

(IO) a. Maranungku (Tryon 1970b): Primary stress falls on the ini tial syllabk. 
and secondary stress fa lls on every other syllable thereafter. 

tiralk ·sali va·. merepct 'beard·. yangarmata ' the Pleiadc~·. lungkarf1tel1 
·prawn·. wclepcncmf1nta ' kind of duck ' 
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b. Weri I Boxwell and Box\, ell I 966): Primary st ress is assigned to the 
final syllable , and seconda ry stress is assigned to each preceding al 
tern::te syllable. 

I)intip ·bee'. kulipu ·ha ir of arm ·. uluamft 'mist' . akunetepal 'times· 

c . War.iv (Osborn 1966): t-. la.in stress falls on the penult . with seconda r\' 
st re ;,, appearing on a lterna ting syllables before the main s tress. · 

yiwa ranae 'he finished it' . yapurukitane hase ·veril y to cl imb', enaho
roahakuta i 'the one who c aused him to eat' 

d . Arau.:anian (Echeveria and Contreras 1965): Main s tress fall s on the 
second sylla bic, a nd secondary s tress fa ll s on a lternating following syl
lables. 

wu le ·tomorrow'. tipanto ·year· . elumuyu 'give us', e luaenew ' he will 
give me', kim(1baluwulay ·he pretended not to know· 

(I la) schematiu s the stress contours each system assigns to four-and five-syllable 
words : ( 11 b) di,ulls the dis tribution of stressed ('V] versus unstressed [V] syllables 
in each type without regard to magnitude of s tress. 

( 11 ) type I a. vvvv vvvvv b. 'V V 'V V 'V V 'V V 'V 
type 2 vvvv vvvvv V 'V V 'V 'V V 'V V 'V 
type 3 vvvv vvvvv 'V V 'V V V 'V V 'V V 
type 4 vvvv vvvvv V 'V V 'V V 'V V 'V V 

Notice that a given stress contour appears twice in the table . For ins tance, the 
four-syllable ('V V 'Y V] appears in both type I Maranungku and type 3 Warao. 
The languages differ in the stress contour they assign to five-syllable (or more 
generally to odd-numbered) words: in Maranungku ['V V 'V V] combines with 
['Y V 'V V 'VJ: in Warao it combines with (V 'V V 'V VJ. Similarly, five-syllable 
['Y V 'V V 'V] combines with ['V V 'V V] in type I Maranungku, but with [V 'V 
V 'VJ in type 2 Weri. S ince eac h contour appears twice , the occurrence of any 
one contour is independe nt from the appearance of the others. This fact suggests 
that the entire system results from the free combination of two more e lementary 
factors: whether the initial assignment maps a syllable to a s tressed or a n un
stressed position and whether the a ssignment starts at the left or the r ight edge 
of the word. 

If stress prominence is a function of the metrical grid, then one way to build 
up the grids to generate the four alternating patterns of (11) is to define a ma pping 
of syllables onto a primitive rhy thmic a lternation of peaks and troughs (Prince 
1983). Imagine a tape of successive weak and strong positions, as depicted in 
(12a) . 

(12) a. • * * 
···"' " *****··· 

b. I peak-first , trough-firs t I 

c. !left -to-right . right-to-left! 
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The a lternating s tress patterns ,·n ( 11 b) . ~ 
c.in "e ~enented b · 

parameters in (12b,c). ( 12b) tell s whethe th ~ =- _ ' . Y se tting the two 
(i.e., a posit ion marked by a line I aste~·sk~ mar, ~ ~g ~tan s With a rhy thmic p eak 
a line I asterisk). The second parame~er ( /2c ) so~~•-

1
: a lroug lt (a position lacking 

The four basic pa tterns arise from th . . P iries _the d_1rcc t1011 o f assignment. 

(13) type I 

type :! 
type 3 
type 4 

[peak-first. L-RI 
[peak-first. R-L] 
[trough-firs t. R-LJ 
[trough-first. L-RI 

e par<1mc1er , et tings in ( 13). 

To briefly illustrate this me thod of g rid constru · t•on cons·d . h 
I M ' · · 1 e, ow the typ 1 anguage aranungku would be generated Acco d e 
edge of the word and map the first syllabic ;o a rh: t~ng_ to ( 13{ w~ start a t the left 
remaining syllables in the word a re the n m·1tch. e· d m1 c pea. in t : ta pe o f ( 12a); 

· · • ' one to one w11h •ub · pos1t1ons m the tape, as illus trated in ( 14a ) A ~ ·IJ~ ~ sequent 
the grid in (14b). · .our-s~ " ble word thus receives 

(14) a. I * * 
0 ... * * * * * I,,, 

, , , 

V V V V ... 

b. I * * 
0 * * * * 

' V V 'V V 

C. 2 * 
I · -•!# __ 

d. 2 * 
I * * 
0 * * * * vvvv 

nhancement of one of the line I _as terisks introduces a dis tinc tion between ri
ry and secondary s tress. Typically, it is a marginal line I e lement thai is 

stre~gthened. Maranu_ngku and Araucanian e nha nce the leftmost line I asterisk 
en and Warao the nghtmost. The word stress rule for M · · ' 

(14c). It transforms (14b) into ( 14d). aranungku is s tated m 

stu~~c~;d~n~: \~~;;)e)w jtust s~etc~ed (~sscntially the proposal of the influentia l 
. . . • s ress IS pnmanly a rhythmic phenomenon There . 

:r?hc1t noh?n of ~etrical grouping. Any give n peak is equally r~latcd 1~\~~ 
ughs on ellher side a nd any trough is equally related t ·t d ·· 

alte ( · . o I s a ~<1ccnt peaks. An 
int ~? ive v1e:,v aknalyzes a senes of alternating s tressed a nd unstressed syllabics 
str o mary ~~•ts nown as metrical /<'et. The feet d iffer in terms o r whethc'r th~ 

esscd pos1t1on (the head of the fool) occurs at the left or the right edge . 
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( I 5) metrical foot 
* line I 

(* *) line 0 

left-headed 
(trochaic) 

right-headed 
(iambic) 

. • . roach (e .g., Halle and Vergnaud 1987: ~n-
ln some versions of this ~enc~'.safJd to go1·er11 the adjacent unstressed pos_iuon. 
derson and Ewen 1987) the hea d. l direct object noun phrase. As in the 
much in the way a verb go,'.erns an~ {ace~meter spe~ifies the direction in which 

Ii S
t view, a {left-to-right, nght-~o-le tr par 

ir - meal feet d · 
Sv\lables are crouped into me . h as Maranungku is generate in a 
, - \ laneuage sue d d - ct 
Consider first how a. type . - The metrical feet are left-hea e an 

theory emploving metncal consutuendts. ·1h an even number of syllables. the 
. . ht For wor s w1 B h 

assigned from left to ng . 11 the syllables in the word (16a). ut w en 
division into binary feet encompass;s \ bles one position is necessarily left over 
the word contains an odd number o sy a I la~guage this svllable is stressed, and 
at the end of the parse (16b). ,In a v~:tor han) syllables t~ form degenerate fee t 
so it is natural to allow th:se ,eftothe ar~ing is exhaustive . Since the degen_erate 

O
fJ·ust one syllable, assuming that P . foot have a head (stressed pos1t1on) 

· ent that every d fi 
foot is stressed, the_ require~- made for degenerate feel , the four- _an ive-
is still satisfied. With prov1s1on are analyzed by foot theory as m (16) . 
syllable schemata of a type I language 

(16) a. I 
0 * • * * --+ 

I I I I 
vvvv 

b. I 
0 *****--+ 

I I I I I 
vvvvv 

* * 

(* *) (* *) 

I I I I 
'V V 'V V 

* * * 

(* *) (• *) (•) 

I I I I I 
'V V ,y V 'V 

. . I the same way, except that the feet are assigned 
A type 2 language anses m exact y 

from right to left. . head is typically signaled by greater prom-
Since in a metrical constituent the h ent of a line l asterisk as a process 

. - ural t nstrue the en ancem - h 1ber 
inence, it is nat o ~o f r l . to a metrical constituent. Smee t e nun 
that organizes the astensks o me m rd ma exceed two, the resultant con-
of stressed syllables in a ~faranu~gk~tt~e enti~e word . The rule "organiz~ tine 
stituent is of unbounded size, taktt d d constituent" transforms the gnds of 
l asterisks into an unbounded le t- ea e 

(16) into those in (l 7). 

(17) a . 2 
I 
0 

• 
(* • ) 
(• *) (* •) 
VY VV 

b. 2 
I 
0 

* 
(* * •) 
(* •) (* *) (;-) 
V V V V V 
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To brietly summarize. the leading idea behind this a lte rnative view is that stress 
reflects a grouping of the grid posit ions into he:.Jed constituents. 

The analysis of type 3 and type 4 languages unJ er the grouping theory is more 
complicated. Consider type 3. If the feet are left -headed and assigned from right 
to left and the parsing is exhaustive, then the kftover syllable at the beginning 
of the word will be ass igned to a degenerate foot. We incorrectl y predict that 
words with an odd number of syllables should begin with two successive stressed 
syllables. t For a type 4 language the situation i5 symmetric . with a st ress clash 
predicted at the right edge. ) 

(18) t,pe 3 [left-headed . R-L] 

I * * * 
O ,._ * * * * _. (*H* *) (* *) 

V V V V V V 'V V 'V V 

Grouping theory must invoke a rule to remove the stress clash by deleting the 
line I asterisk from the degenerate foot. Rules of this form must be a llowed in 
any case in order to remove stress clashes arising at the phrasa l level from the 
collocation of separate words. For example. in Icelandic (Gussmann 1985) com
pounding of v'erk 'work' and m 'ac'Jur ' man ' produces a clash tha t is removed by 
deleting the second stress in v'erk#mac'Jur 'good worker' ; compare v'erka#k'ona 
'female worker'. Nevertheless, the theory positing a metrical foot requires a more 
complex analysis of the type 3 stress pattern. An extra stress is assigned and then 
must be removed by another rule. The alte rnative .. grid-only" theory, which 
assigns syllables directly to the alternating peaks and troughs, generates the type 
3 language in one step. Other things being equal , it might appear at this point that 

- the introduction of metrical constituency is a needless complication. 
Proponents of the foot theory have argued that there are good reasons to in

troduce the metrical constituent in spite of the apparent complexity that arises in 
the analysis of a type 3 language such as Warao. First of all, it is simply untrue 
that languages always avoid stress clashes. An example is provided by the Al
gonquian language Ojibwa (Kaye 1973, Piggott 1980). Ojibwa words lacking a lo ng 
vowel have stresses on even-numbered syllables counting from the left. In ad
dition, the final syllable of every word is stressed, entailing a stress clash in words 
~ith an odd number of syllables . 

a. nagamo 'he sings' 
ni-niba ' I sleep' 
ni-bfmose ' I walk' 
ni-nagamo-min 'we sing' 

b. I • * * * * 
0 (* *) (* *) (* •) (* *) (*) 

V'Y Y'Y V'Y v·v 'V 

Parsing syllables into binary right-headed feet from left to right produces the grids 
in (19b) for four- and five-syllabic words. In this case the theory posit ing metrical 
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. ce stress patterns directly . No subsidiar~ rules a rc 
constituents produces th_e surfa . " f om the init ial imposition of metrical struc, 

. ct· th gnd that an ,es r . d h required to a JUSt e . clash of stresses at the nght e ge , t c . 0 .. b a worJs contain a . • r 
ture . But since ~1 w , · ·II bl to the primitive rhythmic a lte rnatton o 
··orid,only"' theory that as,1gns s~ a thess patte rn directly . Another rule must be 

"' h nnot "enerate I d w peaks and troug. s ca . =- . k to the final syllable of every wor . e 
stipulated to deliver a hne 11 aste rt~sl nguages is examined . the initia l advantage 

h , laroer c ass o a . · 
conclude that w e n a " d ·oy d"isappears (ln fairness. however, II 

. 1 th ry seeme to enJ . . ·ct 
that the gnd-on Y eo sent the marked situa tion; the avo1 · 

O .. b ppears to repre 
should be noted that ~1 w a a d f the domain appears to be the predo minant 
ance of a stress clash at the e ge o 

pattern .) . d , ·n from alte rnating stress patte rns in which the 
A similar conclusiOn can be_ ra" I d t by destressing the degenerate foot. 

. b f t theorY is reso ve . no . d 
clash posited Y oo : ino of the head of the adjacent binary (non e-
but rather through the de, res~ = Australian language Garawa (Hayes 1981) IS 

generate) foot. For ex~m_p_ e. \ i~; r stress and secondary stress on the penult; 
described as having an in1~al \ Yalternating syllables preceding the penult. 
a tertiary st ress ('Y ) is sa1 to ie on 

(20) a. ya.mi 
punjala 
watjimpal)U 
naril)inm'ukunj 'inamira 

b. 'VY 
•vvv 
•vv•vv 
•vvv·vv 
•vv·vv·vv 
•vvv•vv·vv 

·eye' 
·white' 
·armpit' 
·at your own· many' 

. minence are suppressed; only the distribution of 
In (20b) the vanous levels o! p;~bles of prototypical Garawa words is ~isplayed. 
stressed versus unstres~ed_ y . of accented and unaccented syllables 10 Garawa 
When this is done, the d1s~nbut1on. both accent the penult and alternating syllables 
looks very similar to that m wa;o. 'th an even number of syllables , stressed ~nd 
preceding the ~e_nult. For ~o~b s w~ alike. The languages differ in their stressing 
unstressed pos1t1ons are d1stn f ut~l bles In Garawa the initial syllable is accented 
ofwordswithanoddn~~b~ro;:ra~ the. second syllable is (e .g., V-'V-Y-'V-V). 
{e.g. , 'V-V-V-'V-V) w I e 10 . al sitions into binary feet , both languages 
Under the theory that ~rou~s metr~~all0he same type l)eft-headed , R-L]. !hey 
can be analyzed as bemg o ess~n. lved· Garawa deletes the second hoe I 
differ in the way the stress clas ts reso . 
asterisk , Warao the first. 

(2 1) 

Garawa 
Warao 

• • * 
(•) {• •)(• • ) 

•y V V'YV 
v ·v v·vv 

Some 1Jasic Pttrw11< !as 

Since the grid-o nly theory is designed to keep ,tresses apart . it cannot produ-::e 
a sequence of stressed syllables directly. The Garawa st res~ pat tern thus repre
sents a complication. It can be generated with :he he lp of t\\O additional rule,: 
one to accent the initia l syllabic of the word anJ :1 second to re lieve the result;,nt 
stress clash through the deletion of the second c'f two adjacent asterisks. A ti, e
syllable word thus receives the three-step dcri, Jtion sketched in 122). 

(22) * * * • * * 

Thus, both approaches generate the appropriate st ress patterns. T hey dilTc r in 
their interpretation of adjacent stresses. The theorr positing metrical cons tituent, 
regularly generates stress c lashes in the course of assigning every syllable to a 
metrical foot. The grid-only theory must produce clashing stresses via addi tional 
rules. Which of these two general approaches is correct continues to be a maj or 
issue in stress theory. We will return to this question in sectio n IO. IO. 

Some of the strongest arguments fo r metrical constituency are based on the 
readjustments to the stress pattern that take place upon the dele tion or the in
senion of another syllable. Since the metrical grid . li ke an autosegmcntal tone 
pattern, defines a level of representation separate from the pho nemes, the lo ss 
of a vowel (or syllable) will not necessarily entai l the loss o f the corresponding 
grid column; only the lowest level will be erased. since that is a projec tion o f the 
syllable (nucleus). Higher grid marks may persist. In a theory with metrical con
stituents , it is natural that if the vowel associated to the metrical head is dele ted 
but the stress pattern is preserved , the n the st ress will appear to migrate to the 
adjacent syllable in the foot. Consequently, we expect a correlation between the 
type of foot structure and the di rection of accent shift. If the accented vowel in 
(23a) governs the vowel to the right, then, upon deletion, the accent should shift 
o the tight (23b). But if the fee t a re right-headed, then the accent should shift to 
the left (23c). In a theory that does not impose any metrical constituency, no such 
correlation is predicted. 

a .... Y1YY2 ... 
b. . .. V1) (V V2) - Y1 Y2 
c. ... Y1 Vf (V2 ... - V1 Y2 

everal instances of the phenomenon depic ted in (23) have been reported in the 
'terature. We will review one late r. If they are not simply coincidental, they 
onstitute powerful support for the hypothesis of metrical constituency. 

Even though the available evide nce for metrical constituency is fa r from com
lling (see Kenstowicz 1993 for a survey), we will adopt this hypothesis in our 

Xposition of the theory of stress. This decision represents a guess that such an 
proach will prove more revealing and closer to the truth . To summarize the 

iscussion so far, we have examined four bas ic alternating st ress patte rns. We 
ave analyzed them in terms of two parameters: {left -to-right or right-to-left} pars
g of syllables into {left-headed or right-headed} binary feet. S tress d ashes may 
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but need not be removed by an additional rule suppressing one of two adjacent 

grid marks . 

10.4 Heavy Syllables 

I th xamples examined so far , 5yllable quantity has played no role . Bu_t in 
; any\ : nguages the location of stress depends on a division of the syllables 11110 
Ii ht and heavy classes . Invariably . the heavy_ ~yllables attract ~ stress (111 our 

g re assigned a more prominent grid pos1t10n). T o take a simple example. 
terms, a . 1· ( 1935) . 
the Uto-Aztecan language Tiibatulabal is descnbed by Yoege 111 _ as stress111g 
all syllables containing a long vowel, a ll final syllables, a nd alternat111g sy llables 

preceding a stressed syllable . 

(24) a. ip6nihwfn 
wital)hatal 
wftal)hcitala:bacu 
yu:du:yu:da t 
hani:la 
ta:hawila:p 
wasa:gahaja 
anal)f:nfnimut 
pitfpitf:dinat 

b. 

' of his own skunk' 
·the Tejon Indians' 
·away from the Tejon Indians' 
'the fruit is mashing' 
' the house· (obj .) 
'in the summer' 
'it might flame up' 
' he is crying wherever he goes' (distr.) 
' he is turning it over re peatedly ' 

line I 
line 0 

The most straightforward account of this language simply postulates a rule stress
ing long vowels independent of their position in the s~ring. Halle and _Yergnaud 
(1987) postulate the rule (24b). We must now in~estigate ~ow such mherently 
accented syllables group with adjacent syllables mto m~tncal ~eet. The forms 

6nihwin and witayhatal show that Tiibatulabal forms bmary nght-headed feet 
tom right to left. Jt is thus a type 2 lan~uage. Consider the case of a long vowel 
in an even position counting from the nght edge of the word. Two exa?1ples_ are 
cited in (25). After the application of (24b), these forms have the followmg gnds. 

(25) a. 1 * 
0 • * * 

hani:la 

b. I • 
O •• •••• 

analji:ninimut 

Halle and Vergnaud examine two initially plausible methods to parse grids. ~n~ 
breaks the parse down into a two-step procedure. The first step loc~tes the hnc 
I asterisks and groups them with the appropriate adjacent syllables 111to constit
uents with the long-voweled syllahle as head. Since Tiibatulabal feet are b111un 
and right-headed, thi s initia l parse derives the grids in (26a). 

Hem ·y S_-.1/ahl,•., :'6> 

(26) a . * * 
ll (* *) * * (* *) . ' ' 

b. * • * *) . 
ll (* *) (• ) (*) ( * *) (. I ( ~ ~, 

ha nf: la a na l)f: ni nim ut 

In the second step the remaining unmet rified syllables are parsed from righ; to 
left to derive the grids in (26b). 

An alternative procedure maintains a single right-to-left parse . But since a me1-
rica ll y dependent positio n cannot be more prominent tha n the head, a sylbt,lc 
with a line I aste risk may never be made sister to a head . Consequently, when 
such a syllable is encountered, the foot construction procedure must begin anew . 
assigning it 10 a head position. (In effect. the parsing of line O aste ri sks monit,,rs 
for a line I aste risk.) As an example of this a lterna tive inte rpre ta tio n, let us foll ,,w 
the parse of a11auf:nfni1111i1 in detail. First. the [mutl syllable is assigned as head. 
with [nil as dependent (27a). Then the next [ni ] is assigned to head (27b); but the 
[gi:l may not be assigned to a dependent position since it bears a line I a ster isk 
and thus is barred from such a weak metrical position. Conseque ntly, a degene r.i te 
monosyllabic foot is created , with [nil as head (27b). The parsing procedure cc,n
tinues and [l)i :l is assigned to a head position with the preceding (na] as its siste r 
(27c). F inally, the initial syllable is assigned to head position and the parse ter
minates in (27d). 

(27) ana l)i :ninimut anagi: ninimut anal)i:ni nimut 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
* * * • * * -> * * • *(* *) -> * * * (*) (* *) -> 

* * * * * * 
(a) (b) (c) 

anagi: ni nimut anagi:ni nimut 

I I I I i I I I I I I I 
* (* *) (*) (* •) _, <•X* • )(• l C• *) 

* * * • * * • 
(d) 

Both procedures thus succeed in assigning the correct grid structure to the 
representations in (25). They predict different results , however, for an initial rep
resentation such as (25b) if the parse proceeds from left to right. The two-step 
procedure will first organize the second and third syllables into a foot; then the 
initial syllable is parsed to yield a representa tion such as (28a). Under the one
step approach, the first and second syllables parse into a right-headed foot and 
then the third syllable forms a foot by itself, since it has a lready been supplied 
with a line I asterisk. This procedure generates the grid of (28b). 

* * b. * * 
(*) (* *) (* *) (*) 

I I I I I I 
V V V: -+ V V V: V V V:-+ V V V: 
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Crucial evidence for the second approach is furnished by Ojibwa. Like Tiib
atulabal, Ojibwa stresses all long-voweled sy llables and thus has rule (24b) as
signing such syllables a line I asterisk. The language also permits adjacent stressed 
syllables to surface phonetically. 

(29) bim6se: 
ni-bimose:-mln 
ni-niba:-min 

'he walks· 
'we walk' 
·we sleep' 

We learned from ( 19) that Oj ibwa feet are right-headed and assigned from left to 
right. Words with two short sy llables followed by a long one will decide between 
the alternative parsing procedures. Forms such as bim6se: and ni-n fba:-min argue 
for the second approach in which metrical organization arises exclusively from 
a syllable-by-syllable transition from one edge of the word to the other. 

Languages such as Tiibatulabal and Ojibwa that tolerate a stress clash are sig
nificant since they permit the underlying assignment of stresses to surface directly. 
A point worth bringing out here is that the theory predicts a correlation between 
the type and direction of foot assignment for short-vowel words and the position 
of stress clashes with respect to a long vowel. To appreciate this point , consider 
Tiibatulabal again. The stress contours in p6nihwin and witayhatal suffice to es
tablish that binary feet are right-headed and assigned from right to left. Consider 
now the stress in ta:hawila:p. Stressing long vowels produces the grid iii (30a). 

(30) a. I * * b. I * * * 
0 * * * * 0 (*) (*) (* *) 

Since feet are right-headed and assigned from right to left , exhaustive parsing 
groups the penult with the final syllable and places the antepenult in a foot by 
itself. lt follows that the bisyllabic interval between long vowels must stress the 
first syllable: 'V:VV'Y: -+ 'V:'VY'V:. This theory not only predicts the correct 
form ta :hawila:p; it also predicts that *ta:haw[/a:p could not in principle be the 
stress assignment. The latter and obviously much stronger claim is supported by 
the fact that the theory makes exactly the opposite prediction for Ojibwa. In this 
language ni-bfmose: and ni-nagamo-min establish a right-headed, left-to-right foot 
structure. Since feet are imposed from left to right, we predict that an even
syllabled interval between long vowels will have the stress clash on the right. A 
form such as ni-wi:-pimf-takkona:n 'I'll carry it along' confirms this prediction. 

If the Tilbatulabal and Ojibwa methods of filling in such short-vowel intervals 
represent the general state of affairs, then we derive strong support for our general 
approach to stress. After all, given a [V: V V V:] string, it is not obvious why a 
language should systematically favor stressing one of the two intervening short 
vowels. It is even less obvious that the particular decision adopted should in
versely correlate with the way short-voweled words are stressed. For example, 
since short syllables pair up as (V'V) in Tilbatulabal, one might mistakenly expect 
a short-vowel interval in [V:-V-V-V:] to have the stress clash on the right rather 
than on the left. The correct results are obtained only if each of the various 
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parameters in the theory holds - in particular that 
organization of all syllables in thew d . . ' st ress results from the met rica l 

S f or in a sweep fro m one ed h ome urther support for this approach . f . h . ge to t e other. 
with an irregular stress. For example th ~ urms ed by certain Tubatulabal stems 
is always stressed reoardless of ·1 ' e_ ~na syllable of the stem [tuguwa] ·meat · 

, e I s posrtron in the word· 1 • • . 
tuguwa-yi-11 obj. The stress on the [wa] . . i_,g_ilh'a-n 'h is meat · , 
property that must be recorded as part sfyllhable rs thu_s an rdrosyncratic lexical 
I · 1 • o t e underlying repre . . -exrca rtem. A natural wav to do th' . . 1 - sent ,1t1on of this 

f . - rs rs to et the [ wa] project r 
as part o rts underlying representation Th f h a rne I aste risk 
the [wa] is always una~cented while a.sh et actlltbalt the sho rt ~yllable preceding 
fi II f; or sy a e fo llowing • b 
o ows rom the analysis. The parallel behavior of - may e accented 

accented syllables in Tubatulabal J·u ·t'fi h . . long syllables and lexrcally 
. th s r res t e decrsron to analvze b th .. 
m e same way: by the assignment (e'th I . I . o as an srng 
asterisk. 1 er exrca or rule-governed) of a line I 

The discussion can be summarized b t t. . 
struction (Halle and Vergnaud 1987). y s a rng the fo llowing ru les o f grid con-

(31) Tiibatulabal 

a. Syll~ble nuclei project a line O asterisk. 
b. Assign a line I asterisk to syllables with a lo ng I 
c. Parse r o · k . vowe . 

me asten s s _mto binary right-headed feet from 
and mark the heads with a line I asterisk. right to left 

Ojibwa 

a. Syll~ble n~clei project a line O asterisk. 
b. Assign _a !me l asterisk to syllables with a long I 

c. !;~s:!
1

r:\~/~::~:k:i~~t~ t~:a~\:!!~t; : ~adcd ;e

0

e~~;om left to right 

Unbounded Constituents 

In this section we will extend the metrical a r 
Consider first the languages that are descri::i oa~h t~ a lar~er class of languages. 
located on the initial or the final syllable lias t in~ a single accent per word 
and Farsi. (Some may have secondar ~ sue as atvran and Czech or French 
subset have just a single accent per wo~d )crnt\ but we assume that at least a 
metrical constituents such languages can. bne ad t eo_rby dtha! does not countenance 

I t . . escn e simply by po t I 1-e o assign a hne I asterisk to th • . . 1 s u a mg a 
then singles out the only line I asteris~ ::•:~ae i~s~~al srlab~e. A ~ord-le~e_l _rule 
ccented word has the derivation sketched in (32).or a me asterisk. An inrtrally 

I * 
0 **** 0 *** * 

vvvv -+ vvvv 

2 • 
I * 
0 * • * * 

-+ vvvv 
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. r m the grouping theory. Recall that 1t 
. l retauon emerges ro . • 

A rather different m erp . . . r onstituency on the metrical pos1t1ons 
• fl t' g the 1mpos1t1on o c G' h' 

views stress as re e_c m ·s marks the head of the constituent. iven l is 
in the grid. In par1tcular. stres_ .. I stress as marking the head of an unbounded 
leading idea, it is natural to see m1lia . . unstressed sy llables and hence takes 

mpasses the remammg h · constituent that enco . r a yyyy word is thus as s own m 
h hole word The metrical structure o 

int e w · 
(33). 

(33) 2 
I 

* 
left-headed 0 (* • * •) 

. . . allow for unbounded constituents, then it is _natural 
If we accept this position and . 1 nalyzed into metrical constituents, . 0 · · • be exhaustive Ya . 
to require that ltne pos1t1cns .· of honemes is exhaustively parsed into 
much as we assumed that the sll mdg h Pa language such as Tiibatulabal assigns 

· we understan w Y svllables. In this way, h th word has a long vowel and hence an 
stresses lo light syllables ev~n w en f e bounded feel thus foliows rather nat
inherent stress. While t~e ex1ste:~r~c:1 ~;nstituency, it must be recognized t_hat 
urally from the assumptton of m d 

1 
··•en•·e confirming metrical constttu-. · · ndepen en ev1u ~ -11 to date the most impressive I . h b' . ry feet In the next section we w1 

ency has been found in systems wit ma . 
review three of the best cases. 

10_6 Metrical Constituency 

Dorse 's Law in Winnebago . 
J0.6.1 y ber of issues in the metrical w· b O illustrates a num d f 
The Siouan language mne ag f the descriptions of Miner (1979) an o 
theory of accent. Our data come rom l . t attention to words with just short 
Hale and White Eagle (1980). lf we res nc very odd-numbered syllable except 
vowels, then we find that s:resslhappefi"athrs ~l: e) The one exception to this general 

(. n the third, e 1' , · · . d for the first 1.e., 0 . d the final syllable ,s accente • 
statement is that in disyllabic wor s 

' dress' 
·cat' 
'boy' 
'the license' 

hipirak ' belt' 
hisjasu 'eye' 
hijowire 'fall in' 
hakirujiks~n~ ' he pulls it taut' 

(34) waje 
wijuk 
hotitinik 
hirawahazra 
hokiwaroke ' swing' n. 

. t'n But unlike words in the previously 
Winnebago accent is obviously allcmad, g. bcg·1n with two unstressed syllables w· bago wor may · • 
examined patterns , the_ mne d Disyllabic words are the only e~ccpt1~ns 
before a stressed one is encounte~ . ·. Id be explained if the parsmg skip~ 
to this generalization . Both ~ cuhari11cs cou 'dentical with a type 4 langtwg.: 
the initial syllable. Then Winnebago becomes I 
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such as Araucanian: both assign binary right-headed feet from left to right. Ac
cordingly. we postulate a provisio n to exempt certain syllables from the metrical 
parse. Mechanically. we wi ll assume a feature [- t'.rlra111errical]. which renders 
a syllable's line O a terisk invisible to the parsing procedure. Clearly. uch a 
feature must be used sparingly. In the absence of any constraints on which syllable 
can be ignored, any metrical pallern could be generated a nd the theory loses its 
empirical force. Study of many languages has led to the conclusion that only 
material at the edges of a domain is exempt from the metrical parse. This 
perip/reraliry condition is reminiscent of the beha\·ior of marginal consonants in 
escaping syllabification and of final vowels in escaping tone spread. It is commonly 
assumed that the extrametricality feature is only act ive at the edge of a metrical 
domain. As soon as a syllable becomes medial (e.g., by affixation), its asterisk 
becomes " visible" and hence cannot be ignored by the metrical parsing rules. 

Given extramctrical ity. we postulate the rules of (35) . which generate the grids 
in (36) . Following the notation introduced by Kager ( 1989), we ma rk extramet rical 
positions with angled bra::kets. 

(35) a. Mark the line O asterisk of the initial syllable extramet rical. 
b. Group line O asterisks into binary right-headed constituents from left 

to right. 
c . Group line I asterisks into an unbounded left-headed const ituent. 

(36) 2 * 

I * 
0 (*)(•) 

waje 

(* *) 
(*)(• • )(•) 
ho ci ti nik 

* 
(* *) 

{*)(• *) (* *) 
hi ra wa haz ra 

A later rule of stress clash reduction deletes the line I asterisk from the final 
syllable of /zocjc[nik. 

Hale and White Eagle (1980) and Halle and Vergnaud (1987) point to additional 
material from Winnebago that provides a striking argument for the postulated 
metrical constituents. Winnebago has a rule known as Dorsey's Law, which in
serts a copy of the following vowel within a preceding voiceless obstruent-plus
sonorant cluster. This rule is stated in (37a). It is illustrated by adding the second 
person prefix [S-] to a stem beginning with a sonorant. Underlying [S-wafok] 
'mash' is realized as sawai6k. In some cases the vowel inserted by Dorsey's Law 
preserves the accent pattern (37b). But in other cases the stress shifts to the 
inserted vowel (37c). 

(37) a. CRY;-+ CV;RV; 

b. [ho-s-wa.i.a] --+ 

[ha-ra-kf-s-rujlk-sn~l --+ 

cf. ha-ki-rujik-s~n{I 

hofawaza 
harakfSurujlksjln~ 

'be sick' 
' pull taut' 2d 
·pulls taut' 3d 
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c. m~~-rac 'promises' 
[m~~-s-rac J -> m~~-sarac 'you promise · 
[hi-ra-kr6-ho] -> hirak6roho 'prepare' 
cf. [hi-kro-h6] -> hikoroh6 'prepares' 

[wakripras] -> wakiriparas 'flat bug' 
[hirakr6honlra] -> hirak6rohonira 'dress, get ready' 2d 

For example, in hosawat.a (UR [hoswaza]) the first accent is located on the fourth 
syllable of the word instead of the third: and in harakfsurujiks1;p1(J there are two 
unaccented syllables between the primary stress and the first secondary stress -
a deviation from the otherwise strictly alternating pattern of secondary accents . 
Both aberrations are explained if the stress is assigned before Dorsey's Law. But 
in the forms of (37c) such as hira/.:6roho (UR [hirakroho]) a stress appears on the 
inserted vowel. 

The Winnebago data thus pose two puzzles: firs t to find a basis for the dis
tinction between the two groups of words and second to explain why one group 
preserves the underlying accent while the other does not. Hale and White Eagle 
(1980) had the following insight into the problem: if the representations prior to 
the application of Dorsey's Law are parsed into metrical feet , then for the forms 
in (37b) the inserted vowel falls in the gap between the feet while for the data in 
(37c) it disrupts the metrical foot. This point is graphically illustrated in (38). 

t L 
(38) hoswaza ha raki srujiksn~ 

I I I I I I II I 
(• ) (* *) ( *)(* *H* *) (*) 

* * * * 

t t t t t 
hi rakro ho m~ ~srac hi rakro honi ra wakripras 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
(•)(* *) (*) (*)(• *) (*)(* *) (* •)(•) (•)( * *) 

* * * * * * * 
This consistent difference demonstrates that the metrical relation between a 
stressed and an adjacent unstressed syllable is not symmetric - a result that is 
expected if stresses are assigned in virtue of metrical constituents. Furthermore, 
the postulated right-headed iambic (VC'V) grouping helps us to understand why 
it is the Dorsey's Law separation of an unstressed plus stressed syllable that 
produces the stress shift (rather than separation of a stressed plus unstressed 
syllable). We assume that the vowel inserted by Dorsey's Law projects a metrical 
position on line 0. The new position disrupts the binary foot and hence leads to 
the deformation of the disturbed constituent, whose freed asterisks are then re· 
parsed according to the parameters of (35). On this analysis, a form such as 
hirak6roho is derived as "in (39). 

(39) 1 * * 
0 (•)(* •)(•) 

hi rakro ho -> 

* * 

<•X• * •> (*> 
hi rakoro ho 

* 
(•) * * -~ ( *) 

-> hirakoroho -> 

• * 
(•)(* *)* (*) 
hi rakoroho 

Metrical Con.Hi1111•111T 

In the first step Dorsey's La .. 
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This de~ w rnJects a nell' m 't r' I • • 
orms the constituent, which is th <:: ':a pos!l1on withrn the foot 

eters of the system in (])-) en reme trrfred according I h · 
A . . o I c param-

n underlying form such as I wakri- . . 
~t suggests that the metrical reparsin/~:: Ji ~oc~~oach. appears as 11·11kirip tiras 

isrupted constituent - not at the be . .- n~ Wll the as terisks compri~ino th . 
should expect stress on the third syll g~~rn.ng of the entire string. Otherwi / e 

a e rnstead of the fourth . . we 

( 40) wakripr as 

I I I 
(•) (* *) -> 

* 

waki riparas 
I I I I I 

<*>*(* * *) 

* 

waki ripa ras 
I I I I I 

<*>*(* * )(*) 

* * 
A later rule of stress clash removal er . 

Anothe'. significant case is [hirakr6~m1~a_tes the_ final stress. 

::\~eparsrng cannot be local but affects~~~;~,; l11rak6roho11ird. It suggests tha t 
r ese cases, Halle and Ver naud owrng s tresses as weli. To ac 

a deformation of the metricalgconstit~;~~:a:~~ ~0;;1ino Co11~itio11, which reqcL~~;: 
o. ow the disrupted constituent. 

(41) hi rakro honi ra h • k 
/ / / / / I I ra oro honi ra 

<*><• *><• *H•> <'><' I I I I I 
* * -> * * * •) (* • )(•) -> * * 

hi rako roho nira 
I I I I I I I 

(*)(* *)(* *) <• *) 
* * -- . * * * 

This condition makes sense on th . 
o_f i~s odd/even position in the st:i:;~:~~t a sy_ll~ble_ is stressed simply in virtue ::~~c~ to reparsing like the constitu~nts a~t~~~,'11~n is altered, then it becomes 
• IS i_s t~e correct interpretation, then it . y interrupted by Dorsey 's Law. 
s spe_c~al I~ contrast to other features with constitutes another way in which stress 

Cond1t1on is controversial and . ~-ore local determinants. (The Do . 
rth d' . awaus add111onal sup S mrno 
. er 1scuss1onofDorsey'sLaw.) port. ee section 10. 10 for 

0.6.2 Bedouin Arabic Elision 

lhis section we will see how extrametricalit . . 
th the P~eters already developed to ex lai may combine rn different ways 

s. We will also review another ar u P n som~ more complex stress pat
he Cairene dialect of Arab· h bg men~ for metrical constituency 

~ u ~n~~I · . · 

Ire (bas~d on_ data from Mitchell 1960). The I Y d1_scussed rn the met rical litcr-
summanzed m three successive! . o~at1on of word stress in Cairene 
~heavy (CVVC, CVCC) syllable ~s ~~;:s~:~lu;;ve stateme~ts. First, a final su

~t vy (CVV, CVC) penult (42b). Finall . ( II a). Otherwise, stress fa lls on a 
Ween the I Y, rn a other words th penu t and the antepenult (42c) F h e s tress varies 

o Ver~d t~e rule that the stress falls on the . e o~ t esc, Langendoen ( 1968) dis-
~ Which IS separated from a preceding hc:V n~ t or the antepcnult , depending 

rd by an even number of light syllahlcs. Y syllable or tire beginning or the 
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(42) 

Sire.vs 

a. darabt , ?a'lmaal 
b. ~ustasfaa, mu'lallim. muqaatil , saabaatun 
c. kaataba, qattalat, maktabah, walad, ra?aa, hiya, kataba. sajarah , ?in

kasara, bulahnfyatun. ?adwiyatuhu. murtabitatun, sajaratun. katabataa 

These data are significant in several respects. First. a s noted in sec tion IO. I. 
the choice between penu]t and antepenult in (42c) can on!y be resolved by scanning 
the entire string of preceding syllables. This implies that the stress location ef
fectively depends on the gross syllabic profile of the entire word - a serious 
violation of phonological locality. However. Langendoen 's rule scans the pretonic 
s tring for a very restricted type of information: the numbe r of syllabics and their 
weight. Furthermore, the scan~ion equates two light syllables with one heavy 
syllable. But this is exactly the kind of information computed in the analysis of 
alternating stress pa tterns. 

We can capture the elusive Cairene pattern as follows (McCarthy 1979b). We 
assume that the mora (syllable-rimal element) is the stress-bearing unit that 
projects a line O asterisk. We then parse these e lements into binary left-headed 
constituents from left to right - just as in the type I language Maranungku. The 
systematic exclusion of final syllables that are not superheavy is handled by ex
trametricality. Finally, instead of making the initia l stress primary, we enha nce 
the final one. These rules and para meter settings are s tated in (43) and their 
operation is illustrated in (44). 

(43) a. The mora is the stress-bearing unit. 

(44) 

b. Final syllables that are not extraheavy a re extrametrical. 
c. Group line O asterisks into binary left-headed feet from left to right. 
d. E nha nce the rightmost st ress by constructing an unbounded right

headed constituent on line I . 

sajaratuhu saja ratu hu 

11 I I I 

saja ratu hu 

1 1 I I I 
sajaratu hu 

I II I I 11 I I I 
* * * * (•) - (* •)(• *) (*) 

* * 
--+ (* •)(• *) (*) --+ * •(• *) (•) 

(* *) * 
* 

?adwiyatuhu 

11 I I I I 
** * * * (•) 

?ad wi ya tu hu 

11 I I I I 
--+ (**) (* •)(*)(•) -

?ad wiya tu hu 

11 I I I I 
(**) (* *)(*) (•) -

?adwiyatu hu 

11 I I I I 
** * *(*) (•) 

* * * (* * *) * 
* 

The first step in the derivation parses the line O asterisks and the second e nhances 
the final stress. Most sources agree that Cairene has no surface secondary stresses 
(Welden 1980 is an exception). Thus, a rule is needed to suppress the nonprimary 
stresses. We follow Halle and Vergnaud and postulate a rule of conOation thal 
deletes line I. The result is a s ingle stress al the right end of the word - but one 
whose location is crucially determined by a left-to-right parse of the e ntire word . 
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We_will return to line ,onOation in section 10.7. At this ·un . 
potnl 1s that our s1·s tem captures the s u rfi ._ II . J Clure the important 

b 
. · pe 1c1,1 v qu11c differen t ca·. 

pattern y simply combining in new ways th .. - d _ _ 11 e ne s tress 
have already motiva ted - in part icular ~xi ~ v,~nous. escn pt1ve o ptions that we 
- but a t the opposite edge of the wo~d fr~:n~i ~\~~lly and s tress e nhancement 
Another feature wonh~ of note is the decision t II the metrical parse begins. 
stress-bearing unit. 0 a 011 the mora to count as the 

. With this combinatoric theme in mind. let us now I . . . . 
discussed by lrshied a nd Kenstowicz (1984) I . h B ook a t two ~edou1n dialects 
stems of the sha pe CaCaC reduce to CCc c· nht e t· alnl •-Hassan dialect of Jordan. 

1 w en o owed by a vowel. 

(45) 

sa~ab-na 
s~ab-at 

·he pulled· 
·,,·e pulled ' 
·she pulled· 

bayal 
bayal-na 
byal-i 

·mule· 
·our mute · 
·my mule· 

Since elision fails in such stems a~ 'i'asaah ·~ane· 'k . . _ 
taught', bciarak-a1 ·she blessed· 1·1 a '-h . ma /[lb office . 'i'alla111-a1 'she 
c • ppears t at we mus1 c ha · ,or the rule as CVCV Th. 1- 1 

. . ractenze the context 
. -- · is ormu allon v10lates phon I · 1 1 -
11 s tipulates information beyond the syllabi th . . 

0 
ogica oc~ltty because 

elision site. However. if light syllables aree at J~ •m~ediate ly adJacent to the 
from left to right , then the rule receives a si orfamzed m_to bm~ry metrical feet 
vowel [a] from an open syllable when ·t mp_ e expr:s~•?n: e lide the s hort low 
disyllabic trochaic (left-headed) foo t. • occupies the m1t1a l (head) position of a 

(46) (J" 

I 
[a] --+ fJ I _ _ 

I 
(* *) 

* 

(where a is light) 

line 0 
line I 

We account for the absence of elision in CaCaC words b . 
syllables are extrametrical, just as in Cairene The form Y ha;bsummg t~at final 
derivation in (47). · s. -at receives the 

sahab-at 
I. I I 

(* •)(*) 

* 

s~ab-at 

I I 
(· *) (*) 

* 

s~ab-at 

I I 
(*) (•) 

* 

~ hen the elision rule deletes the stressed vowel the 11·ne o - t · k · with [ J 1 · I" ' as ens associated be . sa ~ses •~s 1censer and hence disappears. Just as the deleti f 
anng unit t~p1cally leads to the shift of tone to an adjacent tone-~n o. a ton_e-

: the s_tress •~ _(47) is ~reserve~. Given the hypothesis tha t s tress ~na;::!su ~~~ 

1 
ead of a metnc,11 c~nst1tuent . 1t 1s natural to construe the s hift of stre (th r 
asterisk) as rcOect1ng the conservation of met . · I . . . ss e me n ca cons tit uency - m the second 
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. . ~ d from the deleted vowel to the fo llowing one. step of (471 headship is trans erre . th root 
. h . leftmost element 111 e ,, · .. 

which now _becomes t e . o a seem recondite. it has empmcal conse-
While this cha 111 of reasomn,, dm Y el ·1s located in the middle of the word. 

h r d· g stresse vow 
quences when t e e 

I m d" t that the stress will shift to the left or the 
Conservation of constituency hpre ic ~-tuent is right- or left-headed . The Bedouin 
. ht as a funct ion of w hether t e cons i . . . 

n g h" h othesis in stnk111g fashion. _ 
e lision rule confirms t 

1
~ Y8P) t that a heavy-plus-light syllab le constitutes The brief paradigms 111 (4 sugges . 

a metrical constituent in the Bani-Hassan dialect. 

(48) 'iallam 
'i"allam-at 
'iall am-at#uh 

saa'i"ad 
saafad-at 
saafad-at#uh 

saQab 
shab-at 
s~ab-at#uh 

·he taught" 
·she taught ' 
·she taught him' 

·he helped' 
' she helped' 
·she helped him' 

' he pulled' 
'she pulled' 
·she pulled him' 

. . I ex la ins the primary stress on the [-at] suffix 
This assumption simultaneous y . p 1) . d the fact tha t the second syllable of 

. - fi al (not extrametnca an . . (
49

) 
when 1t 1s non 

111 
d t !"de As the representations 111 C CCaC stems such as [fallam) oes no e t • 

s:ow, this syllable does not satisfy rule (46). 

fallam-at-uh saQab-at-uh ..... sQab-at-uh (49) 
I I I I I I I I I I I 

(* *) (*)(*) (* *) (•)(*) (*) (*)(*) 

(* *) (* *) (* *) 

* * * 

h B ·-Hassan paradigms of (48) with the cognate ones Let us now compare t e am 
in (50) from the Riyadh dialect. 

(50) 'i"allam 
'i"allim-at 
fallm-it#ah 

saafad 
saafad-at 
saa'i"d-it#ah 

saQab 
sQab-at 
sQab-it#ah 

. 1 h as those found in Bani-Hassan, save 
The first two entries are virtual y \ ef sa~:rt open syllable when not adjacent to 

for a rule that raise~ ~~ 1~:ov;i:1:c~s :i!erge before the clitic object suffix. Firs~. 
a guttural consonan . e . h the word stress on the root while Bani· 
in CaCaC-at#V structures, Riyadh a~ . Ri ·adh shab-it#ah with Bani· 
Hassan places the accent ondth~ s t\~o~~arteco~d voV:.el of CaCCaC and 
Hassan s~1ab-at#11h . Secon . 111 iya 

Metrical Co11stit11t•111 ·_1· 

CaaCaC stems e lides before the I-at] suffix when the latte r is in turn followed t,, 
a vowel; no such e lision occurs in Ba ni-Hassan. · 

We can account for both differences if Riyadh agrees with Cairene in designatin ,: 
the mora as the stress-bearing unit. On this analysis. Riyadh 'i'al/111-it# ;,1, a n:l 
1,)uib-it#ah receive the underlying metrica l representations shown in (5 1 a .b). 

(51) a. fol lam-at#ah b. SaQab-at# ah 
II I I I I I I I 

I ( ** )( * *) (*) (* *) (*) (*) 
* * * * 

C. 'i"al lm-at#ah d. SQab-at#ah 
Ii I I I I I 

(**) (*) (*} (*) (*) (*) 
* * * * 

If the mora is the stress-bearing unit . then the initial heavy syllable of [fallam l 
constitutes a foot by itse lf. The result is that the following [la ] heads a new me trical 
foot. When [la] joins with the following syllable in a foo t. elision may now apply. 
leading to a shift of stress to the (al] suffix to preserve metrica l constituency. Th<· 
result is the representation in (5 1 c). The segmental rule rais ing the low vowel of 
an open syllable de rives 'i'allm-ft#ah. Elision also converts (5 1 b) into (5 Id). 

Fina lly, to account for the fact that underlying [saQab-at#ah] surfaces as sluih
it#ah in Riyadh , we must postula te a rule that deletes stress from a final ~on
branching foot. This rule is stated in {52a); it converts {52b) into (52c). 

(52) a. line 0 
line I 

b. shab-at#ah 
. I I I 
(*) (*) (*) 

* * 

c. shab-at#ah 
. I I I 
(*) * (*) 

* 
Rule (52a) also accounts for the retraction of stress in Riyadh 'i'allim-at and stiafad
at vs. Cairene fa/lam-a t and saafad-at. 

To brie fly summarize the discussion, the fact that the shift. of stress under the 
edouin e lision rule systematically correlates with left-headed fee t is a surprising 
ci significant result because the postula ted metrical constituency is indepen

clently motivated by the distribution of stress. (See Al-Mozainy , Bley-Vroman , 
d McCarthy 1985, where the same phenomenon in a re la ted dialect is discussed 
cl similar conclusions are drawn.) Also, the fact that both the scope of e lisio n 
d the distribution of stress covary be tween the two dialects suggests that 

hether the mora or the syllable is the stress-bearing unit is a significant paramete r 
f difference. And more generally, since such a rich network o f parameter set ting~ 
required in order ·to delimit the scope of elision, the evidence encourages the 
lief that the overall framework is on the right track. 
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Stress 

L t' Enclitic Stress 
J0.6.3 a 

111 
h . d elis ion accentual di splace-·r . duced by epent es1s an . f I b f 

l n addition to stress sh1 ts m ent of enclitics have proved a us_e u pro e o 
ments occasioned by the attachm a develops this line of inquiry m a study . of 
metrical structure . Sten ade ( 1988 ~ L . Let us briefly review her result he1 e . 

Clitic accent in Ancie nt Greek an ahtm. It is heavy in which case it takes 
en ult unless t e penu . . d" La tin s tresses the antepen . Th les in (53) generate this para ,gm . 

. r- · fec111s e ru - · f h the stress: reficit, re;e:cll , re . · ,·ry matters onlv the first two Imes o t e 
. · (54) (To s1mp 1 ' · assigning the gnds m . 

grid are shown.) 

(53) 

(54) 

The syllable rime is the stres_s-bearing unit. 
a. F I syllables are extrametncal. 
b. ma . . k to heavy syllables. . h· 
c. Assign a hne I ast~n s . b. left-headed constituents from ng ' 

Group line O asterisks into mary d. 
to left. 

refe c it 

I I I 
(* *)(*) 

re fe :cit re fectus 

I I ! 
( * )( *) (*) 

I I I 
( * )( *) ( *) 

* * * . 
* * 

. . corroborates the constituenc y postulated m 
Steriade shows that encht1c stress h yllabic and disyllabic clitics (55). 

. Latin has bot monos these re presentations, 

ubf# libet 'w herever' , 
(55) a. ubi ' where' 11·.·mina#que 'and thresholds, 

· 'thresholds' h M 
b. lf:mma Mu:sa#que 'and t e use 
c. Mu:sa 'the Muse' . 

. ss of the base. But there is a systemauc 
Addition of the clitic displaces the st~\bet and li:mina#q11e. In both cases w: 
and intriguing difference between ub,# t ssed differently . ubf#libet suggest, 
have a four-syllable string. But_ t~ey are s r~ back to the antepenult. But whe_n 
that stress assigned under enc hs1s,.c~n reoancosyllabic antepenultimate stress ,s 

· · II b. and the c 1llc m ' ·f e that the base is tnsy a ic . As Steriade observes, I we assum ' 
shunned in favor of penultimate stress.I_ that already has the metrical s tructuri: 

. · ed to a representa ion . s for the 
enclitic stress is assign . 1 and elegant explanallo n emerge d 
of the base word imposed: th~n a s•:P ; . hen they host enclitics. The secon 
contrasting behavior of /, :~ma ~n . u 'a.:i li-mina#q11e have a different status. 
syllables in the qua?risyllab1c _11b1#lt~et d as a. dependent of the s!ressed syllab~e 
ln the latter the [m1] syllable '.s m~~:i: is unmetrified, because it is extrametncal 
[Ii:] , while in the former the [b1] sy 
(56). 

(56) li:mi na 

I I I 
(* *) (*} 

Metrical Co11s1i1111•11c_v 
575 

To explain the contrast. all we need say is that s tress assignment under e ncl is is 
respects the previously established struc ture and is constrained to e rect metrical 
constituen ts onl y on free. unparsed aste risks (Prince's ( 1985) Free Element Con
dition). Unde r this assumption, the inputs to enclitic metrification are the rep
resentations in (57a). Recall tha t extrametricality is subjec t to a peripherality 
condition. As soon as affixation rende rs a n e lement nonperiphc rat. its extra
metricality is lost and it becomes available for metrification. In (57a ) the [na] and 
[bi] syllables have lost their extramet ricality . The final syllables of the c lit ics can 
undergo the ex trametricality ru le since they are peripheral. 

(57) a. li:mina#que ubi# libet 
I I I I I I I I 

(* •) * (*) (*) * * (•) 
* * 

b. li :mi na#que u bi# li bet 
I I I I I I I I 

(* *) (*) (•} (• ) (* •)(*) 
* * * * 

ubf#libet (57a) conta ins two free positions; thus, when rule (53d) applies. a di
syllabic left-headed foot is assigned (57b). But li:mina#q11e (57a) contains just a 
single free position a nd hence the enclitic stress is planted there. Enhancement 
of the rightmost stress then yields the correct surface forms. 

The important theoretical point is that this result crucia lly depends on the sec
ond syllables in ubi a nd li:mina having a different status even though they pre
sumably receive identical phonetic implementations as simple, unstressed sylla
bles. They differ only in terms of the hidden (inaudible) me trical s tructure imputed 
by the rules in (53). 

There is a second way in which metrical constituency is respected under enclitic 
stress assignment. Consider Mu:sa#que (55c). The rules of (53) assign the rep
'resenta tion shown in (58a). (58b) ensues from addition of the clitic. 

Mu:sa 

I I 
(*) (*) 

* 

b. Mu:sa#que 

I I I 
(*) * (*) 

* 

c . Mu:sa#que 

I I I 
(•)(*) (*) 
* * 

tin me trical constituents are left-headed. (58b) contains one free asterisk pre
ded by a degenerate (monosyllabic) foot. A priori, there a re two possible re

s nses the theory might make in this s itua tion . First, the boundary of the de
g~nerate foot could expand to take in the [sa]. But if we take seriously the ideas 
that previously established metrical s tructure is inviolate and that met rical con
stituents are built by taking unmetrified asterisks in a right-to-left scan of the 
Word , then we predict that the degenerate foo t will no t expand . Rather . the s ingle 
free element will parse into a degene rate foot, as in (58c). Steriade reports that 
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- . This illustrates a second respect in which 

. f ·t has penul11mate stress . 
Musa#que 10 

'" . makes its presence fell. 
the invisible memcal structure . f what to say about the well-known par-

The Latin result raises the ques11on o 

adigms in 159). 

comp[~] nsation ,·, . .:ond[c]nsatio_n . . 
(59) a. . . . or1·g·1nol ori•·inalitv vs. Wmmpesaukee 

b. ongm. u •• =- · 

. . - • PE ted that some English dialects contrast the 
As obse_rved in : ect1on ~----~~l5fou/s:llable strings in (59a) in terms of whethe1: or 
phonemicall y nearly ,de n,11.: d d hence may reduce to schwa. The SP£ 
not the second , yllable i_s un:i_.:cente an f the morphological bases on which the 

. I . . the d1flcren,e m terms o . . f . 
analysis exp am, . ·ll bl • s unstressed in compensate (in virtue o " 
words are built: the second ,~ a e 'h .l ·t bears a stress in condense . In order 

l f E r sh phonL, loevl w ' e , f I d 
regular ru e o ng 1 - · f rd can determine the stress o a re ate 

. h h stres · pattern o one wo . I d . 
to explain owl e . , PE ed to embed the phonolog1ca en-
but nevenheless different "_L,rd . S pdro~ost_ n of the longer one. Specifically. 

h . , inside the enva 10 - . 
vation of the s oner \\Oru . d condensation are computed cychcally. 
the stress contours of compfnsanon ant and condense is derived. The resultan l 
First, the s~ress of the bases _c,J~1ti:,s;se [c6mpensat + ion] and [c6nden + sat ion] 
representa~1ons then sef\ e ::,;at + i~11 and condens + at ion. . 
for the denvatlons of comp . . 1 "d e for the cyclic analysis of English 

Kiparsky (1979) uncovered ad?~1ona e~1 ethnec behavior of trisyllabic strings of 
d sistent d111erence m . h 

stress. He note a con . . d d such as Winnipesaukee and m sue 
pretonic light syllables in undenve _w_or 1~ In the former class the first syllable 
morphologically complex words as _ong;n~ 'u~~tressed: Winnipesaukee. But in the 
is typically stressed and the follow1?ll ~ the middle of the trisyllabic string: or
latter class a secondary stress c~n af mt. f the existence of the related word 

·1· Cl I th. s difference ,s a unc ion o . 
igina ,ry. ear y, ' . . I' II then it is easy to see how the primary 
original. lf the stress 1s assigned eye tea Y • . , inality 

. , . 1 as a secondary stress m ong · 
stress m ongma may emerge ffi that shift the stress in the base may 

K. k (l982a) observed that the su 1xes "l . d 
tpars Y 1 -1 shifts the stress in local, locu · IIY an 

also shorten its vow~l. ~o~ exa~~ e, __ , Y ex lain this correlation, we saw in 
shortens the vowel m dmne. d1v111-1ty. Tho ies of English phonology fall into 
section 5.5 that Kiparsky proposed t~at t es~xes such as -al, -ity activate rules 
two major blocks (levels or strata). Pnmary h s -less -ness activate rules of 
of the first level, while sec~nd~ry suffixes ~~c ~en a ~ord such as original is 
the ~econd. ~ we accept this hne ~f- rea;on b g~he logic of the metrical interpre
cycltcally denved from the base on gm . ut Y th latter must have the metrical 
tation of the Latin stress rule sketched ab_ove, t eth derivation of original musl 

f (fiOa) I h pears that the mput o e 
structure o . _t t en ap . 'f metrification is restricted to free 
be the representation shown m (60b). But I h th [ri] syllable should be 
elements, as the Latin enclitic accent suggests, t en e 
inaccessible. 

(60) a. ori gin 
11 I 

(• •)( ... , 
b. ori gin al 

I I I I 
(• •1•(•} 

• 
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Two solutions to this problem have been proposed. lnkelas ( 1989) sugges ls lhat 
underived roots may be lexically marked to skip the cyclic rules. This allows the 
base [origin] to bypass the first cycle. The stress assigned in [origin]a/ lhen op
erates on a metrically clean slate. An alternative tack laken by Halle and Yergnaud 
(1987) postulates a special Stress Erasure Convention (see sec: io n 10.8 for brief 
discussion) operating at the beginning of each cycle that effect ively cancels the 
metrical structure er~cted on the preceding cycle. On this approach, the [ri] sy l
lable in (60a) is now accessible to the stress rules operating on the [origin]al cycle. 
Cases like Latin enclitic stress, where the metrical structure of the base is re
spected and hence must be present at the point where the enclit ic accent is as
signed, are treated by Halle and Kenstowicz (1991 ) as noncycl ic effects. The Latin 
enclitics are [ - cyclic] and thus fail to activate the rules of the cyclic block - in 
particular, the Stress Erasure Convention. Their host must have passed through 
the cyclic block and thus have obtained a metrification. It is this metrical structure 
that is respected by the enclitic accents. Clearly, more cases of this form must 
be uncovered in order to strengthen the hypothesis that respecting metrical struc
ture is a diagnostic of the noncyclic block. See Halle , Harris, and Yergnaud 1991 
for further discussion. 

10. 7 Line Conflation 

In this section we look at two Slavic languages whose stress systems are q uite 
simple. They have certain exceptions that illuminate aspects of the theory de
veloped to this point. In Macedonian (Lunt 1952) stress is regularly placed on the 

- third-last (antepenultimate) syllable of the word. If a word has fewer than three 
syllables, then the first is stressed. 

vodenicar 
vodenfcar-ot 
vodenicar-i 
vodenicari-te 

'miller' 
• the miller' 
'millers' 
'the millers' 

As developed to this point, our theory is unable to account for this simple stress 
system. Since there is only one stress per word, it might appear that we must 
invoke an unbounded foot. But an unbounded foot locates the stressed head at 
the initial or final syllable (the second/penult if the extrametricality option is cho
sen). We cannot place the head of an unbounded foot more than two syllables in 
from the word margin. Consequently, the foot must be binary. Winnebago showed 
that it is possible to place an accent three syllables in from the word margin by 
ppeal to a binary foot plus extrametricality. If Macedonian feet a re left-headed 

and assigned from the right word edge, we derive the grids in (62) for vodenicar 
and vodenicar-ot. 

I . • • 
0 (•)(• •) (•) 

voden i(car) 

b. I 
0 

* * 
(• •}(• •)(*) 
vode nica rot 
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-1 · ht · oke a rule to remove the stress clash in (62a). such a rule will Wh1 e we m1g mv . 
not extend to (62b) because the stressed syllables a re_not adJacent. Nevertheless. 
all descriptions agree that Macedonian has Just a single accent _per word. The 

M d · 1 system thus differs minimally from that of Winnebago. Both ace onian s ress . . 
h b. f t plus the extrametricalitv opllon. But Winnebago has secondary ave mary ee , . . . . . 

h·t Macedonian assigns JUSt a single phonolog1cal accent per word. stresses, w I e . 
Consequently , the theory must be extended to allow for a single accent per word 
in a system with bounded feet. . . 

T t S·ons have been proposed in the literature. First, the parse of !me 0 wo ex en 1 . . - F [ · 
asterisks could have the option of iterating o~ simply apply mg once. o r_ -+: it-
erative] Winnebago, foot construction woul_d iterate across the word, assigning 

d accents . in (- iterative] Macedonian, 11 would cease after the first foot ~=~ , . .h 
has been constructed and thus assign just a single accent. Alternat ively, we m1g t 
parse the entire word into metric~! fee'. and then suppr~ss t~e sec~ndary accents. 
In the Halle-Vergnaud theory. this option 1s known a~ line co11flat1011 - a rule that 

u ses adjacent tines of the grid through suppresst0n of material on the lower 
~~/~ constituent of the lower line is preserved only if it~ hea~ is al~o the he_ad 
f · onstituent on the higher line. To simplify the technical d1scuss1on , we m-

o a c · W · ff t 
terpret conflation as the deletion of the lower !me . . e can md; _ecthconv~r / 
Winnebago-like system to Macedonian by contl_atmg _Imes_ I _an m t e gn ._ n 
this way, only the rightmost line I asterisk persists. smce 1t 1s the seat of the lme 
2 asterisk. 

To illustrate, Halle and Vergnaud (1987) propose the rules of (63) for Mace
donian. 

(63) a. Syllable rimes project a line O asterisk. 
b. The final syllable is extrametrical. _ . 
c. Parse line O asterisks into binary left-headed constituents from nght to 

~- . 
d. Group line I asterisks into an unbounded right-headed constituent. 
e. Conflate lines l and 2. 

These rules complete the derivation of (62b) as in (64). 

(64) 2 * 
I ( * *) 1,2 * 
0 (**)(**)(*) -+ 0 

We thus have two different proposals for exten_din~ the sys~em. _Whi~h is ~or
rect? On conceptual grounds, the conflation solu~1?n 1s attrachve since _it ~ss1gns 
every syllable to a metrical constituent on the imll~I parse (and thus 1:11m1c_s syl
labification). The anti-iteration proposal does not; 1t leaves the pretomc s tri~~ in 

vodenicar-ot unmetrified throughout the derivation. But are there any emp_mcal 
consequences that differentiate the two proposals? Halle a~d Vergna_ud pomt_t_~ 
the behavior of certain lexical items (mostly loanwords) with exceptional strcs _ 
to support conflation. These items have an exceptional stress on the pcnult 01 

the final syllable. According to Franks (1983). these stresses persist so long as 

4.ol/1(; \..Ultjlt.li ttJll 

) /':J 

they are found within one of the last three svllabks of the word If ffi · 
. . . su 1xat1on 

buries them below the antepenult, they fail to emerge and a new accent is assi ned 
by the regular ru le . g 

(65) konzumator restoran 
konzumaror-i restoran-i pl. 
konzumat6r-i-te restoran-i-te pl.def. 
·consumer" ·restaurant· 

The paradigms in (65) raise two questions. First, why in a form like restoran is 
no stress assigned to the antepenult by the normal rule•) Second. why is the ex
ceptional stress on _th~ (ma] syllable of konwmator replaced by antepenultimate 
~tress m ko11wmator-1-1e? Conflation answers both questions . As in Tubatulabal, 
1t 1s natural to encode the exceptional stresses of kon~umator and restoran as line 
I accents m the lexical representations. 

(66) I * 

0 * * * * 
konzumator 

* 
* * * 

restoran 

According to the rules in (63), each syllable of the word parses. But in virtue of 
rule (63e) only the rightmost line l stress survives to the surface . These will be 
the exceptional stresses of konzumator and restoran, except in the case where 
the parse plants a foot to the right of these positions. 

(67) 2 * * I (• * *) (• *) 
0 (• *) (•)(* *)(•) (• * )(•) -; 

kon zu ma tori te resto ran 

1,2 * * 0 * * *(* •)(*) * *( *) 
konzumatori te restoran 

, Under the [ - iterative] parameter, material preceding the antepenult remains 
nmetrified; it thus is unexplained why the lexical stress in konzumator fails to 

emerge when suffixation places it beyond the antepenult. An otherwise unnec
-ess~ry rule is required to remove this stress. If the Macedonian suppression of 
lexical stresses falling outside the main stress foot represents the norm then we 
liave evidence for t~e co?flation mechanism over the [ :!:iterative] p~rameter. 
i_>ropone~t_s of th~ [:!:iterative] ~aramete r have rightly pointed to the fact that very 
little pos1t1ve evidence has so tar been found that would justify the hypothetical 
fuetrification of the pretonic string that is canceled by conflation. For example, 
segmental rules sensitive to stress seem to fail to discriminate among the syllables 
Com~osing the pretonic string. The case for conflation would be strengthened 
considerably if such a situation could be demonstrated empirically. 
· Lexical exceptions in Polish also sh<!d light on some basic concepts of met rical 

~honology - in parlicular, line conflation and extrametricality. Recall that Polish 
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has regular penultimate stress. In the metrical framework, the re are two ways to 
set the parameters to obtain stress on the second-last syllable of the word. The 
final syllable may be extrame trical and an unbounded right-headed foot con
struc ted . Alternatively, the word may parse into bina ry le ft-headed feet from right 
to left and then the conflation option suppresses the secondary accents. Certain 
deviations from the penultimate stress patte rn argue fo r the la tte r analysis . These 
words (mostly of fo reign orig_in) stress the antepenult instead of the penult . 

(68) uniwersytet 
uniwersytet-u 
uniwersytet-6wi 

·uni versity' nom.sg. 
gen.sg. 
dat.sg. 

The exceptional stress is onl y assigned when these items a re unsuffixed. As soon 
as a suffix is added, the regular penultimate stress appea rs. If Polish feet are 
binary and left-headed, the exceptions can be accounted for straightforwardly by 
marking their final syllable extrame trical (69a). Conflation of lines I and 2 sup
presses the secondary stresses to obtain just one surface accent. 

(69) a . 2 • 
I (* *) 
0 (• •) (• *)(*) 

uni wersy tel 

b. 2 • 
I (* * *) 
0 (• *)(* *)(• *) 

uniwersy tel-a 

Recall that exclusion of a syllable from the metrical parse by extrametrica lity is 
subject to a peripherality condition. The extrametricality feature is activated only 
when the syllable lies at the edge of the relevant stress domain. As soon as it 
becomes nonperipheral (e.g., by affixation), its lexically a ssigned extrametricality 
feature is invisible and the syllable is consequently parsed. In this way, we un
derstand why such items as uniwersytet adopt regular penultimate stress when 
they are suffixed (69b). 

This interpretation is available only if Polish feet are left-headed and binary. If 
they are unbounded, then the parameters cannot be set to generate the a nte
penultimate stress of uniwersytet. The Polish data suggest that the metrical anal
ysis of penultimate stress must be weighted in favor of binary (as opposed to 
unbounded) feet. We can obtain this result if a certain cost is associated with 
extrametricality. If a stress pattern can be generated without extrametrica lity, 
then the acquisition procedure will select that option first. This is a natural decision 
since extrametricality is a way of avoiding the basic thrust of the theory - that 
every syllable of the word is parsed into a metrical constituent. From this point 
of view, it makes sense that the only device to avoid metrification is (i) costly 
and (ii) restricted to peripheral positions. The fact that the number of languages 
with penultimate stress appears to greatly exceed the number with ante penulti
mate stress also is explained if extrametricality is costly. Finally, the prepon
derance of penultimate over antepenultimate stress may reflect the tendency for 
word boundaries to coincide with metrical boundaries. 

... . ·•.1••·· ······ ..,,, ...... 

10.8 Conflation: Some Extensions 

Confla tion a llows us to account for a l· . . . 
parsky (1973b). Like Macedonian Easel assCohf l~nguages originally noted by K i-
pe r d I r ' e rn e, cm,s h·1s JU ·t rt· w_or . t ,alb on the rightmost syllable w · h . . . ' s one su ace s tress 
contains only reduced vowels then th . . H "•w n, cduccu vowel. rr the word 
(70) are from Hayes 198 1.J . e in1 t1al syllabic is s trC\\CU. <The data in 

(70) siincaam. slaapaafam. kfiddsldfa, t;,lndn 

Komi is the mirror image of Eas te rn Cheremis· in K ... .. 
full vowel, otherwise on the fina l s II bl . om, s11.:,s falls on the leftmost 

Tw ·t · Y a e. 
o s ra teg,es have been proposed to d I . h 

the · I · ea w11 such sys tems w · 1 ,u es constructing line O constituents to i . . e m1g11 pe rmit 
s~llable (e.g., for weight) so tha t only syllabltsp~~l the internal s tructure o r the 
st,tue nt. For Eastern Cheremis we m. ht . s_ o a certa ,n type can head a con
to le ft , searching for a heavy syllable t,g imag,ne that the rule works from right 
th h . o seat a stress If no such . II bl . 

e scare will have reached the initia l s llable w . . . _sy a e ,s found , 
a stress by default. Alterna tively w y . . h1ch. we might imagine. receives 
aste risk to all syllables with nonr;du e ;•~hi postulate a rule assigning a line I 
terisks into unbounded left-headed m~t .' t;g vowels and then group line O as
the resultant foot takes in the entire n c~ ~ I. For a word la~king full vowels, 
Ilaapaaiam and tJ/azan receive the wtr _- nder th~s ana lysis. forms s uch as 

pre 1mmary gnds m (7Ia). 

(71) a . I * * 
0 

b. 2 
I 
0 

C. 1,2 
0 

* 

I 
0 

2 
I 
0 

* 

* 

1,2 * 
0 (** * *) 

To obtain the correct surface forms th I' . 
bounded right-headed constituents· th'. eh me I as te~1sks are grouped into un
(7l b). Then, to account for the fa~t this et~ ances the rightmost s tress in the word 
r I d a Just one stress emerges t th mes an 2 are conflated (71c) era · · o e surface 

Halle and Vergnaud (1987) a'rgues~:~ ~~=s:e~n all but _t~e rightmost fu ll vowel.' 
ce~t~al economy. The first analysis allows he~~:his1t1on on grou_nds of con
auumng structure internal to the syllable h ·1 h P to be determmed by ex-
ot d. I T ' w ' e I e second does t I . irect y. he metrical parse looks onl t 1· 0 . . no - at eas t 

claim_ of restrictedness is not as strong as it ~r: t ;;e ,n . the grid. ~ owever , this 
permit rules to assign line I asterisks on the b . e~s, smce Halle and Vergnaud 
Eastern Cheremis rule s tressing a ll heavy syll b~s•~ oB syllable struc ture (e .g.' the 
tually head a constituent anyway the ba ~ es .. ecause these syllables even
holds only for constituents tha t 'acqu· no~ l~~pe~_tmg int~rnal_ syllable struc ture 

. ire a e,1 via the direc tio na l pars ing pro-
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cedure (their "constructed·· constituents) . It remains to be seen whether th is 
distinction is purely theory-internal or has empirical conseque nces. 

Stress syste ms minimally differe nt from those of Eastern Chere mis and Komi 
have been discovered . In these too the first (or last ) syllable of a certa in type 
(typically heavy) bears the word s tress. But in the absence of such syllables, stress 
lodges on the first (or last) syllable of the word. Khalkha Mongolian belongs to 
this class of " same-side·· default ianguages. In Khalkha the first long vowel in a 
word is stressed (72a). otherwise the initial syllable (72b) . (The data are fro m 

Hayes 1981, based on Street 1963.) 

(72) a. bosguul ·fugitive 

bariaad ·after hold ing' 

xoy;irdugaar ·second· 

garaasaa ·from one·s own hand' 

b . a.Ii ·which' 

x6t;ib;ir;i ·leadership' 

Most researchers have connected the default initial stress with the enhancement 
of the leftmost stressed (long) syllable . The precise implementation of this idea 
varies with the particular metrical theory. In the Ha lle and Vergnaud framework, 
for example, the lexically assigned asterisks of line I are grouped into an un
bounded left-headed constituent; subsequent conflation suppresses all but the 

leftmost stress, just a s in Eastern Cheremis. 

(73) a. Group line I asterisks into an unbounded left-headed constituent , whose 

head is marked on line 2. 
b. Conflate lines I and 2. 

To account for the default initial accent, Halle and Vergnaud propose that Kha lkha 
differs from Eastern Cheremis in lacking a rule that metrifies line 0. As a result, 
the rule (73a) metrifying line I finds no asterisks to work with (74b). 

(74) a. CVCVCVCV -+ b. CVCVCVCV 

* * * * * * * * 

-+ c. cvcvcvcv 
( * * * *) line 0 
* . line I 

In the absence of such raw material , a convention requires the rule to look at the 
immediately lower line. Since by hypothesis this line is unmetrified , the conven
tion allows rule (73a) to push its brackets down to line 0. Since line I constituents 
are left-headed and unbounded, the word-initial syllable becomes the head , with 

all remaining syllables dependent (74c). 
A number of Indo-European languages have stress systems that are formally 

identical to that of Khalkha Mongolian. For example, Russian morphemes fall 
into two major types: accented and unaccented. In the accented class, the locat ion 
of accent is unpredictable and must be memorized as part of the lexical re pre
sentation. Howeve r, when morphemes are combined, the stress contour of the 
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resu tant word is predic table b I 
for Khalkha Mongolian . To s!e ~~i:s ~~~se~sentially mirror the system proposed 
for the feminine nouns in (75a). . I er the sample inflectiona l parad igms 

(75) a. fixed stress 
ryb-a k6mnat-a kor6v-a 
ryb-u k6mnat-u kor6v-u 

nom.sg. 

' fish ' room' 'cow' 
acc.sg. 

b. mobile s tress 
vod-a golov-a borod-a 
v6d-u g6lov-u b6rod-u 

ncm.sg. 

' water' 'head' 'beard ' 
acc .sg. 

In the fixed class, s tress is always bound . 
the mobile class, the stress a lte m at b to a particula r syllable of the stem I 
syl~able. For feminine nouns, the :;m etwe_en_the case suffix and the word-initia~ 
w~e the acc.sg. -11 is s tressless. .sg. a is stressed 111 the mobile paradigm 

e may account for the stress of these 
Khalkh_a Mongolia n. Fixed s tress s tems h word~ by the a na lysis proposed for 
I asterisk supplied, while mobile ste I avi lexical representations with a line 
nom.sg. -a will bear a lexical stress ~~I ac any lexical accent. Similarly the 
four possible combinations of ste~ ~u1/a~e acc.sg. -'.' is unstressed. T he r~ are 
(76~). (76b) shows the effects of rut: 73a ix _10 _conside r. Examples appear in 
".'h1le (76c) shows the results of confla~· ) a~s1gnmg a n unbounded constituent 
Imes. (Analysis based on Ha lle a nd V ion an the convention inte rpreting empty' 

ergnaud 1987). 

(76) a. komnat-a komnat-u golov-a golov-u 

b. 

C. 

* * * 
* * 

* * * 

* 

* 

* * * 
* 

* * * 

* 

* 

* * * * * * line O 

* line J 

* * * * * * line O 
(*) line I 

* line 2 

(* * *) (* * *) line 0 
* * line I 

This analysis explains why the stem stress of the 
the s!ress_ ~f_the case suffix: [k6mnat + a] -+ k. fixed cl~ss predominates over 
asterisk, initial stress is imposed just as . K~~:hat~. In a word lacking a line I 

' m a a. [golov + u] -+ g6/ovu. 

10.8.J Dominant versus Recessive Affixes 

In systems organized like those of Khalkh d R . 
ally te rmed domi11a111) suppress the s trest ~~nth ~ssian , so~ e affixes (lradition
lf these affixes are themselves stressed th r e ase to wluc h they are added. 
But if they arc unaccented. the res. i't . .'. _e me 2 ~ord accent shift s to them. 

u is ,I stem lacking a ny accent. By the con-
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· d I din the analysis of Khalkha, we predict a default 
vention for empl'.• Imes eve ope . 

initial str~ss. . . . Is ,wdied by Dudas (1972) illustrates this kind 
Th -ent of Lithuaman nomma • . . • h 

e ac, . . f Lith •anian nouns is organized as m Russian Wit 

of system welL The mfle~~o~a~ter all~mating in the paradigm between the initi~I 
fixed and mobile stems. ffi e However the phonetic realiza tion of the accent ts 
syllable and the.-:ase/~1 ix. ,ith two ~oras, the accent is either falling "acute" 
more complex. •0 sy ~ es~ . .. •rcumflex" (e.g. vaik-as 'child'). Syllables 

k .. _ s ·\Illage ) or nsmg ci • . . 
(e.g.. aim a . 1 hi.,h tone with no appreciable tonal contour, 

• h · 1 one mora have a s1mp e = . . 
wit JUS d, the "grave., acce:ll (11p-e 'river'). For purposes of d1scuss1on. 
they are marke o~ II nd Vergnaud r 1987) analysis in which circumflex accents 
we will adopt the_ a ea ·ect - line O asterisk from the syllable's second 
are lexica.lly des1gnatded to proJcen·: proiect the fi rst mora as the stress-bearing 
mora. while acUic an grave ac '- _, . 
unit. Stress is realized phonetically ;,.., high pitch . 

(77) kaim-as vaik-as 

I 
up-e 
I 
* 

d. · (78) briefly illustrate the inflectional accent. In the mas-
Th~ pa~ial para ign~s m m s -as and the dat.sg. -ui are unaccented, while the 

cuhne i°~'~:~tth: ~a~~pl. . -!~s are accented. In fe minine nouns, the no~.sg. 
~;:~~ .th; loc.sg. -oje are accented. while the acc.sg. -Q and the dat.sg. -at are 

unaccented. 

(78) fixed mobile 

masculine 
~iuol-as vaik-as 

m6kytoj-as piestuk-as 

m6kytoj-ui piestuk-ui µ uol-ui vai1c-ui 

m6kytoj-ai piestuk-ai i!ZUOl-aI vaik-ai 

m6kytoj-ams piestuk-ams µuol-ams vaik-ams 

'teacher' 'pencil' 'oak' 'child' 

feminine 
Lietuv-a galv-a 

eiget-a bafoyl:-ia 

eiget-oje bainyc-ioje Lietuv-oje galv-oje 

eiget-il bafnyl:-ii! UetuV-il galv-il 

eiget-ai bainyc-iai Uetuv-ai galv-ai 

'beggar' 'church' 'Lithuania' 'head' 

vaik-as, mokytoj-ai. and vaik-ai 
The underlying representations of m6kytoj-as, 

appear in (79). 

mookiitooj-as mookiitooj-ai vaik-as vaik-ai 
(79) 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
• * * • * * line 0 . • • • * * line I 

* 
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As in Russian and Khalkha. rule (73a) enhance, the first li ne I asterisk whi le 
conflation suppresses the remaining ones. The accent less ,·ai/.:-m receives a stress 
on its initial syllable through the empty line convention. 

With this sketch of the inflectional accent as background . let us turn 10 the 
derivational system. Derivational suffi xes fall into two uneq,1al types as far as 
their effect on the accent of the stem is concerned. In the present-day language 
there is just one suffix that behaves like a (stressed) inllectional suffix: the agentive 
-i11i11k takes the word accent when added to an unaccented (mobile) stem. while 
a fixed stress stem preserves its accent intact. For example. fix ed stress (111/.:s-as 

'gold ' yields fixed stress (lllks-i11i11k-as 'goldsmith·. while mobile cilirb-as ·work· 
yields darb-i11i1ik-as 'workman'. The latter inflects as a fixed stem. as we predict 
if -inink is assigned a lexical accent on its final mora. Halle and Yergnaud ( 1987) 
report the existence of an unaccented derivational suffix from an earli er stage of 
the language: adjectival -isk yielded a fixed stress when appended to a n accented 
stem and a mobile stress when added to an unaccented stem. 

Aside from these two cases, the remaining derivational suffi xes suppress the 
accent of the stem. The overwhelming majority of these are accented . Examples 
appear in (80). 

(80) eln-ias 'stag' (fixed) eln-fen-a venison' (fixed) 
viik-as 'wolf (mobile) vilk-fen-a ·wolf meat· (fi xed) 
klsk-as 'rabbit' (fixed) kisk-el-is dimin. (fi xed) 
viik-as 'wolf (mobile) vilk-el-is dimin. (fixed) 

We might account for these cases by splitting derivation and inflection into two 
separate rule blocks and making line I constituents right-headed in the cyclic 
block but left-headed in the noncyclic, inflectional stratum. Assuming that con
fla tion of lines O and I is also cyclic, this allows the accent o n the derivational 
suffix to predominate over the stem. If more than one level of suffixation is en
countered, the stress keeps migrating to the right. 

eln-ien eln-ien eln-ien 

I I I I I I 
* * * * * * line 0 

* * -. (* *) -. * line I 
* line 2 

The problem with this approach is that there are at least two suffixes that suppress 
the stem stress but carry no accent themselves. The result is a grid with no line 
I asterisks. Our system correctly predicts that these constructions show the de
fault initial accent of a mobile noun. An example of one of these unaccented 
dominant suffixes appears in (82). 

mesk-e 
av-ls 

'bear' 
'sheep' 

. (fixed) 
(mobile) 

mesk-in-as 
av-in-as 

'male bear ' 
' ram· 

(mobile) 
(mobile) 

But with the analysis suggested in (81), we cannot explain why a fixed stem such 
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as mesk- loses its accent in nom.pl. mesk-in-ai. Since -in contributes no line I 
asterisk, it cannot head a line I constituent and we thus mcorrectly predict stem 

stress. 
lt thus appears that we must posit a rule to _de lete the stress_ of the stem when 

a new derivational suffix is added. If the suffix 1s stressed. then 1t "".'II prfedominfate 
over an inflectional suffix since it becomes the leftmost line I asterisk: l the su fix 
· cented then the word stress shows up on an accented desmence (case ,s unac , . . · · d 

ffi ) . if the desinence 1s a lso unaccented, the mitial detault accent 1s ass1gne . 
SU X ' . h I 
It is simplest to express this process as a rule of conflallo~. However , t e ru e 
must be restricted to apply only in the presence _of a den vat10nal suffix. We want 
the accent of the derivational suffix and the lex,cal a_ccent of ~n unsuffixed stem_ 

10 
survive into the inflectional rule block: The_ rule 1s stated _m (83) as a rule ol 

the cyclic stratum. The rules of line I metnfication and conflat1on will be assigned 
to the word-level inflectional rule block . 

(83) [line OJ l 
line I -+ fJ I __ 

Halle and Vergnaud ( 1987) see the suppression of the stem accent by the dom
inant suffixes as a cyclic effect and promote the stress ~oss to the status of a UG 
convention called the Stress Erasure Co11ve11tio11. Specifically, the~ propose that 
each level of affixation creates a new autosegmental plane on which the metn· 
fication process is applied. Since the suffix is new material, its lexical line I 
asterisks are visible. But the stress contours erected on the stem on _line I a~d 
higher tines in the previous cycle exist in a different plane. The re.suit 1s ~ family 
of planes _ one for each level of derivation. If only the l~st one 1s subm1tte~ to 
the noncyclic stratum, the effect is to suppress all precedmg stem accents - Just 

like rule (83). 
On this view, a word such as kaim-iet-is 'villager' is derived as in (84a). In the 

first step the Stress Erasure Convention relegates the stress of the root [ka1m] to 
~ more remote plane. Another level of affixation pushes back the plane of the 
stem [kaimiet], shifting the accent progressively to the right. I~ (84b) we _see that 
the unaccented dominant suffix derives a grid that is bereft of !me I astensks and 
thus permits this derived stem to display the mobile pattern of inflection. 

* 
* 
I 

(84) a. kaim -+ [kaim] iet b. 

I I I 
* * * 
* * 

* 
* 
I 

mesk -+ mesk-in 

I I I 
* * * 
* 

line ·1 
line 0 

line 0 
line I 

Halle and Vergnaud intend their Stress Erasure Convention to be a property 
of cyclic rules in gen.era!. This has some radical consequences for earlier con· 
ceptions of cyclic stress. While segmental reflexes of stress are earned over ln101 

one cycle to another, the stresses themselves no longer can be. The well-known 

l w11/11c 1·ers11s 1 ruc//111c 1<11_1· 111111 

contrast between Wi1111ipesri11kee and origi11a!i1Y i, lost (Kiparsky 1979). In each 
word the main st ress is preceded by a string of th ree light syllables. Monomor
phemic stems such as Wi1111ip esa11kee characteristically have an init ial secondary 
stress, while subsidiary stress on the second syllable in origi11alit y reflects the 
main stress of the cyclic source or fgi11a l. If the stress plane of on~ cycle is not 
carried fort h to the next. the contrast between origi11tili1_1· and Wi1111ipesa11kee will 
be lost. Halle and Vergnaud are aware of this consequence of their proposal and 
offer an ad hoc remedy that we will not discuss. Suffice it to say. the construal 
of the dominant suffixes as a general cyclic effect is spcculati ve and awaits sup
porting evidence. 

10.9 Iambic versus Trochaic Rhythm 

~s developed to this point. the me'.rical_ parsing of the phonemic string (essentially 
line 0) ~as been determmed by directional ity and the loca tion of heads . F reely 
combmmg these parameters (and a rule to eliminate st ress c lash) c reates the ty
pology of (85). 

(85) a. 

.b. 
c. 
d. 

left-headed, LR: 
left-headed, RL: 
right-headed, LR: 
right-headed, RL: 

C'VCVC'VCV, C'VCVC'VCVC'V 
C'VCVC'VCV, CVC'VCVC'VCV 
CVC'VCVC'V. CVC'VCVC'VCV 
CVC'VCVC'V, C'VCVC'VCVC'V 

e .g . . Maranungku 
Warao 
Araucanian 
Weri 

For quantity-sensitive metrical parsing, we posited a separate rule to assign heavy 
syllables a line I asterisk; the parsing procedure respects this structure, placing 
a stressed syllable in a head posit ion. Adding quantity sensitivity thus creates 

• four addit ional types of languages - one for each pattern in (85). 
In an impressively documented search of the descriptive literature , Hayes (I 985, 

1991) discovered three surprising asymmetries in the combination of direction
ality, sensitivity to quantity, and the location of heads. T he first two of these 

• . Hayesia11 asymmetries are stated in (86). 

(86) a. Quantity-insensitive parses tend to be left-headed (trochaic). 
b. Right-headed (iambic) parses do not permit a heavy syllable to occupy 

the dependent position. 

(86a) is based on the observation that the four cell s of the part ition in (85) are not 
equally populated. While numerous examples of (85a,b) exist, (85c,d) are rarer. 
(86b) states tha t while there a re left-headed trochaic systems such as Czech and 
Finnish in which a long-voweled (heavy) syllable can occupy the dependent po
sition in the metrical foot ('LH). there are no right-headed iambic languages that 
place a long vowel in the dependent position. In other words. trochaic parsing 
may ignore quantity but iambic parsing may not. Abbreviating ligh t and heavy 
sylh1bles as L and H, (86b) means that systems that group a LL sequence as (L 'L) 
cannot also group HL as (H'L) . 
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Hayes (1991) proposes to build the asymmetries directly into the syllable-pars
ing procedure. yielding three disparate types. The first two are stated in (87). 
Following Hayes, we will refer to these as the syllabic trochee and iambic parses. 
As in earlier models, they freely combine wi th the I RL. LR) directionality pa
rameter. 

(87) syllab ic trochee parse 
Parse a a as (a a); elsewhere parse a as (a). 

* * 
iambic parse 
Parse o a as (o a ) and o as f,j-), 

* 

The notation is slightly different from that of the Hallc-Yergnaud model: for 
Hayes, the syllable is always the stress-bearing unit and hence serves as the 
terminal line of the grid. (For Halle and Yergnaud, the metrical parse is orthogonal 
to the syllabification and projected from the skeletal tier.) The iambic parse groups 
a light syllable with a following light or heavy as (L'L) or (L 'H ). But a heavy 
never joins with a following syllable: it may group with a preceding Lor it occupies 
a constituent by itself. A (H'L) structure thus cannot result from either of the two 
parsing procedures in (87), accounting for (86b). 

Functional motivation for the Hayesian asymmetries is to be found in the way 
in which humans perceive rhythmic groupings. An apparently well-supported gen
eralization of experimental psychology states that quantitative distinctions induce 
iambic grouping while distinctions of inte nsity favor trochaic grouping. Bell ( 1977) 
reports experiments in which subjects listen to alternating pulses that are differ
entiated by an increase in intensity or duration. Hearing the former type, subjects 
perceive the enhanced stimulus as joined with a following nonenhanced element 
(88a); hearing the latter type, they group the enhanced element with the preceding 
weak position (88b). 

(88) a. . . . . o . o . o ... . -+ . . . . (o.)(o .)(o .) .. . 
b. . . .. - . - . - . . .. -+ ... (. - )(. -)(. - ) . .. . 

(o is louder) 
(- is longer) 

According to Hayes, this grouping principle is observed in musicians' preference 
rules and in verse recitation. It also underlies the response many English speakers 
give when asked to differentiate between iambic and trochaic verse: iambic verse 
is said to go duh d111111h , duh duuuh, duh duuuh while trochaic verse is DUH duh. 
DUH duh, DUH duh. 

The departures of (86) from the theoretically expected symmetry are thus ex
plained by assuming that alternating stress is essentially a rhythmic phenomenon. 
As such, an iambic grouping is naturally sensitized to quantitative dist inctions 
and hence will not place a quantitatively prominent long vowel/heavy syllabi.: in 
a rhythmically weak position. This explains why an unbalanced iamb (H' l.l is 
avoided. On the other hand. if a system lacks a quantitative opposition . th..:n it 
will tend to favor trochaic parsing. This explains why (85a.b) are more frcqu..: nt 
than (85c.d) . Czech and Warao arc intermediate cases. In the former. a qu;,nti-
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tative opposit ion that could support iambicity is ionored 1·n r.1vor oft h · 
· · · h I · · . . · ,,. ' ' roe a1c group-
ing, _m t e att~r, _1amb1c parsing 1s not re inforced by quantity. -

Given the aflimty between iambism and quant ity one expects qu· t ' · · · b . · - <1n nati ve op-
pos111ons to e encouraged m an iambic system •ind to be curtai·led · h · 

Ch - . ' m a troc a1c 
one. anges of exactlv this nature ha\'e been discovered We w1·11 b · n · 
th p · · ne y review 

rec cases. erhaps the most widespread is the phcnomeiion of · I · I I 
· h · · tam >tc engt 1-

~111g, w ereb_y a hght syllable b~comes heavy when the head of an iamb : (LL) 
(LH). The mcren:ient_ of quantily can be realized as either vocalic lengthe ning 

or _consonantal gem111at1on. For example . in the Muskogean language Choctaw 
(Nicklas 1975) nonlinal vo~ els in even-numbered light syllables-count ing from 
the left are lengthened. This process accounts for the quantitative variat'o · 
the stem of habi:na ·10 receive a present ' but ci-lta:bina ({i- •you· ob·)·' · n~t 
former (LL)(L) is enhanced to (LH)(L)· in the latter (LL)L(L) . h~. · ind e 
(LH)L(L) . · 1s e n ance to 
. : I_n some systems this process merges an underlying length contrast . 
111 others 11 1s the primary source for the language's long vowels ' I or consonan ts . 
n m~ny cases lengthened vowels are kept distinct from underlying long I . 

creat a th d ' · · . vowe s. 
< mg ree-way 1st111c1Jon (e.g. , m some dialects of Muskogean). 

A. more spectacular ~xample of the relation between length and iambism is 
furnished by the Australian language YidinY studied by Dixon ( 1977a b) d H 
(1982) Y'd' Y h . an aves 

• 1 111 as several rules that depend on whether the word contains an ~dd 
or even number of syllables. The paradigms in (89) illus trate the two major ones. 

(89) root [buNa] [gindanu] [gudaga] 
absolute buNa ginda:n guda:ga 
ergative buna:-JJ gindanu-l)gu gudaga-l)gu 
genitive buNa:-n gindanu-ni gudaga-ni 
comitative buNa:-y gindanu-yi gudaga-yi 

'woman' 'moon' 'dog' 

One rule deletes a final postsonorant vowel from a word with an odd nu b f 
II bl · d. II b' ' • · · m er o sy a es, 1sy a tc woman thus re_ta111s its final vowel in the unaffixed absolute 

and deletes th~ suffixal vowels, while trisyllabic 'moon' apocopates in the bare 
form but retain~ the suffix~ vowels. Another rule lengthens the penultimate 
vowel, but only 111 words with an odd number of syllables. Once again , , and , , • 

1 
. woman 

moon pattern 111verse y 111 the affixed and the bare forms These f ·r h · · • ru es are 
easy to st~te I t e YtdmY word parses into binary constituents from left to right. 
A wo~d with an odd number of syllables terminates in a degenerate (monosyllabic) 
conslltuent. !he rules are stated in (90a), using the orphan (CY) constituent as a 
reference po111t. 

a. V-+ V: /_(CV) # 
V -d1/ (C _ ) # (where C is [ + sonorant]) 

b. [buNa] [gindanu] [gudaga] ·uR 
(buna) (ginda)(nu) (guda)(ga) LR parse 

(gin.da:)(nu) (guda:)(ga) penultimate 
lengthening 

(ginda:n) apocope 
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With these rules as background. let us now consider stress in YidinY. Dixon 
rcports that when a long vowel falls in an even-numbered syllable, then the word 
slrcsses its even-numbered syllables; otherwise, the odd-numbered syllables are 
~trcssed. The paradigm for 'dog· in (9 1) illustrates this alternating stress pa ttern . 

(91) absolute 
genitive 
reduplicated 

gud'a:ga 
g'udag'a-ni 
gud'agud'a:ga 

We may understand these strange stress rules by assuming tha t the string is parsed 
into binary feet from left to right and then penultimate lengthening applies to 
introduce a long vowel. (This is the primary source of length in the language.) 
The location of the stressed e lement within the pa rsed constituent is then guided 
by the rhythmic princ iple: iambic grouping if a long vowel is found in a sanc tioned 
position (i .e., right edge of foot) and trochaic otherwise. 

(92) [gudaga-ni] 
(guda)(gani) 

(g'uda)(g'ani) 

[gudagudaga) 
(guda)(guda)(ga) 
(guda)(guda:)(ga) 
(gud 'a)(gud 'a: )(ga) 

UR 
LR binary parse 
penultimate lengthening 
iambic stress 
trochaic stress 

The YidinY case differs from the more common iambic lengthening of Muskogean, 
where the metrical parsing induces a quantity change as reinforcement; in YidinY 
quantity drives the choice between iambic and trochaic rhythm. 

The final Hayesian asymmetry states that in languages that parse light syllables 
trochaically (producing a 'LL'LL stress contour), a left-to-right parse will stress 
a tight syllable immediately following a heavy, despite the fact that a clash is 
produced. Cairene Arabic is the standard exemplar of this generalization. We saw 
earlier that even though Cairene deposits a single stress at the far end, metrifi
cation must cross the entire word, with conflation wiping its · tracks clean. We 
briefly review the analysis in (93), tabulating the possible two- and three-syllable 
cases ending in a light. 

(93) 'LL y'ada ' lunch' 
'HL t'aani 'second' 
'LLL k'atabu 'they wrote' 
L'HL kat'abna 'we wrote' 
H'LL makt'aba 'library' 
H'HL makt'abna • our office' 

'LL and 'LLL suffice to establish trochaic parsing with final extrametricality; 
L'HL indicates sensitivity to quantity; and H'HL suggests enhancement of the 
rightmost stress and conflation of the preceding weaker ones. The surprise is a 
H'LL contour instead of the expected 'HLL. A traditional apology for this case 
is to say that the metrical parse counts morns in Cairene: binary metrificalion 
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groups the two moras of a heavy syllable a d 
following light syllable , correc tly inducing a n hence _srarts a new foot on the 
A serious problem with this ana lysis is th-a1 t~~ec~~Oton #( H)(L)(L) grouping. 
must comcide. Otherwise the wron 'fi _s~ ~ IC and metrical bracketing 

. · g metn 1ca11on 1s a-- · d 
m11qaarilat1111 'fighte r' fem and 1111,q 1.1 •

1 
.h • ~~1gne to cases such as 

· d. · · · aa I aru 111 1s fight · ~ 
m iscnmmately parsing moras witho t d i er cm. As shown in (88) 
error: *11111qaatilat11h11. u regar or the syllable breaks leads to a~ 

(94) muqa ati I atuh u 

II 11 11 I 
(* *H* *)(* *)(*) 

Hayes (1987, 1991) proposes to derive th is result b . 
pars~, ~nown as the moraic trochee. It allows trochai y a third and fina l metrica l 
but n g1dly adheres to the syllable as th b . c rhyt_hm to respect quantity 

e stress- earing umt. 

(95) moraic trochee parse 
Parse 6- 6- as (o- o-) and 17 as (rr). 

* * 

This par_se groups two successive light s llables . · 
soon as It encounters a heavy syllable ·1 y . or a smgle heavy syllable . As 
b · • 1 wraps It m brackets· t ·n · egms anew, stressing the following s llabl T . ' me n icauon then 
#HLL as #(H)(LL). And since the s Y ~- he mora1c tr_ochee thus parses 
L of a LHLLLL yllable is the stress-beanng unit the . ·1· I 

. sequence cannot group with the follow· , m1 ta 
(94) 1s correctly metrified as #L(H)(LL)(LL)· since mg h~avy. Consequently, 
does not group a single light syllable (L) ·1 ' . the mora1c trochee parse (95) 
icality for Cairene. ' 1 requires us to drop final extrametr-

. Wh_ile the_moraic trochee parse captures the behav· . . . 
m Cairene, it remains to be seen how g I b ior of mtt1al # HL sequences 
0 . enera t e third H · . 

. ne problem ts that it fails to capture the case of . ayes1an asyi:nmetry is . 
-10.6.2), where the postulated (HL) . ~am-Hassan Arabic (section 
fiillam atuh. Given (HL)(L)(L) t -iroupmg explams the absence of elision in 
(LL) constituent and thus escapmese en11· •~attonA, the seco~d syllable fails to head a 
· . Smn. more serious bl · 
IS rather convmcing evidence for (HL) . pro em 1s that there 
~g. For example, recall from sectiongrfi~1;g ~nde'. right~to-left trochaic pars
l1:mina#que contrast crucially depends o ~h· t at m Latin the ubf#libet vs. 
li:mina had the (H)L(L) or (H)(LL) . n e (~ )(L) vs . (HL)(L) bracketing. If 

grouping required by the · 
we should expect the [mi] syllable to t 1· . mora1c trochee parse 

Th . . · sea an enc 1t1c accent ' 
us, while direct evidence for a (HL) trochaic ti . . . 

~tantial evidence supports this grouping H oot is l~ckmg, the c ircum-
mdicate that quantitative oppositions a r~ niti;r• 1,~e expen ~ents ~ited in (88) 
rhythm: We migh~ thus expect them to be curtaile~~~i compatible with trochaic 
been discovered m which a (HL) struct h least two clear cases have 
· ure s ortens to (LL) Th 
interpre ted as optimizing trochaic rhythm O 1 

. · ey are usually 
of (96), noticed first by Myers ( 1987b). . ne examp e is the English paradigm 
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(96) 'origin or'igina l 
par'ental 
s 'eminal 
sp 'inal 

c 'im:ma 
en'igma 
Semite 
tone 

cinem'atic 
e nigm'atic 
Sem'itic 
t'6nic 

p'arent 
s'emen 
sp'ine 

. review the analysis . par'e111-al establishes -al as a stress-se nsitive a ffix : 
To briefly 1· ·"g 1·11 (1/ shows it to be extramet rical. In this respect th tepenultimate stress o o,, - . -f h 
. e a n . h . h"ch thou l?h al so s tress-sensitive, consistently sh, ts t e ,t contrasts wit -,c, w 1 · - - , - Th" t a be 

h d. g svllable· cinem'at-ic emgmat-1c. IS contras c n 
accent to t e prec_e inb th. ii a1;d -ir as lev~I I (cyclic) affixes but differing in 
explained by treating O ·< d i f 

. a1· B th affi xes also shorten the stressed ste m vowel, regar ess o extrametnc lly - o · . , - • -
1 

/) But 
. h"fteJ (S 'emile Sem'il-lc) or not (11 lllure, n a ur-a . whether the s tress 1s s 1 · -, / I. , - rr' 

w I recedin the stress is preserved: triumph, tn ump i-a' t llan, ' . a'.1-~ to;g ~o e~s ~bserve/ the generalization is that shorte ning only t~kes place w1t?in 
ic. s h ~ f t We ca n exnress the trochaic shortening rule as in (97). re verting a troc a1c oo . , 
to the Ha lle-Vergnaud notation. 

(97) v __, v / -
I 

(* *) line 0 
* line I 

The analysis is supported by such minimal pair~ as tone, b_ut 1'611-ic vs. r'o';i-'· 
In eneral -ic shorte ns a preceding monosyllabic stem wh,_le -al does not : is 
strtn cdntrast follows since -ic metrifies with the preced1?g sr~lable_ while -a'. 
d g , • · thus has an underlying (HL) structure while t on-a/ 1s (H)(L), oes not: t 011-1c • 1 
trochaic shorte ning (97) thus applies in the former but no t m the alter. 

On the face of it, the shortening of a_ stressed vowel seems strange. Stresse1 
't' . honologically strong and typically preserves structure. Indeed_, My~r 

post ion is P h . ediated by a ('V .CV) --, ('VC. V) resyllab1ficat10n analyzed the s ortemng as m _ _ _ 
within a trochaic foot, activating the closed-sylla_ble short~mn~ rule operating-'.n 
k k . t But in view of the equivalent (phonetic) sylla b1ficat10ns of the medial 
c~:~n=~t-in t'onic and t'o:nal, a resyllabification to onset must appl_y t~ und~ 
this hypothetical change in syllabification. Proponents of the rhythmic view_ o 
t (e g Prince 1990) interpret (97)'s shortening of (HL) to (LL) as restoring 

~h~e~:la~c:d quantitative rela tion between members of a foot favored by troc?~
ism. However, this expla nation faces the problem that tw? other rules of Engh~~ 

lengthen vowels when they occupy t?e ~ead of a _trochaic, ~o?t: one :urec\~. ~ri
first of two successive vowels, a pplymg m algebra, alg~br a-,c and vary, CV· 
ous but var'i-ety. The other lengthens nonhigh vowels m_ the con'.~x~ - - ' . · 
'Arc;b, A r'iib-ian; Sp'enser. Spens'e~-ian; co_mpar': D'.~mv111, Danv 111-1;1~~ ~':~ 

h. · hythm motivates the shortcnmg of tone, ton-1( by (97), why d C , IIC r . . ? 
le ngthening in a subset of the very same metrical contexts• 

O111sw11di11g Issues 
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In th is section we will examine some of the issues I hat have emerged in the most 
recent metrical s tress theory. For many of these quest ions two competing models 
exis t: the Halle and Ve rgnaud ( 1987) mode l (and late r develo pments in Halle I 990. 
Ha lle a nd Kenstowicz 1991. Halle and ldsardi 1993. ldsardi I 9nJ vcrsu~ the model 
of the rhythmic theoris ts (Hayes 1991, Prince 1990. Kager 1991). Both accept the 
basic insight that stress reflects the grouping of metrical posi tio ns into headed 
constituents . The two models d iffer in their guid ing intu ition concerning word 
stress (particularly a lternating s tress). For Halle a nd Vergnaud . st ress rcnects the 
marking of headed const ituents formed on the me trical grid . It is thus the grid
level instantia tion of a much more genera l phenome non found at many different 
levels of linguis tic ana lysis in which items a re concate nated . For Hayes and 
Prince, a lternating word s tress is primarily a rhythmic phenome non governed by 
the iambic-trochaic disparity with respect to quantity. This disparity plays no role 
at highe r levels of the grid , where it is unclea r whether the no tion of const itue ncy 
is even required, as opposed to a rule that simply enhances a n clement a t the 
edge of the word or phrase . 

JO.JO.I Stress-Bearing Unit 

In the Ha lle and Vergnaud model, a ll s tress computations are pe rfo rmed o n the 
grid. The grid is projected from the ske letal tier. In the unmarked case , the head 
of the syllable-rime (essentia lly the nucleus) projects a line O asterisk a nd thus 
consti tutes the s tress-bearing unit. However, the mode l a llows a heavy sylla ble 
the option to project two line O asterisks (from its firs t two rime slo ts). We in
formally appealed to this device to explain the different rea lizations of a HLLL 
string such as ['ialla ma tah] in the two Bedouin Arabic dialects discussed in section 
I0.6.2: Riyadh requires a (H)(LL)(L) parse while Ba ni-Hassan has (HL)(L)(L ). 
The latter is obtained in the normal way by having the head of the syllable nucleus 
project a line O asterisk a nd invoking a separate rule that a ssigns heavy sylla bles 

· a line I asterisk. LR binary parsing then groups the first two syllables. The 
. (H)(LL)(L) grouping arises from the same left-headed parse but differs by having 
. the heavy syllable project two line O asterisks - one from each rimal slot. LR 
· binary parsing thus closes the fi rst foot on the heavy syllable. P rojecting two line 
· 0 asterisks from a heavy syllable a lso generates the (H)('LL)(L) parsing required 

by Cairene makt'abatu ' his library '. However, recall from section 10.6.2 that 
Caire ne demands that the metrical brac keting not interrupt a syllable boundary , 
lest the wrong stress be assigned to muqaat'i/atu (98a). 

a. muqaat i latu --, muqa ati la t u 
I II I I I I I I I I I 
* ** * * * (* •)(• *)(• )(•) 

* * * 
b. muqaatilatu --, muqaatilatu --, muqaa tila tu 

I II II I I II II I I II II I 
* ** • * * *(**** * (*)(**)(**)(*) 
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To hand le this problem, Ha lle ( 1990) postula tes a rule fo r Caire ne that places an 
opening metrical bracket "'('. in front of every line 0 asterisk projected from the 
head of a heavy syllable . This bracket must then be respected by the metrical 
parse (98b). The bracket has a number of consequences. Since metrical feet are 
binary. the parse gathers both asterisks of the heavy syllable into a foot. The foot 
can thus never interrupt a syllable. T he parse then starts a new foot on the syllable 
following any heavy syllable . In this way, a heavy syllable a lways const itutes a 
foot of its own in Cairene. 

For Hayes a nd other metrical theori sts who accept the prosodic hierarchy in 
which moras a re organized into syllables, syllables into feet, and fee t into prosodic 
words, stress feet a re necessarily composed of syllables and a ll metrical pa rsing 
is defined over the syllable (though the pa rse may look down another level to 
inspect the syllable's weight (mora count)). Given that the prosodic hierarchy is 
strictly layered, metrical footing cannot in principle interrupt the sylla ble. The re 
are cases of accent assignment that target moras regardless of their syllable af
liliation. For example , in the Bantu la nguage Luganda (H yman and Katamba 19921 
certain constructions contribute a high tone, which is attracted to the second mora 
so long as the firs t mora is free. 

(99) a. ku-lim-a ·10 cultivate' ku-lim-a kyange 'my cultivating· 
ku-lagir-a 'to command ' ku-lagfr-a kyange 'my commanding' 
ku-tumul-a ' to enrage· ku-tumulul-a kyange 'my enraging' 

b. ku-saab-a ' to smear' ku-saab-a kyange ' my smearing' 

C. ku-ta miir-a 'to get drunk' ku-tamiir-a kyange 'my getting drunk' 

When the first two syllables a re light, the high tone falls on the second (99a): 
when the first syllable is heavy, we find a rising tone, simplified to high by a 
general rule as in [ku-saab-a] -> [ku-saab-a] (99b); and finally, when the first 
syllable is light and the second heavy, a falling tone on the heavy syllable ensues 
(99c). These data might be argued to reflect an iambic parsing of the moras without 
regard to the syllabification. The high tone would then be realized on the head 
of the initial iamb, splitting the syllable in (IO0c). 

(100) a. H b. H C. H 
I I I 

lagir-a saab-a tami ir-a 

I I I II I I I I I 
(• •). (**) • (• •)• . 

• • • 

Proponents of the prosodic hierarchy could propose an alte rnative analysis in 
which the initial mora is extratorial and the high tone is then assigned to the lir,t 
mora of the remaining base. 

011tsta11cli11,: /.1.- ... , 
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(101) a. H b. 1-1 C. H 
I I 

I agir-a sa ab-a tamiir-a 
I I I I I I I 

(µ) µ µ (µ ) µ µ (µ µµ µ 
I I I V I I I er 0- CT CT a CT ..r a 

Although the syllable is split in this analysis as \\ ell this •iri, , ~ 1·,·om . I d 
1
-

1 . h . · ' ~ · a I u c e inecl 
o operate at t e lower mora1c level and so no, il,la tion of the pro<odi·c h " . h 

Wh · ct· ., 1cra1 c y 
e nsues. a l 1s pre 1cted not to occur are altern:.it ing ~tress patterns tint ·p/"t 
syllables. ' ~ 1 

One much-discussed_ case that appears to work this wa~ is Winncba~o. Recall 
from ~ect1on 10.6 that in ~ stnn_g_of light syllables the a lte rna ting accen~ start s on 
the third s~ liable , suggesting 1mt1al e xtrametricalit\ and •1 rioht-he·tded LR . 
I -- -- -,,_ · (L)( · ' "" ' pa rse 
IOC[Cfll/ · ts LL)(L). However, when the first syllable co nta ins a long vowel· 

stress falls on the second syllable: taan[iu ·sugar' (Miner J 990) 11· I - . ' . _ 1_ . . . . _ . a ong I owcl 
proJects 1110 me O asterisks. then initial extrametricality p'us bi·na • .· h h d d 
c I h . ' • ry 11g t- ca e 
,eet ocates t e s tress m exactly the right position~ (102a.b1. 

(102) a. ho cjcjn jk b. ta anjz u 

111 I I I 11 
(*)(* *)(*) (*)(* *)(*) 

* • * * 
But the metrical brack:ting splits the initial syllable of taan[iu. And when the 
firs t t~o syllables co~tam a long vowel, moraic parsing misaligns the metrical a nd 
syllabi~ structur.c twice: yuukiihina1Jki 'if I could mix them· (Halle 1990) ha h 
analysis shown m (103a). s t e 

(103) a. yu uki ihi narJki 

II 111 I I 
(*)(* *)(• *)(* *) 

b. ho kiwa roke 

I II II 
(•) (* *)(* *) 

* * * * * 
However, the _syllable division cannot be ignored entirely in Winnebago stress 
The ~le deleting the secon~ of two clashing stresses must remove the second 
stress m (103). In o rder for lhts rule to convert [yuuk'iih 'inaJJ k'u] to k -·, · k, b · . y1111 ·11111ia!J ·11 

ut to r: tam the accents m hokiwaroke, it must be defined over the syllable. If 
. destres~mg were defined solely on the grid, it would fail to distinguish the two 
cases smce as (103a,b) show, they have equivalent grid representations 

A theory_ t_hat parses iambically over syllables cannot score a direct h·i; in Win
~ebago; lmll~-syllable extrametricality parses (H)(L'L); no extrametricali ty de-
livers ( H)(L L). Each attempt misses the second svllable 1·1rgct o f 1 -z R t' J · 1\,1. , . . · , at1111_11 _ e-
cap_ 1tu atm~ mer s (1979) _ diachronic reconstruction, Hayes ( 1991) suggests 
ass,gnmg Winnebago accent in two s teps. His solution drops the H·,llc . I y,. d · · · I • . , .till c1g-
nau 1mt1a extrametncahty and parses iambicalh· to produce ('1-1)(1 ' I ) . - , 
(L'L)(L'L) Th . ' . . , ,llll 

. c accent 1s interpreted as high tone. Then a scp, ,ratc rule is fll)S-



• . •II· ble to the right. trigge ring a dissimilation of the tulated to shift the to ne one '~ " -
se.:ond of t,,o adjacent high ttine,. 

(IL'\.!) H H H H H 

I I t---_ I I 
taan iiu -- taaniiu taanizu -- taanjzu 

(*)(· •) ( * )( · *) 

·H H H H H 

I ~ I 
hoCjt inik ~ hoCjC jnjk ~ hocjcinik --> 

I 
hocicinik 

( . ~ 1(. • ) ( . * )(. • I 

, . · Winnebago is apparently realized tonally (!\liner 1979) and _so thi , 
:he accen'. 111 . ossible Furthermore, the postulated rules of tone sh1_ft anti 
interpr_etauon IS p I ' b.le precedents in the Bantu languages. However._JUSt as 
cl1 ss1milat1on_ have t a~s:he Halle and Vergnaud analysis must look outside t~e 
the destress111g ~u ~ri~ structure to the syllable projection. so Hayes's to ne shift 
postulated mora1c o .... , b keting imputed by the syllabic-based iambic parse. 
cut, acrnss the me~~~ ex::ine some cases of prosodic morphology tha t appar
ln section 11.2 we . 

1 
' . 0 'nterru t the syllabic. While cases of this kind 

cntly require a mo:a1~ group1(;=- to~alle a:ci Vergnaud"s ( 1987) and Hayes·s ( 198 1 i 

exi: t. they a j pse;~t~er~ ;:i:·te ;oer another possible exam~le.i In the normal state 
d1s~us~1on o . I bracketing and syllable bracketing comc1de. Future research 

~u:7~1;~id;:~~~her deviations from the norm can be explained by some as yet 
unknown factor. 

J0.10.2 Maximal Binarity . 

. . d icall arise from an iterative binary parse ot 
Multiple stresses 111 the w?r I ,t1pse oitwo successive unstressed positions gen-
syllables or moras. A m~tn~a P left Winnebago) or right (Latin) edge of the 
erally reflects extrametncahty at the!· ~ a re A alachicola with Winnipesiwke<' 

word or a rul~ ~f ~tress clash ~~~t:~;~ke~]. de:ending on the direction of as
(from [W1nmpesaukee] or [ J a few well-documented cases exist of 
signment of secondary stresses) .. owever, d os1'tions In this section we will 

· I f two successive unstresse P · . d 
systematic apses o I d the treatments they have receive . 
examine two of the best-known examp(~ an 1961 1967 Levin 1988b) stress fall , 

In the Bolivi~n language_ Cayuvaval fi ey th ;ight edge, with initial s tress in 
on the third, sixth , and nmth vowe rom e 
disyllables. The data in (l05) are from Hayes 1991. 

(105) 1CT CT 
1CT CT CT 
CT 1CT CT CT 
CT CT 1CT CT CT 
'o o a 'a a er 
CT 'CT CT CT 1CT u (T 

a a 'a rr CJ 'cr a a 
'a tJ <r 1

(1 a <.T 
1
lT c:, a 

enc 
sakahe 
kihij3ere 
ariuuca 
raibirinapu 
mar:'ihahaeiki 
ikitaparerepeha 
caadirobol3ururuce 

'leaf 
'stomach' 
' I ran' 
'he came already' . 
'dampened manior flour 
'their blankets' 
' the water is clean· 
•ninety-nine 
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The paradigm in (105) appea rs to reflect a ('uarrl motif. However, metrical the
orists have been reluctant to admit ternary ( 'uaal or (CTCT'CT) constitue nts directly 
into the theory. For one thing, the multiple 'uaCT sequences fou nd in Cayuvava 
appear to be rare. More importantly. if ternary feet we re admitted. then metrical 
parsing would violate the otherwise well-established genera lizat ion that li nguistic 
rules do not count beyond two, in turn raising the question why counting to four 
or five is never found. (Counting to two can be construed as adjacency to a 
designa ted element and thus there really is no counting as such.) lf this rationale 
is accepted. then the Cayuvava stress contour must be derived in another way. 

Halle and Vergnaud (1987) suggest refining the category of bounded cons tituents 
with a ! :!: head-terminal] classificat ion. Since the head must be adjacent to the 
governed dependent in bounded constituents, the only possible ternary gro uping 
is one in which the head is flanked by a single dependent on each side . On this 
analys is, Cayuvava parses into amphibrachs from right to left with fina l extra
metricality ( f06a). 

(106) a. (u CT)(CT CT CT)(CT) (CT CT a)(CT CT CT)(a) (CT)(cr CT CT)(CT CT o-)(cr) 
* * * * * * * 

b. (CT CT)(CT CT CT)(a) (er u cr)(CT CT cr)(CT) (cr)(u CT CT)(CT CT CT)(cr) 
(* *) (* *) (* * . ) 

* * * 
C . er u(CT CT cr)(cr) (a CT CT)(CT er CT)(CT) CT (CT er a )(CT CT CT)(CT) 

(*) (* *) (* *) 
* * " 

The rightmost stress is then enhanced by constructing unbounded right-headed 
constituents on line I. Exhaustive pa rsing yields binary a nd monosyllabic con
stituents at the left edge. Since these are not stressed on the surface in Cayuvava, 
a rule defooting nonmax.imal constituents is introduced. This rule is blocked from 
applying to the foot that supports the main stress, allowing disyllabic ene to 
emerge. In sum, ternary amphibrachs are introduced into the Halle and Vergnaud 
model by refining one of the foot parameters while the rest of the system remains 
essentially intact. 

, Following Levin (1988b), Hayes (1991) objects to this analysis on the grounds 
that defooting normally operates under clash (Hammond's (1984) generalization) 
and that it is preferable to restrict the foot inventory to binary constituents. His 
proposal is to allow the directional parse a marked option to skip a single mora 
or light syllable after the construc tion of a foot. When combined with final ex
trame tricality, this weak local parsing option generates the following represen
tations for the three classes of Cayuvava words . 

l07) (CT CT) CT (er CT)(CT) 

* 
CT (a u) er (CT a)(cr) 

* * * 
u u (o- er) CT (CT CT)(CT) 

* * 
n a 3-11 + 2 case such as the eight-syllable ikitaparerepelw, the initial stress is 

blocked by a ban on degenerate monosyllabic (CT) feet outside the main word stress 
(see below). 
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. . odel augments the basic foot invento ry in a 
To briefly summarize , while o~;e~the parsing procedure in a seemingly equally 

fairly natural way, the other mod h two proposals thus will have to be resolved 
natural way. The contest between t e d 

. . h th n conceptual groun s. . . b h 
on empmcal rat er ~ 1 f - arent ternary footing 1s provided Y t e 

Another controversia~. examp: ~sk~::o (Leer 1985). Most Yupik dialects parse 
Chugach dialect of Alutuq Yupi_ h 

I 
theni·ng of open-syllable stressed vowels 

-. f l ft to right wll eng ) I h iamb1cally rom e . 1 osition to long versus extralong . n t e 
(often displacing a short versusf l~nhg oppllables allow a lapse of two unstressed 

· l equences o ig t sy · 8 b Chugach d1a eel, s d (The transcriptions m ( l 0 ) a stract 
s ll;bles between each pair of stresse ? nes. 
Y f the stressed vowel lengthening.) away rom 

( 108) pal'ayaq 
· rectangular skiff' 

ak'utam'Jk 
taq'umalun'i 
ak'utaxtun'ixtuq 
mal)'axsuqut'aqun' i 

·a type of food' abl.sg. 
•apparently getting done' 
' he stopped eating akutaq' . , 
•if he refl . is going to hunt porpoise 

. . velo ed for Cayuvava, Halle ( 1990) assigns Chugach 
Following the analysis de p h U rke in Cayuvava, nonmaximal feet are not 
amphibrachs, but from left to ng l. n I 

suppressed in Chugach. 

(109) akutamak 

I l l l 
(* * •)( •) 

* * 

taqumal uni 
I I I I I 

(* * *)(* *) 

* * 

akutaxtunixtuq 

I I I I I I 
(* * *)( * * *) 

* * 

' . the feet are iambic and Chugach differs from other 
In Hayes s (1991) analysis, . ra after the construction of an iamb. On 
Yupik dial~cts in skipping a smgl~:~nitially as in (l l0a). A later reapplication 
this analysis, the forms of (109) f ·fies pairs of adjacent light syllables left over 
of the basic stress rule then men 

1 
• · g a final stress in ak'utam'~k ( I !Ob). 

f th · b·c parse ass1gnm 
from the end o e ~am I • ',, distin uishes Alutiiq from Cayuvava, where 
This option of "persistent footm~es is a11iwed to surface. Persistent footin~ t~~s 
the lapse of two unstressed syllab. . that material escaping the m1t1al 
works something like syllabifica~10~ ;~:~ffts operation have not been worked 
parse is later metrified. The precise e 
out, however. 

(110) a. taqu maluni 
l l I I I 

(* •} •(• •) 

• • 

akutaxtunixtuq 

l l I l I l 
(• •}• (• •) . 

• • 

akutam:ik 

l I I I 
(• •)• * 

* 

b. aku tamJk 
I l I I 

(* •)(• •) 

* * 
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Both analyses thus generate the ternary stress patterns wi th a minimal chanee 
in the basic system. Deciding between them will require finding independent e;i
dence for metrical grouping. in particular whether or not the Chugach foot closes 
on the stressed vowel or takes in the following unstressed one. See Hayes 199 I 
and Kager 1991 for addit ional discussion. 

10.10.3 Minimal Bi11arity 

Alternating stress is characteristically binary. Howe\·er. in many languages a lapse 
of two successive unstressed syllables is allL,wed at the end of an odd-numbered 
sequence . For example, in the Australian language Pintupi (data cited in Hayes 
1991 , from Hansen and Hansen 1969, 1978) the final syllable remains unstressed 
regardless of its odd or even position. 

(111) pai:ia 
t\1\uya 
ma\awana 
pu!i1Jkalat;u 
t;amulimpat;ul)ku 
\Qiril)ulampat-iu 

·earth' 
' many' 
' through from behind· 
·we (sat) on the hill' 
· our relation' 
' the fire for our benefit flared up' 

If metrical parsing is exhaustive, then we have two options for explaining the lack 
of final stress in 1i1i/uya: the final syllable could be extrametrical, (tju\u)(ya); or 
it could be parsed and then destressed by a rule eliminating degenerate nonbinary 
eet, (tju\u)(ya)--> (t-iu\u)ya. Adapting a term from the printing trade for leftover 

pages in the gathering of a book, let us refer to such unmatched syllables as 
orphans. In the Halle and Vergnaud model, with its commitment to exhaustive 

sing by the RULR iterative grouping rules, orphans are regularly parsed into 
egenerate constituents. When they appear unstressed on the surface, a rule elim
ating degenerate constituents (typically but not always under stress clash) must 
postulated. For rhythmic theorists, binary constituents pairing a stressed and 

• unstressed element are the norm. A monosyllabic/monomoraic constituent is 
ythmically unbalanced and thus unexpected. Accordingly, some rhythmic the

rists have interpreted languages such as Pintupi as reflecting a system-wide ban 
n degenerate-feet. On this view, there is a parameter for minimal binarity that 
ust be set. If the unmarked positive setting is chosen, then no degenerate feet 

possible. In a quantity-sensitive system, the foot inventory is then limited to 
· oraic (H) and (LL) plus (LH) for iambic systems and possibly (HL) for tro-
aic. If quantity is not relevant, then all feet are simply (er er). On this view, 

·ntupi [t-iutuya] thus parses directly as (t-iu\u)ya, with an unmetrified final syllable. 
yes (1991) hypothesizes that a system will choose the marked setting licensing 

stressed orphan only when it is directly under the main word stress. In this 
tion we will briefly survey some of the characteristic behaviors displayed by 
hans and how they play out in the two approaches. 

The simplest way to test for degenerate constituents is to look at monosyllables. 
turns out that in a significant number of cases. monosyllabic/monomoraic words 

simply absent , either because such underlying representations arc augmented 
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II. ble (e g Lardil Choctaw) or because they 
• · f other morasy a · ., ' · · II by the add1t1on o an I .· I t ck Such is the case in Pmtup1 as we as 

are simply missing fro~ the ex1c(aM_~ o 19. 79) a nd trochaic Cairene. The absence 
• · g Winneba1!0 mer · I · / in the iambic parsm -

1 
• d by appeal to the prosodic 11erarc 1y. 

. . 1 . d is usual\\· exp aine d . 
of s11bm1111ma "or s . sed of metrical feet, any wor must 
Given that phonological word~ are co~~oonosyllabic/monomoraic words might 
have at least one foot. The a sence of t . n the metrical system. In other words, 

h b ence of degenerate ee I I . d 
thus reflect t ea s . . d the lack of monosyllabic words are c a1me 
the unparsed orphan of (tlutu)ya an_ . I foot inventory: no ( L) or (cr); see section 
to reflect the same gap in the metncc1 

l 1.3. . . . inimal binarity is the tendency to reparse extra-
Other evidence cited for m . . d hence a stress For example , Lalin 

11 bl t achieve b1nant v an · · h 
metrical sy a es O d. · Monomoraic words are absent from t ~ · · I , rd syn rome. 
displays the mm1ma v.o 973 . - rets the iambic shortening that converted 
nonclitic vocabulary. Al~en ~\. ~~~1~:~do ·only' 10 'ego and m'odo as an artifice 
#L(H)# words such as ego I . f ,.l ·ct binarity· #L(H)# reparses as #(LL)#, 
to assign a w~rd stress but stt t~:t~se~v~ r:yllable to ~aintain trochaism. #(H)(H)# 
with automatic shortening o Y_ that (H) has no need to incorporate the 
ambo 'both' does n?t _shorten. sugfes_ung t binary (bimoraic) foot. (See Mester 
final syllable since it is already a eg1uma e 

1993 for further discussion.) where orphans are stressed . As 
The Peruvian language Auca represen~s_a ~~:~rom left to right while the string 

shown by Pike (1964), ste~ns pars~ ~ro~ 1 ~~~\abulates four representative stress 
of suffixes parses f~om nght to ~ t. of the stem and string of suffixes. In the 
contours as a funcuon of the panty . (1991) the final syllable of the 
analysis of these data by Halle and Kenstow1_~~ the s~ffixes in the right-to-left 
stem is treated as extrametrical. It groups w1 has ( 112b) the suffixal 
parse of the noncyclic (word-level) stratum. For a case sue t' ; clash 
parse of 3#45 terminates in a stressed orphan (3)# (45) , genera mg . 

(ttl/ a. 'apa:n'e#kand'apa 'he speaks' (' 12)('3# 4)('56) 
. 123#456 -+ ('12)(3)#456 -> (' 12)3#456-> 
7-.0.. . ! 

bf,, y'iwrem'6#JJ'amba 'he carves· 
123#45 -+ (' 12)(3)#45-+ (' 12)('3)#('45) 

c ·S p'red.ep'ono#n'amba 'he handed it over' , 
. 100°56-+ (' 12)('3X4)#56-+ <' 12)('3)('4)#(' 56> _,. (' 12><'3)4#< 56> 

, ;. ',f I 

a. 'etl'a#kand'apa 'he was born' 
,. J}2#345-+ ('1)(2)#345 ..... ('1)2#345-+ (' 1)('2#3)('45) 

iJ · . d . 1 ·th no extrametricality; ln Hayes's (1991) analysis the stem is metnfied irect Y, wi . I 
· · · dd number of metnca a,,slreSSed orphan is generated on stems containing an o 

· s secondary stress positions, Although Pike does not indicate any pnmary versu . 1 • • . . . . . . . H embles circumstantHt 
diSUDCtions 1n his d1scuss1on or transcnpllons, ayes ass th rs. 
evidence that the final syllable of the stem carries a stronger stress than the O 

~- ·e 
If this is true, then Auca conforms to the hypothesis that st ressed o_rphans anh, 

• I d K ·tow1cz parse t c only under mam stress. In a case such as ( I 12c) , Hale an ens . · k. ~ 
formerly extrametrical syllable of the stem as an orphan and then muSI mvo ~ ' 
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rule eliminating degenerate constituents under stress clash on the left. Hayes·s 
analysis deri ves this case directly: (' l2)('34)#('56). However, the relative sim
plicity of this case is offset by a more complex treatment for word, in which the 
stem has an even number of positions and the suffixal string an odd number. For 
Hayes, initial metrification generates (' 12)#3( '45). A rebracketing rule is then 
requi red to group the unparsed orphan 3 with the final syllable of the , tem to 
return a( ' 1)('2#3)('45) representation. This reparsing is re latively unmotivated in 
Hayes·s system since 3 falls outside the main stress and thus should . other things 
being equal. emerge unstressed. In sum, the two models each must postulate an 
ext ra rule in their analysis of :\uca: a destressing rule in Halle and Yergnaud·s 
system to cut back the extra stress in (112c) and a reparsing ru le in Hayes·s to 
insert an otherwise unexpected stress. 

Granted that stressed orphans exist , we still might question the legitimacy of 
assigning a stress and then having to take it back in a case like Pintupi (IJ'u!u)(y'a) 
-> (ti'u!u)ya. Descriptively. the derivatio n is shorter if this extra step is not taken. 
More importantly, is there any positive evidence to justify the intermediate stage? 
If not , then strict adherence to the binary parsing option is preferable. A possible 
example that motivates the intermediate stage is Winnebago. Recall that this lan
guage parses iambically from left to right with init ial extrametricality. Three- and 
five-syllable strings such as hipirak 'belt' and ltokiwaroke 'swing' parse binaril y 
as (1)(2'3) and (1}(2'3)(4'5). But exhaustive parsing produces a stressed orphan in 
even-syllabled hocic[nik ' boy· (1)(2'3)('4) that must then be elimina ted (under 
clash). ln Winnebago the main stress is at the front of the word and so a stressed 
orphan would not be licensed under Hayes's hypothesis. The two models thus 
impose quite different analyses as a function of their stand on minimal binarity 
and exhaustive parsing. 

Recall that when Dorsey's Law epenthesis disrupts a metrical constituent in 
Winnebago, the string is reparsed from the spot of the foul. But when the epen
thetic vowel is slipped between metrical constituents, the original stress is re
tained. Hale and White Eagle (1980) cite the form in (113) as an example of the 
latter situation . 

ha rakisrujlksn~ ha rakfsurujiks~n~ 

I I I II I - I I I 11 1 I I 
(*)(* *H* •) (•) (•)(• •)•(* •) • (•) 

• • * • * * 
e disyllabic lapse over the Dorsey's Law sequence [suru] is not reparsed since 

o constituent has been disturbed . The Dorsey's Law sequence SQni) has a final 
stress. This could only arise from an underlying stress. But in the underlying 
structure of this six-syllable word, [sn~] is an orphan. We can account for this 
case if a stressed orphan is assigned and the rule eliminating degenerate constit-
1,lents under clash is ordered after epenthesis . This example is comparable to other 
cases in which an epenthetic vowel allows normally hidden structure lo emerge 
(e.g .. the long vowels in Yawelmani (CYVCC] stems; section 3.4). If correct. this 
analysis supports the rule des tressing orphans and more generally the ~ommitment 
to exhaustive parsing on which it is premised . (Recall from sectio n 10.10. 1. how-
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• 1 t've analysis of Winnebago as a pitch accent system with a 
ever, H_ayesls ahtemda i_ es all surface accents from the preceding syllable. If his 
tone shift ru e t at en v ' . . . . . d ) 

. . t then the force of this example 1s d1mm1shc . . . 
anal_ys1~ is ~e~r~esc l~ok at two more examples illustrating d'.f~erent pr?pert1cs ot 

Fma Y · . t In Old Enelish {Dresher and Lahm 199 I) high vowels 
degenerate constttuen s. - 1- h 

f en sYllable when preceded by a heavy or two 1g ts. 
syncopate rom ar. op . 

I I 14} syncope 
god+u 

"' 
'good' 
nom.pl. 
neut. 

fl 

no syncope 

heafud + es 
',. 

·head· 
gen.sg. 

fl 

tof+ u niten + u 
'praises' ·animals' 

word+u 

·words' 

"' fl 
werud + u 

·troops' 

"' fl 
fa: reld + u 

'journey' 

"' fl 

· 
1 

f H and LL suggests that Old English parses like Cairene but 
The equ1va ~nee o on the initial syllable The orphan, parsed either as (L} or 
with the maJor stress · 1 (S D h d Lahiri 
as a bare L , then defines the conte~t for the syncope ru e. ee res er an 
1991 for an alternative interpretatton.) 

good + u hea fud +es word +u werud + u fa: reld + u 
( I 15) 

II I 11 11 I I I I I II I 
11 I 

( ••) (• ) (**)(*} (••) (••) (•) (• •) (•) (*H**) <•) 

lof+ u ni i ten + u 

I I II I I 
(• *) (u)(* •) 

1 
ddition to defining the site of syncope, degenerate consti!~ents are releva_nt 

n athe rule of destressing in Old English. Dresher and Lahm state that whil~ 
for d stress is retained on a heavy syllable following a heavy (oPerne 'other 
secon amryasc ) or two tights (1#elinges 'prince' gen.sg.}, it is lost from a heav~ 
acc.sg. · . • . 'ki , , ende ' to be 

liable that follows a stressed hght: cymnges ng gen.sg. , wes t 
s~es art. Under the bipositional representation for heavy ~y~l~bl_es, the contrash 
p .p · ·t·al 1·ght and heavy syllables with respect to 1mt1atmg stress c!as 
between 1ru 1 1 . k' d d b Pnnce 

I has a natural representational difference of the m note Y . 
remova . . h (L)(H) e but not 1n 
()983). The stress-bearing units are adJacent m t e sequenc 
(H)(H), whose grid structure parallels that of a (LL)(LL) sequence. 

(116) we sende 
I II I 

( • ){**)(•I 
• • * 

ooperne 

! I II I 
(**)(**)(•) 

* * 
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This analysis claims that even though there is no phonet ic manife~tation of a stress 
curve in the bipositional heavy syllable. nevertheless the initia l mora of a heavy 
syllable is phonologically more prominent than the second. This explains why the 
stress-bearing units are adjacent in the ILl(H) sequence but not in (H }( H ). The 
second mora of the ini tial heavy acts as a buffer between the two stressed po
sitions. 

Kager ( 1992) attempts to take account of such phenomena within the rhythmic 
framework. with the idea that the mora may define a separate layer of prominence 
below the syllable level. Specifically, bimoraic heavy syllables have an inhe renl 
strong-weak prominence that is generall y inaudible but may assert itself when no 
contradictory metrical structure is imposed at the syllable le\·el. The falling mora 
prominence of a heavy syllable can also encourage certain types of clash avoid
ance. This explains the contrasting beha\·ior of light and heavy syllables in two 
small corners of Estonian prosody. As the forms in ( I 17a) show, Es tonian freely 
groups light and heavy syllables in a left-to-right disyllabic trochee parse that 
ignores quantity (abstracting away from overlength and an optional ternary 
rhythm; see Prince 1980, Hayes 1991). The rule in (117b) generates the observed 
stress contours. 

(117) a. ('LL) re.ti.(li.le) 'ladder' a ll .sg. 
('HL) ep. pet.(tus. te)le.ki ·Jessons, too' all. pl. 
('LH) pi.mes.(ta. vas). se 'blinding' ill.sg. 
('HH) va. ra. (sei.mat). te. le ·earliest ' all. pl. 
( 'H) pa.he.(mai)(t) 'worse' part.pl. 

b. aa -+ ('aa) left to right 

However, as the forms in (118) show, a final heavy in an odd position takes a 
stress while a light does not. Another similar contrast between light a nd heavy 
syllables occurs in monosyllables. The Estonian minimal word consists of one 
heavy or twp light syllables; words composed of a single light syllable are absent 

om the Estonian lexicon. 

pi.mes. ta. va.Ie 
pf.mes.ta.va.mait 

' blinding' ill.sg. 
' blinding' part.pl. 

Kager explains the limited contrast between light and heavies as follows. The 
nherent mora prominence of the heavy syllable may be promoted to the syllable 

level when the syllable parse imposed by ( 117b) fails to assign any contradictory 
tructure. Given strict binarity, this situation arises only with word-final orphans 

d monosyllables. Thus, pi.mes.ta.va.mait receives the analysis in (119). (119) 
shows the structure assigned by the syllabic (generalized) trochee. Under strict 

inarity, the final syllable is unparsed. The inherent moraic prominence of the 
mal heavy syllable may be promoted to the syllable level because the syllable 
arse (117b) has imposed no structure at this point. But promotion of the moraic 
rominence of the second syllable [mes] is blocked by the weak metrical position 

assigned at the syllable level by (117b). Similarly, the strong posit ion on the syl
lable level is passed down as a prominence to the morn level in jpi] and ital . 
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( II 9) syllable 
mora 

.) ires., 

(* ·) (* . ) 
(* ·) (•.) 

[pi] [mes] [ta] [va] [mait] 

(* · ) I• ·) (*) 
• (•·l ~ (•·) 

----> [pi] [mes] [ta] [\·a] [mail] 

· k th ot·ion of clash at the moraic level 10 explain a curious 
Kager mvo es e n . . . ·• 'd ('LH 

b E tonl·an and Finnish: Fmmsh systema111..all y avo1 s a ) 
contrast et ween s d b h 

h t ·de the ·initial two syllables of the word. As demonstrate Y t e 
troc ee ou s1 h · h f d · · (120 ) ·t o therwise manifests the panoply of troc a1c s apes oun 
paradigm m a , 1 · d • · Th ,. ·n ( P0b) shows that when a LH seque nce 1s encountere m Estoman. e ,orm I - h 
. ·t· the parse skips the light syllable w place a stress on t c m an odd-even pos1 ion, 
following heavy: LLLHLLLLL ...... (' LL)L('HL)('LL)(' LL 1. 

( 120) a . ('LL) 
('HL) 
('LH) 
('HH) 
( 'H) 

16 .pe.( te .ta ) 
16pe.(tet. ta). va 
not found medially 
16. pe. (te t.tii)(n) 
16.pe. te .(taa)(n) 

b . ka. no .ni.soi .ma.na. ni .ko .han 

' finish· negati\·e 
' to be fi nished· 

·one finished· 
'one finishes· 

"in a state of ha \' ing been 
canonized by me . of course' 
essive sg. 

Kager sees Finnish as adopting the Estonian disyllabic parse of ( 117b) but im-
osin an additional requirement to avoid a clash at the mora level. As shown in 

pl21),\uch a clash arises in a (LH) grouping at the syllable le~el when the prom
inence assigned to the light syllable is passed down as a prominence to the mora 

level. 

(121) syllable level (* ·) 
mora leve l (*·) ----> 

(nil [soi] (ni] [soi] 

1 
both languages parse under strict binarity , avoiding a clash at the syllable 

1 nv: ~~Finnish imposes an additional restriction avoiding a clash at the m?ra level. 
e K;ger discerns a similar minimal difference among systems that m~tnfy by t~~ 
moraic trochee. Recall that under this parse , languag:s such as Cairene Ar~b 
and Cahuilla group pairs of light syllables ('LL) and smgle heavy syllables ( Hl. 
They avoid a clash at the mora level and so group #LH as #L('H) rather than 
#('L)('H). However, such parsings as #HLL ~ #('H)('LL) and ~ ~H~

2
.,:; 

#('H)('H)L indicate that they readily accept a syllable cla~h. The forms m ( - . 
from the Australian language Yindj ibamdi suggest tha t this language also group~ 

according to the moraic trochee. 

(122) a . 'LL'H pangkarrli 'go' infinitive 

L'HL purnngaarri 'cyclonic cloud ' 

b . 'HH paarnpaarn ' mulga parrot' 

'HL'L kaarrwara ' loincloth ' 

c . LHL 
HH 

li rnckel .\la1chi11g and t.'dge Pc1r(1111e1en 

pal iirri == pa li.lrri 
pirrii == pirri . i 

"blue-tongue lizard ' 
·match' 
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But unli ke Cai rene and Cahuilla . Yindjibarndi a\'oids stress o n two succcssi,·e 
heavy syllables or a heavy and a light (122b), preferring 'H L' L to 'H ' LL. Kager 
sees this language as parsing by the moraic trochee but imposing an additio~al 
avoidance of c lashing syllables. HH thus groups as (' H)H rather than ('H)( ' H l: 
simila rly. t 'H)('LL) is rejected in favor of ('H)U'L). This analys is is supported 
by lhe existence of an optional rule that breaks long high vowels into two ~uc
cessive light syllabics ( 122c). The ru le is apparently restric ted to even-numbered 
syllables counting from the left. Application of the rule a llows the initial syllable 
to be stressed but at the same time avoids a stress clash at the sy llable level. 

10.11 Bracket Matching and Edge Parameters 

Let us close with a discussion of recent innovations in the Halle and Yergnaud 
framework streamlining the basic model as well as extending its empirical CO\'

erage (ldsard i 1992, Ha lle and ldsardi 1993). For Halle and Yergnaud (1987). 
metrica l brackets are notational by-produc ts of the basic ac t of grouping asterisks 

- (metrica l positions) into headed constituents. For ldsardi . the brackets play a 
more central role ; the ac tual constituent construction is distributed through sev
era l steps and is the joint product of various rules and conventions operating a t 
different points in the derivation. 

Recall that Halle ( 1990) a llows the grid to be annotated before consti tuent con
struc tion by two separate devices that guide the subsequent parse: a given syllable 

• may be assigned a line I asterisk - lexica lly or contextually in virtue of weight 
- or it may trigger the insertion of a metrica l bracket (Cairene , section 10. 10). 
The iterative pa rse respects the preassigned brackets and makes sure that preas
signed asterisks do minate a head. ldsardi proposes to dispense with the latter 
device in favor of the former. In his model, a ll asterisks above line O arise from 
·marking heads and hence are the produc t of constituent constructio n. Once a 
bracket has been assigned , the metrical constituent is comple ted by a Bracker
'Matching Convention that supplies a correspo nding left or right parenthesis ma rk
ing ofT the opposite edge of the constituent. Thus, all lines in the grid a rise fro m 
projec tion: line 0 from projecting syllabic nuclei and syllable brackets (see be low) 
and higher lines from project ing heads from the immediately lower line. In ad
clition, rules of constituent construction are defined over a simple vocabulary of 
grid asterisks and parentheses. Unlike in the rhythmic model. they do not have 
the power to refe r to the interna l structure of the syllable. 

To take a simple example, in Kaya the initial syllable of the word is st ressed 
and all non initial long vowels carry a secondary stress. The rule for heavy syllables 
assigns each such syllable a le ft bracket on line 0 (more technically, the left syllable 
oundary is "projected " as a line 0 metrical bracket). Accordingly. a Koya won.I 

With the struc ture LLH LLLH LL rece ives the deri vation in ( 123). In the fi rst step 
heavy sy llabics a rc suppl ied with a left bracket on line 0. The Bracket-Matching 
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. . . ht bracket taking in as ma ny free positions as 
Convention then mt~oduces '1 n g ) F ~ally the {right. left} headship of the 

"ble (maximization of conslltuents . I : . k 
~~;~;tant constituents is specified. projecting a hne I asten s . 

(123) LL H LL L H LL 
1111 11111 __. 
********* 

LLH L LLHLL 
I I I I I I I I 
* x(* • * *(* * * 

LLHLLL HLL 
--+ I I I I I I I I I 

• • (* * * •)(• • •) 

h" Con\·ention a constituent is ensured once one edge 
Given the Bracket-Mate_ mg h t"re lin; is thus not necessarily needed. In Koya 
is laid down. A rule parsmg t _e en i_ I vllable ldsardi sees this fact as the product 
all words carry a stress on their i_nfi1t~a sn.e edge. of the word or phrase. This Edge-

h ameter that metn ,e~ o · 
of anot er par . ed as a triple of {left , right} settings that detern~me 
Mark111g Parameter IS exres~ . d C) whether it is metrified with a left or a nght 
(i) which edge~'. the wor ,shi~~r~c~et appears to the left or to the right of the 
bracket , and (111) wh~t~er / the relevant grid line. The Edge-Marking Param~ter 
~rst or the last astensk o mena that were treated separately in earlier metrical 
lies together sever_al ~heno h .d. osyncratic lexical stress, pre- and postac
models: extrametncahty, orp ans, I ' 

centing morphemes. 

k. p rameter · 
( 124) ~~~~~{l~f:~~gh~} bracket to the {left .right} of the {left/right}most asterisk 

in the string. 
. Parameter at {left,left, left}: a "(" is placed on the 

Koya sets the Ed~e-Markmg t r e 0 asterisk in the word. The Bracket-Match-
left side of the first (1.e.' left mos ) ht~ stituent taking in as many free line 0 

C ( n then completes t 1s con , . 
ing onven 10 d ·th o long vowels the resultant conslltuent spans 
asterisks as it can . In ~ wor V::o o~her stress app~ars in the word - the equivalent 
the entire word, ensun~g that unded constituents (we will see how bounded con
of Halle and Ver~naud s unbo ·1 ) The derivation of the schematic LLLL and 
stituents are den ved momentan y .. 
LLHLLLHLL words is completed m (125). 

( 125) LLLL L L L L LL L L 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
* * * * - (* * * * - (• * * *) 

* 

L LHL LL HLL L L HLLL HLL 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
* •<• • • •X• * •) - (. * )( • • * * )( * * *) 

* * . * 
• • 

I t. m·1tchin!! 
· metrical constituents a rise from the genera conven ion ' . -

J~a~~~~a; : \ ave seen two sources for the initial b~a~keting: a rnle _targ:~n! 
heavy syllables and the Edge-Marking Parameter metnfymg the left or nght g 

of the word. 
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ll is not obvious that the notion of metrical constituency is a natural one to 
extend to Koya . After all. in the Koya word long vowels are stressed . as is the 
first syllable. Why can' t the stress rules assign line I aste risks directly in terms 
of these properties instead of through the inte rmediary of headed constituents" 
Two answers to this question seem plausible. one conceptual in nature. the other 
empirical. First. invoking constituents accords with the leading idea of metrical 
phonology due to Liberman (1975) that stress reflects a grouping. This idea has 
proved quite fru itful and so should not be abandoned. Second. metrical constit
uency allows the model to formally express certain o ther .. unbounded .. stress 
systems by simply changing the settings of basic parameters al ready in place. 

As an example, recall Khalkha Mongolian (section 10.8). which stresses the 
first long vowel and otherwise the first syllable. At an abstract level. Khalkha 
resembles Koya save for two featu res. First. if the word has a long vowel. then 
the initial syllable is stressed in Koya but not in Khalkha. Second. Khalkha has 
conflation. suppressing a ll but the first accent. We abstract away from conflation 
and concentrate on the first difference. Consider the schematic 'LLLL and 
LL'HLLLHL words. The initial accent on 'LLLL suggests tha t Khalkha con
stituents are left-headed , just as in Koya. The problem then is to block an accent 
from appearing at the front end of every word with a long vowel. Khalkha stresses 
this syllable only when the word lacks a noninitial heavy syllable - in l.dsardi 's 
terms, when it matches a ")" bracket. A formal statement of this property has 
been quite problematic for earlie r metrical theories: recall Halle and Vergnaud' s 
(1987) special convention to impose the line I setting on line 0 if the latter lacks 
any constituents. Given ldsardi 's dist ributed constituent construction, the differ

. ence can be expressed straightforwardly in terms of the Edge-Marking Param
eters: Khalkha fixes the right edge of its words as R-R-R (placing a ")" bracket 
on the right side of the rightmost asterisk) in contrast to Koy a ' s L-L-L setting. 
lro see this point, le t us look at the derivation of Khalkha LL 'HLLLHLL and 
LLLL in ( 126). In the fi rst step heavy syllables project their left bracket on line 
o: Then the right edge of the word is fixed . Finally, the Bracket-Matching Con

ention steps in to comple te the constituents . Given the {left} setting for the Head 
rameter, the correct inputs to line I metrification are produced. Here we want 

to enhance the first asterisk and so set the Edge-Marking Parameter to L-L-L 
;µid the Head Parameter to {left} for line I. Conflation yields the final result. 

LLHL LLH L L LLLL 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
L LH L LLH LL 

I I I I I I I I I · 
* •(• * * * ( * •• inappl. heavy syllables 

LL H LLL H L L L LL L 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
* *(* *. •(• ¥ *) * *. *) edge: R-R-R 
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L LHLLL H L :... 

I I I 
o •I• • • •tt• . . ' 

LLHLLL H L :... 
I I 

'I' ,., ( ,1r 'I' :c :i: )( • •,. • I 

( . 

LLHLL L H LL 
I I I I I I 
* *'~ *A*)* x • 

LLLL 
I I I I 

( * * * i< ) 

* 
LLLL 
I \ I I 

(* * * *) 

( * ) 

* 

LLLL 
I I I I 

(** **I 

* 

bracket ma tc hing 
head left 

line I 
edge: L-L-L 
bracket matc hing 
head left 

confla tion 

• . h ·~orm bracket assignment found . . . . , . hal;- a lacb t e un11, . k' 
The crucial point 1s the.. r- __ :i . 1 ft bracket "(" while the Edge-Mar mg 

in Koya: the heavy sy!labl~ ru~e-r:~o~e-~ts;o~stituents are completed in either case 
Parameter inserts a n ght :-ra1..ke. _l . The difference between the two systems 
by the Bracket-Matching. Con,·e:rnon.f h del· the Edoe-Marking Parameter. 

. b ·- oaram•ter o t e mo . =-
arises from setting a ~IL • . - ., . . 

No special convention 1s require-J. . sed naturally under ldsard1 s d1s tn b· 
Several additional pheoomem, are ex~_rdeesr p re- and postaccenting morphemes. 

- f ~ t con, 1 · I t to uted constituent construcuon. i: R . accent syste m is formally e qu1va en . 
Recall from section I0.8_that the u~s•~ussian accents are lexically contra~11ve 
that of Khalkha Mongolian except t at h contrast as in Kha lkha. The paradigms 
ins tead of predictable from a rn"'el lengttcomes of 'combining disyllabic ~ccented 
in (1 27a) illustrate the four pos~ole 1~:bic desinences. These data motivate ~he 
and unaccented stems and morrosy t surface forms e nsue from setting 
lexical re presentations in (127bt The corrde~ voking confla tion to cancel all but 

· p ter at R-R-R a n m the Edge-Marking arame 
the leftmost accent. 

fixed mobile (127) a . 
golov-a komn.ai-a kor6v-a nom.sg. 
g6lov-u acc.sg. k6mnat-u kor6v-u 
' head ' 'room ·cow' 

oolov +a golov+ u UR b. komnat +a komna1+ u 
"'1 I I I I I I I I I I 

(* * • • (* (* (* . •• * 

komnat+a komnai+ u golov + a golov + u 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
edge: R-R-R (• ) •• . ) (• (*) (* •) • • * 

komnat +a komlli:.t- U golov +a golov + u 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
hrackct matc hing (*) (• . •) (• *) (•) ( . • I •• 
hc:id le ft * • • • 
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Russian in fact has an additional class of s tems ( 128) that consistent!~· s tress 
the following case suffix . 1 Depending on declension class . the accent may be 
retracted in certain case forms by a subseque nt rule - a detail we igno re here. ) 
In earlier metrical models . these postaccenting stems necessitated a lexica lly con
ditioned rule to shift the accent from the stem to the e nding. Under ldsardi ' s 
dis tributed const ituent construction, they have a s impler analysis: these terns 
proj ect a left bracket .. , . . at the right of their final syllable (1 28b). 

(128) a . end-stressed 
nom .sg. kolbas-a 
gen.sg.. kolbas-y 
dat. sg. kolbas-e 
acc. sg. kol bas-u 
instr.sg. ko lbas-6j 
loc.sg. ko ll:>as-e 

'sausage 

b. kolbas 

I I 
* •( 

c. ko lbas + u kolbas+ u 
I I I I I I 
* *( • --+ * * ( *) 

When combined with an unaccented e nd ing such as the acc.sg. -11 , such stems 
force a constituent to be built on the following syllable (128c). The Edge-Marking 

,,Parameter then supplies the final closing bracket. In sum, a R ussian disy llabic 
noun exhibits one of four d iffere nt accent patterns corresponding to whether or 
not a "(" metrical bracketing occurs at the left o r right of one of its two line 0 
aste risks. 

komnat 

I I 
(• * 

korov 

I I 
•(• 

kolbas 

I I 
* *( 

golov 

II 
* * 

M importa nt question that a rises within this approac h is whether all idiosyncratic 
accents can be expressed as an edge setting. We will return to this point below. 
l Now let us consider how distributed constituent construction accounts for a l
l rnating stress. Since the Bracket-Matching Convention automatically supplies 
iln edge, iterative parsing need only insert a closing bracket at every second 
P<>s ition between line O asterisks. ldsard i postulates the rules in (130). Going from 
left to right , ( 130a) inserts a") .. after the second of two successive free asterisks; 
(l30b) inscrl s a "(" under a nalogous conditions going from right to left. 

l130) a. f1 --+ ) I • • _ 

b. J,J--+ ( / - - • • 

(left to right) 

(right to left ) 
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. d v erenaud 's (I 987) assumption of exhaustive parsing. 
ldsard1 also drops Hal::t~n ( 1301 are not allowed a default option to construct 
Consequently, t~e ru T o illustrate , a quantity-insensitive la ngu_age such as Pin
deg~nerat_e const1tuents ._v s the analysis in ( 13 la). The LR iterau ve constru~t1on 
tup1 (secuon 10. 10) recei e h . . between e ven- and odd-posiuoned astensks. 
rule (1 30a) drops a right parent _es1,the n closes off the constituents . a nd the Head 

k Matching Con\'enuon · . 
The Brae et- . . k er the first element in the constitue nt. The 

·ts a hne 1 astens ov . . . 
Parameter emi f ms ,,ui/(11.-illla a nd pii/iukalatju receive the denvallons 
four- and five-syllable hor fi ·t t·ep a r·ight bracket is inserted afte r the second of 
. · d · (13 lb) In t e 1r, s 
indicate in · . d by a bracket. this process proceeds acros~ 

. . 1 · sks not mterrupte · . 
every t\\ o as en h d s tep shows the effec t of the Bracket-Matc hmg 
line O from le ft to r!ght. T e sehcon thesis In the fina l s tep the left-headed 
Convention inserting a mate mg paren . 
constituents project an astensk on hne I . 

(13 1) a. line O . . 
Heavy Syllable Paramete r:_ mac_t1ve 
Edge-Marking Parameter: 1nact1ve 

binary pa rse: LR 
Head Para meter : left 

line I 
Edge-Marking Pa rameter: L-L-L 
Head Parameter: left 

b. malawana 
I. I I I --+ 

* * * * 

malawana 
I. I I I --+ 

* *) * *) 

malawa na 
I. I I I --+ 

(* * )( * *) 

pu!i1Jkalatju 

ma lawana 
1·1 I I 

(* *)(* *) 

* * 

pu!i1Jkalatju 
pu!i1Jkalatju 
I I I I I --+ 

pu!i1Jkalatju 
I I I I I --+ I I I I I --+ 11 11 I 

(**)(• •)* 
* * * * * * •) * *) * (••)(•*)* 

* * 

M gku differs minimally from Pintupi in stressing final o~d-
Recall that aranun an armata and langkarateti. The Edge-Marking 

numbered ~yllables:dc?7pa:~ce ~o stress these orphan syllables. Marking ~he 
Parameter is presse m o s . d f om the one where the binary parsing 

far ~dge of the 7t1t~t:~:~p~;;:~: k ~illr always be metrified . If it occupies an 
begms) ensurdes a·t· the Bracket-Matching Convention constructs a unary 
odd-numbere pos1 ion, . • · · (132b) on the 
fool. Five-syllable /angkarateti receives the partial denvahon m 

basis of the a nalysis in (132a). 

(132) a. lineO .. 
Heavy Syllable Parameter: inactive 
Edge-Marking Parameter : R-R-R 
binary parse: LR 
Head Para meter: left 

t>l I 

b. a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 
1-- 1 1 1 1--11 1 11 -- 1 

* * * * * * •I• •J •J (• •K• •ll•l 
* * 

ldsardi also de ploys the Edge-Marking Parameter to express extrametricality. 
For example , reca ll the Macedonian paradigm: vudenicar. vodenii:ari. ,·odeni
carire . By setting this option at R-L-R. a ·T· brac ket is inserted to the left o f the 
rightmost line O asterisk . The result is the first step in the deriva tion of rndenicarite 
in (133b). RL iterative footing (130b) initia tes the construction of binary left 
headed feet, completed as usual by bracket ma tching in the next s tep. Since the 
iterative parsing rules (130) a re defined over successive unbracketed asterisks. 
they are blocked from applying to the final a s terisk in ( 133b). The R-L-R edge 
marking inserting the ")" bracket thus effec tively freezes out the final asterisk 
from the parse . Conflation suppresses nonfinal constitue nts to yield vodenicarite. 

(133) a. 

b. 

line 0 
Heavy Sylla ble Parameter: inactive 
Edge-Marking Parameter: R-L-R 
binary parse: RL 
Head Paramete r: left 

vodenicar i te vodenicar i te 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
******-), * * * * *)* ~ 

vode ni cari te 

I I I I I I 
* (* *) (* *)* 

* * 

vodenicari te 

I II I I I 
* (* *(* *)* -> 

1 Edge marking can also function as a lexical diacritic. For example, recall from 
,.ction 10.7 the paradigm in (134) from penultimate-stressing Polish . 

kowalczyk 
republik 
uniwe rsytet 

kowalczyk-a 
republik-a 
uniwersyte t-u 

kowalczyk-6wi 
republik-ami 
uniwersytet-ami 

owalczyk ' blacksmith' represents the normal case. ll arises from imposing bina ry 
ft-headed constituents with the help of (130b) a nd conflation. While the grammar 
( Polish imposes no general edge marking, certain exceptional s tems (ge ne ra lly 
f foreign origin) impose their own setting for this parameter as a n idiosyncra tic 
xical marking. R ep11blik diffe rs from kowa/czyk in that its s te m-fina l syllable is 
nstressable: rep11blik-a. We may capture this fact by saying that this s te m imposes 
R-R-R setting on itself ( 135a). This bracketing has two effects . Since ( 130b) 
quires two free asterisks to work with , it e nsures that the final syllable remains 

nmetrified (135b). It also ensures that the -blik syllable occupies the recessive 
sition in the binary left-headed constitue nt. U 11iwcrsytef takes a R-L-R lexica l 
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setting (135c). This resu lts in antepenultimate s tress in the unaffixed form ; bu1 
the regular penultimate stress is restored whenever a suffix is added ( 135d). 

(1 35) a . republik b. republik-a 

I I I I I I I 
* * *) • * *) * 

c. uniwersytet d. uniwersytet-u 

I I I I 1· I I I I I I 
* * * *)* ~ * * *)* * 

The deri vations in ( 136) illustrate these point s . 

( 136) re pub lik re pub lik- a uni wer sy tet uniwersy tet- u 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

* • *) • • *) * • * * *) * * * * * ) * * UR 
* (• • ) * (* •). r~ • ( * •) * (* * (* •)( * * ( 130b) 

* (* *) * (• •) * , .. •)(• •) * ( * •)( * •)( * •) bracket 
ma tching 

* (* *) * (• •) * <• •)( * •) * (. •)( * *)( * *) head left 

* * * * * * * 

* (• *) * (• •) * (• •)(. •) * (• *)( * •)( * *) line 1 

• ) •) * •) * * *) edge: R-R-R 

* (* *) * (* •) * (• •)( * •) * * •)( * •)( * •) bracket 

(•) (* ) (• •) (* * *) matching 

* * * * head right 

* (* *) * (* •) * • * (* • ) * * * * * (* *) conflation 

* • * * 

Idsardi conjectures that all lexical accent specifications can be reduced to some 
setting of the Edge-Ma rking Parame ter. T his implies the following analysis for 
the indicated Russian nouns: marganets ·manganese' (L-L-L), Amerik-a (L-R-L). 
and ananas 'pineapple' (L-L-R). What is beyond the ken of this hypothesis would 
be a four-syllable stem with a fixed stress on the third sylla ble. Russian in fact 
has a few words of this form (e.g., Sevastopol, alternator, temperament); but 
they might be a nalyzed with some internal morphological structure (altema-tor. 
tempera-men/, e tc .). 

Let us close·with a few final observations. First, in ma ny cases the same surface 
dis tribution of s tresses is compatible with more tha n one c hoice among the model's 
parameters. For example, returning to Koya (stress all long vowe ls and first syl
lable), the analysis in (137b) will Gust like the a na lysis of (1 37a) proposed earlier) 
generate the appropriate stress contours, as the derivation in ( 137c) ma kes clear. 

(137) a. line 0 
Heavy Syllable Parameter: left 
Edge-Marking Pa rameter: L-L-L 
Head Parameter: left 

line I 
Edge-Marking Parameter: L-L-L 
Head Parameter: left 

l::.rercises 

b. line 0 

C. 

Heavy Syllabic Paramete r : r ight 
Edge-Marking Paramete r: R-R-L 
Head Paramete r: right 

line I 

Edge-Marking Parameter: L-L-L 
Head Parameter: left 

V V V:VV V:\· VV V:YV V:V 
I I I I I I II I I I I l 
* * * * * * . ..... * * • ) * * *) * 
V V Y: VV Y: V V Y Y:VV Y:V 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

(* )(. *) (* • ") * ..... (• )( * •) (• * *I * 

* * • 
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\ . V V:VV V:V 

I 1111 I 
•I•*)* **) * -, 

~ ith respect to this indeterminacy problem. Halle and ldsardi ( 1992) su 
in the absence of data_forcing a unique so lution, the learner will prefe; th1;:~~taiL 
whose paramete r settings are homogeneous. This forces the c hoice of ( 137a) ;vse; 
(1 37b) because 111 the former all settings refe r to " left"" h·1~ h · 
" left .. and " right " Th. 

1
.k . w 1 "t c latter mixes both 

. . is seems I ea na tural requirement but awaits su . 
ev1d~nce . Sec_ond, in la ter work idsard i (1992) drops the Brac ke t-Matchrpo~ting 
vent1on as being essentially red unda nt. Given that cons tituents a re m· ~g Io~
a representation such as (I 38) we can infer that the left ed f th ax1i:na . in 

will appear at the first a nd fourth asterisks without requiri!; ~ len\: ~~s~tuets 
to actually mark this position. rac et 

_(138) * * *) * * * )* * 

, By incorporating the iterative constituent construction rules of (130) · t h . 
model and d · th H 11 in o 1s = . ropping ~ a e and_ Yergnaud (1987) requirement that these rules 

.~xhaust!vely parse ~ line, ldsard1 concedes the rhythmic theoris ts' point tha t 
, terna!ing stress 1s m essence a bina ry phenomenon. However, bina rity is onl 
a function of these rules a nd no t a genera l representational constraint. o ther ~ 
rameters are free to construc t monopositiona l line o constitue nts M • lpla 
Id d " · · h • ore genera y 

s~r 1_ max1m1zes t e leading idea pursued in this chapter: that s tress reflect~ 
pr0Jec t1on from headed constitue nts. 
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Exercises 

10.1 English 

Transcribe the stresses in the following English words, using numbers to mark 
the degrees of prominence. Compare your results with those of a good pronounc
ing dictionary or gazetteer that marks stress. To what extent do your judgments 
coincide? How many levels of prominence are distinguished by your dictionary? 
How is this notated? 

(I) Kalamazoo 
Argentina 
volunteer 
onomatopeia 

10.2 Manam 

Tennessee 
vegetarian 
gasoline 
formaldehyde 

engineer 
honorarium 
elementary 
hamamelidanthemum 

A. Manam is an Austronesian language of Papua New Guinea described by 
Lichtenberk (1983). Examine the data in (I) and formulate the required rules/ 
parameter settings to locate primary stress in the correct position. 

(I) ?u-reba 'you sailed' alal)a ' reef 
u-pile ' I spoke' warige 'rope' 
u-yalale 'I went' m6tu ' island' 
i-panana 'he ran' boazil)a ' hole' 
?i-poasagena 'we are tired' moarepi 'rice' 

atabala 'up' 

B. A lexically restricted class of suffixes, which Lichtenberk terms AP ("an
tepenult") suffixes, deviate from the regular pattern. Suggest an account for 
the AP suffixes. (The 3pl. suffix has several allomorphs including -di, -i, and 
-U; only the first is an AP suffix. Also, the 3sg. -i belongs to the AP class 
while the 3pl. -i does not.) 

(2) non-AP suffixes AP suffixes 
lama 'father lama-di ' their father' 
tama-gu 'my father' lama-ma 'our excl. father· 
tama-da 'our incl. father' 

u-raral)-i 'I warmed them· u-bazi-di ' I carried them· 
i-ra-?[ta 'he talked to us incl. · di-te-a 't hey saw me 
u-taga-i?o ·J followed you i-r{1puo-i ' he waited for her 
?u-<.J6?-i ·you took them ')(1-do')_i 'you took it ' 

Lrerc ise.v 

C. The~ II · 61 5 
, o Oll"mg words deviate from the . , . 

(3) 

a rule to explain their beh· . st ress r .111crns m 11) and (J) p . 
->"' dVIOr. - . Os lulate /> r 
' ! ' 1 ma ab61J 

manam 

Zaran6m 
u-zem 

i-?fnt-a 
u-rapun-di 

' flying fox' 
'Manam Island ' 

personal name 
' I chewed (them)' 

'he pinched me· 
' l waited for them• 

S~o_w ~ow your analysis works b de . . . 
baZ1-d1, u-rap1i11-di ma/ab , ;:, . dy : tvmg the lollo11·ing words· 

• O!J, u- o ;:,_, , ;:,u-d6 ;,_i_ - . . ll'ar(~e, ,,_ 

D. Lichtenberk notes the C ll . 
( ;:,i 'o • b , , o owmg generalization ab ·h 
. r , e and ' ;:,a focus particle) in M o_ut , e behavior of clitics 
man AP_ suffix, stress shifts to the en anam. W11e_n the word terminates 
not terminate in an AP suffix st Pd ult under enclis1s: when the word d . 
on the discussion of Latin en~l-tr_ess_ oes n_ot shift under enclisis (4) Buildoes 
gene r . t ics in section 10 6 3 h . mg 

ra 1za11on be explained? · · · ow can Lichtenberk •s 

(4) no AP suffix 
'U-d6?-i#?i 
i-alale#be 
wabubu#?a 

'you took them or' 
'he goes and' 
'night' foe. 

AP suffix 
:>u-do?-i#?i you to k · • • . , o 1t or 
t-ptle-la#be 'he kept talk. . 
baga-16#? , mg and 

. , a } rom the mainland' foe 
(cf. Stl)aba-lo m the bush' . I I . , - o oc .) 

Building on th 1 • e ana ys1s suggested in se · 
te vowel length alternations in the fol10;~1on !0.9,_ formulate rules to p redict 
as 19_75). Show how your analysis work ng parad'.g~ s from Choctaw (Nick-

and c1-ha:bina·-x,· s by denvmg habi ·,·ia I b'· •. • < • • , 1a 1.na-c, , 

ci- ' you ' obj. , -Ii T subj. , -ci causative· 
habi:na · 
ci-ha:bina pisa 
habi:na-li ci-pi:sa 
habi:na-ci pisa:-li 

ci-pi:sali 
ci-ha:bina:-ci 
habi:na-ci:-li ci-pi:sa-ci 

pisa:-ci-li 
ci-ha: bina:-ci-li 

ci-pi:sa-ci:li 
'receive a present' 'see' 

The data in (2) re · . . 
with qu1re an additional segmental rule . 
., . the rule(s) already developed ? Give the . : How rn~st i t he o rdered 

0 .. 11. denv,l11on of co'·/: , . . 1 ", 0 .\ I .I Ill Of >-



.l cr ess 

t: 1.l)';l : '.\ I" c\r-0: ~i 
.:ok:-0si 
yal- :,.ba 
iss-,: Ja 

·young owl" 
'young rabbit ' 
' tadpole' 
' horse' 

]( J 

~,,1.J i 
\ :11:1 

-_;_bbit" 
·f=ubworm· 
.:~~r· 

.\~h~nin.:-~ Pa yne 19901_ i; .rn .-'.;:,wakan language of Peru. Examine the data 

111 
l 1) l:-li;: :ly simplified, :c, de, : lop an analysis that predicts the location of 

,t!"l',:- . Sro:·:11\- a ll relev2nt r ara:-:-.~ters a nd rules. Long vowels are transc ribed 
.,, ~c·mi~~:~,: S i a 5, ll.1ble-1" :ial na sa l. Certain words show a lte rnative 
,uc:,,inf; . :.m you e:,.platn therr. in a natural wa y" 

h:11...1 
lh.'f'lh.' 

'"''~kiri 
!-.:1" iniri 'i. . .:.cc iniri 
,,1..1.:,,ki 01 ... ..:oki 
n,,1,,:S:ka=~:'-llO 
11,,1,,.:,wa .. !::ika 
h:un:ina~ :l..kenero 
r,.unt'nak .:--- eNtakero 

111i:u 
·IX1:11ikake:-. 
pi1iiiaphl~ 
ikyiiapuN:i 
'"-'makol"}·1awa.itapaake 
c' N ki taita.Ii!linake 
l,,:1.~timai..;_cya 

·her: · 
·m) :anoe ' 
·1ypt of partridge' 
•c inr.amon' 
·seed· 
·m ) gun' 
·1 wc.nted (it) in vain ' 
·he bought it for her' 
·1ake care of her ' 

·water' 
·you stepped on him' 
·you saw on arrival' 
' he always enters ' 
·1 rested awhile ' 
' in the morning' 
"however' 

B. P'.mie sin!ks out for special treatment a class o f " extralight" sylla bles con
$isting of -;b.ort [i] as nucleus and the a lveolars [s] or [c] as o nset ([s i] is 
;r.i!ISCnbe.il as [syi]. evidently indicating palata lization). These sylla bles are 
~ver stre!Sed and can lose their vowel before a vo icele ss consona nt by a 
u te phoneoc rule. Examine the data in (2) and suggest a n analysis for these 
·$~ihbles. Vinal bearing do they have on the issue of me trical constitue ncy? 

C l -~ti ,-~~iri 
o,:iLike 

~ 
~ ~itaciri 
rt.Ji,.--ikaweutina 

Jlt5 Cn d : 

"dog" 
·type of monkey' 
·hefshe hurt· 
·type of bird · 
'broom· 
' he almost bit me' 

In ._-~ l lHaa, [9771 the accent is marked by a high tone on the final or pcnul
t irr.i .. ~ ; , Uabk -:-cthe " ord. Exam im: the following data to predict the loca tion of 
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( I ) if.i ·dog· hicita ·one :o ,;ec one· 
if6c i puppy ahicita 'one lo k,01;. afler· 
amifoci ·my puppy· imahicita ·one to l0c1k after for' 
itiwanayipita ·10 tie each is imahi<.: ita ·one ,u ~ifht at o ne· 

other· 

ci\: lo ·trout. bass· wa:koci ·.:.ilf 
s6kca ·sack . bag· hoktaki ·"oman 
poc6swa ·axe iokosapita ·,, ne tL, implore' 
fami:ca ·canta loupe · alpat6ci ·t-aby a ll igator· 
akto pa ·bridge· yakaphoyita ·1110 IL\ wa lk ' 

10.6 

A. 

Winnebago 

Some a dditional W!nne bago data fr_om Miner 199(1 are li s ted in ( 1). Metrifv 
the se words according to the analysis of se ction JO 6 Ho . I · 

( I) 

B. 

( ·b · · " must ong vowels 
transcn ed as geminates) be treated ? 

wanjgjk ' bird ' 
taanjzu 'sugar· 

haakitujlk-gaj~ 
hak iruJik-gaJ~ 

wanjgjg-ra 
taanjzu-ra 

'afte r I pull taut' 
'afte r 3pl. pull taut' 

' the bird· 
' the sugar' 

In the words i~ (2) the underlined vowel is inserted by Do rsey·s La w wh· h 
forms a re s tra ightforwardly derived by the text analvsis•> Wh'ch · icb 
1 t' ? 

0
- . - . 1 a re p ro . 

ema 1c . , 1scuss possible s~lutions for the la tter. (Hint: Consider the e ffec t 
o f Dorsey s Law on the pen pherality of extrametrical ele me nts.) 

(2) sgr6s 'deep ' 
S;!waz.6k 
ki;;re.TQsep 
ruki;;rex 
haq 1k~re 
haap(iruc 
pgropgro 
hikyrunj 
wakirip~ras 
wak i ri pg rop!)ro 

10.7 Bedouin Arabic 

'you mash ' 
' Black Hawk' 
' ta ttoo' 
'with difficulty' 
'common elder ' 
'spherica l' 
' tangled ' 
' fla t bug' 
'sphe rical bug' 

Recall the Be~o ui_n Ara?ic rule of elision (46) . Irshied a nd Ke nstowicz ( !984) 
report tha t the1_r Riyadh informant can suppress this rule so tha t h is speech more 
cl~sely ''.:prox1mates S tanda rd Ar~bic. In this case the following a lte rnative pa r
ad1g_ms 1csull. How do the a lle rnat1ve pronunc ia tions bear on the te xt ·in· I .·. ,· 
section 10.6 .2? ' "ys ,s o 

(I) 'i'a lla m 
'i',\llim-at 

saafad 
saa fad-a 1 

\' a ll1n-it# ah o r \'all im-it #ah saa'i'd -it#ah o r saa~·;\d-it# ah 
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10.8 

A . 

( 1) 

Srress 

Kashmiri Stress 

Examine the data in (I) and specify the parameters that w ill position the word 
stress over the proper syllable. 

n6yid 'stupid' ganpa0ya: r place name 

aksar ' usually·_ nf:ra:zan ·1ustration · 

da:na: 'wise ' b6: la:na0 ·name of Shiva· 

pe:cda:r 'crooked' de:v;l:li: · Indian festiva l" 

sala:m 'greetings sfrinagar place name 

j fna:b 'sir' mula:heza notice 
bu:go: I 'geography aog6:lika : •indecent action· 

phfkiri ' understand' sampa na:wun ·cause to exist' 
dphvarukh 'silver paper' na:ra:zagi "displeasure' 

zit6:vuh ' twenty-two narpf: rasta: n place name 
a:yurda: 'calculation (of life, mahar;'i:ni: 'bride ' 

as in horoscope)" maha:ra:zi ·bridegroom' 
ba:gambar 'Shiva' paharadari : ·watchman's work· 
masra:wun 'to forget' ardon6:ri:sor ·name of Shiva· 

ka9mi:wun ' take out' amira:kadal place name 
sa: rika: ' name of goddess' na:p;lrhezi 'incont inence' 
bakhcanha:r 'generous giver 

B. What problems are presented by the data in (2)? For the latter, Bhatt (1989) 
suggests a restriction on the rule that projects a line O aste risk from coda 
consonants. Try to reconstruct this solution. How must the rule be ordered 
with respect to the other stress rules? Compare this analysis with the Domino 
Condition (section I0.6.1) for Winnebago suggested by Halle and Vernnaud 
(1987). -

(2) niranjan 
noyidgi: 
mukaddima 
syawanzahyum 
nandike:sor 
bagandarladin 
yunivarsiti 

10.9 lndo-European 

'supreme being' 
'stupidity' 
' trial' 
'ninety-sixth· 
'Lord Krishna' 
'suffering from fistula' 
'university' 

Halle (1989) has suggested that the accent rules postulated for Russian reflect the 
basic system of Proto-Slavic and more remotely of Proto-Indo-European. Most 
of the Slavic languages that have developed a predictable accent (Czech, Slovak, 
Earl y Polish) stress the initial syllabic. Similarly , the majority of the Indo-Eu
ropean daughter languages that evolved a predictable accent have (gone through 
the stage of) initial s tress. How might the preponderance of initial (rather than 
fina l or penultimate) stress be explained? 

Erercises 
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JO.JO Russian (Leka Dialect) 

In Russian st ressed o is norma ll y realized a 
a sound change whereby stressed o s_ opden (::,)_ The Leka dialect underwent 

• - was raise and d. h h · 
This sound change had one sys tema tic exec t" I I~- t ong1 zed to [o] or [uo]. 
syllable of mobile nouns· thus '·to·],n t ,Pio[~]- t id not apply to the initial 

hi · •" nau,,-oro•·u but·( ' ] / ( ' 
sc oars have interpreted this chan .d · 1 ~:i_cu, g :J] lo l'u . Some 
tonation on g[5]/ovu as opposed togaena~. _ev1 t e_~ce for a _special "circ umflex .. in-
th d . . . acu e accent 111 k[ ·1 . 

e 1scuss10n 111 section IO 8 ho 1 "bl . . o mnata. In view of · , w P aus1 e 1s th1 · I · 
change be expla ined in some other wa ? F I ~ specu at1on? Can the sound 
d. · · Y • ormu ate the • I d 1scnmmates komnata and vodu. iu e an show how it 

• 10.! 1 Lithuanian Dominant and Recessive Affixes 

Usmg the Halle and Vergnaud analysis of Lithuani . . . 
trace the derivation of the &ollow· & an discussed 111 section 10.8 

' ' mg ,orms evaluatmo ea h ffi . ' 
versus recessive and accented versus unacc ' t d T "' c a ix as dominant 
Dudas 1972.) en e · ( he data are excerpted from 

(I) paOkst-is 
paukst-inink-as 
paukst-inink-yst-e 

av-is 
av-inink-as 

sen-as 
sen-yb-e 
sen-yb-inink-as 

sak-o 
apy-sak-a 
apy-sak-el-e 

k6j-a 
pa-k6j-a 
laik-as 
pii-laik-as 

kap-as 
pa-kap-e 
pa-kap-yn-e 

kufn-is 
uz-kuln-is 
p6-uz-kuln-is 

' bird' fixed 
'bird-raiser' fixed 
'bird raising' fixed 

'sheep' mobile 
'shepherd' fixed 

'old' mobile 
'antiquity' fixed 
'antiquarian' fixed 

' he says' mobile 
'story' fixed 
'short story' fixed 

'foot' fixed 
'footstool' fixed 
'time' mobile 
' the rest, remainder' mobile 

'grave ' mobile 
'place near grave' mobile 
'area around cemetery' fixed 

'heel' mobile 
'back of heel' fixed 
'under-part of heel' fixed 

10.12 YidinY Stress a11d Length" 

A. ~~;i~!i~!/he anakl_ysis hin sec tion _10.9, supply derivations for the following 
' a, mar mg I e appropnate stresses. 
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(I) comitative + da 
comitative + e rgative 
genitive + ergati ve 

bu:--.-a-yi-da 
bu;-,; a-yi-ogu 
bu:--.-a-nu-ogu 
'woman' 

gudaga-yi :-da 
gudaga-yi:-o 
gudaga-ni:-o 
'dog· 

8 . While most long vowels in YidinY derive from the penultimate lcngtheni m! 
rule , there is a small group of affixes that lengthen a preceding vowel. A~ 
example is the antipa~sive suffix, which Dixon ( 1978a) transcribes as [:di]: 
the colon indicates a lengthening of the preceding vowel. Assume a similar 
representation with an extra skeletal position. In certain cases the length fails 
to materialize, requiring a rule Dixon calls "i llicit length elimination.·· Ex
amine the data in (2) to fo rmulate this rule. What bearing does it have on the 
issue of iambic versus trochaic rhythm? (Although the examples Dixon cites 
arc compatible with a rule that simply shortens the first of two successive 
long syllables, he gives a more general formulation of the rule that refers to 
the odd/even position of the long-voweled syllable in the word.) 

(2) waw'a:-di-1) ·look· present 
past 
' hunt' past 
dative subordinate 
'go' past 
'pass by' purposive 

waw'a:-di-1) 
w'uoab'a:-di•IJ 
w'uoab'a:-di-N'unda 
g'alio'a:-di-o 
barg'anda-d 'i:-na 
dund'iIJa-d 'i:-Num ' play· causative subord inate 

10.13 Cupan Stress Reconstruction 

Cupan is a group of three closely related languages of the Takic branch of Uto• 
Aztecan (Munro 1990). Disyllabic nouns with various stress patterns are cited in 
(I). For each noun, reconstruct the gross CV shape and stress contour for the 
protolanguage Cupan. What are the stress rules for the proto language? How did 
the individual daughter languages evolve from Cupan? For Cahuilla singular and 
plural forms (where available in the source) are shown in the third and fourth 
columns, respectively. How can the V= jiJ alternation be accounted for? 

(I) Luiseiio Cupeiio Cahuilla 
' badger' hu:na-1 huna-1 huna-1 hun-1-am 
'fish' kiyu:-1 q:iyu-I kfyu-1 kfyu-1-am 
'deer' ~u:ka-t suqa-t suka-t suk-t-am 
'oak' wi?a-t wi?a-t wi?a-t 
'ant' ?a:na-t ?ana-t ?ane-t ?an+em 
'blue jay' ca:?i-s c:i?i-s ca?i-s ca?•c-em 
'squirrel' qe:JJi•s qfIJi•s qfoi-s qfo-c-em 
'agave' ?amu:-1 7amu-l ?amu-1 7amu-l-em 
'meadowlark' ?isa:-1 ?isa-1 ?isa-1 ?fsa-1-em 
'quail' qaxa:-1 kaxa-1 qaxa-1 qaxa-1-em 
'jackrabbit' ~u?[.s su?i-s su?i-s 
'river' wani-s wani-s wani-s 

·sun 
'wildcat· 
'poison oak· 
'conifer· 

Luiseno 
time-t 
tu:ku-t 
?iya:-1 
luva- t 

Cupe no 
tami-t 
tuku-t 
7;iya-l 
t;\v;i-t 

Cahuilla 
~ 
tuku-1 
7iya-l 
teva-1 

tuk+em 
7iya-1-em 
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10.14 Russian and Polish Ed"e \I k " _ ., . ar 111g 
A. Given ldsardi's (]992) distributed constitueni - . . 

lion 10. 11. what a re the lexical re r . . . ~onstruct1on discussed in sec
Russian nouns'' P csenta tions required for the following 

( I ) 

B. 

(2) 

C. 

nom. sg. dam-a st ran-a sten-a acc. sg. dam-u stran-u stcn-u 
"lady' ·country· 'wall ' 

Nouns in the mobile stress paradigm retract . 
lion. Stem-stressed a nd end-st ressed t st ress onto a proclitic preposi-
. h. s ems neverexh·b·t h. . can t is asymmetry be explained? I I t is retractio n. How 

nom.sg. 
acc.sg. 
prep. 

k6mnat-a 
k6mnat-u 

na k6mnat-u 
'room' 

kor6v-a 
kor6v-u 

na kor6v-u 
'cow' 

kolbas-a 
kolbas-u 

na kolbas-u 

golov-a 
g6lov-u 

na golov-u 
·sausage· ' head ' 

Recalling the tex t analysis of Polish r , . 
setting of the Edge-Marking Param t etphub!t~ and uniiversyte t, specify the 
f , , e er a t will genera! th · o rezun, rez,m-u, rezim-timi 'diet' . e e irregula r stress 



11 Prosodic Morphology 

The pro totypical morphologica l o peratio n is affixa tion to a base . In most cases 
affixatio n occurs without regard to the phonological nature of the base. For ex
a mple. English's regular plural suffix -( e)s attaches to bases re ga rdless of the 
number of sylla bles, the locatio n of stress , or the nature of the final consonants 
and vowel in the base. Of course. once affixation takes place. phonologica l rules 
can be called into play. But in general. affixa tion occurs earlie r and the pho no logy 
is left with the task of assigning to the result a phonetic represe ntatio n consis te nt 
with the rules and constraints of the language. 

There are, however, c ases in which the affixation process itself must ta ke ac
count of the phonology of the base: if the requisite structure does no t obtain, 
affixation fails to occur. For example . the comparative -er and the superlative 
-est of the adjectival inflection in English a ttach most successfully only to 
monosyllabic or disyllabic stressed + uns tressed base s: red-er, yellow-er , stupid-er, 
*beautiful-er, *American-er. Other morphological processe s refer to the pho
nology of the base more directly. Nicknames (hypocoristics) typically involve 
shortening the base: Samuel- Sam: Bertram - Bert. But which phonemes trun
cate and which must remain? Two other pre valent morphological operations that 
take account of the phonology of the base are reduplication and infixation. In 
reduplication, some portion of the base is copied. But we need to know pre cisely 
what material is copiable. Inftxation may insert an affix or alter the phonemic 
make-up of the base at designated points. But how are these points located? In 
the earlier linear model in which phonological representations consis t solely of a 
string of phonemes, the base has a simple, flat s tructure and so lacks any natural 
contours to which the morphological processes might refer. In this theory , mor
phological operations must be defined as generalized string operations or trans
formations (see Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979 for a survey) . But such rules 
are very powerful and unconstrained , allowing for many operations tha t never 
seem to occur (e.g., "infix a nasal after the first voiced consonant in the base " ). 
With the discovery of enriched prosodic representations, phonologists have pur
sued the hypothesis that such notions as " syllable" and "metrical foot " suffice 
to delimit the groupings over which the morphological operations of reduplication, 
infixation, truncation, and affixation are defined. If this Prosodic Morphology 
Hypothesis proves correct , then the operations. themselves become potentially 
powerful additional probes of phonological representation. In this chapter we will 
survey this line of rese arch , examining the major questions and the preliminary 
results. The discussion relies heavily on the pioneering work of McCarthy and 
Prince (1986, 1990, 199 I) . 
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Consider the reduplication paradigm in ( I) from t . . . 
that marks the p rogress ive of the verb (M ~. he Ph ilippine la nguage lloka no 

( l ) root 

fbasa] 
[ada l] 
[da .it] 
[ ta kder] 
[trabaho] 

p rogre ssive 
ag-bas-basa 
ag-ad-adal 
ag-da-dait 
ag- tak-takder 
ag-trab-trabaho 

CLarth y a nd Prince 1986). 

' read ' 
'study ' 
'sew' 
'sta nding · 
'work ' 

A pre~heoretrcal characteriza tion of the h . 
subs tring from the initial portio n of th P de~ome~on is that so me continuous 
fl e wor 1s co pied Th · 
rom two t? four segments in length (and could be . e copied s tring range s 

a hypothetica l root such as [a it] sho uld d 1· as sho rt as one segment , s ince 
" · · re up rcate as (ao · ]) T mon ,actor rs the vowel: the redu r t d . "'-a-a.rt . he only com-

~o Y(C). Unfortunate ly' as a theo~e~~:a~ ch::!~~~al. t hus fa ll~ under the expressio n 
msrght a s to why this partic ular 1-4 se m n zatro~ thrs express io n gives no 
VoC(V), CCCC, or a ny other imagr·nagbl ent sbequ.e nce is copied rat her than. say 

f e su s tnng Jus t . ' 
ma rons are defined over constituents rath h . . as syntactic lransfor-
might e xpect reduplication to target such ~:t~r: n arbitrary .wo rd sequences, we 
syllable. The Ilokano reduplication might th bl phono log ical g roupings as the 
syllab!e of_ the base." The problem is that t~~ e expre~sed as "Copy the fi rs t 
syllabrficatron of the language Wh'I ·1 s rule rs simply at odds with the 
it fails in [ba.saJ, [a.dal] and [t.ra b r eh •1 wohrks corr~ctly for [tak.de r] a nd [da.it] 
h " ' · a . o w ere the I t 1· ' t e ,ollowing vowel and thus ·s t ' . n ervoca re consonant onsets 

, Moravcsi~'s (1978) survey of t~e ~~sc~/~~!t:~uent of the initial sylla ble. In fact , 
a syllable rs copied: that is where t p - rterature found no clear cases where 

, tii + Iii.pa, and tap + tap.I~, respe:ii~:j:~-pa, a nd tap .ta reduplica te a s la + ta .pa, 

Segmental versus Prosodic Templates 

Morav_csi~'s surprising ge neralization ins ired M 
reduphcatron consists of two separate as Pt . C) arantz (1982) to conclude that 
·but (ii) how many are actually pee s. r copy the phonemes of the base 

. pronounced and the· ct·· . , 
predetermmed independently of the art' I b rr proso re organizatio n is 
,P~lrtial reduplication as mapping a cipy ~: t~: base., Specifically' M aran tz t reats 
srgnated sequence of CV skeletal sl t U d a~e s segme ntal Iler to a p rede
cation thus reduces to a form of affio s .t. n er. thrs conception, pa rtia l redupli-
"'"'~•J 1 . rxa ron (wrth which ·1 h . 
i-a.i e s ,.especrally in the types of juncture relati . r s ar~s certain clear 
base). It rs a ssumed that an affix I k ' h o~s rt contracts wrth the adjacent 
ention that copies the adiacent bac •~g P onemrc conte nt activates a UG con-

. . , ase s segmental tie h ' h 
many posrtrons in the CV tem I t . r , w re the n maps to as 

Pae as possible cons· 1 t • . 
sonantal] segments with C-slots a d [ ' rs en with matc h mg f + con-
kano, the template is CCVC , d hn - consonantal} ones with V-slots. Fo r llo-

. an I e map proceeds fro J f · 
receives the analys is in (2) . m e I lo nght ; rrah-traha/,o 
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CCYC + CCVCVCV - CCVC - CCVCVCV --+ CCVC 
111 111 11 11111 1 1 I I 

t r ab ah o trabaho t r ab ah o t r a baho 

+ ccvcvcv 
I I 11 I 11 
trabaho 

-:-" ,, ,:cneral remarks are in order here. First. this kind of analysis is only 
:,.•;;:rk- in a model that di stingui,hes the segmental and skeletal tiers. It is un
~,-: ,•:i;tru,tible in the earlier linear model. which required a transformat ional op
"~.,_::,,n t,, describe reduplication r, ec Marant:i: 1982 for discussion). Second. re
..:-~:1.:ati,,n is no longer a specia l morphological operat ion but can be construed 
.:.; ·.-~Jinary affi.xat ion. What is special is the phonologica l nature of affix: it lacks 
_;_ , ~c:it"i-:ation on the segmental tie r. 

~(_;_r.mtz notes certain techn ical de ta ils in getting the associa tion to work cor
·:>:::,. First. it must be .. phoneme-driven" in the sense that segments are matched 
:~.: ; ,. ,,ne to the template. Mapping in the opposite direction (from the ske letal 
:! ~.=-l~te to the segmental tier) creates immediate problems: given the phoneme 
~ ..: ~e!KC [bas). mapping C, to [bl and C2 to ls) prevents matching V to [a) without 
::-,.:,;ing an association line r3a). 

b. CCV C C. CCV C 

/ I 
d d 

I/ I 
d a it 

Sc.:--0od. the mapping must restrict itself to a continuous portion of the segmental 
: c . It may skip positions in the template when the latte r is not expanded fully: 
:'-Y ~.xample. in mapping [ad), we must skip the first two C-slots, and for [dait], 
-~ :nusr skip the second C-slot (3b,c). But why can't the final C-slot match with 
_,. ro-:ioeme farther down the line, skipping the [i] and generating the impossible 
~ ~t-da.it]? The requirement that only a continuous region of the phonemic string = ~ mapped blocks this unwanted outcome in (Jc). 

&mod these technical issues lurks a more serious problem: characterizing the 
~ cation templates as skeletal slo ts allows many more possibilities than ac
~ - seem to occur. For example, few if any of the other fifteen possible four
~~□ sequences that arise from interchanging V- and C-slots ever functio ns in 
die wrav that CCVC does in llokano. McCarthy and Prince (1986) had the insight 
~ ,."bat is special about the CCVC expression in llokano is that it denotes the 
~oe·s maximal syllable. They have developed an influential theory of proSL• ~hology whose major premise is that templates are defined in terms of 
---at,eotic units of prosody." At this point we will consider their theory as it 
~ to the basic analysis of reduplication, examining additiona l aspects in later 
;;o.-ooos. 

}kCarthy and Prince retain Marantz 's basic premise that reduplica tion is not 
~lbrWe copying but mapping the base's segmental tier (its melody) to a phone
~ - empty affix. However, the affix is not an arbitrary sequence of skeletal 
~ but rather is drawn from a restricted class of prosodic categories that in
.::bl&s the mora, the syllable, and the me trical foot. O n this view, llok;ino re
~tion can be characterized as prclixalion of a l<rl to the base (4a). 

R ed11p licativ11 

(4) a a .. . a (a a a _,1 a 
~ t\ 

[abcde ... ...... 
(a) 

a aa 
~ '. t\ 
abcde ... [abcde ... 

~ t\ 
[abcde ... 

(b) 

a a a 

~ ~ ~\ 
-> ab[abcde 
(d) 

' f\ 
abcde .... abcde ... 

!cl 

As in Marantz·~ (1982) analys is. such phonemically bare aflixes trigger c · " 
?f the_ segmental stnng (4b) , which then maps to rhe syllable similar- to tho:~:;; 
m wh1c~ syllab1ficat1on proceeds under template matchino (4c) T he . · . d": 
ference is that the affix is prosodically limited (e g i·n lloka" t . . . m<1Jo1 ,t -

h.I · • . · ·· no OJUSt one sy llable ) 
w I e ordtnary syllab1ficat1on proceeds across the segmental ti.er c· 11 · · 

II bl d - • a ing as man\ 
sy a es as nee ed to accommodate the segmen,al mate r1·a1 Fc·nal ly 1· ~, 
mat · I · · · • un 1censeu 

en a 1s suppressed via stray erasure (4d). Gi\·en tha t Jlokano syllables ·tllo\, 
complex onsets. the [a) template subsumes the [tr] sequence of (trabaho]. Since 
the template allows no consonant c lustering in the rime only on t 

1
-

co s t · d · . . . • e pos voca 1c 
_n onan ts mappe , and smce Just a smgle a is allowed, the remainino material 

fails to syllabify and undergoes stray erasure. " 

(5) a aaa 

/~ 11 II 
trabaho [trabaho] 

a a a a 

/21\ Al 1111 
trabaho [trabaho 

a a a a 

4l\ ;11/1 /I 
tra b [trabaho 

McCarthy and Prince support the prosodic approach to reduplication over the 
skel~ta l~slot treatmen_t of Marantz with three types of a rgument. First , if the re
duphcatton template 1s to be characte rized as a sequence of skele tal s lots the 
the system allows all sorts of unattested patterns of reduplica tion. For exa~ple~ 
Ilokano noun plurals ~re a lso formed by reduplication (Hayes a nd Abad 1989). 
To account f~r k~as-kfase, ':"e must be able to copy up to the first four segments. 
~ the reduplication affix ts defined as a string of ske letal positions then the 
simplest template would be a sequence of four skele ta l slots XXXX taking in the 
first four segments of the base. When applied to bases such as kaldi'u ··nd , th· al . d" . " pusa. 
• 

1s an ysis ~re tels the forms tn (6a) . Such a reduplication paradigm not only 
IS unattested tn Ilokano but seems totally bizarre. 

a. klase 'class' klas-klase 
kaldf!J 'goat' *kald-kaldf!J 
pusa 'cat' *pusa-pusa 

b. klase 'class' klas-klase 
kaldi!J 'goat' kal-kaldf!J 
pusa 'cat ' pus-pusa 
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But if the llokano reduplication ct1h is characterized as a bimoraic heavy syllable 
[a,..,..], then exactly the right ; egme~t5 emerge: an~ number of prevocahc con
sonants forming a valid onset plu, a single postvocalic consonant to fill the second 

mora. 

(7) a 

;;:~ 
I 

la a 

{I. µ. //1 I ! 
k I a s e lk I a s e 

As a second reason to reje.:t '.'.larantz·s skeletal-slot definition of the redupli
cation template, McCarthy and Prince argue that a prosodic characterization_ gives 
a better fix on the optional \·er;u; obligatory elements of the template. Smee a 
heavy svllable by definition contains two moras , the language will make every 
effort to· fil l the moras. Ha\•es and .-\bad< 1989) report that Ilokano da.it 'sew' in 
fact reduplicates as ag-da:-da[?)ir or ag-dad-da[?]i1_, depending o~ the dialect. The 
glottal stop in da[?]it is inserted by a hiatus:breakmg rule. If_ this_ rule 1s ordered 
before reduplication , then [da?it) first reduplicates to [da?-da?1t]; since glottal stop 
is only found in onset position in llokano. a delet!on plus compensatory_ lengt~
ening rule could explain the long \"Owe! in [da:-da?1t]. Hayes and Abad reJect th1~ 
analysis on the basis of monosyllables like tra:-trak ' trucks' _and 11a:-11ars ' nurse 
where, for some mysterious reason. final consonants are shielded fro m the pho
nemic melody copying. If this is indeed the case, then the lengthened vowel must 
arise from spreading the vowel to the second mora of the heavy syllable template 
rather than from compensatory lengthening due to a deleted coda consonant. The 
lengthening of da:[da?it] suggests that the s~cond mora of the heavy syllable must 
be filled and requires the segmental analysts to refine the template to Co VC. But 
once this move is made, it becomes unclear why the initial portion of the template 
can have zero positions while the postvocalic portion is obliga_tory. Under th~ 
prosodic view, this asymmetry makes sense: a heavy syllable 1s defined a~ _b1-
moraic while the number of onset consonants is prosodically irrelevant. Requmng 
a fixed' number of onset consonants but allowing a variable number of coda con
sonants is impossible to express in prosodic theory. But McCa~hy ~nd Prince 
argue that such a template is easy to express on the seg_mentahst view of the 
template: CVC0 • However, while easy to express, CVCo ts an unattested redu
plication pattern. The conclusion is that the prosodic approach more accurately 
circumscribes the range of reduplication templates. 

Finally, if the template is characterized prosodically, it can be ~xp~ct~d to 
recapitulate the syllabic parameters of the particular_ language _in which 11 1s ex
pressed. For example, the initial consonant clusters m words_ hke klase an? tra
baho renect a change in the syllabic canons of Ilokano resulting fro m the influx 
of recent loanwords. Given that the template is characterized syllabically as la,..,..). 
we predict that llokano will reduplicate the cluster as soon as complex onsets a~e 
accepted by the syllable-building parameters of the system. If the template •~ 
expressed in segmental terms independent of syllabic structure, then no such 
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connection is made : a separate change would have to be made 1·n tlie d 1· · . . .. - re up 1cat1on 
template to ~~commodate the m1t1al consonant cluster in klas-klase . 

Charactenzmg red_uplicatio n syllabically predicts variations from one language 
to the next as a funcuon of the lang_uages· syllable-building parameters. McCarthy 
and Prince (1986) illustrate this pomt with the following paradigm from Orokaiva 
(Healy. lsoroembo. and Chittleborough 1969). 

(8) waeke wa-waeke 'shut· 
hirike hi-hirike 'open 
tiuke ti-tiuke 'cut ' 
uhuke uh-uhuke 'blow· 

Oro_kaiva syllables close on a consonant onl y when it is homorganic with a fo l
lo~mg consonant - essentia ll y just a nasal. McCarthy and Prince suggest that 
th•~ property expl~ins why Orokaiva differs from Ilokano in not freely-redupl i
cating a postv?cahc consonant. The only systematic exception is reduplicatiun 
of a po~tvocahc consonant when the following base is vowel-initial: uh-uhuke. 
Accor~mg t? McCarthy and Prince, the consonant onsets the vowel-initial base 
to avoid a hiatus (9a). 

(9) a. a CT CT CT 

I ------1 /1 ;1 
u h u k e [u h u keJ 

b. CT CT CT CT 

I /1 /1 /1 
u h u k e [u h u k e) 

This analys(s has two c?nse~uences. First , it seems to corroborate the assumption 
that the entire phonemic string of the base is copied. Although normally only the 
segments ho_sted b_y the syllable affix reach the surface, (9a) suggests that under 
the appropriate ~ircumstances material hidden inside the copied string may 
emerge. Second, 1t strengthens the " no skipping" provision; otherwise, it is un
clear V.:hY ~e closer [kl does not onset the initial syllable of the following base, 
producing 11k-11huke (9b). (See below, however, for an alternative analysis of 
Orokaiva 11/mhuke .) 

In a significant ~umber of cases, partial reduplication exceeds a single syllable. 
Mc_cart~y and Prmce had the important insight that these cases too can be de
scribed m n_atural proso~i~ terms as the minimal metrical foot of the language. 
T? take a simple but stnkmg example, consider verbal reduplication in Lardil. 

, Like many other Australian languages, Lardil assigns trochaic, left-headed feet 
from left to right. A minimal word syndrome also establishes the trochee as the 
m~trical_ foot. Word-final _vowels _delete from stems of three or more syllables. 
D1syllab1c stems systematically fail to apocopate - a restriction that follows from 
the require~ ent that the minimal word contain a trochaic foot. Finally, underlying 
monomora1c stems are augmented by a sµffix -~.a when they are unaffixed. T he 
para~ogic vowel is another strategy to achieve a minimal birnoraic word. (10) 
provides a sample of the verbal reduplicatio n in Lardil. 
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( I 0) base simple redue ticated 

[kele-th] kele kele-ke le ·cut' 

[pareli-th] pareli parel-pa reli 'gather 

[la-th ) latha laa-la 'spear 

[rJaali-th] !Jaali 1Jaal-1Jaali 'thirst ' 

The verba l suffix [th] (la111inal) does not generall y surface since it is barred from 
the coda bv a constraint blocking the association of nonapical consonants (see 
discussion in section 6.8). However. when a monomoraic root such as [la] 'spear' 
takes the au2ment , the Ith] emerges as onset: laclw . 

With this descriptive backgrou nd. let us now consider the Lardil reduplication 
template. It may be succinctly characterized as a bimoraic foot. Recall from scr
tion 10.9 that Hayes's moraic trochee parse has two expansions as (LL) or (H). 
When possible. Lardil chooses (LL) (perhaps to allow ~s mu~h phonemic materia l 
as possible to surface). However. when the rnot c_ontatns a smgle vowel, then the 
(H) expansion is selected. leading to the geminat1on of the vowel. 

(I I ) PrWd 

I 
r-

/''\,_ 
a a 

/i ~ 
p a r e I i th [pan:lith] 

PrWd 

I 
F 
I 
a 

Ii> 
I a [lath] 

In addition to the bisyllabic foot [aa], a reduplicating template may fix on two 
moras at the syllable level [a.,..,.]. Bases lacking enough phonemes to fill out the 
heavy syllable are then expanded. A much-discussed example is provided by the 
Micronesian language Mokilese (Harrison 1976). 

( 12) kas:> kas-kas:> 'throw' 

poki pok-poki 'beat' 

wadek wad-wadek 'read' 

podok p:>d-p:>dok 'plant' 

pa paa-pa 'weave' 

di .ar dii-di.ar ' find ' 

Assuming a bimoraic heavy syllable template [a.,..,.], [kas-kas:>] a~d [paa-pa] re
ceive the analysis in (13). In the former, the second mora takes in the Is ]. and 
the r emaining [:>] undergoes stray erasure. In the case of [pa], the second m~ra 
is unfilled under initial template matching. The long vowel follows from spreading 
the only available phoneme - the [a). 
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( 13) a (I 

It.> Irµ 
I 

k a s J [kas:>] p a [pa] 

_A ~ ajor proble~ with Mar_antz's two-s tep copy and assoc ia te vie\\ of redu
~licat1on, fi rst noticed by Levin (1983). is the fact that long vowels cop\' in :'vlo k-
1lese. If the first vowel of the root 1s long. then the prefix a lso has a lo~g ,·owe!. 

(14) koob 
s:>:>r:>k 
caak 

koo-koob 
S:>:>-S:>:>rJk 
caa-caak 

'grind coconut' 
' tear' 
' bend' 

Under the standardly accepted gemina te representat1·on Ien" th · d d . s , 1s enco e not 
segmentally but rather as the mapping of one segment to two ske leta l I t 

B ·f I h . . s o s or 
moras. ut I on Y t e phonemic string is copied from the base. the re is no straight-
for~ard way to correctly assoc!ate the second mora of the reduplication prefix . 
~askas:J and kookook:J have equivalent representations at the segmenta l level. But 
m the '.ormer, _the se~o nd mora of the [a.,.,.._ ) prefix maps to the [s]. while in the 
latter, 1t associa tes w11h the vowel (o). 

(1 5) a 

Ir, 
k a s 

AA h hA 
:> [k a s :> k o k :> [k o k :> 

Following the term introduced by Clements (1985c), this has become known as 
the transfer problem in the reduplication literature: information about the prosodic 
structure of the base must be transferred to the reduplicating affix. 

11.J .2 An Alternative Prosodic Theory 

At this point we will consider a third approach to reduplication advocated by 
Steriade (1988b) that is designed to surmount the transfer problem. On this view 
partial reduplication is treated as reduction from full reduplication. The entir~ 
base morpheme is first copied, inc luding a ll of its prosodic structure : [base] -+ 

[base + base]. Transfer is no longer a problem since the two halves of the redu
plication structure start out the same. The reduplicant then must be reduced in 
the appropriate way (in ~ases of partial reduplication; full reduplica tio n requires 
no further ch_ange). Sten a~e does not see the construc tion of the reduplicated 
affix as mapp1~g to a preexistent template. Rather, the prosodic affix c rystallizes 
at the le ft or nght edge of the reduplicant through an appropriate modification of 
the parameters controlling the syllabic and higher-order prosodic s tructure in this 
region of the string. Ste riade thus tries to preserve McCarthy and Prince's insight 
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., odically defined. However. the method 
that the redup\ica~ion templates ~r:.:~~s arameters include the decision whet.her 
of production is different. T~e r~ ed.\) tr not. At the syllable \eve(, the "."eight 
to form a metrical foot (as m ar I onomoraic and bimoraic settmgs. Fmally. 
parameters may be swit~hed ~et" :~n :r'anch or remain nonbranching. Segn:ienta~ 
the onset and nonmora1c co as c ameters is then discarded by some version o 

.. I not falling under these par 
matena . \es For 
stray erasure. \et u. work backward through a few examp . 

To illustrate this approach. f, etting the parameters for left edge, heavy 

Mokilese the template emerges rom s ntal coda) permitted. The first syllable of 
· I ·me (consona . d modi-

svllable. with a comp ex n . f - these parameters directly an so .no 
r~duplicatcd [kook:i-kook:ll sa~s s1:\~able is not licensed by the templauc param
fication is required. The secon . kaso] (16a), the first syllable is t.uned to heavy: 
~ters and so is discarded. For [ka.so- then maps to the followmg consonant, 
~ h . ht· this mora l F [ -pal 
adding a mora on t e n g : d s liable then yields [kas-kaso . or ~aa .. 

asure of the following unhcense Y between the two reduplicants mh1b1ts 
er h t the Juncture Th. d f It 
( 16b), we must as:ume t a is then filled by spreading the vowel. is e au 
consonant gemination. T~e ~or.a 
option also applies in [d11-d1.an). 

( 16) ,. A 
k a 

CT 

/."-µ 
/ 1 '1 

--+ k a s 

b A A k·+A- .. 
pa+ p a--+Pa p 

. McCarthy and Prince envision one general s';.eep 
To briefly summanze, w.here • s the prosodic structure to be changed on-

of template mapping, Stena;eh~~~er course is a natural solution to the trans'.er 
line." A major advantage o. t e (1988) treat the Mokilese transfer br construing 

rob\em. McCarthy an~ Pnn~e . lication to include unpredictable .ass~-
ihe segmental tier that is copied :e~~:~~presented as a doubly linked gem~nak, 
ciation lines. Given.that a.:~vo with the segmental melody. Such gemmate~ 
the double linking is c~p1 . ong plate preempting association of a consonan 

1 k to a b1mora1c tern ' . ( I 7) 
will then oc on . d terial is shown in bold in . 
to the second mora; cop1e ma 

'A/ A 
k :i k o k :i 

( 17) a 
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A chief difference between the two models is that in the reduction approach, 
the truncating syllables intervene between the reduplicant and the base at all 
higher prosodic levels: for McCarthy and Prince·s model. no prosodic structure 
intervenes between the template and the following base. This difference is brought 
out in the two models' representations of Orokaiva [uh-uhuke]. (18a) and (18-b). 
respectively. 

( )8) a. CT a a a b. a CT CT CT a a 
I ------1 /1 /1 1/1/1 1/1/1 
u h u k e [u h u k e] u h u k e [u h u k e] 

Recall that in the McCarthy and Prince analysis. the coda bars consonants that 
are not homorganic with a following consonant: a consonant following the initial 
vowel of the reduplicant thus remains unsyllabified. But since by hypothesis no 
prosodic structure intervenes between the reduplicating affix and the base. the 
consona nt (h] is free to reach across this prosodic gulf to onset the following base 
(18a). No such treatment is possible in (18b). We must apparently store the [h] 
temporarily in the coda, delete the remaining material in the reduplicant. and then 
resyllabify the stored consonant: [u.hu.ke + u.hu.ke] --+ [uh.u.ke + u.hu.ke] -> 

[uh. + u .hu.kc] -> [u.hu.hu.ke]. It remains to be seen whether this analysis is 
descriptively feasible. 

11.1 .3 Prespecification versus Melodic Over-!Underwriting 

In many reduplication paradigms a portion of the reduplicant has a fixed melodic 
shape regardless of the base melody. For example, in Yoruba verb nominalizations 
are formed by a CV reduplicating prefix whose vowel is [i]: lq 'to go', /f/q nominal; 
da ' to be tasty', didt~ nominal. In Akan the reduplicant has a fixed high vowel; 
only its value for round reflects the base: se?, sise? 'say'; ba, bibct 'come'; so?, 
suso? ' light' ; sow, susow 'catch'. Marantz (1982) treats the phenomenon by pre
specifying the segmental template with the relevant segments or features, which 
then preempt the association of phonemes copied from the base to the relevant 
positions in the template. The Yoruba prefix thus is represented as (19a); the V
position of the template is saturated, blocking association of the copiec! vowel 
(19b). For Akan the prefixal V-slot is prespecified as [ + high] (19c); only the 
chromatic features of [round] and [back] can seep in. 

I c.> I o I o 
I I l - I i 

CV b. CV + CV -+ CV + CV 

I I I 

c. CV 
I 

I+ high] 
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. re ske tical of the general validity of prespeci-
McCarthy and ~nnce (1986)o~I coniain moras as terminals, onset conson~nts 

fication. Smee the~r templates b ~ve that there are often alternative explanations 
cannot be prespec1fied. They odsel_ t For example Pulleyblank (1988) shows 

d rt" n of the re up 1can - · . d 
for the fixe po 10 . y b If underspecification theory 1s accepte -
that [i] is the default vowel in oru a. t from prespecifying the template as in 

I. t ' ["] might anse no . -
then the redup 1can s. '. certain material from the base. While blocking 
(19al but rather from faihng_to _copy d hoc McCarthy and Prince argue that 
indiYidual features from copying si~e~st:is po;er in any case. They observe that 
the theory must appar~ntly bedgr~- t citing the Yoruba paradigm in (20) from 
tonal feature~ often fail t~ re up ica e , 
Akinlabi 1984. (Mid tone is unmarked.) 

(20) agba agbaagba ·cider' 
a. 

·evening oru orooru 
egbe egbeegbe •side' 

b. osu osoosu 'month' 

ogba ogboogba ·equal' 

ale alaale ·evening' 

egbe -+ egbe+egbe -+ egbe+egbe 
c . 

~ I I I I I 
L H L H L H 

a le -+ ale +ale --> ale+a le 

I I I I ~I 
MH MH MH 

. t . . dentical with the first tone of the following 
Here the ~one o~ thed r;~~f!'~;I;b)•_s;his generalization follows if we stipul_at~ that 
base: low ~n (~ an t opy the base's tonal tier but instead simply ass1m1la_tes 
the reduphcant oes no c . tone spreading (20c). If we accept the im· 
an adjacent to~e throu~ regres~~:ular feature groupings may be blocked from 
plica~ion of this analysis ttha~ i:/line of reasoning to copy just the consonants 
copying, then we can e~ e~ _ . 

in theCYo~b~~/~~:•n;::;:~:~~hat fixed segmental struc_ture i~_foun~. in to~al 

d
Mcl_artt_ yn as well where it goes under the traditional heading of echo wor s. 

re up 1ca 10 • 
Some examples appear in (21). 

(21) a. English 

l :_::: __ 
f - ffutfastic 
_ apple 

strike 

shmable 
shmook 
shmantastic 
shmapple 
shmike 
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b. Kameuri 
ghar-sar ·house' 
gharaa-saraa "horse· 
khori-sori ·fuel' 

C. Kolami 
pal-gil ·tooth' 
kota-gita "bring it' 
iir-gi ir ·water 
maasur-giisur ·men' 
saa-gii ·go cont. ger. 

In these cases prespecification is of no avail. Since the echo word phenomenon 
is a species of full reduplication, the prosodic shape of the reduplicant cannot be 
determined by a template: it is a function of each individual base. But if there is 
no template, then there is nothing that can be prespecified. Rather, the distortions 
in the echo words must arise from rules defined over these constructions. 
McCarthy and Prince see these rules as a kind of dissimilation that modifies one 
of the twins in the X + X construction. Support for this view derives from the 
surprising generalization that echo words apparently cannot have the semblance 
of reduplication. For example. McCarthy and Prince's consultant for the data in 
(21 a) reports that lexical items beginning with [shm] systematically modify the 
[ml to [p]: shmaltz-shpaltz. A similar fact is reported for Kampuri, where stems 
in initial [s) form echo words with [t]: saati-raati ·tamp'. This makes sense if the 
phenomenon is a type of dissimilation applying to the output of complete redu
plication. It is mysterious under prespecification of the template. Why should 
there be a change restric ted precisely to bases that match the prespecified portion 
of the template? 

McCarthy and Prince conclude from this phenomenon and others that pho
nological rules must be granted the power to change phonemic content in the 
context of particular templates. They dub this operation melodic ovenvriting. In 
the next section we will see extensive melodic overwriting in their analysis of the 
Arabic broken plurals. 

Prosodic Circumscription 

For several cases of transfer, McCarthy and Prince have proposed the device of 
prosodic circumscription. The basic idea is that phonological representations can 
be cut into two pieces; rules of affixation and phonological change apply to one 
of the pieces before they are sewn back together. The fundamental hypothesis is 
that the same inventory of light versus heavy syllable, iambic versus trochaic 
foot, at the left versus right edge will suffice to identify the anatomical parts that 
submit to this prosodic surgery. More specifically. McCarthy and Prince propose 
that the base may factor into a prosodic constituent (mora, syllable. foot) plus 
residue. Negative circ11111scriptio11 operates on the residue , while positii·e circ11111-
scriptiv11 isolates the prosodic constituent for phonological scrutiny. E.xtrnpro-
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sodiciCY (extrametricality, extras~ llabicity, extratona lity) is the most familiar type 
of neg~tive circumscription. For e\ample , the ~ntepenu ltimate stress rule facwr, 
Ameri(ca) into a residue [Ameril and extrametncal final syllable (ca). The metnca\ 
parse then works over the residue . :\not her type of circumscription. te rmed pr,>
sodic delimitation. isolates a subse t of the vocabulary for morphological acuon . 
For example . :n Dyirbal (Dixon 19-2 ) the e rgative suffix has two allomorphs who~e 
di stribution is determined _prosodi-::ally: disyllabic stems take -ugu , while tris~ \. 
labic and longer stems take -g11: _Yara-yg11 ' man' vs. _,·ama11i-g11 'rainbow· . . -\ di
syl labic structure lo-a) has a special status in Dyirbal: it constit~t~s the metrical 
foot and the 111i11i111al ll'ord tsee below for development). The minimal word thu, 
delimits the range of the -ug 11 a llomorph: -g11 is the default variant. added in the 

elsewhere case. 
McCarthy and Prince discovered that many inftxations can be unde rstood a, 

affixation to a positively circumscribed base. For example , in the Nicaraguan 
language Ulwa (Hale and Lacayo Blanc? 1988), the construct state of a noun_ is 
formed by affixing -ka. The default option suffixes possessed noun stems ,,·nh 
-ka. But a large class of nouns (many body-part and kinship terms) inject the affi x 
into the stem. The insertion site is rigidly determined. 

(22) base possessed 
al al-ka 'man' 

bas bas-ka ' hair' 

kii kii-ka 'stone' 

amak amak-ka 'bee' 

sana sana-ka 'deer' 

sapaa sapaa-ka 'forehead ' 

suulu suu-ka-!u 'dog' 

baskarna bas-ka-karna 'comb' 

kuhbil kuh-ka-bil 'knife' 

siwanak siwa-ka-nak 'root' 

anaalaaka anaa-ka-laaka 'chin' 

karasmak karas-ka-mak 'knee' 

For example, *si-ka-wanak and *kara-ka-smak are impossible. Collecting a ll the 
cases, the infix appears after a single heavy syllable (s1111-ka-/11, bas-ka-kama) . 
after two lights (siwa-ka-nak} , or after a light-heavy sequence (karas-ka-nwk). 
This lis t of contexts fall s exactly under the grouping delivered by an ia mbic p~rse. 
we may informally characterize the infixation as follows: Parse the w_or~ 1am· 
bically from left to right; break off the initial iamb and suffix -ka to this !actor: 

then restore the residue. 

(23) [suula) [siwanak) [karasmak] 

suu siwa karas circumscribe iamb 
at left edge 

suu-ka siwa-ka karas-ka suffix -ka to circumscript 

suukala siwakanak karaskamak restore residue 
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A c ircumscribed foot can a lso serve as the base 10 whic h a red 1· · 
1 · ffi d . up 1ca t1on tem-

p a te 1s a 1xe . McCarthy and Prince ci te the foll owin~ par·id· f· h 
I . ;; , 1gm 10m t e pcn-

u t1ma tc-stress language Samoan. ~ 

(24) verb E!c 
taa ta-taa ·s trike' 
n6fo no-nofo ' sit' 
a l6fa a-lo-lofa 'love' 
savali sa-va-\'a li ·walk ' 

In this case a (light) syllable prefixes to the bisyllabic (trocha ic) stress fo t Th 
foot a lso supplies the phonemic content to fill out the reduplicated a ffi x. 

0 
· e 

(25) (savali) 
vali 

cr-vali 
va-vali 
savavali 

circu mscribe trochee 
at right edge 
prefix a 
template matching 
restore residue 

In Sa_moan two o~erations are thus defined with respect to the c irc umscribed 
constituent: a ffixatJon of the reduplicat ing prefix and copy of th I · c - . . _ e segmenta tier. 

Mc a rth~ and Pn?ce _call o? circumscnpt10n to explain a curious contrast be
, tween Lard1I reduphcat1on (discussed earlier in section 11 .1) and th ,. II · 

d. f y·d · y o· e ,o owmg para 1gm rom I m ( 1xon 1977b). 

(26) sg. 
mulari 
jugarba 
gindalba 
kalampaRa 

pl. 
mula-mulari 
jugar-jugarba-n 
gindal-gindalba 
kala-kalampaRa 

'initiated man' 
' have an unsettled mind' 
' lizard species' 
'March fly' 

L_ike La_rdil, Yidin ' has a disyll~bic stress foo!; the reduplicated affix is obviously 
d1syllab1c ~nd so the template 1s a foot. Unhke Lardil , however , YidinY carries 
o~er certam a~pects of t~e base's syllabifica tion to the affix. The [r] onsets the 
third syllable m [mu.Ia.n] but closes the second syllable in [ju.gar.ba]. And in 
[ka.la.mpa.Ra], the homorganic nasal plus stop is a tautosyllabic onset. The onset 
versus coda status of these consonants is systematically reflected in their absence 
~ersus p~esence i~ the reduplicated prefix. In this respect, YidinY contracts min
~ally with_ La rd1l, where [pa.re.Ii] reduplicates as parel-pareli: here the redu
phcant copies an onset consonant, just as in llokano. 

M~C~rthy and Prince prop?se to solve this puzzle by restricting the redupli
c~n~ s, access to the phonemic melody of the base. Specifically, suppose that 
Y1~m fo llows Samoan in recruiting the stress foo t [rrcr) as the base of redu li
callon._ Then only the phonemes l_ying inside the foot will be visible to the ctpy 
ope ration and hence have a chance to appear in the affix. 
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(27) [ju.gar.ha] 
ju.gar 
F-ju.gar 
j u.gar-ju.gar 
ju.gar.ju.gar.ha 

ProJodic Morplwlogy 

[mu.la.ri] 
mu. la 
F-mula 
mula-mula 
mulamula ri 

c ircumscribe [era-] foot a t left edge 
prefixation of [aa] foot template 
template matching 
restore residue 

In this analysis, the disyllabic metrical foot does double duty in defin ing both the 
base of affixation and the prosodic shape of the affix itse lf. 

In the examples considered so far. circumscription has been defined over a 
preexisting metrical foot that independently defines the word's st ress contour. 
One might wonder whether this is necessary or a functio n of the relat ively small 
number of cases identified so far . McCarthy and Prince ·s ( 1990) analysis of the 
Arabic broken plural bears on this question : it is one of the most impressive 
applications of the prosodic morphology arsena l to a problem that seems init ially 
quite impenetrable. Recall from 8. 1 that Arabic words such as kllluib-a ·corre
spond with· (perfect passive) resolve into three inte rsecting morphemic tiers: a 
consonantal root of two to four radicals, a vocalic melody. and a skeletal templa te 
(transcribed here in CV terms). 

[ktb] 'write' 
(28) /\"' cvvcvc measure III 

\I 
[ui] perfect, passive 

In the verbal morphology the vocalic melody is partiall y independent (e.g., [ui] 
marks the passive voice in the perfect tense); but in other cases the melody is 
tied to a particular morphological template (e.g., locational nouns of the pattern 
ma+CCaC take [a], participles of the shape CVVCVC take [a il, etc.) or to the 
radicals defining a given lexeme (e.g., nouns of the CVCC shape lexically contrast 
for the three vowels of the language: kalb 'dog', rijl 'leg', ?ucJ11 'ear'). 

Although the language has affixal inflection, a good portion of the deriva tional 
morphology is nonconcatenative. Since there are no long cha ins of affixation, it 
is difficult to reconstruct the derivational history of a given word on the basis of 
its overt shape. Most scholars of Arabic have concluded tha t the morphology is 
root-based rather than word-based. To form a word, the root consonants are 
recovered and then mapped to a template. Universally, the plural of a noun is 
derived from the singular (rather than the inverse); this is reflected in the mor
phology through affixation to a singular base. Plurals of this form occur in Arabic 
too, where they are known as sound plurals; but they are a marginal phenomenon. 
Broken plurals, formed by modification of the template, pervade the system and 
readily apply to _borrowings (e.g., bank, bunuuk 'bank'; film, ?ajlaa111 •film' ). 
McCarthy and Prince's table of broken plura l patterns (based on Wright 1971) is 
reproduced in (29). 

Prosodic Circum.\Tn°,nri,in 

<29) Wri!!h1·s broken plural patte rns 
"· ,.,mbic b. trochaic 
5. CiCaaC 1. 00C C. m0n0s,·fJabic 

6. CuCuuC 4. CiCaC 
23. C.,CaaC #28. CaCaC 
• 14. C:1CaaC/ l 1. CiCaC + . 1 + 14 C c.· , I - · ·1 aaC + lay/ Sl3. 'CaCuC/ 
#25. CJCiiC J. CuC uC 
# 26. CuCuuC + at 9. CaC,C + a t 
#27. C,CaaC + at JO. CuCaC + at 
16. C JWaaCiC 20. CuCaC + aa> 
17. CaCaa>iC &15 . CaCiC/ + at 
QI. CaCaaCiC &21. i(aCiC/ + aa> 
Q2. C CaaCiiC 

Sigla: 

rare according to Wright 
metathesizes to >aCCaaC 

S me ta thesizes to >aCCuC 
& metathesizes to >aCCiC 

2. CuCC 
(t , '~ c,cc -
18. CiCC -
19. CuCC -
+.:!~. c ,cc -
#29. CaCC 

- underlying lay/ to faal by regular g lide phon0log, 
'" usua lly has CiCC + aa n uouble t . according to \\'right 

al 

;1an 

aan 
ay/ 
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d. other 
7. CuC,C,aC 
8. C uC,C,asC 

Since the patterns are so numerous and so diversified . . . 
makes any sense to say tha t the plural is derived f . tt _is not obvious that it 
plurals are. When Wright's 31 types a re rom the singula r the way sound 
genera lizations begin to emerge. Cuc,c.:~nged prosod1cally, however, ~ome 

from CaaCiC partic iples and is best treate'd as g~2;1:;ti~:~tth alm_~~\ excJus1vely 
through backward spreading to the second mora f . . . e m1 e consonant 
~y1Iabic pattern is rare (only 4% in McCarth and op t_he t~J11al syllable. T_he mono
mstances 'take a suffix it might b Y d nnce_ s survey) and smce most 
CVCVC+ VC shape thr~ugh elision Tehaergt ue h ~o den v~ from an underlying 

· roe a1c group 1s of so · 
and even predomina tes in certain lexical c lasses· but th . b" . m~ importance 

!uocrtd1vseEpatte rn,. ranging o_ver the widest class of.singula;s1:;d :x:!~d~ngtr~:l~arno-
. xamp es appear m (30). -

(30) sg. .e.1-: cvcc 
nafs nufuus 'soul' 
qidh qidaa9 'arrow ' 
9ukm 9akaam* 'judgment' 

cvcvc 
:>asad ' usuud 'lion' 
rajul rijaal 'man ' 
~inab \' anaab* 'grape' 

cvcvvc 
sa9aab + at sa9aa")jb 'cioud" 
jaziir+ at jazaa")ir ' island" 
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cvvcvc fa,,. aakih 'fruit ' 
faakih +at 

?;," aanis 'cheerful' 
?aanis+at 

CVVCV(V)C _x:,waatim · signet ring 
xaatam 

j;,"aamiis ' buffalo 
jaamuus. 

CVCCV(VJC j;,naadib ' locust' 
j undub 

salaa\ iin 'sultan' 
s ul\aan 

n;,waawiir 'white flowers 
nuwwaar ·a type of garment' 
jilbaab jalaabiib 

zalzal + at z.alaaz il 'earthquake · 

. . and ;,a'i11aab by an independently needed rule 
t * These appear _as ;,a/_ikai_w, 

0
• d adding a prosthetic glottal stop.] 

metathesizing m1t1al Ca s,rm.,, an 

. . the,e \urals is that they begin wit~ a CVCV~ 
The only invariant that underlies_ .LHP) . b [CT CT ]. However, It ,s not sut-

. h sence ot a I iam .,. .,..,. . . b 
shape indicating t e pre 1 •ng the singular template with an 1am · 

• h . f rmed b\' rep ac1 . 
ficient to say that t ey ~re o . ff t that depend on the prosodic structure 
The plural exhibits various transfer e eel Is gth in the final syllable of the plural 

. F , pie the vowe en 
of the smgul_ar . or exam . final s liable of the singular: ju11d11b and xa~aam 
correla tes with the length of the vowel: of the plurals janaadib and xawaa11m '.~ 
are matched by the final short I d /taa11 - salaadin and jaamuus - 1awaa11HlS 
the same way that the long-vowe_ e _su · 1ars such as .,iafs and rajul have disyllabic 
rorm matched sets. Also, bimora1c smgu ) . gulars form trisyllabic plurals. 
,, . · or greater sm . 
plurals while long~r (tnm~ra_1c f the radical consonants to the smgul_~r te rn-

Finally idiosyncratic assoc1attons oF pie ,·n nuwwaar - nawaawllr from 
, . th lural or exam ' . h' d 

Plate are preserved m e P · . "/baab _ 1·a/aabiib from Gib] the t tr 
d. al eads· but m JI · I 

[nwr] the second ra 1c_ s_pr ' b' d' al [zl] appears in both the smgu ar 
one does. And reduphcatton o~ the ira ic . 

zalza/ + at an~ the plural za; a~ z,~nal syllable thus is preserved in the plu'.111: lt. '~ 
The prosodic st11:1cture o t e_ ' h t hanges into an iamb. How can this ,mua 

only the initial portion of the stnn~ t/· c e's answer is that the broken pl~rals of 
portion be defined? McC~rthY an . i~n~he phonemes that lie within a b1mora1c 
(3 1) are formed by first circumscn: I~ . this segmental material that is mapped 
trochee at the left edge of the wo~ - his emes seeking out nonmoraic , onset po
to the iambic template, consonan ~ on ·t'ons Since vowels and consonants 
sitions and vocal_ic phonemes, mo~,~ pos~~ m~p to both syllables of th~ iamb 
occupy distinct tiers '. the vo~vel me ooJa:::'s association line. The residue ,s then 
without crossing the mtervemng ~ons . h ed 
added back and finall y the vocalic melody is c ang . 

(3 1) I nafs J 
naf 
nafaa 
nufuus 

I raj ill 
raj i 
rajii 
rijaal 

circumscribe trochee al left cclge 
map to iambic template 
restore residue anti change melody 
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As in Yidin' . the analysis appeals to prosodic templates at two distinct points: a 
bimoraic trochee isolates the phonemic raw material. which is then mapped to 
an iambic template. At a later stage. the vocalic melody is changed . McCarthy 
and Prince report that for CaCC singulars, C11C1111C is the preferred plural with 
[u] melody. In the other bimoraic singulars, CaCaaC predominates. T he [iaj of 
rijaal is less common. 

When the initia l syllable of a polysyllabic singular is heavy. the residue en
compasses the entire second syllable. In this case the initia l birnoraic c ircumscript 
spreads to fill out the iamb. j ust as in na.fs - 1111J1111s . The quantity of the second 
syllable does not change because it constitutes the residue and thus is isolated 
from the iambicity imposed on the init ia l bimoraic circumscript. This accounts 
fo r the transfer effects noted earlier. 

(32) ljundub] [sul!aan] [zalzal] 
jun sul zal c ircumscribe trochee at left edge 
j unuu suluu zalaa map to iambic template 
janaad ib salaa!iin zalaazil restore residue and change melody 

For the t rimoraic - singulars , the plural melody [a i] predominates to the exclusion 
of almost a ll others . The [a] maps to the iamb while the [i] appears on the residue , 
overwriting the original vowel. McCarthy and Prince suggest tha t forms such as 
!Jikm sg. , ;,a~1kaam pl. (from [(:Jakaam] by metathesis) also have the [ai] plu ral 
melody; but they fail to show the [i] because their shorter bases lack a residue . 
This means tha t for the majority of broken plurals, the vowel melody is fixed a t 
[ai]. 

An interesting analytic deta il arises in singulars that begin with a lo ng vowel 
such as xaatam. Here circumscription isolates a single consonant and vowel [xa]. 
The vowel apparently spreads to both syllables of the iamb, while the consonant 
refuses to budge from the onset of the initia l syllable. Since Arabic syllables 
require an onset, a default glide (w] is inserted . 

(xaatam] 
xa circumscribe trochee at left edge 
xawaa map to iambic template 
xawaatim restore residue and change melody 

Finally , in cases such as jaziir-at - j azaa?ir, circumscription of the first two 
inoras cuts through the second syllable, taking its onset and first mora. (The latter 
cannot be seen directly since it is covered up by melody overwriting.) The residue 
is thus deprived of an onset. When the two pieces are put back together, the 
residue receives a default glide as onse t (appearing here as (?] instead of [w] by 
an independently needed rule). 

Gaziir] 
jazi 
jazii 
jazii?ir 
jazaa?ir 

circumscribe trochee a t left edge 
map to iambic templa te 
restp re residue 
change melody 
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To briefl y summarize, while the analysis _is com_plex. _i1 ut ilizes too ls that have 
been independently motivated : c ircumscnbmg a b1mora1c sequence and mapping 
to an iambic template - with spreading to fi ll out required positio ns. 

There is one respect in which the Arabic broken plural circumscription differs 
from the cases of Ulwa, Samoan. and Yidin Y. In the latter. the ci rcumscri pl is 
identical to the metrical constituent 1ha1 locates the stress (initial iambic fo r Ulwa. 
initial trochaic for YidinY. Jina! trochaic for Samoan). In Arabic the broken plurals 
are formed at a very early stage of the derivation. before any metrical structure 
is assigned. It is presumably for this reason that the bimoraic parse is able to cut 
through a syllable. However. McCa'."1hY_ a~d Prine~ see the bimo~aic parse re
quired for circumscription as still being mt_1mately lied to the metn_c~I struc ture 
in Arabic because there is evidence that 11 corresponds to the minimal word. 
Indeed , McCarthy and Prince hypothesize that a ll cases of positive prosodic cir
cumscription will isolate the minimal word. We will return to this point after 
examining the evidence for this minimality . 

11.3 Minimal Word Phenomenon 

In many languages words of one mora or one syllable a re avoided: a minimal 
bimoraic/disyllabic requirement is imposed . For example , while CV syllables with 
a lax short vowel occur nonfinally in English, they are systematically absent at 
the e~d of a word unless the vowel is low. As a result , monomoraic CV words 
are absent from the lexical vocabulary (and in dialects that distinguish length in 
the low vowels, Pa and Ma are long). Every lexical word thus contains at least 
two moras. For Yidin Y, Dixon (1977b) states that all roots are built from a 
CVCV(CVt(C) canon, entailing a disyllabic lower bound on major category 
words . Systems tha t impose minimal length restrictions typically a llow deviations 
in the nonlexical vocabulary. Thus , monomoraic words are found in the E nglish 
articles (the, a). In their discussion of the phenomenon in Arabic, McCarthy a~d 
Prince (1990) note that the major deviations from bimoraicity include monomoraic 
particles ( wa 'and' , bi 'in' , qad past) and a handful of nouns such as -;,ab ' father' , 
-;,ax 'brother' , dam ' blood', yad ' hand" (recall that final consonants are extrasyl
labic in Arabic and hence do not count for weight). The latter a re restric ted to 
kinship and body-part terms, possibly reflecting an obligatory possessive affix 
at an earlier stage of the language. When serving as bases for productive word 
formation , these items are brought up to code by the addition of a consonant. 
For example, compare the nisba (characteristic) adjectives in -iy: Ma!fr 'Egypt', 
Misr-iy 'Egyptian' and -;,ab 'father', -;,abaw-iy 'paternal ' . Japanese (Ito 1990) has 
m~y monomoraic nouns: su ' vinegar', ne ' root', ki ' tree' . But when bound stems 
undergo productive compounding, they are lengthened: for example, the mono
moraic stem for 'Tuesday' in ka-yoobi is lengthened in the compound kaa-mok_u 
'TuTh'. Ito concludes that Japanese has a bimoraic minima lity constraint that is 
overridden only in nonderived lexical -contexts. . 

· Minimal word requirements are often reflected in blocking the application of 
rules that would otherwise truncate a word belo w the minimum. For examrl:
recall that apocope in Lardil freely applies to trisyllabic or lo nger stems hut is 
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blocked o n disyllables . . ..\pocope would push these words below the disy llabic 
minimum. 

(35) uninflected inflec ted 
yalul yalulu-n •fl ame· 
mayar mayara-n ·rainbow· 
karikar karikari-n ·butter-fish · 
murkuni murkunima-n ·nullah· 
mela mela-n ·sea' 
l)awa l)awu-n "wife' 
wi!e wi!e-n interior 

In Estonian (Prince 1980) trisyllabic [ta:nava] and HL [konna]. [matsi] apo
copate; but the process blocks on LL [kona] and H [koi], [maa]. 

(36) base nom.se. 
[t.enava] ta::nav 'street' 
[konna] kon:n 'frog· 
[matsi] mat:s ' lout , bumpkin· 
[kana] ka na *kan ' hen ' 
[koi] koi: *ko 'clothes-moth' 
[maa) maa: *ma 'country' 

Rul7 blockage can be understood as following from a bimoraic minimality con
straint: ap~cope woul? push LL and H stems below the allowed limit. (A later 
morphologically restricted rule adds a mo ra to realize the Estonian "stron 
grade.") g 

. Another re flection of minimality constra ints are augmentation processes that 
msert ~ dum?1y mora or syllable when the base would otherwise surface with less 
pros~d1c we~ght t~an the required minimum. Such a process is evident in the 
Lard1l paradigms m (37). 

(37) a. kentapal kentapal-in 'dugong' 
yaraman yaraman-in ' horse' 
pinJen pir!Jen-in 'woman· 

b. yaka yak-in •fish ' 
(era (er-in ' thigh ' 
relka relk-in ' head' 

In (37a) we see consonant-final stems that take the inflec tion -in . The forms in 
(37b) a lso take -i11, suggesting that they end in a consonant. But in the unaffixed 
form , they appear with a final fa]. Hale_ ( 1973) analyzes these stems as underlying 
monosyllables. They are augmented with a final la ] in the unintlccted form. The 
fact that augmenta tion applies only lo mo nosyllables suggests tha t its function is 
to ensure that every La rdil word surfaces wit h at least two syllables. To take 
another example, in Arabic many roots lose their initia l [wf when it occupies 
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preconsonantal position: compare the perfect waza11 ·_weigh· with t~e impert·ect 
ya-zin from [ya-wzin]. In the masd21r (nommahzat1on) ~111-ar, a semantically empty 
suffix -at is added whose only justification seems to be to ensure that the resultant 
stem contains two moras . Finally. in Chocta\\· (Lombardi and McCarthy 199 1) all 
monosyllabic nouns have the shape CV:C. If the final consonant is extraprosod ic. 
then the Ion~ vowel requirement on monosyllables can be understood to reflect 
a bimoraic r~quirement on noun roots. Choctaw verbs also manifest min imality. 
but in a slightly different fashion .. .\s the paradigm in (38) shows, verbs fall into 
two groups. In the fi rst the initial vowel is stable while in the second - a ll with 
initial [a] - the initial vowel is missing in the prefixed fo rm. 

(38) a. ani ·to fil l' is-ani 'for you to fi ll ' 
ona ' to arrive' is-ona 'for you to arrive' 
isi 'to fill' is-isi ' fo r you to fi ll ' 

b. abi ' to kill' is-bi 'for you to kill' 
amo ' to gather is-mo ' for you to gather ' 
apa ' to eat' is-pa ' for you to eat' 

Following Nicklas (1974, 1975), Lombardi and McCarthy suggest that the stems 
in (38b) have an underlying monomora ic CV shape. The bimoraic minimality 
·requirement is satisfied through the mora provided by the prefix . In unaffixed 
forms such as the infinitive, the CV stems (and only these) take an [a] augment, 
rendering them bimoraic. Choctaw lexical categories thus differ in terms of the 
level when the minimality constraint is enforced: at the lexical root level fo r nouns; 
but at a later stage for verbs, allowing affixes to bring deficient roots up to the 
minimum. 

We noted earlier that elements drawn from the nonlexical class of pronouns, 
prepositions, and grammatical particles frequently escape minimality restrictions. 
These items also often fail to receive a stress and tend to clitic ize to adjacent 
lexical items, where they may (but need not) be taken into account by the regular 
stress assignment rule (see sect ion 10.6). McCarthy and Prince (1986) have tried 
to tie these two properties together by expressing the minimal word requirement 
in terms of the prosodic hierarchy. The reasoning runs as follows. According to 
the prosodic hierarchy, the phonological word PW (McCarthy and Prince use the 
term prosodic word, abbreviated PrWd) is composed of metrical feet F, which in 
tum are composed of syllables, which in tum contain moras. 

(39) PrWd (prosodic word) 

I 
F (foot) 

I 
a (syllable) 

I 
µ, (mora) 

According to the syntax of(39), any PrWd must contain at least one F. If metrical 
feet are strictly binary (disyllabic or bimoraic). then monosyllabic/monomoraJL: 
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items cannot be metrified and hence cannot stand alone as phonological words. 
To ~tan_d a lone, a PrWd must be minimally bimoraic or disyllabic (hence the 
mot1vat1on for augmenta t il,n pro~e_sses). A degenerate e lement can escape the 
normal stress_ rules and hence cl1t1c1ze. Thus . clitics tend to be monosl'llabic . 
Th~se prosodic dwarfs res ide primarily in the nonlex ical region of the vocabula ry. 
Bemg a closed c lass, the:· do not deploy the fu ll distinct ive capacity of the system, 
which 1s held m reserve IO build up the open-ended lexical categories (nouns 
verbs. adjectives). ' 

McCarthy and Prince observe that in triggering augmentation and blocking 
apocope, the Pr_Wd beha \·_es hke the other categories in the hierarchy. For ex
ample , epenthes1s and gemrnauon processes typically interve_ne to foster a syllable 
~n a deficient segmental en\'lronment (section 6.6). Also, syncope is often inhibited 
1f the ou_tput cannot be syllabified (section 9. IJ J. Similarly, processes of iambic 
len!?thenmg and _trochaic shortening have been seen as optimizing the prosodic 
weight of a metrical foot (section 10.9). 

. McCarthy and Prince ( 1990) hypothesize that positive circumscription a lways 
1solate.5 ~he system's minimal word. This yields the correct predic tions for Ulwa 
a~d. Y1dmY. We have seen . that Dixon's root canon for YidinY has a disyllabic 
mm1~um an_d the reduphcauon process is built off a circumscribed disyllabic stem. 
!amb1c-parsmg U lwa also displays a bimoraic minimality constraint over the lex
~c_al vo_cabulary_ (~reen 1992). According to McCarthy and Prince, restricting pos- · 
1h~e ~lfcumscnptwn_ to the minimal word ensures that the morphological oper
ahon 11 subserv_es will be defined over a substantial portion of the vocabulary. 
For example, c1rcumscnpt1on of the first two moras will apply to bimoraic. tri
moraic, and all longer lexical items. If circumscription were restricted to trimoraic 
stri~gs, a ll bimoraic lexical items would escape the relevant morphological op
eratw n. , 

While construing minimality in terms of the prosodic hierarchy ties a number 
of facts together in a natural way, this proposal still faces some questions. First 
as_ ~ entioned in section 10. 10, it is not clear whether a ll systems exhibiting th~ 
m1m'.°al word _syndrome can in fact be described without appealing to degenerate 
~ ~tnca l consh ~uent~ (e .g .. Winnebago). Also, since the minimal word is by defi
~1hon coextensive with a foot , it is difficult to assess the claim tha t circumscription 
isolates the category PrWd rather than simply the Foot. Furthermore, if the min
imal element is bimoraic. it is difficult to pin down as iambic or trochaic . This is 
reflect~d in the fact th~t in their_(I?90) study of the Arabic broken plural McCarthy 
and Pnnce describe ClfCumscnphon as isola ting a moraic trochee, w hile in later 
wor~ (1991) they see the ?imoraic parse as isolating the (LL) and (H ) species of 

·the iamb. Relevant to this issue are systems like Auca (section IO. JO) where 
metrical orphans and monosyllabic CV lexical words go hand in hand. In this 
case data from stress and word shapes converge on the conclusion that a bimoraic/ 
disyllabic minimum is not imposed . If more cases can be discovered where stress 
and minimal word shapes covary in this fashion, then the cla im that these various 
types of minimality isolate the same phenomenon will be strengthened. 

Finally, there arc cases in which the circumscription phenomenon does not 
'.espect _the pro_sodic hie rarchy. For example, recall that the iambic broken plural 
m Arabic 1s built on the crrcumscriplion of the first two moras of the singular. In 

.. 

l 
I 

f 
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:..H CYCVYC stems such asjaziir-at - jazaa')ir, circumscription splits the second 
;·,liable. If the minimal word is identified with the foot. then c ircumscription 
;\ould fai l in this case: according to the prosodic hierarchy. fee t are composed 
:·r syllables and syllables of moras. Thus, a metrical foot cannot cut through a 
, _. liable; it is built on top of syllables in the prosodic architecture. In order to 
: reserve the generalization that circumscription isolates the minimal word. 
:,.1ccar1hy and Prince al!ow the broken plural circumscription to bypass the syl
_;cble and operate at the lowc::st level of the prosodic hierarchy: the mora. But if 
-~, is is the level at which the minimal word is expressed. then we seem to lose 
:~,t idea that the PrWd is reachable through the Foot level. Furthermore. it is 
_nclear whether this is technically feasible. For McCarthy and Prince, onset con
'.()nants are not dominated by a mora but rather report directly to the syllable. 
(i rcumscription of just the moraic phonemes fails to grab the onset consonants 
;:nd thus cannot transform the [r] and [j] of rajil into the iamb rijaal. 

A similar issue arises in Ito's ( 1990) analysis of truncation in Japanese. Poser 
'1984) and Mester (1990) detected considerable variation in the format ion of Japa
nese hypocoristics: for example, Mariko reduces as Mari-can (left-to-right 
a.,sociation), Riko-can lright-to-left) , and even Mako-can (edge-in) or Maa-can. 
The one constant underlying these options is mapping to a bimora ic template: 
•Ma-can is rejected. A similar process of truncatio n operates in the adaptation 
of loanwords. A sample appears in (40) . Most reductions fa ll within the two-, 
three-, and four-mora range. 

(40) moras # of cases example 
-1 - 2 pe(eji) 'page' 

2 86 heri(koputaa) ' helicopter' 

3 53 terebiGon) 'television' 

4 55 rihabiri(teeson) ' rehabilitation' 

5 1 konkurii(to) 'concrete' 

Poser interpreted these cases as targeting a one- or two-foot sequence. In a more 
systematic study of the phenomenon, 116 (1990) uncovered certain puzzling gaps 
in the possible patterns. 

(41) 2-mora: LL, *H 
3-mora: HL, LLL, *LH 
4-mora: HH, HLL, LLH, LLLL, *LHL 

rirst, while the two-mora case can be filled with two light syllables, a s ingle heavy 
is ill formed . For example, [sutoraiki] 'strike' shortens to (LL) sllfo, but [haNgaa] 
' hunger' may not shorten to (H) */zaN, and ljiiNzu] 'jeans' may not shorten to 
(H) *jii. More puzzling still is the fact that reduction to (H) is found in compounds: 
[haNgaa-sutoraiki] ' hunger strike' appears as haN-s1110 and ljiiNzu paNtsu] 'jeans 
pants ' truncates to jii-paN. A final mystery is that reduction to a light-heavy 
sequence is systematically avoided: [demoNsutoreesoN ] 'demonstration· and 
(rokcesoN] ' location· reduce to (LL) demo and rake , not (LH) *demoN ar.d 
•rok1•c. 
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Ito's ana_lysis for these cases involves impo,ing two separate restrictions that 
the truncatJon o~erat10~ mus_t simultaneously sa1 isfy. (42a) requires the trunca ted 
word to start with a b1mora1c foot (a kind of prosodic "stem··1· (4?b) · 

h . . - requires eac word to be longer than a single syllabic. 

(42) a. Min(stem) = F = [µ µ] 

b. Min(word) > a 

(42~) explains :,VhY reduction lo (H) is possible in stem+stem compounds such 
as111 + paN wh'.le _(42b) halts the slide into monosyllabism in cases where the word 
stands a lone: S1milar(y. [ma1k~rohoN] ' microphone· truncates to maiktt, not *mai. 
The latter fails t~ satisfy the disyllabic constraint on prosodic words . (H)L maiktt 
ful~ lls bo_th requirements: it begins with a heavy syllable that can be analyzed as 
a b1mo~a1c_ foot'. and the second syllable [ku] ensures that the disyllabic PrWd 
constraint 1s satisfied. 

Ito's e~planation of [demoNsutoreesoN] --> demo, *demoN is more subtle. 
*demo_N 1s blocked_ because, wh_il~ _it sati sfies (42b). it fails to receive a proper 
analysis by (42a), given that the mtt1al foot is required to be exactly two moras. 

(43) a. PrWd b. PrWd C. PrWd 
I /\. I 
F F F F 

/\ I I 
a (T a a l"k~ A Ii', Atµ I I I I I I I 

demoN demoN demoN 

Allowing the foot to take in both syllables (43a) encompasses three moras and 
thus exceeds the constraint of exactly two moras called for by (42a). Distributing 
the ~wo syllables over sep~rate feet (4~b) leaves the first foot too small . Finally, 
footmg the second mora with the first mstead of the third (43c) is blocked by the 
proso~ic hierarchy, ?inc~ moras can be reached only through the syllable node. 

W~1le the prosodic hiera rchy helps to explain why *demoN is ruled out, it 
remams unclear how demo is ruled in. Here the analysis into a bimoraic foot cuts 
a~ross th~ s~llable, just as in the Arabic broken plural. While we may appeal to 
circumscnptlon of the first two moras, this analysis must bypass the syllable level. 
~ su~h a ~ ove is permill~d, then the pro~odic hierarchy (PrWd > F > a > µ] 
1s bemg skipped at two pomts. The constramt that PrWd dominate more than one 
syllable skips the F level, and the c ircumscription of a bimoraic F skips the a 
~evel. S_uch ~ases potentially jeopardize the claim that prosodic units are organized 
m _a ~tnct hierarchy. For those theories in which analysis into syllables and anal
ysis into moras are separate projections (e.g., Halle and Yergnaud 1987) such 
cases are not problematic and paralle l the Winnebago analysis of sect ion' Io. Io 
where the metrical and syllabic constituency fai l to align. Anothe r possible ap-

l 
I 
I 
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h t th roblem that maintains the prosodic hierarchy intact is to declare 
proac o e P • . . . . 
Japanese a trochaic syste m that is stnctly b~nary. a llowing JUSt (LL) and (H~} 

· To ·mpose stri.:l binarity on a hght-heavy sequence under trochaic constituents. 1 . . . 
· th second syllable must cha nge its weight from H to L. On this view. 

parsing, e d · f · 
d I d b Pr·nce (19901. the shedding o f the secon mora anses rom 1mpo-

eve ope Y 1 . • -1 h h f * -
· · f b . r)' parse under trochaic rhythm s1m1 ar to t e c ange o ego to s1t1on o a ma 

('LL) ego in Latin discussed in section 10.10. 

11.4 Extensions and Refinements 

I Cent work McCarthy and Prince (1991) have attempted to both tig hter. 
n mo re re • • ·1i h · 
h · th ry and extend its empirical coverage. In this section we w1 survey t e1r 

t elf eo , . . • • h d. I 
major claims and results. Recall that their ba~'.c thesis 1~ t a t prnso 1c temp ates 
are expressed as .. authenti.: unn s of prosody arrayed m the hierarchy of (44). 

(44) PrWd (prosodic word) 

I 
F (foot) 

I 
CJ (syllable) 

µ. (mora) 

Th tn·ca1 feel come in several varieties depending on whether or not the lan-
e me QS d · · · · · ensitive to quantity (quantity-sensitive, ; an quant1ty-msens111ve, 

guage 1s s . h • A · h 
QI) d -r so then whether the rhythm is iambic or troc a1c. s wit s tress, 

, an i , d " d " 
subminimal feet are assigned only un er uress . 

(45) QI QS ~ 
genus syllabic trochaic iambic 

species ((J(J) (LL) (LH) 

(H) (H) 
(HL)? (LL) 

subminimal (17) (L) (L) 

where L = 17 and H = 17 

I (\ 
µ. µ. µ. 

Th · · al claim is that the groupings that define prosodic templates a nd the 
e pnnc1p .b. h r d prop 

principles deploying them in derivations will exh1 1t t e same ,eatures an . -

rt. as those operative in the phonology of stress: for example, QI versus QS. 
e 1es . • If h . h h . · . •oves 

d 'th ·n the latter, iambic versus trochaic grouping. t 1s ypot es1s p r . · 
an WI I . d' . 1· 0 . h d lo •1c-1l correct, it will constitute a major discovery m the 1sc1p me. ne me t o 0 g • 
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implication is that we can use prosodic morphology in addition 10 s tress to p robe 
metrical structure. We e \pect them to con\'erge on the same ~tructures . While 
much remains IO be learned . the preli minary evidence for the hypothesis is im
pressive . . .\ssuming that i1 turns out to be correct in the lo ng ru n. we can ask 
why. A plaus ible answer would lie in the idea that me trical groupings are natural 
pe rceptual categories. If a morphologica l process is to be marked no t by a n affix 
but by imposing a shape on the string of phonemes . then it makes sense 10 u tilize 
shapes to which the system is a lready sensitized. 

Let us now turn to some of the ques tions that have ari sen in defending the 
claim that templates are -- authen tic units o f prosod y" and McCarthy and Prince 's 
answers 10 these quest ions. 

11.4.1 Autotemplaticism 

Some patterns that were previousely analyzed templatically can no longer be 
expressed as te mplates if the typology in (45) is correct. McCarthy a nd Prince 
reanalyze a number of these cases in such a way that the prosodic s truc ture arises 
not from a morphologically or lexically induced te mplate but simply fro m the 
ordinary syllabification resources of the language. To take a couple of s imple 
cases, in the Ethiopian Semitic language Chaha the jussive form of the triliteral 
verb shows a schwa between either the fi rst two o r the second two consona nts, 
depending on the locatio n of the most sonorous e lement. 

(46) yagfar 
yak'B;ir 
yaft' ;im 

' release· 
'plant' 
'block' 

yas;irt 
yat;irx 
yag;imt ' 

'cauterize' 
' make incision' 
' chew off 

In a theory where templates are segmentally specified, the jussive can, like o ther 
forms of the C haha verb, be expressed templatically: as [ya + CCC]. The schwa 
is then supplied by the normal syllabically driven epenthesis process. But a vow
elless template is not possible within the syste m of (45). Furthermore , the tem
plates in the McCarthy and Prince typology are expressed moraically. The son
ority of individual segments is not encoded and is thus inaccessible in the 
statement of the te mplates themselves. For these cases, McCarthy and Prince 
suggest that there s imply is no template supplied by the morphology. The prosodic 
struc ture is rather projected from the s tr ing of phonemes via the independently 
motivated rules of syllabification operative in the la nguage. 

Another, more controvers ia l case where such a n " autotemplatic" solutio n is 
proposed is McCarthy and Prince's refineme nt of Archangeli's (1983, 1991) a na l
yses of Yawelmani templates. The te mplatic morpho logy of Yawelmani o perates 
at a certain level of abstraction and can only be glimpsed once the complex pho
nological alte rnations discussed in sectio n 3.4.2 a re undone. In Arc hangeli's (1991) 
analysis, underl ying bimoraic CVVC syllables a re realized as CVC via a weight
by-position rule that re maps a coda consona nt to the second mo ra , triggering 
shortening or the underlying lo ng vowel (47/. 
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a 

/4"µ 
I \ 

l a l 

This is Archanoeli's prosqdic reinterpretation of closed-syllable shortening - a 
rule that is ord: red after epenthesis . vowel lowering, and harmony. Within the 
,·.e rb. roots fall into three major types . each with an additional subtype re flecting 
another consonant. Their expression in Archangeli's (1983) segmental analysis 

appears in (-lS,. 

t-l8) tem12late 12001 biconsonantal triconsonantal 

CVC(C I caw- ' shout' hogn- 'float' 

CVVCICJ c ·uum- 'devour' cuupn- 'consent' 

cvcvvrC) mn11- 'become quiet ' yawaal- 'follow' 

In Yawelmani some suffixes replace the underlying template of the verb root with 
one of their own. Both verb roots and suffixes impose the same pool of templates. 
For example. the continuative suffix -'?aa selects the evve(e) template, while 
the aorist -hi11 is neutral, allowing the lexical template of the root to emerge. 

(49) a. [caw+ hin] 
[c·uum + hin] 
(ninii + hin] 
( caaw + ?aa + hin) 
[c·uum + ?aa + hin) 
(niin + 7aa + hin) 

b. caw-hin 
c'om-hun 
ninee-hin 

caw-?aa-hin 
c · om-?aa-hin 
nen-?aa-hin 

'shouted ' 
' devoured' 
'became quiet' 
'shout' 
'devour' 
'quieten' 

eve 
evve 
evevv 
evve 
evve 
evve 

From the examples in (49a) we see that the neutral aorist suffix -hin allows each 
of the three template types in the lexical class to surface. We also see the change 
to a evvc template induced by the _;,aa suffix on a eve verb like 'shout' and 
on a CVCYV verb like 'become quiet '. These paradigms are then submitte~ to 
the regular phonological rules of the language, yielding the surface representations 

in (49b). . . 
When we think about how to express these templates m prosodic terms, two 

problems arise. First. how do we account for the additional consonant a llowed 
by triconsonantal roots such as [hogn], (cuupn], and [yawaal]? This is even more 
problematic for certain reduplicative structures where segmentali~t templates 
such as CYCCC can be found (sec below). Second, how can we represent the 
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c?ntras_t between verbs such as [cawJ and [c·uumJ? If both templates a rc ~imply 
b1mora1c, how do we emure that second mora maps to the , ·owel Jul in Jc 'uum l 
but to the consonant [w] m [caw)'l Archange li 's solution stipu la tes tha t consonants 
are not_ moraic at the underlying level , whe re the template is mapped . The weight
b~-pos_1t1on rule (47) maps coda consonants to the second mora of the syllable. 
tnggermg vowel shortening where necessary. On this analysis . the CYC YV tem
plate of (ninii] is reinterpreted as the (LH) canonica l iamb. (c' uum] is a heavy 
syllable (H), and [caw] is a simple (light) sy llable (a). 

(50) F F F 
~ I I 

O' O' a O' 

/, IV M /2\ 
n I n i C u m C a w 

While this analysis successfully recasts the templates in the more restric ti ve 
prosodic framework, the problem from McCarthy and Prince's pe rs pective is that 
a single light syllable is a valid template only in a QI language ; it does not fi t 
naturally with the (H) and (LH) iambs. If the templates truly reflect the prosody 
of the language, and if the latter is expressed in terms of the typology in (45) , 
then the segmental CVC template must receive a different interpreta tion . 
McCarthy and Prince claim that the prosodic structure assigned to (caw] is not 
a function of the templatic morphology but simply arises from ordinary syllabi
fication imposed on this sequence of phonemes (given that the language has obi ig
atory onsets and no clustering in the onset or coda). This appeal to normal syl
labification is the solution Archangeli (1991) suggests for the problem of the 
dangling consonants. For example, the reflexive suffix -iwis calls for a doubling 
of the root consonants. The CVVC root [laan] ' to hear' appears as /ani/11-iwis 
(from [lanln] by epenthesis). To account for this case, we assume that -iwis blocks 
the appearance of the verb's lexical template and copies the radical consonants 
to yield [lanln + iwis). Syllabically driven epenthesis then derives /ani/11-iwis . T he 
upshot of this analysis is that the prosodic templates in Yawelmani are imposed 
at the left edge of the verb; the rest of the verb stem plus the suffixes are assigned 
their prosodic structure "autotemplatically" - that is , in virtue of the normal 
syllabification rules of the language that produce CY, CVV, and eve syllables. 

If we accept this account, then any suffix that imposes the (rr] template in 
Archangeli's analysis must be reinterpreted to remove the root's lexical template 
but fail to assign one of its own. This suggests tha t template substitution breaks 
down into two steps: deletion of the root's origina l template followed by imposit ion 
of the template (if any) supplied by the suffix. More generall y. whi le the appea l 
to autotemplaticism makes sense on theory-internal grounds, it remains 10 be seen 
whether this way of dividing things up has any independent justification in the 
morphology of Chaha and Yawelmani. 
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JI .4.2 Foot Species and Genus 

Another, more technical refinement introduced by McCarthy and Prince concerns 
the way in which particular species of foot templates are defined. Rather than 
simply listing (LL), (LHJ. and so on, McCarthy a nd Prince characterize each type 
in terms of two predicates: whether the number of syllables and the number of 
moras in the foot is maximized or minimized. A (LL) foot comes from maximizing 
the syllables but minimizing the moras; (LH) and (HL) maximize both syllables 
and moras; the bimora ic heavy syllable (H) minimizes both dimensions. These 
parameters are framed by the overarching condition of foot binarily. Strict binarity 
ensures that the foot can never exceed two syllables and if monosyllabic , never 
two moras. Similarly, binarity ensures that subminima l elements never define a 
template target . (For treatment of the light syllable affix under reduplication, sec 
below.) 

(51) (LHJ 
(LLJ 
(H) 

max a , maxµ 
max a, minµ 
min a , minµ 

Given this system, the Yawelmani (LH) and (H) templates arise from calling for 
a minimal PrWd (one Foot), of the iambic genus, with [max a , max µ] and [min 
a, minµ] species settings, respectively. 

In some prosodic morphologies, the foot species is not fixed , generating various 
expansions of this category. Hypocoristics often display this property. For ex
ample, the proximal vocatives in Yupik (Woodbury 1987) show monosyllabic and 
disyllabic variants. 

(52) full name 
Al)ukagnaq 
Cupcl:aq 
Nupigak 
Qakfagalgia 

nickname 
AIJ, Al]uk 
Cup, Cupe( 
Nup, Nupix/Nupik 
Qak, Qakef/*Qakfag 

We may understand this variation as follows. Recall that Yupik stress prosody 
is iambic and that initial closed syllables count as heavy. The monosyllabic nick
names close on a consonant, creating a heavy syllable. They thus realize the (H) 
expansion of the iambic foot. The disyllabic variants represent a (LL) expansion 
of the iambic category. *Qakfag is malformed because its (HL) structure does 
not match the iambic prosody. We may thus specify the Yupik vocative template 
as a PrWd minimally satisfied (one Foot) that belongs to the iambic genus with 
undefined species. 

11.4 .3 Strict nnus Loose Expansion 

Trisyllabic templates do not fit snugly in the typology or (45). An example is the 
Cupeiio habilitativc (Hill 1970, McCarthy 1984) in which the string composed of 

E.r/£'1/sions a11d R, 1i11emeil/s 
65 1 

the stressed syllable plus any followino u . 
syllabic span. "" n~tressed ones JS reparsed over a tri-

(53) verb stem habilitative 
cal ca?a?aJ "husk· 
l;\w t;i?;i?;>w 'see· 
blaw k;ila?a?aw 'gather 11 00d" 
pacik paci?ik ' leach acorns· 
Clll)naw tal)n;,?;,w ' be angr) · 
xal;iy;iw xal;iy;,w 'fair 

McCarthy and Prince ( 1991) propose to assien th h . . . . 
lure presumed lo hold ~or a pro a - e ab1lita t1ve template the struc-

P rox 1·tone ( 'aCT)( ) d 
stress rule such as in Latin or Maced · . 

1 
h _a un er an antepenultima(e 

syllable is daughter to the prosodic wo~~mn. n t JS structure the extrametrical 

(54) PrWd 

;1\ 
a CT CT 

One consequence of this move is that the r d" h. . 
layered such that each hioher level un ·1 ~ oso ic iera rchy is no longer strictly 
drawn from the adjacent 1:vel -in the hi:r~;c~o'.11~~sed exclusively of ele_ments 
d1a tely dominate Foot as well as Syllable. McC~~ -ln~llo"'.'s the PrWd t? im~e
as the loose interpretation of the notion .. h. hy ,, Pn~ce refer to this option 
perhaps can be restricted to the edge f ierarcl y - a kmd of adjunction that 

o some arger domain If . 
move, then the template for the Cupefio hab Tt t" b · _we grant this 
from minimizing the PrWd through selec/ I a ~ve cQa; / characten~ed as arising 
" loosely" interpreted. 1011 0 a + CT - that 1s, the PrWd 

b/:;~~::~~h~3t;;~~a~/:~ll~~~:~~~~~s c!~c:rr;;~;!~t/~; ii ~~nal foo
1
t foEllowed 

onsets are realized with a glottal st F . vowe s. mpty 
vation sketched in (55). op. or example, ka/a"?a-;,aw receives the deri-

(55) b[law] --+ [law] --+ I a w 

,//"\ 
--+ I a ' a ;, a w --+ k::il,Pa?aw 

\J '\J w 

V 
PrWd 

y 
PrWJ 

Loose interpretat ion of PrWJ accommodates at lc·1s1 in . - , . 
the Japanese truncation data disrnsscd earlier.·' '. p,irt , Ito s analysis of 

-
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LL HL 
(56) [saikederikku] --+ saike 

[opereesoN] -> ope 

·operation' 
' psychedelic' 

LL LH LLL 

[rokeesoN) roke *rokee [animeesoN] -> anime 
-> 

'location' ·animation' 

Recall that under Ito's analysis, the truncation template must_ ~atisfy both a bi
moraic and a disyllabic minimum. The latter explains why an 101t1al heavy s~llable 
such as saikederikk11 does not reduce to sai. _Pri~ce ((990) see; the tr~ncat1on as 
targeting a trochaic foot ; it cannot be iambi~ since 11 shuns rokee _ in favor of 
rake. On this view, saike receives the analysis in (57a). B_ut the option of loose 
interpretation of the prosodic word allows for an alternative ana l~s1s (57b) (de
scriptively equivalent to the prosodic stem + suffix proposed by Ito). 

(57) a. saike b. saike c. heriko 

I \I \J \J vvv 
CJ CT CT CT CT CT CT 

V ~1 "I F 

I 
PrWd PrWd PrWd 

The choice between the two turns on the status of the u~balanced HL troc~ee. 
If the typology of (45) is constructed so as to exclude _this foot , then (~7b) 1s _a 
better analysis than (57a) . It is also supported by the _ex1ste~~e of such tn syllab1c 
truncations as herikopuwa-> heriko. Like the Cupeno hab1htat1~e , such a ~truc
ture is beyond the ken of a simple foot and demands the loose interpre tation of 

PrWd as F + CT (57c). . . 
In these adjoined structures, the added syllable must b: hght in ~ QS. syste_: 

h J ese. F + L This explains the vowel shortening in [ammeesoN] 
sue as apan . · * 'd th 
anim e (58a). Turning to [demoNsutoreeso_Nl -> demo, demoN , eons1 e r e 
possible expansions of the PrWd category in (58b,c,d). 

(58) a. b. demo N c. d emoN d. d e m oN 
a n me 

~~ I~~ ~v I \v µ, µ, µ, µ µµ 

I I 
CT CT CT CT CT 

CT CT CT CT V V 'Y/ V F F 

I I 
PrWd PrWd PrWd PrWd 

d. · d 1 . t i · too 
(58h) is ruled out since the foot is subminimal and the a Joine e emcn . ~ 
heavy.· (58c) is a well-formed foot. but onl y as an iamb. We can exclude it if we 

l 
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set the QS option to trochaic - a rhythm that is independently motivated b\ ' the 
accent (Watanabe 1991). Only (58d) is well formed: the firs t two rnoras fo.rm a 
(LL) bimoraic foot that fa lls within the trochaic genus. In su m. the Japanese 
truncation can be generated by calling for a PrWd templa te tha t is minimally 
satisfied and loosely in terpreted with the foot genus set to trochaic and the species 
to [max CT , min µ] . It is , however, unclear exactly how to extend thi s ana lysis to 
the case of four-mora truncations such as ri/wbiri(teesoN ) ·rehabilitat io n). 

11 .4.4 Reduplicatio11: Refi11eme11ts 

Several well-attested patterns of reduplicat ion are not accommodated by the tem
plate typology of (45). One, misleadingly dubbed the "core syllable" template in 
McCarthy and Prince 1986, consists of a monomoraic light syllable with a mo no
consonantal onset. An example is furnished by the perfect in Sanskrit (data from 
Steriade 1988b). 

(59) root perfect 
pat pa-pat-a ' fly' fall' 
prath pa-prath-a * 'spread' 
k~ad ka-k~ad-a* 'divide' (cak~ada) 
mna: ma-mna:-u 'note' 

Recall from section 6.5 that the root-initial clusters in (59) are core onsets in 
Sanskrit and thus are assigned at the initial stage of syllabification. In the prosodic 
morphology theory of McCarthy and Prince, templates can only be disc ri minated 
in terms of their moraic structure. Since onset material is nonmoraic by assump
tion, templates cannot distinguish onset positions . The fact that only a single 
consonant maps to the onset in (59) must consequently be explained on other 
grounds. McCarthy and Prince hypothesize that such onset simplification will 
follow from independently motivated restrictions on the syllabic structure of pre
fixes or affixes in the individual languages . Since it is well known that a ffixes 
often have a simpler syllabic and segmental structure in comparison to roots . this 
conjecture is attractive. The fact that Sans krit has two other reduplication tem
plates and that both also show the reduct ion to monoconsonanta l onsets bolste rs 
this escape from the problem raised by this reduplication type. 

Another problem is posed by reduplication patterns that appear to skip word
initial syllables that begin with a vowel. The Orokaiva data discussed earlie r and 
repeated in (60) illustrate this phenomenon. 

(60) waeke wawaeke ' shut' 
hirike hihirike 'open' 
tiuke titiuke 'cut' 
uhuke uhuhuke ' blow' 
indi indidike ' eat' 

A con.5onant-initial word such as waeke reduplicates the first syllabic.: . but vowc.:1-
initial 11h11ke doubles the second syllable. While an analysis negat ively c.: in:um-
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scribing vowel-initial syllables could be developed , a rule singling out onsetless 
syllables is not particularly a\lractive. Mc~ ar~hy and Prince (19~ 1) suggest an 
alternative that more fully utili zes the descnpttve resources of their theory. The 
proposal is that at the stage of _the derivation wher~ reduplication is defined, 
languages such as Orokaiva require syllables to contain a consonantal onset. In
stead of supplying an onset through epenthesis, these languages a re assum_e~ _to 
delay syllabification over_ ,·owels not preceded by a consonant. Vowel-tn1t1al 
words thus fail 10 project a syllable at their left edge. Rathe r, the first syllable 
and hence higher projections of the prosodic hie rarchy are only erected when a 
CV sequence is reached. On these assumptions, vowel-initial 11/111ke has the st ruc-

ture shown in (61a) . 

(61) a. PrWd 

I 
b. PrWd 

I 
F F 

/\ I\ 
(1 (1 CT [ (1 (1 

/1 ;1 /1 /1 
u hu ke u hu ke 

If Orokaiva reduplication is rr-prefixation to the PrWd, then from the perspective 
of the phonemic tier the reduplicative affix will appear infixed in such vowel
initial words as ulwke (61b). Admittedly, certain details in the copying and sub
sequent mapping of the segmental tier remain to be worked out. The viability of 
this solution depends on the legitimacy of the delayed prosodification of vowel
initial words - a move whose implications remain to be assessed. 

Capitalizing on an observation of Steriade (1988b), McCarthy and Prince spec
ulate that the rather heterogeneous set of descriptively attested reduplication tem
plates can be systematized in terms of a single parameter: [ ±Pr\Vd] . Steriade:s 
observation is that a reduplication paradigm such as (62) seems to occur only m 
languages that do not distinguish quantity. 

(62) pa 
wadek 

pa-pa 
wad-wadek 

If a language is quantity-sensitive in the unmarked fashion where both vowels 
and consonants increment weight, then wad-wadek results from calling for a bi
moraic syllable. If templates arise from fixing the weight of a syllable , then we 
expect pa:-pa and not pa-pa from the [rr,.,.~ affix. _The u~shot is t_hat the redu
plicative template underlying the paradigm m (62) 1s ambiguous with respect to 
whether or not it realizes [c,.,_] or [o,..,.] (in a QI language we cannot tell). However, 
in a QS language the heavy syllable template [o.,.,.] can be interpreted as a par
ticular expansion of the PrWd, minimally satisfied. 

Given this refinement (plus others discussed in this section), McCarthy and 
Prince reduce the full gamut of reduplication templates to three types: the heavy 
syllabie ( = Pr\Vd), the light syllable, and the complementary syllabic (see below). 
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To illustrate the first two, let us return to the llokano plural .,nd si ·covered w· h' 
construction. It 

(63) a. pusa pus-pusa ·cat· 
kaldiIJ kal-kaldiIJ ·goat' 

b. bunel) si-bu-buneIJ ·carrying a buneng· 
pandiliIJ si-pa-pandiliIJ ·wearing a skirt· 

c. PrWd Pr\Vd d. Pr\Vd 
I I 

/}" F F 
I / \ 

(1 (1 (1 (1 (1 (1 

'1\ 
/2 /2 /2 /2 In /µ µ 

/ I I 
p u s p u s a b u bu n e IJ 

Th~ former is said to produce s_truct~res of the form PrWd + PrWd and represents 
a ktn_d of external morpholog~ 1~ which the PrWd is compounded with itself (63c). 
I~ this structure 1s accepted, 11 1s then natural to view the light syllable template 
(mterpreted now ~s [ - PrWd)) as a simple affix because it is too small to stand 
a_Ion~ as_ a p~os~d1c -:vord (63d). The putative compound versus affixational dis
tmct10~ implied tn this analysis awaits independent confirmation. It can be tested 
b~ se~mg the exte~t to which the ~ostulated structures mimic simple nonredu
phca~1ve c_ompounding ~ersus affixat1on in the individual languages. We will return 
to this pomt momentanly. 

A th!rd, less a ttested_red~plication type appears in McCarthy and Prince's ( 1986) 
an~ys1s of a con~trucuon m P?napean, where the prosodic shape of the template 
van~s a~ a function of the weight of the base. With monosyllabic bases, the re
duphcallve prefix has complementary weight, appearing as a bimoraic heavy syl
lable when the base has a short vowel (64a) and as a monomoraic light syllable 
whe~ the base has a bimoraic heavy syllable (64b) (fi nal consonants are extra
metncal). 

(64) a. pa paa-pa 'weave' 
Jal lal-lal ' make a sound ' 
pap pam-pap ~swim' 

b. duup du-duup 'dive ' 
laud la-laud 'big, old' 
mand ma-mand 'tame' 

To ~ccount for this case, McCarthy and Prince assume that the system tries to 
max1m1zc the weight of the prefixal syllable but that the result is constrained in 
such a w~y that the prefix + base must constitute a minimal word, that is . satisfy 
the equation [prefi x+ base] = Min Wu. This condition is said to hlock lengthening 
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of :ne prefi .~ in i~bJ since the resultant HH sequence cannot be subsumed under 
a ,1:igle Pr\Vd in a QS system. Also, on this analysis the Ponapean PrWd must 
bt ::iterpreted ··100,ely" in order to subsume both the HL sequence of (64a) and 
the LH of f64b,. !The available materials evidently do not pe rmit the rhythm 
fi;,::i bir./t rochai( , w be established. ) In this case, then. the minimal word template 
fu;::t ions a, an ,,~tput condition constraining the overall shape of the prefix-plus-
ba;~ combinati(,n . . 

'.
1: ith polysylla.bi~ bases the weight of the prefix also varies in Ponapean. 

(6: a. d i lip din-dilip ·mend thatch· 
rc rc rer-re re ·decorticate 
li.aan lii-li.aan ·outgoing 

b. toor<Jor to-tooroor ·be independent · 
waantu uke wa-waantuuke ·count' 

C. duupt k duu-d uupek ' starved ' 
pcc~e pee-pecse 'be acquainted ' 

McCarthy and Prince extend the analysis developed fo r (64) to this paradigm as 
well. The next category beyond the MinWd in the prosodic hierarchy is a com
pound of two MinWds. Maximization of the reduplicative prefix is thus con
:;trdined so that the resultant prefix+ base falls within the bounds set by the equa
tion [prefix+ base l = MinWd # MinWd. To see how this works, we start from 
the observation that a minimal word can contain at most one heavy syllable. The 
prefix can thus expand to bimoraic with the bases in (65a ,c) since they contain 
at most a single H . For example, H-LL din-dilip has the analysis (H)#(LL) and 
thus solves for MinWd # MinWd. But the bases in (65b) start with two heavy 
syllables. If the prefix were to expand here as well , the [prefix + base] constituent 
would contain three heavy syllables and the result could not be analyzed into a 
compound of two minimal words. But a light syllable prefix may join with the 
following heavy syllable to form a PrWd ("loose"). The L-HHL sequence in wa
waantuuke thus solves for MinWd # MinWd. 

In sum, through these clever moves the "complementary" prefix found in Pon
apean reduplication can al so be understood as following from choosing the 
[ + PrWd] option; but the resultant template functions as an output condition on 
the [prefix+ base) combination rather than on the reduplication affix itself. One 
implication of this analysis is that wa-waantuuke has a prosodic structure that is 
incongruous with respect to the morphological structure: a major prosodic break 
occurs in the middle of the root morpheme. A basic question this kind of analysi s 
raises is whether there is independent evidence to support this type of mismatch. 

To get an idea of the kind of evidence that we might expect to support such a 
struc ture, let us return to YidinY. Recall from section 10.9 that this language parses 
the word into binary feet from left to right. A final orphan (degenerate foot or 
unparsed syllable) triggers penultimate lengthening and suffers apocope under the 
appropriate segmental conuitions. Finally, an iambic , right-headed stress is im
posed ac ross the word if a long vowel occupies the second position in a binary 
foot; trochaic. lcft -hcaucd stress is assigned o therwise. 
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Dixon (1977b) divides the affi xes of YidinY in to a cohe rine and a no h . · 
I Th _ . _ _ _ nco en ng 

c ass. e trans,llve ve rbalizing suffix l•Ja +I] belongs to the ~orm d h · _ _ _ e r an l e in-
transll1ve ver?ahze r [daga] to the latter. The past tense paradigms in (66) illustrate 
the phonolog1cal e ffects of this classification. 

(66) adjective de rived verb 
milba 'clever· [milba + oa + I + iiuJ --> milba-oa-1-iiu ' made cleve r· guma :ri 'red' [gumari + l)a + I+ iiuj --> guma ri-JJa: -1 ' made red ' gad Yu:I 'dirty· [gad,.ulA + l)a +I + iiu j gad ' ula-JJa:-1 'made dirty · 

The first pa rses as (mi~ba)(JJa lnu) and the second as (guma)<riJJal)(nu). The latte r 
the~ undergoes penultimate lengthening and apocope plus fi nal cluster simp lifi
cat10n. 

Now consider the paradigm constructed from the same roots with a no ncoher ing 
suffix. 

(67) milba 
guma:ri 
gad Yu:! 

[milba + daga + nu] ---+ milba-daga:-n 
[gumari + daga + nu] ---+ guma:ri-daga:-n 
[gad ' ulA + daga + nu] ---+ gad Yu:1-daga:-n 

' became cleve r· 
' became red ' 
'became dirty' 

We note two differences. First , [daga] has a constant shape regardless of the 
number of syllables that precede . Second, the trisyllabic stems [gumari] and 
[gad YuJA] show penultimate lengthening (and apocope of the A morphopho~eme). 
As Dixon demonstrates, both anomalies are explained if the morphological word 
is ~roken down into two phonological words: [milba#daga + nu] and [gu
map#daga + nu]. On this analysis, the derivations in (68) ensue. 

(68) (milba#daga + nu] 
(milba)(daga)(nu) 
(milba)(daga:)(iiu) 
milbadaga:n 

[guma[i#daga + iiu) 
(guma)(ri)(daga)(nu) 
(guma:)(ri)(daga:)(iiu) 
guma:fidaga:ii 

metrical parse 
penultimate length 
apocope 

The medi~I phonological word boundary is also supported by stress. For example , 
[wal)al#g1mbal : du] 'boomerang'-'without'-ergative is realized wa1Jal#gimba: 
/du. The penultimately lengthened vowel induces iambic stress. But this stress 
rhythm is not transmitted to the initial part of the string , where (Wal)al) is realized 
with trochaic stress. In gene ral, each phonemic stretch separated by the # symbol 
is me trified independently of the others. 

It t~rns out that the cl~ssifica tion into cohering and noncohering affixes is pho
nolog!cally ~ased. Cohenng suffixes are all monosyllabic, while noncohering ones 
are d1syllab1c. Furthermore, each type is dispersed among the innectiona l and 
deriva tional classes and can thus be concatenated , ruling out .a level-ordering 
solution in which cohering suffixes precede noncohering ones . Expressed in 
McCarthy and Prince's terms, [milb~ + l)a +I + iiu] and [milba# daga + nu] have 
the struc ture in (69). 
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(69) PrWd PrWd PrWd 

~ I M F F F 

A /'--._ A 
0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0-

;1 ;1 ~ ~ ~ ;1 ~ ~ ;1 
mil ba l)al iiu mal ba da ga iiu 

There are various options with respect to how these structures are assigned. 
We might stipulate that all disyllabic suffixes start with a prosodic word boundary. 
This solution is unsatisfactory , ince it fai ls to capture the generalization that the 
placement of the boundary is predictable. If the boundary is inserted by rule, then 
the rule must count (at least up to two). But a basic assumption of metrical pho
nology has been that a ll counting is done via the metrification process itself. 
Furthermore, inserting a bounchry presupposes that vario us pieces of the prosodic 
structure can be referred to before the entire s tructure is erected - a basic premise 
ofldsardi's theory (section I 0. 11 J. Another analysis has been developed by Hewitt 
(1992) , who proposes a parameter of "vertical maximization" that a llows higher 
levels of prosodic structure to be e rect ed before lower levels of the prosodic 
hierarchy have been extended across the phonemic string. Applied to YidinY, this 
means that as soon as the first two syllables of a word are parsed into a foot, the 
[ + VMax) option a llows the grammar to impose a PrWd. Further assumptions are 
that foot constructio n in Yidin'· is cyclic and noniterative, each cycle forming a 
separate metrical domain. Given strict binarity, a foot and, under the [ + VMax] 
setting, a PrWd will be assigned at the left of any disyllabic cyclic domain. Thus 
[gum3.D + daga + iiu] parses as {guma}ri on the first cycle, {guma}ri{daga} on the 
second, and {guma}ri{daga}nu on the third (where braces mark PrWds). Mono
syllabic suffixes will fail to initia te a foot because they are too small. 
[gumari + l)al + iiu] parses a foot and hence a PrWd on the root cycle {guma}ri. 
But subsequent cycles fail to generate a foot and hence a PrWd since they are 
initiated by monosyllabic affixes: {guma}ri-+ {guma}riya/ -+ {guma}riyalnu. In 
the postcyclic phonology the parse is iterative and [ - VMax] so the unmetrified 
syllables are grouped with the PrWd on their left. 

For our purposes here, the details of how the structures of (69) are derived are 
less important than the fact that YidinY clearly establishes the point that a mor
phological word may contain more than one phonological word. Phonological rules 
sensitive to such groupings can then be used to confirm their existence and offer 
a potentially rich source of evidence bearing on the higher-level prosodic struc
tures implicated by McCarthy and Prince's theory of Prosodic Morphology. 
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Exercises 

ll.J Manam (Lichtenberk 1983) 

Review the analysis of Manam s tress in exerci O 7 . . . 
sodtc Morphology theo ry. develop a n anal .· :e I ·-· Uti lizing the tools of Pro -
ing paradigm. ys1s o r the reduplication in the follow-

( I ) salaga salagalaga ' long' 
moita moitaita 'knife · 
?arai ?arairai 'ginger specie s · 
Ja?o Ja?o)a?o 'go' 
malab61J malabomb61J ' flying fox ' 
?ulan ?ulanlalJ 'desire' I 

,., ' ,.-,' 

11.2 Sanskrit (Steriade J988b) 

Specify the parameters and othe r assum lion . 
reduplication paradigm of Sanskrit y P s_ requ ired to generate the following 

· ou may ignore the mfixed [i]. 

(I) root intensive (fu ll grade) 
krand kan-i-krand-
bhran~ ban-i-bhram;-
dhvans dhan-i-dhvans-

'cry out' 
'fall' 

d yaut dau-dyaut-* 
'sound' 
' shine' 

11.3 Mangarayi (Merland 1982) 

Develop an analysis for the following reduplication paradigm from Ma n . 

( I) garay1 . 
sg. pl. 

mfilam ·. malalamji 'men' 

yJDi,g yirirag 'fathers and children· 
gfil>,uji gababuji 'old people' 

j!!!]gan jimgi!figan 'knowledgeable people• 
w.aogjj wal)gal)gij 'children' 
ITlicygjj muygjuygji ' having a dog' 

11·4 llokano (Hayes and Abad 1989) 

A. In Ilokano a cyclic rule con ve rtin rev . . 
counts for the following alterna t io~S: oc.1lic nonlow vowels lo glides ac -

(I) babawi 
masahc 
ma neho 

'lo regret' 
'massage· 
'driver' 

bahawy-en 
masah y-en 
manchw-,in 

' regret-goal focus' 
massage-goal focus· 

'drive-goal focus · 



p, .V/urpholog_,. f,t ,· 

· . _ • d ' " _ " l , 0 analyses for the paradigms in (2) within 
v.·_:.:·. <;is ruk :,_; _:::i~~,_rnund. ~: '~"' _:;ade models of reduplication. How can the 

- h - • p, e an t u . - . , . ' · h f tr,:: ~-'.:l 3 rt ' .:.. .. _- _·;·~ _ ·Jei able to handle the data more stra1g tor-
'~ :.:.:c'n b~ n:- . .:.in,·. · . Is on\··; : _ r·•avy syllable reduplication and others such , s "n,.:. - -..:i....ir .:uons ca. . . . . .... . . 
" ~ : .:• · L_ ·•.: .-:.~- ~. · call f :-: __ ;:~.: syllable redupltcat1on. 
2,~ ::-.= J,,l~J''.· ~ . .... L/ .,. .0 -

:-:tan ":::.:-k : :duplicat;( :. . 
. . _ · · . ·-y ·Jile· :_:,_.;.;~-bway-bwaya 
~"a, ·' __ , ··· :.:..;.;a-bu:-bwaya 

: ~;:-\val-lwalo 
~~t-lu:-lwalo 

::- c~-pyek, pi :-pyek 

;:-k·,;·a-kwarto 
si-;.;u-kwarto 

~~ _:nn-pya-pyar 
'agin-pi-pyar 

•acin-pye-pyesta 
?~n-pi-pyesta 

' is acting like a crocodile ' 

'is praying' 

'chicks' 

'be locked up in a room' 

'pretend to trust' 

'pretend to be celebrating' 

. - .· .,_ ·cussion d reduplication in section 11 . 1, explain why t he 
B. ?-ecalhn,-. _ie_ '":":~ 1 f 1, 1 are acceptable, while those in the second are form, in :n.: nr,, co umn o -

not. 

I: . na-k2-t--..~y-b-..;iya 
na•ka-~u=~"-f! a 

sat]•,-ii:lil 
yaman 
?ag-yam-ya= 

' is c rying' 
'grd.teful' 
'pretend to be grateful' 

*na-ka-bua-bwaya 
*na-ka-buy-bwaya 
*na-ka-bwa:-bwaya 
*sa:-sal)it 

*?ag-i:-yaman 

Jl.5 Maw 1H,:gbag 1989) _ . 
- - . wo classes as far as stress is concerned , one class_ h~s 

~ -~layo "':~J~ C::°o~her stre~ses the second syllable . Class. membership 1~ 
initial 

s
ues~-~.,.;- bl Suggest an analysis for the reduplication . Show hov. 

""""n>otlv t.l.1o/' ~"ta e. d k ' k 
...,.,.,...- a1· - ._ . r'··· by deriving n'ok-nokwa, n'on-noka, an no -no a. your an ~ SIS 'll'O ~1 

() I stem reduplicated 
'known language' n'okv.-a :1'ok-nokwa 

w'attia,.--a -.'at-wattiawa 'put" coll. 

b'u~1e 1::t'uy-buyte ' run 

n\sk2 O!'on-noka ·know language 

y'uke y'uy-yuke ·rain 

h'im, b'ih-hima ·throw 

nL' k :. eok-n'oka · speak' 

ban:. ':,an-b'ana ·cry 

,im:: ;1m-~'imc: ·g0 
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ll.6 Ub.-a 

Reca ll the discussion of Ulwa (section 11 .2). where we fi nd parad igms suc h as 
the following. 

( 1) base construct s tate 
s 'uula s 'uu-ka-la 'dog 
siw'anak s iw'a-ka-nak 'root' 
an 'aalaaka an'aa-ka-laaka 'chin' 

Following McCarthy a nd Prince, we treated this infixation of -ka as s uffixation 
to a prosodically circumscribed iambic foot (=MinWd). However, we might en
tertain the following a lternative analysis: " Insert -ka after the stressed syllable.· · 
Explore the theoretical consequences of such an alternative . Does it permit sit
uations that the circumscription analysis excludes? 

11.7 Koasati (Kimball 1988) 

Kimball distinguishes two types of reduplicatio n in the Muskogean language Koas
ati. Using the notion of circumscription , develop an analysis for each type. Discuss 
the analysis in terms of the McCarthy and Prince theory. Whic h aspect s of their 
theory are supported by your analysis? Which (if any) are not? 

(I) base iterative 
c ikaplin cikakaplin 'to glitter' 
waciplin wacicfplin 'to feel a stabbing pain' 
wat6hlin watot6hlin ' to dabber' 
hayta nahkan haytanana hka:cin 'to revolve' 
h6 :pan ho h6:pan 'to hurt ' 

base punctual 
tahaspin tahas t6:pin ' to be light in weigh t' 
lapatkin lapatl6 :kin ' to be na rrow' 
cop6ksin copokc6:sin ' to be a hill' 
ton6 hkin tonoht6:kin ' to be round' 
cof6knan cofokc6:nan ' to be angled' 

akla tlin akholatlin ' to be loose' 
okcayyam okhocayyam 'to be a live' 
okcakkon okhocakkon 'to be green or blue' 

11.8 Axi11inca (Spring 1990) 

In Axininca, an Arawakan la nguage of Peru, the genitive morpheme has the al
lomorphs -ni and -ti. State the rule for their distribution. Is one bette r treated as 
the default , elsewhere case? Why? The language also has a general ru.lc sho rtening 
word-final long vowels that is evident in some of the data in ( 1 ). Can this p he
nomenon be connected lo the a llomorphy rule? 

• 
.l 
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~~ ,,,nsonnnt 468 

Ri~b~t 
~ Y-~. S93, 617 

S~ (b.~sicnl 
a..~t ., \. ~56 
~--..,nM2 
t,,~-~ "<1?- JO 
t-n'\tro ;,,'.>T'Sl ~-'6-9, 643, 644 
"-~t•t.: ,."' ... "l1lS(HUUll 42, 14), 46() ~,.,,_ ~ 

glides 37 
gutturals 32- 3 
metathesis 409 
minimality 297, 402 
nonconcatena1ive morphology 397 
root-based morphology 396-8, 636 
root constraints 163, 165, 452, 460. 465 
sun and moon letters 52, 425, 426. 445 

Sudanese dialect 
exercise 129 
nasal assimilation I 58 
s top assimilation 54. 452 
wasla epenthesis 403-4, 425, 426 

Syrian dialect 
assimila tion 461 

Arapaho 
reconstruction 124-5 

Araucanian 
alternating s tress 556 

Athabaskan 
reconstruction 123--l 

Auca 
prenasalized consonants 505 
minimal word 643 
stressed orphans 600 

Axininca 
genitive allomorphy 661 
stress 6 15 

Bakwiri 
language game 448 

Bambara 
tone 369-71, 376 

Bantu 
prenasalized consonants 498 
tonal reconstruction 386 
•tu > fu 462 

Barasano 
Southern dialect 

nasal harmony 490. 492 
Basque 

affricales 500, 50 I 
Arbizu dialecl 127 
Baztan dialecl 12<> 

Language Index 

Bizcayan dialect 21-2 
glides 37. ~84 

Bella Coola 
reduplication 289-91 

Bengali 
laryngeal features 193 
nasality 6 

Berber 
Ait-Scgrouchen dialect 414-5. 422 
Alh-Sidhar dialect 275-8 
lmdlawn Tashlhiyt dialect ~-8-80, 305, 547 

Burmese 
voiceless nasals 16 

Buru 
clicks 43 

Cahuilla 
heavy syllables 437 
stress 604 

Catalan 
nasal assimilation 205, 224-5. 239. 517 
strict cyclicity 206-8 

Cayuvava 
ternary stress 596-7 

Chaha 
labialization 442 
templates 647 

Chamorro 
umlaut 18- 2 1, 525 

Chilcotin 
flattening 469 

Chimwi:ni 
vowel length 240-2, 248- 9 

Chinese 
Cantonese dialect 

coronals 464 
labials 535 

Danyang dialect 384 
Mandarin dialect 

la ryngeal fea tures 6 1, 506 
tones 377 
voiceless stops 38 

Pinyao dialect 394 
Songjiang dialect 377 
Suzhou dialect 381, 394 
Tianj in dialect 382 
Wuxi dialec t 383 

Chipewyan 
reconstruc tion 123-5 

Choctaw 
alternating lenglh 589, 6 15 
augmentation 600, 642 

Chukchee 
apocope and epenthesis I 04-7 
exercise 127 

o-a:,;:o-imil~ti,m I Oh. : rJ1 . 454 

nasal a!'l,imil.itit•n .:., J 

C humash 
sibilanl ht1rmr,r1 Y I fl. 24? 

Cree 
rcconslructirJn I I X-:.~ 
Swampy di~kcl I ~~ 

Creek 
accenl 616 

Cupnn 
st ress 620 

Cupcrio 
habililativc: · :::mpl~it ')SO 

Czech 
stress 587 . .: ~ 

Diola Fogni ,c 
consonant .:.. ·Htcr~ ~ HS. 5 __ 

Dutc h 
devoicing 2:- . 49! 

Dyirbal 
minimal "-OCd 634 

Eastern Cher~:ni~ 
vowel assir.~!a1ion -<73-4 

English 
allophones ~ I • 82 
aspiration =~-61, 2J;"3. soi; 
bnick vs. olv. k 304 
coronal as,blilation 156, 4li3 
coronal c oo.-;onanL1 30, 520 

dialec ts . . . ~.,_ 
American , s. Bnrusb [yu, -
Belfast ct=talizariion 233 
British ,tlc,Ualling 159 
Canad;,;, Raisin!!,'. '99-IO 1- .4!,18 

Irish 51. £!13 
Singapoce 73. 83 

diphthongs !'::!., 465 
echo worc!5 -S32 
epenthesis SC 
flapping 8_ f..3. 1% , :::!I 
glottal ling F9 
hypocorisric\ 10,nZ: 
intrusive ..-.:,p 482 
laryngeal t:=ures 5!l 
lexicon 21: 
liquid vcf.ar..z:a,:tion -'80 
minimal pain 82 
minimal "'crl 6Jll 
morphololP, 

affi.JU1l cr-.i=g :.::_:

agenuv~ : ;r1 -• ,: 
bradcetmif ;::arailiu;.. - ~ -
compan.c. ., ~ ~u 
past :~n,i.e :1r, 
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Finnish 
degemination 309 
diphthong contraction 513 
gradation 514 
laryngeal features 62 
raising rule 20 I, 232 
reconstruction 115-1 7 
stress 587, 604 
t-> S 201,209, 220,514 
vowel harmony 350, 388 

Fox 
reconstruction 118- 125 

French 
affrication I 38 
cluster simplification 288 
laryngeal features 61 
nasalization 523 
r-assimilation 448 
resyllabification 280 
rhotic consonant 35 
voiceless stops 38, 59 

Fula 
gemination 545 
glides 454, 461 

Ga'anda 
tone 363-8, 376, 390 

Gaelic 
Barra dialect 

epenthesis 544 
Garawa 

stress clash resolution 560 
German 

affricate consonant 31 
ch 308 
cyclic syllabification 281-3 
devoicing 494 
g-deletion 307 
round vowels 25 

Germanic 
Grimm's Law 497 
Vemer's LawA98 

Grebo 
tone levels 47 

Greek (Ancient) 
compensatory lengthening 436 
core syllables 264-7 
correptio Attica 264 
laryngeal assimilation 156 
Mycenean syllabification 301 
PIE •s 301 
syllable weight 437-41 

Greek (Modem) 
Cypriot dialect 

glide hardening 489 

Guarani 
nasal harmony 490 

Guere 
root constraint 5 I 7, 546 

Hausa 
deverbal adjectives 446 
Klingenheben' s Law 462 
reduplication 449 
tone mapping 369, 376 

Hebrew (Biblical, Tiberian) 
definite prefix 44, 155, 426 
degemination 45, 430 
gemination 296 
gemination and spirantization 36, 411 , 417- 19 
imperfect 53 
a-assimilation 153 
stop vs. fricative 15, 35 
syncope 411 
vowel echo 457 

Hebrew (Modern) 
epenthesis 533 

Hindi 
laryngeal features 38, 61 
nasal assimilation 288 
schwa syncope 534 

Hungarian 
palatal consonants 31, 471 

Icelandic 
aspiration 4 14 
epenthesis 79, 98, 244 
stress 559 
umlaut 80, 244 

llokano 
reduplication 623-6, 655 

lndo--European 
accent 618 
•gw 539 
•kw > p in Greek 301 
•s > h in Greek 301 

Indonesian 
schwa 554 

Irish 
lenition 540 

Italian 
Altamura dialect 45, 448 
Friulian dialect 83, 84 
gemination 297 
Northern Salentino dialect 84, 85, 530 
onsets 302 
Piedmontese dialect 304 
radoppiamento 297, 303, 425 
Roman dialect 303 

Japanese 
geminates 293 
Lyman's Law 162, 481.493. 51~ 
mimetic palatalization 510 
minimal word 640 
mora nasal 454 
rendaku voicing 493, 511 
syilable coda 284 
truncation 294 , 644, 65 1-2 , 66~ 

Kammu 
tone and , ·oicing 542 

Kampuri 
echo words 633 

Karok 
s-palatalization 97. 98. 99 

Kasem 
compensatory lengthening 435 

Kashmiri 
stress 617 

Katchin 
reconstruction 539 

Khalkha Mongolian 
stress 582. 607 

Kiamu 
palatalization IO I 

K.imatuumbi 
vowel height 476 
vowel shortening 237-8 

Kinande 
vowel height 477 

Kire 
nasalization and orthography 86-8 

Klamath 
diminutive 55 
laryngeal features 493 
vowel echo 471 

Koasati 
reduplication 661 

Kolami 
echo words 633 
vowel copy 423 

K omi 
compensatory lengthening 295. 43 1 

Korean 
coda consonants 65 
liquids 82, 83 
round vowels 25 
stops 40 
umlaut 470 

Koya 
stress 605-6 

Kpelle 
labiodentals 482, 484 

Kwakala 
stress 447 I 
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\ 1 ls r,,.nuony 143 

,~l\ll.\l \ \.lWCIS 26 

11..,1 ,,,-.,;onants 37 

I"'~'"" 55 
'""-\<' r,s:rd$e 392 

1,">< , ,<~:id 314. 315, 316 

~,>1'111 
.ti'''''""' 286, 527, 641 
•lll!=~,ation 600, 641 
,,_iur,b:ation 627-8, 635 
>) llshk weight 428 

Litin 
comp<a;atory lengthening 425, 426 
dclabi.ilization 503 
cnctiti, accent 547, 591 
iambi.: shortening 600 
labialcwclar 42 
liquid dissimilation 35, 509 
stress -18, 240, 292 

Lithuanian 
dominant-recessive accent 584-6, 619 
nasal assimilation 517 
prefix alternation 54, 485 

Livonian 
reconstrUction 115-17 

Luganda 
mora 298, 594 

Macedonian 
antcpeoultimate stress 5TI, 611 

Makua 
tone 359-63, 390 

Malay 
nasalization 490 

Malayalam 
nasal assimilation 224 

Manam 
reduplication 658 

Mangarayi 
reduplication 659 

Maranungku 
alternating stress 552, 555, 551. 558, 570, 610 

Margi 
labialization 41 
labiocoronal 43 
tone 47, 312- 22, 381 

changing ve rbs 319 
multiple anchoring 327 
polarity 313 
reduction 321 
rising 312-3 

Mayo 
reduplication 660 

Mazatcco 
onset clusters 504 

Mende 
tone 386 

Menomini 
reconstruction 118-25 

Mokilese 
reduplication 628, 630 

Moore 
tone 390 
vowels 53 

Muskogcan 
reconstruction 134 

Navaho 
reconstruction 123-4 

Ngbaka 
root constraints 541 

Nisgha 
reduplication 538 

Nootka 
labialization 4 I 
stops 38 

Nzebi 
vowel height assimilat ion 477 

Ojibwa 
reconstruction 118-25 
stress 559-60 

Old English 
compensatory lengthening 434 
stress and syncope 602 
trimoraic syllabic 431 

Orokaiva 
reduplication 527, 631, 654 

Persian 
V-+W4f2 

Pintupi 
alternating stress 599, 601, 610 
minimality 600 

Piro 
fricative clusters 502, 503 

Polish 
affricate consonants 31, 502 
devoicing 74-8, 198, 229 
exercise 245 
na.<al assimilation 486 
palatalization 199 
raising (o-+ u) 74-8, 93, 104, 198, 227, 497 
stress 551,580,611 ,621 
velarized consonant 42 
voicing assimilation 198 
ycrs 228 

Polynesian 
reconstruction 132 

Ponapean 
reduplication 655-6 

Rat,'-Romansch 
glides 542 

Romanian 
labiovelar evolution 161 

Russian 
affricate consonants 3 I 
final devoicing 70 
ikan·e 464 
palatalization 41 
palatalized labials 161 
prefixal yers 236 
stress 221, 621 

edge marking 6 I 2 
fixed vs. mobile 582, 608 
Leka dialect 618 
postaccenting 609 

\'Oicing assimilation 37. 70, 481, 508 

Samoan 
reduplication 635. 640 

Sanga 
language game 295 

Sanskrit 
Bartholomae's Law 160,481 
Grassmann's Law 493, 495 
n-retroflexion 165, 167, 168, 508 
reduplication 653, 659 
ruki rule 202 
s-assimilation 2 I 6 
syllabification 268-9 

Sarcec 
phonetic illusion 3-5 
recons truc tion 123-4 

Selayarese 
coda consonants 546 

Serbo-Croatian 
accent 90 
epenthesis 92, 104 
exercise 125 
liquid vocalization 91 , 104 

Seri 
glottal stop deletion 535 

Shona 
triple articulation 44 
tone 324-37, 402 

Meeussen's Rule 325 
Southeastern dialect 333 
Southern Karanga 334 
Stevick's Ruic 329 
verb 331-5 

Sianc 
tone 385 

Sinhalese 
release features 543 

Slovak · 
diphthongs 45 
yer vocaliza tion 433 

Somali 
accent 309 
exercise 128 
syllable 254 

Spanish 
depalatalization 222 
diphthongs 222 
epenthesis 271,402 
nap 73 
liquid assimilation 423 
n-velarization 223, 281 
resyllabilica tion 280-1 
s-aspiration 159. 223,281 
spirantization 65. 487 
,·oiced stops 35 
\'Owe) clusters 46 
y-fonition 464 

Sundanese 
nasality 248, 522 

Swedish 
Finnish d ialect 26, 465 

Tahitian 
vowel hiatus 440 

Tahltan 
sibilant harmony 520 

Tamil 
vowel sequences 52, 512 

Tangale 
elision 96 
syllable 254 
voicing 95 

Thai 
laryngeal features 38, 6 1 
tones 48 

Tibetan 
tones 378-80 
front vowels 464 

Tigrinya 
spirantization 420 

Tonkawa 
conspiracy 526 

Trukese 
reconstruction I 31 

Tilbatulabal 
alternating st ress 525-6 

Tulu 
labial ization 462 

Turkish 
compensatory lengthening 295, 432 
palatal umlaut 352 
vowel harmony 25-26, 465, 471 

Ukrainian 
dcpalatalization 161 
voicing assimilation 496 
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Ulwa 
infixation 634 , 640. 643, 660 

Venda 
tone 

default tone 345 
exercise 388 
high spread 339 
low deletion 339 
Meeussen·s Rule 339. 413 

Warao 
alternating stress 556. 560. 588 
nasal harmony 490 

Weri 
stress 556 

Winnebago 
degenerate foot 600. 60 I. 643 
Dorsey's Law 567 
minimality 600 
stress 566- 7, 578, 595, 6 I 7 

Wolof 
neutral vowels 355 
opaque vowels 351 
speech disguise 446 
vowel harmony 347-8, 354- 8 

Yakut 
assimilation 517 
exercise 85 

Vala 
tone 368 

Language Index 

Yawelmani 
absolute neutralization 112 
epenthesis 109, 534 
syllable 254 
templates 648 
vowel harmony 107 
vowel lowering 112, 203 
vowel shortening 107 

Yiddish 
voicing 496 

Yidin' 
cohering vs. noncohering affixes 657. 662 
minimal word 640, 643 
reduplication 635, 639, 640 
stress 589, 619 

Yindjibarrdi 
alternating stress 604 

Yir Yoront 
epenthesis 533 

Yoruba 
reduplication 631, 632 
tone 47 

Yucatec Maja 
consonant clusters 543 

Yupik Eskimo 
Chugach ternary stressing 598 
stressed vowel lengthening 45 
vocative 650 

Zande 
Ganda Law SOS 

Zoque 
voicing of stops 499, 503 

Subject Index 

Abad, M. 625, 659 
ablaut 33 
absolute neutralization 111, 112. 227 
accommodation 484 
adjacency 335, 346, 368 
advanced tongue root [ATR] 14. 476, 528 
affricate consonant 31 - 2, 499- 506 
AJghazo, M. 399 
Allen, S. 

Greek syllable weight 439 
Latin iambic shortening 600 
Latin stress 292 

allomorphy 105 
allophone 66 
Almozainy, H. 

speech disguise 409 
al ternations 19 

analysis 91, 103 
multiple 103-4 
in paradigm 89 

alveolar 27 
alveopalatal 27 
amplitude of wave 168 
anaptyxis 399 
[anterior] 28 
antigemination 418, 533 
aperture 477, 503 
apical consonant 30 
apocope 105 
appendix of syllable 260 
[approximant] 34, 255 
Archangeli, D. 

default vowel 402 
radical underspecification 507 
Yawelmani templates 647-8 

Armstrong, R. 368 
Aronoff, M. 

latinate vocabulary 211 
level ordering 234 
morpheme 210 

Articulator Model 452-5 
articulators 14, 139-45, 164 

adjacency 165 
feedback 145 

larynx 14. 139 
tongue root 14 

aspiration 39 
assimilation 21, 150-8 
associat,on lines 316. 327 
autosegmental phonology 

adjacency 164, 335, 368 
assimilation 151. 153, 155 . 420 
association 

delinking 159 
directional 323 
edge-in 369. 372 
lines 316 
multiple linking 407, 41 O 
parameters 374 
path 371 
Universal Association Convention (UAC) 

317 
line crossing ban 317, 354 
locality 343 
melody 428 
Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) 323 
tier 153. 164, 315, 395 
tier conflation 419 
tone 

default 319 
extratonality 332 
floating 321, 366 
latent 364 
melody 313 
polarity 313 
stabilty 321 
tone bearing unit 316 

underspecification 162 
vowel harmony 346 

disharmonic root 350 
floating autosegment 355 
neutral vowel 357 
opaque vowel 351 

autotemplatic syllabifi cation 647 

Bagernihl. B. 289-91 
Bao. Z. 

contour tone 378. 3R I 
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Danyang 384 
Pinyao 394 

bare anchor 311 
basic altemant I 04 
behaviorism 74 
Bell. A. 588 
Bethin, C. 78. 198 
bilabial 27 
binarity of stress foot 

maximal 596, 
minimal 599 

bleeding rule order 94 
blocking of rule 210 
Bloomfield. L. 118-25 
Booij. G. 

Dutch devoicing 227 
Polish syllabification 261-3 
word level 227-30 

Borowsky, T. 
English closed syllable shortening 261 
structure preservation 288 
word level 233-4 

bracket erasure 212, 231 
bracketing paradox 235, 236 
Broselow, E. 271, 304 
Browman, C. 484 

CV tier 395 
Calabrese, A. 

feedback 472 
filter and repair rules 528-31 
metaphony 84, 479, 529 
palatalization 467 

cartilages 
arytenoid 139-40 
crycoid 139-40 

Cassimjee, F. 338--46 
categorial perception I 86-7 
cavities 142, 158 
Chambers, J. 99, 100 
Chao, R. 377 
Chen, M. 376, 383 
Cheng, C. 359 
Cheng, L. 464 
Chomsky, N . 

English stress 549 
Plato's problem 1-2 
strict cyclicity 208 
SPE 28 

Chiba, T. and J. Kajiyama 178 
Christdas, P. 52, 512 
Clements, G. 

feature tree 146, 462-7 I 
aperture 475 
central vowels 26 
debuccalization 489 

[open] 475 
oral cavity node 482 
partial assimilation 155-7 
scalar height assimilation 477. 479 
V-Place vs. C-Place 462-3. 473 
vowel echo 473 

syllable 
approximant 255 
filters 257 
parsing 262 
Sonority Dispersion Principle 283-4. 432 
sonority peaks 255 

tone 
Ewe tone rais ing 242-3 
Stranded Tone Principle 321 
tonal feet 342 

skeleton 426 
vowel harmony 347 

Akan 349, 355 
Turkish palatal umlaut 352 

clicks 43 
clitics 643 
closed syllable shortening 436. 648 
coarticulation 29, 184-5 
coda augmentation 255 
cognates I 15 
Cohn, A. 

phonetic underspecification 521-4 
Sundanese nasality 248, 522 

Comparative Method 115, 120 
compensatory lengthening 295, 432-5 
complementary distribution 58 
complex segments 43, 499 
conflation of grid lines 570, 578, 581 
conjunctive vs. disjunctive rule order 216 
conspiracy of rules 526 
constraint on roots 162-J 
constraint vs. rule 495 
[consonantal) 453 
[constricted glottis] 493 
[continuant] 34, 481-9 
continuous syllabification 287 
core syllable 255 
[coronal] 15, 30, 285, 464, 516 
counterbleeding 99 
counterfeeding 99 
cyclic rule 203-4 

damping of wave 174 
dangling tone 324 
Davis, S. 544 
debuccalization 160. 489 
default rule 62, 507 
default lone 319, 330 
default vowel 402 
degenerate foot 558 

SUBJECT INDEX 695 

Dell, F. 
Ath-Sidhar Berber 275-8 
lmdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber 278-80 

dental 27 
Dependency Phonology 45 I 
derivation 71 
derivational constraint 527 
derived environment 202 
diphthong 37, 45, 46 
disharmonic roots 350 
disjunctive vs. conjunctive rule 216 
dissimilation 162-4 
distinct lexical items 13 
[distributed] 30 
Dixon, R. 

Fijian diphthongs 46 
Yidin' 

cohering vs. noncohering affixes 657 
minimal word 640 
reduplication 635 
stress 589, 619 

Domino Condition 569 
dorsal 15 
Dorsey's Law 568 
downdrift of tones 341 
downstep of tones 341 
Dresher, E. 602 
Duanmu, S. 

Dangyang 384 
tone bearing unit 381-2 

Dudas, K. 584, 619 
duplex perception I 89 
Durand, J. 

debuccalization 489 
Dependency Phonology 451 

edge-in-association 369, 372 
Eimas, P. 187 
ejective consonant 40 
Elmedlaoui, M. 278-80 
Elsewhere Condition 217, 220 
emphatic consonants 42 
enhancement of features 183, 188 
epenthesis 79 
exceptions 196-8, 203 
extrametricality 567 
cxtrasyllabicity 274 
extratonality 333, 361 
Ewen, C. 

affricates and prenasalizcd slops 498 
Dependency Phonology 451 
metrical foot 558 

Fabb, N. 237 
feature filling 63, 375 

feature tree 
articulator bound vs. free 147. 453 
dependency-dominance 149. 310 
double domination 459 
grouping 146 
interpolation 161 
promotion 466 
reduction 159-62 
root 453 
tier 153 

features 
distinctive 

[ATR) 14. 20, 143, 476, 528 
[anterior] 28. 30 
[approximant] 34, 255 
[back) 20. 24, 471 , 464. 471 
[consonantal] 36, 147. 453, 489 
[constricted glonis] 39, 147 
[continuant] 27, 31, 34. 147. 481. 489,503 
[coronal] 15, 30, 285. 464, 516 
[distributed) 30 
[dorsal) 32, 468 
[high] 20, 462, 475 
[labial] 29, 462 
[lateral] 148, 488 
[low] 20, 462, 475 
[nasal] 481, 493, 504 
[open] 475 
[pharyngeal] 32, 456 
[round] 24, 462 
[slack vocal folds] 39 
[sonorant] 36, 147, 453 
[spread glottis] 39, 493 
[stiff vocal folds) 39 
[strident] 29, 148 
[voiced) 39,481,493 

movement vs. stationary 136 
orosensory goal 457 
redundant vs. distinctive 57 
versus elements 451 

feeding 94 
Firthian School 311 
flap 35 
floating autosegment 355 
floating feature 311 
floating tone 321, 366 
floating vowel 406 
focus of rule 19 
foot 48 
Ford, K. 321 
formant 178, 179, 180, 183 
fortition 35 
Fourier theorem 172 
frequency of sine wave 169 
fricative consonant 15, 34 
fundamental frequency 173 
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geminates 44. I 54 
automatic degemination 46 
inalterability 412 
integrity 4 10-16 
lenition 36 
true vs. fake 293 

glide 23 
onglide vs. offglide 45 

global rule 202. 401 
glottalization 39 
glotus 141 
Goddard, I. 121.124-5 
Goldsmith , J . 

autosegmental representation 315-19, 395 
bounds on association 388 
co ronal 285 
le"els 103 
licensing 494, 531 
optimality 338 
sonority 268 
tonal s tabiLity 321 
universal association convention 217-18 

Golds tein, L . 484 
Gorecka, A. 467 
government 437 
Government and Charm Phonology 451 
Grassmann's Law 383 
greek lener variable SI , ISS, 157 
Greenberg, J. 

phonotactics 284 
Proto Bantu 386 
Semitic root constraints 163, 407 

grid-only theory 558-61 
Guerssel , M. 

epenthesis 422 
geminates 414 
high vowel vs. glide 277 

Gussmann, E . 
Icelandic stress 559 
Polish onsets 262 

guttural consonants 32-3, 45~1 

Haas, M. 134, 616 
Haddad, G. 299 
Hale, K . 

and A . Lacayo Blanco 634 
and J. White Eagle 566-8, 601 
Lardil augmentation 641 

Halle, M. 
Articulator Model 138-9, 451-S 
bnick vs. blick 304 
(consonantal] 147 
features 

phonological vs. phonetic 158 
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